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THE USE OF VEGETATIVECHARACTERISTICSIN GRASS IDENTIFICATION 

,1/
by C. E. Phillips ~ 

For many peop~e the identification of grasses bas long been 
a problem. The standard method based 'on the flowering parts 
(inflorescence) of the plant'involves,suchminute differences 
that it is very easy to ~o astr,ay.' 'There is also the problem of 
those people working with pastures and lawns whe~e, under normal 
condi tions t mast grasses do"not produce floweri:ng parts. Now, 
of course, we havechetnlca1weed,control and are faced with the 
fact that, to be effective, herbicide~ .JIlUSt be applied long before 
the floWering parts appear. Tlie use of vege,tative keys for 
grass identification in this country goes back almost half a 
century. There are several -good key.availabl~ but they are 
quite regional in'their coverage and do not include all the 
principal cultivated and weed grasses of the Northeast. For 
this reason and also because the vegetative characters used in 
the keys are both quite small and.unfami1iar, it is doubtful if 
there are mOre than a few persons in thex-egion who even attempt 
their use. Up' to 'this t1InemOst of ehose concerned with chemi
cal weed control have perhaps not felt that it was necessary to 
go beyond the point of, identifying a weed as a 'grass. It is 
certain however that the ti~ is fast, approaching when both re
search and service personnel mu8t~be.ableto identify. grasses
by genus' and species. Sameof the n~er herbicides have already 
given an indication that they can be specific for certain 
grasses. Just recently I saw where one of the newer chemicals 
had been sprayed in~a test strip across sixteen different 
grasses. Fourteen had b~en killed outright or very severely. 
damaged. TWowere apparently unaffected. Let us just make 
comparisons between very closely related grasses. CommonKentucky 
bluegrass was killed but~Merion, showed only a faint dJ..scoloration. 
Meadowfescue was killed'but KY~,31 fescue was apparently not 
affected~While it maybe quite difficult to take a sample and 
say with certainty whether :f.t is,commQn or Mar;i.onKentucky blue
grass,'meadow fescue and Ky. 31. can be readily ident;i.fied by 
their vegetative characteristics if,. and this is a big "if",'
you know what to look for. ..	 " 

1/	 Departm.e:nt of Agronomy, University of Delaware, Newark, 
Delaware. 
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Now let us take ~ look at the vegetative ch acteristics 
that are most useful in grass identification. B t first let me 
say that a magnifier is just as essential in gra s identifica
tion as eyes. Personally ,I .prefera triplet Wit ,~range of 
5 to 20-X. 'The lO-X c6JDbinatiQn, is bes t foxien ral use \'»utI 
like the '20-X for checkit1:g very small details.,', ' nother very. 
useful ,tool 'is a P~cket c~arator. This iristr nihas 6-x 
mag~ification with'a measuring 'scale iraduated t ~2 _. The 
startingpoint£'Qr,mo~t vegetat~ve keys ~s the p sition of ,the 
bla4e in the bud-shoQt. All grasses~e either oIled or 
folc;1ed. But s~times "th~rolled b",d-shoot DLllye decided~y 
fla'ttened and appe'ar, to ,be 'folded.. A' grass, is n ver classified 
as folded in t:h~ ,bud-'ahoot unless, the blade is f Ided just 
once in themiddle.'F~r'&rasses ,with blades undr3D1D. wide 
it is almost impo~sibleto deterud.ne:with,certai: ty whetheJ: it 
is rolled or folded. ' , " , 

, " 

"The blade itself may be ~mooth. rough or h8 ry on tbetop
 
surface and on 'the l~rsurfACe., Roughtless isetermined by
 
"feel'~ preferably us~n,g a,JIlOre sel\~!J~tive at;ea of' the skin than
 
the finger tips. Very short hairs c,an only be dtected by eare

ful examination with a, magn,ifier,' ,Ip.some grass s the midrib
 
is prominent lielow, thatis"raised ab<)vethe sur ace. The
 
blade margin :(ed8~) may be smo9th:,.' rough.or hair. The best,
 
way to deteDpinethia;' is tq,;v:ieww:L~h a ~gnifi~the edge of
 
the blade s~lhouetted agalnst~ light or the sky , "
 

The next' most prom.ip.ent,part of the gra~s:.l af is the'
 
lower part that encloses the stem -- the sheath. In some '
 
grasses,' notably "the bromes. the sheatll is a,clo ed t'Jbe to
 
near the top. In most grasses; how~vetJ the she th is, split
 
from the top to the point of at~ac~nt,and ifl 0 erlapping,at
 
least at the base. The marg1nsofth1s ,split .sh ath moat . ,
 
generally' are hyaline, that is' thinatiel transluc nt _d whitish
 
in appearance. "HbWev~r J' in, som.e srassesone mar in is hyaline
 
and the other is hairy and in'othetsbothmargin .are. hairy.
 
Of coarse, wheth~r split orcld8ed~,·the sheath y be smooth,
 
rough, or hairy. the shape of' the sheath. in eros -sec.tion may
 
vary from distinctly flattened or compressed to' ound. At
 
times we find that in a grass with a round shea the blade
 
midrib apparently continues prominently on 'down' ritothe sheath
 
as a ridge and we refer to the sheath as being k eled •
 

. . ".~. :! .. , 

All grass leaves are attached to the stem a a point called 
the node. In most grasses the node is smooth an without hairs. 



In a few grasses with smooth sheaths we find a ring of hairs 
at the node. In at least one other with a very hairy sheath 
we find a narrow, sticky ring just below the node that is 
completely without hairs. 

Moving now to the area where the blade is attached to the 
sheath, we find in many grasses claw-like projections extending 
from the base of the blade and more or less wrapping around the 
stem or emerging bud-shoot. The projections are called auricles 
and they may be quite small and slender or rather large and 
prominent. In a few grasses careful examination of the auricles 
with a magnifier will reveal that they are hairy. 

At the base of the blade or the top of the sheath and be
hind the stem or emerging shoot we nearly always find a pro
jection called the ligule. I say "nearly always" because it 
is absent in the genus that includes barnyard grass and 
Japanese millet. Ligules are of CWotypes, a thin whitish 
membrane or a fringe of hairs, and may vary in length from 
.2 Mm. or less to 8.0 Mm. or more. The membranous ligules may 
vary in shape from those that are flattened across the top or 
truncate, to those that generally have a decided notch on one 
or both sides or in the center, or to those that rise to a sharp 
acute or acuminate point in the center. The margins of most of 
these membranes are entire or without divisions, lobes or teeth. 
However some of them have a saw-toothed edge and in some the 
edge or margin ends in fine hairs and is said to be ciliate. 
In a few grasses we find that the back of this membrane is 
covered with very fine hairs. The ligules that are a fringe 
of hairs have less variations than the membranous ones. In 
some grasses we find that the ligule is made up of a fringe of 
short hairs with some scattered hairs that are very much 
longer. These long hairs may be across the entire width of 
the ligule or just on the sides. In other grasses we find that 
the hairs are fused together at the base so that the lower part 
appears to be membranous. In these cases the question could be 
raised as to the dividing line becween a ligule that is a fringe 
of hairs fused at the base and a membranous ligule that is 
ciliate. My division is this -- if the fused or membranous 
portion is shorter than the hairs, it is called a fringe of 
hairs fused at base; if the fringe of hairs is shorter than the 
membrane, it is a membranous ligule that is ciliate. 



-


Within this coming year a key for the iden ification of 
the important grasses of the Northeast by their vegetative 
characteristics will be available. This key wi 1 be simpli
fied as much as possible but of necessity manyf the separa
tions will be based on differences as seen th~o g~ a lO-X 
magnifier. 1 trust that these magnified color ransparencies 
you have just seen will help you "see" what you "look at" and 
successfully. use the key. 

-
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FACTORSINFLUEUCINGTHE PERFORFANCE HERBICIDESOF GRANULAR

R. D. Sweet
 
Deparlment of Vegetable Crops, Cornell University, It
 aca, N. Y. 

In the last year or two numerous investigators have st died dry granular 
carriers for herbicides. Previous to this only a few had s riously investi
gated their possibilities. 

Amongstfa;rmers J the interest in granulars stems prim 'ly from their 
dislike for hauling water or for running the sprayer to som location away 
fran the field in order to refill. The water problem is ac te even in 
regions where water is relatively plentiful. 

Of considerable concern to weed 'Workers is the perform ce of granular 
formulations as compared to that of the conventional formul tions. Research 
to date on performance is wholly inadequate to permit many onclusions or 
generali;a.tions. Some of the factors influeneing performan e are as follows: 

1. The chemical itself has an important bearing on re lts. Certain 
compounds such as EFTCalmost always give better results on a granule. On 
the other hand Atrazine at lower rates performs better as a wettable powder. 
CDD::may perform better or worse on a granule depending on actors at 
present unknown .J, 

2. The nature of the carrier may play an important ro 
is known regarding the several types of carriers, particle 
on the carrier, best methodo£' formulating, etc. 

3. The influence of environment and soil on granular 
canpared to conventional formulation, is sufficiently well 

4. Even distribution of the herbicide at the desired 
sary with granulars as with liquids. Presently available e uipment does not 
lend ;itself to ea5Y, accurate application. However, equipm nt manuf'acturers 
are aware of the needs, and presumably in the near f'uture 11 have machines 
a:vai.lable to do the job well .. 

e, but little 
ize, percentage 

ate is as neces
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THEMETABOLISM fLANTS-~AFACT0F C~TAIN BER~ICIDES.BJ R IN.THEIR 

BIOLOGICALACTIVITyl,2,4 

V. D. Freed,·M. Montgomery and Mabel Kief) 

Since ancient times, man has sought chemicals to abate d sease, the disease 
of his livestock and to control pests that exact their toll 0 his food crops. 
The rise of exact scientific studies in chemistry and biolog permitted man, to 
turn his attention to the effect of these chemicals on -thea anismexposed to 
them. It was early noted in animal experiments that ehe ani 'Is Were able to 
tolerate a prolonged exposure to low concentrations of many of the organic chemi
cals tested. In attempting to discover the reason for this tler~ce, it was 
found that the animals were able to detoxify or metabolize t se drugs (4). The 
metabolism was found to take many forma in ani~als· ranging al thewliy from the 
formation of a simple conjugate to a complete metab~lism of t e administered drug. 
It was found that the compound administered might be conjugat d to simple amino 
acids, sugars or proteins, it may be coupled with sulfur-cont ining amino acids 
to form .the mercapturic acids; the compound might be hydroxyl ted, viaox1dation 
or the compound might be oxidized completely to carbon dtoxid . and water (4). 
Very often a combination of tbese.detoxificationmechanisms re found~ Subse
quently, it was shown that microorganisms, insects and other lower animals possess 
the same ability to metabolize organic substances. . It is n .knoWn that micro
organisms particularly have a wide range of abilities to deal with organic' -' 
materials iRtroduced into their environment. 

Although it may have been surmised that plants possess t e,same ability to 
metabolize drugs, it remained for the workers at Boyce Thomps n Institute (15,16) 
17) to demons.trate J:his phenomena. Thase workers studying· t effects of various 
fumigants on plants discovered that ethylene chlorohydrin was rapidly converted 
to a glycoside. Subsequently, other compounds were shown to e metabolized by 
plants, such as the dinitrophenols, where it was demonstrate that plants possess 
the ability to reduce one of the nitTa groups of the dinitro enol. 

The introduction of growth-regulating eompounds for wee control and for 
horticultural ,urposes greatly stimulated: interest in the met bolismof chemicals 
by plants. The theory has been advanced that the mode of act on of certain of 
these compounds may depend upon the metabolic conversion to active form (14) 
18). That such may be the case in' certain· instances was d strated by the 
workers at Boyce Thompson Institute who showed in 1947 that e omega phenoxy 
alkyl carboxylic acids could be converted by beta oxidation 2)4-D (21). There 
remained for Wain (22) and his colleagues (2) in England, h ver, to make 
practical application of this discovery. 

1. Based in part on manuscripts submitted to ~eeds. 

2. Supported in part by a grant from Geigy i~ricultural Che cals, NewYork. 

-3. Professor of Agricultural and Biological Chemistry, Cbemi t and Assistant in 
Biochemistry, respectively, De~artment of i~ricultural C mistry, Oregon 
State College. 

4. Published as Oregon Agricultural Ex~eriment Station .usce laneous Paper 1101. 
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The introduction of synthetic organic compounds sucn as ,4-0 for practical 

application in agriculture led toa renewed interest in dete 10ing the mode of 
action of the natural occurring· plant hormones. A good deal f attention was 
focused on indole-J-acetic acid· ttAA) resulting in the disco ery of its 4estruction 
in the plant by the indoleacetic acid oxidase (2). It was d . onstrated that the 
IAA.was destroyed by oxidation which fact was thought to be elated to the manner 
in which the chemical induced certain plant responses. It w s felt that since 
the indoleacetic acid oxidase was a riboflavin-containing ma erial, that this 
system would be light sensitive and hence oaunilatera~ ill ination of 'a plant 
stem, a greateJ; amount.of.the indoleacetic acid would be des royed on ~he lighted 
side. With destruction of the 1M, a loss of stimulation of cellular activity 
would be suffered with greater growth occurring on the dark ide causing a bending 
of the stem. In addition to undergoing oxidation, it was fo d that 1M may also 
be conjugated to amino acids and proteins of the plant. And eae (1) has been 
able to isolate free indoleacetyl aspartic acid from plants xposed to 1M. 

It was only natural that considerable attention should e devoted to the 
mode of action of 2,4-D. In the course of such studies, it as found that this 
compound underwent modification·after absorption by the plan. This modification 
could clearly be demonstrated to be·the result of the action of various metabolic 
activities by the plant. For example, Holley and his co-worters (11,12) found a 
new derivative of 2j4-Dfollowing administration to a plant bich he indicates 
1s a hy(1roxylated form of the parent compound. Additional m tabolism of 2,4-0 
by the plant was demonstrated by Jaworski (lJ) in finding th t 2,4-0 is conju
gated to peptides. These conjugates were found to be biolog cally inactive when 
isolated and then applied to a plant. More complete breakdo of 2,4-0 by the 
plantts metabolism is illustrated in the findings of Weintra b, et al. (24,25) 
and Butts arid Fang (J,S) that cl402 was evolved from a plant treated with C14 
labeled 2,4-D. The rate of eVolution of Cl40 varied betwee the carbo~l and 
methylene labeled 2,4-D with the greatest evoiution occurrin in the carboxyl 
labeled material. While the exact mechanism of the oxidatio is not clearly 
understood, it may be a riboflavin requiring enzyme is invol ed as has been shown 
in the case of microorganisms (2). In this instance, metabo ism results in 
cleavage of the ether bond between the ring and side chain g ving rise to the 
corresponding phenol. 

Subsequently, it was found that other herbicides are me abolized by plants. 
For example, monuron had been demonstrated to conjugate in t e plant (7). The 
more recently discovered triazines have been demonstrated by Roth (18) to undergo 
metabolism in the plant. The U.S. D.A. workers have shown al 0 that 2,2-dichloro
prepionic acid may enter the plant metabolic system, competi with ~ alanine (20). 

This laboratory has been interested for a number of yea s in the metabolism 
of herbicides by plants. .This interest stems in part from s udies on the mode 
of action of these compounds and in part from the relations p of this important 
phenomena to chemical residue problems. Clearly if the comp und is being destroyed 
by the plant, the amount of chemical remaining to serve as a residue is markedly 
lessened. It has been found that the plant may utilize seve al metabolic pathways 
for detoxifying these chemicals. The experimental results w 11 be presented 
according to the type of metabolism suffered by the compound. 

1. Conjugation. 

As pointed out earlier, Jaworski (13) working at 0 egon State College, 
discovered 4hat 2,4-D was conjugated to a pe~tide by plants. Several different 
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conjugates were found and the amount of the 2,4-» being conj ated into one or -
more of these materials varied with the species of plants~ e more tolerant 
grass plants produced so called "unknown 3H conjugate· in substantial quantity (3). 

Ano~her comflound found to undergo conjugation was monur •. Like 2,4-D, this 
material was conjugated to a pe)tide or a low molecular weig t protein. In this 
instance the C14·1abeled material'\Illas applied to the plant d at varying inter
vals subsequ~t to this the pJan~ harvested, sectioned and t e radioactivity 
extract'ed. This radIoactivity was' then fractionated by pape chromatography and 
an. attempt made to determine the nature of the radioactive ot on pafler (7). 
Table 1 shows ,the changes in the concentration of various ra ioactive co.ponents 
of the plant extract. ' 

Table 1* 

Distribu~ion of Major Radioactive Compounds 
in 80% Ethyl Alcohol 'Extract· of Bean Leave 

14-labeled (After treatment with 50 "1 of carbonyl-c CMu. i?lants·
 
harvested after varying intervals. )
 

Harvested, 
Days after treatment 

Rf 0. 62-0.66, CMUComplex, 
'%. 

Rf .84-0.87, Free 
'%. 

CMU, 

1 hour 
1 
2 
4 
8 

12 

0 
5 

11 
13 
19, 
19 

100 
93 
87 
85 
80 
81 

2. Hydrolysis. 

The hydrol~tic enzymes of plants are fully capabl of hydrolytic 
cleavage of bonds in herbicides. Hagen et.al. (10) early d nstrated the ability 
of plant. lipase to hydrolyze the ester of 2,4-D. Recently v rY good evidence has 
been brought forth to show,that the various esters of 2,4-D re rapidly hydrolyzed 
in the plant and that the active compound is, therefore, 2,4 D acid. It would be 
expecte4 similarly, that other ester-type compounds such as he,carbamates might 
probably undergo hydrolysis in the plant. Such is the case ith EPTCwhich we 
have recently been abl,e to show does undergo hydrolysis acco ding .cc the foHowing 
reaction: 0 

It'
 
C3H7)2' N .. C .. S C2H5.+ H2()Enzyme$ ~ C3H7)2 Nil +C2 5 SH + CO2
 

*From Fang, Freed, et. al., J. /I.g. Food Chem., 1, 400, 1955. -
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The com;onents 
the distribution 

of the foregoi.Dg reaction may further be metallJlized 
of S35 of S:J~ EPTC, Fsng and Theisen (6). 

as is shown by 

3. Oxidation. 
, , 

Of ~artlcular interest is the ability of plants to metlbolize herbicides via 
oxidation. By this means the compound may be radically alter ad or completely des· 
troyed by the plsnts metabolism. In view of the complexity 0 ~ the plants enzyme 
system it is not surprising to find that they ~08sess the abi ity to oxidize 
herbicides nor is it startling to find that the carbon dioxid ~ arising from this 
oxidation is further incorporated into plant constituents. 

One of the first compounds coming under investigation 'as endothal. This 
compound is an effective pre-emergence herbicide for the chen>POd cro?s such as 
sugar beets and spinach. Their tolerance for this compound i s well known and it 
was thought possible that these plants might possess the abil ty to metabolize the 
material giving rise at least in part to the' observed tol,eran e. Accordingly 
experiments were undertaken using C 4. labeled endothal to de ermine precisely the 
nature of this relationship. 

Beets were seeded in soil and a pre-emergence ap~licat on of radioendothal 
made to the soil. The plants after emergence were harvested t intervals and 
the amount of radioactivity in the plant determined. It was (iscovered that an 
appreciable amount of radioactivity could be detected in the Jlant. 

It was not known from the measurement of total radioac1 ivity in the plant 
whether or not this existed in the form of the parent radioenc othal or whether it 
represented products 'arising from metabolic attack by either ahe plant ormicroor
ganisms of the soils. Accordingly attempts were made to fract ionate the radioactiVity 
by solvent extraction. This was accomplished by taking dried plant tissue and 
solvent extracting the material, first with ether and then wUh alcohol. It 
was demonstrated that the nonpolar solvent, diethyl ether was incapable of 
extracting endothal whereas the alcohol was an efficient solv~nt for this purpose. 
The follOWing table shows a distribution of radioactivity in t he different 
fractions. 

Table 2 

% of Total Radioactivity in Tissue 
CroD Ether Extract Ethanol Extract Residue 

Beets 6.8 33.5 59.7 
Spinach 8.9 29.7 61.4 

Table 3 
Ion Exchange Chromatography of Alcohol Extracts of Beets and Spinach 

Before column 
After column 

Beets II 
CPtI/O.5 1111 

13.2 
14.5 

Beets 12 
CPM/O.5ml 

13.0 
11. b 

Spinach 
CPM/O.5ml 

15.6 
14.1 

Radioendot hal 
CPM/O.5ml 

53.5 
0.9 

~ 
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It will be noted that while an a;>f'reciable amount of tadioactiVity exists 

in fractions, other than that which could be endothal, the 8~gniflcant amount 
of C14 is found in the alcohol extract. In order to learn more about the nature 
of the compounds containing C14 in the alcohol extract, it w~s decided to attempt 
to fractionate the radioactivity of this extract. using ion ~change columns. 
the anion exchange columns such as Dowex-l were found to adsprb endotha.l quanti
tatively. Upon t;>assing the radioactive extract throu 8.h.suchLion exchange columns, 
it was found that a considerable quantity of C14 passedthrocgh the column in
dicating that it was no longer in the form of endothal. thi~ is shown in Table 3. 
Chemical tests on the effluent of these columns indicated thlat the radioactivity 
was in the form of carbohYdrates../ 

Undoubtedly a considerable amount of the radioendothail was decomposed by 
soil microorganisms. However, it is felt that the plant itslelf is exposed to 
some radioendothal which was proi?ably metabolized by .the plapt and the radio
active carbon arising from this metabolism incorporated int~ ;>lant constituents. 

I

Of particular importance to us at this juncture is the factJthat this study 
provided us with effective techniques for studies on other lompounds. 

A compound of rather recent intto~uction that is sho~ing considerable 
promise as pre-emergence herbicide is. amiben (2, 5-dichloro-.~-aminobenzoic acid). 
this material is particularly effective for weed control in Isoybeans as well as 
other crops. The st.abilit y of the compound s.ug.g.ests that a~amatter of necessity
the ~lant must be exposed to the chemical after germination and emergence from 
the soil. An at;tempt was made to determine whether or not iben was oxidized 
by soybeans. This was accomillished by expo.inga soybean plant to a solution of 
carboxyl C14-l abeled amiben in a closed system that permitt~d tpe trapping of 
the CO2 evolved in sodium hydroxide. T~is system consists Js~entiallY of a 
train through which air is passed. the train having awash lbottle of sodium 
hydroxide to remove the carbon dioxide of the air and this CO2-free air is then 
passed through the chamber containing the plant with its roqts immersed in the 
nutrient solution containing the labeled chemical. The air lis then 
swept from the chamber to another wash bottle containing soqium hydroxide which 
tra~s the C02 evolved in the plants respiration. The carbo1ate produced by the 
plant and trapped in the sodium hydroxide is then 1>recifJita~ed with barium 
chloride and plated and counted. ! 

! 

Cl4-1abeled In ;erforming this experiment with carboxyl amiben and soybeans, 
it was found that a measurable amount of Cl40Z was produced.1 In attempts to 
localize or to determine which portion of the plant was responsible for production 
of this radioactive CO2, the plant was separated into tops +nd root~and given 
exposure. By this means it was clearly demonstrated that t~e oxidation occurred 
in the roots ·of the plant. . . 

Another compound of considerable interest is amitrol. This material 
has proved to be highly effective for the control of many weds and while 
active on a wide spectrum of plants, does show a few instan es of interesting 
selectivity between plants. One such case of this selectiv ty is the surprising 
tolerance of certain varieties of oatato low levels of app ication of amitrole. 
In contrast the other sn~ll grains are decidedly sensitive. In the course of 
st~dying the amount ofamitrole in the different small grai plants, it occurred 
to us to determine the difference in oxidative pattern betw en two of the small 
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grains. We early found that the oat plant possessed a marked ability to evolve 
Cl40 following exposure to carbon 14 labeled amitrole. Figu e 1 presents a2clear demonstration of the difference in the abilities of the two small grains, 
oats and barley, to metabolize this compound. The oat plant learty is able to 
continue metabolism of the compound Whereas the other small gain showing an 
initial ability to metabolize it rapidly loses this ability p rhaps largely 
through inhibition. 

The compound 4(2,4,-dichlorotlhenoxy) butyric acid (2,4- 8) is of ~articular 

interest from the standpoint of metaboHsm. The Jl9yce Thomps n workers had 
shown that only the phenoxy alkyl acids containing an even n er of carbon 
atom chains group gave rise to an active c~ound probably tough Knoops beta 
oxidation. Wain and his co-workers (2,22) made brilliant ap lication of this 
theory and were able to show by means of pa~er chromatograph that 2,4-D did 
arise in plants exposed to 2,4-D8. The various intermediate that arise through 
the beta oxidation of phenoxybutyric acids have been isoiat from cultures 
of microorganisms exposed to this chemical (23). However, a yet no one has 
isolated a system of enzymes from the vlant and shown that t ey are capable of 
oxidizing this material. 

In the course of studies with this compound, it becam of interest to 
us to attempt to prepare a system of enzymes that could be t sted for their 
ability to oxidize 2,4-D8. Accordingly, a number of attempt were made to 
isolate some such system. It was discovered that an acetone powder preparation 
from Laxton Progress peas could be used as a source of solub e enzymes that 
appeared to possess the ability to oxidize this chemical. I was reasoned that 
since TPUwas reduced in the course of fat OXidation, that i should be possible 
to couple this reduction to a dye and thus enable us to foU w the course of 
the reaction. The tetrazollumcompounds are particularly go to couple to 
such a system since they acce,t>t electrons and hydrogen from PN and TPN., and in 
so doing form colored compounds. Upon testing this theory, t was found to 
work admirably • 

. Utilizing the enzyme system described above with suit Le cofact or s , it 
was possible to demonstrate that it used 2,4';'DB48 4 substra e. In fact ,,2.4-DB 
proved to bea more satisfactory substrate than did butyrate The follOWing 
table ~resents these findings. 

Table 4 
The Oxidation of Substrates by Enzyme Preparati from 

Chemical Concentration/Tube Sample/Std. 

2~4-DB 10., 1.34 
2,4-D8 10 ., 1.66 
Butyrate 10., 1.10 
2.4-D 10 ., 0.45 

When the enzyme system was incubated with radioactiv 2.4-DB a number 
of radioactive compounds were. produced. This was demonstra ed by means of 
pa~er chromatography where a time course study demonstrated that the Rf value 
of the bulk of the radioactivit)' was changing. In addition there was a 
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t endeucy for the radioactivit¥ to become smeared out over th p81Jer indicating 
the development of a number of radioactive comp~\lnds. 

The triazine herbicides have been ofilarticular inter st in the study 
of metabolism of herbicides by plants.. These recently devel ped materials (9) 
have shown some amazing differences in selectivity between ~ 'ants. The 
selectivity of simazlne and atrazine for corn despite their road activity 
against other grasses is especially striking. The tolerance of the corn plant 
for simazine andstrazine C&l be accounted for on one of thr e basis: <a> the 
compound is not taken up by tbe corn plant, (b) the enzyme s stems of the pl ant; 
are unaffected by the presence of .the chemical.'9r (c) the p ant is able to 
metabolize the compound to, innocuous products. Shortly aftethe selectivity 
of simazine and atraziy,toward cor,n was demonstrated, we u ertook to study 
this phenomena using C ..labeled compounds. . 

The very early experiments clearly indicated, resence of C14 in 
the sample, that the plant was capable of t"'ingup readlly etectable amounts of 
simazine and atrazine. ,Of course it w0\11dbe argued that th Cl4 ..1abeled 
material absorbed by the plant was not simazlne or atrazine ut something to 
which they had been converted by so11 microorganisms. BoWENr, chromatography 
of soU extracts demonstrated the presence of large quani!t1 8 of the parent 
triazine herbicide. qlearly then, at least one of the C ..c ntaining compounds 
taken up by the corn, was the parent triazine. 

The question then ar~se as to whether the C14 found i the plant repre
sented the parent herbicide or whethe~ this herbicide had b n altered by the 
plants metabolism. Since it Was known that simazineandatr ine could be 
quantitatively extracted from plant tissue with chloroform amples of the 
~lant tissue were taken at time intervals and exhaustively tracted with 
chloroform. The following table presents the results of th s study. 

Table 5
 
The Percentage of Total C14 in Treated
 Corn which was ChI roform Extractable 

Simazin 
Rate Days follOWing % C14 chloroform 
lb/A treatment extractable 

2 49 41.0 21 83 
8 --., .. 42.4 89 

2 91 33.8 56 15.4 
8 39.8 71.2 

2 119 18.1 113 72.3 
8 28.7 54.9 

2 119, ears 53.8 113, ear 48.6 
8 '39.4 59.6 

The fact that there was a change in tbe percentage of . he total radioactivity 
in the plant extractable with chloroform gave evidence that these compounds were 
being altered by the plantts metabolism. Clearly it would ot be unreasonable to 
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Atrazine Days following cpm/O. ml % 
Solution rate/A treatment Before After Retained 

Atrazine 374 3.3 99. I 
Plant extract 2 119 221. 7 6.3 72.2 
Plant extract 8 119 207.1 28.1 86.5 
Extract of ear 8 119 61. 8 32.0 40.2 

If the triazine is being degraded by the plant I s metaboli c activities. the 
question arises as to how far this degradation is carried. 11· the degradation is 
complete. then it would be expected that for radioactivity car~on dioxide should 
be evolved from the plant. In order to test whether or not this Was the case. 
the closed chamber metabolism experiment as described ~revious y·was attempted. 
In this case. corn plants were germinated in sand and then t aken as the test plant. 
Table 7 clearly demonstrates that the plant is capable of comp ete degradation of 
simazine and atrazine. 

Table 7 
Metabolism of e l4 Simazin and Atrazine bIeorn Plants as Measured 

by the Release of e 402 

IJ.gTriazine %Triazine 
Duration IJ.gTriazine remaining metabolized 

Experiment hours metabolized in Dlant of that taken UP 

Simazine I 50 .46 
2 48 .19 2.0 8.7 
3 (in dark) 68 .91 • S3 63.2 

Atrazine I 54 .67 3.05 18.0 
2 72 .30 1.49 16.8 
3 (in dark) 70 .28 .73 27.7 

Since the corn plant is clearly capable of complete oxidation of the tria
zines as shown above. it now becomes of interest to determine ty what mechanism 
this is accomplished. This was investigated using expressed scI' of corn plants 
to ascertain whether or not the reaction was the result of met~bolic aetiviti~8. 
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Roth (19) had spe~ulated as a result ·of his studies on this
 
tain .polypheno I subat anees which he found in the sa? were th
 
for this metabolism. Gysin (8) had suggested from chemical
 

etabolismthat cer
agents responsible 

onsiderations that 
the first product ot metabolism would most likely be the hyd oxy triazine. To in
vestl'gate thb ,possibility, the expressed sap of corn buffer d to an appropriate 
.;>Hwas used to incubate with tbe solution of atrazine. One amt>le of tbe juice 
was boiled to destroy any.enzymes ,that might be present; tbe other was used fresh. 
After an appropriate incubation period, tbe water ~hase was xtracted withchloro
form and tbe chloroform extract then chromatograpbed on ~ai?e. With the fresh 
corn sap two radioactive peaks were found, one of which was trazine, the other 
which we 'were able to show was hydroxy atrazine by comparing the Rf of a synthetic 

became of interest to attempt to follow o~t this process in rder to learn more 
about subsequent products of metabolism of the hydroxy compo nd, We speculated 
that the next step in the breakdown involved the oxidation a the hydroxy com
pound to a keto form resulting in a structure which would re di1y undergo hydro
lytic cleavage of the ring. Careful study of the infrared a sorption spectra of 
the hydroxy compound clearly revealed the presence of a carb nyl stretchiag group 
at 1680 cm-t. If the hydroxy compound existed Qnly.in the 0 form, this particular 
band would not be expected. However, if rearrangement or ox dation occurred on 
this particular compound, then the carbonyl group would ap.;>e producing a struc
ture. susceptible to attack by hydrolysis.' 

actions and
en in the following 

some of the chemical 
of the ring. This is 

.,It now appears possible ,to write structures 
of the compounds ut> tlu"ough breakage 
reaction scheme. 

sample of this produce 
sap, however, only one 

From these studies 
the metabolic attack on 

to that found in the incubated mixtur. With the boiled 
peak was found and that corresponded' 0 the original atrazine. 

it was'possib1e to demonstrate that' he first product of 
the triazine herbici~es was the hydr xy compound. It then 

Ill'l C2HS 0 

H2N-C=N-C=N-C-OH,~ 

~H3)2CHNH 

~ CO other products2, 

It will be noted that the 

H +
20 

structure resulting from the ydrolysis of the 
ring would be highly unstable and susceptible to further att ck giVing release 
to radioactive carbon dioxide and affording products that wo ldbe further incor
porated into the plant by enzymatic actio~ 

In concluding 
may be of interest 
to metabolize these 
ce~tible plants are 
that are resistant. 

the presentation of information on metabo ism of triazines, it 
to note 'that considerable variation in th ability of plants 

compounds has. been found. It apJ?ears th t the certain ..sus
much 'less able to metabolize the triazin than some of those 

In perennial plants tolerant to these C mpounds, one does 
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not find an abundant production .0£ C1402 but rather an incorporation of the 
radiocarbon into plant const~tuents. T61s was brought home forcibly in the 
study of the metabolism of the triazine herbicides by trees and shrubby l'lants. 
Ap?reciable quantities of radiocarbon would be found in the leaves but uP9 ex
traction with the use of solvents to fractionate the radioactivity, the Cl 4nwas 
found to be widely distributed in many fractions. 

Similarly differences in the ability of a given plant 8J?ecies to metabolize 
different trlazines was not~d. A major difference in rates of cl40 2 production 
by corn when eXi'osed to the different chlorine eontaining alkylamino triazines 
has been found. 

Summary and Conclusions 

Scattered published reports clearly indicate that ~lants like animals and 
microorganisms are fully capable of metabolic attack on organic chemicals to . 
which they are exposed in their environment. Again, parallel with animals or 
microorganisms, the plant may carry out this metabolic attack by one of several 
means. The metabolism may take the form of a conjugation of the externally ailPl1ed 
chemical with proteins or carbohydrates or with simpler compounds such as amino 
acids and the sulfur-containing amino acids. Similarly the compounds may undergo 
hydrolysis, hydroxylation and other chemical modifications. Of particular inter
est in this paper has been the matter of the plant's ability to carry out oxi
dation of externally applied materials. . It has been shown'by the experimental 
work reported that plants possess the ability to oxidize such chemicals as ami~ 

trole and amiben, 2,4-DB and the triazine herbicides. The evidence for this 
oxidation rests on the evolution of the radioactive carbon dioxide and the ap)ear
ance of the C14 in normal plant constituents. . 

Metabolism of herbicides may be shown to be related to the mode of action of 
the drug. This comes about in the first instance where an innocuous compound is 
converted by the illant's metabolism to a compound of high biological potency, thus 
killing the plant or modifying its growt~ In the second instance, the metabolism 
helps to reduce the toxicity of the compound and may serve in part at least as a 
basis of the tolerance of the plant toward the chemical. Complete oxidation of 
the compound to innocuous products is of importance at the practical level in that 
this serves to reduce,the residue of that c6mpound. The initial steps in the 
sequence of reactions leading to complete OXidation of the triazine herbicides 
has been partially worked out. The reactions have been shown to be dependent upon 
enzymes leading to organically unstable molecules. 

This preliminary re~ort attem)ts to summarize some of the information on 
metabolism of herbicides. It is hoped that this modest effort will serve as a 
stimulus to additional worlt in this field and the elucidation of complete mecha
nisms by which many of the herbicides are metabolized by plants. 
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Figure 1. Production of C1402 from C14 Amitrol by Barley 
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Weed Control In Suburbia 

1 
Howard H. Campbell 

I accepted this invitation to speak at your weed conference 
on home ground weed control because I believe that if we can 
more clearly understand each.otherfsproblems all of us will ben
efit; including the homeowner who lives in our new suburban 
America. 

My comments today are based not only on my own observations, 
but also on those of my associates, especially Norman J. Smith,
Nassau County Associate Agent, who won your annual weed control 
award a few years ago. . In addition, the views that I am about 
to express reflect .'~he ideas and suggestions of a number of 
other county agents who now work in urban settings here in the 
northeast. 

Nassau County is a prime example of a county which has 
changed from a somewhat rural area to a suburban center since 
the end of World War II. It has been labeled the fastest grow
ing county in the United States, and I have had the unusual ex
perience of being in the middle of this change. In the past 10 
years, Nassaufs population has increased nearly lO~. Approx
imately 150,000 new homes have been added, along with 600,000 . 
new residents. As a result of this change, about 25,000 acres 
of farm land was sub-divided into suburban homes. 

Weeds which were primarily the problems of the farmers, 
are now problems of new owners. We have the same soil and the 
same weeds, but the relative significance of these weeds has 
changed. 

To the farmers, the weeds were an economic problem be
oause they reduoed yields and increased the labor costs of pro
ducing vegetables. To the new homeowner, the weeds are not 
only an economic problem, but primarily a sooial problem. Here, 
I think we oancreate anew definition of a weed that will be 
more suitable with the times. Our definition of a weed origin
ally was, ftany plant growing where it is not wanted. Thistl 

could be amended to include any plant which may endanger the 
social status of a homeowner. With this definition of a weed, 
it is easier to understand why weeds are more important to 
some people than they are to others. Crabgrass is more of a 
weed in s~me neighborhoods or developments than it is in others. 
If everybody has it, it is less important. However, if we look 
at a merion kentucky bluegrass development, then every other 
plant, including crabgrass which is growing in these lawns, can 
be considered a weed. 

1 
County Agricultural Agent, Nassau County, NewYork 
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At the present time# a majority of people ar striving to 
improve their social status which makes weed cont 01 in the lawn 
~ very important area'of work for research and e~ ension people.
'The people with whomwe are dealing believe in sc ence and are 
anxious to make use ofsc1ent1flc knowledge if th y can obtain 
res:i.il~s. J;n the long run# any number of chemical can be pro
moted "and sold and used$ but the only ones wh1ch ill last are 
those which give results. 

As one of our homeowners put it# "I've been aving natural 
luck w1th my lawn1but I don't like naturalness. I want to know 
what I'm doing and what's going on." 

Most of our homeowners are rat10nal thinking human beings 
and although they have limited agricultural knowl dge, they are 
alert enough to recognize the differeneebetween ood results 
and failures when they try to control weeds. 

I believe that our home lawn weed problems c n be divided 
into two areas. First, weeds which are a problem at the time of 
establishing a new lawn, and second, weeds which rea problem
in maintenance. ' 

Many of the weeds which used to be a problem in new lawns, 
can now be p~evented by using materials to make a weed free seed 
bed. The use of calcium cyanamid has been a step in this direct
ion, to kill weed seeds before the grass seed is lanted. Ex~ 
cellent'results have been obtained from cyanamid y many land
scapers and homeowners. However, many are' often isappolnted
because old grass clumps are not killed by the cy namid treatment 
and these clumps destroy the unif9rmity of the ne lawn. 

The newer materials such as Vapam or VFMare more effective 
since they will kill weed seeds to a greater dept and will also 
kill the old sod residue from the previous lawn. Killing these 
old sod clumps is especially important if these e umps contain 
bentgrass and if the new laWn is to be lO~ merio bluegrass.
Bentgrass growing in a,meJ;'lon bluegrass lawn is 0 of our worst 
weed problems. How to remove bent from a merion 1 wn is a ques
tion that we have been hearing more and more freq ntly in recent 
years. 
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For establishing new lawns, I would like to describe a 

possible material which I believe our homeowners would appreci
ate being able to purchase. We need a material which: 

1.	 Will kill weed seeds and residual grass plants to a 
depth of at least six inches. 

2.	 Will disappear from the soil in a short period 
one weed would be most desirable. 

3.	 Will be effective at lower soil temperatures in 
order to allow more early spring seedings. 

4.	 Will be non-toxic to humans and petsl have a desirable 
odor and be easy to apply. 

Although this is a big order,' <t feel sure that you research 
men will approach tpis before too '16ng. Many people wonder why
we don1t have sucn a material now.' Homeowners often believe in 
the impossible and sometimes we have to go along with their 
thinking. 

The second area which I mentioned, is weed control as a 
part of home lawn maintenance. Here we have two separate pro
blems. First~ broadleaf Weed control and second, annual and 
perennial grass control.	 ' 

The broadleaf weed problem is much easier for a homeowner 
to handle today with the use of 2,4-D, mixed with 2,4,5-TP. 
This combination of materials has greatly improved the effect
iveness of selective broadleaf weed control. Thousands of our 
homeowners have reported excellent results with this combina
tion. 

The second a~ea of selective grass control is a horse of 
another color. How can I kill bentgrass? How can I kill rye
grass? How can I kill quack grass and nut grass? Howcan I 
kill annual bluegrass? How can I kill n1mbleWl11? - - or we 
even get the question, how can I kill crabgrass? ' 'These'are 
some of th~ popular questions which make us wonder how~far I. 

behind we really are. The pereIlJlial grass problem .we:.gladly 
turn over to',you research people ....:'for the answers. : I ,\ . . . ' . . 4:	 • 

You know, it would be diffiCUlt to-complete this paper
without some mention of crabgra~s.Crabgrass, 'I believe, is 
our number one problem indicator,grass. In many home lawn 
Situations, crabgrass is a result and not a..ca:use~Here we 
have problems not only invo1 vir1g' :chemicals :but also mainte
nance. Low,fertility, low 'Xlme;hlow mowing, -:impl'oper'watering" 
all contribute in some way to":the crabgrass ,problem. With crab-, 
grass l herbicides have helped in many situations, but they are 
not a substitute for proper management. This is one of the 
most difficult points which every homeowner must race if he is 
going to get the results he is expecting. 
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Applying materials which prevent crabgrass fro
 
desirable but that in itself does not create a goo

Applying materials which changes crabgrass from g en to brown 
does not, in itself, improve the lawn. Good manag ment is still 
the main part of the total. crabgrass control prog , if we are 
to kill crabgrass for a purpose. Killing crabgras just for the 
exercise ot killing crabgrass is pointless, but we have a number 
of homeowners who are doing just 1;hls. I remembe one homeowner 
this year who was very disappointed because his c bgrass froze
 
the night before he got around to apply a weed ki ler.
 

It is, indeed, Unfortunate that many of our h 
over sold on killing orabgrass and under sold on
 
lime, fertilizer and other management praotices w ich will im

prove the lawn and oontrol weeds. No dOUbt, much good, is coming 
out ot selective crabgrass killers, but let's not under sell the 
total program that is necessary to properly improe the home lawn. 

One last area which I believe important is th application of 
materials, inoluding weed killers to the home gro nds. Getting
homeowners to apply materials at the proper rate s a problem for 
everybody, the research men, county agents, manuf cturers and 
homeowners. ·It materials are not applied properl , our efforts 
are cooperatively wasted. If you want to see a s ghtin the 
spring, taJ(e a ride around the developments in Na sau County and 
observe thestrij)ed landscape. You can find almo' t any design
 
of modern art on a:Eiwns'caused by a nitrogen respo se or nitrogen

injUry. If weed' killers are applied as haphazard y as our fert

ilizers,' I wonder sometimes, if anyone is getting satisfactory
results.' . 

Our homeowners may be precision drivers at 50 miles per hour,
but when they are slowed down to 2 to 3 mIles per hour behind a 
lawn spreader, they are in· a new world •. 

We spend years researching and. teaching, then send a home
 
gardener across his lawn without proper direction He very otten
 
does not know what he has covered or if he has co ered an area
 
at all. So why not ~olor our herbic'ides so that he homeowner
 
will treat once and not twice or not at all. You may think this
 
point is not important, but you are a professiona and you may
 
not realize how much trouble a greenhorn can get nto. . 

Another question which is a real corker, and e frequently 
get this type of question, "At what number should I set my spread
er on tor XYZmaterial",· or ttl have one man's mat rial and another 
manf s spreader,' now what number should I set it 0 • tt One lady 
who attended our turf field day this year aaid, use number 3It 

for everything, do you think that,'s OK?" 
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Any improvement that you can make in equipment will be 

appreciated by county agents and homeowners. It seems absurd 
to use precision in research, precision in selling and pre
cision in teaching.. then turn thenomeowner lQose to the dis
appointment of all of us. If our" present lawn spreaders can
not be improved, let's make a fool-proof applicator, possibly
where the material container is an integral part of the appli
cation equipment. With this system, the flow-ability of mater
ials could be predetermined and a package could be sold which 
could be applied without error. 

Regarding the use of liqUid and dry materials, let's: suggest 
teaspoons and tablespoons:and cupfulls .., pints and:quarts •. Very
few homeowners have faoilitJes to weigh·.out dry ounces and pounds. 
With some materials, one person ,at thefaotory could do the 
weighing one time for several thousand others. 

One further point on materials - - the ,label. I believe the 
label should first answer one question - how much•. If people 
are going to do a limited amount of reading, let's get this 
point across first. Also on labels, if you have a weed killer 
which entails certain precautions or limitations, let's be prOUd
of the fact that we know what they are. Don't hide it in fine 
print. I believe that a home gardener is entitled to a full ex
planation of what to expect .. and in many instances, why to ex
pect oertain results. Incidentally, most of the county agents
who replied to my questionnaire were in complete agreement on 
these points regarding the label. 

Let me also mention some of the specific comments which were 
made by county agents, who are sincerely interested in performing 
a fine job in nearby counties which have an urban population. 

1.	 Several stated that many commercial concerns emphasize
trade names rather than the actual ingredients. This 
orten causes confusion. 

2.	 There is often over emphasis upon making the lawn weed 
control job look too easy. This causes frustration for 
the homeowner as well as the agent. 

3.	 Too orten we hear about misinformation stating that 
the material is a cure-all for everything when in fact 
it is not. This doesn't help anybody. 

4.	 Finally .. in some instanoes, the label on herbioidal 
materials which are recommended state that the pur
chaser should consult his county agent for more oom
plete information about using the material. This is 
orten embarrassing because the material may not even 
be recommended in that county agent's state. 



I would suggest therefore, that the Extension Service 
specialists in these 

1 

northeastern states get together and make 
regional recommendations on weed control practices for suburban 
residents. This will not only assist agents, but also be of 
great help to the manufacturers and distributors of materials. 

In conclusion we in Extension, want you to feel that we are 1 

all a part of the same team. All of us wan-:"to help home gar
deners make the best use of agricultural knowledge. As we con

1 1mtinue our work with home gardeners, sure we are acquiring a 
large number of satisfied customers. I know of no other group
who are more grateful for our h~lp than satisfied homeowners. 
They frequently express sincere thanks for our unbiased opinions.
Although this group is relatively new1 I feel certain that they
will be an important asset to use in our future research and 
extension programs for agrioultural chemicals used on and off 
the farm. Let's give him the results - ... not Just materials. 

-

. i 

'



PROMISINGNEWCHEMICALSFORWEEDCONTROL 

Stanford N. Fert1S !t 

INTRODUCTION: 

The development of promising new compounds for weed control and new uses 
for many of the older ones continued at a rapid pace during 1960. The greater 
selectivity to crops, the results on previously resistant weed species, changes 
in application techniques, combinations of' herbicides for more effective results 
and even stimulation of crop growth over that expected from the removal of weed 
competition made 1960 an exciting year. Also to be recalled are the surprises, 
the compounds to which we pinned great hopes in 1959 but which failed this 
year. There is no doubt but what "MotherNature tl with all her variables of 
temperatures, rainfall, humidity, soil type, seed germination, etc., will con
tinue to exercise a degree of skepticism on our Judgment of what looks good 
and/or bad. 

The following is an attempt to summarize some of the more promising de
velopments for the 1960 growins season. 

Granulars and Combinations 

- New and promising developments continue in the areas of aquatic weed 
control, vegetable and nursery crops, brush control and air application, par
ticularly with respect to sranular compounds. With improvements in eqUipment 
and formulation, increased usage can be au:ticipated. . 

Combinations of herbicides. show increased effectiveness over the use ·.of 
a s iugle compound for the control of a number of perennial weed problems. Some 
of these wll1 be discussed later in this ~aper. Others, includillg CIPC plus 
Randox, dalapon plus Dinitro and 4(2,4-00) plus dalapon have been covered by 
previous reports. 

NEWCHEMICALS USES:WITHPROMISING

Amiben 

The liquid amine fo:r:mulation as a pre -emergence treatment looks very 
promil!ling for aDllual broad-leaved and annual grass control a.t :5 to 4 pounds 
per acre on carrots, black-eyed peas" lima beans, pumpkin, snap beans and 
soybeans. At rates of 2 pounds per acre favorable results have been obtained 
on cucumbers. The weed control was excellent, as· was the stand of plants, 
weight of plants, numbers and we:1gbt of fruits. 

The granular formulation has looked promising on crucifers, peppers, sweet 
potatoes, tomatoes and ornamentals I at rates of :5 to 8 pounds per acre. 

Iy Professor ot Agronomy, Cornell Univere ity Ithaca, NewYork. 



Applications may be made at time 01' transplanting or as lay-by treatments. In 
the ornamental field, peonies are reported as tolerant~ pans ies are not tolerant. 

. . 

For optimum results with .Amiben, moisture is essential. Irrigation or
 
ra.infall sufficient tor good crop· growtb 18 "uff1cient for weed control.
 

Someweed species reported resistant to Amiben are: Galinsoga, Carpetweed 
and Morning Glory. Some grass spec ies may require h1&her rates tor satisfactory 
control: FoxtaU and Barnyard Grass • 

.Amitrol-T 

There is So marked increase in the. activity of Amitrol-T over .AminoTriazole 
in the powder formulation. It 1s moreetfective on cattails, (ECluisetum spp.), 
m1J.kWeed,leafy spurge and. cypress spurge than the powder and is equally as 
effective on Canada Thistle, hoary cress, and perennial. sow thistle. 

Amitrol-T at 2 pounds per· acre as a plow-down treatment followed by 
Atrazine at 2 pounds pre -emergence looked exc~llent tor quackgrass control in 
corn. Early post-emergence cultivations (1 to 2) are essential for good control. 

Some reports indicate promis 1ng co~trol on nl,ltgrass. with Amitrol-T. 

Amiz1ne 

Looks promia 1ng for general vegetation control at rates 01' 10 to 12 pounds 
active per acre. Several reports indicate effective weed control in woody 
plant nurseries, forest plantations, ornamental plantings,· orchards, and around 
highway guard raUs, route signs, 'etc. For'nUrsery or forest plantation weed 
control, 4 pounds of active chemical per acre as a directed spray has controlled 
most weed problems without injury to woody plants. Most coniferous and broad
leaf' trees and. sbrUbs are sufficiently tolerant. 

Some ornamentals reported as susceptible include privet I honeysuckle and 
lilac. 

Casoron (Niagara 5996) 

This compound shapes up as a. promising pre-emergence herbicide ona number 
at different crops. At rates of :; to 4 pounds per acre, the control of annual 
b.road·leaved weeds and annual grasses has looked good in corn, beans (lima and 
snap), peas, potatoes, soybeans 8.Ddsweet potatoes. 

The most promising approach tor Casoron appears to be treatments that are 
post -emel~gence to the crop but pre -emergence· to the weeds. A "weed-tree II 

situati?n is a "must" a1; the time· applications are made. Using this approach, 
p·,~om1e1..'1g resUlts were reported in cantaloupe celery, cucumbers, gladioli,I 

peppers, sweet corn and tomatoes. 

SoU type would appear to be an important tactor in the initial and reSid
ual effectiveness ot Casol'on. Applications on the heavier soil types have 
resulted in less crop inj.ury than those on 11ght or sandy soils. 
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Promis ins results have also been reported on oranberries, providing 
treatments are made in the spring prior to the start ot weed growth. 

Dacthal 

This compound received many favorable reports as a pre-emergence treatment 
ot weed-crop situations at rates ot 4 to 12 pounds active per acre. It eon-
t inuee to look aood tor the control ot cra'bSra8s in turf. The reported injury 
to turt grasses includ1ns bentsrus, Kentueky bluearass, red fescue and redtop 
has been variable .- from none to seriouS' with some species. . 

Good weed control was reported for lima beans when applied Just after seed· 
ing" tor onions on mineal soils, for transplanted peppers either as an over-all 
spray or a granular, tor tomatoes as a post-planting treatment and after the 
last cultivation, on seeded cabbage and broccoli, and as a pre-emergence on 
peas. 

Favorable results were also obtained during the 1960 growins season tor 
annual weed control 1n summer seeded altalfa, annual grass control in field 
corn and in soybeans. 

In the work With ornamentals, nursenr stock shows load tolerance up to 
12 pounds .per acre and glad:lolusfrom 2 to 8 pounds. The control 01' weeds has 
been variable. 

D1cql (Niagara 4556) 

Dicryl has been promis1ns as a post-emergence herbicide for carrots" 
celery and galdioli: Applicat:Lon rates of , to 4 pounds active per acre" when 
carrots have developed their first true' leaves" have been ettective. Also, good 
weed control has been reported on cucumbers with a.pplication rates ot 4 to 8 
pounds per acre at time ot cucumber emergence. 

In the treatment of carrots, transplanteu celery or gladioli,. the size 
of the weed species is important. The broad-leaved species should not exceed 
two inches in he:taht, while annual grasses should not exceed 1 inch it satis
factory control is to be realized. 

Analogs of Eptam: R-l601, R-1862, R-1870, R-29Q1, R-2960, R-2061. 

These compounds have shown excellent activity against a number of weed 
species. Soil ~orporated treatments at rates ot ,; to 6 pounds active per acre 
may find a place on such crops as beans , beets, corn, crucifers, spinach, 
straWberries, tomatoes and tobacco. R-1607 looked prom1s1Dg as a lay-by on 
potatoes. 

The very promising results on nutgrus are most encouraging. Good control 
has been reported in beans" corn and other crops. Soil incorporat:Lon 1.tIImediately 
after application is emphasized. 

The granular material8 show equal effectiveness tor weed control. The 
crop inJury to equal rates ot granular and spray have been variable. 
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Falone (;2Y9), B-528 and B-562 

,The 1960 results with Falone and B-528 as pre-emergence treatments on
 
corn were very promising. ~ates of 2 to. 6 pounds per acre as liquid or
 
granular applications were equally effective on a number of broad-leaved and
 
annual grass spec ies •
 

Good results were also reported on white potatoes} strawberries, on some
 
ornamentals. The 10 percent granular formulation caused. no injury to yews or
 
hemlock in field plantings or beds. Residual control lasted 6 to 9 weeks.
 

Post-emergence applications of B-562 looked proud.sing on lettuce on
 
mineral soils. Weeds up to one-inch tall were effectively controlled with
 
no damage to the lettuce.
 

Hercules nl~ 

Hercules 7175 has shown promise for pre -emergence weed control in white
 
potatoes, woody plant control with soil applications and as a soil sterilant.
 
For pre-emergence weed control, rates of 2 pounds per acre look promising to
 
a wide range of weed species. seasonal control of vegetation has been ob

tained with rates of 20 to 40 pounds per acre ,
 

L-l:;489 , L-:;1684 and t-24:;14. Eli Lily and Co. 

Preliminary· results shaw L-l:;489 ,at rates Of 20 to :;0 pounds per acre 
and L-31684 at 2-1/2 to 5.0 pounds, resulted in good control of seedling 
crabgrass in turf With no turf injury. 

In vegetable crops, L-:;4:;14 as pre-emergence applications of 2 to 6
 
pounds resulted in satisfactory control of foxtail, millet, goosegrass J pig

weed and smartweed. Beans, cabbage, cucumbers, mustard, peas, peppers,
 
radish, and turnips and to some degree cantaloupe and caI'l:'(jts were tolerant
 
of rates as high as 4 to 6 pounds per acre.
 

Monsanto CP-l7022 . 

This compound shows excellent promise on both broad-leaved and grass 
. species. Application of 2to :; pounds active IC' acre pre-emergence has 

resulted in 6 to 8 weeks of residual control. Research. results show corn 
and soybeans to be tolerant. 

Niagara 2995 .:' 

This compound has demonstrated good pre-emergent adt1vity against both
 
annual broad-leaved an4 grass species. Specific croptol.ertlCC8; has not been
 
clearly defined but the compound has shown enough prom1setobe checked
 
further in 1961. .' 

au vex (2,4, 57"TPro~ionic) 

The effectiveness ot 2,4,5-TP in contrOlling a. number of heretofore 
hard-to-k1l1 species 18 most promising. At rates ot one poUnd per acre or 

, less, b~dstraw (GaliW'llQ/Oll9(9) I dog ferme~ ,(Anthem;i.scotu1a), white cockle 

.t 
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(Lycbnis alba), cinquefoil (Potentilla recta), daisy fleabane (Erigeron 
canadensiSY;-wild carrot (Daucus carota), ox-eye daisy (Chqsantbemum 
leucanthemum), and grass-leaved stitchwort (Stellaria gram1nea)" were controlled. 
At higher rates, with repeat applications, promising results have been ob
tained on leafy sPUrse (Euphorbia esula), cypress spurge (Euphorbia cyparissias), 
and on knapweed (Centaurea macuiosa). 

Triazines: G..}2292, 0-}29ll, a-}4161, 0-;4162, 
a ..,4690, a"34696, G..,4698, Atratone, 
Atraz1ne, Ipaz1ne" Ipatone, Prometone 
and Trietazine. 

For the control of broad-leaved weeds and annual and perennial grasses, 
the Tria~1nes have shown outstandins promise. 

At rates of 1 to 2 pounds active I2r acre as at plantinS, pre--emergence 
and·earlY post-emergence treatnentson corn, the control of broad-leaved 
and annual grass .species has been excellent. 

For quackgrass control in corn, applications of 2 pounds of Atrazine 
before plowing followed by 1 to 2 pounds pre- or early post-emergence has 
resulted in seasonal control. Applications of Amitrol-T at2 pounds before 
plOWing plus Atraz1ne at 2 pounds as a pre --emergence treatment were just as 
promising when acc0.lJlP&t1iedby early post--emergence cultivation. 

A number of experiments show early post--emergence applications of Atra
zine a.t , to 4 pounds to give seasonal control of nutgrass. 

In orcha.rds, the triazines in combination with amino triazole, da.lapon 
and diuron show promise on apples. pears, plums, cherries and peaches. These 
are a.pplied as early spring applications or follOWing cultivation. 

Promising results are also reported for ornamentals and nursery stock. 
The granulars look particularly promising for this field of weed control. 

There 1s a. difference in the selectiVity of the range of compounds 
avilable. Research results and observations during 1960 shoWgood weed control 
in lima beans with Tr1etazine "1thout injury, possible control of horse nettle, 
a tolerance of seedling legume species, pre- and. post·emergence applications 
resulting in malformations in corn and variable resulta, as With other compounds 
between granular and spray applications. 

Vels1col 58-oS-l1 

Field tests with this compound show good herbicidal activity on manybroad
leaved weeds and certain grass species. 

Tests on dog fennel growing in wheat and barley resulted in good control 
at 1/4 to 1/2 pound. per acre. other weed species grawies in cereals on which 
control is indicated include si1nkweed wild buckwheat 1 mustards J horsetail 
and corn spurry. ' 
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As pre ·emergence applications of 2 to 4 pounds.to areas of grass seed 
crops infested with downy brome (Bromus tectorumL the control was promising. 

At rates of 10 to 20 pounds per acre, good control of field bindweed 
has also been reported. . 

Zytron 

A summary of the 1960research 'Work shows Zytron· to be .apromie ing and 
versatile compound. At rates of 15 to ;0 pounds per ecre as a pre-emergence 
spray, crabgrass control is good. The granular and liquid forms showed 
eqqally good results. These pre-emergence treatments have also been effective 
on carpet weed, chickweed, dooryard knotweed, pigweed, purslane, and Veronica 
species. Post-emergence applications as emulsifiable sprays have resulted 1n 
good control of chickweed and henbit on turf areas. 

In the vegetable group, good weed control was reported for carrots when 
applied a few days atter seeding, for 11ma beans when applied just atter 
seeding (12 to 18 J;lOunds), and as a pre-emergence treatment for annual weed 
and grass control in egg plant, peas and spinach, at 6 to 10 pounds per acre. 
Lay-by treatments on potatoes for late germinating annual grasses also looked 
good. 

Excellent results were reported from pre-emergence applications of Zytron 
plus dinitro on soybeans. A definite growth stimulation over and above the 
response expected from weed control was obtained with soyhaena. 

Zytron also appears to be effective for the control of soee annual weeds 
and grasses in ornamentalnurse1'1 plant1l:lSS and foreet· tree nurselrY seedling·: 
beds. 



THE EFFECTS OF ADDED PENETRANT AIDS AND , ETTING AGENTS 
ON THE RESPONSE OF QUACKGRASS 

(!~gropYron repens (L. ) Beauv, ) TO DALAPON 

by 

1
J. K. Leasure 

INTRODUCTION 

Since its introduction in 1953, 2, 2-dichloropropionic acid (dalapon) 
has been of considerable interest because of its practical selectivity with 
grasses. In addition to many field trials, a large number of more detailed 
exper-iments have been conducted in attempts to determine its sites of 
action in plants, the method by which it is translocated in plants, and its 
ultimate fate in both plant t'issue and soil. A number of experiments have 
been conducted with and without wetting agents. The present study was under

. taken to determine the effect of some surface active agents on the transloca
tion of sodium dalapon into the rhizomes of quackgrass(AgroPlron repen! 
(L. ) Beauv.}, as part of a continuing progress to improve the effectiveness 

. of dala pon form ulations. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

There is ample evidence in the literature ,that spray additives which 
have surface-acti.ve char~ctar~tilf}. c~~\increase the effectiveness of a 
number of herbiCldes(2, , , , , '; 

It has been pointed out(4) that differences may exist in the effective
ness of herbicide formulations even with equal wetting, and that consider
able care in the selection ofa wetting agent is required. 

Daniels(3) refers to a relationship existing between the ionic charac
ter and the relative polarity of a compound which suggests that the addition 
of suitable surfactants to a strongly ionic, hydrophylic, polar compound 
such as sodium 2, 2-dichloropropionate (sodium dalapon) might very well 
cause such a formulation to become more compatible with non-polar mater
ials such as those fOlmd in. the cuticle of plants. 

-- IThe Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Michigan. 
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Robbins et al(lO) state that "increase in polarity enhances the ap

parent reactivity (of a herbicide) whereas .increase in its oil-like (a-polar)
 
properties promotes penetration. "
 

They conclude that since the two processes are apparently opposed, 
there must be an optimum POint in-the balance between them; and this in 
reality represents a compromise between toXicity and compatibility with the 
.cuticle. 

Orgell(9) has observed that cationic and anionic aurractants differ 
markedly in their effects on absorption of acidic compounds .. and 
Staniforth(11) states that npn-ionicwetUng agente differ hi action from that 
of sodium laurel sulfate - an anionic w~tting agent.. . . 

Currier's observation(l) that root absorptton of dalapon is enhanced 
by the addition of a s.urfactant is of interest since roots are nor-mafly read
ily wetted. by water, and thus. perhaps confirms Ennis' earlier observa
tion(4) by indicating some effect on root cell protoplasm. . Know
ledge of the effect of surfactants in herbicidal solutions is far from complete; 
and a 1954 summary by Currier still represents the state of the art fairly 
well. 

Foy(5) using both C 14 and Cl 36 labelled dalapon demonstrated the 
advantages of using wetting agents with dalapon, For example, on the basis 
of growth inhibition, it appeared that as much dalapon was absorbed by 
corn in one hour from sprays containing a surfactant as in two weeks from 

. a solution without a surfactant. 

Jansen(8) found a wide range .in response to dalapon by both soy
beans and corn in tests using 63 different wetting agents in combination with 
dala:po~ , 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Prior to the start of tpis experiment. Jansen's data had been re

viewed and, on the basis of his r eaulte , a number of surfactants which had
 
improved the herbicidal effects of dalapon on corn and soybeans were ten

tatively selected for use. Some of these were not readily available, so a
 
further selection was made .. and the following surfactants were obtained:
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Produced bz: . Surfactant 

Duponal ....f A Flake Anionic E. L du Pont de Nemours 
and Company 

Ethomeen 8-15 Cationic Armour Chemical Corporation 
Tergitol T MN Non-ionic Union Carbide Corporation 
Polyglyco126-2 Non-ionic The Dow Chemical Company 

Tests to determine retention on the leave~ of quackgrass and tests 
to determine the required dosage of dalapon-2-C 4 showed that the non
ionic surfactants were superior to both the ionic ones. Ac~ordingly, 
Tergitol TMN and Polyglycol 26-2 were used in the rest of the experiments. 

One of the early tests which gives some information concerning the 
effect of surfactants on the penetration of leaf surfaces was run as follows: 

A. group of quackgrass plants in the five-leaf stage was selected for 
uniformity. Glass vials 5 mm, in diameter and 70 mm, in length were 
filled with various labelled dalapon and wetting agent solutions. and the 
third leaf of each quackgrass plant was inserted into a vial to a depth of 
50 mm, Evaporation and plant uptake were measured after. 24 and 48 hours. 
After 48 hours, the plants were harvested and the various parts were ex. . 

ammed for radioactivity using liquid scintillation counting. Jror-the re
mainder of the tests" formulations containing unlabelled dalapon sodium 
salt at a concentration of 10 pounds in 60 gallons were used. A range of 
wetting agent concentratiOns of 0, 0.05%" 0.10/0" and 0.2% wetting agent in 
the final herbicide solution was uaed, These percentages are in the higher 
range of the concentrations of wetting agent used in field applications of 
dalapon at recommended rates. 

This experiment was conducted with pot-grown plants of quackgrass 
(Agropyron repens (L. ) Beauv.}, All test plants were grown from two node 
sections of quackgrass rhizomes which had been selected for uniform size 
and weight from a clone. The test plants were produced and held after 
tr-eatm ent in a Percival controlled envtronmem chamber with a ..day tem
perature of 78°F. and a night temperature O,f56,oF. ~ having three fC)ur-degree 
temperature steps between the extremes, The plants were grown under a 
twelve-hour day length with a maximum intensity of 3,900 foot-candles at 
bench height. Light intensity was also regulated thr-ough three Incr em ents 
per cycle, with nine hours ofmaxfm um intensity light during each 24-hour 
period. 

Plants W'ere selected for uniformity of sprouts shortly after emer-
-gence~ and again at the three-leaf stage. A firv:\l selection made when the 
test was started resulted in an extremely uniform group of plants in the 
six-leaf stage of growth, each with a three-leaf shoot at the second node. 
Preliminary trials gave coefficients of variation of from eight to ten percent 
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for plant height, weight, and rhizome weights. Six replicates were used 
for each tr eatm ent, 

Test solutions were prepared by dispersing the wetting agent in 
water, and diluting to the required concentration" then adding unlabelled 
sodium dalapon to a concentration equivalent to 10 pounds to 60 gallons. 

A sample of 2_C 14 labelled sodium salt of dalapon having a specific 
activity of O.98 millicuries per millimole was used for the test. The 
oolution employed contained 1.35 mtcrocurtes per milliliter. 

An area 5 mm, by 50 rnrn, on the upper surface of the third leaf of 
each test plant was walled with lanolin. This area was then supported in a 
horizontal position, and flooded with one-half millilU'er of the proper 
dalapon-wetting agent solution. A two hundred lambda aliquot of the 2-C 14 

labelled sodium dalapon solution was added to the wetting agent solution on 
leach leaf, after which the leaves were allowed to dry. 

It was thought that perhaps the herbicide might be retained by the 
lanolin ring" or that the wetting agents might affect such a retention. This 
was checked in the following manner. Lanolin rings were formed on thin 
glass cover slips, and the rings were then filled withdalapon-2-C 14 solu
tions in water and with various wetting agents. After standing for one hour, 
the cover slips were washed under running water for ,30 seconds. The 
cover slips were then broken with tweezers and dropped into vials of scin 
tillation solvent. After shaking to dissolve the lanolin, the vials were 
counted and background counts were ~btained..Jt..w.as considered that the 
lanolin ring per se had no interaction with either the herbicide or the wetting 
agents used. 

After five days, the plants were dissected and the individual leaves, 
stem, rhizomes, and roots were cut with shears into one-half inch s egrn entc, 
The various parts, 'except 'for the treated leaves, ,,;iere ground in a glass 
homogeniz er-, The pieces of treated leaf (with the lanolin wall) were placed 
into vials containing 5ml~ ,of water'containing sodium carbonate slightly in 
excess of saturation. The VialS wer-e 'heated to a ppro xlm at ely 99°C. , 
placed in a freezer at 18°C. for 24 hours, and then crushed with a stirring 
rod. After grinding or crushing#. each sample was centrifuged and the 
supernatant liquid removed: for analysis. 

Counting was done in a Packard tri-carb automattc scintillation 
counter using a solvent system consisting of 70% redistilled toluene and 30% 
absolute ethanol, and which contained 4.0 grams of 2..5-diphenyloxazole 
and O. 1 gram of 1, 4-bis-2-(5-phen,yloxazolyt)-benzene per liter. One-half 
ml, of supernatant liquid from a sample preparat~ was added to 191/2 nil. 
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of scintillation solution, dispersed by shaking, and counted at 5°C. for 30
 
minutes (or to a count of 100,000 if this was reached first).
 

C 14 standard solutions and scintillation blanks were used, and the 
counting efficiency (which was determined for each counting run) varied from 
54% to 57%. . . 

Although other workers have reported that dalapon is easily leached 
from plant tissue, the sample preparation procedure was checked to deter
mine whether or not a disproportionate amount of dalapon-2-€14 remained 
in the solid portion. Samples were ground, dispersed in 10 m I, of water and 
centrifuged. An 8 ml, aliquot was removed, 8 ml, of water were then added, 
and the solids redistributed by shaking. This was centrifuged and another 
8 rot aliquot removed. This was done a total of four times. The va rtous 
aliquots were examined by liquid scintillation counting. By successive ex
tractions, it was determined that the dalapon-2-C 14 vias readily equilibrated 
in the system. 

RES ULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Results obtained using different dalapon-2-C 14 and wetting agent com
binations in the leaf immersion uptake test are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. 

The Uptake of Dalapon-W ettfng Agent Solutions
 
By the Third Leaf of Five-Leaf Quackgrass Plants Through Leaf Immersion
 

- - - - - - - - - -%-V"ettlng Agent - uptake In - -UPtaiein - E"vi"pO"ratlOn 
Formulation in Solution 24 hrs. 48 hrs. in 72 hrs , 

Dalapon alone 0.0 O. 11 ml, 0.23 ml. 0.11 ml, 

Dalapon plus P-26-2 0.05 0.31 0.67 0.12 
0.1 0.58 >2.0 0.09 
0.2 0.98 >2.0 0.10 

Dalapon plus Tergitol 0.05 0.44 0.71 0.11
 
TMN 0.1 0.49 >2.0 0.13
 

0.2 0.83 >2.0 0.11 

- - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - ......- - - - ---- -.. "- -" .......
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These results show that evaporation over a 72-hour period is approxi
mately 0.1 m l, and of little s~ificance in comparison with the other 
measurerri ents, The results of added wetting agent are striking, and show 
that the addition of non-ionic surfaetants increases penetration of the leaf 
.eurface when the leaf is immersed in the solution. Radioactivity counts were 
proportional to these uptake data and confirm ed that the observations repre
sent uptake rather than evaporation. . 

For the leaf surface tests, the applications of the dalapon and surfac
tant formulations were made to the third leaf of quackgr-aas plants in the six
leaf stage. After fivedays,the various plant parts were examined by liquid 
scintillation counting. The results obtained with dalapon alone are shown in 
Tabies 2 and 3. . 

Table 2. 

The Net Counts Per Minute
 
Bbtained From Leaves of Quackgrass Plants
 

Treated 1;/ith C 4 Labelled Dalapon in Water -\i~ ith No Added Yt etting Agent
 
(Background Count = 28. 3 cpm, ) 

First Second Third* Fourth Fifth Sixth 
~e'pl!.c~e__ L~a! L~af L~a! .!=e~f !:-e~f ~eaJ _ 

1 26 37 8684 163 327 346 
2 20 38 7872 216 355 337 
3 as 37 7432 206 329 295 
4 24 31 8425 189 273 332 
5 27 40 6915 174 285 380 
6 20 28 8439 225 286 256 

--~---------~------_._-------------
Average 23.7 35.2 7978 195 309 324 

Standard 
Deviation 3.1 4.2 679 24 32 43 

c. V •. (%) 13. 1 11.9 8. 5 12.3 10.4 13.3 

*Application made to third leaf. 



Table 3. 

The Net Counts Per Minute
 
Obtained From Roots, Stems and Rhizomes of ~uackgrass Plants
 

Treated* with C1'i Labelled Dalapon in Yvater with No Added wetting Agent
 
(Background Count « 28.3 cpm.)
 

Untreated Old Rhizome New 
Replicate Stem Shoot Section Rhizome Roots 
--------- ......--------------------------

1 36 409 20 82 24 
2 26 470 17 76 18 
3 30 456 21 60 22 
4 33 439 26 69 27 
5 29 552 24 67 19 
6 33 472 16 70 23 

-----------""'"""'----------------------
Average 32.2 466 20.7 70.7 22.2 

Standard 
Deviation 3.3 48 3.9 7.6 3.3 

'C. v, (C'I,,) 10.2 10.3 18.9 10.8 14.9 

*Application made to third leaf. (Sam e plants us ed as for Table 2 data. ) 

The results obtained using dalapon with two non-ionic wetting agents 
each in three different concentrations were compared with thestlhown for 
dalapon alone by calculating the percent of applied dalapon-2-C which was 
found in each of the several plant parts. 

A number of compaz-Iaons are possible in this manner, some obvious
ly of more interest than others. Translocation into new rhizomes and through 
old rhizomes into untreated shoots is of considerable importance in obtaining 
control of quackgrass. The effectiveness of the wetting agents in influencing 
movem ent into these parts is shown in Table 4. 
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Table 4. 
The Percent of Applied Radio-Dalapon 

VJhich -JVas Found in the Rhtzomes , Roots, and Untr-eated Shoots* 

---------~----------------I---------0/0Wetting Agent New Old Untreated 
Formulation . in Solution Rhizom e .Rhizom e Shoot Roots
--------------------------1--------
Dalapon Alone 0.0 0.74 0.22 4.9 0.26 

Dalapon with P-26-2 0.05 1.35 0.53 7.3 0.28 
O.1 1. 92 0.67 8.4 O. 17 
0.2 2.94 0.81 10.5 0.24 

Dalapon with O. 05 1. 43 O. 49 6. 9 O. 22
 
Tergitol TMN O. 1 2.05 O. 73 7. 7 0.26
 

~~-----------~~----~~ __!~~I __!! __~~-
* Application made on third leaf of six-leaf plants of quackgz-asa. 

These experiments clearly showed that the additil of selected non

ionic wett ing agents to the formulation resulted in increa4ed movement of
 
dalapon into the rhizomes and that the results obtained wijth the two wetting
 
agents were .quit e similar. " I
 -

The accumulation of dalapon in young tissue was ~ISO markedly in
cr eaaed by the addition of non-ionic wetting agents, and sjuch increases are 

.nhown in Table 5. 

Table 5.
 
The Percent of Applied C 14- Da la pon I

I
 

-iVhich was Found in the Leaves Above the Treated ~Third) Leaf
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -I - - - - - - - 

0/0T~~J etting Agent 4th i5th 6th
 
Formulation in Solution Leaf. Leaf Leaf
 
-------------~------------~-------
Dalapon Alone 0.0 2.0 3.2 3.4I 

Dalapon plus P-26-2 0.05 
0.1 
0.2 

2.4 
3.9 
6.3 

3.9 
5.6 
8.2 

11. 7 
16.5 
24.4 

Dalapon plus 
Tergitol TMN 

0.05 
O.1 
0.2 

2.2 
6.0 

10.8 

i 2.6 

I 6.6 
.11.9 

9.2 
16. 1 
26.2 

- - - - - - - - - - -

HerE:, as shown 
increased ac.curnul.at ion 

- - .- -

befor-e, the 
of dalapon-2 

- - - - -

use of the 
_C 14• 

- - -

wetting 

i 
- -! - - - - -

ag~ts resulted 
I 

- -

in 

I 

I 
i 

I 

I 
i 

I 

I 
i 

I 
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The comparisons for lower leaves, stems and roots were also made, 
and in each instance the addition of wetting agent increased the amount of 
radioactivity. The differences were quite large in some cases, probably 
because the amount of radioactivity found in these plant parts was quite low 
when no wetting agent was used. In every instance, the amount of radio
activity which remained in the treated leaf was less when wetting agents were 
added than when dalapon alone was used, indicating increased uptake by diffzr- . 
ence, 

These data show clearly that the addition of a non-ionic wetting agent 
to the formulation used in this experiment markedly increased the uptake

I 4• and translocation of dalapon-2-C 

The amount of dalapon-2-C 14 translocated above and below the treated 
leaf was determined by computing the net count per minute for the appropri
ate plant parts (sample average net count per minute times the dilution factor 
used in preparing the sample) then comparing the count beyond the treated 
leaf with the total count. The percent of applied dalapon translocated above 
the treated leaf and the percent translocated below the treated leaf are shown 
in Table 6. 

Table 6. 

The Translocation of C14 Labelled Dalapon 
in Formulations Yv'ith and Ithout Added ~j'1 etting Agents 

- - - - - - - naIa"Pon - o-paEiliO~~V!.1t~- f-~..:~ 12~~wli§."te!:fili! "tIV!..N 
Alone O. 05% o,1% 0.2% o.05% o.1% o,2% 

Percent of 
applied dalapon 8. 7 17.4 26.1 38.5 14.0 49.7 
translocated 
above treated 
Leaf. 

Percent of 7. 1 13.4 19.0 28.9 10.4 18.0 29.2 
. applied dalapon
 
translocated
 
below treated
 
leaf.
 

These data show several things in addition to the obvious influence of 
added wetting agent. First, although both non-ionic wetting agents performed 
similarly, When formulations containing the low rate of wetting agent were 
used, the use of Polyglycol 26-2 resulted in greater accumulation of C 14_ 

dalapon in the various plant parts than did the use of Tergitol TMN. The 
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r-ever-s e was evident at the high rate. It would probably b co difficult to es

tablish the significance of this on the basis of thes e.data lone, but the same 
trend existed in several preliminary, tests using a numbe of different con
centrations of both wetting agents from O. 01 to O. 5 perce t. Surface tension 
measurem ents showed that at 0.2% in the spray solution, Tergitol TMN re
duced surface tension more than did Polyglycol 26-2, whi eat concentrations 
of 0.05% and less the reverse was true. This may indica e that penetration 
(as affected by surface tension) is a major factor influenc'ng the results 
obtained. 

A study of the amount of dalapon translocated into the new rhizom es 
shows that although the amounts accumulated Incr-eas ed whth added wetting 
agent, there was a slight decrease in the percentage of t nslocated dalapon 
which moved to the rhizem es, This also would tend to support the hypothesis 

. that the surface active agent influenced penetration mor-e han translocation 
and that Whatever conditions limit the transport of dalapo -2-C 14 into a 
rhtzom e still appeared to be lim iting even when wetting a ents are us ed in 
the form ulatton, 

Second, significant amounts of dalapont..2-C 14 werie translocated 
through the rhizome to untreated shoots. Not all shoots ~an be equally well 
covered by a field spray, and a number of quackgrass sh~ots are normally 
connected by rhizomes. The transport of dalapon from Oile shoot to another 
through the rhizome section may tend to equalize a less t an perfect spray 
application •. In these experiments, as little as 0.0.5% of non-Ionic wetting 
agent in the spray solution increased the movement of daapon-2-C 14 into an 
untreated shoot by nearly 50%, .whfle 0.2% in the spray s~lution increased 
movern ent into an untreated shoot by nearly 100%. l' . 

Movement into new rhizomes. followed the same p ttern, with the 
addition of O. 05% wetting agent resulting in more than sotGincrease in accu

of C 14-dalapon, mulation while the addition of O. 2% w etttng agent resulted 
in at least four times the accumulation of radioactivity o*ained with formu
lations containing no wetting agent. 

Movement of dalapon-2-C 14 into the leaves w~s i~creased more by 
the addition of wetting agents than movement into and th~~ugh the rhizom es# 
but it is felt that these movements (into rhizomes and through rhizomes to 
untreated shoots) may be critical in evaluating the herbiclidal effectiveness 
of dalapon on quackgrass. 
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SUMMARY 

Tests using 2-C 14-1abelled dalapon form ulations with and without 
non-ionic wetting agents resulted in a definite increase in the amount of 
dalapon-2-C 14 recovered from rhizomes, untreated shoots and leaves. These 
increases in the amount of dalapon translocated were measured on uniform 
plants under conditions which avoided such variables as differences in leaf 
area covered by droplets of equal volume but with different surface tensions 
and differences in the amount of formulation applied per plant resulting from 
the influence of the wetting agent in retention of the form ulation by the leaf. 

Erratic results have been obtained from time to time in field appli
cations of dalapon, These tests, conducted under controlled conditions with 
uniform plants. emphasize the. importance of adequate foliage wetting. It is 
felt that the wetting agent is. needed to wet the water, not the chemical, 
hence all concentrations reported here were percentages of the spray volume. 
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IRECENTDEVELOPMENTSIN THEUSE OF VEGADEX

R. E. Althaus 2 and L. S. Glcason 2 

Since the introduction of Vegadex (2-chloroallyl dlethyldithiocarba
mate) (CDEC), its use as a herbicide for vegetables has been on a 
constant increase. Grower acceptance has been due chiefly to its 
versatility on a wide range of vegetable crops both from the stand
point of weed control and crop tolerance. 

Its initial use was intended primarily for pre-emergence weed con
trol applied as sprays. With the advent of granular formUlations, 
additional usage has. been directed toward transplant and other 
stages of crop post-emergence applications. 

My purpose today is to discuss recent developments with respect to 
new uses and the expanded use for multiple applications. 

To date 33 crops are approved for use, and several more will be 
submitted for label registration. All the uses now listed on the 
label are approved for both emulsifiable and granular formUlations. 
The emulsifiable formulation of CDECis supplied as a 4 pound per
gallon concentrate, and the granulef?contaln 20% CDEC. Granular 
formulations have proven to be equally effective as sprays, how
ever, uniform distribution is essential (1). 

It has been recognized from the early developmental staRe~ that the 
performance of vegadexis enhanced under moist soil conditions. 
Since many· vegetable growers irrigate and also because many of the 
vegetable production centers are 1n aI?eas of adequate rainfall, 
this has not been a serious deterrent to its use but has .contributed 
to occasional failures. The moisture reqUirement for granUles and 
for sprays is equally important. 

In areas where furrowlrrigation is practiced, weed control has 
been erratic. The movement of Vegadex through the soil is now 
being explored intensively. 

-' 
lRegistered trademark of the Monsanto Chemical Company 

2Monsanto Chemical Company, st. Louis, Missouri 
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The most recent lobel registration amendments list the following 
crops: 

Pre-emergence Application 

tomatoes direct seeded 
cantaloupes " II 

okra II" 
field beans Wyoming only or-per-ato 1':'1 ~ ") 

. •Post-emergence Application· 

spinDch second applicati n 
tomatoes transplants 
celery second applicati n 
ornamentals' 
yews 
privet 
junipers 

Additional studies have been completed whiqhshoul permit future 
Labe 1 c la tms for cucumbers, transplanted pepper's a d tomatoes at 
lay-by and possibly several other' uses pending suc essful results 
with respect to the absence of reSidues. 

Two of the recently approved uses involve a second application.
The use of.Vegadex under a 2 application programi becoming Widely 
accepted in areas of muck grown celery. This proc dure was developed 
with the cooperation of several large celerygrowe s in Florida. 
The celery transplants are overhead irrigated imme i~tely after set
ting and as soon as s011 conditions permit, the Ve adex is broad
cast sprayed over the rows to moist so t t , In appr ximately 3 weeks 
the fields are fertilized, cultivated and a second directed spray 
or granules are applied to the celery. Following he second appli
cation, the fields may' or may not; be sub-irrigated depending on 
surface moisture conditions at the time of applica iQn to insure 
good mov~ment of the Vegadex to the weerrs~ed zone Granular formu
lations have proven to be as efrective as ~prays a d some growers 
will use granulars to minimize any danger of burnt g the leaves 
due to the solvent. Some growers elect to make th first applica
tion of Vegadex prior to, rather than following, 0 erhead irriga
tion. 

The second application of Vegadex for spinach is d signed primarily 
for the overwintering crop. This 1s being used pr ncipally on the 
Delmarva peninsula and in Arkansas. It is recomme ded that the 



second application be made not later than 30 days after emergence 
of the spinach. The application should be made on clean cultiva
ted soll. 

It is becoming increasingly obvious that with good broad-spectrum 
pre-emergence selectiVity, long residual activity has to be sac
rificed. This is also the case for vegetable fields that are 
cropped more than once per season. With this in mind, more em
phasis has been placed on a repeat application basis to give
season-long weed control. The concept of multiple applications is 
not new. In previous years such use was hampered by various de
grees of toxicity to the foliage. This resulted in only mediocre 
weed control because significant amounts of the herbicide remained 
on the foliage and did not reach the soil surface and furthermore 
contributed to phytotoxicity. Granular formulations may tend to 
improve the performance of post transplant or lay-by treatments 
and reduce crop residue problems. 

Through the use of Vegadex granules, these problems have been 
minimized, and weed control is comparable to pre-emergence appli
cations. A lay-by application at time of last cultivation on 
crops such as tomatoes will also benefit from increased crop com
petition to decrease subsequent weed development. 

It is highly desirable to apply the Vegadex granules directly to 
the freshly cultivated soil. Under these conditions the granules
will lodge among the soil particles in the same pattern as they 
are distributed. If the granules are applied to CUltivated soil 
which has been compacted by rain, the granules have a tendency 
to roll to depressions left by the cultivator and results in an 
uneven distribution particUlarly if washing rains follow. Since 
freshly cultivated soil usually is mOist, activity of Vegadex is 
improved. . 

The residual herbicide activity of Vegadex is generally from 4 to 
5 weeks. In the case of applications following last cultivation 
(lay-by), residual activity 1s longer because the soil is no longer
disturbed, and no new weed seeds are brought to the surface. 

It is difficult to outline a specific weed control program for 
broad usage based on multiple applications since weed problems 
differ and also grower interpretation of his problem varies. 
In areas where broadleaves are troublesome, post transplant appli
cations are most effective. Where summer grasses are serious, 
applications at time of last cultivation are equally, if not more 
important. ~le acute weed problems~ however) do rl0~ al~ayncoin~iAB 
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with the time of last cultivation and therefora it is more im
portant that applications of Vegadex be timed with weed develop
ment so long as the application does not contribute to residue 
problems. 

14

Post emergence treatment with granular formulations will require 
some modification of applicating eqUipment to sutt the particular 
situation. For a post transplant treatment on tomatoes a 12 to 

11 
. band is adequate but for lay-by applications an 18 to 24 11 band 

is more desirable. This would reqUire additional row banding equip
ment or the use of broadcast equipment modified to deliver the 
wider band. In some areas, where eoonomics permit, aerial appli
cations can be used. 

Application of Vegadex through sprinkler irrigation water presents 
still another method of application which has been used success
fUlly by several growers where broadcast application is desired. 
It is usually the practice to apply 1/4" of water followed by the 
introduction of Vegadex in the next 1/4" of water and flushing 
the line for 5 to 10 minutes. Preliminary work in New York, Ten
nessee and California on leaf crops and celery has shown that this 
method may be applicable for pre-emergence use as well as on es
tablished crops where sprinkler irrigation is used. It is how
ever essential that the sprinkler pattern be uniform since over-. 
lapping patterns could cause injury. Likewise, IIunder irrigated" 
areas would not receive sufficient Vegadex for effective weed con
trol. 

Since so many crops and cultural practices are tnvo lved , occasionally 
reports are received where Vegadex causes excessive stand reductions 
on crops normally believed tolerant. One s~ch instance is turnip 
greens. Upon investigation by Dr. Campbell of the Development
Department, he found that the tolerance was very closely related 
to depth of seeding. The follOWing table il'lustrates this: 

Yield of Turnip Greens 

Tons per acre 

Rate of Vegadex Depth of Seeding 
pounds per a ere Shallow. Deep** 

I 

4	 2.0 7.0 

*	 broadcast With Brillion seeder 

**	 same type of seeding followed by h$rrowing and cult i
packing 

lMonsanto Chemical Company, St. LOUiS, Missouri 
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lCombinations of vegadex-Randox 

Orsenigo (2)' reported in 1959 that tank mix combinations of Vega
de.xand Randox(CDAA) showed promise for use on celery. Ratios 
of 1:1	 .. 3:2, and 2:3 (totaling 5 pounds per acre) were more ef
fective, 1n weed control, especially of gras/ses than a 5 pound per 
acre a.pplleatton of either herbicide alone. Sweet (3) recently
reported that"acombination or Randox and. vegadex broadens the 
spectrum of activity with indications of greater crop selectivity.
Spinach, tomatoes, broccoli and carrots were included in these 
trials. Ratios of 1:1 totaling 4 to 6 pounds per acre looked most 
promislng. 

SUl1UJILlry 

Continued field experience by the grower is opening many avenues 
of successful uses for Vegadex for control of weeds in vegetable 
crops. Depending on aqpptabilltyand SUitability, the applications
of Vegadex will include sprays and granules both pre- and post
emergent to the crop. 

LITERATURECITED 

( 1)	 Orsenigo, J. R. Primary Evaluation of Pre-and Post Emergence
Applied Herbicides tn vegetable and FleldCrops Spring 1959. 
Everglade Station Mtmeo Report 60-7. 1959. 

(2)	 Orsenigo, J.R. Celery Herbicide Investigations on Organic
Soil: A Resume. Southern WeedConf~ Proc. 13:78-82. 1960. 

(3) Sweet, R. D. Private communication. September, 1960. 

'-, lRegistered trademark of the Monsanto Chemical Company 



TRANSLOCATIONOF AMITROLE,ATRAZINE,DALA.PON 
ANDEPI'C IN NORTHERNNUTGRASS 

1W. F.	 Donnalley and E. M. Hahn

2Abstract 

Fc;mrchend-cals, pr~;iously found' to be: act,"ve on northern nutgrass were 
used i'P ,this ~tudy. :X1ley wer!!: ",8JIlitrole (.3-amino-1,2,4-triazole)3, atrazine 
(2-chloro-u-ethy1amino-6-isopropyl:amino-s.;.triazine).3, dalapon, (sodium 2,,2-di-, 
chloroprop;i.onate) 41'1dEPTC,(etbyl N, lJ..;Q1-n-.propylthiolcarbamate)J. ,'The study 
was undertaken to, dete~ne th,edegree of translocation of these chemicals in 
nutgrass follow;i.ng, s011 and foli.ag~, applications" at ,varYing stages of' growth. 
Autoradiograpbywas employ-edto stw;lythe translocation of radioactive amitrole, 
at razine , and EPTC.. : 

Atrazine and EPI'C (or' a C14 lab~led d~gr~ation product) ~ere readily 
translocated throughout nutgrass plants following so11 applications to 2- and 
12-inch plants, but did not enter ungerminated tUbers. Similar results were 
obtained when 2- and 12-inch corn and potato plants treated as above with 
atrazine and EPTC, respectively. However, both ungerminated corn seeds in 
atrazine treated soil, and freshly-cut potato seedpieces in EPTCtreated so11, 
absorbed a label¢. ,cQJI1P9und. 

" , ' 

Autoradiographs ,fromfollage app1ic,tiot1S, of atrazineand EPTCto 2-inch 
nutgrassp1ants indicated that ,these chemicals were tlottra.ns10cated basipe'tally; 
but when atrazine and EPTCwere applied to 2-inch com and potato plants, re
spectively, there was a slight amount of translocation to the roots. Similar 
foliage applications of amitrole, atrazine, and EPTCto 12-inch nutgrass plants 
resulted in a labeled compound being transJ,ooated acropetally to a considerable 
degree for all three chemicals. However, only in the amitrole treated plants 
was a labeled compound translocated basipetally in appreciable amounts. When 
atr~zine and,EPTC were applied tothefolj.age of 12:-inchcom and potato plants, 
respectively, acropetal movement was considerable, as with nutgrass. Basipetal 
movement, however, ~ slight ,but, more than 'WaS the case with nutgrass • 

.Autoradiograp~ from .foliage appl1c,.tions ..<pfamitrole and atrazine to nut
grass plants bearing tubers indicated that a labeled compound was translocated 
and accumulated in the tubers when amitrole was used, but not when atrazine was 
used. 

In another experiment, amitrole, lmen applied to the foliage, translocated 
to the intact tUbers and greatly reduced their viability. Dalapon and atrazine 
applied similarly had little effect on the viability of intact tUbers. 

1.	 Graduate student and Assoc. Prof. o.f Horticulture, Univ. of Delaware, 
Newark, Del. 

2.	 Abstract of a manuscript to be submitted to WEEDS• 
.3. The authors to acknowledge the cooperation of the followingwifil	 companies 

in supplying C",' . labeled· chemicals: ,American Cyanamid Co.,.amitrole;
 
Geigy Chemical Corp., atrazine; and Stauffer Chemical Co., EP'ro.
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Persistence of Soil-Incorporated EPTCand Other Carbamates 

ABSTRACT 
.. 21 

L. L. Danielson, W. A. Gentner, and L. L. Jansen 

Studies were initiated in 1958 to determine the herbicidal activity of 
several soil-incorporated carbamate herbicides and to investigate the 
formulation, soil, and climatological factors involved in their persistence 
in the soil. Investigations included preliminary and terminal field 
studies and several greenhouse studies. 

1. Field studies of EPTC, CDEC,eIPC, isopropyl N-(3-methylphenyl)
carbamate, BCPC, and CEPCusing the logarithmic sprayer indicated that 
EFTCand CDECretained their herbicidal characteristics when soil.incorpora
ted at rates of 16 IblA or less. EPTCwas more persistent than CDEC, on 
the basis of plant bio-assay responses. 

2. In greenhouse studies, a soil-incorporated. commercial formulation 
of EPTCdissipated most rapidly under conditions of surface-irrigation and 
was inversely related to soil organic-matter content. 

3. The commercial formulation of EFTCin water was compared to technical 
EFTCapplied in acetone, benzene, xylene, kerosene, and No. 2 fuel oil. 
Rate of dissipation of EFTCwas most rapid when it was applied in kerosene. 
The persistence characteristics of commercial EPTC in water and technical 
EFTC in kerosene were confirmed in field studies. 

4. Rate of dissipation of soil-incorporated commercial EPTCwas accel
erated as temperatures increased whereas rate of dissipation of technical 
EPTCin k~rosene was not significantly affected in the present studies. 

5. Several concentrations of selected Burfactants decreased the rate of 
dissipation of soil-incorporated technical EPTC formulated in kerosene. 

6. These investigations clearly demonstrate that soil-incorporated 
carbamates differ widely in selectivity and persistence depending on chemi
cal structure, formulation, soil composition, method of irrigation, and 
temperature. These data have broad implications in the performance of all 
soil-incorporated carbamatesand possibly all herbicides applied in organic 
solvents. It appears from these data that the period of persistence of 
soil-incorporated carbamates can be controlled within limits by the constit
uents used in formulation. These data also .euggest the possibili.ty that the 
period of actiVity of granular herbicides can be regulated by selectiQn of 
suitable solvents, surfactants, and granular carriers having specific 
characteristics. 

---------..,..-
v
 Paper submitted for publication in Weeds.
 

Plant Physiologists, Crops Research Division, Agricultural Research Ser~?! 
vice, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Beltsvillej Maryland~ 



---RELATIVEHERBICIDALEFFICr::NCYOF DACTHALY W'i!,;'l'l'ABLE 

POWDER· IONSAND~'JULAR FOKHULAT

Faul H. Schuldt Y, L. E. Limpel Y, -A.· L. Galloway l/, and David Lamont ?J 

Abstract 

The tre nd in the last few years toward the widespread use of granular 
herbicides makes it necessary that new experimental materials like DACTHAL 
(dimethyl ester of tetrachloroterephthalic acid) be examined as granular 
preparations along with other more conventional formulations. It is nec
essary to·detemine whether granulars increase or decrease herbicidal effi
ciency, change the residual properties or alter crop tolerance. The physical 
and chemical properties of a herbicidal candidate dictate or greatly influence 
what type of formulation will be most successful. It has been demonstrated 
that granular preparations of one chemical may decrease herbicidal action, 
while in another, activity may be increased when compared to wettable powders 
or emulsifiable concentrates. Compoundswith low vapor pressures, high melt
ing points, and very low solubility in water are likely to be less effective 
when formulated as granulars. 

The solubility of in water is less than 0.5 p.p.m. and it isDACTHAL
sparingly soluble in many organic solvents. It is a white crystalline com
pound with a low vapor pressure and a melting point of 1560 C. Thus, the 
prospects for a successful granular preparation, particularly for crop use, 
were not encouraging from either a performance or cost point of view. There
fore, the primary purpose of studies over the last two years was to determine 
whether a new type of granular formulation would perform satisfactorily com
pared to a proven wettable powder formulation. 

Based on the physical properties of an experimental granular comDACTHAL
position and a process were developed which allowed investigation of three vari
ables, i.e. active ingredient, mesh size, and rate of disintegration in water. 
Active ingredient in the granular pr-eparatd.ons varied from 1.25 to 10 per cent 
DACTHAL(0-1.25, G-l.5, 0-5, and 0-10). Three ranges in mesh size were tested: 
20/40, 30/60, and 40/60. The rate of water disintegration ranged from fast (F) 
through medium (M) to slow (S). A total of 12 different granular preparations 
was studied in 15 pre-emergence field tests. In all tests various granular 
formulations were compared for effectiveness with a 50 per cent wettable powder 
(W-50). Tests were replicated at least four times in a randomized block design. 

11DACTHAL the of the Diamond Alkali Companyproduct, is trade-mark 
dimethyl ester of tetrachloroterephthalic acid. 

?JBoyce Thompson Institute for Plant ResearCh, Inc., Yonkers, N. Y. 
Diamond Alkali CompanyFellowship. 

V DiamondAlkali Company, Roseareh Department, Painesville, Ohio. -
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Plot size varied from 9 sq. ft. to 100 sq. ft. All granulars were
 
applied by hand from a glaas. jar with a perforatetitop using the "salt shaker"
 
technique. The sprays were applied with a one-gallon hand pump sprayer
 
equipped with a Teejet nozzle at the rate of 100 gallons of water por acre.
 
The rates used in the various tests ranged from 4 to 20 pounds active chemical
 
per acre.
 

In 1959 a total of seven experiments was conducted comparing DACTHAL 
W-50 and G-IO(20/40)M granulars on crops and W-50, G-l.25(20/40)M, and G-l.25 
(30/60)M granules on turf for the control of crabgrass. The G-l.25 granulea 
were as effective as the W-50 for control of crabgrass in turf. The 10 per 
cent granulars were significantly less effective than the W-50 in tests for 
the control of weeds in crops. In a tomato transplant test three G-IOMgran
ules with mesh sizes 20/40, 30/60, and 40/60 were compared with the W-50. The 
performance of the G-IO granulars in this evaluation was much better than in 
some of the earlier tests, but they were significantly less effective than the 
W-50. There was not a significant difference between the performance of the 
various granulars, but the trend was toward greater herbicioal efficiency with 
the smaller ai.ad 8:ranule. 

In 1960 eight tests were conducted comparing the W-50 with G-l.5, G-5,
 
and G-IO granules .with varying mesh sizes and water disin~egratingproperties.
 
In tests with transplanted and seeded annual flowers three formulations were
 
ranked in effectiveness for weed control. W-50 > G-l. 5(20/40)F > G-5(30/60)F.
 
The G-l.5 granule equalled the W-50 in one test. The G-5 product was signifi

cantly less effective in two tests.
 

In a test on snapbeans where the W-50 and five granulars were compared 
the weed control obtained with the formulations was in the following order of 
effectiveness: W-50 =G-5(30/60)F > G-5(20/40)F> G-IO(30/60)F =G-IO(20/40)F 
=G-5(20/40)S.The mean weed control percentages based on estimates after 35 
days at a dosage of 12 lb. per acre were 91, 91, 81, 74, 72, and 71, respectdve
lye In a test on broccoli significant differences in weed control effectiveness 
of three formulations were demonstrated in the following decreasing order r . W-50, 
G-5(20!40)F, andG-l0(30/60)F. The mean per cent woed control based on estimates 
after 42 days at .a dosage of 8 lb .. per acre was 89, 65, and 51, respectively. 

The following general conclusions can be drawn from this work: 1. In tests 
for the control of crabgrass in turf and for control of weeds in annual flowers 
the G;..1.5(20!40)F formulation was as effective as the W-50. 2. The G-5{30!60)F 
granule in one crop test nearly equalled the performance of the W-50, but was 
significantly less effective than theW-50 in another test .. 3. Herbicidal 
efficiency of the granulars increased when the per cent active ingredient de
creased. 4. Differ,snces in weed control ability due to mesh size and water' 
disintegrating properties within G.-5 and G-lOformulations were variable; how
ever ,small granules (40/60) combined. with fast water disintegrp..tion tended to 
increase herbicidal effectiveness compared to large granules (20/40) with a slow 
water disintegration rate. 
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PRELIMINARYSTUDIESONCROPTOLERANCEANDWEEDCONTROL 
. WITHA NEW.THIOLCARBAMATE I R-1856 1HERBICIDE

Reed A. Gray I Ralston Curtls & Joe Antognini1 

R-1856 (T-butyl di-!!.-propylthiolcarbamate) has the follow

ing structure:
 

. .	 0 CH3
CH3-CH2-CH2 ",.'

'';,N-C-S-C- CH3 
CH3-CH2-CH2' CH3 

The	 synthesis of R-1856 was reported by Tilles (1) t.ogether with 
a number ofthiolcarbamates related to EPTG (Eptam R).' The, broad 
spectrum of selectivity of R-1856 was discovered only within re
cent months. Greenhouse and preliminary field trials reported
here	 l indicate that R-1856 shows promise as a preplant selective 
herbicide for controlling important annual grass weeds and nut
grass in a number of horticultural and agronomic crops that are 
susceptible to EPTC.injury •	 .' . 

Greenhouse Testa 

All greenhouse tests were carried out wit~ R-1856~6EI an 
emulsifiable concentrate formulation containing 6 pounds of the 
compound per gallon .. In all cases l the herbicide was thoroughly
incorporated into' the soil (Santa Cruz sandy loam) wittl a sm,all 
cement mixer and then the 'treated soil was placed 3" deep in 
8"x 12" metal flats. Weed and crop 'seeds were planted in rows 
at various depths and the flats were watered frequently by sprink
ling. An-excess of water 

'. 
was aVOided to prevent l.eaching.. . . 

, 

One of the first tests showed that 5 lbs./acre of R-1856 
prevented the emergence of purple nutgrass (Cyperus rotundus) for 
as long as three months when tubers' were, planted in the treated 
soil. Sweet corn (mai'ze) and cotton planted in the same flats 
were not injured at the 5 lbs~/acre rate. At a rate of 20lbs./ 
acre l no malformation of Gelden Emblem sweet corn was observed l 
while Eptam at 5;lbs./acre injured all the corn plants in the 
same experiment.- Although thegermina-c'ion and emergence of 
green foxtail- (Setaria viridis) was not affected l growth was 
stopped .completely at·a height-of one inch and within 30 days the 
plantssuc.cumbedl givi,nglOO% control of' this weed at the 5 lbs./ 
acre rate',.	 - ' 

1.	 Stauffer Chemical CompanYI AgriCUltural Research LaboratorYI 
Mountain Viewl California. 

R " 
•	 # • .' 

Eptam is Stauffer Chemical Company's registered trade-mark for 
ethyl di-n-propylthiolcarbamate. 
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Lower rates of R-1856 were tested on purple nutgrass and it
 
was found that 1 lb./acre prevented the emergence of shoots from
 
tubers for seven weeks. EPTC gave somewhat longer control of
 
purple nutgrass under the same conditions in the greenhouse .
 

. Since R-1856 appeared safe for use on corn, it was tested on 
Johnson grass (Sorghum halepense) which is a commonweed in cer
tain corn growing areas. Twelve Johnson grass rhizomes 3-4" long 
were planted in each flat alon~ with field corn (Funk 711) and 
Sudan grass (Sorghum sUdanense) seed. At 10 and 20 Ibs./acre, 
R-1856 gave 100% control of the Johnson grass for 3! months with 
only slight stunting of the corn plants. At 5 Ibs.lacre, R-1856 
gave 83% control of Johnson grass grown from rhizomes and 100% 
control of SUdan grass with no injury to corn. EPTC at 5 lbS./ 
acre gave slightly less control of Johnson grass than R-1856 at 
the same rate and severely injured the corn. 

Further tests showed that in addition to nutgrass, Johnson 
grass and green foxtail" other grass weeds such as smooth crab 
grass (Digitaria ishaemum), hairy crab grass, (Digitaria
sanguinalis)" yellow foxtail (Setaria lutescens]"barnyard grass 
or watergrass (Echinochloa crusgalli) and wild oats (Avena fatua) 
were completely controlled 'by R-1856 at a 5 lb./acre rate. 
Smooth crab grass was more susceptible to injury than hairy crab 
grass. Slightly more than 5 lbs./acre of R-1856 was needed to 
control annual bluegrass (Poa annua). A higher level of 8-10 
lbs./acre of R-1856 was needed to control quack grass (AgroPyrOn
repens) from seed. . 

A number of horticultural crops and a few agronomic crops 
were tested at various rates and found tolerant to rather high
levels of this compound. Rates of 5-10 Ibs./acre showed very 
little or no injury to cucumber, watermelon, squash" cantaloupe,
pumpkin, cabbage" broccoli, Brussels sprouts, cauliflower, radish, 
Chinese cabbage" collards, endive" lettuce, tomato, sugar beet, 
table beet, carrot, celery, 'onion, spinach, pepper" sweet corn, 
field corn, barley" rice, cotton and pineapple. Seven varieties 
of corn'have been tested and all proved to be tolerant to R-1856 
at a rate of 10 Ibs./acre regardless of depth of seeding. 

On the other hand, pea, soybean" small Lima bean, milo, 
wheat, and several lawn grasses were severely injured by R-1856 
at a rate of 5-10 lbs./acre. 

Preliminary Field Trials 

A limited number of field tests with R-1856 have substantiat
ed the greenhouse findings. Rates of 5 and 10 Ibs. of R-1856 in 
80 gallons of water per acre were sprayed on dry soil (Sorrento 
loam) in bands 2' wide and incorporated immediately 3" deep with 
a power driven tiller. Several rows of crop and weed seeds'were 
then planted ,-I" deep in the treated bands and sweet corn and 
field corn were planted 3" deep. Immediately after planting and 
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each day thereafter, the plots were watered lightly by overhead 
~prinkling·. '·R~1856at Slbs./a·cre gave very good cO",,?rolof green
foxtail,b,rnyard"~aS$i;' wild oats, SUdan' gra~~. and nJJ:lo.· R-1856 
at 10 Ibs.aere ..,didnot>in.jure :~he deeply planted s~je~ .~orn .' . 
(Golden5an:t>am) and f:Leld<corn -{Funk?ll h: nor did ]:tI l.nJure .C14
cumbers, tomatoes, ca~rpts, sugar beets, cotton and red-root pig
weed..PeaS', howeve·r" W8're';.dnjurted<'~:· a·r.;ite:of 51b-s/a'cre.
Ene at 51bs ./acre in rtl;-, ~ '$:UIe \tJ!St.I$Y.8 ~t~~~cont1;r61 of 'all 
weeds, ,but-se~r~lYibj~'J(i:allof:,the .above 'mentione-d: 'cr0'PS'.A 
total of 3;4'f9:ottbe.,:com:,plaDts~'sbawed severe'twist1ng. symptoms 
·inthe 5 1b ./ a'cr e !PTe, plots., ::',," ~;<.'. : ...•. ' .. : .. <~.~ '. :

q . . .:.~ 

._ i., . 
'." ", 

'." ", .'-, _., :.. ~.:'- -.', . ~'.:l.- .. ''':'_:':.'''-.:; '.: .'. __: -. ' .. •. ,. .:.. .u r " 

. S1:ilce..R...~-856 q1d-, no1; Qcm~I'9iJ.~:rqacU.eat weedf!n' the above ' 
test,::' an-other srnaJ.,l,'ti~~ ':;~~b~a$,~~ue:t~ ~'" w~ch a'combina" 
t1bti of' 5 lbs. R-laSH: ~s,~~'·l:,~ih,,"o.t'~ 21.4~D ;3.c1~'j~r",.cre-.were ' 
incorporated 3" deep for weed control in corn. This mixture gave 
goo<icc;>nt.rol, ..o,,~ve-r~: ~J>.~.~~.pf:t~~t\ ap,j·,gJ'a""wee·ds with
out.1njury to s~x4itfex'~,~ :va~~.~.a.,Qf. ~oJm pl,an·ted. 3-4!' deep. 

~ .' :--:. .'-, ~i . '., )..'-'.! .:' <,"'1 .~ ': : ~. :. if f :-':':,;. ,~. ". '.' ..:.;.-,',:- ~ .:. .. 
. In~otner ;l.bca.t~~~:R-~$5p~ lPTafappllefat ,5,~ridil0·;.lbs·./aC?re 

and cot1l~ed" w1th"atf'1'C :'''1!,!t'~d:: €t.),.\l,.la~r,·· Pll a':',ilty"loam.;soil 
inlmPer~al Ya4.~E!Y· ~e;r h1S1l·~~mpet~t~.· con:~tlon$:" Immediately
after., applicat10n, .:~p.~ ~t.mlJJ'~ W8;t'$ CUe.cedinto ..the soil and 
cotton and.,cari~aloupe~ !~re",; s~'e~~4; in tb~: treated.: arfllas.. On the 
same daY ana'd~ins,::~b,. tir~~:w.~~ ~h~ plQ't;s, ,were' sprinkler ' , 
ir,l;'iga~eCi .. a~4 ion"~~.,,,S"(;Q6~,·we~k tliij'·,t~st"areawas flood irri- ' 
gated ... Results recorded three weeks after treatmentlshowedthat 
R-l856 gave complete control of barnyard grass and r~d-root pig
wef!d,.at 10.1ps ./a.c" .. , ap.d;,Mmp~t,;~oOJpl-et e. oontral'~or lboth. weeds 
at' 5 .1bs,.,./~~re., TAA:~~d.·~'g~()WthQt',the,~'eo'ttonran<l· eanua- ", 
Lo.... S .weX"e.not,.a.:£.f -. .... BothUp.e. ..e,~t.ed. b.Y 5.Q.l" .16 lb:s.•/a~re 'of- '.R~1856.' 
rat~s otEP,TC ;(3 and .91bs,.,} ,ga.v~, ~O,IIlJ)1ete ~ontJ'Qlot'barnyard
 
grass, b~to~u&e.d,s~v,"~.~e. J~9;,:t;h~'Qo:tton and cantaloupes •
 

.~ .•",·A;~.~t~y, :~~r :~~~qon~tj,~~~'R-1856 'alSO ,~ont>r01S
 
sQrilebrOCidJ.e.at we~~',~~; cBh~:py r~; ,rie.14tee~tJU8t· described
 
abc>~e. '. In ~ ~t,1J.l ,~ci;~p..~ J.~~t~Or;l ..}. good C-Ontrolo:t· purslane' ,
 
~:~~;f":~: ':~;:aa£r~~~:8W6114~arlrr~?/~~~:~ was ,ol>s~rved where 

, ,·The.t;t~*~,)~~t'S: j~e4 t~~' 'th~ ·'same·GtE!th~s ~ed"f~r'apP1Y
1ng EPTC were required for R-lB56. Tha.t .ts r 1r..oo.rporation· imme

diately (Within a few minutes) after application to the soil was
 
necessary to insure maximum herbicidal act.1.-v1ty., . ,."
 

,Summarz '". .: ". ' ~., 

. ..,:R~i856·lff.·:a·n8w·~~~~~~~e. her<~c~4e (t:~;~)l;ltrl"&.!!.. 
Pr9Pylt.h.101ea.rb~rna;t;eJr.~1at,ed, t.9 ,EPTC" ,,~cQ·Sbows' ~<:>m1se,. for 
cont;ool11ng nu.tsra.;4~, ,J~l)ri~:on. &;'&S.8;: Cllld.~er~1n: amnual··gt-asa 
wee,d~in a wi'd~ :I'~e' o,~;~bQr:t;1c)Ut1jU'~~. C~9PfjJa.nd$everal.ag~onom1c 
crops'. "ThE!; we.~ds; t~t,~, ... :r~?~~tr9J:.l~p apd tb. crops "Ithat showed 
cons~d$rabl~·tolerance to R-l856 when incorporated preplant'in 
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greenhouse tests are listed below. An (F) preceding the weed or 
crop indicates that field results have confirmed greenhouse results. 

1. Annual Grasses Controlled With 3-5 lbs. R-1856 Per Acre 

(F) Green foxtail (Setaria viridis)
Yellow foxtail ,Setaria'lutescens)

Smooth crab grass (Digitaria ishaemum)

Hairy crab grass (Dlgitaria sanguinalis)

Barnyard ~rass (Echinochloa crusgalli)

Wild oat {Avena ratua)
 
Annual bluegrass-(~oa annual
 
Sudan grass (SorghWOO-sudanense)
 

2. Perennial Weeds Controlled With 5-10 Ibs. R-1856 Per Acre
 

Johnson grass (Sor~hum halepense){from rhizomes and seed) 
(F) Purple nutgrass (Cyperus rotundus) (from tUbers) 

Quack grass (Agropyron repens) (from seed) 

3. Crops Tolerant to 5-10 Ibs. R-1856 Per Acre 

Cucumber	 (F) Tomato
~~l Cantaloupe	 Pepper

Watermelon Spinach

Squash (F) Carrot
 
Pumpkin Celery

Cabbage Onion
 
Broccoli	 Table beet 
Brussels sprouts nSweet corn ~MaiZe~Chinese cabbage F Field corn Maize 
CaUliflower F Cotton 
Collards F ' Sugar beets 
Radish	 'Pineapple
Endive	 Barley
Lettuce	 Rice 

4. Crops Injured by 5-10 Ibs. R-1856 Per Acre 

Pea	 Milo 
Soybean Oat
 
Lima bean Wheat
 
Lawn grasses
 

Literature Cited 

1.	 Tilles .. Harry" Thiolcarbamates" Preparation and Molar 
Refractions. Jour. Amer. Chern. Soc. 81:114" 1959. 
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EPrAMFORNfJ1GRASS IN POTATOES .CONTROL

E.H. Ralm.:ad.~,W. F""nOnnaUe/.: 
Abstract. 

Eptam (ethyl N, .';'d1-n-prOlJT~thio~arbamate) was evaluated ~for control of 
northern nutgrass. (._ eaCul8ntus.L~) '1npotatoes in 19,8, ~959, and 1960. 
This herbicide was ap. "a'Evaiiina and .rates, 88 a ,spray and in gran,lites
ules, and with and with~t soil-1nc0rJ?Oratipn.."	 . 

As for time of applicatiOn,:eontroJ.wa5cocd" with applicat~n either just 
before pl.anting or just .atter drag-off. I;n 1960, ~en nutsrass infestation 
was particularly:il8aV7 r: the. bet-orep1.anUUc~ QP11eatioll:.iBJS"~114J1tJ3" $Ore 
eff~tive. Split-applic~tion8, i.e., just after drag-off and just before the 

. 188~ cultivation, werendt -sigti11'1e8.i1tly better than' single applications either 
just before planting orj~ti alter draa~.Qtt. .. . 

.	 - , .. '. ~ '. .: . 

As tor rate of application" .6 Ib/A was slightly better than 4 Ib/A,

especially when applied .juSt a.t'tei"drali;~tt.;· .
 

Sprays and granulars" were equally effective in over-all apPlications made 
just prior to the last eulti.vation. .•. . " .': • 

"	 I"",' '[ 

All pPtam applications were incorporated with the sollexcEWt in 1958. 
In that year, when the herbicide 1I1S applied at S and 10' lb/Atlve days after 
planting to soil comp~tecfby' 3/4 inches at rain, contralot "nu~grass was poor. 
However" ~n the same rates' were applied just after drag-ott to loose, 
freshly-cll1tivated8oil,c~trol of 'nutgrass was good. 

None ot the Eptam treatments had a:rry harmtul effects· to po'tiatoes with
 
regard to emergence, Plant vigor, yields, or percent dr7matter ~in tubers.
 

1.	 Assoc. Prot. of H<?rt1CU1.tureand Graduate Student, "Un1versity of Delaware, 
Newark, Del. 
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PROGRESSREPORTON LAY-BYUEEDCONTROLIN POTATOES 

Richard D. Ilnicki	 l, John C. Campbel12,
 
3, 4
Thomas F. Tisdell and Henry A. Collins 

ABSTRACT 

Annual grasses, particularly crabgrass and barnyard grass,
 
are a problem in potato production after the last cultivation.
 
These grasses do not necessarily reduce yields but are trouble

some at harvest.. There has been a search for herbicides that
 
would effectively control these grasses and other weeds from
 
lay-by to early fall when potatoes are harvested. Many have
 
been either ineffective or have reduced potato yields. The
 
object of this study was to evaluate some of the newer herbi

cides for weed control after lay-by.
 

After the last cultivation the following herbicides were 
applied: ethyl N,N-di-n-propylthiolcarbamate (EPTC), n-propyl 
di-n-propylthiolcarbamate (R-1607), ethyl ethyl-n-butylthiol
carbamate (R-2060), and propyl ethyl-n-butylthiolcarbamate.
(R-206l) at 4 and 6 lb./A of a 5% granular formulation and 6 Ib/A 
of the emulsifiable concentrate; 3-amino-2,5-dichlorobenzoic acid 
(amiben, 5% granular)( tris (2,.4-dichloro Phenox yethYI) phosphite
(falone, 10% granular) and N-I naphthylphthalamic acid, sodium 
salt (NPA, 10% granular) at 4 lb./A; dimethyl 2,3,5,6-tetra
chloroteraphthalate (dacthal, 5%granular) at 6 and 12 lb/A; 
and Hercules 7442 (H-7442, 5% granular) at 2, 4, and 6 lb./A. 

Almost complete weed control was obtained with amiben and 
the high rate of granular R-1607. Other effective treatments 
included the high rates of granUlar R-2061 and EPTC. The 
liquid formulations of all the thiolcarbamates were ineffective. 
Notwithstanding that some of the other herbicides showed promise 
they were ineffective for weed control at the rates used in this 
study. 

No treatment significantly increased or reduced yields of 
potatoes from the control. 

IAssociate Research" Specialist in Weed Control, New Jersey 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Department of Farm Crops, 
Rutgers--the State University, New BrunSWick, New Jersey. 

2Associate Research Specialist, New Jersey Agricultural
Experiment Station, Department of Plant Pathology, Rutgers-
the State University.

3 and 4
Research Assistants, Department of Farm Crops. 
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Progress Report On Potato Vine Killing 
'. ' .. ' ....' '.'. 1

R. L~ Sawyer andS. L. nallyn 

This report is a continuation ,of the work covered in previous proceed
ings on finding potato vine killing methods which would simulate normal potato 
maturity. 

,. • '. j- .'. ••• • , _.' '!. .' 

Materials andMet~~s: ·Soaium. sil:iQate .~~. O.2~4" p,;and 8 g~llf>ns- per acre 
, '. ';_ ,~s added to SO~\UI1 a,fsellit.~_a~ 0,2 ,4. Pand 8 pounds 

per acre. Plpts, were three .rOwSwide -;and.30feet J.opg with 4replications. 
Katahdin potatoes were plantedApril'lll..Ma.terials were applied on August 8 
before vines bad started'to go' dO.W1l,'but aft~ ~,goodf,ie,ld of tu);,ers was under 
the vines.. MateriaIswerera1iedO throl1gh 10 £~r-::speed'C?f kill f~ve, times in the 
next three weeks With' 0 giVing norma1, .fQ4~e,5; cOlllPlete leafkUl and 10, both 
leaf and stem kill, The rating glve'nintlle table is'an average for the five 
readings. At harves'tt. on ,Sep~1'lber a"tubers .were rated for degree of skinning, 
1 throt,tgA 10 .With" 1 ~1n,dicating.no ~k~ andlO~e,vere skinning;, 'Ratings of 
7 and above wereres~rved tor s&mples,wher~.sk;iiwin8:-'WOuld detrac~ from grade, 
Tubers had passed. over a rc:>U,grader ba.tpre rating It , '. r.. 

, ,. .,. • • .~. > l 

. ' , 

Results and1):iso~sio~:'These~fmut8 c1e&r~' ind10ate that the ~ast kill of 
. ' . '. , sodi~m, '€irsenit~· is .hurting~h ...·internal· quality •and 

exterior quality' ,of potatoes. ,.Altbo:ugh,the~~sultsare not as great as in 1959, 
sodium silicate 't'endsto .coun~ct tbedetrilntIDtaJ. :e.f'fects of sodium arsenite 
at the dosages riecessaryforadequa;t~vine kill., ' 

As in the previous year sodium 'silicate ~low~d downthe~; action of 
sodium arsenite. 'l'his was mst, ~ppllI'ent ~:t the high do~ag&pl of sP4iull'l arsenite. 
The specii"io :g~avities tended :to ,be·best ,at-lhe bigh dosages of "Pdium silicato. 
Skinning tended to~ ]e aat attp.~ high :etos~f3s of ,sod~um ~il:l.eatp. Th~ 
specific grav~ti decreased as the, dosage otsodiulIl arsel').ite .waff ipcreased. 
Slcti'ming 't1aS l~ast Wh~re pot~¥>esrb&d nO.sodiumarsemteor at t¥low do.age. 
of'sodium arsenitel'The .P9ta~e $es 1.nt~e piotsbad gone to. normal maturity. 
The materials were applied' early' enough so that high dosages of sodium a~enite 
decreased yields. 

1 
Long Island Vegetable Research Farm, C9:rnell University" Riverhl';nld,'New York 

Paper No-. 447, De~t of Veg~~le Cito~,( Corneiltrni verst tY"IthaCa, N. Y. 

" 

I:' 
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Table 1.	 Effect of sodium silicate added to sodium arsenite on potato Vine 
killing. 

Sodium Sodium U. S. No. lIS Specific Skinning 
'Arsenite Silicate Bu./Acre Gravity Index Naturity 
-----------~----~---------------------------~~---------------------~-

698 1.0627 6.0 .2
o
 o
 
o 
o 
o 
o 
2 
2 

2 
4 
6 
8 
o 
2 

670 
696 
683 
687 
626 
654 

1.0620 
1.0647 
1.0630 
1.0624 
1.0600 
1.0602 

4.7 
5.7 
7.0 
5.2 
6.0 
50 0 

.1 

.3 
0.0 
.5 

2.2 
.5 

4
 634 1.0610 3.5 2..2
 2
 
668 . 2 6 1.0612 4.2 .7 

2 8 715 1.0635 4.0 1.3 
4
 
4
 

o 624 1~0595 4.2 3.7 
2 602 L0587 2..2 3.5
 

4 4 617 L0590 3.0 4.4
 
6 641 1.0587 5.5 2.5 
8 624 l-ao612 3..2 

4
 
4
 2.5
 
6 o 594 1.0597 4.0 6.1 
6 2 600 1,,0602 4.5 4.0 
6
 4 609 1~c615 3...0 4.2 
6 6 604 1 ..0595 5.2 3.4
 
6
 8 636 1.0600 5,,7 3.0
 
8. o 581 1.0575
 3<5
 5.9
 
8 2 636 . 1.0590 3~7 3.4 
8 4 621 1.0600 40 2 2.9 
8 6 600 1.0587 3,,0 3.5 

8 641 1.0615
8
 3.5 3.8
 

§e~~£~ ~~ 

-------------~~§g~~~~---------------~ 
Replications· 3 195.69 14.33 164.67 
Sodium Arsenite 4 307.74 61.00. 1482.,0 
Sodium Silicate 4 $0.47· 13.25 212.50 
S.A. x S.S. 16 110.84 3.69 50.81 
Error 94 10~44 5.01 11.87 
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. .R. D. &wet' and Joseph Cia).one 
])epal'tmen;t of Vegetah1e crops, Cor~ University, Ithaca, N. Y. 

. * Although cmc-.:(2-ehloroaU71 diethyld1~iocarbsmate) -has found consid
erable 'Isage on ve$8tablecrops in Eastern United States, it bas not reached 
its fuU potential as a select1ve herbicide because of its errstic performance. 
elSC somet:t.mes faUB to control, Weds, and 1ft,' certain situations ~ injure 
the crop.. For best, performance _it is genere.U:y agreed that CDBCshould be 
applied' at planting and that ,~1gation should be given if rain does not occur 
soon after treating. In spite of these precautions, the performance ot cmc 
under t1~d conditions baa b4itenvariable. ~ purpose ot these investigations 
was to determine JIOre spec1t1ca1.ly the factors 1ntluenciDg C:r:£Cactivity under 
field conditions in order to avoid failures due to either crop injury or lack 
of weed kill. . 

Revd.ewof Literature 

'!'he activity of herbicides applied to the soU are known to be 1nf1uenced 
by marq, env1roD1lleutal and soll factors. Obtaining acceptableCOIIIIIlerCia11Y
veed control without crop inJury:trOll the proJer dosage at a presl:lD8bly selec
tive soll .herbicide is a function ot the total influence of emtirol'.llDel1t and 
soil on the herbicide, on tbte veedJJ, and on the crop. The 1ntluencing factors 
most often. mentioned in CODDectton,nth the activity of cmc are rainfall, soU 
type, aDd timing. Temperature and formulation are also cited. 

Dardelson (1957) stated that cmc perto~ poorly with lov soU moisture. 
Irrigat::t11g great17 eDhanced·weed control. !bwver, delayed applications fol
lowing rains were poor. He 'concluded the optimum procedure was to apply at 
time of seeding" and to irrigate if rains were not soon forthcoming. He did 
not suggest re$So~" tOl" t~ .Y~14b1e peri'01'lDal)ceat CDICunder variations in 
soU moisture conditions. It was further suagestedthat somewhat higher rates 
were needed in SUllllel" than 1n the coolert1me of the year.- Be also studied 
fQl'lllulationa and ~eported that 'ary granular carriers such as-vermiculite and 
attaclq wereas effective aaliquid formula'tions. 

otten (1957) reported 01'1 the persistence and movement of ODICin soils. 
He stated that both temperature and moisture were important factors influencing 
the loss of activity. His results also clearly showed that although CIIBCcould 
be leached, it vas rather difficult to move appreciable quantities downward 
from surface applications. This vas true even nth two inches of water on a 
Dunkirk sand which contained less than l~ organic matter and less than 4~ clay 
and sUt combined. lbvever I more CDECvas leached with a given amount of water, 
if the chemical was added to a wt soil rather than to a dry' soU. He conclud
ed that microbial action vas important in rapid loss of activity at CDECunder 
field conditions. 

YPaper JJo. 451 of Department of Vegetable Crops. 
Sold as Vegedex by ltbnsanto Chemical Co. 
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Sheets (1959) studied, under laboratory conditions the influence of soU 
type on the activity of CDEC. He v~particule.rly concerned with organic and 
cl~ content, ca.tion exchange caPaCity and pH. There was no clear cut influ
ence of e;ny of these characteristic$ on t:Q,ee.ctivity of CIBC as measured by 
toxicity to oats. Using rates of CDECroughly ten fold that of field appli
cations, he found that with warm, moist conditions all levels of CDECwere 
rendered relatively innocuous within three months. 

U6f

Gantz and Slife (1960) confirmed the findings Otten (1957) regarding 
the relative-lack of If!aCh1ng of CDiC with rainfa,ll. ',Tbese'WOrkers studied 
the persistence of CDECunder 1!1Oistand dry soU conditions at. temperatures of 
40 0, 60° .. Boo"and 100°F. They found little loss of activity under either 
moist or dry soU conditions with the 40° and 6o°tres:tments. Initial 
activity was the same for wet and dry soUs, regardless 01' temperature. There 
was no difference in the activity of CDECin the mollitor dry soils at the 
higher temperatures. except in t,he first· ;t'Wt),weelts. At this time" a much 
higher level 01',act1vi'tywas ,noted under' 1!lOist,condit:l.ons. 'These findings are 
at variance with those ofO'tten (1957)wbo found practicaJJ.y cOIIJPlete loss of 
CDECac'tivi'tyat 82°F in about five d~ in moist soU. 

M:lnsanto (1959) reports that vola'tUi ty may be an important factor. in- . 
f'luencing activi'sy of CDEC. Vapor pressure of' CDECis stated 'to be 2.2 x 10- 3 
mmof lfg a't 20°C. Water bas a V.P. of 17 mmof Hg at 20°C. l't was cal'culated 
tha.t'1n; the absence .of' other forces such as physical or chemical adsorbtion, 
CDECwould, evapera'te in less 'than eight hours at tempera'tures as low as '45°F. 
An ex:per~ was also rePOrted in which CDEC,and CDAAvereapplied to dry 
soU, surfaces and some treatments were covered with l/~ of 80il 1DlmediatSly 
after treating. This soU coveriDg grea'tly increased Randox activity. Only 
a't very low rates, one pound or less, could a. similar trend be noted for . 
CDiC. PecUliarly" 'When,samples were watered 1DImediately after "treating, Which, 
presumably, drsstically re4uced volatUity opPOrtunity, the same general ben
eficial results :eromcovering CDAAwere noted. This. is highly suggestive that 
factors otker ..than stra1gbt 'YolatUity mus't be involVed. Since ,'the vapor 
pressures of CDAAana..,.cDECare of'the same order of magnitude (when actiVit,
is considered atter a, period of' •a week) it was tabe. expected that the per
formance of' both herbicides would be about the same. .However, CDECwas 
distinc'tly less influenced by the shallow soil covering than was CDAA. T~:J.s 

also suggests that volatility' per se is a qUestionable factor· influencing 
CDEe,activity. 

Havis (1959) reported that eight pounds of CDECSP,Plied tea dry soil 
surfa.ce and then either incorpora.'ted by stirring with a sballow cultivator or 
applYing one inch of' wa1ier gave very good weed coIrtroJ:. Applying CDECto a 
we1i soU was 1$8.8 sa.'t1sfactory.. ~1ITing the wet soU decreased the aC'tivity. 
No suggestion was made as totbe~ possible reasons for CDECvariab1e performance 
dependent on. soU moisture CoD,diti.ons or mechanical incorporation. 

Sweet (1960) reported that incorJ;lOration of CDECenhanced weed control 
and ~a.'tly· increased damage to red beets •. ' He also showed 'that damage to 
seeded crops under .fjAld And gt"epnho\un~ ~ondi+'iOl'lI'l COfl1d be l"8Mily correlated 
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with high temperatures, at or. sOOrt17 a:rter time of application. lfo explana
tion -waS tN.-ned for thl.+8triJdnaefteab·ot''teiJtpeFa1iure U4 ~Do specific 
level of liemperat~wu eou~·tlle t»etbo14'beWeeD saf. 1ueaee ·and crop 
1'iiJUr". -. Formulat10'n8~'_N<tiCl.Md~tn •• !8'tud1es. - No correlation', could ' 
be 'note4briVee'l'i 1~u1d ':az:d lnJ\It?- .,-:ptlZiUlar,cuTiersati4'crop 

• ~, :. "." ., > ;' , "', '. .... .~ ~ '.' ' ~ • 

-;'-~,~~", 
] :. 

,~ ~, ;! ;': 

St.~~8 ~.f fa~tor8f;~~;~~c. ~l~t~ ~~r.~~ic~79n .'. 

'In1960'. '.r1."of' t:J:Q~·~r,fMnt... re aeeifl1*! to tFt\id1'~tbe '1rdlu.;. . 
.'ence of depth'arid IilftliOd:Ofl'ia60rporiitloD, 1:rrlg6'tkm,,: ~a1k! ~i.:IDins":tormund1.CJIl
on the8ct:l1Pl>ty otVegMd~ -~ 't .... me eoDdu0te4:':ona s8l1d,y lOam sOU. 
Test "weds'" 'imot~ ...~:~ '.,••wereseeded:to -suppt8ll1elZt,..the uatural 'pop
'ul~ion ~tal1y.bea'fY '~m:ittab" • quarters • - . - -. ' 

..' . , ~'... , .. ;} :..... . . .~~_. 

Iti - f~j'b teat tl1e tte'l\t'YM -pl.O'WlI4 1 tollowitaS ·a·1~ orap-tbe My: 
·wb1.cb -bid,'~ ~ete4-~;80u mo1l'tuN~ ··T.idq8··1Cter it t .·.. tttted . 
firllO.by'4t&1t1q &D4"JieR:.b,. a·::flIRka»"bariov .~:lo:l igave. :fltHi·JIJee<tMd •. 
Timothy and rye grass Wi'eMeGe4 aDd"Ujbtlt ;I'-'*ered"to gft!e' 'fIerY'shal.l.oW 
seed coverage. The entire area, except, for four plots, was trea:ted with CDEC 
at'tOurpouJldlj' :an' .acre .:. 'Of1e-II8Lf' 'of each .pl6treee1ved' a' 11Q.u:lld''t01'llUlStion" 
i~ ether ~ 'a ola.tgr8DUf&:ii,".~:ton. " . J' - ., 

;'TO .~ ,-the 1nf1ae1i~ ..fJt·1D8'tlIo4ancl·depth ·.of incorpora1iiOD', certain
 
plots rece1vecloDeWba1:t 'Ulab 0'"~ fiDl1:otber8 one and one~-lD.che. of
 
vatu!: frcm aP1'1t*l.er1rr1-S&tioa.> Oornpiu'able''{)l.o1is'1I!JI"era1ted"1li gtIt1}' 8Dd
 
o'bbfta eu11i1Yate4 by ~,o:t'ah8rd'wbeel'hQe :f11ited:::wi'th-tee'tbthat stirred
 
th8;.aoU to Ii. ideptb of'f'i'aD'erJe'lincJ. OD8"bal~totwo1nche8.~
 

. -'. 
~ ':. ~ " .." 

T1JI1DB'VIis·atUcl1e.db781Tt1ig 1;he .1IecbaDical :t.Dcorporation BUd the
 
epz1.nkler. water1Ds'"tWatirlents' ~.41ft8reDt ~"al.,1nrel.St1oD:tQ'~- of
 
&pp11tfi.'t1ou:01! ClBO. l'durp.lbt.~receive4 tb6":cmcduriDg'tl* eo\1l'8e of the .
 
1rr1sat1on ''treatlllU:ts •. '1'Ou.,.".·,'p].otswre.eChaa1Cf4l.i ..st1:rre4_ ~ watered
 
~·tto~;:mlIC:appl:f.cst1oD. ,.E1ght p.1.'CIts.wre 11.... ·c~le·
 

treatllienU about·aLbours:Jater.. At1Ul eerie ...... ~ate4 -72 hour.' after
 
CDECapplication." ~.'",,1. "". ,', ..,.."
 

'The _a 1 1. 8'b plots ~ 4 %'1.0. ' These werepaired,a1ds bY side. to lStuc:ly
 
formulation. A three foot buffer separated each 8 x 10 area. ~ .wvet'Wb
 
CDECtrea:ted pJ.ats which received no mechen1~al stirring or watering untU
 
the ~eat1nl.ar.e.·wu -~ or ratn·oc~. ~. ~ tc'J!8pllcations.
 

. . . 
. '0'; '>.~ ~ 

.' ,~~ '1;;ba·.~~tmelXt.i;er104.-tbr .the t'the tempieratwre "Wll8,.', t,.r.i·t.ea.t:,
..a'P'DorDta1:J.J':eo14 ,!rab1.e-.J."'). '.'Ble aq vas p~ cmB'Cast, 8DdwtDds .(....
 
were relllt1'ftJq :brisk.- PrIe ..,.. foUov1D8,ia1~ial 8eed1na sad' tre~, ,the
 
entire area ,:l:Dcl'U4:lft8aU-~ treated.p.1..ota wn"e ·trripted 'with ,about
 
008 and one-half inches of water.
 

,"-'.:.' '" '. 
- -

A dU»11.ce.te.~trb. vas~iftarbed::Au8Wrt:16th:OA ''theseme. eoU type. 
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Treatments were identic81 'to those in the first tetrt except for the four plots 
which were treated l during1U1gation. In this second test the liquid eIBe 
was applied bymeana of 'a hose'-proportioner during the first one-quarter inch 
of	 irrigation, instead of interrupting the irrigation temporarily after one-
quarter inch had been applied.	 ' " 

AlthoUgh moisture'determinations were'not made, it appeared that in the 
second experiment soU' moisture Wasdefinitely better than during the first 
test. ,'As can be seen;;t'rom Table 1, temperature conditions were very much 
different. During the treating period midde\rmaximumteDl,pe!'attires .toe con
siderably higher. On August 19th rain occurred, which brought au plots to a 
level satisfactory ~or seed germination. 

A third test in this series 'Wasstarted August27th~ In this test the 
number of treatments' was greatly reduced. No mechanicalfr1corporation was 
included. Only the one-be.1f inch rate of 1ttigatlon wasgiwa. An addi
tional important change in treatments was to increase the interval between 
the time of applying ~IlECand the times of watering. These four times of 
treatment ... e:l) dUrlDg;' 2) immediately following; '3) two~s; and 4) 
one week following. Also, ,anaddi'tional formulat1on, eDICon vermiculite" was 
added., Thus each ~or 12 x 10 plot consisted o~ three formulations. ' 

M,	 ',. • • •• • " ' 

Table 1.	 Tempera'ture and rainfall during treatment periods for the CDEC" 
incorporation, irrigation and formulation tests. 

Days 
After 
eDEe 

Test No.1 
Jli1;y 4 

OF. 

Test No.2 
August 16 
eFt 

Test No.3 
Augu~t 27
OF 

App1.** Max'.- :Min. Precip. Max. Min. PreciR' :Max.- Min. Precip. 

0 
1 

69 
69 

48 
48 

.0 

.0 
77 
82 

49 
54 

.0 

.0 
82 
88' 

57 
49 

.0 

.0 
2 73 46 .0 85 53 .0 88 54 .0 
3 74' . 411 .0 75 54 .68 81 58 .0 
4 19 45 .0 77 58 .12 83 59 .0 
5 8S' 57 1.5* S2 61 .03 86 64 .0 
6., 
8' 

84 
83 
87 ' 

60 
56 
56 

.0 

.0 

.0 

80 
71 
10 

62 
51 
44 

T 
.03 
.0 

72 
70 
71 

49 
43 
61 

.0 

.0 

.51 

*	 OVerhead irrigation. . 
**	 No treatments applied after three days in tests one and two, after Beven 

da.y1s in test number three. 

In this test soU and tetoperatbre"'eopditions were considerably different 
from those in the,. previous two tests. SoU moisture to plow 'depth was 'so 
seriously depleted that, nO seed activity could be noted unt.U' after irrigation 
of the various plots; or UDtl1 the generaL rain 'Whleh oamee1gh:h da¥s a:rter 
starting the test. ' 



ReSW.tsof 'the' three' tests were recorded by rating "weedpopulat'lons" • 
In the first test' the prevalent species Were the tlllO sNl18d S;raSse's'aDd 

" e~sraq:. ' "tr1·'_.~,:rt"" ':'_':·s,.;q~~ .. ;~~~" Ul.,JIl9~~8. 
~;j$n.~tII!U.~4)t 'tiJal.'tl8i-t_ ~ ~.pq8.~, t~{"~gr"8, 

J18rfl; Pl'ev~."~ ·4ata ... '~ ~f;a~8 ,2 J~nd.3;"aD4,ngue.l;. ,< 
C:' ~ :'.~"":~' .• ·3·.~'.·-~;:: ~ ,~. _::. ;.~"~~ ..~;.-.r.~. '-"'\ ~ ',"" .~:;·<~(:.l.:i."!;~~ ; .,". :/-:';": , " ~'. . , 

It is ~ent from TabJAa3 -that lnte"!~ ,,,c~c~J~~ra1;:Lo,Ji was 
inferior to water as of' enbBilc1ns the ettecitiveaess of CDEC. <:eneraJ.l7a 'means
I})ef3Ilt~J' o~V'&t.1JMJ: ~,,,,,1'Je, a.t~~aJr, !t_,~~J:l8~:' .,:tlcLdef1n1~' state
~ ~' ~:~ ,;,.to·,.wAvttM. ~~.~nt.Me.~", 8~~~:~~1oJ;" 
r~~. qtT'~~;!~~A;a1' CDEC~' : .J:t.1s"IU" .. t,.a.j~b&tinCO~a. 

·;1#40" <:~ pJ.~ ~,~~r~:~t1~.~:e:&~~.Ii1CXJ1e~~b-~'" .'b~ak7ton 8IAV, ~.ox: ~~'t~'by: ~ asoU.•· ' 

The· Ulfluence of water is not cl~';cut> M)ist~ fuei{b~w t~ sur

=~~e ~~~·l~.t,,~~i8~1 'en~~ ~:for~1, '~VO,tend
 

.. 7:e8~~~>J!rt!f,\tNll84 Q~ c~P.1J4MlCl ~i.:¥i:~y,.oou1.4. ~:. ,;, ,~.~~,s
 
oDl#·~;thr'..,::~.~,_,,-;waa, qpliecl~. It.18~s1o1ns to,note that
 
1#~,1lOO"~'~~.-o~~:~ ~~~~:,~~,*;plo~. ~~ test two.(see
 
T~.·~:.;P ~.lt). "~~,:,ve~aot1v1:t7 :~:~ ~1;~'add1:t:lo~
 
'mo1~.:~;e4<Jed. ".";bbet,=-t .. t.1I101st~. was.'a4ded,..to ,theChe~k8,
 
f:l~ "t~"., e~~·:~..~Y~:.~~ qnsc;"In':te# ,llo~2; ~r~noc· ','
 
curre<\ ,~~,~~,t~ dfqB. :~ .ID8p1,~Qf tbi~ ~""':l~Shortperi04" veed
 
control was def1n1'tely inferior to tbat ot the plots wBbered earlier in this
 
teet. . . ' "', ' , '.,
 

. ,"" '"



Figure 1. Relative performance of liquid and granular CDECformulations in two tes1B under different 
treatments following application. . 

• 
C""I 
\.Q Test I Liquid CDEC@ 4 lb / A 

~.Granular CDEC@ 4-lb / A 
9 
8 
7 

6 
·5 
4 
3 

2 
1 
o 

Amt.H2 0 

9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 o 

(ins.) 
1 1/2 Check 

Treat Chemical. irrigation irrigation irrigation. irrigation 5 d~stest 1ment applied applied applied .·applied 
during irr. immediately 20 hrs •after .72 hrs.!).fte~ rain 3 Gays test 2

after chem. chemical. . chemical. 

) ) )
 



Table 3. A comparison between waterinS and mechanical 1ncorporation at int,J;Y'als 
following CDEOapplications. 91e data are weed control ratings. 1:1 

'l'estBo. 1 

~" Mec~ical 

1/2 in. 11l2.in~ 1/2 in. . ·11/2 in.
Days 
o 6.0 6.5 . '. 5.5 '4.75
r 6.0 6~(f .... 4.,'5.75 
3' 6.5 6.5 5.0 4.75 

• Test No. 2 

'0 '.0 1~0 '.5 '.0 
_1 4.0 '.0 4.0 4.0 
3 5.0 4~5 '.O'~O.. ., ~ 

:~i:rhe higher the number the .better the control :of weeds. 

, Another interesting point that shows clearly is that in test two, the
 
l1igher level of wate!:'awl~~ation was definitely'- superior' to the lower level
 
in all. times of app1ic~~,!:9n.~~1't tbe last,Whlc6:Vii~three ~ ~er tmc
 
or, the' ,same as the cheeks. It;te to be DOted.th8t"3-dq plot, 'received 0.68
 
~nche8 O:f rain in addition to thct &mowrt in the Table. On 'this basis
listed
 
the same' general tre~:~!~),- ~hat higher raJJita.u~ye 'better' weed '~ontrol.
 

Although results With formUlatione-ere slightly'different in each of the 
.three tests, DO consistent 4ifferencea were evident. 

StudUs qQ'tl:ie"1ntfuence' of t1lle of CDBCiUllcation in rel!t10n to croE 
seed devel9l'/lD!nt. . _." .; . .' . . ..' ' 

The literature contains little information on the relationship between 
time of C!IBCapplication-to crop tolerlU1C8.'1'Wo"telit8vere qopducte.t in an 
attempt to' d.ete1'Dli~ ·.thet·'jlossib~e 1nfluenoe 'ott_' ofClBC application on 
crop aDd weedresponse. In tlli· first test,' 1U8Ustll~ a'small area vas plowed, 
fitted, aD4 marked off into eisbt plots 6' x 15'. Two rows each of beets, 
spinach, aad broccoli, were see&td at once across each plJ,.ot. Timothy was 
broadcast over tb8 errttrearea~,' Two plote were apray84nth' tourpounds of 
CDECiDIIed1ately ~ ~.d1~;,' At two, foul',' aiId six a.qa arter· seeding, 
eddit10naI plots were treated •. On August 12 betWeen the first and second 
tnatins ptriod. about two-thirdl of 811 inch of rain fell. Tbe remainder of the 
treat1bg period was dry. 

The ultimate stand of cropS was erratic. Also" thiere Val variability be
tween .1-"flplications. Therefore, precise ratings are not. iFeleAted. However. 
a trend 'was apparent which sbo'iled more dBlDf.l&e crops trom the tour-andto 
's,ix-dS.y .treat8lents than from the earlier two treatment tiDIes. 



A duplicate test was started August 11. This location with a similar sandy 
loam soU had very good uniformity. The weather I however, was mucb different. 
Irrigation was supplied after the first treatment. Light showery weather 
prevailed tor tbe next week. l-bisture at the surface was almost continuously 
good for seed germination. However, no substa'Zltial rainfall occurred.. By 
the time of the six-d.ey-treatment all crops seedings had emerged. In Table 4 
are presented. the crop and weed control ratings taken three weeks following 
the first treatment. The data show a striking picture of increased injury at 
the time of crop sprouting and less deme&eat the siXth day when the crap had 
Just emerged. The same general trend but much less Pronounced was evident 
in weed control. These results strongly suggest that aQ'tivity of CDECin 
relation to crops frequently considered. "tolerant" is definitely influenced by 
time of application. Furthermore, that actiVity on weeds species is perhaps 
increased when the seeds are sprouting. 

Tabie 4.	 The influence of time of CDICapplication in relation to date of 
crop seeding • 

4 lbs. of CDEC . CroPS* 
Beets Spinach· Broccoli* . Weeds!! 

0	 days 8.00 8.25 7.' 6.0 
2 "	 7.75 6.25 7.5 7.0 
4 "	 3.50 3.75 4.5 7.5 

n6	 6.75 5.50 6.5 6.0 
Check	 8.0 7.00 7.5 2.2 

'!I	 Check plots contained high populations of purslane, cregrass and galinsoga. 
*	 Ratings of crops are en average of four values for each observatlon 

except tor broccoli, which is for two values. 9. perfect growth; 7 == 
slight stunting but commercial.ly acceptable; 3 .. severe stunting and re
duce~. stand; 1, ==complete kUla 

Weed control ratings: 9 .. l~ control; 5. subatantial weeding needed 
for commercial control; 1 • complete heavy ground cover. 

DiacU8sion 

In the tests reported here. there were several observations that need 
critical evaluation and interpretation. Results nth formulation were some
what variable but were definitely not an important factor influencing overall 
CDECperformance • 

. Mechanical incorpOration was inferior to irrigation as a meansof en
haD.cing CDECactivity 'Whenthe soil was fairly dry. However, under condi
t ions as in test twO, where underneath the surface, seed germit!ation occurred 
without additional water, mechanicsl was generally ae good as watering. An 
important exception was tt1esuperior results obtatned with theb1gber rate of 
water u.ed1a;telyafter applying CIBC. No detin1teatatelDent can be made on 
the reasons tor thea41 result,. One possibil1ty 1. that mechanical incorpora.
tion resulted in a ~t...~ penet.nt,.1on o.r-tbt herb1c1de than d1d 
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irr1ption, and thi. l'esulted 
'soil':t1icat1on. i'.'Jthe'tact tb$t 

in eltllereome-e4di.tional,:~crobial 
,the-d1fterenees were greater indr1er 

$ction 
spil 

or 

favors'thie son 'fixation theo17. 
:) ~~ -

" The "1nf1uenceofmoi8tare,<;waer not cleat" ,4Ul; ~ In the, aeqpnA,test, where 
the surface ,Was-clry» but the. lower depths h$d,~~~li, adeq,bate.moisture, 
the 'heavier' rates of :we:ter::c1l8l'e c1et-1n1tely superi6~; to: the lo.rwater:r;ates 
'in,.the early-applicatioD8. ID;,the; third teet", however, on.,~liialf in~h of 
_tel' on. soU extreIie1Y'dr7.t~ tbe ~ deptb Pre .atl.tactory 
weedcotttrol'. ctf'::l.eackf.1J8 'Of :the cheIl1cal, ,were an, tmportaQt factor, tbehac~ 
cording tootts; (L"Y)'tbere ~)IM'e ~ .\.tbBtaut1aUymore cmcmoved 
iato '8OIIeWbat loWr:~1.eve1s ~ 'a6eq,Uate eontrol sh9UldJiave ~" obtained with 
bot.h moisture l ..... ls '1.Il. 'teat tWo -iDee ,lt ... ba81caUy more ~1st •. 

. . 
It volatility were a factor» test three should have yielded poor results 

when water'Was' ~'for' seven 01"' e'iPt 4Q'sin which ~atpres reached 
the ,Alp 801s ! "~;-.,,. J::lowever,the eight ~ "checks" gave as good weed;con.. 

-_... trol, as did 8ZJYplots ofthft .eXPeriment or for thatwatered: earlier, matter, 
control equal to that of the best plots in ar:ry 01 the ;thrft tests. There is 

,' ~~ ".sUSP~1op ::f:l"o.Ia:f'1eldOb8ervat~0I:18 the;t 1nCreased volatility :from a 
..,,,_:..DiolS~ so~ as compared to a dry'so11 maybee. fac:tor in a sborterJed period 

of ODIC ettecti"VenU8. 'lbe authors belieVe ,'however, that a much more logical 
explanation would De,that substantial bree.kdo1m.by microbial aetivityoccurs 
under moist conditioils' • 

.'-J'aUure of ODEC-to control under pr~ieal field conditiotlS canweds

h&rdly be entirely explained either on the basis of volatility, or because of 
,~'lcrob1al breakdown.,ID ao-tualpr~ise, soU surfaces ,are ~equentlTvery 

, ,-drywtth1n :.few hours of·. see41tJ8aDd treat1n8. There 1s litt~e like).:thood 
orm1C'i'Obial e.c:t1on be~ at a high,level on a'cirY soil surface.', ~hei.'more, 

<":It haS otten been ob8erv~:that., ..beD the ~U Surface relll&~ mpiJiJt,, ,,' 
for' several days following' ct8C applications, weed" control 'is likel)" to be 
excellettt. Yet it 1s these precise conditions which have been suggested by 
~'u greaU7 1DCreaa1.Dg the 101..,S of CIBC,from both: volatility and 
idcrob1al action~' " . ' 

It was clearly ev1den\ in tbe t~ts .reported here that whether the soil
 
surface was dry or wet dur1ns or soon e.tter treating was DOt the sole factor
 
infl'uend1n8 resul:ta. JIOI'. !I:\portaDt .faQtor. ,wu the. statl,JS of the so11
A DIUCb

. iIlOisture bebetd:b 'the' surface,·aId its, .~~OD the, crop ~ weed E!eeds. 
IifteataOnAI 8Ild tb:r!ee,Ywbere i.,'.ee<l(letivity.801l1lOUJt~ .Y88geDei..uY.1<W

was slight until the plots received. water •. Iri test two, hOwever,~~d ac

tiVity was good without additional water. Here a delq otthree aa;yS in
 
adding water 8ubat~:~<luce4 tJ:aeeff.~1ve.ssof ClBO. ,At first glance,
 
this'fact' ':may.aJl!lfe&T'to~~ ,,<the.~:ro'Wal.,br~ thee", bUt~;t should
 
be' remembere4'''t!lll.ttibe qlledr;,:PloW ,~•. ~ ,dry at tbe:.surfac.e' :('rom
 
t1me of ~.:eI8C ..untU;:~,~O\Jl'I'ed. I1;,~ s~e~:tbat inth1s
 
three' 'aatJer1Ods\ib8'teDtioiJ;~.. ~ 's..1D1.t¥>1l .~. beefam,de ~ythe' seeds
 
and, "bat the ~68 tnnbes~fl'.l'aUl *1c1;1 occuned· ~r,:t=-.<ti1;y8 .was~ufl:1

etent "to-leach to:ncj4U81tti~1., ' of, C~,40Wn tbe,Rrtli~1on .~one.
1.D\o:,
Furtherft'id8Dce"of;tIWI can, .... 1».!reble 2, vh8re'the tht-ee'd.8¥ "atered 
plots which also receiVed the ra1D1'all' gavesubstant:tall.7 the 'same -'Weedcontrol
 
as did tbose with the earlier wateriDgs.
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"he two tests which dealt with time of applying CDECin relation to crop 
seeding further substantiate the authors contention that the actual situation 
regarding seed deVelopnent at tb8 time of CDEC"contact" is an imPortant con
sideration often overlooked. It is belieVed "that 'this critical factor mS7 
account for the 1n;Jury reported :from. CDECat high temperatures and' from more 
frequent cases of injury on muck as comPared to mineral soUs. In both 
instances if CDECis applied ~ planting, there is much greater likelihood 
of more rapid germination and, 'conseqUently, a greater chance of CDECcon
tacting the crop seeds in a critical stage of germination. The data in Table 
4 illustrate conclusively that crop and weed seeds are both susceptible during 

.sprouting and· quickly beecmeless suscetJtible to surface applications as the 
plumule and hypocotyl develop. Linder (l954) working Under laboratory con
ditions, concluded that the stage of seedling deVelopment most susceptible 
to carbamate injury vas that when the seed coa't had Just been penetrated by 
the radicle. 

It is suggested by the authors that the controlling factor in. determining 
CDECactiVity under practical field conditions is to have CDECpresent at the 
actual zone of seed. germination whentbe radicle is emerging. Practics.lly 
all of 'the apparent; contradictions in these tests and those discussed above can 
be resolved on this basis. ' 

SUDJDlSry Co~clusionSand 
, . 

Three factorial experiments were conducted on a sandy loam s6i1 involving 
watering, mechanical incorporation" formulation, and timing as possible field 
factorEJ influencing ODEC'activity. 'fWOtests were conducted in which CDECwas 
applied at two day' int;erials 'following seeding. By correlating ~uch factors 
as temperature and soU moisture with treatmeni;s given and measuring weed and 
crop response, and by interpreting the work of other investigators, the 
authors attempted to evaluate the various factors pOssibly influencing cmc 
activity. . 

The fo:J.lowing~ints were fairly evident from the data presented: 

1. Volatility from either' a dry or moist soU surface was unimportant
 
in determining CDECeffectiveness.
 

2. Formulations on dry"gr8nular cl87 or vermiculite performed as well as 
the conventiQnal.l:tqui4,formulation. ., 

3. Leaching was relatively unimportant. However, 1 1/2. i~ehes of water 
gave better results than 1/2, inch when weed seeds were sprouting at the time 
of CDECapplication. . . " "" , 

4. SoU fixation probably pla;;ys a minor direct role in determining 
activity of CDEC. However, coupled with low solubUity, this results in very 
little movement;in the soU. Lack of appreciable movement may enhance or 
diminish weed control in the field depending on many factors. 

5. Microbial actiVity probably had little to do with CDECfailures, but 
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undoubted17 is the major method by which the herbicide is removed from the
 
BQil~ .a~iod of SflY;_~weeks.;~:.·~,' . . .. "..
 

.....' '.6.·..i·i. :'/'tl18: "'u~~'~,' '; ....' .. :~ .<:,:;:i:," '!. Ja'.' lcati,ns" .. ,.~na ... ~~. ~,~~~J.• ~, ...~ ppl ..... 
ma4edlt ~ ·,t~(J~or~ .. ~:.~~-~a.us" s",ere s~ re4uct:Lol\S ap4. 
st~tins ,of .u~1:V:~ plan.t~.', '", .~,-,. '"." ., " .. 

.·~~.:~1~~1~if~_i'!;_~~· •• ~b~~iaf ~-Hed > 
rad~~ FQ'WtJ;\0; ·aeed1r_~ae~oe 'M1]J.:~'\i.~ al.mc;>..~. cou;uete laclt, of 
.{;~trol. '.. '.; .... . , . . . z 

i.:,:; 7~;:'Eitk;r ~~~~"1~~~~~ o~~aterk ~.t.i:l.e.rt~:appJ.1-
cat1o.n	 ...~ed ,tbe :'l;l#e~~1"1eDeIlUiJ-:ot;CIJfi:CI':';' 

-. ,_, ,;t • '. r., '.~., " _', ": ' .~.'"~ •.~_, 
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.:: ·a..~.;~M .::~1~••. k~.;l;o,~<;e8a ~:\ih cm.c1,s tq hav•. ~e. ' 

active chemical at the e.ctual zone of seed germiuE':tion when the radicles are 
Just emerging from the sEJedcoa.t. This will give eAcellent weed control 
~~~ qf·.~ :·ot~·~"'.80:fJ.<or.~~ta.1[ ;facte;tr ~ 

'.' J .- :...~ .1	 ~ '''', . . .,". "T •.: 
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CONTROLOF WEEDSIN VEGETABLECROPS 

WITH A SUBSTITUTEDDIPHENYLACETAMIDE 

E. F. Alder, W. L. Wright, and Q. F. Sop~rl/ 

Introduction 

Extensive studies in the greenhouse and field have been con
ducted on a l~rge number of substituted diphenylacetonitriles and 
diphenylacetamides. Special a;ttention has been given to a neW 
selective herbicide, N,N-dimethyl-~,~-diphenylacetamide. This 
compound was coded as L-343l4 and now bears ,the tenta~ive generic, 
name diphenamid. 

In greenhouse tests diphenatl11.dgave good pre-emergent activity 
against all seedling grasses tested and against broadleaf weeds 
such as pigweed and smartweedat rates of 4, s»)«, A number of im
portant horticultural andagr.onomic- crops Were tolerant- to the 
material. Structure-ac1iivity stUdies reveaLed that lengthening the 
chain of the. alkyl substit'uents of the amide portion of dip hen amid 
resulted in reduced activity. . 

Field Tests 

The promising greenhouse results with diphenamid led to its 
inclusion in thirteen field tests on a total of 28 different crops. 
Major emphasis has been on tomatoes, other vegetable crops, and 
forage legumes. 

Diphenamid has a rather low solubility in water (260 ppm) and 
in most organic solvents. It was, theretore, formul.ated as a 

, wettable powd~r and on clay granul~s. Applications,f)f \ the wettable 
powder formulation were made with,a small: plot sulky spray rig. 
Granules were applied with a lawn -spreader •. Slightly 'better results 
were generally obtained with the wett.ble powder formulation. All 
field tests were replicated and of a randomized block design. 

Tomatoes -- Four pre-emergence field tests were conducted on 
tomatoes; three with field-seeded tomatoes, one with tomato trans
plants. In all tests, 4 to 6 lb/A of diph~namid gave satis
factory control of weed grasses with no damage to tomatoes. Table 1 

11	 Eli Lilly and Co., AgriCUltural ~esearch Center, 
Greenfield, Indiana 
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gives an average of data from the four tests. The treatments in 
each test were replicated four times, and the weed control averages 
were based on average quadrat counts of the four replicates in 
each experiment. 

TABLE 1.	 SUMMARYOF GRASS WEEDCONTROLAND TOMATOINJURY 

- -DiPhen~~d-t-A;e;age-p;r~e;t-c:n~r:1-I-A;erage-I;j:r; ;a~i;gY'-
Lb/A I Grass Weeda!! I Tomatoes 

- -

2 
4 
6 
8 

.......... - - - -
I 
I 

I, 

- -.- -

54 
88 
92 
96 

- - - -,-

I 
I 

.I 

-1 - - - - -

1.0 
1.1 
1.2 
1.7; 

- - - - - - -

_ ~ ~'I ......~ ......__ ..... '_ - - - - .....  ......- ...... - -

1/ Four we-eksafter treatment 

l/, InjUry Rating Scale: 1 • 
4 • 

no injury, 
severe, 5 

2 = slight, 
.. death of 

3 
plant 

= moderate, 

Broad1eat weec\ contX'ol was generally poorer than grass weed 
control, due chie.f1y,to the 'occaf;iona1 presence in the plots of 
Jimsonweed and ragweed, ,two species not. controlled by diphenamid. 
P~gweed, however, was satisfact.orily controlled in a1l trials at 
6 Ib/A. Tomato yield data were collected in two t.ests. There was 
no depression in weight of ripe fruit at harvest. and, in fact., non
significant. increases in yields were obtained at the 4, 6, and 8 ~ 
rates. 

Other:Vegetable Crops -- Excellent results were obtained with 
.diphenamid in two vegetable crop tests. Table 2 give,s the results 
of one of these tests and Table 3 presents t.he responses of t.he 
crops tested to dipheaamid. 

TABLE 2.	 THE EFFECT OF DIPHENAMIDON GRASS AND BROADLEAF 
WEEDSIN VEGETABLECROPS 

- -R~t; ~i- Averag;; We;d,;jsq:No: 'Ftlr 'I :-A;e;age-Pe'r;e;t.-c~ntrol.!l 
Lb/A 'I' Grasses' 'Broadleaves I Grasses I Broadleaves 

----~-----~~-~.~-~~----------------0'" I' 4107'\ ,<~' ,17.3 __ __ 
2 ,I 0 0 8 ' 1.9 98 89 
4 0.4 2.1 99 88 
60 • 0.7 100 96 
8 ,0 ' 0.1 100 96

, I ',';"."	 . 
............- - - - ~ - - ,.- ~ - ............- - - - ......- - - - ................ - ...- - - 
11 ,All counts made 

~ 

five weeks after t.reatment. Grass 
~ 

weeds were 
barnyardgras~, foxtail, and goosegrass. The dominant broad
leaf weed was primarily pigweed. 
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TABLE 3.	 RESPONSE OF VEGETABLECROP SPECIES TO 8 LBIA OF
 
DIPHENAMiD
 

--------------_	 .....-----------------
I . Moderately t 

Toleran" t Tolerant t Susceptible-- ..._........_......- ..... _----- ....... -----------
t 

Green Peppers Turnips I Cucumbers Red Beets 
Lima Beans Radishes I Cabbage & Spinach

tPeas Mustard Carrots	 Cantaloupe 
....... - - ...... _'_ - - - - - - _1-

l. 
...... • ..... • _
 

Forage Lesumes -- Alfalfa, red clover, crimson clover, Dutch 
white clover, Ladlno clover, birdsfoot trefoil, and Korean 
lespedeza were the crop plant~included in three pre-emergence 
field tests of diphenamid on forage legumes. Severe damage to the 
clovers occurred at rates as low as 2 lb/A. Alfalfa, birdsfoot 
trefoil, and Korean lespedeza were tolerant of 4 to 6 lb/A rates. 
Grass weed control was good at 4 Ib/A. Pigweed and lambsquarters 
were killed at 4 to 6 lb/A. Incorporation of diphenamid into the 
soil did not improve activity over surface application. 

Field Crops -- Two field crop experiments were conducted in 
which diphenamid was applied at 2, 4, and 8 lb/A. The field crops 
were alfalfa, soybeans, snapbeans, corn, sorghum, oats, sugar beets, 
and cotton. Of these, alfalfa, soybeans, snapbeans, sorghum, and 
cotton werp tolerant to diphenamid at rates through 8 lb/A. Good 
grass weed control was obtained at 4 lb/A. Broadleaf weed control 
was satisfactory at 4 to 8 lb/A in those plots in which pigweed 
and smartweed were the dominant broadleaf species. 

Mode of Action 

Diphenamid has no activity against non-germinating seeds. It 
is highly active against susceptible germinating seedlings. How
ever, established plants of susceptible species can be severely 
damaged or killed by post-emergent application at higher levels. 
In a number of turf experiments it was found that rates of 20 lb/A 
of diphenamid granules completely killed turf grasses such as 
bluegrass, bentgrass, and Bermuda grass. 

Diphenamid is absorbed through the roots of susceptible plants 
and shows little or no contact foliar activity. In instances ~re 

susceptible plants have not been completely killed by the compounD, 
t.he roo t sy st.em is usually severely stunt.ed. 

http:stunt.ed
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Three points remaining to be claritied ar~'; 1) to what ex
tent does translocation of diphenamid occur, 2) bow is diphenamid 
metabol ized, and 3) what iEt the. baa.i" .for. eelec1Jive ac.tion (i.e., 
do tolerant' speci~s taU to,4bsQrb diphenamid, oJ' is the chemical 
abeor.bed but without ettect)? Chemical and trac.r":studies are> 
.::no~un~erway which should elucidatetht"Se points. 

'SWUlarz 

1."" H.N-dimethyl-d'\.,.-d1pbenylacet&Jilide, tormerly L-34314, 
now tentatively nameddipben_id, was.tound.to possess desirable 
berbicidal actiVity in the field against seedling grasses and 
many broadlea! weeds at 4 t{) 8 lbs/A. . ". ".' 

,'" ...,'
',"'.; " 

2. Tomatoes)" aJ.talf'":a.,·: soybean_, oot"t'on, and a number ot
 
vegetab-~, erop,a h-..veno1ibeen damt{g:ed bydipbenamid. at",application
 
rates. which have given .gocd ••• deontrol.· ,
 

<, • 

. . 

, ~1 

r- " 1 
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COHBIltit.TloNS' AND'OF cnu:'PITH CDAA·
{"HERCOMPOmmS VEGETABLESFOn\JEEDING

Joseph Cialone and R. D. Sweet 
Department of Vegetable Crops, Cornell University, Ithaca, l~. " , 

GrOWerst:requently use several ~n8ecticides or~cides in combination 
in order to control·the range of pests that may attack a given veretable. 
However, the use of herbicides in combination is negligible, except in a few 
isolated cases such as CIPC plus·CDAA for weed control in onions on muck 
soils. The great majority of other herbicide treatments involwone chemical 
applied once to. a gi.V'encrop. . 

Since ve(!etables almost always have two or more weed species prevalent 
in a given field, and since the areas of production are scattered over many 
soils and climates, a tremendous number of weed species are potential pests 
for any given vegetable planting. It is highly unrealistic to expect one 
herbicide to be effective under all these environmental conditions and against 
all possible weed species. 

The purpose of the studies reported here was to make a small start 
toward the much needed and extremely complicated problem of evaluating her
bicide combinations. 

Experimental. 

Since these tests were considered to be only a partial attack on a large 
problem,. the number of chemicals was arbitrarily limited. Two general types 
of tests were included 1) logarithmic caubinations of two chemicals and 
2) specific rates ofchem1.cals on a given series of plots •. All tests were 
located on a Dunkirk sandy loam. 

Losarif,hmic Test 
s " 

The logarithmic type applications were made with a conventional logarith
mic sprayer mounted on a Jeep .YThe applications of the two chemicals in
vol ved were made simultaneously by having one chemical in the concentrate 
tank and the other in the diluent tank. In another plot the position of the 
two chemicals j.n the sprayer was reversed. Each plot was 50 feet long. The 
sprayer was operated so that the half dosage distance was 20 feet. 

On July 29 the experimental area was fitted to a very fine seed bed and 
di vided into plots 6 x SO. In the central portion of the plot six rows of 
vegetables were seeded immediately lengthwise of each plot. Rows were 
spaced six inches apart. This left adequate area for the Jeep to travel over 
the plots without daniave to the seeded area. Each treatment was replicated 
twice. 

~a,pcr No. 4S3of the Department of Vegetable Crops, Cornell University.
11 Loaned by Dr. S. 1'1. Fertig of the Cornell University Agronomy Department. 



Due to thunderstonns.,atJd d;i,;f'fiJ'ul;ty:..W1tbtbe'apparatus, the treatments 
were applied at diff~enttimei~" ThiCbeJiica).4J, rites, and times of appli
cation are listed inTableql~ "'-' . 

_. ,	 .' . - -... 
Table 1. Crop response ,'~olOIa.r1~cCQIbinat1on8ot s.ever~. herbi,c1des. 

est	 Chemical and rate te 
Lettuce" : .ec1~:f! ;Beets	 :., s· g+ .aIPC ..5 ; 

.3 +.' 1t .). " " .2.0 4.0 7.0 
.l Ciim 2 ' ., .8 ····,··.1	 ·.0 7.5 

" 
, 

n 2 ... . 
II 1.2S .2:.0"	 2.5 6~, 

, ,~ .," 

" 

B CIPc 2'" CDm 6 Aug. 
q 

" 

1 5.0 . , 4.0 1., ).0', 3.5 9.0 
1+ n 9 3.5 2.0 1.., 3.5 4., 8.0" 

" .7",1t " 10 1.S'· ,2.0 ,; 2.0 .'.2.5, 4..$ 6., 
.. 

.. (]	 ..-CDAA.3+'CIPC2 ' :..-~ Jul7 29 5-.0 h.> ')..0 " h.,. 5.5 5.5 
II 1., + CIPC3	 4.D 3.5 1.0 2.5 3.0 6.0 
It l+ClPC 3.25	 .3.0 3.0 . 1.0 1., 1.5 . .4.0 

.

D cno 2+ CUll .3 Aug. 1 ..2.5 4.0 1.0 1.5 2.5 5.0 
II 1t1'" 4.S-	 4.5 . .3.0. 2'.S,-' J.O .. ,., 6., 
n .75·. CDAA,	 . " .3.5 3.0 1.0- '. .3.0 4.5 5.0 

E CDm 6+ CDAA3 Aug.. 1 S.o 3.0 1.0 3.5 4., ,.5 
It It3 + 4.5	 5., 5.0 7.5 4.0 6.0 8.0,It2 +	 3., 4.0 S.s 3.5 5., 5.5" 

" 

( .~,r . CDAA:3+ CJ)]OO6 Aug. 1 -7~0 5.5 6.5 6.5 8.0 7..5.. ,l.'.·Cnm 9	 6.0 '·6.0 . 6.5 6.0 6.56"fl. 1,+"CDl& 10, •	 4.0 4.5 7.0 4.5 6,;5 7.5 

carrots Tom. 9M·"r"~·~' ~.!~~
G ' CD~. 6 + Solan 4 5,,5 1.0 1.0 1,0 

II .3"'" "', 6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
ft' 2+ " 1	 '3.0 1.0 1'.0" 1.0 

B ' Bolan 4 ...CDI.t 6. .1.5 1.6 1.0 '1.0 
II	 2'+'" 9 4~o 1.0 1.0 1.0 
fll., + cum 1'0 2~O 1.0 1.0 1.0 

, . I	 Dacthal 4 + Sola'n II' .' Aug.' 5 '. ; 3~ a, 1.$ 1:.0 1.0 1.0 
'.1t .' 2+ ",6 ' , " 7.5 ' 2.0 -: 1.0 ' . 1.0 1.0 

", 1" + SOlan '7	 - ; -6.$ 1..5 1.0 '1.0 1.0 . ' 

J Solan 4 + llBcrthall ' 'Aug,. S' 9.0' 3.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 
" 2 + n 12 9.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
tI 1,,$ + It 13 9.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1..0 
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Results 

The delay in application time undoubtedly had an important inUuence in 
the results because the weed 4nd crop seeds were actively geminating alJnost 
immediately. At the time ot th~ August 5 application many seedlings were at 
or near the soil surface. Chemicals which have contact action were favored 
when applied at this date. Conversely, chemicals which act as gemination 
inhibitors were undoubtedly penalized. 

A few of the data obtained on crop response are presented in Table 1. 
From them several important facts can be noted. When Solan is applied to 
sprouting crops it can be very toxic. Carrots show good tolerance to Solan 
i~, mixtures. It is also apparent that CIPC in the cotnbination was likely 
to be somewhat toxic, except possibly to lettuce. This trend has been noted 
by the authors in seeded crucifer experiments, not reported here. The most 
favorable combination. seemed to be CDro and CDAA. 

Weed.control was generally good in these tests. The most speetaclar 
results were obtained with the Solan combinations. Here both contact and 
preventati va type chemicals were involved and the plots stayed weed free the 
remainder of the season. 

CDAAplus CDS::Test 

Since response of crops and weed control were rather good with CDECplus 
CDAAcombinations, it was decided to give them detailed testing by means of 
specific dosages on a series of plots. 

An area was fitted, seeded, and treated August 24. Plots were 6 1 x 15:( 
and each contained two rows of tomatoes, cabbage, broecoli, spinach, lettuce, 
carrots, and beets. Good moisture prevailed because of irrigation and rain. 
Crop growth was generally good. '''eed populations were heavy and. consisted ~ 

of crabgrass, barDY&rd grass, red root pigweed, and purslane. Information 
on chemicals, rates, crop response and weed control are presented in Table 2. 
However, flea beetles damaged the crucifer seedlings so severely that data 
from these two crops are omitted from the table. 

Indi vidual crops responded somewhat differently. Tomatoes and spinach 
were quite tolerant of practically every dosage and combinati,on of CDAAand 
CDS::• Carrots and beeta were severly stunted by the highest combinations; 
somewhat less stunted by high single treatments or moderate· combinations. 
Neither crop was injured by the lower combinations or single treatments. 
Lettuce was the.1I1ost sensitive of any crop to high 'or intermediate rates of 
CDAA. Injury was much greater when CDIDwas applied in combination with CDAA. 
Only at the loWest rates did CDAAalone or in· combination with CDECfail to 
injure lettuce. 

One of the most striking features of this test was the enhanced kill of 
weeds that was obtained by combinations of CDro and CDAAas compared to 
either chemical applied singly. It can be seen in Table 2 that even as much 
J.l8 Aiglrt pounds of CDAAgave poor control. of broadleaves and a similar rate 
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Table 2.	 Cron and weed response to combinations of CDAAand CDl!t applied 
at planting. Observations taken five weeks later. 

Treatment
 
mDt CDAA I"ettuce
 Toinatoes, 

1. e 4 3.$ S.S " '·h.5 1.0 1.0 ' 9.0 9.0 
2. 4 8 2.5 5.5 4.0, 7.0 7.0 9.0 9.() 
3. 8 0 8.0 6.5 6.5 7.5 8., 8.5 6.5 
4. 0, 8 ,3.0, 7.0 7.5 8.5 8.0 5.5 9.0 
$. 6 ,3 ,4., 1.0. 6.$ 8.0 6.0 ' 9.0 8.5 
6. 3 6· " ).0 .6.$ , $.0 7.,	 . 7.,' 8.5 

,	 

-' .
7. 6 6 3.0 6.0 s.s " 7.0 - 8.5 8.5 
~. 6 0 8.5 7.0 8.0 7.$ 7.5 '" 7.0 6.5 

'9. 0 6 ... 7.5 ,7.0 1..5, 5.5 7.0 
10. 3 3 7.0 6.0 7.$ ,6'.0 '8.0 7.0 7.0 
li. 3 a 9.0 7.5 8.0 6.0 6.0 $.0 4.0 
12. 0, ' .; :,6..0 7.5 as 6S 8.0· '3.0 4.0 
13. 4 2, 7.0, ·7 ..$ 8S 8.0 8.0 7.5 6.0 
14. 2 4· 7.$ 7.5 8.5 8.5 8.0 . 6'~0 5.5 
15. 4 4 5.5 7.5 7S 7.0 8.0 7.0' 7.5 
16. 4 0 8.5 8.0 8.5 7.5 8.? 6.5 4.5 
17. 0 4 7.$ 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.5 . ,'~5 7.0 
18. 2 2 8.0 7.5 7.5 7.5 9.0 6.0 6.0 
19. 2 0 8.0 8.0 8.0' , '7.5 9.0 : 4.0' 4.0 
20. 0 2 ,8.0 ,8.0' 7.5 1.0 9.0 3.0 5.5 
2l. 2 1 8.5 8.5 8.5' , 9.0 . 9.0 : ,.0 6.0 
22. 1 2 6.0 8.0 8.5 8.5 9.0 4.0 7.0 
23. 1· 0, 9.0 : 8~0 9.0 ' 8." 8., 3., 4.0 
24", -0 .~ 8., , :8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 ,.5 6~0 
2,~ , Check 8.0 7.5 8.0 ,6., 7.0 3.5 3.0 

.' '

11 '9,- perfect c;rOPJ 7 • acceptable; " -stunting;,·, BM'ere damage; 1 .. kill. Y 9 • perrtte~ control; 7 -acceptable; " -additional weeding needed; , 
1 .. cQmPl~e .ground cover. 

of'eDED ~ weaJcon grasses. However" COIIbina.-tionstotaling 'onlly'4 to 6 
pOlllldBof. chemical, especially,' at 1-1 ratios, gave good cohtrol ot both 
broad;l.eaves and grasses...	 . ' . . '" . . 

,,Perhaps the IIlOst ~port~t;' 'aspect. aftheee re8Ults was that' weed cont~l 
improvement _e obtained by --.ne of 'cOmbinations Without any 8.pparelxt increase 
in crop sensitivity. except for lettuce. 'With' this crop CDAApr'dYed too 
toxic whether applied alone or in canbination. Of course, at very.low rat'es 
the toxicity disappeared, but weed control is quest.ionable at these levels. 

> " ~. i-:-'_: 

, ". 
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Summary 

Logarithmic, tank-mixed combination application of CflECand CDM, CDEC 
and CIPC, CDAAand CIPC, CDID and Solan, and Dacthal and SGlan showed that 
CDID and CDAAhad promise for good weed control wit.hout damage to a wide 
range of seeded vegetable crops. CIPC in combination With CDID proved rela
tively toxic. Solan and Dacthal gave excellent results on carrots. 

In an extensive follow-up test of CDID and CDAAcombinations, it was 
shown that beets, spinach, tomatoes, carrots and, perhaps, crucifers offer 
opportunity for safe usage. Lettuce proved too susceptible to CDAA. 

Weed control as measured by heavy populations of red root pigweed, 
purslane, crabgrass and barnyard grass, was markedly improved by CDEC-CDAA 
combinations even at relatively low dosages. 

Considerable more work needs to be done in the area of herbicide com
binations for vegetables under a wide range of soils, environment, and 
weed specie populations. However, it appears that CDECand CDAAoffer a pro
mising start. 
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P~st-Transplanting and Lay-ByWeed Control
 

In Processing Tomatoes
 

Charles H. Moran* 

Favoreble weather condi tiona in 1960 and the use" of new improved 
varieties resulted in the highes~ average tomato yields ever obtained in 
New Jersey. A record mean yield of tons per acre was estimated by the1,.,
Crop Repor..ting Service at the close of the season on October 1. The same 
weather conditions also afforded.one of the better tests for herbicide ef
fectiveness experienced in recent years. Annual grasses, particularly 
crabgrass, were the major weed competitors in commercial tomato fields. 
The f:ollowing report presents the results of two series of experiments de
signed to control these competitors chemically. 

METHODSANDMATERIALS 

Similar field experiments were established on a Downer loamy fine 
sand and a Collington fine sandy loam near 'Moorestown, New Jer.sey. 

Southern grown tomato plants of the variety 146 were planted in 
the Downer and Collington soils May 11 and May14, respectively. Treatments 
were replicated four times in randomized blocks. Each plot was 4 rows wide 
x 20' long. Plants were spaced 2 feet apart in rows'which were" feet apart. 
Harvest records were obtained from the center 2 rows. 

At each location there wer~ two experiments. In the first, desig
nated as post-transplanting, the herbicides were broadcast wi thin three weeks 
of transplanting and no further treatments made. Check plots were, however, 
kept weed free by hoeing until the time of lay-by. In the second experiment, 
designated as lay-by, the plots were tractor cultivated and hand hoed as re
quired until spread of the vines stopped passage of the tractor. 

The dates, rates of application and materials used in the four 
experiments are shown in Table 1. Sprays were applied broadcast with a 
single nozzle hand sprayer using the equivalent of 50 gallons of water per 
acre. Granular materials were spread by means of a hand shaker. 

Eptam was mixed with the surface soil by means of tractor culti
vation. 

The principal weeds on the Downer sand were crabgrass (Digitaria 
sanguinalis (1) Scop), lambs-quarters (Cben0,podium album 1.), and pigweed 
(Amaranthus retroflexus L.). Foxtail (SetarJ.a viridis (L) Beauv), bindweed 

* Divisional Manager of Agricultural Research, Campbell Soup Company, 
Riverton, New Jersey 
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Rates and Dates 

""i\" 

Lbs*' 

Herbicide 
a.i.
-A- Carrier 

Amiben 10 G 4 Granule 
Dacthal 50 WP 
Eptam 5 G 
Neburon 4 G 
Solan N4512 
Zytron 25 G 

8** 
4 
4 
4 

15 

Spray 
Granule 
Granule 
Spray 
Granule 

* a.i. -active ingredients per acre •. 

~~ 12 Lbs, of Dacthal were used at lay-by. 

Table 1 

of Herbicide Treatments on TwoSoil 

Post-Transplanting Application 
Downer Ifs Collington fsl 

'JUne 1 June 3 
June 1 June 3 
June 1 June 3 
June 1 June 3 
June 15 June 17 
June 1 -

Types - 1960 

Lay-By Application 
, Downer lis Collington fal 

July 12 July 19 
July 12 July 19 
July 12 July 19 
July 12 July 19 
July 12 July 19 
July 12 

~ .
 --0
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(Convolvulus arvensis L.) and ragweed (~brosia artemisiifolia L.) appeared in
 
occasional patches. !
 

On the Collington:l~am 801.1, ,ragweed was the primary broadleaf weed.
 
Crabgrass and switchgra8s (Panfeum.app , ) were the principal grasses.
 

Weed control was rated independently by two men on September 20.
 
Scoring was delayed in order to obtain a measure of the treatments ability to
 
furnish full season weed control. .
 

RESULTS 

Post-Transplanting. The mean cont~'Ql r~tings shown in Table 2 indicate that 
the herbicides broadcast in early june ~ere not effective in suppressing weed 
growth for the subsequent l6-week period.	 . 

Table 2 

Effect of Post-Transplanting Herbicide Treatments on Late 
Season Weed Control in Toma~o,Fields on TwoSoil Types 

Downer LdamY.fine. Sand Collington Fine Sandy Loam
 
Treatment Grass Broadleaf; Grass Broadleaf
 

; 

Mean Control '. Rating* 

Check 1.5 3.4 1 1.5 4.4
 
Amiben 3.3 Z~9 2.9 2.8
 
Dacthal 2.6 1.5 ., 4.4 1.0
 
Eptam 3.7 3.0 1.7 1.0
 
Neburon 1.3 . 2.7 1.3 1.3
 
Solan 1.0 3.9 1.0 1.4
 
Zytron 1.0 3.5
 

LSD	 .05 1.) 1.0 1.4 1.0
 
.01 1.7 1~4 1.9 1.5
t 

!; 

- no	 control, 5 - excellent control* 1 
Rating of 4.0 or higher would be cammerciallyacceptable for the 

rating period. 

The effects of plant cOMpetition:'W'ere reflected in the yields, and
 
fruit size (Table 3). For example, Neburon treated plots yielded 9.57 and 7.11
 
tons of tomatoes less than the check plots on the Downer and Colling ton soils,
 
respectively. Fruit. from the Neburon, Solan and Zytron treated plots tended
 
to be smaller than those. from the check. Reduction in size is indicated by the
 
increase in number of f~it required per 35-pound hamper. The differences may
 
be attributed chiefly to the,laek o~ weed control in the period between treat

ment and lay-by when t~e check. plots' were kept weed free.
 

EPtamtreatments ()n:tbe.Do~r loamy sand resulted in considerable 
leaf burn and epinasty. The, t>lantsrecovered quickly and the treated plots <:» 
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Table 3 

Effect of Post-Tran~lanti9S Herbicide Treatments on the Yield and Q~ality 
of Processing Tomatoes - 1960 . 

DownerLoa.:m;rFine Sand . C~lington Sandy Loam. 
Yield Fruit Per Color Titratable .Yield Fruit Per Co.1or Titratab1e 

Herbicide Tons/Acre 35 1bs. Index Acidity Tons/Acre . 3~ lbe. Index Acidity· 

Check .18.56 li5 90.4 6.5 24.93 108 91.1 6.3 
Amiben 19.61 121 90.3 6.3 25.04 112 87.1 6.8 
Eptam 19.06 97 92.1 6.3 20.39 122 89.0 . 6.8 
Dactha1 15.22 117 91.2 . 6.7 17.64 145 81.5 7.4 
Neburon 8.99 148 86.3 6.8 17.82 131 81.0 7.1 
Solan 13.84 124 88.4 6.2 19.78 133 89.4 7.3 
Zytron 10.38 ·132 88.5 6.7 

IBD	 .05 E).39 14 3.07 N.S. 3.01 13 ~1.S • N.S. 
.01 7.39 19 ~r.s.·· N.S. 4.17 19 r~.s. N•.3. 

'X). .t-'



yielded as much as the check plots; 19.06 and 18.56 tons per acre, respectively. ,-"".' 
The same treatments on the Collington loam soil did not injure the plants. 

Lay-By. Eptam was the only herbicide in the lay-by experiments that received 
a score of 4.0 or better on both soils fo,r the control of grasses and broadleaf 
weeds, Table 4. The rating of 4.0 was considered for thp,t time of season to 
be the threshold 1eyel of commercial acceptance. 

Amiben afforded good weed growth suppression on the Collington loam 
soil but was not effective on the Downer loamy sand. The loss in efficiency 
on the sandy soil may have been the result of a carrier x moisture interaction. 
There was no rain for 10 days after herbicide application. Weeds, primarily 
crabgrass, became established during this period. 

Dactbal applied at rate of 8 pounds per acre June 3 in the Colling
ton post-transplanting plot test resulted·in better weed control than 12 pounds 
applied at lay-by, July 19. Reasons for this behavior were not readily ap
parent. 

Neburon, Solan and Zytronat the rates employed were not effective 
lay-by herbicides for prOCeS51.ng tomato fields in which the chief natural plant 
competitors were grasses. All of the materials were rated equal in control of 
broadleaf weeds. 

Neither yields, color nor acidity were affected by any of the lay-by 
herbicide treatment~, ,Table 5. 

Table 4 

Effect of Lay-By Herbicide Treatment on Late 
Season Weed Control in Tomato Fields on Two Soil Types 

Downer Loamy Fine Sand Collington Fine Sandy Loam 
Treatment Grass Broadleaf Grass Broadleaf 

Mean Control Rating*

Check 1.0 3.1 1.0 3.9 
Amiben 3.1 3.9 4.1 4.3 
Dacthal 4.5 4.1 2.9 3.2 
Eptam 4.8 4.0 4.4 4.2 
Neburon 1.0 3.9 1.3 4.2 
Solan 1.0 4.5 1.3 4.2 
Zytrol 2.2 3.7 

LSD	 •05 0.8 N.S• 1.0 N.S. 
.01 1.1 1.5 

* 1 - no control, 5 - excellent control. 
Rating of 4.0 or higher would be commercially acceptable for the 
rating period. 
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Table 5 

Effect of Lay-By Herbicide Traatments on the Yield 
of Processing Tomatoes  1960 

and Quality 

Yield 
DownerLoamy Fine Sand 

Fruit Per Color Titratable Yield 
Collington 
Fruit Per 

Sandy Loam 
.Color Titratable 

Herbicide Tons/Acre 35 Ibs. Index Acidity· Tons/Acre 35 lbs •. Index Acidity 

Check: 11.42 122 92.6 5.9 21.92 105 92.4 1.4 
Amiben 24.56 109 94.0 6.2 22.21 105 93.6 1.2 
Eptam 20.35 109 94.9 6.7 23.35 105 92.9 7.4 
Dacthal 18.89 108 92.2 6.3 23.19 108 90.8 7.1 
Neburon 20.06 ll5 91.8 6.6 24.33 101 93.3 7.0 
Solan 21.70 106 93.7 6.0 20.76 109 92.0 7.4 
Zytron 19.29 109 95.$ 6.1 

IBD .05 N.S. 12 N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. 
.01 N.S. 16 N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. ~T C' 

",,\1.0' • 

e 
o 



SUMMARY 

Post-transplanting and 'lay-by tests of Amiben, Dacthal, Eptam., 
Neburon and Solan were conducted with processing tomatoes on two soil types. 
The soils, located near Moorestown, New Jersey, were Downer loamy fine sand 
and Collington fine s~dy loam. The compound Zytron was included only in the 
experiments on the ~owner .sand, .: 

More of the herbicides applied broadcast approximately 3 weeks after 
transplanting were effective in suppressing weed growth for the subsequent 
l6-week period. Highly significant reductions in yield and fruit size were re
sulted from Dactha'L; Neburon and Solan treatiJents on tb:l Collington loam, and 
from Neburon, Solan .and Zytron,o~ the Downer. sand. 

Eptam treatments on young tomato plants on the sand resulted in leaf 
burn and epinasty. Similar treatments at lay-by injured the plants only 
slightly. No injury was observed in either experiment on the loam soil. 

Eptam wastne on).y. material tested at lay-by that controlled both 
grasses and broadleaf' weeds on1(he ..two,soal types. . . 

Amiben was as effective as Eptam on the Collington loam. On the 
Downer sand, Amiben did not suppress growth of grasses as well as Eptam. Loss 
of efficiency on the sand was attributed 1;0 low soil moisture. 



Chemical Weed Control in Beots 

Charles J. No11l 

Chemical weeding of beets has been practiced for a good many 
years. Nosingle treatment has been universi.1¥ successful. 
Commercially beets' are weeded with salt, Vegadex, Endothal, TCA or a 
combination of, chemicals. All these chemicals have their limitations. 
The following report is a sUIlllilary of work completed during 1960. 

Procedure . 

. The variety Seneca Detroit was seeded ~ 2, 1960. The 
pre-planting treatments were applied the day of planting and 
incorporated in the soil with a roto-til1er set sha1J.ow. The 
pre-emergence treatments were applied 8 days after seeding, the 
emergence treatments 14 days after seeding and the salt ,treatment 35 
days after seeding when beets had 4-5 true leaves. Individual plots 
were 28 feet long and 2 feet wide. Treatments were randomized in each 
of 8 blocks. 

The chemicals were applied with a small sprayer over the row for a 
width of 12 inches. Cultivation controlled the weeds between the rows. 
The growing season was cooler than usual 
An estimate of weed control was made on 
1 being most desirable and 10 being least 
was completed September 27. 

and rainfall less 
June 30 on a basis 

desirable. Beet 

than 
of 1 
harvest 

normal. 
to 10, 

Results 

The results are presented in Table 1. All chemicals 
significantly increased weed control as compared to the untreated 
check except TD 62 applied pre-emergence or TD 47 applied post
emergence on the combination of the two. The best weed control was 
with the pre-planting treat1llents of EPI'C and R-206l, the combination 
pre-emergence treatment of Endothal and TCAand the pre-emergence 
treatment of Zytron. 

1 Associate Professor of Olericulture, Dept. of Horticulture, College 
of Agriculture and Experiment Station, ~nnsylvania State University, 
University Park, Pennsylvania. 
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Two chemicals significant1$' reducod the sh.nd of beets. These 
were Zytron and salt. Twelve treatments significantly increased the 
yield of marketable beets andcaapared to the untreated check. These 
treatments include all pre-planting treatments with EPrC or .B.-206l, aU 
pre-emergence treatments with TCA; either"aJone or 'in combination with 
Endothal, TD 62 i or 'I'D 47, 'the treatment of Endothal andTD 47 and 
Vegadex treatments. T-hebest yields were obtained with plots treated 
with TCA in combination with Endothal or TD 62 in apre-emergence 
application or with R-2061 in a'Pre-planting application. 

Conclusion 

In this years exper:iment the best yields, were in plots receiving 
the combination treatment of Endothal and TCAapplied jus-t· prior the, 
emergence of the beets. ' The chemicalR-2061 applied prior to planting 
and incorporated in the soil looks prom.ising for the weeding of this 
crop. 

-




-- --

Table I. Weed control, plant stand, and weight of marketable beets 
under chemical herbicide treatments. 

Active Rate 
Per Acre Df\ys fflOQ 

Chemical ' Ibs.. ."Seed!ns~ , AVERAGEPER.PI.DT 
First· 2nd 1st,' 2M ,1st Si Weed* stanaWt. of 
'Application Appl. App1. Appl. Appl.Appl. Control of Mkt. Roots 

(1-10)' Plants Ibs. 
Nothing - 8.5' 286 5.6 
-EPTC 4 -- 0 1.8 215 9.8 

6 0 2.0 '264 U.6" -lllR-2061 4 -- 0 2.6 292 14.1 
II 6 0 -- 8.0 272 12.3 

Endothal 6 8 5.8 256 8.2 
teA 10 8 4.1 244 10.7 
Endothal &: teA 6+10 -- 8 -- 3.0 262 13.4 
Tn'62 6 8 7.3 • 240 6.7 
'I'D 62 &: teA 6+10 8 -- 3.6 285 13.1 
Endothal 'I'D 47 6 1 a 14 4.4 289 10.8 
'Endothal'~ TCA Tn.476+10 1 8 14 2.0 262 15.0 
'I'D.62 rn 47 6 1 8 14 7.4 246 6.8 

'-, 'I'D 62 &TCA TD'476+10 1 8 14, 8.6 277 12.4 
'I'D 47 2 -- 14 14 7.5 253 6.7 
CDEC(Vegade~} 6 - 8 '5,1 246 9.7 

It It 9 -- 8 4.0. 236 10.9 
Zy'tron, 10 8 -- ,2~8 21 1.8 

tt 15 -- 8 -- i '2.4 .12 ~6 
Salt 400 4.8 123 4.6-- 35 -
Least Significant Di.fference 5% 51 3.5 

It It " 1% 68 ' 4.6 

WeedControl 1-10: 1 Perfect WeedControl 
10 FuU WeedGrowth 

lllSoil incorporation prior'to planting. 
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PRE-EMERGENCE TESTS IN TABLEBEETS WEEDCONTROL

M. W. Meado~~(l), S. A.Anderson(2), L. E. Curtis(l). and R. P. Hargan(l) 

Problem: Weeds'pose a major problem in t~e table beet acreage of New York 
State., A nu~~r 'of' ~erbic~deshave been tested by research workers and used 
by growers -- few have been very effective in reducing hand weeding costs 
primarily due to inability of the chemicals to control lambsquarter without 
seriously injuring thebeets~ 

Materials - Expt. I was cond~cted on an Ontario Silt Loam soil at Gorham. 
N. Y. 

Detroit Red beets were planted June 30, 1960.
 

Eptam and Stauffer 2061 were applied and disced into the soil on June 23.
 
Pre-emergence materials were applied on the day of planting, June 30. Post

emergence herbicides were applied July 18.
 

Sprays were applied with a knapsack type sprayer at the rate of 60 gallons per
 
acre. Fertilizer borate was dusted on with a hand duster. All herbicides
 
were applied overall except Solubor and Fertilizer borate. These materials
 
were applied in an 8 :inch band centered over the beet row.
 

Expt. II was conducted on a Sandy Loam soil at Ithaca, N. Y.
 
Eptam and Stauffer 2061 were ~pplied 7/8/60 on plots 6' x 30' that were
 
randomly replicated 4 times. The materials were applied in 60 gallons of
 
water per acre and immediately disced into the soil.
 

Suc~essive plantings ,0£ beets were made 7/8/60; 7/15/60; and 7/26/60. 

A light spring tooth harrow was run over the soil in order to make the 3rd
 
planting.
 

Results: Expt. I
 
Table 1 gives the results of weed control and beet injury.
 

(1) G.L.F., Ithaca, N. Y. 
(2) Comstoek Foods, Inc., Newark. N. Y. 



Table 1 - Table Beets
 
Pre-plant; Pre-emergenc~ and Post-emergcnc~ W~ed Control on Table Beets
 

Planted June 30, 1960; Pre-plant treatments June 23; Pre-emergence June )0;
 
Post-emergence July 18, 1960. Data 7/18/60 and 8/1/60.
 

Lb s , Active 
Acre MethC'd of 

Chemical Rate Ti,ming &'p'UCttion *Beets *Weeds._--
Vegadex	 4 Pre Spray 1.0 3.5 

11	 II" 6	 2.3 4.2 
811w~"'Fcrtilizer Borate 13.8 " band 0.7 3.2 

II 27.8 dusted on 1.2 3.2" 
" 55.6 "	 II 2.2 4.0 

)\'*Solubor	 13.8 " 8" band 0 1.5 
II	 II27.8	 spray 0.8 2.8 
II II	 tI55.6 2.3 4.2
 
II 13.8 Post 0.7 1.0
" 
II 55.6 II	 II 0.3 0.7
 

1I
Diuron 0.4	 Pre 2.7 4.3 
II	 IINiagara 2995 2	 2.8 4.0 

II II	 II4 4.0	 5.0 
II	 IITD47 2	 0.3 . 0.3 

II 4	 II II 0 0
 
II II
TD62 2	 0.7 1.0 

II II	 II4 2.7 1.3
 
Eptam 4 Pre-plant " 1.2 5.0
 

II	 II" 6	 2.0 5.0 
4	 IIStauffer 2061 II 1.3*** 3.8
 

II \I
6 " 0.7 5.0
 
Check 0 0
 

*	 Visual rating system 
o = No w,-,cd contro I - no crop injury.
 
5 = CompLet e weed cont;rol -completecrop' dee t ruc t Lon,
 
We~ds - Primarily iambsquarter and redroot, a fe~ annual gra s ses and
 
ragweed were present.
 

**	 The rates given for Fertilizer borate and Solubor ar~ based on elemental 
Boron and not manufactured product. 

811Rates given refer to the rate per acre in an band. The total rate ot 
Boron delivered per planted acre would be 1/3 of that reported in table 1. 

***	 A majority of injury in on~ treatment was suspected to be due to competi
tion of a hedgerow that was near one plot of this treatment 

Discussion: Expt. I 
Treatments worthy of note from the standpoint of weed control and lack of 
beet injury are as follows: 4 Ibs. Vegadex; 13.8 and 27.8 Ibs. Boron in 
Fertilizer Borate; 4 Ibs. Eptam pre-plant and 4 and 6 Ibs. Stauffer 2061 pr~
plant. 



Stauffer 2061 wasoutstanding. 

There is considerable advantage to a Borax treatment since fertilizers usually
 
contain enough fertilizer grade Borate to supply 40 lbs • borax per acre as
 
was Bupplied with the 13.8 lb. Boron rate of Solubor and Fertilizer borate.
 
The 27.8 and55.6 Boron rates could leave toxic residues in the soil that would
 
affect other .crops-grolhl in rotation with beets.
 

As the season progressed Be~ts overcame the earlier stunting effects caused
 
by Boron. .
 

Expt. II
 
The results of Expt. II are given in table 2.
 

Table 2 Table Beets
M . 
Tolerance of Beets and Weed Control Obtained with Eptam and Stauffer 2061 
Applied and Incorporated into the Soil 7/8/60 •• Beets Planted 7/8/60; 
7/15(60; and 7/26/60. Observations 8/19/60. 

Time elapse between *Material and Rate 
application of herbicide Eptam 2061 
and planting of beets 4 Ibs. 6 Ibs. 4 Ibs. 6 Ibs. 
Immediately 3.37 4.0 0.25 0.62 
7 days 3.31 4.37. 0.12 1.5 
18 days 2.75 3.75 0.25 0.5 
Weed Control 4.6 4.9 3.2 4.•.6 

*Rating syste~ same as in table 1. 

Discussion: Expt. II 
These data would indicate that table beets have a higher degree of tolerance 
to Stauffer 2061 than to Eptam. Beets pl~nted'~he day ef application showed 
only slight stunting from 2061 as compared to I1lmost complete crop destruction 
by Eptam. 

Eptam at equivalent rates gave better weed control than Stauffer 2061 • 

.. 
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Chemical Weed Control in Onions Grown on Mineral Soils 

Charles J. Noll 1 

In the 1959 onion weeding experiment only one chemical, CIPC, 
out of 7 chemicals in the test offered promise for the weeding of this 
crop. In last years experiment there was found to be an increase in 
onion yield and an increase in weed control as the rate of CIPC 
application increased from 4 to 6 to 8 1bs. per acre applied the day 
after seeding. The possibility that time' of pre-emergence application 
might be important as well as rate of a.pp1ication was taken into 
consideration in planning work in 1960. 

Procedure 

The variety Sweet Spanish was seeded May 2, 1960. The 
pre-emergence treatments were applied from 2 to 10 days after seeding. 
The emergence treatment with KOCNwas made 19 days after seeding and 
the post-emergence treatments with Atratone 30 days after seeding. 
The soil at planting time was dry and no rain fell until the 6th day 
after seeding. Sufficient rain was received from the 6th day after 
seeding through the next few days to germinate the onions and weeds. 
Individual plots were 28 feet long and 2 feet wide. Treatments were 
randomized in each of 8 blocks. 

The chemicals were applied with a small sprayer over the row for 
a width of 12 inches. Cultivation contro11~d: the weeds between the 
rows. The growing season was cooler than average and rainfall below 
normal. An estimate of weed control was made June 30 on a basis of 
1 to 10, 1 being most desirable and 10 being least desirable. Onions 
were harvested September 28. 

Results 

The results are presented in Table 1. All chemicals gave highly 
significant increase in weed control as compared to the untreated check. 
All chemicals, except Dactha1 had increasing weed control as the rates 
of application increased. Dacthal had equal weed control at 6, "9, and 
12 Lbs , per acre. Weed control was genera1J.y from fair to poor. The 
time of application of CIPC had little effect on the weed control 
rating, although in general the later applications resulted in poorer 
weed control. 

1 Associate Professor of 01ericu1ture, Dept. of Horticulture, College 
of Agriculture and Experiment Station, Pennsylvania State University, 
University Park, Penna. 
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Dacthal offers promise in the weeding of onions. In this 
experiment th~ highest rate of treatment 12 Lbs, per acre gave the 
best yield although weed control was no better thari where 6 pounds was 
applied. eIPC gave best yields when' the application was delayed. 
It is possible that in t.hisexperiment yields would even. be greater 
if the eIPC treatment bad been applied even later ,than. 10 days after 
seeding. . .. 

s- .' I '~. 

t", 
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Table I.	 l;ced control, plant stand and weight of Onions under 
chemical herbicide treatments. 

AVERAGEPElt·PIm 
Active rate 
Per Acre 

WhenApplied 
Days from 

*Weed 
Control 

Stand 
of 

wt. 
lbs. 

Onion 

Chemical lbs .. Seeding (1-10) Plants 

Nothing 9.3 29 .5 
eIre 4 3 4.3 19 1.0 

8	 3 2.9 9 .6"
 12	 3 2.4 3 .2"
 CIFC 4	 5 3,,9 26 1..2' 
n 8	 5 3.0 7 .6 

" 12 5 2.4 3 .2 
CIFC 4 8 4.0 78 2.9 .,
 8 8 3.0 38 2.2 

12 8 3.1 24 1.5"
 CIFC 4 10 .5.1 94 4.3 
If 8 10 3.6 56 2;8 

12 10 3.3 51 2.5"	 ' ", 6.g. KOCN 12 19	 74 1.8 

"	 ' ,18	 19 5.9 80 2.1 
It 24' 19 4.9 71 2.5 

Dactha1893 6 '2 3.0 98 4.1 
9	 2 2.9 121 5.6" 

" 12 2 3.4 121 7.7 
Atratone 1 30 2.~ 23 1.2 
(G32293) 2 30 1.4 2 .2 
Least· Significant Dil'ference (P-.OS) 1.2 2§ 1.8 

It	 n (pa.Ol) 1.6 38 2.4"
 
*~eed Control 1-10: 1 Perfect WeedControl 

10 Full WeedGrowth 
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Weed Control with Randoxl T in Corn and Onions 

R. E. Althaus 2, Robert W. Langlois 3 and L. S. Gleason 2 

Randox T is a combination of CDAA( or chloro-N,N-diallyl acetamide)
,.and tr1.chlorobenzyl ~hloride. This product is an outgrowth of Ran

ldox '~hlch is used for weed control in corn and soybeans. Early
research and developmEmt, work and later fleldexperience demonstrated 
that Randox (CDAA)wss particularly effective against grasses when 
applied as a pre-.emergence treatment. Broadleaf weed control is 
moderately good except. for smart-weed and lambsquarters.' In areas 
of the Midwest where foxtail (Setaria sP.) is the principal weed 
species, Randox is still the preferred-nerbicide, but in areas 
where broadleaves are troublesome~ practical weed control with 
Randox .i~ marginal., ',' 

The Monsanto Agricultural Research Laboratories discovered that
 
it waa possible to combine trichlorobenzyl chloride (TCBC) and
 
R8ndox'(CDAA)and'achleve broad spectrum. weed control which in

cludes such weeds as foxtails, crabgrass, annual blue grass,

sandbur, ragweed" annual, morning glory, smartweed, butterprint,

pigweed, pur-alane, Russ'ian thistle~' Lambaquar-bez-e , mustard and
 
groundl3el (1,2).
 

Randox Twaslhtroduce~ commercfally 1960 'for use on field corn'in 
both-as an emulsifiable,and as a granular formulation. Both formu
lations are equally efrective in .eed kill and crop tolerance and 
canb¢ usedln eIther form a.cpchd.lng"upon the growertspreference. 

" A survey was conducted'QY the Monsanto field sales force to evaluate 
the tield performance W).der·grOwe~ use ~ , ThEfsurvey was conducted 
in a manner suc~ that tbe data were recorded as the opinion of the 
farme;t"'s interviewed. This comp~i8ed interviews, wt.th '162 growers
located in the 11 Midwestern states. The results are presented
in Table I. 

lRegistered trademark of the Monsanto Chemical Company 

2Monsanto Chemical Company, St. Louis, Missouri 

3Assoc. County Agricultural Agent. Orange County, New York 
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Table I 

Results 
Survey 

of Handox T perform;:i"nce' 
1n Eleven States 1960 

RATING 

Excellent Good. Fair Poor 

Grass Control 68 64 18 12 

Broadleaf Weed Control 87 51 16 8 

The excellent rating is considered as near perfect control of all 
weeds, the good classification as a level of weed control in which 
scattere~ weeds were present in the field on band, the fair category 
as a level of weed control where the stand of weeds was reduced but 
where cultivation would be required to achieve complete control and 
the poor rating as when unacceptable weed control was obtained. It 
should be emphasized that some of the poor classification resulted 
from poorly prepared seed beqs or application on light or sandy
soils, for which Randox T is not recommended. The results of this 
survey show a good record for commercial use in spite of the fact 
that environmental factors were not considered ideal for Randox T. 
Records from these same survey forms show that the average time of 
the first rain for all applications 1n all states was 3! days and 
was approximately 1 inch in amount. The range in rainfall was 0.1 
to 5 inches for the first rain. These conditions are considered 
as above normal rainfall for the corn belt. 

Randox T has shown some promise for peas, carrots and onions at 
rates ranging from 4 to 8 qts. per acre. Excellent weed control 
was obtained in Canada (3) with Randox T on celery. Directedsprays
caused slight initial tip burn of the lower leaves of celery but 
the plants recovered rapidly and gave the higbest yields of any or 
the plots.' Preliminary studies in M.innesota on onions demonstrated 
promise both from the standpoint of weed contrOl and crop tolerance. 
Toevaluatethls use more intensively, several experiments were 
initiated in 1960 in Orange County, N~w York. . , . 

Five grower sites were selected on the basi~ of varying muck soil 
types, different'seeding-dates, various lnsecticide:-f'ungicide 
treatments and different onton :varieties'. Replicated plots in a 
randomlzeddesign we~e set up on rowe adjacent.to ditch banks 
where weed density is high. 
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Spray applications were made with a hand sprayer fitted with a boom 
at a volume rate ot 45 gallons peraere. Granular applications were 
made with a small hand duster which provided good uniform distribu
tion. 

standc.ounts were made approximately 4 weeks later and results are 
presented in Table II. 

Table II 

Onion Stands Following 
Pre~emer.genceApplications. of Ran40x T 

Percent stand* 
. Treatments	 20'. row' 
'ormulatIon rate, 

Handox T Randox CDAA equlvalentper acre 

6	 qts. 4.2 94 
If9	 6.3' 91 

12. II 8.4 86 
42 los. 4.2 89 

II 

84 II 8.4 
306Ibs. 6.0 ~ 

63	 6.3 15 

qts. ' '6.0	 88 

*	 average 10 replicates
5 test areas 

, . 
These results combine the average of treatments made trom 1 to 14 
days after application. These averages are depressed somewhat by . 
the. influence ot the treatment made 1 day atter seeding. This can 
be expected since Ftandoxalone causes more tha~' tolerable reductions 
ot stand ,1f app11catlQns'are made immediately fo~10w1ng seeding
particularly it heavy rains should tollow. ,It is for this reason 
that the norma1 practice 1s to make applicattons of Handox just at 
emergence.. Under these conditions the seedling is no longer sus- ' 
ceptlble to CDAAahol,1:J,dant be leached tnto the root zone. There 
was a cons'1stent increased reduction of startd wtth the two higher 
rates of Randox, T in th~ granu.1ar formulation.. No consequerrte L 
interactions between treatments and varieties and soil funglclde
insecticide treatments were apparent.	 . . 
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Weed counts were made 3 weeks after application. Unfortunately 
severe frosts 10 days after the pre-emergence application troze 
out the weed seedlings trom the untreated areas making comparisons 
possible on only 1 ot the 5 farm sites. Even in these plots, weed 
populations were extremely low. These results are shown in Table 
III. 

Table III 

Weed Counts Following Pre-emergence Application* 

LambsquartersSmartweed. Barnyard
graBS 

Randox T 6qts per A 1.5 2.0 o 
II It II9 1.0 1.5 o 
II II It12 .5 1.0 o 

Randox T 42 -Lbs per A .5 .5 o 
granules 63 II II II .5 0.0 o 

84 II .5 .5 o" " 
Randox(gran.) 30 lbs. per A .5 2.0 o 
Randox 6 qts per A 2.5 2.0 o 
untreated control 5.5 8.0 4 

* average count 1.0 sq.tt. 

Second applications were made on-June 7 and Bon threetarm sites. 
Plants at this time were in the 3 to 4 leat stage. Prior to the 
application, all plots were cultivated and hand weeded including
the untreated controls. Application rates wereidenttcal to the 
tirst treatments. The sprays were directed to the base ot the 
plants. Where accidental spray contSct on the leaves was made, 
some burning was noted. Subsequent growth ot these injured plants 
was not impaired and recovery appeared to be complete. 

Weed populations were heavy in the untreated controls and most 
treatments gave very etfective control as is shown in Table IV. 
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Table IV 

Weed. Count& FolloWing Second Application* 

Treatments Purslane Smartweed Barnyard Other , ' Grass Broadleaves 

Randox T 6 qts per A	 5.9 12.0 8.1 1.0 
9	 2~? 12.0 5.7 .5 
12	 4.0 4.5 .4l.~

Randox T 42 Ibs per A	 4. 30.0 6.4 .7 
II	 u II .franules 63	 1.1 8.0 3.3 .3 
II	 II u

35~) 8~ 1.1 4.0 1.8 0.0 
Randox 
gr-anu Lee (?O%)30 Ibs per A 4.9 32.0 6.2 4.1 

u	 II URanddx ' '6	 9.0 58.0 11.2 6.9 
spray··
untreated control	 58.2 87.0 57.8 24.1 

*	 average n~ber of weeds of 3 test sites based on weed counts 
, per 23 sq.tt. 

**	 lambs quarters
pigweed
'Ragweed 

Randox is being used e~t~nsively on,on10ns but has not given ade
quate control of smartweed In,severely infested a~eas. This 113 
due in part to the prQpertles of CI:>AA,but~lSO 1s due t(\ the delayed 
treatment after seed,ing ·which means at, least some, of the smartweed 
has emerged and·is no 10ngerSu8cept1ble to CDAA. Control 1s 
usually ·1n the range of 50, to 6~ .and ,is borne out in the above 
results. :By virtue, of its increased s1ll8rtweed activity in the 
Midwest, it was felt that Randox~would serve asa goodsubsti
tute for growers having a smartweed problem. The results did not 
confirm this for the pre-emergence application for a yet undeter
mined 1"eason. However,smartweed cont1"ol was SUbstantially en
hancedwith the use of Randox T as compared to Randox following 
the second application. Randox T at the intermediate application 
rate ga~e~5, to 90%control while control with Randox controlled 
30 to 60%of' the smartweed. The active CDAAeqUivalent at these 
conoentrations for Randox T and Randox is 6.3 and 6.0 lbs. per 
acre. It can therefore be assumed that the trichlorobenzyl chlo
ride accounted for the increased smartweed aotivity. 
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Third applications were made on July 6 and 7 at comparable rates 
applied for the earlier treatments. The plots were h~nd weeded 
prior'to this application. The tops were in the early stages of 
lodging and therefore uniform coverage with directed sprays was 
not possible. Granular formulations could be applied more ef
fectively with virtually no leaf burn. The plots were split with 
one half receiving the 3 applications and the other half receiving
2 applications. Observations 7 weeks later showed a complete 
cover of weeds on the untreated plots with a predominance of pur
slane. Randdx T at the lowest rate (4.2 Ibs CDAAequivalent per
acre) gave near perfect control of purslane. Little difference" 
in control could be noted between 2 or 3 applications indicating
that the residual activity of the 2nd applications was sufficient 
for purslane control. Randox at 6 Ibs per acre in either the 
granular or emulsifiable form did not give comparable control 
even with three applications. . 

Summary 

Randox T at rates of 6 to 9 qts or equivalent rates in granules
effectively contr~lled all weeds except smartweed applied early
in the season (1st application). Smartweed control following
the 2nd applications is slightly superior to Randox when compared 
on equivalent CDAArates with Randox T. Purslane control was 
markedly superior to Randox. 
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INTERACTIONOF SOIL MOISTURE,SEED TREATMENTANDHRRBICIDES 
ON ONIONSTANDSANDYIELDS ONMUCKSOIL 

M. w. M~adows(l), J. R. orsenigo(2) , and J. D. VanGeluwe(l) 

PROBLEM: The stand of seeded onions on muck soils is often reduced drastically. 
It is speculated'that this stand reduction can be attributed to a number of 
individual factors or combination ~ffects of several. 

Factors that are more usually suspect are herbicide, soil moisture, and 
insecticide-fungicide see4 treatments. 

Such variables as planting depth, soil and'air temperature, oni~n variety, 
etc. may be important but were not included in this study. 

MATERIALSANDMETHODS: A factorial experiment was laid out at the Everglades 
Experiment Station. Belle Glade, Fla., to check out the follmving variables. 

. 
Soil Moisture (3 levels) - During period of 

, 

qnion germination. Supplemental 
irrigation was used to supply 0, 1 and 2 inches of additional water. 

Herbicide - Pre-emergence applications of 11 herbicidal treatments were made 
plus 2 untreated checks. The results of 3 granular CIPC + Randox formulations 
were combined as were the check treatments. 

Seed Treatment - A 5% Ethion-5% Thiram granular was drilled in the row in --
intimate contact with the onion seed. Rates of application were 0, 40 and 
80 Ibs. of the granular material per acre based on a 15 inch row spacing. 
The recommended rate of thi~ granula~ formulation is 30 Ibs. per acre at the 
same row spacing. . 

Plots - Individual plots were 40' long x 6' wide consisting of 4 rows of onions 
spaced 18 inches apart. Two rows received no seed treatment and the remaining 
rows received the 40 and 80 lb. granular insecticide-fungicide treatment. An 
individual herbicide treatment was applied over this 40' x 6' plot. 

Irrigation treatments were confined to blocks with one block each devoted to 
a particular water level. 

Each seed treatment x herbicide plot within an irrigation block was replicated· 
4 times. 

All planting) spraying and granular application work was done with tractor
mounted equipment. 

The following data are pertinent to this work: 
Onion variety - Early Yellow Globe 
Planting dates - February 4 - 5, 1960 
Herbicides applied February 6, 1960. Sprays in 45 gallons of water per acre 
and granulars with a Noble applicator. 

(1) G.L.F., Soil Building Division, Ithaca. N. Y. 
(2) E'lerglades Experiment Station, Belle Glade. Fla. 
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~ata - Onion stand counts, weed and grass c~untsl and gr~wth rating - 3/21/60.
 
Total fresh weight of onions; total marketable fresh weight of onions; number
 
marketable green onions; and total number green onions - 5/18-23/60.
 
Culture to harvest - Post-emergence weed control - 10 lb. KoeN - applied 4/5/60.
 
Hand weeding - 4/11-18/60. 12 lbs./A active CIPC in granular form was applied
 
4/21.
 
Soil moisture - At the time that planting was completed the soil was near the
 
saturation point.
 

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION: Main effects. These results are given in table 1.
 

Due to the confounding of irrigation treatments, no L.S.D. was calculated for
 
this factor.
 

Table 1 - Onions - Belle Glade, Florida. Planted 2/4-5/60. 
Stand, Yield and Growth t~asurements of Onions. 
Data for Stand and Growth Taken 3/21/60. 
Remaining Data on 5/18-23/60. 

Marketable Total 
Fresh Number Fresh Stand 

Material & Rate 
Lbs. Wt.-Lbs./ 

5' of Row 
Marketable/, 1;\I't. -Lb s . / 

5' of Row 
G::owth(l)
Vl.sual 

Count/ 
51 of Row 

Granular Seed Treatment - 5% Ethion 0 3.07 55.4 3.60 7.99 89.3 
5% Thiram 40 2.37 45.4 3.67 7.38 88.5 

80 2.25 42.1 2.77 6.70 79.2 

Herbicide Treatments 
Liq. CIPC 6 1.85 39.9 2.42 7.50 86.0 
II 12 2.40 48.1 2.90 7.44 87.1 
Liq. Randox 6 2.96 51.7 3.47 7.31 83.0 
II 12 2.92 48.3 3.37 7.03 76.2 
Randox+CIPC 
Liq. 6+6 2.71 47.7 3.17 6.97 78.1 
Randox T 
Liq. 6 2.74 45.9 3.30 7.22 82.7;6Randox T Grah 2,75 49.7 3.40 7.44 93.7 
Randbx Gtan· 6 2.94 53.0 3.45 7.39 83.7 

(2) Randox+CIPC Gran 6+6 2.68 50.1 3.22 7.39 88.5 
(3) Checks	 2.02 42.3 2.57 7.58 88.8 

Irrigation 
No Irrigation 1.90 44.3 2.57 8.07 93.3 
lInch 3.02 53.9 3.50 7 . .77 88.2 
2 Inch 2.78 44.6 3.20 6.23 75.5 

LSD Seed Treatment o.166~"'* 3.431** 0.697)"'* 0.95** 7.335* 
LSD Herbicides 0.399''(* 2.987.** 0.398** 0.306)\'* 5.184*'\, 

(1) Growth rating - 1 = no crop; 10 = no damage. 
(2) Average of 3 formulations. 
(3)	 Average of 2. 
*Significant at 5% level. ** Significant at the 1% level 



DISCUSSION:
 
Seed Treatment - There is some indication that the 40 and 80 lb. levels of
 
seed treatment had a detrimental effect on both number and weight of market
able onions as compared to the untreated check. The 80 lb. rate gave signi

ficantly lower values than thc 40 lb. rate for all measurements except marketabl~
 

fresh weight. These results may indicate that disease and insect damage were
 
of minimum importance in this trial.
 

Herbicides - Of particular note among the herbicide treatments is the reduction
 
in stand count where the excessive rate of 12 lbs. per acre of Randox liquid
 
was used. The remaining plants were able to compensate in yield of both total,
 
and marketable fresh weight.
 

Liquid CIPC fell down in the yield factors but this can be attributed to
 
competition by a heavy grass population not controlled by.CIPC as noted in
 
table 3. The hand weeding operation on 4/11-18 was particularly rough on 
these treatments. 

A tank mix of 6 lbs. CIPC and 6 lbs. Randox liquid spray resulted in stand 
reductions but here again the remaining population was able to make up the 
yield differences. Comparing a similar mixture in the granular form there was 
no significant effect on stand count or yield. 

Randox T granular at 6 lbs.·per acre gave significantly higher stand counts 
than any of the other treatments. 

The differences noted here could possibly be of greater significance under 
conditions of low seeding rates. About 6 - 7 lbs. of onion seed were planted 
per acre in these tests as compared to the usual seeding rate of about 4 lbs. 
per acre. 

Herbicide treatments that tend to reduce stand c~unt could result in reduced 
yields under low seeding rate conditions. 

Irrigation - Due to incomplete randomization of irrigation it would be rather 
risky to draw any conclusions. It seems pertinent to point out, however, that 
supplemental irrigation had an adverse effect on onion stands. This thinning 
out of'stand could very possibly have accounted for increased yield of market
able oni6n8 especially at the linch irrtgation level. 

Second and Third Order Interactions - In practically all instances for all 
~urements of yield there were significant interactions between irrigation 
x herbicide and "irrigation x seed treatm~nt but in no case was there a signi
ficantinteractionbetween herbicide and seed treatment. 

In most instances yield benefitted by those factors which reduced stand counts 
with the exception that those onions which receiv~d no seed treatment prac
tically always outperformed thcsewhich were treated. 



The data in table 2 gives the significant third order intcractirn between 
the factors studied. 

Table 2 - Onion Stand Counts - Belle Glade, Florida. Planted 2/4 M5/60. 

Counts taken 3/21/60. Plants per 5 ft. of row. 

Amount of Irrigation 
0" 1" 

Chemical & Seed Treatment Seed Treatment Seed Treatment 
Lbs. Activt.:./A o 40 80 o 40 80 o 40 80 
CIPC Liq. 6 102.5 101.0 71.7 80.2 85.7 92.0 75:2 87.0 78.""2 
CIPC Liq. 12 90.2 107.2 86.2 86.7 85.5 88.2 80.5 82.5 76.5 
Randox Liq. 6 94.5 100.2 84.5 86.2 88.0 85.7 71.0 75.5 61.5 
Randox Liq. 12 92.5 94.2 76.2 93.0 88.0 71. 7 67.7 57.7 44.2 
Randox Liq • .;

CIPC Liq. 6+6 98.5 89.5 81.0 89.0 84.2 70.0 72.7 67.5 50.5
 
Randox T Liq. 6 103.0 95.7
 85.0 83.7 78.5 88.7 79. 7 70.7 59.5 
Randox T Gran 6 106.2 107.2 87.7 89.5 94.7 95.0 97.0 80.2 85.2
 
Randox Gran
 6 96.5 102.2 76.2 96.0 96.2 80.0 86.0 61.0 58.5
Randox +
 
CIPC Gran (1)6+6 100.6 100.6 91.6 92.3 81.7
82.4 89.1 82.2 76.2
Check (2) 97.7 101.3 79.4 94.1 87.2 90.1 79.2 85.2 85.0 

LSD 5% level = 15.62 

(1) Average of 3 formulations. 
(2) Average of 2. 

DISCUSSION: 

Randox liquid, Randox + CIPC liquid, Randox T liquid, and Randox granular reduced 
stand counts very markedly at the 2 inch irrigation level and 80 lb. seed treat
ment rate. 

I~ i~ interesting to note the reduction of onion stand count with Randox T 
liquld whereas Randox T granular did not reduce stand count. The Randox materials 
at the higher irrigation level in general reduced onion stand counts when used 
in conjunction with seed treatmcnts .•• the herbicide effect being less where no
seed treatment was used. 

WEEDCONTROL:
 
Under the conditions of this experiment beginning with a soil that was well
 
suppliea'with water, irrigati~n had no significant effect on weed control, nor
 
did the seed treatment. Table 3 gives these results.
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Table 3- Weed Control in Onions - Belle Glade, Florida. Planted 2/4-5/60. 
Observations 3/21/60. 

Weeds <itGrass per 2 Sq. Ft. 
Lbs , Active Broadleaf 

Chemical Chemical/A Weeds Grass 
CIPC. Liquid 6 7.7 107.8 
CIPC Liquid 12 6.1 89.2 
Randox Liquid 6 4.2 67.7 
R"tndox Liquid 12 3.2 41.2 
CIPC + Randox Liquid 6+6 2.6 59.0 
Randox T Liquid 6 2.8 79.9 
Randox T Granular 6 3.7 96.4 
Randox Granular 6 4.4 65.1 
Randox + CIPC Granular (1) 6+6 3.6 81.1 
Check (2) 7.2 95.7 

LSD 2.14** 

(1) Average of 3 formulations. 
(2) Average of 2. 
* Significant at the 5% level. 
** Significant at the 1% level. 

DISCUSSION: Weeds and grasses present were crabgrass (sanguinalis), goosegrass, 
spiny amaranth and purslane. 

The brcadleaf weed problem here was not too severe. There ar~ indications that 
the liquids were superior to granulars in controlling those weeds that were 
present. 

In the control of grasses, liquid formulations containing Randox were superior 
to CIPC. 

Granular Randox was fully as effective as th~ liquid Randox at the 6 lb. rate 
for each. The mixing of Randox granular with CIPC granular appears to have 
decreased the effectiveness of the Randox. 

Randox T granular and liquid CIPC were ineffective in reducing grass counts. 
Hith Randox T granular there was sufficient suppression nf grass growth to 
give t~p yields as noted in table 1. 

SUMMARY:
 
In a factorial experiment on seeded muck grown onions, 3 rates of seed treatment,
 
3 levels of irrigation and 13 herbicidal treatments were studied. Of primary
 
concern was the effect of these treatments on onion stands and yield.
 

nata recorded was onion stand counts, total fresh weight, total marketable fresh
 
weight, number marketable onions, onion growth rate, broadleaf weed counts and
 
grass weed counts.
 



The following effects were noted. 

1.	 Seed Treatments - 0, 40 and 80 lbs. of 5% Thiram-5% Ethion granular per 
acre based on 15 inch rows. Applied with the seed in the drill. 

a.	 The 40 and 80 lb. seed treatment rates reduced the numbers and total 
weight of marketable fresh onions. The 80 lb. rate had an adverse 
effect on all measurements when compared to the untreated check. 
It is probable that diseases or insects were of no significant im
portance in this trial. 

2.	 Herbicides - 13 treatments including 2 untreated checks applied pre
emergence. 

a.	 Of particular interest is the onion stand reduction resulting from 
the use of 12 lbs. liquid Randox per acre. Due to a heavy seeding 
rate the remaining plants were sufficient to produce top yields. 

b.	 CIPC did not affect onion stand counts but produced low onion 
yields. This may be attributed to the competition of a heavy 
crabgrass and goosegrass population that CIPC did not control. 

c.	 Comparisons of liquid and granular mixtures of CIPC and Randox 
indicate that the liquid mixture reduced onion stand count 
whereas the granular mixture did not. 

3.	 Irrigation - 0, 1 and 2 inches additional water applied 2 days after 
herbicide application. 

Since irrigation levels were not randomized, no valid conclusions could be 
drawn. The following effects are worthy of note, however. 

a.	 The land 2 inch levels of irrigation reducHd onion stands. 
This stand reduction resulted in increased marketable yields at 
the 1 and 2 inch level --- probably due to the elimination of 
competition between onion plants. 

4.	 Interaction of Seed Treatment, Herbicides and Irrigation on Onion Stand 
and Yield. 

a.	 For these measurements there were in most instances interactions 
for irrigation x herbicide and irrigation x seed treatment. In 
no instance was there a significant interaction for herbicide 
x seed treatment. 

b.	 In general yields were increased by those factors that reduced 
onion stand count. An exception would be the no seed treatment 
plots which practically always outperformed the treated areas, 
in stand count and yields. 

c.	 Interactions of irrigation x seed treatment x herbicide showed a 
marked reduction in onion stand at the 2 inch irrigation level 
where Randox :iquid, Randox granular, Randox + CIPC granular and 
Randox T liquid were used. This effect was noted at all levels 
nf irrigation where 12 lbs. of Randox liquid or 6 Ibs. of granular 
Randox was used in conjunction with the 80 lb. seed treatment rate. 

d.	 Randox T granular at 6 lbs. ha9 little effect on stand count for 
the factors studied. 
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5.	 Weed Control - Predominantly a grass problem. Und~r the conditions of this 

experiment neither irrigation nor seed treatment had any significant 
effect. 

a.	 Broadleat weed control. Liquid formulations in general gave better 
weed control than granular formulations. 

b.	 Grass control. Liquid formulations containing Randox were 
superior to liquid CIPC. 
Liquid and cranular Randox were equally effective in reducing 
grass counts. 
Mixtures of granular Randox and granular CIPC resulted in reduced 
grass control. 
Randox T granular and liquid at 6 lbs. were not too effective in 
reducing grass counts. Onion yi'?lds indicate, however, that there 
was enough aupp r e.aet on of grass gr~th tf\ obt a fn ,good onion yields. 



PRE-fREATINGSOILS, APOSSIBLE.TECfiNIQU1Fon \In:],]-INGVEGl,TABLES, 

R. D. Sweet and Joseph Cialone 
Department of Vegetable Crops, Cornell University, rthac~, d.Y. 

A selective herbicide tha.t will kill a wide range of weed species with
out danger to the crop, and one whose performance is not unduly influenced by 
either soil or environment, is the goal of many llorkers. Obviously, there are 
very few such chemicals available at present for weeding' vegetable crops. 
Thus, there is a need for additional techniques by which weeding can be accom
plished safely without resorting to costly hand labor. 

The purpose of this report is to present a few limited research r€sults 
regarding the feasibility of pre-planting chemicals treatments for several 
vegetable crops. 

Experimental 

In a series of preliminary tests on sandy loam soil, certain individual 
plots from earlier treatments were utilized by replanting the initial crop. 
The plots chosen had given excellent weed kill but had seriously damaged or 
killed the first planting. The soil was raked by 'hand just prior to the second 
planting. A summary of these preliminary test results is presented in Table 1
From these observations, it was clear that several chemicals having high initial 
weed killing ability, but which injured crops, might possibly be rendered non
toxic in a sufficiently short period of time to warrant their use as pre
planting treatments. 

As a partial follow-up of these results, greenhouse tests are being con
ducted with 7442and 8043to determine if possible the specific length of time 
they remain toxic. Rates of 4 and 6, and 2 and 4 pounds for 7442and 8043 
respectively were sprayed on flats filled 2" deep with greenhouse potting soil. 
One series was planted immediately to timothy and broccoli. A duplicate series 
was planted at weekly intervals for four successive weeks. Hercules 8043lost 
its toXic action in approximately three weeks. However, 7442still showed 
toXicity in the fifth planting. 

A field test was conducted in which plantings of several vegetables werE: 
made at time of treating and at one and two weeks later. The individual plots 
were 6' x 15' and each contained spinach, cabbage, lettuce, carrot sand 
tomatoes. A separate series was used for each planting date. There were two 
replications. Crop response and control of weeds were rated approXimately six 
weeks after the first planting. In ("eneral, weed control was excellent for 
all materials. However, galinsoga was prevalent and this pest was not con
trolled by either EPTC or St. 2061. The plots were not re-worked between the 
initial treatment and the subsequent plantings. 

Paper No. 452 of the Department of Vegetable Crops, Cornell University. 
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Table 1. Results from re-p1anting plots which had given excellent initial 
weed kill and severe initial crop damage. 

dhemical Lbs. Replanted Crop Ref!Pons41 

Broccoli Cabbage Lettuee Spinach 

1. Dacthal 6 se1. se1. 8.5 8.0 
2. 1\ 8 se1. se1. ' 8.5 8.0 

3. Hercules 7175 2 1.0 1.0 1.0 6.0 
4. 1\ n 3 1.0 1.0 1.0 4.0 
5. " 7442 4 7.5 7.5 8.0 7.0 

It n6. 6 4.5 4.5 7.0 8.0 
7. 1\ 8043 2 9.0 9.0 8.0 7.0 

II II8. 3 9.0 9.0 8.5 8.0 

9. Niagara 5996 1 1.0 1.0'n10. n 2 1.0 1.0 

11. Amiben 4 gran. 9.0 9.0 

,11Soil raked and crops replanted 33 days after initial treatment and. 
planting.
 

Se1... selective on these crops initially
 
9- perfect growth; 7 • acceptable; 5 - stunting; 1 kill.
:l:Il 

Data on crop responses are presented in Table 2. It .can be seen that with
 
the two Stauffer materials delayed planting had a marked influence on crop
 
response. Pract,ica11y all toxicity from the two pound. rates of EFTCand 2061
 
was eliminated atter two weeks. The higher rates still showed some toxicity.
 
Soil moisture during the trEatment and planting period averaged higher than
 
normal because rainfall was substantial following a heavy early irrigation.
 
This might have increased the rapidity of breakdown or degree of leaching.
 
However, the Niagara and Hercules compounds retained much of their initial
 
high levels of tonci ty even after two weeks.
 

A third test was conducted on the same sandy loam soil. Only two eompounds 
were included, EPTCand St. 2061. ' Two rates of each were worked into the soil 
either by raking' or by'disking. Six plantings of beets and 'spinach were made 
at approximately three day intervals .following treating. 'Ratings of crop re
sponses were made approJdmate1y Beven weeks following treating. Results from 
this test were difficult to interpr.etbecause gali.nsoga was present in vatying 
amounts throughout the experimental area. Neither EFTCnor St. 2061 gave 
control, thus later crop plantings were at a serious competitive disadvantage. 
This resulted in stunted plants. ' However, .based on initial stands, it appMTi;).O 
that the previously mentioned general trend of reduced toxicity with EFTCand 
2061 after ten to fourteen days also held in this test. 
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Table	 2. The influence of delayed planting on crop response to several 
chemicals 

Weeks Crop ResponseY' 
Chemical Lbs. Elapsed Spinach Cabtge Lettuce Carrots Tomatoes 

1. EPTC 2 (gran.)	 0 1.0 2.0 1.5 3.5 2.0 
1 1.0 2.0 1 ..0 3.5 
2 1.0 9.0 8.5 9.0 7.5'.' 

2.	 EPTC 4'(gran) 0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.5 1.0 
1 1.0' 1.5 1.5 '·3.0 ' 3.0 

, : I 2 ,;5' 7., 6.0 7.0 4.5 

3.	 Stauffer 2 (gran) 0 '7.0 1.0 1., 4.5 8.0 
2061 1 7.0 1.0 2.2 4.0 8.5 

2 7.5 8.0 8.0 9.0 9.0 

4. Stauffer 4 (gran)	 0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2., 1.0I.,2061	 1 5.5 1.0 3.5 8.0 
2 5S 5., 3.5 7.0 8.0 

,. Niagara 2 0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
5996 1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0- 6.	 Niagara 4 0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
,996 1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

7.	 Hercules 1 0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1., 1.0 
7175 1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

2 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

8. Check*	 7.0 8.0 7.0 7.0 7., 

1/ Crop response of 9 = perfect growth; 7 • acceptable; , = stunting; 1 a kill. 
* Check plot crops were somewhat stunted due to weed competition. 

All chemical treatment s gave good to excellent weed control 
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Discussion and Summar,y -" 
The need for ad(litional techniques of obtaining wef:d control in veget alil.es 

·without resorting to costly hand labor will continue to be great until con
sistently safe and effective selective herbicides are available. The authors 

"suggest that one possibility might be pre-treating with chemicals that have a 
high initial toxicity and a short residual period. 

Some of the chemicals tested such as EPTCand St. 2061, also Hercules 
8043 and 7442, may possibly prove to be satisfactory ... However, many additional 
compounds need to be tested in this manner. Also, there needs to be consider
able work on the influence of soils and ·envirornnent on breakdown of the chemical. 
A very practical question as yet unanswered is the extent to which the soil 
can be re-worked between initial treating and planting. 

It is hoped that other workers will assist in investigating thiS possible 
technique • 

., ,.. _' i ," :; 
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Progress Report on Weed Control in Beets, 

Carrots, Snap Beans and Sweet Corn 

W. J. Saidak l 

Chemical weed control trials in certain vegetable crops \Jere conducted at 
Ottclwa in 1959 and 1960. These trials were designed to compare promising new 
materials with the herbicides currently recommended by the Eastern Section of the 
Canadian National ~eed Committee. Particular attention was paid to the effect of 
treatments on yield, the duration of the weed control period and the reliability 
from year to year. 

The experimental design used for each trial was a randomized complete 
block with 4 replications. Minimumplot size for beets, carrots and snap beans was 
3 rows each 25 ft long, while minimumplot size for sweet corn was 2 rows each 25 
ft long. All crops were planted in rows 3 ft apart. Cultivation during the growing 
season was limited to the center 2 ft between rows. The sandy loam soil used was 
dragged and rolled before planting. 

All liquid chemicals were applied using a C02 powered plot sprayer at a 
pressure of 25 psi and in a water volume of 48 gpa. Granular herbicides were 
diluted with white silica sand and distributed by hand. 

The predominant weeds in the area used for the trials were: commonlambs
..L.) retroflexYflquarters (Chenopodium aJ.,bum I redroot pigweed (AmarSlontbut.;1 L.) I barn

yard grass (Echinochloa crYSfalli (L.) Beauv.), commonpurslane (portulaca olerac§§
L.), Pennsylvania smartweed ~n£m ~ensYlvanicum L.), witchgrass (Panicum 
capillar~ L.), field bindweed (~nYolvulY§ arven~ L.) and shepherdspurse (Qapsella 
bursa-pa~toris (L.) Medic.) 

Beets Detroit Dark Red beets were planted on May 16, 1960. Treatments which 
were incorporated pre-planting were applied immediately prior to seeding; the 
pre-emergence treatments were applied immediately after seeding. The predominant 
weeds in the control plots were commonlambsquarters and redroot pigweed as well as 
some barnyard grass, commonpurslane and Pennsylvania smartweed. The marketable 
yield of beets and fresh weight of weeds obtained from the denter 20 ft of the 
middle row in each plot are presented in Table 1. These data were recorded on July 
19 and 20. 

IPlant Research Institute, Ottawa. 

-
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Tab1~ 1.	 ~ean marketable yield of beets (lb/20 ft of row) and mean frGsh weight of 
weeds (lb/20 ft of row) following treatment with diiferent herbicides. 

Rato 
Herbicide (lb/A) Beet Yield Herbicide 

-----------_._---------------------
Control H914 
CDEC 
R.2061 
R.2060 
R.2060 
R.20b1 
CDEC 
Endothal 
Endotha1 
Endotha1 
Endotha1 
Endothal + TCA 
Control BC 5 
TD-62 

2
15.1 1 

8 13.9 
6 (i) :3 10.1 
6 (1) 9.9 
4 (i) 8.1 
4 (d ) 7.8 
5 6.0 
12 3.7 
8 (1) 2.8 
8 2.4 
12(1) 2.2 
8 + 8 1.3 

O.? 
8 0.6 

Control HIT 
R.2061 
R.2061 
CDEC 
CDEC 
R.2060 
R.2060 
Fndotha1 
Endotha1 
Endotha1 
Endothal 
TD-62 
Endotha1 + 
Control BC 

TCA
 

Rate 
(Ib/A) 

6 (L) 
4 (1) 
8 
5 
4 (L) 
6 (1) 
8 (1) 
8 
12 
12(1) 
8 
8 + 8 

~oed o:;;t 

1.1 
5.3 
5.4 
8.0 

12.5 
12.8 
13.8 
15.4 
16.1 
16.8 
18.9 
19.1 
25.5 

TIjth the exception of CDECat 8 Ib/A, all treatments resulted in market
able beet yields significantly lower than the hand weeded control. Some stunting 
of beet seedling growth was observed, but this did not influence final yields 
obtained. Previous trials at Ottawa have indicated that CDECprovides questionable 
commercial weed control. Nevertheless, of the herbicides evaluated to date, CDre 
has provided the most effective control of annual broadleaved weeds. 

2Treatments that 
using Duncanls 

are 
test. 

grouped by vertical lines are not significantly different, 

3{i) Chemicals 
pre-emergence. 

incorporated with a rototiller prior to planting, other chemicals 

4HW- hand weeded 

SBC- band cultivated 
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fndothal as a pre-planting incorporated treatment provided very 
cisappointing weed control, in contrast to the excellent results obtained with this 
application method in 1958. This herbicide applied pre-emergence has always been 
ineffective at ottawa. The addition of TCAto the pre-emergence application of 
endothal provided excellent control of annual grasses, this was presumably due to 
the effect of TCA. 

The EPI'Canalogues R.2060 and R.2061 were less harmful to beets than EPl'e, 
but R.2060 was not a satisfactory herbicide at the rates used, while R.2061 injured 
the beets. 

Carrots Red Cored Chantenay carrots were planted on May 12, 1960. Chemicals 
were applied immediately after planting or post-emergence on June 2, when the 
carrots were in the first true leaf stage and the weeds were 2 to 3 in high. The 
weeds presented in the control plots were commonlambsquarters, barnyard grass, 
commonpurslane, redroot pigweed, and shepherdspurse. Table 2 contains the market
able yield of carrots and fresh weight of weeds which were obtained from 25 ft of 
the middle row in each plot on August 11 and 12. 

Table 2.	 Mean mar~etable yi~ld Qt carrots (lb/25 ft of row) and mean fresh weight 
of weeds (lb/25 ft of row) following treatment with different herbicides. 

Rate Rate
 
Herbicide (lb/A) Carrot Yield Herbicide (lb!A) ileed 1?t
 

Amiben (L)6 4 28.6 
Amiben (G) 4 25.0 
Solan 4 (ii)7 22.9 
Dieryl (L) :3 (ii) 20.0 
CIPC 6 19.6 
Solan 3 (ii) 18.9 
Dicryl (L) 4 (u) 18.1 
Varsol 80 gpa (ii) 17.4 
Daethtil 8 14.5 
CIPC 4 13.8 
Zytron (G) 15 12.6 
Dicryl (G) 4 
Prometone 4 
,Control BC 

,", 

___ iii 

Amiben (L) 4 2.0 
Amiben (G) 4 2.4 
Prometone 4 3.8 
Dicryl 
Dicryl 

(L) 
(L) 

3 (ii) 
4 (ii) 

6.5 
6.6 

Solan 
Varsol 

4 (ii) 
80 gpa (ii) 

10.2 
11.5 

CIPC 6 12~3 
Zytron (G) 15 14.4 
Dacthal 8 15.8 
Solan 3 (ii) 17.8 
CIPC 4 23.3 
Licryl (G) 4 32.8 
Control BC 41.8 

R(L) liquid formulation, (G) granular formulation.
 

7(ii) che~ical applied post-emergence, other treatments applied pre-emergence.
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Carrot yields are not presented in Table 2 for the band cultivated 
control and granular dicryl treatments, because weed competition in these plots was 
sufficiently intense to prevent the development of any marketable carrots. Prometone, 
completely inhibited carrot seed germination. 

The most promising treatment in this trial was liquid or granular amiben 
which resulted in carrot yields significantly higher than the currently recommended 
varsol treatment. Amiben performance in the 1959 carrot trial was rather mediocre. 
Meteorological data for both years indicates that rainfall after application may be 
the reason for the variable performance. In 1959, no precipitation occurred until 
7 days after amiben application when 0.3 in were recorded, while in 1960 0.71n were 
recorded shortly after application and 0.8 in were recorded in the following week. 
Another possible explanation could be that in 1959 amiben application was made 5 . 
days after planting, while in 1960 it was applied immediately .fter planting. 

For the past 2 years, CIPC at rates of 6 to 8 Ib/A has given effective 
weed control during the early part of the season. The main disadvantage of this 
chemical appeared to be its short residual weed control period. 

Dicryl and solan were promising selective herbicides for carrots in 
this trial. Dicryl was a more effective weed killer at the rates used than was 
solan. Barnyard grass was the predominant weed not controlled by these herbicides. 

§nap Bean~ Pre-planting incorporated herbicide treatments were applied on May27, 
1960. The following day, Tendergreen snap beans were"planted in the experimental 
area. Pre-emergence treatments were applied immediately aft·er planting, and post
emergence treatments were applied on June 4 when the beans were mainly in the 2 leaf 
stage. The post-emergence treatments were scheduled fpr application shortly after 
bean emergence but unsuitable weather conditions for spraying necessitated the delay. 
The weed population consisted mainly of commonlambsquarters, redroot pigweed, 
commonpurslane, field bindweed, field horsetail and barnyard grass. The fresh weed 
weight and marketable bean yield data presented in Tab~e 3 were obtained from 25 ft 
of the middle row in each plot. The weed weight data were obtained at the time. of 
the final bean harvest on August 2. 

EPTCand R.2061 pre-planting incorporated and liquid or granular amiben 
pre-emergence were the outstanding treatments evaluated in this experiment. Amiben 
was a much more effective herbicide in 1960 than in 1959. 

DNBP6 lb/A liquid or granular and CIPC 6 Ib/A pre-emergence treatments 
produced excellent early season weed control. However, inacequate weed control was 
observed during the harvesting period which has been a constant shortcoming of these 
treatments. 

Considerable bean stunting was observed after the post-emergence 
application of DI~P and DNBPcombined with CDECor CDAA. These treatments applied at 
emergence in 1959 gave excellent weed control. This suggests that application timtpe 
may be one of the critical f~ctors preventing the general use of this treatment. 

The Niagara 5996 chemical appeared to lack sufficient selectivity at a 
rate which would give adequate weed kill. 
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Table 3. Mean markebab l.e 
9£ ueeds (lb/25 

yhld of snap beans 
it of row) follov.ing 

(lb/25 ft 
treatment 

of row) and mean fresh welFl.t 
TIith different herbicides. 

-----
Rate Pate 

Herbicide (lb!A) Bean Yield Herbicide (lb/A) 

-------------------------_ .._-----_ .._------
F,.2061 4 (i) 15.3 Control H'N 
Control n 
EFTC 
Amiben (L) 
CIPC 
N.5996 
Amiben (G) 
rNBP (L) 
DNBP(L) 
DNBP(G) 
DNBP+ CDAA 
DNBP+ CD:'C 
N.5996 
Control BC 

4 (i) 
4 
6 
2 
4 
3 (ii) 
6 
6 

3 + 3 (li ) 
3 + 3 (ii) 

4 

14.7 
14.4 
14.4 
14.3 
13.3 
12.9 
12.5 
11.9 
11.9 
10.5 
9.9 
9.1 
8.2 

N.5996 
Amiben (L) 
EPTC 
Amiben (G) 
R.2061 
DNBP+ CDre 
DNBP(L) 
DNBP+ CDAA 
CIPC 
DNBP(L) 
N.5996 
DNBP(G) 
Control Be 

4 O~S 

4 0.8 
4 (i) 0.9 
4 1.4 
4 (i) 1.6 

:3 + 3 (ii) 2.1 
3 (ii) 2.2 

3 + 3 (ii) 3.7 
6 4.1 
6 4.6 
2 5.5 
6 6.5 

16.4 

Sweet CotA Seneca Arrow sweet corn was planted on May 27, 1960. Herbicides were 
applied pre-emerbence shortly after planting and post-emergence on June 7 when the 
corn was in the 2 to 3 leaf stdge. P~infall totalled 1.7 inches in the we€k 
following the application of the pre-emergence herbicides. The weed population was 
comprised mainly of redroot pigweed, commonpurslane and commonlambsquarters with a 
small population of barnyard grass, witchgrass and field bindweed. The corn received 
a single irrigation on July 28 when, 1 in of water was applied. Yield data and weed 
fresh weight data presented in Table 4 are based on 2 rows each 25 ft long. fhe weed 
weight data were obtained shortly after the final corn harvest on August 24. 

For the past 2 growing seasons non-significant yield differences have been 
obtained between the simazine pre-emergence, atrazine, pre or post-emergence, 2, 4-D 
post-emergence, and DNBP pre or post-emergence treatments. In both years excellent 
growing conditions for sweet corn were prevalent and supplemental irrigation was 
applied when required. In addition, a small annual grass population has prevented 
the detection of any diff~rences in annual grass control between 2, 4-D and simazine 
or atrazine. P.a1nfall has been ~ore than adequate after pre-emergence applications 
of simazine and atrazine minimizing any possible differences in weed control 
ffectiveness between these compounds; 

The 1960 trial indicated that there was no significant difference in weed 
cOlltrul between granular or wettable powder formalations of simazine or atrazine at 
the 2 Ih!A rate. 



'I'aoLe 4.'IGan marketdbl(: yield OJ.' sweet corn (lb/50 ft of r ow) and mean fresh 
weight of weeds (lb/50 ft of row) follotJing treatment ,'lith ddf'f'er'ent. 
herbicides. 

Although CD~C was the most effective herbicide evaluated for annual broad 
le~ved weed control in beets, it provided questionable commercial weed control. 
Excellent annual grass control was obtained using TeA pre-emergence. At present, 
these chGmicals are the only recommended selective herbicides for use in beets in 
"ast ern Canada. A more effective annual broadleaved weed herbicide than CDPCis 
still r equf red for this crop. 

Liquid or granular amiben was the outstanding herbicide evaluated in the 
1960 carrot trial. Further studies are required with amiben in order to determine 
the factor or factors responsible for its variable performance. CIPC is worthy of 
consideration as an alternative recommendation to the current varsol rocommendation. 
Dieryl and possibly solan should be included in the 1961 carrot herbicide trial. 

Pre-planting incorporated EPI'G and E.206l and pre-emercence amiben provided 
excellent ~eed control in snap beans for the entire growing season, but require 
further evaluation. The present CIPC or DNBPpre-emergence and DNBPat emergence 
recommendations provide inadequate residual weed control, do not control annual 
grasses and are not reliable. The DNBPat emergence treatment may reduce yields if 
application is delayed. 

Comparison of simazine, atrazine, 2,4~» and DNBPin irrigated sweet corn 
~ith a small population of annual grasses resulted in non-significant yield 
differences for the past t\1O groYJing seasons. Pre or post-emergence atrazine and 
post-emergence DNBPshould receive consideration as recommendations in swnet 00rn, 
to supplement the prosent 2,4-D, simazine and DNBPrecommen~ations. 

-' 
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Chemical Weed Control in Carrots 

Charles J. No11l 

In 1959 several herbicides treatments looked pro.m.is<ing<for the 
weeding of carrots in addition to the ~recommended chemical Stoddard 
Solvent.. The experiment reported in this paper is a contl:nttation of 
last years work. 

Procedure 

The variety Chantenay Red Cored was seeded May 2, 1960.. The 
pre-emergence treatments were applied 2 or 5 days after seeding and 
the post-emergence treatments were applied 32 days after "s~eding at 
the time tho carrots had their first true Leave s , Individual plots 
were 28 feet long and 2 feet wide. Treatments were randomized in each 
of 8 blocks .. 

The chemicals were applied with a small sprayer over the row for 
a width of 12 inches. Cultivation controlled the weeds between the 
rows.. The growing season was cooler than average and rainfall below 
normal. An estimate of.weed control was made June 30 on a basis of 1 
to 10, 1 being most desirable and 10 being least desirable. Carrot 
harvest was completed October 19. 

Results 

The results arc presented in Table 1. All chemicals gave highly 
significant increases in weed control as compared to the untreated 
check, Two chemicals, Solan and !<arsi1 at all rates gave highly 
significant increases in weed control as compared to the Stoddard 
Solvent treuted plot. 

Three chemicals, Stoddard Solvent, Dicryl and CIFe, significantly 
reduced the stand of carrots as compared to the untreated check plots .. 
No treatment significantly increased the stand of plants as compared 
to the untreated check plot .. 

1 Associate Professor of Olericulturo, Department of Horticulture, 
College of Agriculture and Experiment Station, Pennsylvania State 
University, University Park, Pennsylvania • 

..........
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Yields from the Stoddard Solvent plots were more than twice that 
of the untreated plot. Other treatments giving similar yield were 
Dicryl at 4 lbs. per acre, Dacthal at6 and 9 100. per acre and Zytron 
at 10 and 15 lbs. per acre •. Two chemical treated plots gave yields 
significantly larger than the Stoddard Solvent treated plot. Those 
treatments were Solan applied at 6 and 8 pounds per acre and Karsil 
applied at 4 pounds per acre. 

Although treatments in 1960 were no.t all. duplicates of treatments 
in 1959 the greatest yield in both years. was where Solan waS' applied 
at the time carrots had their first true, leaves at a rate of 6 pounds 
per acre. 

Conclusion 

A number of chemicals look promising in comparison to Stoddard 
Solvent our recommended practice for the weeding. of carrots. The best 
treatments were Solan and Karsil applied at time carrots had- their 
first true leaves. Solan looks especially promising for the weeding 
of carrots applied at the rate of 6 pounds per acre. 
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Table I .. Weed contrOl! plant stand and weifht of marketable carrots
under chemic 1 herbicide treatmen • 

AV~GE PERPLOT 
Active Rate Days from 'Weed. Stand wt. of 

Per Acre Seeding Control of Marketable 
Chemical lbs. (1-10) .. Plants 4,oots, lbs. 

Nothing -- 10.0· 459 11.3 
Stoddard Solvent 70 gal. 32 2.4 397 27.5 
Solan 4512 4 32 1.1 487 34.6 

6 32 1.0 475 39.1t," " n 8 32 1.0 461 36.3 

Dicryl4556 4 32 1.5 361 28.5 
It 6 32 1.5 205 19.4" It II 8 32 1.1 99 10.5 

Karail 4562 4 32 1.0 509 36.8 
6 32 1.0 492 32.6" " 

Alniben 2 2 6.4 479 17.8 
3 2 6.6 444 20.4" Dacthal 893 6 2 3~0 489 27.3 

II It 9 2 3.3 501 28.0 

cn~ 4 2 2.8 401 24.8 
n 6 2 3.4 323 16.7 

Zytron M1329 10 5 2.3 504 33.4 
It II 15 5 3.5 492 25.9 

Least Sign~icant Difference (P=.05) 1.0 51 8.2 
n It It (P=.01) 1.3 68 10.8 

*Weed control 1-10: 1 Perfect weed control 
10 Full weed .growth 
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Chemical Weed Control in Snap and Lima Beans 

Charles J. Nolll 

Earlier work at a number of institutions including Penn State 
University suggested that lima beans and snap beans respond different4r 
to the same herbicides. To further study this difference and to 
investigate newer chemicals for the weeding of these crops the 
following experiment was conducted • 

.Procedure 

The lima bean variety.Fordhook 242 and the snap bean variety 
Improved Tendergreen were seeded June 7. Each plot consisted of a 
single run of 25,feet of l~ beans and 11 feet of snap beans planted 
S feet apart. .fre-planting treatments were applied the day before 
seeding and incorporated in the soil. All other treatments were 
applied either the day following planting or 2 days after planting. 
Treatments were randomized in each of 6 blocks. 

The pre-planting treatments and the granular herbicides were 
applied over the rqw for a width of 2 feet. All other applications 
were sprayed over the row for a width of 1 foot. Cultivation 
controlled the weeds between the rows. An estimate of weed control 
was made August lQon a basis of 1 to 10, 1 being most desirable and 10 
being least desirable. Snap bean harvest was completed August 8 and 
lima beans harvested September 28. 

R.esults 

The results are presented in tables I and II. All chemicals gave 
high4r significant increases in weed control as compared to the 
untreated check. Many chemicals gaVe near perfect weed control at all 
rates. These include the two pre-planting treatments EPl'C and R-2061 
and the pre-emergence treatments !miben, Propazine, Atratone, 
Trietazine and Alanap S. other treatments that gave excellent weed' 
control were Fenac at 1 1/2 lb. per acre, Zytron at 18 1bs. per acre, 
Niagara 5996 at 6 Lbs , per acre and DNBPat 6 Lbs , per acre in a 
Fre-emergence treatment. 

1 Associate Professor of Olericu1ture, Dept. of Horticulture, College 
of Agriculture and Experiment Station, The Pennsylvania State 
University, University Park, Pa, 
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The stand of plants of both lima bean and snap bean was 
significantly roduced as compared to the untreat~d check by Fenac, 
Propazine, Atratone and Niagara 5996. The chemicals CIPC and A1anap 
3 reduced the stand of lima beans but did not reduce the stand of snap 
beans. 

Snap bean yield was significantly better than the check or any 
other treatment where DNBPwas applied at 4 Lbs, per acre 2 d~s after 
seoding. Many other treatments were equal to the untreated check. 

Chemically weeded l.im.a bean plots were significantly better in 
yield than the untreated check plot where the following chemicals were' 
applied. Amiben at 4 Lbs , per acre, Zytron at 12 and 18 Lbs, per' acre, 
Trietazine at 4 and 6 lbs. per acre, Hercules 7442 at 4 and' 6 1bs. per 
acre, Dacthal at 6 and 9 Lbs, per acre, DNBPGranular at 3 Lbs, per 
acre and DllBP liquid at 4 and 8 Lbs, per acre. 

Conclusion 

Snap beans and lima beans do vary in their response to various 
chemicals as shown by the stand and yield records. A number of 
chemicals look promis ing for the weeding of lima beans in add it ion 
to our recommended chemical DNBP. Snap bean. yields were best in the 
DNBPtreated plot. 
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Table 1. Weed control, plant stand ~d· weight of marketable snap 
bean under various herbicide treatments. 

AVERAGEPER PUYf 
Chemical	 Active When Applied. Weed* Stand wt. of beans 

Rate Days from. Controlr of in pods 1bs. 
LAlbs. Seeding (1-10)· Plants 

Nothing -- 8.2 108 5.8 
°Eptc 6 -1· -1.3 115 5.6 
~ " 9.1 1.0114 3.9 
°2-2061 6 -1 1.2 10~ 5.4 

" 9 -1 1.3 112 5.2 
Fenac 1. ~ 2.5. 56 0," 

n	 12" 1 1.7 35 0 
Amiben 4 1 1.2 111 5.7 

" 6 1 . 1.5 113 4.7 
cnc 6 1· 3.0 95 5.7 

" ~. 1 2.8 80 5.3 
Zytron ;.,' .l~v 1 2.7 106 6.9 

" 18 1 1.5 113 6.4 
Propazine (G30028) 2 1 1.8 3 0 

" It 3 1 1.3 1 0 
Atratone (G32293) 4 1 1.2 55 1.4 

" It 6 1 1.2 18 .4 
Trietazine (G27901) 4 1 1.5 102 3.7 

" n 6 1 1.2 69 1.7 
Hercules 7442 4 1 5.0 114 6.5 

n n 6 1 3.7 111 5,4 
CDEC(Vegadex) 6 1 7.2 116 6.9 

"tt 9 1 4.8 116 5.9 
NPA (Alanap 

"It 
3) 8 

12 
1 
1 

2.3 
1.8 

52 
45 

.5 

..3 
Dacta1 893 6 1 4.2 110 6.4 

"" 9 1 3 •3 105 5.9 
Niagara

"It 
5996 4 

6 
1 
1 

2.8 
1.2 

88 
25 

5.6 
1.9 

DNBP(Premerge)1Q%Gran.3 2 3.3 111 6.5 
" " "6 2 2.2 99 4~2 

DNBP(Premerge) 4 2 4.8 113 7.4 
"" 8 2 3.7 115 6.6 

2,4-D (Amine) 1 2 5.5 112 4.2 
,," 2 2 5.0 101 1.7 

Least Significant Difference 5% 1.4 17 1.2 
"" "1% 1.8 23 1.5 

*Weed Control 1-10: 1 Perfect Weed Control: 10 Full I'l'CE~d Growth 
°Soi1 incorporation prior to planting. 
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Table II. Weed control stand and weight of lima beans - the pod 
under various herbicide treatments. 

AVERAGEPERPLOT 
Chemical	 Active WhenApplied Weed* Stand wt. of beans 

Rate Days from Control of' in pods Ibs. 
LA Ib~.. Seeding (1-10) Plants 

Nothing 8.2 71.5 7.8 
-EPTC 6 -1 1.3 .6.0 .3 
- It 9 -1 1.0 .5 0 
°R-2061 6 -1 1.2 55.8 5.4 
o " 9 -1 1.3 31.2 2.8 
Fenac- 1 1 2.5 21.8 1.3 

It 1t 1 1.7 5.2 .1 
Amiben 4 1 1.2 82.3 11.8 

It 6 1 1.5 76.3 7.3 
CIPC 6 1 3.0 79.5 9.6 

" 9 1 2.8 72.0 9.5 
Zytron 12 1 2.7 80.5 11.5 

It . 18 1 1,,5 77.5 12.0 
Propazine (G30028) 2 1 1.8 54.,7 3.3 

It " 3 1- 1.3 28.2 .9-- Atratone (G32293) 4 1 1~2 58,3 7.5 
" " 6 1 1.2 37.7 3.5 

Trietazine (G27901) 4 1 1.5 77,0 11.6 
It tt 6 1 1.2 78.0 10.9 

Hercules 7442 4 1 5.0 78.8 10.2 
tl" 6 1 3.7 79.2 10.4 

CDEC(Vegadex) 6 1 7.2 77.2 8.2 
"" 9 1 4.8 81.2 8.9 

NPA(A1anap 3) 8 1 2.3 73.5 8.5 
"" 12 1 1.8 73.0 6.9 

Dactha1 893 6 1 4.2 79.5 10.9 
It It 9 1 3.3 82.0 10.2 

Niagara 5996 4 1 2.8 51.8 9.7 
"" 6 1 1.2 7.7 1.4 

DNBP(Premerge)10%GraJ.1.3 2 3.3 82.8 12.5 
II " " 6 2 2.2 73.3 8.7 

DNBP(Premerge) 4 2 4.8 78.5 10.3 
It" 8 2 3.7 79.2 10.5 

2,4-D (Amine) 1 2 5.5 65.0 5.4 
"It 2 2 5.0 55.7 4.7 

Least Significant Difference 5% 1.4 13.1 2~6 
"If II 1% 1.8 17.3 3.4 

*WeedControl 1-10: 1 Perfect WeedControl: 10 Full WeedGrowth 
° Soil incorporation prior to planting. 
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;.chemical ""eed Control in Tomatoes 

W. J. Saidak and W.M. Rutherford l 

Chemical weed control experiments in transpl&nted tomatoes were 
cond~cted in 1959 and 1960 at the Central Fxperimental Farm, Ottawa, and the 
Experimental Farm, Smithfield, Ontario. The variety Fireball was used for 
the 'Ottawa trials, while, the variety Ferguson was used at Smithfield. The 
weed population at both locations was dominated by broadleaved annual weeds. 

The granular herbicides evaluated in 1959 were: amiben, CDEC, 
DNBP,EPTC, sim~zine, CIre and neburon. These chemicals were applied pre
emergence to the weeds,'two weeks after transplanting. Solan was applied as 
a post-emergence spray t9weeds le~s than 3 fnchea high one month after 
transplanting. Amiben, ~9lan, and CDFCwere selected for further evaluation 
in 1960 on the basis of weed control effectiveness determined by fresh weed 
weights, and lack of crop injury determined by marketable yields. 

In 1960, comp~rison was made between single and double applications 
of amiben, solan and ODIC. These treatments had no significant effect on 
yield. The duplicate applications provided significantly better weed control 
than the single'applicat:i:ons at Smithfield, but differences were not 
significant at ottawa wbqre the weed population was smaller. Pre-planting 
incorporation of amiben a~d CDF.Cresulted ina significant reduction in the 
weed killing ability of these chemicals. 

In these exper~ments solan and amiben at 4 and 6 Ib/A have produced 
reliable and effective weed control, while CDF~ resulted in less reliable weed 
control. 

liesearch Officers, Canada Department of Agriculture, Plant P~search Institute, 
Ottawa and Fxperimental Farm, Smithfield, respectively. 
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EFFECTOF SEVERALHERBICIDESONEARLYYIELDArID 
PLANTGROWTHOF VALIANTTOMATOES 

Peter C. Rogers and Oscar E. SchUbert l 

Each year weed competition costs farmers considerable money ,by 
decreasing yield and increasing the costs of production. Any herb:i.cide 
that will increase the efficiency of weed control without appreciable in
jury to the plant or excessive cost is desirable. In 1959, O. E. Schubert 
and N. C. Hardin (1) tested several herbicides on tomato plants. The 
experiment described in this paper was planned to recheck the more effective 
treatments and combinations of these. The: herbicides were applied to 
established tomato transplants grown in the field to determine their 
effectiveness in weed control, the extent of. the injury to the tomato plants, 
and the yield of fruit. 

MATERIALSArID METHODS 

The experiment was conducted at the West Virginia U~iversity Horticulture 
Farm on a heavy clay loam. Valiant tomato plants were grown in 2 1/2 11 

'WOodveneer bands before they were set out in the field on May 21. Each 
plot was 9 feet wide and 12 feet long and contained 4 plants. There were 
eight replications of twelve treatments each. These treatments are given 
in Table 1. . 

The first herbdides were applied on June 7, the day of the last 
cultivation. These treatments were all pre-emergent granulars and were 
applied as evenly as possible with a saltshaker having large holes. A 
follow-up spray application was made on some plots at the weed height 
optimum for the application of Solan. This height, 1-1 1/2 lt 

, was r~ached 
on June 22, and the plots were sprayed the same da.y. Also another spray, 
a combination of Solan and S1ma.zine, was applied at this time with the 
intent of killing and checking further growth of the weeds. The treatments 
were applied in water at the rate of 1 quart per plot or 100 gallons per 
acre at 75 pounds pressure by the use of a power sprayer with a weed nozzle. 

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION' 

Early J marketable and total yields of tomatoes are shown in /l'able 2. 
Where Simazine Sow+ Solan was applied the plants were significantly 
more productive than all the other treatments except the hoed check in 
both early (all fruit harvested by August 11) and total 'yields (all fruit 
harvested by August 18). The plants in the hoed check plots had signifi
cantly greater early production than those in .Amiben plots followed by 
Simazine Sow+ Solan. In total yield the plants in the hoed check plots 

'TGraduate'stUdent and Associate Horticulturist, West Virginia. University. 
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Table 1. Herbicide treatments applied to established Valiant 
!~~~~~~lp1~~ ~_~ __ ~_~~~_~ __ ~ ~ 

Treatment' Treatment applied June 1, 1960 ' Treatments applied 
number ' , ae a spray to surface 

21._ 12,602-	 - - - -'- - - - - - - - - -.- - - - - - - - _'_OJ! 1ul1e_ -a-'Treatment ' Rate 'Type of appli- 'Treat1l.ent ' Rate 
• and • a.1. 'cation 'and' a.l. 

_____ '_f2l'!!U!.!i~~ _l'Rl!_' ~ _'_f2rmu1a!i.2n~ _l!?/A__ 
1 ' Amiben l()Gu' 4 'Surface ' SimaBine SWc 1 

...... _ .. _' __ .. ~ '.. ·10!8a !E£d~ .. _4 _ 
_ _ 2 '_Che.£k_<nothO,!d_o.£s,u1tl v.l tseJ_a.f.ts r_J!!U.! 1>';. _ 

3 ., Eptam SG ' 4 'Raked into 'Solan 4EC' 4 . 
__ ..... _ ............ ~ .. '~821! ! 1/1"_ ......_ ...__ ...~ __ ...._ .... 
__ 4 '_S.Ya.!z!n~ !j;~ _11/1:,'_8}1r.f.&£8 ' ~ . 
_	 ..5.... 102':' _ i _ .. '..SJ!r!8£8...._ ...... ' ......... _ .... .. __ .. _
_' ..Am1,2811 ' ~ 

6 " Bptam 5G ' 3 ' Raked into' ' t ,~ ,', ' 

. , , so11 1 1/2" 
_ _·_AJl1l!.8a ~ _1 __ '_S;sr.f8£e .. _ ' ~ __ ....102


1 • None at th16 time t , Solan 4EC' 4
 
- -S- - -'-Aiiib'eiilOOT - 4'--·-S';.rface- - - -'-Soli'n~4ic-T ~ -4--

t Eptam SG t 3 • Raked into' , 
.. __ ... _1 ...... .=......._ ..... •....8.21!! 1/1........'......_ ~ .... ~ _ 
_	 _9 '_AaiRea10§ ~ _ J. __ '_S!!,r!a£e • ~ _ 

10 ' NODeat th16 time ' • Simazine SOW 1 
__ .. _ .- '...... __ .. ~ .. '__ ...... _ -.. ' ..8,2.1AO_41C_.=._ ..4 __ 

11 • Eptam SG • 6 t Baked into' , 
..... '....... _ .. _ .:.. ..'_still! 1/1"__ f _ ~ ~ ~ __ ~ .... _ ... __ 

_ 12 .l.s_o!t,!n_a!,.ne,!.dscCf,2r_w.!e!SOJ!tLol .&,h,2U'p.2U!'_Bg,e.s!	 th,! .!e.!s,2U 

a Active ingredient ln pounds per acre.
 
b 10 percent granular.
 
c SO percent wettable.
 
d 4 pounds per gallon, emulsiflableconcent.rate
 

were more produ.ctive than all the other treatments except Simazine +
 
Solan. The plants with the 8tuz1n8 80W+ Solan treatment had a s181fi

cantly gr •• t.~ marketable production (all marketable fruit harvested
 
by August 18) than a11theother treatments.'
 

Results for weed weights, both grasses and broad-leaved, are 
shown in Table 3. In the following discussion about weeds the hoed 
check will not be taken into consideration because the weeds werere
moved by cultivation during the season. All the treataenta signifi
cantly reduced the stand of grasse8 except in the treatments where 
Simazine 4G or Solan were uaed albae. ipt_ plots had significantly 
more broad-leaved weeds than all the other treatments except the non
hoed and the Simazine 4Gplota. 
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Table 2. Calcula.ted ecre yields of Valiant tomatoes receiving va.rious 
herbicide treatments. ' 
~--------------------~--------------~----------~------,---~~~----~~----~I Treatments Yield in p:>tmds
 
TreatmentTApp!1ed- - - il:pp!ied- - - ttar--"14ar1te~aSle -."'Total&-tb

number •June 7 . ,Jtm.e 22 arly to 'to August 18 I August 18 
I	 t 11 I .' 

- - - - - - - - - - - -I ...... - ~z - -1- " ;:"0-- - .. .J ..... ...,.~ - ... --r:r;::,._,,1	 l.Am:lben ,Simaz1ne ovw ,Q,7.JU I s.osa I 19,,"+97 
I -I Solan .J - - - - - - - - ... ... ... - ... - .. - - -I- li'o:"- -I- ., ~t:l.~ - .. ... - --4b'- __	 3- _2 -IQh.!c! ~ -Il,~2 - -1- S'~ - _.J - gl.z.6"3_ 

- -Z-- -I !P!am- -ilG....§.o!se- - - -I L~ - -/- _,.J:J:! - - .1 - ~.Lf?J7'e' 
____ -, §.ip.l:J.ne __ -1 -I ~~ __ 1_ ~_~llI - - J. - g4.z.621
- -' __ - -l~b~..;. __ -1_ - - -l~_:3 __ /_ 2, - - _1- -~",,'11:~ 

o , Eptam t Solan t 7, 590 I '8, 23 t ir::O,,271 

- - - - -I am!b~ll.- - - '- - - - - - - 1-8- - - - .,. - - - - - _1- - ~ '4 -e
- ~ - - ... - - - - - - ,-S2,lgp ~ L~_ _ r _9.z.3J'1_- _1- _2_'_lJi:

- - - - -l am!b!,n_ - - -I §.o!S!l - .;..- -I t'- - - -t - 1,23§.- - J. - ~~2.,. 'e'
9 I Eptam I I ,550 / 9,099 I 20,203 

Am1ben . I- , 
- 10- - i - - - - -	 SoW - r14-;'if{!-- -,- -34,'42Sbe'-,srmaz1m ~i;lg9t" 

- - - - -I - - - - - - -I §.o!.8!!- - - -I - -64 - -I - - - - - -'- - 6:i - 'I!' 
- 1:1__ -l!'PSBm-_ - -I - - _ - - - -f 1,1~_ -I_lQ.,~~ - ~ J. - g '.L°8~ef"

12 . Hoed check	 Q,489 1O,i:::,V2 I ~1 .• , '.It:"'.J•••• ='====II:: ===== =-. =-========='fI&. =-=-==f. =-=-=-====:1:1.-a.::-_-_ 
a The plants were picked clean of all fruit on the last day of harvest 
August 18. The total includes ell the fru1 t picked from the first day-- of ha1Vest, July 8, to the last day, August 18.
 
b Significantly better than all treatmen" except 12 at 5f, level.
 
c Sign1ficantly better than treatment 1 at rffilevel.
 
d Sign1f1cant1y better than all treatments at ~ level.
 
e Sign1ficant1y better than treatment 1 a.t I:J!olevel.
 
f Significantly better than all treatments except 10 a.t 510level.
 

Barnyard, crab, foxtail and spreading 'Witch grasses were in many plots 
'With barnyard and spreading 'Witch grass predominant. The broad-leaved 
weeds that were found in many of the plots were broad-leaved plantain, 
common chickweed, dandelion, ga.1insoga., lambls-quarters, mi1k.weed, morning 
glory, narrow-leaved plantain, pokeweed, purslane, ragweed, redroot pigweed, 
sandbriar, smartweed, Spanish needle, three-seeded mercury, wild mustard, 
and wood· sorrel. Ra8Weed and smartweed were the most commonbroad-leaved 
we~.	 . 
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a	 Weeds were taken from a 6' by 6' area ina ide a 9' by 12' plot to 
reduce likelihood of harvesting weeds from borders which may have 
received spray drift from adjacent plota. Weed weights are an 
average of the 8 replications for each treatment. 

b Denotes significance over treatment 2 at Stievel. 
c Denotes significance over treatmeat 11 at 5% level. 
d Denotes significance over treatment 4 at 5l level. 

All the treatments, except Simazine4Q, reduced the total 
weed growth over the non-hoed checks. 

Plant weights were taken after all the fruit had been re
moved and weighed. The plants were cut off at ground level before 
weighing. All treatments had significantly larger plants than the 
non-hoed check. The Simazine 80W+ Solan treatment had significantly 
larger plants than all other treatments except the hoed check and 
treatment 6--Eptam + Amiben followed by Solan. 

SUMMARY 

Simazine I Ib/A + Solan 4 Ibs/A applied June 22 was 
considered the best herbicide treatment in the trials. In the 
three measures of fruit production, early, marketable, and total 
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Treatment Average weight per plant a 
number (Pounds) 

• t . < , ~~~~~-~-~~-~-~--~~-~-~-~------------
1 Amiben Simazine 80W 

a Plants cut off at ground level and weighed August 23.
 
b Significantly larger than non-hoed check at 5% level.
 
c Significantly larger plants than 1, 2 at 5% level.
 
d Significantly larger than all treatments except 6, 12 at 5% level.
 
e Significantly larger than all treatments except 6, 8, 12 at 5% level.
 

yield, it had significantly more production than all of the other herbicidal
 
treatments. However, it was not significantly better than the hoed check
 
except in total marketable yield. In plant weights the Simazine 80W
 
+ Solan treatments had significantly larger plants than all other treat
ments except-the -hoed check and treatment 6 n Ept am + Amiben followed by 
Solan. None of the treatments were significantly better than the Simazine 
+ Solan treatment in weed control. 

I -Sch~bert, -Osc';r-E7 ad Hardin, N. Carl. 1960. Evaluation of several 
herbicides on tomato plants. Proc. 11th Annual Meeting NEWCC:81-85. 
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Jvaluation of Several Pre-plant Herbicides for Petunias 

Chiko Haramaki l 

One of the largest expenses in growing outdoor aDmlal flowering plants 
for either cut flowers or display pur.poses has been the coat of weeding. 
After the display plants are transplarlted. the weeds soon outgrow and in 
many cases stunt· the plants. The most commonmethad of weed control in 
these beds has been band weeding, but the use of pr~-plant herbicides has 
been practiced to 'some extent. The purpose of this experiment has been to 
evaluate several pre-plant herbicides for ef.fective weed control and also 
to determine how so01.'1annual flowering plants could be. planted after soil 
treatment. 

Materials and Methods 

The soil in theexper1mental area was Hagerstown silt loam. The 
soil was roto-tilled' several times to a depth of 5 to 6 inches prior to 
treatment. The plots used were 100 square feet in area. All the pre
plant herbicides used were applied at three different concenrtrations 
plus a check, .and replicated three times in a split plot' design: 

The herbicides used: 

Enc	 (Sta.uff~) - 6 pound/gallon concentrate was applied at the 
rates of 5, 10 8nd 20 pounds of active material· per acre. 
'1'heconcem:rate was mixed with a sufficient amount of 
water to make a gallon of mixture, which was sprinkled 
on each plot. 

Vapam (Stauffer)-was applied at the rates of 1/2. 1 and ,2 
quarts per 100 square feet. It was mixed with water and 
tben a gallon of the mixture was sprinkled on the plot. 

My10ne (Miller) - a 25~5% formulation was used. It was applied 
at the rates of 1/2, 1 and 2 pounds of active ingredient 
per 100 square feet. This ~terial was hand-broadcasted 
on the plots.	 .', . 

5996 (Niagara) - a 25%wettSble powder was applied at the rates 
of 1., 2..and 4 pounds of activeingr~dirent pe.r acre. A 
gallon' of·ea.'ch fJoiuticm va, spr'inl4ed on each plot.

'.~., ". 

EP-161 (Morton) - a 20% emulsion was applied at the rates of 1/4, 
1/2 and~.l quart per lob square feet (43, 87 and 114 pO\lnds 
of the active ingredient per acre). Forty-two milliliters 
of emulsifier was &ddect'for eaQh quart of EP-161 used. The 
ma~ia1s were mixed with water and one gallon of the mix
.tuxe was sprinkled on each plot., 

lAssistant Professor of Ornamental Horticulture, College ,of Agriculture, 
The Pennsylvania State University, university Park, PeDDSylvania. 
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The herbicides were applied on June 6, 1960. All of the plots were 
roto-til1ed to a depth of 2 to 3 inches after treaanent with the exception 
of the EP-161 treated plots. After roto-tilling, all plots were heavily 
watered. 

Petunias were transplanted to these plots on different dates follow
ing treatment. Silver Medal, an 11 hybrid multiflora single petunia was 
the variety used. These petunias were sown in the greenhouse on April 1, 
1960 and transplanted to flats on April 22, 1960. Eight plants were 
planted in each plot on the following dates: one day, two days, four days. 
one week, two weeks, three "Weeksand four weeks after treatment~ The 
plants were all watered at time of transplanting. Rainfall was supple
mented by overhead irrigation. 

Rfsults and Discussion 

The plots were checked for weed prevalence on July 12, and August 18, 
1960. which were approximately 5 ~nc1 10 weeks after treatment. The per
formance of the various pre-plant herbicides on weed control is summarized 
in Table 1. The treatments showing reasonable weed control after 5 weeks 
were EPrC at 5, 10 and 20 pounds per ocrc; vapam at 2 quarts per 100 square 
feet, mylone at 1/2, 1 and 2 pounds per 100 square feet; aDd Niagara 5996 
at 1, 2 and 4 pounds per acre~ After 10 weeks, EPrC at 5, 10 and 20 pounds 
per acre and Niagara 5996 at 4 pounds per acre still produced good weed 
contro1~ 

On July 12, 1960, which was apprOXimately 5 weeks after treatment, the 
petunia plants were examined for any detrimental effects due to the herbi
cide as affected by its rate of application, and also the date of planting 
after treatment. Table 2 summarizes the data on the effects of the various 
pre-plant herbicides on petunias. 

TheEPrC treated plots showed no detrimental effec*s on the growth of 
petunias planted on any date following treatment except for the petunias 
planted one and two days following treatment in the 10 and 20 pounds per 
acre plots. In these four treatments the damage was very slight. 

The vapam treated plots showed only a very slight damage to petunias 
planted one day a~ter treatment in the 1 quart per 100 square feet plots 
and to those planted two days after treatment in the 2 quarts per 100 
square feet treatments. MOderate damage was found in petunias planted one 
day after treatment in the '2 quarts per 100 square feet treatments. The 
petunias in the other vapam-treatad plots exhibited very slight or no 
damage at all. 

In the mylone-treated plots, moderate or severe damagewas exhibited 
in petunias planted one, two and four days after treatment in the 1/2, 
1 and 2 pounds per 100 square feet treatments and also in the petunias 
planted one week after treatment in the 2 pounds per 100 square feet 
treatments. Slight damage was exhibited by petunias planted one week 
after treatment in the 1 pound per 100 square feet treatment. The other 
plots exhibited either no or negligible damage. 
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Table 1. Effect of pre-plaD,t berbic:l.des on weed pre,,aleuce. Treated 
June	 6, 1960. ' " ,;,_ 

Active Weed Prevalence* 
Rate July 12.. 1960 I AuJl.. 18. 1960 Herbicide 

EPre : 

." 

Vapam 

Mylone 

Niagara 

EP-161 
, ' 

" 

5996 

0 ' 8.67 
51/A 2.00 
10#/A 1.33 
20#/A 1.00 

, , 

0 8.00 
1/2 Qt/l00 sq. ft~ 8.33 
1 Qt/aoo sq.	 ft~ 4.33 
2 Qt/100 sq.	 ft. 3.33 

10.00 
1~33 
1.33 
1.00 

9.67 
10.00 
7.67 
i.67" 

10.007.000 
1.671/2 1/100 sq.	 ft. 1.67 
6.671 #/100 sq.	 ft~ 1.33 
.4~002 1/100 sq. ,ft. 1.00 

0 7.33 9.67 
3.00 6.67ilIA 

21/A 5.002.00 
41/A 2.671.33 

0 " 'T 

6.67	 9.67 
43 I./A 8.675.33 
87#/A 6.67 8.67 

6.00	 10.00174 IJA i ! 

* 1 =No Weeds 
10 =100",{,Weed Cover&$e 
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Table 2.	 Effect of pre-plant herbicides and the date of planting on 
petunias. Checked five weeks after treatment. 

Time of Transp1anttng After Treatment 
Active 1 2 1 2 3 4•Herbicide· Rate Day Days Days week weeks weeks weeks 

EPrC 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 
511IA 0.21 0.04 0.08 0.00 0.17 0,00 0.00 
10l/A 0.63 0.42 0.08 0.04 0.04 0.00 0.00 
2011/A 0.63 0.29 0.13 0.08 0..04 0.00 0.00 

Vapam 0 9.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1/2 Qt/100 sq. ft. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1 Qt/l00 sq. ft. 0.38 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 Qt/lOQ s9. ft. 2.79 0.79 0,21 0.08 0.00 0,00 0.00 

Mylone 0 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1/21/100 sq. ft. 4.79 3.50 3.00 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 
HI/loo sq. ft. 5.00 5.00 4.00 1.42 0.29 0.00 0.00 
21/100 sg. ft, 5,00 5.00 5.00 4,33 0.25 0,21 0.00 

Niagara	 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
5996	 lilA 0.00 0.04 0.04 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 

211A 0,21 0,21 0,17 0.17 0.00 0.17 0.00 
4fUA 0,46 0.42 0.38 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

EP-161	 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 0,00 0.00 
-..- 43tF/A 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0,00 

871/A 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
174#/A 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 

Plant Tolerance Scale: 
o ...No injury
 
1 - Somechlorosis
 
2 - Slight necrosis or stunting
 
3 ...Moderate necrosis or stunting
 
4 ': Severe necrosis or stunting
 
5 - Dead
 

_.... 



In the Niagara 5996 tJ:'eated plots, little or na:"damagewas observed 
in all petunias except those which were planted I, 2 and 4 days after treat
ment in plots treated at 4 pounds per acre. Even these plants showed only 
a very slight amount of damage. 

The petunias planted in plots treated with EP-16l showed no damage 
regardless of time of plan,ting. 

The plots which we~e treated with EPTCat 5, 10 and 20 pounds per acre 
and Niagara 5996 a~, 4 pounds per acre gave the best weed control and also 
the best petunia growth. The petunias which were growing in beavily weeded 
plots showed signs of severe stunting later in the summer. 

SU'I1II1'tary 

Five pre-plant herbicides were applied at t1u:ee concentrations. Petunia 
plants were ~ransplanted to the treated plots one day. two days. four days. 
one week, two weeks, three weeks and four weeks after t~eatment. 

It was found that petunia plants could be safely transplanted in 
some treated 80i1sone day after application. In others at least one week 
delay was necessary. 

Effective weed control with either no or negligible damage to the 
transplanted petunias were found in plots treated with EPTCat 5, 10 and 
20 pounds per acr~ and with Niagara 5996 at 4 pounds per acre. <;»: 
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Dim tro for Weed Control in Gladiolus 

Arthur :Bing* 

Weed control investigations on gladiolus have been in progress for 
several years on Long Island and the results have been reported to this 
conference (1, 2, 3). Diuron gives long lasting weed control and suppresses 
or eliminates a wide variety of weeds. However, Diuron may slightly del8\Y 
blooming or reduce cut nower yield (3). Simazine also ma.y adversely affect 
cut flower yield (3). Diuron and Simazine usually give good weed control 
on stock grown for corms without reducing corm yield. CIPC gives good 
temporary control of weeds other than the resistant Jweeds such as galinsoga, 
ragweed, or perennial grasses. Liquid Dinitro has proved to be an effective 
pre emergence herbicide at ra.tes of 4-12 pounds actual DliBPper acre. It 
can be used on emerged weeds but should be kept off of gladiolus foliage. 

The past two seasons a series of tests were made to determine how safe 
the DNBPapplications are to gladiblus. Also a test was carried out 
to evaluate the feasibility of a second application of granular DNBPto 
gladiolus in spiking or prespiking stage. Results in 1959 (3) showed that 
the application of liquid DliBPat 4,8, and 12 pounds actual DNBPin 100 
gallons of water per acre did not reduce corm yield of variety Friendship 
in numbers or weight compared to hand weeded cultivated plots. There was a 
slight del8\Y in flowering but no loss in cut flowers as measured by numbers 
or weight of flowers cut. The 1959 corms from each treatment were planted 
in the same plot areas in 1960and received the same treatments. Flowering 
again was not adversely affected by the treatment. 

On June 14, 1960a half acre of gladiolus was planted as part of a 
virus transmission study. After the small corms were set in the furrows, 
the corms were covered by running a tractor cultivator over the rows. 
Immediately after covering, the half acre was spr8\Yed with one gallon of DNBP 
(3 pounds per gallon) in 18 gallons of water. This kept the field free of 
weeds for about 5 weeks. After 7 weeks the field was cultivated and the 
rows hand weeded where necessary. Only a few weeds were present. In a few 
days as spikes began to emerge the rows were treated With a 2 foot wide band 
of 10~ granular DNBPat 6 pounds DNBPper acre. Flowering was normal in 
early September. In late October a good crop of corms was dug. trleed control 
in the rows was good -.until the time of digging_ 

em
of 
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granular 

suggested treatment 
ollowed by cultivation 

DliBPat 4-6 pounds 

is liquid 
at 

actual 
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per 

DNBPat 6-8 pounds 
pre-spike 

acre; 
stage and then 

per acre 
an 

before 
application 

* Cornell Ornamentals Research Laboratory, Farmingdale, Long Island, New York 
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-	 PJ,OORESSREPORT:ON.:WEEJhCGNTROL CROPSIIN NUJtSERY

....'John··R.;'Havis2 

The Massachusetts nurseryman has weed problema in two general situations, 
the lining-out bed and the field. The weed problem in the lining-out bed 1s 
often most serious the year that the small aeadltnS8 or rooted cuttings are 
set, usually 6 to 9 inches apart in beds 4to 6 feet wide. The second year 
the weed problem may be reduced by shading the IOU by the plants themselves. 

Nurserymen also are interested in control of annual weeds and grasses in 
the field. Quackgrass is a problem for most nurseries in the State,- more of 
a problem for some than for others. Where quack has become widespread in the 

o nursery no other weed problem seems important in comparison. 

This is a repartof two years work on weed problems in the nursery: annual 
weeds in established plants in the field; quackgrass in field stock; and annual 
weeds in the lining-out beda. The work on each problem is reported separately. 

FALL APPLICATIONOF TRlAZINES FOR ANNUALWEEDS 

Trials of chemicals for control of annual weeds in the nursery have been 
conducted in Massachusetts for about 10 years, but not until the advent of 
simaztne~have the nurserymen become very much interested. Experimental results 
at Waltnim·had shown repeatedly that simazine at 2 Ib.tA applied in Mayfollow
ing cle"tifcultivation held annual weed. until about the first of August. Four 
pounds3~ld the field weed-free for the season. This did not appear to solve 

_.	 the probl~ entirely because many nur.e~ymen were so busy digging for sales 
and-doing landscape jobs in the spring'that when they could spare the time for 
the fields weeds had taken over. Usually, more time was available in late 
summerand fall. Interest was expressed in fall treatments that would check 
the growth of spring weeds until late Mayor June. Full season control was not 
necessary. 

A few nurseries "in Massachusetts have made trial applications of simazine 
in late summeror fall for control of annu~1 weeds the following spring. Weed 
control bas been generally good, lasting to about June I or'even Aug1Jstor 

." ....	 ,-". .. ._ .• 1 .. 

September. Injury to some plants has beed observed, e.g. Azalea, Rhododendron,
!!!! crenate convexa, Pinus thunbersi, Euonxmusradickns, Picea glauca, and 
Picea glauca dena.ca. Exact rates of application were difficult to determine 
from the grower applications, but most of the injury appeared to have resulted 
from rates of 4 tb.tA or higher. 

A replicated experiment was set up in the fall of 1959 on es~abl1shed 

Rhododendron roseum elegant (12"-14 1t hlgh) an~.EuonI.!'!!s J:ad1cans yesetus 
(8"-10 11 spread) at Waltham on fine sandy loa_soU. SiDWi~~ne, :ati'azine, 
and propazine were applied October 23, 1959{ as sprays over'·weed#· consisting 
mainly of chickweed, henbit, and annual bluegras's. Eacb plop'aontained 
12 plants of each species, and treatments were :repllcated dit~e times. 

: .; .J 

1	 . . . . .;'J 

Contribution Number 1280 Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment Station 

2aead, Waltham Field Station, University of Massachusetts, Waltham 



Resulta 
All treated plota were clean of aDDUalweede in April and remained 80 

UDtil about the fir8t of June when weeda began to appear In the p10ta treated 
with propaaiu 2 lb. and 81mazine 2 lb. About the lliddle of June, BuOIlJlll!UI 
tbat'eeceived 'atraal. at 4 Ib./A began to .bow injur,. 

Table 1 ahowl the weed control aad plant injur, observed at the end of 
June ancJ early July. B, tbis tiM, w.eds bad bacun to Brow in the plotl 
treated. witb propazi. 2 lb. ancJlf.maalne2 lb. Plota tbat received atrazine 
2 lb. or 4 lb. ancJ 11mazine 4 lb. were stUl relativoly clean. Baaed on the 
aUlllber of planta dead or injured. Rhododendron could not tolerate atraal~e.at 
4 10,. Dut other' treat1Hnt1 were .afe. Simaaine at 2 lb. wal the oa1, 'treat
_t that did not' injure Iuonymua. ' . 

. .......•........•.....•.••.•••...•.........••...•.. , .
- ~ 

TABLE1. WEEDCONTROLANDPLANTINJURYJUNE 27. 1960 '. . PROM.APPLICATIONMADE' OCTOBER23.' 1960. 
CRBMlCAt RATE AVERAGB RHODODBtmRON. EUONYMUS• .... 

(lb./A) WOD CONTROL (No.out of 12 planta) DJURY 

Check . BATING* 
1 

DJW) 

0 
INJURED 

1 
(Ju1, 

.None 
8,1960) 

Propazine 
Atraz1_ 

.. 2 
,2 

5 
8.3 

0 
I 

0 
I 

Slight 
Moderate 

Atraz1ne 4 8.7 4 3 Severe 
Simazine 2 4.3 1 0 Rone 
stmaairae 4 9 0 0 Sligbt 

...- -

*Weed Control 
, 

Retinas: 1 : no control;
" 

9 : clean 
; ~;~,. 

This and other trials baveshown that a fall application of ·.tmazia. at 
2 lb./A gave practical control of annual weede untn about the firat of JuDe. 
when crabgrass was u8ual1, the firat weed to appear. 

FJ:.'OIIlthis teat, ··it 'appeared that EuOU'!!8 radicans ve,etus va. quite 
sensitive, to the triaz1nes. Atraztne was more injurious than limadaa. 
The symptom of injur, to Buonymus was chlorotic leaves Dear: the ends of 
the br4DCbes. In severe cases the _plants were atUDted.. _ 

\ . .' , ' . ~ '"~ ~ , 

QU'ACKGllASS STOCKIN BsTABLISHBDNURSEllY
All teat. were conducted at a coaaercial aurler, onaandy 10.. soU. 

l!.!! Applieation-!!! Tr1a~inel. ' • . ,-,t s 

All applicatiOUs iie~e 'aprays of wettable powder fOl'1llUlatious in about 
50 gall0DS of water per acre. St .. a1ne 5 Ib./A and atrazine S Ib./A were 
applied September 23, 1959 to quackgra88 in established Globe Arborvitae. 
Hemlock, and Taxus. Quack sprouted and began to grow in April, yellowed 
and began dyiag back ta May. and did not re-.proutafter cultivation. }alots 
appeared to be clean of quack in .June and for the remainder of the aealon. 
The nursery pluts did DOt abow anJ lymptofDSof injury. 

http:�........�.....�.��.���...�.........��...�


-

Simazine 2 and 2 1/2 lb./A and atrazine 2 and 2 1/2 tb./A were appl~ed 

September 23 or October 14, 1959, to quack in established Globe Arborvitae, 
Hemloek, Taxus, and Carolina Rhododendron.' Quack sprou~ed~n April but showed 
evidence or having been weakened in May. Cultivation tmproved control, 'an~' 
by June the"population and vigor of quack was markedly les8 than untre£ed'('l".':; 
areas. Crabgrass grew vigorously in the treated area, but quack did not:·. ;~L~'ti'~ 
return. The nursery plants did not show injury. . !S; "',,; 

,~., '~, :j t~ 

Propazine at 2 1/2 Ib./A was applied September 23, 1959 to quack in 
Glohe Arborvitae. The results were about equal to,bUt not better than, 
simazine and atrazine at the same rate. 

A combination of dalapon 6 Ib./A with atrazine 2 lb./A applied 
October 14, 1959 gave no better control than the saenerate of atradne alone'. 

Conclusion	 ' ,J 

Fall applications of stmazine or atra~i~e at 5 Ib./A gave excellent control. 
Simazine, atrazine, or propazine at 2 and ,2 112 lb./A resulted in marked' " 
reduction of quack in most of the plots. Quackgrass sprouted in early, spring: 
(following the fall application) but was obviously weakened. Spring and summer 
cultivation appeared to aid in destroying the remaining quackgrass. Globe 
Arborvitae, Hemlock, and Taxus appeared eo tolerate ..fall application of 
simazine and atrazine as high as 5 lb./A. Carolina Rhododendron appeared 
to, tolerate simazine and atrazine at 2 lb./A., 

Sprins ApplIcation of Dalapon ~ Amitrol 

Crop: Pyramidal Arborvitae (Thuja occidentalle) high in quackgrass sod.4 '.5'Date of Treatment: April 29, 1960, when quack was:4" high; repeat sprays 
, applied May 12, 1960., , , 

Method: Sprays were directed to quack around ,bastl~ofplants at 100 gal./A. 
Area Treated: Twofeet of row, 100 feet long. The remaining middle, about 

3 feet, was cultivated with tototiller. ',,'	 , ,.;,: 

T~e~~~nts applied: ,	 ., :t 
(1) dalapon 8 1b./A (repeated) 
(2) dalapon 6 lb./A (repeated) 

" ,;() .da1apon 6 Ib./A + "Plyae" sticke,t: (l'epeated··w.tthout sticker) 
J:L"}.; :(4h dalapon 6 1b./A + simazine 2 1/2, Ib.iA ,(repeated wit.hout: .Jimaz-lnft), 

.{~).,. da,lapon 6 lb./A + atrazine 2 1/2 Ib~/A (r"eated;witl\out ,e.t:r:azine) 
'':lr.i.!{~''.daJ-~p,01'\ 6 Ib./A + Karsil 4 lb./A ,(repeated) >', 

'1~d7r) ,pal~p'o'Pt)6 lb. + amitrol"T 1/2~-1b.JA{notlrepeated) . 
(").111	 (8) "W"'~l'ol"T 2 Ib./A (not repeated)
 

C)b' (9) ,am,-trol"T 1 lb./A (not repea,te4l ",
 
(10) :a~il;rol-T 1 lb./A + "Plyac" sticker (not rep...-ted) , " 
(11) ~~troJ·T 1 Ib.tA + simazine·2 1/2.lb./A,.(not,repeated) 
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Results - .l2.22 

Table 2 shows the treatments, the weeding dates. and the effects on 
the three ericaceous plants at' the end of the first season. 

The check plots needed weeding six times during the season. The use 
of herbicides reduced the number of weedings to two or three. except that 
plots receiving slmazine needed only one weeding for the season. 

Stand counts and height mea8ure~nt8were made September 25, 1959. 
No differences we~e found for Taxus and Juniperus. 

The results for the ericaceous plants are shown in Table 3. Using 
survival counts and plant height as criteria of injury. EPTCand amiben 
were the most injurious chemicals. CDECcaused injury at the high rate 
only; no injury resulted from CIPC or simazine • 

......................................................................., .
 
. TABLE2.	 HERBICIDESANDRATESATTIMEOF SETTINGPLANTSIN 

THELINING-OUTBEDWITHDATES REQUIREDOFWEEDING

DATEOF 
TREATMENT FIRST APPLICATIONDATESSECOND OFWEEDING 

WEEDINGOF HERBICIDE SECOND THIRD 

1 
2 
3 
4 

EPTC4 lb./A 
EPTC6 lb./A 
EPTC8 Ib./A 
EPTC5 1b./A 

(incorporated) 
" 
II 

(surface) 

7/6 
7/6 
7/6 
7/6 

EPTC5 lb./A 
None 
None 
None 

(surface) 8/18 
8/13 
8/13 
8/18 

9/21 
9/21 
9/21 
9/21 

5 EPTC10 Ib./A 
6 COEC5 Ib./A 
7 COEC10 Ib./A 
8 Amiben 4 lb./A 
9 Amiben 8 lb./A 
11 Simazine 2 Ib./A 
12 CIPC 8 lb./A 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

7/27 
7/1 
7/6 
7/6 
1/6 
7/27 
7/1 

None 
CORC7 lb./A 
Repeated 
Repeated 
Repeated 
Repeated 
CIPC 10 lb./A 

9/21 
8/18 
8/18 
9/21 
9/21 
•• 
8/13 

9/21 
9/21 

9/21 

10 Check Weeded 6/8. 6/22, 7/6. 8/5, 8113, 9/21 
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TABLE3. EFFECTOF HERBICIDES PLANrSAt ENDOF THE ONERICACEOUS
TAmS ANDJUNIPBR.US1959 SEASON(SEPT. 25). NOTAFFECTED. 

CHEMICAL RATE METHOD NUMBEROF _ XA~ AZALEA, RHOOODEND!lON 
(lb./A) APPLICATIONS HEIGHI' SURVIVALSURVIVAL HEIGHI' SURVIVALHEIGHI'
 

No./8 (In.) No./8 (In.) No./8 (In.)
 
1 EPTC 4 Incorporated 

,.
21 7.7 5.4 1.7 2.9 7.3 4.3
 -

2 EPTC 6 Incorporated 1 8.0 5.9 8.0 3.3 7.7 4.1*
 
3 Enc 8 Incorporated 1 8.0 6.5 7.7 3.0 7.7 4.6
 
4 EPTC 5 Surface 2 7.7 4.9 1.7 2.8 6.2 3.3**
 
5 BP'1'C 10 Surface 1 7.3 4.2** 4.0** 2.6 4.0** 3.0**
 
6 CDEC 5&7 Surface 2 8.0 6.4 8.0 3.5 8.0 4.8
 

CDEC 10 Surface 2 8.0 7.0 1.3 3.1 8.0 3.8**7 
8 Amiben 4 Surface 2 8.0 5.5 5;Otir 2.7 8.0 4.4 

9 Amiben 8 Surface 2 8.0 5.0 2.7** 2.3 6.2 4.2* 
11 S:lmazine 2 Surface 2 8.0 5.8 8.0 3.1 8.0 5.0 
12 CIPC 8 & 10 Surface 2 8.0 7.5 7.7 3.4 7.7 4.7 _.
10 CHECK -- .. 8.0 6.1 7.7 3.5 7.7 5.3 

1second application 5 lb./A to surface 1/5/59 

*Signiflcantly differentfromcbeck at 51 level 

**Significantly different from check at"'l'%.level 

.. 
N 
-:t 
r-l 
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 !!!! Applications 

The plots used in the 1959 season were treated October 22. 1959, for 
control of late fall and early spring weeds. Most of ,the fall chemicals 
were tbe same as used the previous season. Important changes were the 
substitution of atrazine I and 2 lb./A and simazine l,'lb./A on plots that 
originally received EPTCincorporated before planting~ The plots were 
mulched lightly for the winter with salt marsh hay. 

Table 4 sbows the fall treatments and the weed control ratings made 
six weeks after the mulch was removed in the spring of 1960.. 

.................., .
 
TABtE4. TREATMENTS HERBICIDES 1959OF GRANULAR OCTOBER,

AND WEEDCONTROLRATINGSMAY 16, 1960 

WEED RATING.PLOTNO.. HERBICIDE RATE(lb./A) CONTROL
4 EPTC 3 3.7 
6 CDBC 4 6.3 
7 CDEC 8 7.3 

12 CIPC 4 4..0 
1 Atrazine I 7.0 
2 Atrazine 2 9.0 
3 Simazine I 7.0 

11 Simazine 2 9.0 
10 Check 1.3............................................................................
 

*WeedControl Rating: 1. No control; 9. clean 

Plots with 2 Ib./A of either simazine or atrazine were clean. 
Satisfactory control was obtained with 1 Ib./A of either simazine or 
atrazine and with 8 Ib./A of CDBC.. There was some plant loss over 
winter but 1088 was not associated with treatments. Replacements 
were made on May 16; 1960. to give each plot its full complement of plants. 

Objectives .!!!!!Procedures, .!!§.Q 
l ' '.

Most of the herbicides used in the 1959 season gave weed control 
for four to five weeks. The application plan for the 1960 season was 
to treat each month. It was thought that this would give, a new supply 
of herbicides at about the ~1me of depletion, and require a minimumof 
labor for weeding. Bxisting~eeds were merely pulled out. The soil 
surface ~a8'not loosened 'before application of herbicides. The EPTC 
p10tsweie given 1/2 'inch of water _fter each application. 

Two treatments, simazine 2 Ib./A and atradne 2 Ib./A, were applied 
only when weed ratings dropped below 7.0 r ci al tt control). The(lt cot'lllll.e
October, 1959 application of these two treatments kept the plots 

- "colllmercially" clean until the end of June, even though the soil was 
disturbed in making plant replacements in May. 
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Results
 
Table 5 shows the herbicides used and the weed control rgtinga
 

each month prior to cleaning the plots of existing weeds•
 
......................., ,.
 

TABLE5. HERBICIDES OURIm THE1960 SEASONAPPLIEDK>NTHLY
AND WEEDRATINGSJUSTPRIORTO EACHAPPLICATION 

The first application was made Hay 16. 
Plot Numbers correspond to same plots 
a8 in Tables 2, 3, and 4. 

2PLOT RATE RATINGSWEEDCONTROL
lNO. HEIUlICIDE(lb./A) JUNE16 JULY15 AUG.12 NOV.3 AVERAGE 

4 EPTC 4 5.1 5.3 6.3 , 5. 1 5.8
 
6 CDIC (spray) 8 7.3 3.0 6.7 5.7 5.7
 
7 CDIC 8 7.7 6.0 7.3 7.0 7.0
 

12 CIPC 8 5.0 5.3 6.0 4.7 5.2
 
I Atrazlne 1 9.0 8.3 8.7 9.0 8.8
 
3 Simazine 1 8.0 6.1 8.0 8.3 7.8
 

(Treatments below were applied July 1 and August 12 only) 

2 Atrazine 2 7.0 8.7 1.0 9.0 7.9
 
11 Simazine 2 7.7 1.7 6.7 9.0 7.8
 

1All herbicides were applied as granular except as indicated.
 

2WeedControl Ratinas: 1 • no control; 9. clean
 
A rating of 7 meant that only a very few small weeds
 
were present an~ plotl could be' cleaned" quickly.
 ........,......................." " ..
 
Of the treatuents applied monthly. the beet weed control resulted
 

from simazine 1 tb.tA andatrazine i lb../A. Second best, but satisfactory
 
weed control; was CDEC8 lb./A granul~r. Consistently poorer ratings
 
resulted fromCDEC8 Ib./A as spray, ~PTC 4 lb./A, and CIPC 8 lb./A.
 

The plots receiving atrazine 2 Ib./A and simazine 2 lb./A "wben
 
needed" reqUired two weedings and two appUcations for the seasOIl. Check
 
plots were weeded five times.
 

Stand counts and height measurementa of the plants ware taken
 
November8, 1960 to evaluate tbe~njury fro. herbicidal treatments. The
 
results showed that (1) TaXU8and Juniperus apparently were not affected
 
by the treatments. (2) stand of ericaceous planta was not affected by
 
the treatments, (3) height measuremeuts gave significant differences for
 
Azaleas only. The measur$ments showe4 ~nbibited growth of Azaleas fro.
 
two years appllcatioll8 of EPTC'(S lb. first year and 4 lb. second year);
 
CDEC(10 lb. first year and 8 lb. second year); S1mazine (2 lb. both years).
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Conclusions 
ADexperiment carried two years gave certain indications of the 

influence of granular herbicides in the lining-out bed on five species 
of woody ornamentals. Of the five species, Taxus and Juniperus appeared 
to tolerate all chemicals at all rates used. Considering herbicides used 
two full seasons from the time of setting: Kalmia appeared to tolerate 
CIPC, CDEC,and Simazine; Rhododendron appeared to tolerate CIPC and 
Simazine; Azalea tolerated CIPe only. 

Granular 81maztne and atrazine at land 2 pounds per acre gave 
effective weed control, and liner size plants of several species apparently 
could tolerate those rates. The use of 1 or 1 1/2 pounds per acre of these 
herbicides would seem to be especially worthy of further trials. 

Because of itl apparent safety to a wide range of plantl, CIPe 
would appear to be a useful herbicide for plants that are sensitive to 
the tr iaaines. 

GE'NEBALREMARKS 
The work reported here included herbicide trials in the lining-out 

bed aDd in field-grown nursery stock. S1mazine and 8trazine were promising 
for both bed and field. Wettable powder and granular forms were used. 

Simazine and atrazine gave similar results in all tests reported 
except one. In this one test, which involved fall applications for control 
of annual weeds in Rhododeodron aDd Euonymus, atrazine gave longer lasting 
cootrol but also more iojury to the ornamentals. Simazine is probably the 
safer material for certain plaots. 

Impressive control of annual weeds was obtained with as little as 
1 pound per acre. If we do not demand that one application give full season 
control, low rates of application can be useful on small liners and on 
species that are injured by the high rates. 

Fall application of the triazines showed promise of being very helpful 
in the control of quackgrass. The minimumrate of application necessary for 
practical control was not determined, but it would appear to be between 
2 and 5 pounds per acre. Timely cultivation the following season may be 
important in obtaining control of quackgras8 with reasonable rates, 

The author wilhes to acknowledge a grant in aid from 
Stauffer Chemical Companywhich partially supported thil work. 
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Effects of Granular Herbicides on Newly Planted Nursery Liners 

J;ohn F. Ahreni 

Abstract 

In ~~sery plantings, the gre~test weed problems often occur 
during: the first year or two after ,plants are lined out in the field. 
Several pre-emergence herbicides have. appeared promising for use in 
plantings of this type_ Iriformation is lac!Q.ng, however, on the effects 
of repeated applications of these herbicides, both on the existing and 
future nursery plantings -. Information also is needed on factorsaf
fe6t;.ing the response of nursery liners to. granular applications of 
herbicides. To obtain such information, experiments, were conducted 
with liners 'of yew (Taxus !EE-) and hemlock (Tsug~ canadenai.s}, as 
test plants •. The herbicides included simazine, neburon,CIPC, EPTC, 
CDEC,NPA,2,4-:-DEP,DNBPand se sone , . 

Permanent plots were established for each herbicide and dosage 
level •. In one experiment annual plantings and herbicide applica
tions were made' over a .3-year period. In another testa single her
bicide application a week after 'planting was followed,bY,two appli
cations during the second year,. Oat cover crops arid oat' bioa,ssays 
of soil samples taken' from plots were used to indicate puhe-pre sence 
of herbicide residues. 

. .' . 
, 

In a thirdexperim~nt, we investigated the effects of <planj:. age, 
and time of treatment alter transplanting upon the susceptibility of 
hemiocks to granular simazine and CIPC. . , , 

With the exception of TUllS cuspidata c<!pitata,yews were very 
tolerant of the granular pre-emergence herbicides tested. Hemlock 
liners were more susceptible to injury than yews. At normal herbi,cide 
dosages, however, growth of yews and heml6cks improved, probably because 
of weed,control. Repeat treatments with certain herbicides, applied 
either annually or twice in a season, injured liners only at high 
dosages. 

The tolerance of hemlocks to granular applications of simazine 
and CIP9 was increased greatly by delaying treatment for a longer 
period after transplanting. Tolerance to these herbicides also in
creased with age of the transplants. There is evidence to indicate 
that tolerances of other nursery plants may be influenced bYfactors 
of age and degree of establishment. 

, .. 

lContribution of the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Windsor, Conn., to be submitted for publication in the journal of 
The Weed Society of America. -

2Assistant Plant Physiologist 
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Residual herbicide activity was most pronounced with simazine. 
Dosages above 3 lbs./A. provided seasonal control of weeds. Even 
with slmazine, however, there was considerable loss of activity in 
a sandy loam soil. One year after a second annual application of 
simazine at 3 lbs./A., less than 0.25 lbs./A. was detected in the 
upper 4n of soil and none was detected at depths of 4-8n • With EPl'G 
most of the phytotoxic residue was found at depths below 4". The 
residues were somewhat less than those required to injure most woody 
plants. This and other evidence suggests that normal dosages of these 
herbicides, applied as needed, will not result in the accumulation of 
residues toxic to future plantings of species with tolerances similar 
to those treated. 
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WEEDCONrROLEXPERIMENl'S PLAlf.rSWITHNURSERY

Arthur Bing* 

This report is on a continuation ot the wee,d control experiments being 
carried out at the Cornell Ornamentals Research Laboratory on Long Island and 
in commercial nurseries in the Nell'York metropoli tanar.ea. This work is being 
carried out' in collaboration with Dr • Pridham at Ithaca. There are several 
separate experiments being carried on and each will be discussed seParately. 

Tolerance of Nursery stock to Herbicic.les 

There is much interest in which herbicides at what strength. can be used 
on woody ornamentals grOWing in the nursery row or in a ~andscape planting. 
This experiment is concerned with the planting ot a variety of yoUDgwoody 
plants and treating them with various rates of herbicides. One set of 
Atrazine plots was raked in after treatment to see if it 'j" > improved or lowered 
the usefulness of the material. A similar trial was carried out with EPI'C. 

Four hundred foot roys containing 200 ~iners 2 feet apart were planted 
with 3 feet between rows. There were t-.o rows of Taxus cus:p1data Hicks1i (Hicks 
yew), and one each of Uex crenata convexa (Boxleafed Holly) , Juniperus hetzii 
(Hetz juniper), Ligustrum ovalitol1um (California privet), Rhododendron obtussum 
var. Hinocrimson (Hinocrimson azaJ.ea), and B;ydrangea macrophy'lla var. Stratford 
(Stratford hydrangea). PJ.antings were made on ~ 3 to ll, all rows were 
tractor cultivated on Mq 12, and herbicidal treatments made on Mq 13 and 17. 
Each treatment consisted of 1 concentration of: a"material across the rows to 
include 2 plants in each row. 

The granular treatments were appl.ied with a calibrated lawn spreader 
mounted on large wooden wheels. The liquids were applied with a 1 172 gallon 
hand sprqer equipped with a flat spr. nozzle. Liquid was applied at 1 
quart per 100 square feet which is equivalent to ~OO gallons per acre. 
The treatments and rates used are shown in Table ~. One set ot Atrazine 
treatments was raked in (cult) the other was lett undisturbed. EPTCtreatments 
were also applied in duplicate and one set of treatments raked into the 
soil. Atrazine plus Zytron and Atrazine plus Dacthal were used to try to 
control crabgra.ss which usually comes up strong in otherwise clean Atrazine plots. 

The Dacthal, Zytron, CDEC,,Amiben, and CIPC plots became weedy fa.irly 
early and were hand weeded. Weed ratings were made June 18 before the 
hand weeding and on August ~7-24 when all plots were cultivated and hand 
noed. Cultivation was continued weekly until fall treatments were made in ~" 

early November 1$)60. PJ.ant tolerance data were taken September 16. Table 
2 shows the minimum rate ot &ny' herbicide used in the experiment that caused 
marked injury during the four month growing period. Atrazine did not serioualy 
affect Uex at erry of the rates used (see Table 1 for rates used) but at 8 
pounds per acre was harmful to pr1 vet. Simazine and Atrazine were quite 

* Cornell OrnamentaJ.s Research Laboratory, Farmingdale, Long Island, NewYork. 
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Table 1. Herbicides and Rates Used on Nursery Stock 

Applied 5/13-5/17/60 

Material Formulation Rates Used Pounds Actual Per Acre 



Table 2. Tolerance of SOmeNursery Plants to Herbicides. Figures show 
minimum rates of pounds actual to cause marked injury. See 
Table 1 for rates used. (Treated5/13-11/60 Observed 9/16/60) 

Pounds iSr acr.eactU81. :required to cause Injug to . 

8 6 2
-* 
8 2 2
 
4 2 2
 

... 8 4 2
 

8 8 4 2 2
 

* - No injur,y at rates used. 
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Table 3. WeedControl on Nursery Stock 

Treatment. Rate required Weeds still a problem at, commerciaJ. levels
 
for commerciaJ. Rag.. GalIn.. Lambs . Red Knot Crab- Nut
 
wee~c9ntrol_ Mustard sogt\ quarter root we.ed grass grass
 

Untreated,ai_ine4~ G- - -f) z z -- z z
-4SiIDaZiiie z-nvr:p-;
-2Atraiiiie4 G- - z ...---------------------------~-----
-2 ---AtraZineIi Gcult z z z 

AtraZJ.Ue a- - - --- -'4 
Same as for Atrazine 41&G5Ytrg,n_22,%.G_
 

~ron 25%G z z z
'it 
AtraZine4"ia Same as for Atrazine 4~ G
~t!!al2~G _ '
121!!,i1I'g,},O~.Q. z !. _ 
CDEC2O~ G * z z z z z z 
~~~~f-------;-----~----~--~--------~---~
~~3~~ ~ ! _ -- ~--~--~------------------~~-------------------

~'fl~~--------J-----z---------------------------_!
~c6 c~t-------b------------z-------------------~-
~~e~JMA-----6-----------------------------------____ i5! §i!!a!1ae _ 
Amoben 12 

...,. z 
- ...._-------- ..

.... Blackl ........ .... PJ.asti~·_ .... z

~ 

* Not sufficient control at rates used 

I-' 
V'l 
I-'
• 
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harmful to privet and azaleas at moderate rates and hydranges was actually
 
killed at 2 pounds per acre - the lowest ra.te used. ZiYtron, Da.cthal, CIPC, DNBP
 
a:cd CDEC,and Amibenwere not harmful at &D;y of the rates· ..nsecl. Atrazine end
 
Diuron at the higher rates caused yellowing of the lea,ves of llex.
 

Table 3 listschem1caLs a:cd minimum rateot application necessary
 
for commercially adequate weed control and, indicates which weeds tend to
 
be a problem at that otherwise useful rate. S1mazine granular at 6 pounds
 
per acre gave fairly-good weed control but a few mustard, ragweed, knotweed,
 
and nutgrass survived. .Atrazine that was not raked into the sol1 gave
 
better weed control that that raked into the soil. Crabgrass was.the only
 
problem on plots treated with Atrazin.e at 2 poutl4s per acre. The raked-in
 
plots had some mustard a:cd ragweed surviving. GeJ.insoga. was a problem in
 
Dacthal, EETC, and Amiben plots. Weed growth was not evenly distributed
 
in aU the plots. H~e, some weeds migh1; have been a problem in S()lIle treatments
 
even though they did Dot appear as suCh in the eXperiment because they were
 
not plentiful in tliat area.
 

Residual Effect 

In another area granular herbicidal treatments have been repeated
 
on the same soil for 6 years for Diuron and. CIPC and: 3 years for S1UIaZine.
 
The rates used are .Diuron 1 1/2 pounds ,CIPC 8 pounds and S1maz1tle 6 pounds
 
actual per acre. Plants now in the pJ:ots are Berberis verruculosa, nex
 
crenata var. Helleri, Pieris japonioa, Rhododendron molle, Rhododendron
 
obtussum var. Hinodegeri, nex crenate. convexa, Taxus cu.spidata.,
 
Rhododendron cata.wbiense, Leucothoecaetsbei" Syringa vulgaris grafted on
 
privet, Ex:1kianthus campanulatus, Pieris floribunda, nex opaca, Juniperus
 
hetzii, Berberis julianae, Hedera helix, and Osmanthus ~icifol:tus.
 

Continued use of Diuron on the soil .was reducing growth or ;njur,ying Pieris
 
japonica second year pl$Ilts and Rhododendron obtussum second yea:r plants.
 
CIPC was injuring Pieris japonica second yea:r plants. Simazine was injury-ing
 
Rhododendron molle second year, Rhododendron obtussum second year plants 1
 

Syringa vulgaris third year plants and Enk1anthustirst year plants.
 
One nez crenata in the Simazine plot had extensive yellowing
 
of foliage. All the other kinds of plants were doing well in the three
 
treatments.
 

In plots where CIPC was used at 12 and 16 pounds per acre for 5
 
years and D1uron at 3 aud4 pounds for 5 years, Te.xus cuspidata Hicks1i
 
was doing well after two seasons •
 

Din1tro for Chickweed Control 

Several years ago dormant Texus varieties and nex crenata convexa. 
were spr8¥ed with DNBPat 3~4 1/2 pounds per 100 gallons of water to . 
control chickweed that was growing over the plants. The results were 
successful and cOlllllercial growers have since, used th1s treatment. On October 
7, 1960 yound chickweed was .developing in established nursery stock. The 
rows were treated with 4-6 pOUnds of DHBPby applying lO~ granular with a 
Cyclone rotary spreader. By October 11, the chickweed was eliminated and 
was not regrowing one month later·~ -
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TreatiD§ Established Hemlock 

A nurseryman asked about controlling weeds, especially quackgrass, 
in an established planting of large hemlocks. On a Clear hot AprU 15, 1960 
parts of rows of hemlocks were treated with Atrazine 4~ granular at. 
2,4,6,8,10 .. Simazine 1,.igranular at 2,4,;,8, and 10, and CIPC 5~ granular 
at 4,8, and 16 pounds actuaJ. per acre. SeyeraJ. observations were made 
of this planting ..during the growing season. There was no plant injury 
from a:rJ.Y'of the treatments. 

FinaJ. observations were made on November 18, 1960. A1irazine at
 
4 pounds or more per acre and Simazine at 6 pounds or mre per acre
 

gave more 1ihan sa1iisfac1iory comrnerciaJ. weed control. At higher rates 
of Atrazine and Simazine quackgrass was entirly eliminated. CIPC 
was not effective against quackgrass. Simazine 80~ W.P. at 10 pounds 
per 100 gaJ.1ons spr8¥ed on a hemlock April 15 did not injure the pJ.ant. 

Conclusion 

This 'WOrkis being continued trying to apply experimental data
 
to nursery usage as soon as possible.
 

1
Many of the plan1is and some assistance in planting came from 1ihe Sta1ie 

Universi 1i1'Agricultural and Technical lusti tute at Farmingdale. other 
plants came from otto Muller Greenhouses East lfea.dow, NewYork, and 
Hicks Nursery, Westbury, N. Y. 
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THE USEOF SEVERALHERBICIDESoliPERENNIALS 

. Arthur :Bing* 

The use and appreciation of biennial and perennial ornamental 
plants is limited by the cost of controlling weeds. The growth habits 
of most of these plants and the long period they remain in one location 
make close clean cultivation very diff1cul t if not impossible. Ornamental 
plants occur in a wide variety' of families and genera and frequently are 
close re.1.ati ve to weeds that the 'WOotVplant nurseryman is trying·. to 
control. Herbicides with a long lasting effect that w1ll kill most weeds 
and still not adversely affect a particular crop are desirable. 

Certain perennial weeds have shown specific resistance to certain 
herbicides. For this reason an experiment was conducted 'W1th some of the 
more promising long lasting herbicides on some of the more important 
perennials and biennials. Daffodil, Dahlia, Da¥lily, Oriental. Poppy, 
Pansy ,P~ny, Phlox, and Tulip were included in this study. 

Daffodil (Narcissus pseudo narcissus) 

A grower was interested in weed control on field grown daffodils. 
The bulbs are planted in rows in the field for 2 years atter forcing in 
the greenhouse tor winter cut flowers. At:ter groWing in the field they 
are again planted in flats and forced in the greenhouse. 

On Mq 2, 1960 after the daffodils had flowered in the field 
the treatments shown in Table 1 vere made on 20 foot sections of row. 

Table 1. Herbicides Used on Daffodils (Friarts Head Farms 1960) 

Material Rates ktUiitUsed Iii <POundS Per ki'e 
S1me.zine 4%G 2,4,6,8,10
Atrazine 4%G 2,4,6
DNBPloi G 4,6,8
CIPC 5~ G 8,12 
EPI'C 6eJ,not cultivated 3,6 
Diuron 80%W.P. 1 

Observations made in JWle, showed no crop injury from any of the 
treatments. Weed control was good for treatments of Simazine, Atrazine, 
Diuron and higher rates of DNBP. Grass was beginning to grow in the lower 
DNBPtreated areas. EPI'C was not effective probably because of the hard 
uncultivated soil at the time Of application. Further observations on 

* Cornell Ornamentals Research Laboratory, Farmingdale, Long Island, NewYork 
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flowering and growth in the spring of 1961 Will be necessary to properly 
evaluate crop tolerance. ' 

Dahlia (Dahlia pinnata) 

Treatments on newly planted dal:111-.swith S1maZ1ne, cm, and Diuron 
in 1959 showed good crop tolerance and' good weed control. This limited 
test was repeated in 1960 with s1m11arresults. , A large scale series of 
treatments was made on June 10 on a dalIl1a planting at the U. S. Veterans 
Hospital"No~thport" L.I-"N.Y. dThe 'rows were 200 feet lons and 4 feet 
apart. 'Plants had not yet emerged from the sol1 a1ld the area was fairly 
free of 'Weeds. . Replicate treatments were made Oil half rowan th liquid 
Simazine 80~ lv.P. at 1" 2" '3, and 4 J>Ounds actual per 100 gallons of water per 
acre and Diuron' 80~ W. P. at )." 1 112 and 2 pounds actual per 100 gallons of 
water per acre. ' , 

None of the treatments injured the dahlias • Weed control was
 
evaJ.uated on July 25. S1ma.zine at 1 and 2 pound rates gave good weed
 
control except for a few crabgrass" barnyard grass" and purslane.
 
S1ma.zine,at 4 po6.nds controlled all weeds except a few grasses. Diuron at 1
 

Jamaupound gave fairly goodi1'1itia1coz;1trol but by July 25'afew ,grasses,
 
purslane" and red root were com:1ngin.D:L~on at l 1/2: pouDds gave better
 
controlbutsim1lar weeds:'to those in the 1 pound plots' were coming up. At
 
the 2 pound rat,e of Diuron only, a few purslane were emerging.
 

l?t&lily (Hemerocallis sp.) 

~lilies are very desirable perennials that are left in the same
 
10ca.tion for many years. In the fell of 1959 and the sPring of 1960"
 
herbicidal treatments with Sima.zine 4}&G·at 4,6,8, and lO' EPI'C 6% G at 3
 
and 6, and Amiben 10% G at 4 and 8 pounds actual per acre were apPlied to
 
established dqlUies. During the 1960 growing season there were nO signs of
 
injury from any of the treatments. Fall applications of Simazine resulted
 
in the best weed, control. Larger scaJ.e treatments with Si.m$Zine at 4·6 pounds
 
per acr,e were made d'ltring.'early November 1960.
 

German Iris (Iris sp.) , 

Trea.tments made on iris .several years ago showed CIPC to be fairly safe
 
on iris and to gi ve fair, weed control. Quackgiass is the most troubJ.esome
 
weed in iris plantings and it is not controlled by CIPO. S1maz1,hecontrols
 
quackgrass in peonies. 'In the fall of 1959 iris plants at the Martin
 
Viette Nursery were treated With Sima.zine 4~ G at 4,6,8, and 10 pounds
 
actual per acre , EPro 6% G at 3 and 6 pounds actual per acre, and with
 
Amiben 10~ G at 4 and 8 'ppun4s actual per acre. 'The treatments were
 
repeated on adjacent rows in the early sPring of 1960.
 

None of the herbicidaJ. treatments produced any signs of injury during 
the growing season. Simazine applied during the faJ.l gave the best weed control. 
Six pounds of S1mazine per acre gave gOOdweed control. 
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A large ~ea of, iris was treated, with S1mazin.e in Nov.ember1960
 
to substantiate the previous sea.Sonsresults. ,., "
 

Orieutal POPpY(P&Rf3.verorieutale) 
.~. . 

An est$b11sbed~aJ1t1ng ,of Orientas,J.poppies at the ,Martiu Viette 
Nursery-was treated in. 'thef8J.l oflQ59a#d, adjaCent rovs iu ilie springot 1960 
with S1mEt.zip~, sr8l),w"arat4,6,8,' ~ lO:pc?uI1ds,EPTCat 3·aDd 6 pounds, aDd 
.Am:ibenat :4.a.ncl 8 po\U1d.&act1Ull peraere. ; SUlazip.e controlled weeds best 
but yelloved th~ le_vesat aU r$tes. ,SomebUrning of leaves occurred at the 
6 and 8 potUld JOate andc1Wi.rfing, of ,pJ.antoccurred. a~ the 1()11Oundrate. 
The 'srowerdid uot ,coriS1~1i-.he 7eU~ng floamS1maZine serious end fertiliZer 
application 'might dD aYt!i:1'vitti the yellowing. ,>Tbepoppies were 'uOt 
adverselyaffect.d by..JJ:Pl'C~ Alrd.ben.,NThe gro~ is iuterested iu 
agaiu trying the lower Siazine rates in the 'tall of 1960because, of the better 
weed control. 

:' " Pe:nsI(Vi-ol,s. tricol<?%")' 

, Pansy 8ee~ is ,us~ planted in Augus't imd the. transP1.ents'
 
set 'out iu bedS:1n Se:Pt~ ,Cfr early Octobei.Bq.~ ~" ,later plaut1ng
 
prodUCes ~~;' eas,ia:to ~e, plsltswh:lchd,O': 1JPt, f'J.oWer'until,
 
spring. This 'is ~sftab.l~~ 'ae.4 transplant:b~~e being
'5e~ "a.n:d en'ectively 
treated for' weed c()~ 'DY.»replaiit treatments ,v.Lth a,team, methyl broDdde, 
or Vapam. Growers are interested iii a less expensive post-plant treatment. 

On OCtober 18, 1959' miXed',pan.sie8 were planted 6 x 6 inches in 2 beds
 
3 feet w:i.deand 20 f.eetlong., On October~, s;ranule;r t:re.a~ents were made
 
on groups Of 24 :pl8111;a by- tre4til16 a 2 foot' wide strip' serosa the 3 foot bed.
 
The pansies Were, covered l4ith salt hq in ~cember and'uncovereQ. in
 
mid ~ch. Plant· .stand' and~ed .con~rol: were ob,served on itq 6, at
 
whiCI1 time the,pi$ts :were just paSt the stage at which they coul.d be sold.
 

. .-' 

Table 211~ts the treatments lQS4eon October 21 withthe surv! val of
 
pansy plants rated as gooo., fair or the weed control rated as .,
poor"ana..
be~I18 poor nl" t~ excellent "10 II • Reub1t was the pred.Om1nantweed. Ami.ben 
ga.ve good weed control but killed the pe:nsies. Neburon gave fairly good weed 
control '8I1dthe pansies made goOd growth. EPro at 3-5 pounds per acre gave 
good weed control.and lU,.ant,stand wasgood. CIPC gave o~ fair, weed,control 
and fair ~rop toler~e.S1.mazine '~, Atrazip.e gave goo4 we,edcontrol but 
pe:nsies, were c~.etely, eliminated; ~by '.t,r~1neand by .S~lne ,at rates, over 
1 poUnd ~acre~The m1Xtureof '~'CIFC with 4~Sesonewas not eff.ective giving 
poor cropjataild fair Weed'eontrol.. .... . ' .' , ' ',' " . ''and "onJ.!

", , EPrC and Neburon showe4~:FQ:Ird.~e for post plantir)g:~edc,ohtroi '
 
on pansies 

,'" 

and more tQtte'Qsive:t'ria:l.s'~ 
- '. be1ngmade'in J,,96P~6J.. '
 

. , , . ".', 
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Table 2. Pansy Weed Control (Planted 9/18/59) 

Treatment Plant §tan! 57'6J60 
,9/21/59 ' Weed Control * Out of 24 plants 

;ppupds actuaJ./8.cre 5/6/60 Good Fair Poor 

Untreated 1 19 3 0
 
Amiben 10% G 1 8 6 8
7 

2, 10 0 0 7
 
It. 10 0 0 7
 

., 6 10 0 0 9
 
8 10 0 0 3
 

',10 10 0 0 1
 
Untreated 1 15 7 1
 
Neburon 4~ G 4 4 18 2 2
 

6 8 21 0 2
 
8 8 19 1 1
 

10 3 17 2 1
 
Untreated 1 23 1 0
 
EPTC6% G 2 cult 8 19 3 0
 

3 cult. ,.11.0 16 1 3 
4. cult 10 18 1 2 
5 cult 9 17 1 1 
6 cult 10 11 7 1 
6 Uncult 9 18 4 0 

Untreated 1 24 0 0
 
Chloro IPC 5~ G 6 3 18 3 2
 

8 8 15 4 1
 
11 '12 7 5 5 

16 9 12 9 3
 
Untreated 3 18 2 1
 
Simaz1ne 4~ G 1 9 9 6 0
 

2 10 0 0 0
 
3 10 0 0 0
 

Atraz1ne 4~ G 1 10*** 0 0 0
 
2 10*** 0 0 0
 
3 10*** 0 0 0
 

Untreated 1 12** 0 0
 
Untreated 1 23 1 0
 
Untrea.ted 1 23 1 0
 
Cbloro IPC 3 + SES 2 6 10 5 0
 
Cbloro !PC 6 + SES 4 6 ,10 5 3


4'Cbloro IPC 9 + SES 6 8 2 1
 
Chloro !PC 12 + SES 8 7 0 ,1 1
 
Untreated 3 23 1 0
 
Untreated 

* 
~ 23 0 0
 

lieed control 1 .. no control 10 .. no weeds 
** Two rows on the side toward atraz1ne were killed by the atraz1ne. 

*** Crabgrass coming in heavy in spite of' good control of other weeds. 
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Peo& (Paeonia· alb1flora) 

The use of S.imaziJULAt.5-10 pounds actue.l per. acre .and Diuron at 2*4 
pounds per acre was continued for the third year on the same plots. Both 
granular and liquid applications were ~e on January 25, 1960. Am1benlOi . 
granular was used. f'or.the first time 1ndiSl6Oat rates of 4-l0pounda actUal 
per acre. lii th tbe irdxed varieties used there was no crop injury from . 
eVE:::l·the·. highest rates use"d• 

.... .t.rhe Si;inazine· treatments gave slightJ.y better weed control than the Diuron. 
The small· veronica that waSrather prevalent in Diuron plots last year 
came in still heavier this past season. The Am1benfailed to control the 
alre~ sta:rted grasses. One half of a row that had been an outside untreated 
row ter the past two seasons was treated w:l.th liquid Simazine at 5 pounds actUal 
per acre on January 25. In spite of the established weeds especially alre~ 

emerged grass at treatment time the newly treated half'*row was weed free 
by late spring. . 

Simazine was used commercially on several large fields of' peonies. 
Treatments were made using granular Simazine at 4-6 pounds per 
acre or liquid at 3*4 pounds per acre on clean ground. In general, good 
peony growth and weed free ground was the result. At lower rates of 
Simaiine barnyard grass {Echinochoa crusgali)can be a problem. Where applications 
were made by growers to very wee<\y fields at rates of 6*8 pounds per acre, weed 
control was more spotty. However, there was fairly good quackgrass control . 
at the higher rates.· Uneven applications by growers of granular gave ....-. 
spotty control and caused injury to same Y'ariet1es. Varietal susceptibility 
JD8¥be quite variable although most variet.ies treated were unaffected by 
treatments. If only a few varieties are sensitive the grower would eliminate 
these or grow them in untreated areas. The results With herbicides are so 
ellcouraging that peony growers are adoptiDg the use of Simaiine or Diuron 
as a standard cultural practice. 

. SummerPerennial PbJ.ox (Phlox paniculatal 

Earlier experiments and grower field trials showed Phlox paniculata to be 
very .sensitive to CIPC. In the fall of 1959 and spring of 1960treatments 
were made to Pb1oxgrow1Dg in the Martin Viette nursery using S1mazine 
granular at 4,6,8, arid 10 pounds and EPl'C.6'/J granular at 3 and 6 pounds 
per acre. Simazine at all rates used was.very harmful to Phlox. A11 but 
the 10west rat"e eventu.ally k1l1ed Phlox.EPro caused a contortion. of the 1eaves 
especially from the spring application. This contortion has also been observed 
on greenhouse snapdragons planted in soU treated w1th EPTC. 

Phlox is quite. sensitive to the herbicides so far tested. 

Tulip (Tuliia gesneriana} 

A p1ant1ng of mixed 1iu11ps was made in November 1959.·· They were 
treated aeross the rows With the treatments listed iii Tab1e 3 on January 25" ~960. 
A:rter treatment all rows were covered lightly w1th salt he¥. 
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Table 3. Herbicides Used on Tulips 

Material Rate Used in Pounds Actual Per Acre 

SimaZine 4%G 1,2,3.,4,6,8, 
Di uron 20;0G 1,2,3,4,
CIPC 5%G 4,6,8,12
Amiben 10%G 2,4,6,8,10
Neburon 4%G 4,6,8 

vlhen the plants came up in April the salt hay was removed. All 
plots flowered well. Weed control was most long lasting in the 
Diuron plots, which were still free of weeds in November 1960. The Simazine 
plots were fairly cJ.ean until late summer when grasses appeared. The plots 
will remain for evaluation of flowering in the spring of 1961. 

The 1'"all treatmentsofdaylllies, iris and peonies with 
granular Sima.zine looks very promising. Post plant treatments of pansy transplants 
with EPl'C or Neburon also look good. Larger scale trials of these PrOmising 
treatments are being carried out in the growers t fields.' 
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EVALUATION HERBICIDES STRAWBERRYOF SEVERAL ~
 

PLANTSDURINGTHEIRFIRST GROWING
SEASON. 

Oscar .E. $dlubert and Peter C.. Rogers 1 

Weeding' strawberry plants, ina.tted-row system of culture 
becomes increasingly more difficult and t.tme consuming as more and more 
runner plants are formed during the .ea80n~ The purpose of this experi
ment was to determine 1f herbicides alone could be used for adequate 
weed control without any additional hand weeding and without excessive 
injury to the strawberry plants. With Sesone it is necessary to remove 
all weedi 'before the next" aPplication is made because weeds that have 
already -.rged are seldom.killed unl.ess extremely .all. 

MATlUUALSANDMETII)DS 

In early April. 1960. Catskill strawberry plants were set 
about 18 inches apart in rows 4 feet apart on a medium sandy loam at 
Schubert Gardens, Morgantown, West Virginia. The planting was weeded 
with a rotary cultivator and hand-hoed until June 19. Since at this 
time runners were forming and elongating rapidly, this was the last 
time it would be prac~ical to·· cultlvatewithout cOnsiderable slow hand 
weeding. . 

The herbicidet~eatments' and application dates are given in 
Table 1. Each plot was 9 feet wide and 12 feet long and had an average 
of 12 to 15 plants. The herbicide treatments were assigned at random 
within each of the four replications. Plots with stmUar plant numbers 
and vigor of plants were grouped into separate replications. 

BBSULTSANDDISCUSSION 

Weeds were present in the herbicide plots one month after 
the first herbicide application. Since the main purpose of this ex
periment was to ascertain whether herbicides could safely control weeds 
without additional hand weeding, a second application was now necessary. 
Purslane was coming into the Eptam plots and a mixture of grasses and 
weeds were found in varying proportions in all the other plots. Weed 
control was very good in the Casoron plots on July 21 but injury to the 
strawberry plants was excessive so a second treatment was not applied. 
The Dacthal plus Simazine plots were not sprayed again. although some 
plots were becoming weedy, because it was hoped the weeds would be 
killed if given additional time. By the time this error was eVident 
it was too late to control the grasses in the plots with Karsi1 although 
adequate control of the broad-leaved weeds would have been possible. 

_... -~ ... -------1 Associate Horticulturist and graduate student, West Virginia University. 
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Table 1.' Herbicide treatments 8J)Dlied to Catskill strawberrv, Dlants •.......... ..
*~._•.-lfiiI'fitI _	 II: _,	 . 
Treatment 'Herbic:1desapp1ied Juri.~20;;;2i~ '·'Herbicide. applied as a spray
 

..... ... ....... _ __ 21' '1960:
number'!960.______ '.' -. . -,- _ .: _ '. __ 'onJul '.;;,Jv ,_ .. _.. ." .. ' _~ ~	 ~ 

u'Herbicide .'late-r,(·:,··.: Type 'Herbicide 'Rate , 
I an'd (: .a······1 i .r .... -: ·o'f'-- . ··f -ad' 'I a i"..	 ..' . '".. ,.. . . 

_____ 1J!'2J:]!!U!~!i!,~;';':'1J!/! 1·.. R.l.!~.tt10n·..!oPJ!1!tj,on __ ":'l,h/A _ 
I' ,.' None ,.'; "non-hoed check) , .... .t. . .' 

~-~~~----·~~-·-~-T·~--~~----~~~---~--~~2 ' Eptam"'SO ... t 6.0 . Rake~ 1nto ..~Kar~~1l-2EC '4.0 
_____ 1 ~ l __ ~ _ ~, 1.1..!01l.:,.l..;~12:.:t::t. !"..a i ne.:8QW _ 
_ 1. ~CAs2r2P.:,4i ....~!.2 ... !UJ;.f.lcjt .. _ '........_ ~ ... __.... ~ ~ ........ ~ 

tKarsil-2IC4 '4.0.' spray tbr.U~2EC . '.4.0
 
. '+ Simazine-8OW 1. ~.t' .Snr'av i I ~ .• ' .
 

- - - - ..-.'..,....., -- ~ W!itI[- .. _	 - - - - - - -. --
5	 'Karsi1-2EC' 4.0 t Spray :!XUaU.2EC '4.0
 

, , .: .' .. '+Slmazine-8OW '1.5
- - - _. .............-. - ~ .. -- - - - - - -- - - .. ,-.......
-.- ... - .- - ...... ... ..... 
- ...	 ..... tS1madftA:"SOW'- __ ....... ,..- =e&... ' ... . ___
-6 __" _ ... , _ .... •.- , 1.5""'-_ ~~rav.. _ ..tkraU-2EC.'__ ... _ , 4.0..... •
 

7 'Dinoben-1OG . ' 4.0 '. Surface ,;tl.anU-2EC '4.0 '
 
_ ~ .........:.~ .. ~ _.....~.-' _ ,.:.........._ ..~',±!,!!8~i!l.~~!W_ ~ !~~ ..... __ 
_ ! ..:.: 89.£h.lc~-..:h2e.4 ..s_nJ.e!t~ 1.01.!:e.!d~c!,lllr21LlNs.n.l _ .. .;..._ l -'.8.2


9 'Dactha1-1.5G ' 8.0 'Surface '. "
 
_____ l+_S1maZ1	 __ -- -;,.' __ n.l-.lCl,1.2:l!p.£ax. -c'-

.

a G - granular, EC- emulsifiable concentrate, W • wettable powder.
 
b Rate expressed as active ingredient f.,n',pouncls,per acre.
 
c Granular herbicide broadcast 01) surface.s evenly. as possible. with
 

a salt shaker. 

The July 21 treatments were either: a 'spTay of KarsH by itself 
if Simazine had been used in the-June 21 treatment •. or' a combination of 
KarsH plus Slmazine if Simazine had notbeeaiUaed earlier.. Karsil was 
the-only herbicide ' available ·t.oua'that would kill annual gras.es 1-1 1/2" 
tall and also kill lar.gel' broad-leaved' weeds without 'appreciable injury 
to strawberry plants. Karsil, however. could be expect.d to give only 
temporary control of grasses so it was necessary. to add Stmazlne for 
longer· residual weed. control, if $lmazine ·.d not been u.ed in the June 
21 treatments. All' previously treated plots. except the Ca.oren and 
the Dacthal plua. Slma.ineplots received: an appt'ication :0£ either lCarsil 
or Karsil plus Stmazine on July 21. 

Between August 30,. and September 8. 1960 all gruses and 
broad-leaved weeds were pulled and wei8hed' "parat.ly for each plo.t:. 
The average weight of grasses', and broad-leaved. weeds for each,treat
ment is given in Table 2. In' the foltow:iD.g di'$cus.tota on weeds the hoed
check plots will not be included since weeds were removed periodically 
throughout the seasOn. These hoed-cheek plot.- are of value fo~ compar
iog plant stand ·andylald in 1961. 
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Allthe·hemici.d& treatlrliirti!save a siEPUfll,ean:t reduCt1onin.broad ..lefit,ved 
weeds over 'theYflOn":'hoed eheC"lt~1lhe;followiJ18 treatment. batl'en. averase-: of ' 
less 'than'0 .65 .pourids:0"£'weed8ypuf'l'l'ot and· 'Would be,.eonB1dered.cJ.ean for " 
a.ll pra.etical purposes: ' ". " '.,.':: '::. .L.J ", ' , . '. .' . 

7 -Dmoben' follOwdby Karsil + S1ma.zine;·
 
5.:!",; lEarai.l,folloftd·.by: Karsi.l ... 81maziIlEh "' .
 

.:&.~..: s:i:meztnei .';tQUO'Ifedt,by lJW.'ad.l." ,
 
.~2....:Eptam fol.lo.a..:b~,:~l> ...."Slbiazine •. ';'.
 

, ;1#:1'- :lfar&i1::·,.. :S1iIaziDe:i1'olloweid'b1:~ail. . 
-,-;.-.t·,*-t [.,:.,"; '''L:'t.'~~/ r:L····~ .:~. t 

The·average: cODb:1nedwe:lSb~,~averaae. total.weiShtot -weds justify :the 
rolloving comparisons ... All herbicide trea.tmen'tl$prodUc:eQ.~~sisn±ficant'degree 

of weed con'trol compared to the non-hoed check. In addition the following 
trea.tments were significantly better than the De.cthaJ.. plus S:hnazine trea.tment: 

6 - Simazine followed by Karsil. .
 
2, - Eptam followed by Karsi.l + Sima.zine.
 
4. .. Kara11 + Sime.Zine followed by Karsll. -' 7 .. Dinoben fol.lowed by Karail + Simaz1ne.
 
5 - Karstl followed by Karsil + Simazine.
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In .Table 3 Co.mpariS01'U$ madebetween~·-tiUaiber, of, straWberry are plants 
just bet'o~ tree:tmeht(JuraL19) andtbe number 'of p~t. '1.Jleaph treatment 
on8ePfember 151::1960" Pl~t. stands :were, s~$i:i~fic;!Ul~l.)t pOOrer 1n September 
in th~C8$oron: and non-:hoe~ cmck plots 8$c~.w1th the to11owiog , 
treatnlentfJ: .. ~. ".' ...., • . :: . 

6 - S1m~ine follo~d: 'b1 Ka;-sil. . ,
 
2 -Eptam followed by Karsil -+ S:1DBzine.
 
7 - Dinoben followed by Karsil + SimaziDe.
 
a,-'Non-hoed check"
 
9 ,'~Dacthal +S~z1,ne., ' '
 
4 - 'Karsil +' S1m&.zinefoJ.lowed by KaraU.
 

In add1tion the stand in tm non':'hoed cl..eck was significantly lower than
 
treatJnent5--Kars~1 follOlled by KarsU + S1maz;in.e", The latter (treatment
 
5) had a decreaaed .standu 'COJl:IP&1'ed followed
w::tth treatment6--Simazir.e	 by
Kars.il: " " ,	 . " . 

Table 3.' 'ToW strawberry pl~t cowt$, ~ plots before application o:r
 
!!e!b!c!.d!s_(iu.ee_ l,2)_8!!d_o,a ~'b!mB.e! !5J. ~.:. ~ _ ' ...._ .:.. ~_
 
- - - - - .. - ~ ~
- - - '"":" - - - - - - - r -:TOtil'"":"plan:f~·eoui't-iii' f Av7 iiuiD"ber
Treatment f _R!.r:2i£1S:e.;.;~ .£Dl reE.l!.c!t!o!S~ _I of runner';';';_1"£U£.


number I June 20-21, .' July ?l, 'I JtDiil 19,,I,.September , plants per

" 1960' I' 19W , '1960 I 15, 1960' or1g1na.l
 

_____ '- -(- L __ ,- __ I' - - - - - ! - - - b' - 1. p.l!!1!4!e _,t__ ! __ L _ Noae_ -_ !~".ao!A-_c!!e£k __ 2,1__ ! ,..._115~ _ .!..__ 2.:. _
 
2,Eptam "., . I Kars11 + I 51' I ' 6110·' I 11.7,
 

. L . IS1maZine 1 . " , .' ' I '
 
- - '3--I CaSoroD"-r - -:- - T - -'52- - T ~ -2ff)T!~.T - -374- - 
--~--,~U-+-r~u--T--~--T-491-T-~~---

I Simazine 1 ,I	 I I 
- - '5- -, KaisI1~ - -, KsrsI1-+-:T - - ~- - T,-1ilsa - T - -577- - .... 

I "J S1m&Zine1	 I I 
........b	 ~ -. Si_'Zine- - r ,Karan-T - - -1-- T ~ -6Sb - T - 127- 
- - -	 - - ... - - - - - - - .. - - ~, -

~ 
- - - ~b- - - - -~ ............- ...._5_ -

-
7,	 I .Dinoben '1KarsU+ I' ;IV I 000 I 9.7 

1 I S1maz1ne I,' t 1 
,-,,- tr - - - - - ---(-'- -- -1'- - - - - -b - - ...~5e8-"" T - - - - -___	 - L !~e__ ....;._1 __ .2_ _ 1_ - - - - - -89':'85- ___ !!O:!dLc!le£k	 .:.. ....

9	 1 Dacthal + II ' ;2 I 511. 1 • _____	 ! ! __ __ ! _L~~!~~_l	 ~ 

a '!'hese figures are actual stand counts. Since plant counts or stand counts
 
are not normally distributed it is necessary to transform the plant counts
 
by adding one to each plot count and then taking the square root when making
 

b~tatistical analyses. 
Denotes significant reduction in plant numbers over all other treatments 

at the r;;,level. 
C Denotes significant reduction in plant numbers over all other treatments 
~xcept treatments 5 and 1 at 'the r;;,Je vel. 

dDenotes significant reduction in plant numbers over treatment 6 at the 
r;;,level. 
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The averase number of ruDDer pJ.ants formed per ori&1ftal plant set 
(Table 3) 1fU low in the non-hoed oheck, Casoron, and Karsil followed by 
Ka.rsil plus S1maZ1ne treatments with 2.4, 3.4, and 5.7 runner plants per 
original pl8Z1t, respectively. Treatment 6 - Simazi:n.e follcrwed by Karsil 
and treatment 2 - Eptam followed by Kareil plus S1mazine - had 12.5 and 
11.'7 runner plants, respectively. All other treatments were s1mila.r to 
the check - 9.5. 

Plant observations throughout the season did not reveal any marked 
plant injury although occasional leaves in plots receiving both Karsil 
and Simazine had small amounts ot chlorosis. 

The most commonbroad-leaved. weeds in the non-hoed check plots and 
in the border around the strawberry planting were: redroot pigweed, 
purslane., ragweed, lambsquarters, and smartweed. Most commongrasses were: 
sprea.d1ng witch, crab, and barnyard. By the end at August, redroot 
pigweed plants in the non-hoed check plots were otten .4to 6 feet 
tall 'While spreading witch grass was 3 to 4. feet tall. In the non-hoed 
checks, caeoron, and Da.cthal plus S1mazine plots, the grasses and broad
leaved weeds were so dense that the entire plots were oavered and the 
strawberry plants were shaded. The summary at the principal weeds in the 
plots just before they were pu1].ed and weighed in late August to early 
September is given in Table 4. 

By using certain combinations of herbicides during the past season, 
more specifically between June 20 and September 1, it was possible to 
keep the str""wberry planting free tram serious weed. com.petition without 
appreciable injury to strawberry plants. No attempt was made to use 
herbicides before June 20 this season because weeds can be controlled 
until then without much detailed hand weeding and more strawberry plant 
injury might occur from the earlier application. The success at these 
herbicide combinations may also have been largely due to the lack of 
soil disturbance. If the soil 1s cultivated or mixed additional weed 
seeds may be placed 1n a favorable environment for growth. The herbicides 
may be relocated where they will not control weeds as well or even be mor'6d 
nearer certain plant roots and cause plant injury. 
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"'-" Ia.!!l.! ! __!ind_a!!,d_r,!l.!tj,v,! J!ID.2u!!,t_o!p,!d,! j,n_s.£rAw.2eI,rI. heI,bj,c!d,! a1.2ts. 
----~~-------~-~-----------------~-~,I I Kind and rel"tlve amount of weeds 
Treatment I B!.rbicide _u!.ed ~: _'_ _~~st. ~_- -.s!pt8l!b!.r_81,. !.9§"0:,._ 

number ,- .rune~(J"-21, I JUly n, I Broad-Leaved; IGrasses 
I 1960 1 1960 I Iterative -amount I Relative -amount 

- - - - - -J - - - - - - - - ,- - - -t - - - - - - - - - - -1- - - - - -, - 
I1 I None-(non-h~ed check) I PIGWEED(L),& 1 'WITCH(L),a 

I I I purslane (L), I crab (M), 
I 1 I ragweed (M), I barnyard (M) 
I 1 I smartweed (X), I P, VP, 2EP 
1 I " 1 lambsquar~ers (L) I 
I I PVP2EP , 

------~---~-~~-----~~,--------------~2 I Eptam I KarsH + I purslane (T) I unidentified 
I I Simazlne , 3VG,G 1 (T-M) 
, "I	 , VG2GP .: ______________--~-~---------t~~-~~~-~ 

3	 'Casoron I 1PURSLANE(L). 'WITCH (H), 
I I I pigweed (X) I crab (M) 

_______ ... ....... .-. __ .a...... _ ....... _ .... .. , .. _
I , 3PVP 13PVP 
4 I Karsil + I "Karsil I purslane (T-S), 1WITCH (a-H), 

I Siuzine I ' ragweed (T) I crab (X) 
... 1 ... ...._ ... I ... _,_ ... - - ..... - - IVOGFVP_ 3VGG - ...,_a_.-. __ 

5 'Karsil I KarsH + I purslane ('1:) 'WITCH (S-X),I ~!i~~~~-!~-------~~~J~~--
6 Simazine I Karsil I purslane (T) I unidentified 

I I I 4VG I (T-S) 
I I 1 2VG 2G 

- -7- - - 1 -Dln(;'b;n-- ~ Karsl1-+ i - ;o;e-- - - - - - -1w.iici''(T:M),
. ." I I Simazine I 4VG I crab (S-M) 

,"' I I '2VGPVP 
- - - - - , ....- - - - - ... - - - - I - - ... - - - ......... - ...,- -'-,--.. _. - __ 8 , _N2,n!.-i H2,e! ~h.!ck)__ ., _ h0,!d 1__ hg,eg..;. __ 

9 Dacthal + PURSLANE(M-L), WITCH(L), 
I Simazine I I ragweed (S) I crab (M-L) 

. I" I 12FPVP Ip31P 
---~--~~-------------,_.~---~----~---~-

a	 If broad-leaved weeds or grasses 'were present in large numbers and 
of medium to large size the weed is written inCAPITAL'letters. The 
letter in parentheses following the weed describes their general 
size: L· large. X .. medium, S ., small. T" tiny, with only 3 to 6 
small leaves, and S-H would indicate a range in size from small to 
medium. 

b Key	 to relative amount of weeds: 
A.	 The number indicates the numbers of plots involved out of four, 

if more than one. 
B.	 The letters indicate the relative number of pounds of weeds in 

each plot, 9' x 12'. 
VG .. 0.2 pounds or less. 

G .. 0.5 to 1.5 pounds.
 
r .. 1.6 to 3.5 pounds.
 
P .. 11 to 21 pounds.
 

VP .. 25 to 50 pounde ,
 
EP .. more than 55 pounds.
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StlMMARY 

. The following h~rbiciae treatments were effective in control-ling 
broad-leaved weeds and grasses in a strawberry planting from June 
21 to Se~~ 1. . '. .... ; . , 

Treatment 6 -- .S1mS.s1neJ..5 Ib/A on June 21, followed by 
,,' . Karsil 41bLA qn.·July 21. 
Treatment 2 -- Eptem b lb/A on June 20, followed by Karsi1 

. 4 lb/A + Simaz:1ne 1.5 lb/A .01,1 July 21. 
Trea.tment 4 -- Karsi1 .. 1b/A + Simazine 1.5 Ib/A on June 

21, followed by Karsil .. lb/A on July 21. 
In add1 tion, the following 'bwo herbicide 'treatments were effective 

in controlling broad-leaved weeds and would probably be satisfactory 
for general weed control if grass control were not a serious problem. 

Treatment 7 -- Dinoben 4 1b/A on June 21, followed by 
, , Karsil 4 lb/A + Simazine 1.5 lb/A on July 21

Treatment 5 -- Karsi1 4 lb/ A on June 21 followed by Karsil 
4 lb/A + Simasine 1.5 1b/A on July 21. 

The'foregoing treatments pve satisfactory weed control without 
readily apparent injury to strawberry plants and without reducing the 
plant stand to a signifi~ant extent. 

The authors are indebted and grateful to Dr. R. S. Dunbar, Statistician, 
West Virginia University, ,for the analyses of data • 

. The cooperation of the following c~ies in supplYing the herbicides 
used in this experiment is also gratefully acknowledged: .AmchemProducts, 
Inc. ,:Diamond Alkali Company, Geigy Agricul.t'!ll'al Chemicals, Niagara 
Chemical DiVision of Food Machinery and chemical Corporation, and 
Stauffer Chemical COmpa:1y. . 
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Maleic Hydrazide for Weed Control in Cranberries 

C. E. Cross and 1. E. Demoranvl1le o 

Intro duc,tion 

Some field exper1mentswith maleic hydrazide were set out on cranberry 
vines shortly after World War 11. These were designed to assist the early 
coloring of the fruit, and to test thepossibl1ity of controlling such annual 
Brasses as Digitario and Aristida. The .chemical showed little promise in 
either direction. In 19S6. Dana (1) reported the selective control of senai
tive fern. Onoclea. in WisconS'j,ncranberl:'ies.. Da.n4. (2). 'in 1960. further in
dicated control of perennialsmartweed (Polygonum) and possible control of 
marsh.St.Johnswort (Ryperic\Ul1virginicUJIl) using 10 lbs •. actuaIMH ..30 per acre.' 
but indicated some inju,ry to. ,flo~r buds in tl;le succeeding year., Marucci and 
Moulter (3) have succeeded in reducing the length of runner growth of NewJer
sey cranberry vines by mid-season treatments of maleic hydrazide and without 
adverse effects on fruit production. 

Methods 

. In July and August. 19S9~ several aeries of %-rod plots were set out on 
various cranb~rry bogs in Barnstable County. These were set out under con
ditionD of bigh relative humidity to determine the effectiveness of several 
rates of caleic hydrazide primarily on feather fern (TheJypteris). sensitive 
fern (Onoclea), royal and cinnamon ferns (Osmunda sps.). and wild benn (Apios). 
Rates of S. 10 ~nd IS lbs. actual per acre were used. the material. mixed with 
water apd applied at the rate of 300 gallons an acre with a knapsack sprayer. 

. .	 .' ~ 

In mid-April. 1960. a. series of plots was set out on a so-called "dry
 
bog" to test the possibility of inhibiting bud development sufficiently to
 
prevent or reduce injur~ from late April and May frosts.
 

'Beginning in June. 1960, several series of test plots. and some small
 
commerclal-sb:ed,plots were ~et out with knapsack and power sprayers using
 
vo-rious rates up, to IS lba.,actual/acre. and us:1ng 100 to 300 gals. of solu

t~on per acre, and'setout on a great variety of weed species.
 

Results and Conclusions 

A.,	 I!!! crop plant. 

. None of the plots so far treated haJi been fo'Howed by any apparent in
jury to cranberry vines. , Applications in_April retardbuddavelop~e~t to 
some extent over a pertod of 3 or 4 weeks, but actual blooming time is de
layed by one week ,or less. and the flowering and set of .fruit appearednormol. 

a.	 Head of Department and Instructor, respectively, Cranberry Experiment
 
Station, University of Massachusetts, East Wareham, Mass.
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Blooming period (late June, early July) sprays up to IS.lbs. actual MH/acre
 
had no apparent effect on flowers, fruits or the tender new vegetative growth
 
of cranberry vines. Similarly, the late July and early August treatments
 
caused no discoloration or disfiguration of cranberry vines or their develop~
 

ing fruits. However, the year following August applications, especially
 
those at 12 and 15 lbs. actualMH/acre, the number of blossoms was reduced by
 
up co 50%. July appUcatfons at the same ra~e.s shoWed little, or no tendency
 
to reduce the bloom of the follOWing year, and in some cases npparently aug

mented it. In a few teats in 1960, late July 'treatments with MI!~ctually
 
showed an increased production of cranberries -in the fall of 1960.
 

It can be concluded, ther~fore, on ,the basiso{'tests during two succes

(I i ve growing seasons, that maleie hydrazide at rates up to 15 .Ibs , actual! acre
 
is not injurious to cranberry vines when applied at anytime during the grow

ing season. Blossom production the following year is likely to be reduced by
 
high rates applied in·earl'Augu.t~ .
 

B. Weed Control 
" 

All four of the above-named ferns found commonly on Massachusetts cran

berry'bogs showed the effects of MHtreatment. After taking on a rusty ap

pearance following July and early, August treatment, they came back the follow

ing year in dwarf and malformed condition. The sensitive fern only appeared
 
reduced in numbers. !be royalferna, the year follOWing treatment, were small,
 

. malformed and inclined to be chlorotic. . .. 
Following treatment in July or August, wUd bean plants sl()wly became
 

sickly, rusty in appearance and finally, at harvest ttme(mid-September),dried
 
up without having produced the characteristic flower clusters •. The follow1.ng
 
year only widely-scattered, dwarfed shoots. of wild ~ean grew up,~n plots treat

ed the preceding July, and not even these appeared in plots treated the pre

ceding August. The combined August plots on several cranberry bogs showed over
 
90% control of this weed.
 

MOst startling. however, waethe failure of rice cutgrass (Leersia) to
 
come up in the .budinhibttionplots treated iumid-April, 1960. At the 12 and
 
IS-lbs./acre rate, cutgrass failed to appearthrougnout the 1960 growing'sea

son. The same can be said for this grass, which was present to a more limited
 
extent, in the fern plots treated in July and August 1959r Whencutgrass is
 
sprayed in mid-summer with 9 to 15 lbs. MIl/acre, the grass leaves slowly turn
 
yellOWish and in late summer dry up. These higher dosages appear to inhibit
 
the buds on the rhizomes from producing new grass tops for at least a l2-month
 
period. Tests at'6 Ibs. actual/acre Were someWhat less effective, and like the
 
ferns,dwarfandoff~color sprouts developed. '
 

To conclude, a. treatment of 15 lbe. actual MH-30acre rippl1ed in late July
 
or early August kills over 90% of wild bean and rice cutgrass and does this es

senttally w~thout injury to cranberry vines.
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1.	 Dana, M. N. Sensitive Fern Control in Cranberries. North Central Weed 
Control Conference,pp. 152-153, Dec. 1956. 

2.	 Dana, M. N. Personal correspondence. 

3.	 Marucci, P. E. and Movlter, H. J. The Suppression of Cranberry-Runner 
Growth by Maleic hydrazide. proc. 'American Cranberry Growers Assn. 
Feb. 7, 1957. 
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RESIDUEREPORTONAPPLESHARVESTED AMINOTRIAZOLE FROMTREESWHERE
SPRAYSHAVEBEENAPPLIEDTO THEGROUNDCOVER. 

Oscar E. Schubert l 

. In 1957, an experiment was initiated at the West Virginia University 
Horticulture Farm near Mo~antown, to ascertain the effects of several 
herbicides on .apple trees (a), With more t'requent use of herbicides 
addi tiona! int'ormation would be needed regard1ng their harmful or beneficial 
effects q>on tree and fruit growth. Since the tolerance of plants to 
herbicides is often critical, herbicides were applied at the cODIlIOnly 
recommended rates and a.t rates five times greater. An orchardist or r~ 

'WOrkers would be more likely to overspray) by trying to cover the area 
thorougb.ly or by a calibration error, than he 'WOuld by adding five times 
as much of the herbicide to the spray tank. For these reasons the application 
rates were 200 gallons per acre for the basic rate and 1<XlOgallons per 
acre for the t'ive fold rate. 

Amino triazole was included in the foregoing experiment at rates of 
4 and 20 pounds of active ATAper acre. An area of l/lOOth acre was 
sprayed as uniformly as possible using a three nozzle boom delivering 
the spray in a flat fan pattem. A power sprayer was used to maintain 
the pressure at 75-80 pounds while spraying. Applications were made in each 
of three years nJuly 11, 1957, July 24, 1958 and June 29, 1959. In 1959, 
the Golden Delicious trees were 11 years old and the S~ were 22 years 
old. 

Apples which were later used for amino triazole residue analyses were 
taken from samples of fruit harvested for storage studies. One bushel 
samples of mature t'ruit were picked at random from all Parts of each tree. 
If the crop was less than one bushel, all apples were taken. Random sub
samples of these storage samples were sent to the C. W. England Laboratories 
for amino triazole analyses at the request of Trmnan Nold) National Apple 
Institute. 3 

The t'irst analyses were made by using the cbromotropic acid determination 
or the method used previously for cranberries and are show in Table 1. 

TAssocla'te-HorticuItUrls't,-west Virginia University 
22710 Bladensburg Road, N. E., Washington, D. C. 
3:rhe author is indebted to the National Apple Institute for bearing the cost 
of the analyses and to Truman Nold for ma,ki ng all necessary arrangements. 

2 
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Table 1. Amino triazole residue analyses a of St8.yma.nand Golden Delicious -' apples harvested from trees tWhere -the ,ground cav:er~ had been sprayed with 
~m~.n.:?: ~;r!&!o!e.:..: '_'..:.~ ..;._ ..:....;_ .:.::-_:... _ 
- - ........- -:-'" - - ~ ....- -, _.- - - ......~--- -ATA,~ - - .....- ....-,- - - -, -,- -

Variety Rate ~f Number residue' Treed Sample 
___ ~ . !P£.a.p': ,iPiml.... .... .... .... ~ ....
!T! _._0t. .... _ __ _ _ n~!?e! 

Stayman 0 o o.oo C-R5TlO 5 
Stayrrian4 3 0.05 C-Rl3T6 6 . 
Stayman 43 O.OO·C-Rl3r2 2 
Stayman 20 3 0.00 C-RlM'9 8 
Stayma.n- 20 3 0.09 C-RJ.2r13 1 
Golden Delicious 0 0 0.08 K~R5T20 3 
Golden Delicious .4 3 0.09 K-R5T4. 4 
QO!d.!n_D!.l!cl 0.!:!8_ _ JP 3_....__ 2,.Q6 !-!5!12 7 _ 
------~-----~--------~----~.--------~-

achromotropic apid determination of ATAresidue made by C. vi. England 
Laboratories "on December' .l4r: 1959. . . . . 

bNumber of pounds Peracre"of active ATAsprayed beneath trees. 
cApplied July 11, 1957,"duly'a4, 1958, and June 29, 1959· 
~lock - row and tree number to identify tree. 

According to the C. W. England Laboratories, "The U. S. Food 
and Drug Administration considered any sample which bas a response of 
less than 0.15 p.p.m. as negative. Apple pigments and other material 
in apples are known to come through and give low false positive re
sponses If Stayman samples 5,,6, and 1 are compared with each other,. 11 

disregarding sample 2 and 8 with 0.00 residues, it may appear that a 
relationship exists between rate of ATAapplication and ~ residue in 
the fruit. In these three samples from 0,4, and 20 pound per acre 
tree plots the ATAresidues were 0.00" 0.051 and 0.09 p.p.m., respectively. 
'!'his might indicate an uptake and translocation of' smll ammmts of 
ATAto the fruit. With this possibility in mind, chemists at the Food 
and Dl'ug Administration developed a more sensitive method for ATA 
determinations known as the FDARapid Method using the Bratton-Marshall 
procedure. 
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. ." ~ . 
The ne'ed fora :modified procedure' t1as. a1.so.'ind1cated by 

addins known, amounts. of .ATAto ..~he a.p~le. W'hi!e they were ,beins, ~pal'ed 

for analyses and then dete'rm1n1ngthequa.nti ties' of the added Arm.which 
were recovered in 'the. a.nal~e~,(~.ble 2)~. ' ' . . 

'\ ; .' . . ... ;",,;. ' 

Ta.ble 2.' Recovery8 of 'added amino triazo.le by the chromot1"opie acid 
~e!e!lll!n!t!o~ !!.f_N£.Il_9!lQO!d!P-....D!l!c!oES_aEP!e! fr.2.m_So!!~!r!a!e~ !~e.:. 
---~--~---'-----~-~-1----------------

Amount of ,Urlkno1nls 'read .. iost ',Unknowns read a.ga.inst 
ATAadded '_ "':1'!~!!t_b~k;':' .:;..__ J aEP!e_b!f!!k... .:..'__ 
in p.p.m. I . -'A.TA,) Percent I ATA', Per cent ' ' 

I _ -(Pl'!}J __ r!c£V!rz _ J __ iPPnl--4 _r!c~!rz _ 
I . ., I 'I ' 

o I . 0.050, I .. , ',_ .' : 
0.10 I 0.064 1 ,8.-0 I 0.03 I 3 
0.15 ': q.p64"t, ,5.4 .... ,I 0.04 " . r " .. 4. , ' 

_o.:..5Q. J _ Q.!±O~ J __ ~.:.8 J __ .... __ .....: _ ....2,.,'19_-4_,_18
. ., 

... ; I~--------------------------~---------
aReport from C. W. England, Laboratorl~8 on December' 24, 1959.' 

~ " \ ' 
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Addi tiona! apple .,samples were provided for amino triazole 
determinations by the FDARapid Method using the Bratton··Ma.rshall pro
cedure and are reported in Table 3. 

Table 3. Amino triazole residue and recovery ana.lysesa of StaymanJ 
g,o!~n_D!l!c!0.!!S_a.:!d_R~ ~l!s.:. .~ ,_. __ 
=---------~----_._---~-~_._~--------~-~---I ., Recovery of added ATA ' 
Variety ATA -J.!1!A -,-PercEmt.,I ATA 7 ADiO,m:£'"ot. 

treatmen~ (ppm)' ATA added t Recovered' Recoveryb '.Tree 
rate in (ppm)' (ppm) ,I t 

, orchard' • , , I 

----~----------------------------------, '. I , , • 

Stayman o 0.001 , 0.15 0.09 60 , C-R5T10 
0.25 0.21 84 
0·50 0.457 91 

stayman 
Stayman 

" , 
0.011 
0.012 

, 
, 

-
0.25 
0.25 

., 0.234 
0.214 

89 
80 

'c-R16T8 
tC-Rl3T2 

Stayman 0.038 ' 0.25 0.249 84 fC-Rl2T13 
Golden t 

Delicious' 0.08 , 0.15 0.10 67 
0.25 0.20 80 
0·50 0.42 84 

Golden 
Delicious' 4c 0.083 ' 0.25 0.311 91 'K-R5T4 

Rome 
,gome 

to' 
.!.._ _'2!i~ 

0.037' 
' __ 0..:.0.2.3_'__ 

0.25
Q.·g5__ 

' 
' _ 

0.2'{
Q..gr§_ 

'97 
~ _ 20 

'K-R4T21 
~K-~4~ • 

a Analyses by C. W. Eng] and Laboratories with the FDARapid Method
 
using the Bratton-Marshall procedure for amino triazole.
 
b Controls were subtracted before recoveries were calculated.
 
c The ground, cover beneath each of these trees was sprayed in 1957 ,
 
1958, and 1959.
 
d Samp1es of Golden Delicious on market presumably from trees 'Where
 
amino triazole had not been used.
 

From the analyses presented in Tab1e 3 no relationships in amino 
triazole residues are apparent between apples from trees 'Where amino 
triazole had been spraYed beneath them and from untreated trees. Differences 
between varieties have not been accounted for except to postulate that 
some varieties have more amino-like compo\mds present in the fruit than 
do othe r varieties. • 

1.- Schubert"; Oscar Ef.- 19597 -Effect of recommended and excessive 
rates of certain herbicides to apple trees of varying ages. Proc . 
13th Annual Meeting :NE'WCC:62-63. 
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Weed Centrel and Residual Eft'ects 81' Simazine and ef Atrazine 

A;ppli ..<i t4 Sod Prior .to Planting Nurse!'Y Steck 

A. M. S. Pridham, Cornell University 

As reported in January 1960, a field of predominantly timothy sod was 
marked off in June 1959 into plets 10' x lOt. These plets were oxl'anged 
so that alternate blocks of two rows could b.. rototilled after treatment 
'With herbicide •. The remaining rows were treated with herbiCide but n~t 

rototill.d. In June of' 1960 half of' each plot of adjoining pairfi was 
rototilled. The rototilling was parallel to that dene in 1959. The 
original plots were thus split in half. See Table 1. Untreated check. 
rows crossed blocks every third row, thus each treatment was adjacent to 
a check or plot free from herbicide. 

Table 1.	 Control of original grass based on rating of reduction in 
turf density - 0 to If' maximum reduction or zero turf. 

End of first 
season, 1959 End of second season) 1960 

roto- roto- roto-
Herbicide not roto- not tilled tilled tilled 
treatment roto- tilled rotc- 1959 1959 1960 

tilled	 1959 tilled f"nly and !60 only 

Untreated 
er check L8 9·1 0.8 7·1 9.6 9.1 
Simaz1ne 
5# AlA spr~ 7·6 10.1 3.4 7·0 9.8 9·, 

gran. 4.6 9·5 5·0 9.1 9·9 9·5 

101/=AIA spray 9·6 10.0 7·4 9·7 9·7 9·5 
gran. 7.0 10.0 8.4 9·7 9·9 9·9 

Atrazine 
5#AIA spray 9·:; 9·7 4.7 8.0 9·7 9· 5 

gran. 8.9 9·7 8.4 8·7 9·7 9·5 

10# AIA sprav 9.6 10.0 8.5 '9·)' 9·7 9·) 
gran. 10.0 10.0 9.5 9·4 9·5 9·5 

Retotilling with a 24 tl tiller, Howard Rotary Hoe, reduced the density 
..f the oriGinal grass stand by 9010or more both in 1959 and in 1960 (see 
Table 1). Plots rototilled in 1959 but not in 1960 showed some re-establisll
ment of erchard and of quaekgras6 during 1960. An exceptzton occurred \111en 
10 pounds of active herbicide per acre was used in combination with roto
tilling. These plots remained essentiaJ.J.y weed-free. Herbicides used at the 
5 pound level of active ingredient per acre as granular formulations were 
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more consistently effective than 5 lbs. AlAwettable powder formulations in 
reducing stands of perennial grasses. Hedge bindweed developed in dense 
stands in all plots from which turf was reduced by half or more. 

The herbicides Simazine and Atrazine applied to turf without rototilling 
or mechanically disturbing the soil surface resulted in appreciable reduc
tion in grass stand. Wettable powder formulations were consistently more 
effective immediately following application in 1959 but were less effective 
than granular formulations in the year following application, i. e. 1960 
compared to 1959. Thus granular fo:rmulations in this test had longer or 
gJ:"eater residual effect than wettable powder. 

The most effective combination of treatments in the present experiment
is the combination of the herbicide followed at once by rototilling. 

Residual action of herbicides 

The primary objective of rototilling in 1960 was to provide a seed bed 
for test crops. These crops included buckwheat and oats. .'Both species of 
the ornamental crops Ligustrum ovaUfolium and Euon;ymusfortunei are sensi
tive to Simazine. They were set out bare root for maximumexposure of roots 
to residual herbicide. Forsythia intermedia "Spring Glory and Pachysandra 
terminalis were also included in fiel! planting. 

In OCtober 1950 soil samples were taken and planted to kidney beans in 
the greenhouse as a final bioass~ for residual effect of the herbicides 
Simazine and Atrazine. 

Observations made in early August on discoloration in the seedling 
stage of buckwheat and oats or in the young foliage of Eu0D1InUSindicated 
clear response only with Simazine at the 10 pound rate of the granular 
formulation. Response to Atrazine was found in the 10 pound rate in the 
twice rototilled plots for both liquid and granular formulations. Not all 
plants of a kind in these plots showed response. Usually less than half of 
the plants showed yellowing of seedling leaves only or of new foliage formed 
after planting. 

Later season results in November indicated less response except with 
the Euon;ymus. Mature foliage of oats and buckwheat were normal. The test 
plants grew essentially as well as the normal non-yellow controls. Seedling 
beans showed no indication of abnOrmal growth in soil samples taken in 
October 1960 after herbicide application in July 1959. 

Residual action in cla;y loam ma;ybe effective in deterring immediate 
regrowth of grasses. Bindweed and Canada thistle, dandelion, and plantain 
appeared in 1959 and continued in 1960 unless rototilling was done. In 
this case regrowth was reduced in amount or to seedling stage. Residual 
action in 1959 or in 1960 was not adequate to prevent. the establishment 
of annual grasses and other weeds. 
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Perennial weeds, tncludil10 :;rasses, bindweed, dandelion, plantain, 
carrot and New England aster were numerous in plots rototilled in 1959 but 
not in 1960. 

None of the weeds common to both control and treated plots showed 
evidence of residual Simazine or Atrazine beyond large and Vigorous plants 
of dandelion. These were often darker green than normal. This C0101' may 

be more nearly the result of release from competition than a specific 
effect of the herbicide. 

Residual action of Simazine or Atrazine did not appear to be severe 
enough to eliminate plant growth or re-invasion of treated plots by annual 
and perennial veeds , 

In other tests re-invasion of treated areas by quackgrase has, been 
retaJ:ded for a year or more. Evergreen nursery crops such as Taxus; arbor
vitae and juniper, treated as established plan~s navo continued to grow 
wi thout obvious or prolonged injury follo'Winl;; use of Simazine and Atrazine 
in amounts or 5 to 10 pounds of active ingredient per acre. The combina
tion or the herbicide and cultivation technique lIlE\Ywell be adequate for 
practical purposes of control for quack-grass end some other perennial weeds 
in plantings of established evergreen trees and shrubs. Other practical 
uses would be cleaning up rough,hod prior to planting ground covers wllere it 
is desirable to have two or more years of minimum weed growth for maximurr. 
rate of establis~lLlent of clumps or potted planting units of ground cover. 
Renovation of wee~ stands of roses, peonies and other ornamentals is Q 

thirti possibility. Ti1e continued effectiveness of control from the com
bination of herbicide and cultivation is important as a means of.' reducing 
t.le surface movement, of.' herbicide on slopes due to rain or meltinG snov, 
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HUBICIDES roll YOUNGAPPLE TUES 

, 'rank N. Hewetson 
. fbePemasylvanla State University 

Fruit Research Laboratory 
Arendtsville, Pal 

" Tbe .• ue~e.8ful· e8tabUs~t of an apple orchard is closely associated 
,with the growth of the trees dul:1Dg tbeirfirst few years 10 the orchard. 
After the trees have been planted, one of the 1mportant factors in ,t1mula
tiog growth 18 the adequate control of ~s around these young tree". 1 The 
use of chemicals for' this pUrPOse off~rs considerable, promise ap.d several' 
advantages over the tedious and upensive 'atbod of hand hoeing in arCil8s 
where machine hoeing is impossible or difficult. " 

Previous work at Arendtsville and elsewhere has suggested the value 
ol usiog ,certain' chemicals for weed control around young apple trees. This 
,year a opportu.nity was availeb!e to test these suagestions on a larger 
scale thaD had preViously been possible.' In the sprins of 1960, OIle hundred 
ad thirty two 2-year-014 Delicious" apple tree. were set out for, the express 
purPOse of testing herbicides around yoUDi, trees. These treesyere 'planted 
S feet apart on April 19 in bo1•• dug by • i4 inch auger. Alltreesliere 
cut back to 3 feet. ' 

At ,the ,time the treatants were applied on Ju.ne 2, some weeds bad 
grown up'aroundthe trees. In order t;~ have • more complete evaluation of 
the 1II8ter1a1s used in this ezperiant, trees were pa1red. The first tree 
in each pair was band hoed just pre~ous to ,being sprayed, so was'.weed free, 
and is thus designate' as "clean" (C) in the table of results., The second 
tree in the pair was left untouched, so that weeds were pres~~ at the 
tia of treatment, and is therefore designated as "weedy"(W) 10 this' table. 
No further cultivation was done around these trees. The materials used in 
this exper1ment were applied with a s1ll811band operated pressure sprayer, 
modified so that exactly one pint of spray could be applied per tree over 
a area of 10 square feet. This amount per tree would be equivalent to SSO 
gallons per acre, or about ten times the usual spray coverage foJ: field 
applications. This relatively large amount of spray provided much better 
coverage of the plot area than would have been possible with S1II811.r amounts 
of spray. Treatment. were replicated four ttas. Hotes and pictures were 
taken durins the season, and on Hoveuber 11 the trutants were evaluated 
for weed control by estimating the percent weed control around each tree. 
The results of this evaluation, together with the materials and rates used, 
are shown in Table 1. Later in the month, tree height and tendnal growth 
measureants were taken. These data are also shown in Table I .. 

Under the conditions of this experiment, the use of Dalapan by itself 
or in c01Dbination with Amitrol T gave Uttle if any weed control. Amitrol 
1: by itself also gave negligible weed control. The predominant weeds around 
these trees, howeveJ:, were bro.dleaf, which 'tlIOuldaccount for the poor 
showing of Dalapon, a gra8s or narrow leaf herbicide. In contrast, SiJDszine 
at the 2 and 3 lb. rate gave fair weed cont:.rol on the "clean" plotsI' but 

. little on the "weedT'plot8. However, when Simuine and Amit:rol 1: were used 
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together in various combinations, they were much more effective on the 
"weedy" as well as onttie "clean" plots than when used alone. It is 
apparent that these two materials are sJ11ergetic, the one increasing the 
efficiency of the other. As might be expected, better results with this 
combination and others were found on the "cle.an" plots. This is the condi
tion that would exist if the trees had been sprayed soon after planting, 
and thus points to even bette~ results if these materials were used earlier 
in the season. 

The amount C?f tree 'growth, as shown in Table I, is closely associated 
nth the success 'of the weed control treatments. Tree beight,and terminal 
growth measurement~ cr1e.arly sbow the stimu'lating effects of 8oo~ weed control 
around YO\JD$'apple' ~ree8. which is mo8t evident in. ,the Aa1trol T: ~d 
Simazlne combination, spray treatments. When these t.rees were examfned on· 
November 11, the leaves of trees in the Amitrol T and Simazilie combination 
spray plots were still quite green, whereas those in the other treatments 
were brown or on the ground. 

Variations in rainfall during the growing season have marked effects 
~n herbicide action to weeds and crops. In the y.ear of tbis ~iment. 
the rainfall'in May'.s6.ll inches, or 2.00 incbes above normal. In the 

. subsequent months from June to Sept~r,. the t:ota~ rainfall measured at: 
Aren'dtsville ...as nearly normal, amounting to 15.11 inches as compared to 
the 'twenty five year -mean of 15.12 for tbisperiod. Thus 1960 could be 
considered almost a "normal" year as far as the amount of rainfall and' . 
it's distribution were concerned. 

The results of this experiment indicate that the use of Amitrol T and 
Simazine combination sprays, in a year of average rainfal1, can be an ef
fective practice in controlling weeds around. young apple trees and thus in 
stimulating e».rly development of the new apple orchard. . 

.:»-...-;.:;"~~!,': v ... 

-.', 

" .:-' ~;' . 
• ,' t" '.::. '0 

{J f I 

t· .. ., .~ 

.,j 
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--. Table I. WeedCOBqol end Tree GfOwth of Two-yeaTOld Apple 
T1:ee. B.ecei~1ng Variou.Berbicides. 

Treatments 
No. Material late 

lbe./A· 

Soil 
Concl. 
(1) 

Wee" 
Control 

(to) 

Tree G1:owth 
-Height Terminal 

(m.) Crowth 
(C1II8.) 

1 Amitrol 

2 do 

3 do 

T 1 

2 

4 

C 
W 
C 
W 
C 
W 

0 
0 
0 
0 

2.0' 
0 

50.2 
. 53.0 
49.0 
45.0 
46.2 
44.0 

143.5 
129.1 
197.7 
125.8 
105.5 
121.5 

4 Dalapon 

5 do 

6 do 

,5 

10 

20 

C 
W 

'C 
W 
C 
W 

·18.0 
15.0 
15.0· 
28.,0 
'8.0 
5.0 

46..0 
44.8 
SO.O 
47..8 
43.5 
43.0 

147.2 
111.2 
184.0 
120.8 
115.0 
109.8 

\"./ 

7 Simazine 

8 do 

9 do 

1 

2 

3 

C 
W 
C 
W 
C 
w· 

32.0 
15.0 
62.0 
10.0 
72.0 
8.0 

. 53.2 
48.5 
56.8 
55.2 
48.5 
46.8 

154.5 
112.2 
292.2 
175.5 
170.5 
148.2 

10 Amitro1 T 
81mazine 

2 
2 

C 
W 

.'73.0 
-45.0 

62.0 
62.5 

303.0 
294.0 

11 Amitrol T 
8i1281ne 

2 
3 

C 
W 

90.0 
66.0 

65..5 
54.2 

313.5 
235.0 

12 Amitro1 T 
8:!.ma81ne 

4 
2 

C 
W 

80.0 
72.0 

58.5 
"10.0 

264.8 
304.8 

13 Amitrol T 
S1ma81ne 

4 
:5 

c 
W 

"5~~
74.0 

59.5 
69.0 

253.2 
358.2 

14 Dalapon 
Amit1:01If 

10 
4 

·c 
W 

25.0 
8.0 

55.2 
53.2 

195.5 
226.2 

15 Dalapon 
Amitro1 T 

25 
8 

C 
W, 

0 
,0 

52.2 
46.5 

141.8 
131.8 

"'"--" 

16 Check C 
W 

0 
0 

45.2 
46.2 

103.2 
136.5 

*Lb•• active material 
lC - "clean" 80il area 

W .. "weedy" 80il area 
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Post-HillChemiGal Wee4 Contr~~ in Potatoes with Granular Formu

. . lations . ..:.hy Arthur Hawkins ./ 1 . ' 
~ -'- - ~ - - - - .- - - ~ - - - - - 

Comparis~ns were made of several granular formulations of chemicals 
applied on the day of final cultivation in a field of Katahdin 
potatoes where a heavY crabgrass population was expected and 
occurred later. .. 

Materials and Methods 

Granular materials lis~ed in Table 1 were applied on July 1,1960 
within three hours after the final cultivation to Katahdin potatoes.
A cyclone seeder 21 was used to apply Alanap and Falone on plots 4 
rows x 100 feet. The other materials were broadcast from a paper 
bag by hand on plots 3 rows wide and 24 feet long. Three or four 
row checks were left to either side of each treatment. No provision 
was.made to brush granules off plants. The soil was moist at the 
time of application, 1" :<:>frain had ocuurred the two previous even
ings.. On the 'evening o.f>July 1, there was 1.3" of rain: 2i" 
occurred on JUly 14; 1.4 u fell on July 27. 

Results and Discussi')n 
.< • 

Effect of Materials on Potatoes - Considerable damage to potato 
leaves and stalks occurred from DNBPgranules which remained on the 
pl~nts. Seve);'e'damage occurred to the base of some stalks where 
gr~ntiles had accumulated at the soil line. 

Leaves of potatoes treated with Alanap showed 2-4-D type injury with
in-a few days after treatment. Potatoes on falone treated plots
showed the same type of injury but to a lesser degree, see Table 1. 

Leaf absorption had occurred since granules were not brushed off the 
foliage. At another location where granules of Falone were not brush
ed off some leaf injury·-was noted within two days after application, 
no rainfall having occurred. This sYmptom persisted into early
August probably as a result of the leaching rains. 

Randox T injtiry~noted shortly after treatment, became 'increasingly 
severe by August 1, and,persisted throughout the season. Esteron 
caused severe injury •. 

~!fe£t on Weedi - A high. population of crabgrass occurred where not 
controlled and grew rapi~y late in August and early September. Weed 
control was rated early in the season and on Sept. 15, see Table 1. 

Falone at 4 lbs. per acre gave good control of grass; it was also 
superior to Alanap at another location. Randox, Zytron and Vegedex 
gave very promising results especially at the higher rates at this and 
a~ anot.her location. Dalapon gave good controll 

. 
Yie~ds were obtained only on plots of those treatments which did not 
seribusly injure potat~es and where sprayer wheels had not passed.
The yields Bre for only a few treatments and on only single plots. 

1/ Agronomist and Extension Potato Spec.,Univ. of Conn~,Storrs,Conn. 

21George O'Brien and P.W. Bohne, Naugatuck Chem. Co., cooperating. 
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Table 1 -Effect 
Layby on 

of

of Granular Formulations of Herb1cides Applied 
at 

Yield 2:L 
Chemical Che'ck 

.\lanap lOG	 4- 1.5 1.5 95' 70 

Dalapon lOG	 4 0 0 75 75
 
8 0 0 9$ 95
 

., 

Falone lOG	 4- 1 1 95 85 109 

DNBPlOG	 4- 4 '} 80 70 
,
 

8 4- 2 95 85
 

Randox 20G	 2 0 0 8, 75 144 
4 0 0 : 9; 90	 118 

.Randox T 20G	 3 4 70 70 
3 4- 95 90tl 

,Vegedex 20G	 2; 0 0 85 80
 
5 0 0 90 85 113
 

, ....Zytron 25G 10 0 0 90 80 '123' 
.15 0 ,0·, 100 90 129 

Esteron G i 2 '} 50 50
 
2,4--D 1 5 4, 70 50
 

2 5 4 SO SO
 

., ... 

l/Injury Rating: O~no injury noted,5 ..Severe . 
2/	 Yi:eld data. were obtained only on plots where treatments did not 

se'riously' injure potatoes and if the plot, had no sprayer wheel track 
damage. Yield of treated plot in per cent of yields of checks on 
each side.
 

SUMMARY
 
Falone at 4 Ibs. gave longer residual control of crabgrass and caused 

less injury to potatoes than ·Alanap at 4 lbs. Randox at 2 to 4 Ibs. J

Dalapon at 4 to 8 lbs., Z~tron at 10 to 15 Ibs. and Vegedex at 2; to 
5 Ibs. gave good to excellent control of crabgrass. The above observa
tions were generally ,true for control at another location where some 
broadleaved, weeds and barn~ard grass was also present. 

Randox T was injurious to potatoes at only: 2* lbs. per acre. 

Some means should be employed to brush granular formylations of some 
chemicals from the plant to reduce injury from leaf absorption. 
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Progress Report. on Lay-By WeedControi:of Potatoes l 

. R. L. Sawyer and S. L. Dallyn 

This repOrt is a c6nti~uation of work included in previous proceedings 
concerning chemicals applied to Hpotatoes to control the weeds"Which become a· 
problem after last cultivation. 

Material~aE_d_ Methods: All materials were applied in granular form using a Noble 
applicator. Plots were three rows wide and 30 feet long, 

replicated four times. Thirty-two check plots were randomized through the 
experiment, the average being given in table 1. Rye was sown as a grass weed 
crop on June 21 and the Eptam plots treated before the last cultivation. The 
remaining chemicals listed in table 1 were applied to Katahdin potatoes on June 
23 after the last cultivation. Potatoes were harvested on September 7. 

Results and Discussion: Atrazine at both the two and four pound rates gave 
foliage burns and decreased the yield of potatoes. 

Karmex also gave slight foliage burn and a yield reduction. 

The rye crop seeded for weed control determination gave a very poor stand 
and no results in weed control ability were obtained. 

Table 1. Chemicals applied as· granular form for lay-by weed control with potatoes. 

Active Rate Bu./A. Specific 
~~~~~~! !~~:L~~ !!~!~ ~:~Y~~l-

Eptam 2 694 1.055 
Eptam 4 f:JJ9 1.060 
Simazin 4 621 1.057 
Falone 4 . 694 1.062 MeanSquares
Karmex DW 3/4 489 1.054 ---------------
DaLapcn Ml50l 1 643 1.060 Bu./A. Specific 
Dalapon M1501 3 611 1,063 §2Yr£2 ~ X!~l~ 9~~!!~~ 

Alanap 3 639 1.062 Replication 3 204.0 44.33
Amiben 2 665 ~.063 Treatments 19 659.0 28.68
Amiben 4 651 1.063 Error 57 265.3 27.CIJ
Atrazine 2 200 1.047 
Atrazine 4 136 i.055 
Check 669 1.060 

1· 
Long Island Vegetable Research Farm~ Cornell University, Riverhead, N. Y. 

Paper No. 446, Department of Vegetable C~ops, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. 
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BVAWATIONor rIVE HEIBICIDES 101 ULUNG BSDILlSHED POISON IVY
 
IN .AN A,PPLBORCHARD'nIIEB YEARSFOLlOWINGA SltfGLE TRBA'HNT.
 

lO.car B. Schubert 

This study is beinl continued to determine the number of years 
a slngle herbicide application will give a significant reduction in polson 
ivy when compared with unsprayed check.. Additional detans of the experi
ment and yearly results have been reported in the Proceedings of the North
east Weed Control Conference (I, 2). 

Between Augu8t 13 and 17, 1957, ATA, 2,4,5-T Ester, 2,4,5-T.P 
2,4,5-T .Amine, and ...... te were applied to well e.tabli.hed poi.on ivy in 
a mature apple or~hal'd. All herbicides, except "-ate, were applied at 
the rate of 4 pound. active ingredieat per acre. ......te was applied at 
the rate of 150 pounds of formulated Amaate per acre. The herbicide. 
ware applied with a power apr8Yer at the rate of 200 gallon. of spray per 
acre. An operating pres.ure of 15-80 pound. was applied to the three 
nozzle ~ delivering a flat fan apray pattern. 

The l/looth-acre plots were cla8stfied according to the rela
tive density of poison ivy, and then gr~ed into twelve repHcations, 
each with .imilar poison ivY.tand.. 'Six replicationa composed of six 
plot. each warela14 out. around 'tree., and another .is replication. were 
lald out in apac8s between tree plote in the tre, row. The herbicides 
were applied at random wi.thin eacb replication.· 

All sprayed plot. were free of poi.on ivy when observation. 
were made in October, 1957. In the fall of 1958, 1959, .nd 1960, the 
density of poisoo ivy was recorded for each of the 72 plots as the 
number. of .leaf~ st_ that were vll1ble. Stera counts of 20 to 50 would 
generally be cOnaidered ltaht •. The apparent decrease in average stem 
counts in 1960 compared with 1959 may have arisen from less frequent 
mowing of .the orchard cover, hence a smaller number of branchedsteras •. 
Differences in weather may also have lnfluenc.a the stem counts. Since 
.te. counts or stand are not normally dlstrib~ted it is necessary to 
tran.form the .tem counte by adding one to each count and then taking 
the square root when making statistical analyses. 

In Table I, the average number of poison ivy stems is given 
one. two and three years following the application of herbicides. 

-_ ............- ........_-_..... _...- ....
 
1	 Associate Horticulturi8t, West Virainia Unlvere1ty. 1he author is 

indeb~d to Dr. R. S. Dunbar, Statistician. for the analy.es of the 
data •. lie is alao grateful to the Dow Chemical Company for 2.4,S-T 
compounds and to American" Cyan_id Company for the AD u.ed in this 
study. 
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Table 1. Average n\DDberof poison ivy stems in six l/lOOth-acre repli
cated plots one. two and three years followlng a 11ngle herbicide appli
~aiiPfl=(~rJ:t= 19~?J.:io_eJ:t&blilhldJglI01 ~v~ 1n=8!!!P&l£ grihlrg.= == , 
_Y!.aI,'	 AyeI,a,&e_npl!eI,~f"p~i.!on!"I. .!.t.!P'!.~e!: ~l.2t _ , ,	 , , , , 

" ATA 2.4.5-T '2.4.5-tP Ammate' 2.4.5-T'' Ester	 , Aaine' Check 
1 ''4 Ib/Aa 4 lb/A' 4 Ib/A ' 150 1b/A,' 4 lb/A' 

, "	 1 , , , , 

Treatments Around Trees 

11960 • 22.5* 33.8* 52.3* 54.8* 69.0* ' 181.8 ,
11959 26.0* I' 42.2* 76.3* 90.5* , 111.5* , 477.0 

" '1958 1 0.3* 12.5* 12.0* 5.8* 12.5* , 136."7 

Treatments Between Trees 

11960 ' 15.3* 21.2 17.0* 31.7' 30~2 112.5 
1959 • 27.5* 35.0* 46.2* 44.2* 48.2* , 233.0 

I,1958 ' 0.3* 2.8* 11.2* 2.2* 6.3*, , '55.0 
, •	 1 1 , • 

.	 }...------------=----------------------a	 All herbicide rates were applied in' 200 gallons of water per treated 
acre. 'Rates of all herbicides. except Ammate. are expressed as pounds 
per acre of active ingredient. AalDateie given as the n\DDberof 
pounds of formulated herbicide per acre. 

*	 Denotes significance from check at the 51' level. ' 

, In each of the 'thre. years following tha slngle application. 
ATA. 2.4.5-T Ester. 2,4.5-'1? 2.4.5;'T Amine. and Ammatehave given a 
significant reductioa in u~ber of poison ivy8tems in'plots'around 
trees when compared with the check~ 'lbe foregoing' treatments have 
also given' a .'ignificant reduction in pobon lVy stems ,in plots be
tween trees during 1958 and 1959. one'and twO years after treatment. 
In 1960. however. only ATAand 2.4.5-~ significantly reduced the 
number of stems in plots between trees i• · ' "! 

1.- Schube;t70sca; i.- 1959. Comparisons of five herbicides used to 
kill established poison ivy ln a mature apple orchard. Proc. 13th 
Annual Meeting NEWCC:57-59. 

2.	 1960. Evaluation of five herbicides for 
kiliing- ;stabiisied poison ivyln an apple orchard one andtvo 
years following a single treatment. Proc. 14th Annual Meeting 
NEWCC:219-220. 
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PROGRESSREPORT'ON WEEDCONTROL IN CARROTSAND SQUASH. . 

M.F.'I'revett and. Wi::'.iam Gardner!! 

mRORUCTIOH 

.. This.pape~11s a ,repl:>.rt'oq.. the ,ettect,iveness ot certain 
herbicides listed.in Table It1n,~ontroll1ng annual broadleat weeds 

.' in Golden Delicious squash. and in Chantenay carrots. 

Procedure 

. Treatments were replicated six times in randomized blooks 
of single row plots paired with Untreated plots. Sprays we e 
applied with a single pass o£ a small plot sprayer at 40 pc mds 
pressure and 50 gallons per aCre volume. All plots were o~ltivated 
throughout the season, but during oultivation the' soil was not 
disturbed six inches Qn either.side ot the orop row. 

The prinoipal broadleat weeds in the carrot blocks were: 
Lambsquarters (ChenopodlWMalbum L.), Shepherd's Purse (Capsella

'-' Bursa-pastoris L.), and FoxtaIl (Setaria spp.). 

The prinoipal broadleat we:-edin the squash block was Lambs
quarters~ 

Results 

A. Carrots. 

. Ten pounds per acre of Zytron applied ,pre-emergence resulted 
in si~1ficantlyhlgher yieldsot car~ots than pre-emergenoe
application of 2 or 4 pounds ot Amiben, or 4 pounds of granular
CIPC, Table 2. Ten pounds o£ Zytron did not differ" significantly 
in etfect on yield trom4 or 8 pounds of D6cthal,~pplied pre
emergence, ortrom 4 pou~ds of Karsl1 applied po~t-emergence. 
Four pounds of Trieta~ine resulted in yields.$lgniticantly lower 
than all other treatments except cheek. ' 

Highest yields were, in general, associated wit~;treatments 
that ranked numerically high tor both.number ot carrots per plot
and weight p&r carrot, Table 1. ,Statistically, however, in the 
pre-emergence block, Zytron,·Pscthal, Karsil, and Amiben did not 

11 Associate Agronomy and Technical Assistant, agronomy Ddpartmant, 
University of Maine, Orono, Maine. 
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differ significantly in number of carrots per plot, Table 3. Four -..-' 
pounds of Trietazine produced signifioantly fewer 081'rots than all 
other treatments, and 4 pounds of CIPC produced significantly 
fewer carrots than. 4 po~ds of Daothal and 10 pounds of Zytron.
Weight per topped oarrot di-dnot differ statistically in Zytron .. 
Dacthal, Karsll, or Amiben plots. The high weight per oarrot in 
Trietezine and CIPC plots can be attributed to decreased competi
tion between surviving, carrots r~sulting from reduction in carrot 
stand. Except for 8 p.ounds of Daothal and 4 pounds of Trietazine, 
weed control ratings corresponded fairly well with yield, Table 2. 
Twopowids of Amiben did not,ig~ve. ss,tisfs:otory weed control; all 
other treatments gave,'atleas~, ac eep ta ble' ooritr01, Table 5. 

1 

In a post-emergence teat, 4 or 6 pounds per acre of Solan, 
3, 4, or 6 pounds of Dicryl, and 3, 4, or 6 pounds of Kersi1 did 
no t differ significantly in effect on yield, number of carrots 
per plot, or weight per topped carrot. All rates of these herbi
cides produced yields signifioantly higher than'check, Table 6. 

B. Sguash 

Pre-emergence application of 3 pounds per acre of DNBP, 10 
pounds Zytrm, and 6 pounds Amiben (granular) did not differ 
siglifioantly in 'effect on either -yield or number of gourds per 

,piot of Golden Delicious squash, Table 7.  -
Gourd weight was significAn~ly higher in DNBP, Zytron, and 

Amiben than in check plots. DNBP endZytrondld not differ signi
ficantly in effect, but average gpurd weight was lower in Amiben 
than in DNBPplots. This difference in weight is presumably 
associated with difference in degree of weed -control, Table 7. 

Conclusions 

Ten pounds of Zytron per acre, 4 to 8 pounds of Dacthal, and 
4 pounds of Amiben show promise for pre-emergence application in 

carrots. Zytron, in the present test"was outstanding. 

rh post-emergence te~ts in carrots,' Solan, Dicryl, and Karsil 
at rates .from 3 to 6 pounCis per acre, did not differ-significantly 
in effect on yield, stand, or average weIght per topped carrot. 
Karsil gave numerically lower yields than either Solen or Dicryl. 

Pre-emergence epplicQtion to Golden,Delicious squash of 3 
pounds ot DNBP, 10 ppunds of Zytron, and 6 poundso! Amiben did 
notdiffe~ significantly in e~fect on yield. Weight per gourd 
was :signif ..1cantly higher in DNBP'than ~n Amiben plots. All 
herbicides produced significantly heavier gourds than check. 



"'- Table' 1. Herbicide,s Used inCarr-ots and 'Squash, 1960. 

,- -" --
Desimation 

~~ 

. . -
Amiben 3-amino'::2 ',5::dlchlorobanz 0 10 ae id 
CIPC . Isopropyl-n-(3-chlorophenyl) carbamate 
Dac nha L 'Dimethyl 2,3,5,6-tetracthloroterephthalate . 
Dicr-yl N-(3,4-dichlorophenyl) methacrylamide
DNBP 4,6-dinitro-o-sec-butylpbenol . . 
Karsil N...(3 ,4-dichlorophenyl) -2-methylpent~Ilamide . 
Solan 'N- (3 -chloro-4-me thylphenyl) -2-me thY.lpentanamide
Tr-ietazine . 2-chloro-4-diethylamino-6-ethylamino-.5-triazine 
Zytron O-(2,4-dichlorophenyl)-o~ethyliao-p~opyl

phosphoramidothioate 

11AI. = ac.tl.ve.ingre.dient
WP =wettable powder

. GR .= granular 

Table 2. Carr-ot Yield Following Pre-Emergence Application o£ 
. Various Her'b1cides. ' 

'_F~'~~~t:o~~~(t N=~~t~tAcre rate o£ 
herbicide AI acre . ar lant 

. 1/

10# Zytron, PI'&=' 37710 

8# Dscthal, pl'e 32499 
4# KSl'sil, . post 32306 
4# Dacthal, . pne 31736 
4# Amiben, . ·pl'le· 29512 
4# CIPe, granular .pr.e· 27782 
2# Amiben, pIle 26728 
Cheok 1963314# Trietazine .... , . .17274-J 

L.s.n.5% 6469 

2
 
3
 
4 
1 
.5 
8 
7 
6 

.9 . 

" 3'Rank for::!.I . 
W;elgBt pal'

topped We~d 

carrot control 

2 2 
5 7 
3 3 
8 .5 
7 
1 ~ 
6 8 
9 9 
4 1 

11pre =pre-emergence; post =post-emergence. 

g/ Means included within brackets are not significantly diffel'ent at 
the 5%level (Duncan's Multiple Range Test). 

II 1 = highest; 9 = lowest. 



Table 3. .Number of Carrots Fer Plot, "Following Pre-Emergence 
Application of Various Herbicides. 

Acre rate of herbicide (AI) , Number of carrots per plot 
y

4# Decthsl, pre, 273 
10# Z'Ytron, pre 265 
8# Dacthal# .pr e 2.54
4# Karsil, post 242 
4# Amiben, , ,pre, 237 
Check 221 
2# !uniben, pre 207 
4# CIPC, pre, granular 184
4# Trieta,zine 119 

L.S.D. S%	 57 
11Means included within brackets are not significantly different 

at the 5%level (Duncan's MUltiple Range Test). 

Table 4.	 Weight Per Topped Carrot Following Pre-Emergence
 
Application of Various Herbicides.
 

Acre rate of herb"ielde AI Wei ht (lba.	 carrot 

.4# CIPC, " pr(7 + grS:Ilular, .263 
10# Zytron, pre .246 
4# Karsil, post .238
4# Trietaz1n.e, pre .228 
8# Decthal, , pre .227
 
2# Amlben, pre .224
 
4# Amiben, pre .215
 
4# Dacnha L pre .196 ,
 
Check .154
 

L.S.D. 5%	 .0$3 

Y	 Means included within brackets are not significantly different 
at the5%'!evel (Duneen'! s Mult ip~e Range 'Test}. " _.. , ., " 
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Tabl\7	 5. Rating ot BroodIest Weed Control F9~10wing Pre-Emorgence
Application ot Various Herbicides.lI 

Means converted Means reconverted 
bcre rate of herbicide {AI} to angles 

4# Trietazine, Pre 1.034 
10# Zytron, Pre 1.026 
4# Karsil, Post 1.026 
4# Amiben, . Pre .894 
4# Dactha1, Pre .835 
4# CIPC - Granular,Pre .806
$# Dacthal, Pre .760 
2# Amiben, Pre .230 
Check .050 

L.S.D. 
i~ :~~j 

y 1 =no control; 10 = 100% control. 

Table 6.	 Carrot Yield Following Post-Emergence .Application ot
 
Various Herbicides •
 

. Pounds topped 
carrots per NUiber carrots Weight per

ricre rate of her-b Lcd de (AI) , acre per plot earrot 
y

6# Solan, post· 35728 2 
~# Solan, post 34858 1 ~ 
# Dicryl, post 34162 .3 .3

4# Dicry1, post 31900 7 2 
3# Dicryl, post 31842 8 1 
6# Karsi1, post 29232 5 8 
3# Karsil, post 29116 6 7 
4# Karsi1, post . . 28710 4 6 
Check 18966 9 9 

L.S.D. $% 5974 

11 Means included within brackets are not significantly different at 
the 5%level (Duncan's Multiple Range Test). 

gj 1 = hlgnest; 2 = lowest. 
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Tnble 1.	 llot Yidld, Number of Gourds l'er l Lot , andWeight Fer Gourd Following 
Ire-Emergence Application of Various Herbicides to Golden Delicious 
Squash. 

;Yleld per Wdlght per Number of gourds Broadleaf 
Acre rate o~herbicide (AI) 'plot, lbs. gourd, Lba, pCI' plot weed contI'ol 

1
 
3# DNBf 

13 
0• 11- s.o . 14.0 10.0
 

10# ~ytron 

~ 

10S.3 . 9.~~ 13.0 9.7
6# Amiben, [ranular 94.1 6.6 14.3 3.7 

Check 43.3 3.8 11.3 1.0 

L.S.D.	 5% 35.9 1.4 ,k)rs

l~ 54.3
 

11 Means wlbhin brackets 
MUltiple Range Test). 

are not significantly different at the 5% lovel (Duncan's 

y 1 = no contr.ol; 10 = 100% control. 

..,..... 

• o 
0" 
r-I 
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WEEDGONTROLIN SWBE:rCORNWITHDACTHAL,TRIAZINES, DNBF. AND 
THIOLCARBAMATES 

M.F. Trevett and William Gardne~ 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper isa report on the effectiveness of the herbicides 
listed in Table. 1 in controlling annual broadleaf weeds in 
sweet corn. Annual grasses were not present in sufficient amount 
to permit reliable evaluation of control. 

Procedure 

Carmel Cross sweet corn was planted June 7, 1960, one to two 
inches deep in a sandy loam soil. Treatments were replicated
five times in randomized blocks of single row treated plots paired
with untreated plots. Sprays were applied with one pass of a 
small plot sprayer, at 40 pounds pressure and 50 gallons per acre 
volume. Granular mat~rials were applied by hand. All plots were 
cultivated throughout the saason, but during cultivation the soil 
was not disturbed six inches an either side of the crop row. Corn 
was harvested at the soft dough stage of maturity. 

. The principal broadleaf weeds were: Black mustard (Brassica
nigra Koch.), Red-root pigweed (Amaranthus retroflexus L.), and 
Lambsquarters (Chenopodium album L.). Broadleaf weods averaged
45.7 per square foot In untreated plots. The annual grass present 
was: Barnyard grass (Echinochloa crusgalll Beauv~). 

.. Rainfall data are in Table 2 • 

Results 

Plaritingappli~ationsof 2 pounds of Simazine, 2 pounds of 
Atrazine, and 2, 3, Qr 4 pounds qf Trietazine produced signifi
cantly higher yields of sweet corn than plantingapplicatlons of 
0.6 or 1.2,pound$ of Diuron, and 4, 6, or 8 pounds ot Dacthsl and 
emergenceapp11oat1on at 6 pounds of Falone or all"combinations of 
DNBPplUS Dalapon, Table 3•. Felone and DNBP-Dalapon combinations 
injured corn moderately to severely.' 

II Associate Agronomist and Technical Assistant, Agronomy Depart
ment, University of MQine, Orano, Maine. 

A. Diuron, 



Atrazine, Simazine, Trietazine, Dluron, and F9lane gav~ 91.6 
percent·· or higher control of brondlesf weeds, Table 4. E~ght 
pounds of Dacthal gave 66.4 percent, 6 pounds 50.2 percent, and 
4 pounds 44.7 percent control of broadleaf weeds. The highest 
percent broadleaf weed control obtained with DNBP-Dalapon oombina
tions was 73.2 peroent. 

B. Emergence Application of Various Herbicides, Tables 5 and 6. 

Two pounds of Atrazine applied at either planting or at emerg
ence, and emergence application of two or four pounds of Trieta
zine, 3 pounds of DNBPin combination with 0.6 pounds Diuron, or 
2 or 4 pounds of Trietazine produced statistically equal yields 01' 
sweet corn, Table 5•. Statistically equal yields ,weI'e produced by
3 pounds DNBPplus 0.6 pounds Diuron, 3 pounds DNBPin combination 
with 2 or 4 pounds of Trietazine, and 4 or 6 pounds of Dacthal. 
Four and one-half pounds of DNBPproduced statistically lower 
yields than 3 pounds DNBPplus 0.6 pounds of Diuron. 

Statistically equal control of broadleaf weeds was obtained 
with 2 pounds of AtI'szine applied at eitheI' planting or at . 
emeI'gence and with emeI'gence applications of 4 pounds Trietazine 
alone, or 3 pounds DNBP in combination with either 2 or 4 pounds
of Trietazine or 0.6 pound~ of Diuron. These treatments gave 
significantly better broadleaf weed contI'ol than 4.5 pounds DNBP 
·applied at emer-genca. 

Broadleaf weed control following emergence application of 3 
pounds DNBPplUS 0.6 pounds of Diuron did not differ significantly
from omeI'gence application of either 2 pounds of Trietazine, or 
3 pounds DNBP in combination with 4 or 6 pounds of Dacthal. Four 
or six pounds of Daathsl alone did not give satisfactory broadleof 
weed control. 

c. Planting Application of Granular Herbicides, Tables 7 and 8. 

In a test of granular materials, planting applications of 
2 pounds of Atrazine, 2 pounds of Simazine, or 2 or 4 pounds of 
~rietaz1ne produced significantly hlgheryie~ds than 6; pounds of 
Dacbha L; . Table· 7'. . The dl'ffeI'en ee' fri yield is a reflection of 
difference in broadlesf weed control: the tI'iazines gave 97 peraent 
or higher conbrol compared to 33.9 percent control for 6 pounds of 
Dacthal not worked into the soil and 9.0 peI'cent fo~ 6 pounds of 
Decthal worked into the soil, Table 8. 

Dacthal worked into the top inch of soil at the time or app1i
aation gave significantly lower b~oadleaf weed control than 
Dgcthal not worked in. ~he activity of Trietazine and Atrazine# 
however, was not significantly affected by incorporation into 
the soil, Table 8. . . . 
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D.	 FlantinB A!Plication of Thiolcarbamates and Dichlorobenzon1

trile, Tab es 9 and 10.
, 

Dichlo~obanzonitrlle and 4 or 6 pounds of R-2061 (propyl 
Qthyl-n-butylthiolcarbamate) injured Carmel Cross sweet corn to 
the ext enb that.' yields were reduced 'in spite of excellent weed 
cont~ol·, Table ,,10. Four or six pounds of R-1607 and 4 or 6 pounds 
~f EPTQ:did not differ significantly in effect on yield, Table 9. . :..	 .,~ 

Conclusions 

Planting application of Atrazine, Simazine, and Trietazine 
produced higher yields of Carmel Cross sweet corn than planting 
application of Diuron or Dacthal and emergence application of 
Falone or DNBP-Dalapon mixtures. Falone and DNBF-Dalapon treat
ments resulted in obvious injury to corn p Lant s , Diuron did not 
produce obvious injury. 

Contrasted to planting application of Diuron alone, an 
Qmergence applicati~n of 0.6 pounds of Diuron plus 3 pounds DNBf 
per acre did not differ significantly in yield from planting or 
emergence applications of 2 poungs of Atrazine or emergence
application of 2 or 4 pounds of Trietazine. 

Depending ~pon comparative costs of materials, from a pro
duction point of view, an emergence application of Diuron-DNBF 
might have a slight cost advantage over the triazines without 
reduction either of yield or of weed control. No benefit in 1960 
was observed for soil inoorpoll"ation of either granular Atrazine 
or granular Trletazine. Working Dacthal, into the top inch of 
soil" however, reduced percent weed control compared to undisturbed 
surface applicatlon$ 

Four or six pounds per acre of propyl ethyl-n-butylthiol
carbamate (Stauffer R-2061) and 4 pounds of dichlorobenzonitrile, 
injured Carmel Cross sweet corn. Four or six pounds of n-propyl
di-n-propylbhiolcarbamate (Stauffer R-1607) and 4 or 6 pounds of 
EPTC did not differ significantly in effect on yield. 
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~able 1. Herbicides Used in Sweet Corn, 1960. 

, ~ 

Designation .rtctive Ingredient (AI)!! 

.atrazine 2-chloro-4-ethylamino-6-isopropylamino-s-triazine
Daethal dimethyl 2,3,5,6-tetrachloroterephthalate 
Delapon 2,2-dichloropropionic acid 

,. Dichlorob enaon it:r,i le (Niagar a) 2,4,-dichlorob enzonitrile 
,-:." ~ Diuron . 3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-l,l-dimethylurea

DNBP dinitro-j-sec-butylphenol 
.' 

EFTC ethyl N, N-di-n-propylthioleurbamate 
Falone tris-(2,4-dichlorophenoxyethyl) phosphite 
R-1607 (Stauffer) n-propyl-di-n-propylthiolcarbamate
R-2061 (Stauffer) propyl ethyl-n-butylthiolcarbamate 
Simazin 2-chloro-4,6-bis (ethylamino-s-triazine 

" 

,. ~ 
t
 

'f.
 
" •• Trietazirie 2-chloro-4-di~thylamino-6-ethylamino-s-triazino' 

I", i 

\ 11AI = active ingredient 
, . WP =wettable powder

GR = granular 

• 
-.::t 
0"
rl 



Table 2. Rainfall, Monmouth, Maine - June, July, August, 1960.
 

Date 

June 1 
2 
5 

14 
15 
16 
18 
22 
23 
24 
25 

"'--, 

Inohes Date 
.rainfall 

.07 

.01 
July. 2 

3 
.08 
.03 ~ 

2.05 
.02 

7 
8 

.10 12 

.02 13 

.82 ' . 17 
•55 18 
.02 19 

~o 
22 
2) 
27 
30 

Inohes. Date Inohes 
.rainfall rainfall 

.01

.So 

.05 

.05 

August 5 
7 

1~ 

.13 

.16 

.55 

.08 
.1.3 i$ .59 
.10 19 .81 
.)0

1.19 
21 
22 

.01 

.15 
.10 

1.50 
1.90 

.05 

.02 

.06 

.)8
1.40 



Table 3. Yield of Carmel Oross Sweet Corn Following Flaating 
APP~lcation f?~ yarious Hel'bicides. 

Acre rate of herbicide AI 

2# Simazine" wP!/'·-···pr)/ 
3# Trietazine, WF PL' 
2# Atrazine, WF rL
4' Trietazine, wr 1'L 
2{1 TrietQzine, WF PL' 

. Iff Trietazine" Wf IL' 
···.1".2# Diuron, WF IL 
. 0'.6# Di ron, WF IL 

6,# PaLone , EM 
6# Decthal, W1'PL 
4# Dao t haL, WP PL 
8# Dacthsl, WF 1'L 
3# DNaI' + 2.22# Dalspon EM 
3# DNBF+ 4.44# Da1apon EM 
Check
 
3# DNBP* 8.88# DalaponEM
 

L.S.D.	 5~ 
1% 

. 

Rank 
Yield Wead control 

Broadleaf 

1 
2 
:3 

~
 
6 
7 
8 
9 

.10 
11 
12 
13
14

15 
16 

2 
3 
1 
.5 
7 
9 

~
 
6 

14

15 
12 
10 
11 
16 
13 

.!I WI = wettable powder 

gj Corn planted
fL = applied 

6 June,
7 June, 

1960. 
1960; EM applied at emergence 13 June, '60. 

l! Means within brackets are not significantly
level (Duncan's Multiple Range Test). 

different at the 5% 
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Table 4.	 rercent> Broadlear Weed Control Following }lanting
hpplication of Various Herbicides. 

Means convorted Means Rank 
~are rate of herbicide (AI) to angles % 

Y
2# atrazlne WI!! IL .88.16 1
 
2# Simazine WI rt 87.39 2
 
3# Trietazine W? ,IL 86.82 3
 
1.2# Diuron wr :FL 86.20 4

4# Trietazine WI IL 86.06 5
 
6# Falone EM . 8l~40
 6 
2# Trietazlne WI IL	 80.01
 7 
0.6# Diuron WI rL 78.65	 8
 
1# Trietazine wr IV 73.17 9
 
3# DNBr + 2.22# Da1aponEM 58.79
 10
 
3# DNBr + 4.44# DalaponEM 55.13 11
 
8# Daetha1 wr fL 54.60 12
 
3# DNBP+ 8.88# Da1aponEM 48.88 13
 
6# Dactha1 wp rL 45.11
 
4# Daathal Wi IL 41.94 ~
 

L.S.D.	 5% 10.03 
1% 13.36 

l/ WI = wettable powder 

g; Means included within brackets are not significantly different 
at the 5% level (Duncan's Multiple Range T~st). 
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Table	 5. Yield of Carmel Cross Sweet Corn Following Emergence
Application of Various Herbicides. 

L.S.D. 5~ 1.32 
. 1% 1.76 

Tons 
, snapped ears 

Acre rate of herbicide (AI) per acre 

2# Atrazine WI	 pL1l
4# Trietazine WI EM 
2# Atrazine WI EM 
3# DNBf + 0.6# Diuron, EM 
2# Trietazine WF, EM 
3# DNBf + 2# Trietazine,WF, EM 
3# DNBF+ 4# Trietazine WI EM 
3# DNBT+ 6# Dacthe 1 w'F EM 
3# DNBT+ 4# Dacthal WI EM 
3# OOBfi- 2.22# Dalapon EM 
6# Dacthsl wr EM 
4.5# DNBf EM
4# Dacthal WI' EM 
3# DNBf + 4.44# Dalapon' EM 
Check 
3# DNBf + 8.88# Dalapon EM 

Yield 

1
 
2
 
3
 

~ 
6
 
7
 
8
 
9
 

10
 
11
 
12
 
13
 
14

15
 
16
 

Rank
 
Weed control
 

Broadleaf
 

1-3
 
1-3
 
1-3
 

6
 
7
 
5
 
4
 
8
 
9
 

11
 
14
 
10
 
15
 
12
 
16
 
13
 

11 Corn planted 6 June, 1960~
 
'I L applied 7 June, '69; EM ==applied 13 June, 1960.
 

gj	 Means included within brackets are not significantly different 
at the 5~ level (Duncan's MUlt~p1e Range Test). 
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Table 6.	 Percent Broad1eaf Weed Control Following Emergence 
Application of Various Herbicides. 

Means converted Means Rank 
Acre rate of herblc1de{AI) t o. d'angles . %'. 

2# Atraz1rle, pI, , 90.00 1'00.00 17 1-3 
2# Atrazine, EM 90.00 '100.00 1-3 
4# Trietazine, ., EM 90'-00 100.00 1-3 
3# DNBP + 4# Trietazine,EM 88'.15 99.9
3# DNBP + 2# Trietaz1ne sEM 84.90 99.2 ~ 
3# DNBP + 0.6# Dfur-on , EM 79.47 96.7 6 
2# Trietazine" EM 75.20 93. 7
3# DNBP +	 6# Daatha1, EM 71.00 89.4 8 
3# DNBP +	 4# Daatha1, ,EM 70.66 89.0_ ..... 9 
4.5# DNBP . EM 64.07 80.9_ ....... 10 
3# DNBP + 2.22#'Da.1ap'on,EM . 59.30' , 73.9 11 
3# DNBP +4.44# Da1apon,EM 56.28 69.2'-- 12 
3# DNBP + 8.88# Da1apon,EM 51.08 
6# Dactha1 EM 50.22 14!~:~--""":S 

13 

4# Da·ctha1EM 41.98	 15 

'L.S.D. 5% 11.59
1% 15.42 

11 Means included within brackets are notaignifiaantly different 
at 5%level (Dunoan's Multiple Range Test). ' 
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Table	 7. Yield 

" 

of Carmel Cross Sweet Corn and Broadleaf Weed 
Control Following Application of Various Granular 
Herbicides. 

Rank 
Weed control 

Acre rate of herbicides AI Broadleaf 

2# Atrazine GR w6rk~d in!!' 3
4# Trietazine' GR not worked in 2 
2# Atrazine GRnot worked in 1 
2# Simazine GR not worked in 5 
4# Trietazine GR worked in 
6# DacthalGR not worked in ~ 
Check 8 
6# Dacthal GR worked in 7 

L.S.D. 5::t . 1% 
!!	 Corn planted 6 June, 1960. Herbicides applied 7 June, '60. 

Herbicides raked to top inch of soil. 

g; Means included within brackets not significantly different 
at the 5%level (Duncan's MUltiple Range Test). 

Table 8.	 Broadleaf Weed Control Following Application of Various 
Granular'Herbicides. 

Means oonverted Means Rank 
to ang±es %Aore rate of herbioides 

2# Atrazine no t worked in!! 88.00 99.9 
4# Trietazine not worked in 86.48 99.6 
2# Atrazine worked in 86.42 99.6 
4# Trietazine worked in 81.92 98.0 
2# Simazine not worked in 81.28 97.7 
6# Decthel not worked in 17.48 33.9 
6# Decthal worked in 17.48 9.0 

L.S.D. 516 11.61
1% 12.63 

!! Herbicides reked into top inch of soil. 

y 
1 
2 
3 

~ 
6 
7 

g; Means inoluded within braokets are not significantly different 
at the 5%level (Dunoan's Multiple Range' Test). 
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Table 9. Yield of Carmel 
Thiolcarbamates 

Cross Sweet Corn Fol1owinS 
and Dichlorobenzonltri1e. 

Application of Vario~s 

Toos Rank 
1/ snapped ears Yi6Id- Weed sontt-ol 

Acre rate of herbicid~ per acre Broadlesf--- - --	 y 
6# R-l~07 (n propyl-di-n-propylthiolcarbamate	 3.36- 1 
4#	 EFTC 2.44 2 ~ 
4# R-1607	 2.04 3	 3
6# EFTC	 1.94 74# Dichlorobenzonitrile, GR	 1.53 ~	 1 

66# R-2061 (propyl ethyl-n-butylthiolcarbamat~ 1.49 2
4#	 R-206l .68- 7	 6
Check	 .58___ 8 8 

L.S.D. 5%	 ;r.48 

11Applied at planting. All herbicides were worked ~to the top inch ~f soil. 

~	 M4ans included within brackets are not significantly different at the 5~ l~vel 
(Duncan's MUltiple Range Test). 

'\) 

0',.... 
• 
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Table	 10. B~oadleaf Weed Con~rol Following Applicat1Qn of Various 
Thiolcarbamates and Dichlo~obenzonitrile ' 

1 /' Means (%) converted Means Rank 
Ac~e rate of herbicid~, to angles ~% 

4# Dichlo~obenzonitrile 'PL, 90.00'~Y 1 
6# R-206l . PL 81.01 '.' 2
4# R-1607 PL 61.74 3

'. PL 6# R-1607	 60.82-:
4# EFTC	 PL 47.48 ~ 
4# R-2061	 PL 38.20 6 

.. PL: 6# EFTC	 37-'or '~:.':'. 7 

L.S.D. 5%
1%' 

11 Applied at plan ting;a1l~:he:rbicides were worked: into the top
inch of soil. . 

,,	 . 
2/ Means included within brackets are not signit:lc~ntly ~iffe~ant 
- a t the 5%level (Duncan "13Multiple Range Test) ~ ; " . 

I . 

-
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ANNUALWEEDCONTROLIN POTATOESWITHDNBP, DALAPON,DACTHAL, 
TRIErAZINE, ANDOTHEl1HERBICIDES· 

M.F. Trevett, H.J. Murphy, and William Gardnerll 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper is a report on the effectiveness of the herbicides 
listed in Table 1 on the control of annual broadleaf weeds in 
potatoes. 

Procedure 

Katahdin potatoes were planted in a sandy loam soil the week 
of May 30, 1960. Seed pieces were spaced 12 inches in rows 42 
inches apart. Treatments were replicated six times in randomized 
blocks of single-row plots paired with untreated plots. Sprays 
were applied with one pass of a small plot sprayer at 40 pounds 
pressure and 50 gallons per acre volume. Potatoes were hilled 
three times. The final hill was 24 inches wide at the base, ten 
incheS' high, and six inches wide at the top. 

The principal broadleaf weeds were: Wild Rutabaga (Brassica 
rapa L.); Red-root pigweed (Amaranthus retroflexus L.); and Lambs
quarters (Chenopodium album L.). The annual grasses, Barnyard-- grass (EchInochloa crusgalli L.) and Foxtail (Setaria viridis L.), 
were not present In SUfficient quantity to permit accurate evalua
tion of control. Weed counts were made 10 weeks after planting. 

Results 

A. Comparisons of DNBP-DALAPON withMixtures DACTHAL-TRIETAZINE 
Mixtures 

Data obtained in 1959 (1) indicated that mlxturesof Decthal 
and Trietazine might result in better total annual weed control 
than either herbicide alone, 'since Dacthal "where Brassica species 
are present, need reinforcement with a predom1nantl~broadleaf 
herbicide~ and "Trietazine needs reinforcementwlth a gr-amdnLc Lde ;" 
Data obtained 10'1959 further indicated that mixtures of Dacthal 
and Trietazine might result in a longer period of residual weed 
control than the currently recommended DNBP-DALAPONmixture. 

Data in Tables 2 and 3 show that none of the other treatments 
produced statistically higher yields than the standard treatment 
of 3 pounds DNBPplus 2.22 pounds Dalapon per acre. 

11 Associate Agronomists, and Technical Assistant, respectively, 
Agronomy Department, Maine Agricultural Experiment Station, 
University ot Maine, Orono, Maine. 



Four, six, and eight pounds of Dacbh.s.L per acre (Tables 2 
and 4) are insu'fffcient for adequate broadleaf weed control. 
Twelve pounds of Dacthal did not dift'er significantly in effect 
from mixtures of 6 pounds of Decthel plus 2 pounds of Trietazine, 
8 pounds ot' Decthal plus 3 pounds DNBP, or 3 pounds DNBP plus 
2.22 pounds DaIa pon , Dact~~',~venat the 12. 'Pound rate did not 
completely control smart w~ed (Pol7sonum spp.) or mustards 
(Brassica spp.). Eight pounds of Dacthal in the block reported 
in Tables 3 end 5 gave satisfactory: broadleaf weed control because 
fewer mustards andsm$rt weeds were present than in the block 
reported in Table S 2 end 4. ' 

Data in Teble .5 indioate the extent to whioh Trietazine
Decthal mixtures may incrcaase broadleaf weed control over that 
obtained from Dacthal alone; 

Herbioide	 Percent Control 

8, pounds Daothal 77.8 
8 pounds Daothel plus 2 pounds Trietazine 92.4 
4 pounds ' Dacbha I, plu,s 4 pounds Trietezine 92.8 

'.	 
6 pounds Daothal plus 2 pounds Trietazine. 80.9
 
6 pounds Deothsl plUS 4 pounds Trietazine 89.6
 

The effect of, Trietazin-e alone on weed control is shown from
 
"''tests in other orops. Peroent weed oontrol for all or,ops has
 

peen. averaged to obtain the fol~low1ng data:
 

percen t' weed oon trol Yield: Average 
rank for all 

Herbicide and Broadleaf Annual blocks of tolerant 
rate/acre grass	 crops. 1 = lightest 

yield; 10 = lowest 
yield 

..	 '. 
"8# Daotbal'" 68.8
 
6# Daothal 58.3

4# Daothal ' 44.4
 
1#. Trietazine 91.6
 
2# Trletazlne r 92.3
 
6# :Oacth~l 7'.2.#.T~i9tazlne 89.2
 
8# Daothal + 2# Trietazine 9~~4

'3#DN.BP+2.22# DEl,).apon 78.6
 

The increase: in annual, gr.liUH:\ con trol for the muturas compar-ed 
to Trietazine alone, and tne inorease in broadleaf weed control 

'. ",fon th,e .m.~tures,cqm.pare.d to Pacthal alone are presumably signi
.. ficant~· ,whettier:pr 'np.t tReincIr<3asa in yield is significant for 

the mixtures oVGrTrietazme alone 1s dubious •
• ~	 • > 

The effect of ra1oi'all on the comparative performance of 
Dacthal (w~ter solubi:I,ity .O.•5iPpm.) and Tr!etazine {water solu
bility 20 Ppm.~} is Bho~1nweed control data ~Ol" 1959 and 1960: 
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Percen t Can trol Woad 

·1960 
Broedleat: Annual 

Her-b Le Lde weeds grasses 

6 pounds Dacthal 58.3 
8 pounds Dacthal 68.8 
1 pound Trietazine 91.6 
2 pounds Trietazine ·92.3 

In 1959, 1.80 inches of ra.in fell during the first ten days
after treatments had been applied; in 1960, .12 inches fell during 
the first ten days. Total rainfa 11 in 1959 for the first twenty
days following application of treatment was 5.17 inches, in 1960 
2.32 inches. 

The 'poor weed control obtained in 1960 tests with Dacthal 
apparently resulted from insufficient rainfall. The poor weed 
control in 1959 with 1 and 2 pounds Trietazine csn be .attributed 
to high rainfall reducing effectiveness of the relatively low 
rates of application by excessive leaching. The 4 pound rate of 
Trietazine in 1959 gave 97.8 percent can trol of broad leaf weeds 
and 24.7 percent control of annual grasses. 

B.	 Comparisons of Several Rates of DNBP-DALA~ON Mixtures with 
C~codYlicAcid, Falone, and Dlchlorobenzonitrile 

None of the treatments produced yields significantly higher
than 3 pounds DUBPplUS 2.22 pounds of Dalapon, although 3 pounds 
DNBPplus 4.44 pounds Dalapon, and 8 pounds. of Falone gave
numerically higher yields, Table 6. Eight pounds of cacodylic 
acid did not .satisfactorily control broadlesf weeds, Table 7. 
D:LchloX'obertzon1trlle 'at both 2 and 4 pound rates inhibited sprout
ing and reduced the stand of potatoes. 

C.	 Cowarison ofa mr;§p-DALAPONMixture with Thiolcarbal11ates 

None of'the thiolcarbamates tested produoed yields of 
Katahdin potatoes signifieantly higher than 3 pounds DNBPplUS 
2.22 pounds Dalapon, Table 8. Three pounds DNBPplUS 2.22.pounds 
Dalapon, and 6 pounds R-l607 (n-propyl-di-n-propylthiolcarbamate)
produced significantly higher yields than 6 pounds of R-2061 
(propyl-ethyl-n-butyl thiolcarbamate). Six pounds EPTC did not 
differ significantly in effect on yield for ef, ther the DNBP
Dalapon mixture or for ~-l607. 

The DNBP~Dalapon mixture gave significantly better broadleaf 
weed control-than R~l607'or R-206l, but did not differ signifi
cantly from EFTC. 
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D. COm'Pi:t'ison Of-~P~st';"Eine'~smo,~ Applications of Solan and Ft-:.lone 

. : -, Thr~e.~d,-.~J.:X pounds; of So~n, ,~nd 6 pounds of F~lone applied
pc;>st-emergeJ:lce, ,·did not"'siSni1'l~~ahtly ,.affect theyi'eld of.'-Ketahdin
 
potatoes,' ~apl-e 9. S1.x pounds ot, Solan gave s>i;gnl.f1ca~tly better
 
'br~adlea~..weed con troJ.. ,than either.3 pounds of Solan o,r 6 pounds


of" Fa Lone , The prinQ1pa~ 'weed,. L.a~squarters, was six inches tlllll
 
• at the time of spray1hg. 

" 'conclus1on s. 

Unde-I' the tr.Ai.Qf'~ii,'ccnd1tlons' preva1ling .1D.., i,n blocks in.1960 
which annual grasses were not present in competitively significant 
amount, none of the candidate herbicides in pre-emeI'gEmce te'sts 
;pl1oduceds:1g1l'1f1caatly h1gil13rylelds of Katahdin potatoes than the 
stan~d tr'aatmQnt,:QtJ p()\AQd$DNBPplus Z .22 pound~ ot palapon 
per	 'llare • ; .. . 

Treat,nlentsprodu.qUl&yields stat! stical1y: e'qu~l to those or 
standard 'wezt;81: '. 

8 pounds Decthal 
12 pounds Dacthsl 
JSpounds Dacthal plus .3.pounds DNBP 
'6 po.~as(Daoth~J.·plU.s2 or4poundsTr1et·azine
4 pounds -nactha l' plUS 4 pounds 'Trietazine

.' a pounds :a.c.tbal.plus 2 or 4 RQun4s Trietazine 
..• ;,?	 8~ pounds Fal.ono;· . . 

(, pounds. EPTG '. . .. . . 
6 pounds n~propyl-c;ll".n:,pr9PYl th10l ysrbama be 

. ,rn'"1960 theeotr1b1n~~~on !treaf~~t pf::P.cthal p1U'$'Trlet$zine 
was not s1gnificantly bette.· t;hen T~~.eta.ziP.e aloi}~" B1 combining
data for 1959 and 1960, however, it can be hypothesized, that a 
mixture of Dacthal and Trietazine compared to either material alone, 
m1abt:1,psur~. <conS.at ently;s& tis£a.c torf. performance .1n~p1 t eof 
rather wide seasonal var1ation.in ra1n:f' al'l.'In-l-960:··&s 'in ~959, 
Dacbhal..< eV~llat·,tbe ra.te. c 91' ~2pou.nds per acre rate dld not 

. com.pletely 'Cont.rol~ss1ea, species. Solanat.a 6 pO,~d per acre 
rate' ,appeared·to hav-epromlse tqr post-emergence app.;t~oat1on • 

v : I",! , ,,' "J"~ 

:'1 

1.	 Trevett, M.F.,Murphy, H.J., Gardner, William • 
.	 Cont:rol.itf,.~walWe.eds in. ,Potatoes. Proc,eedings of 

Northess,t, Weed Coptrol o.onterenc~. p. 2,07•. 1:960,
.', ~".' . 
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Ta'ble 1. Her-bf c Lde a US~~.irl .. PQta.toes .• u 

Designation	 Active Ingredient 

Cacodylic Acid 
Dacthal 
Da Lapon 
Dichlorobenzonltrile 

(Niagara 5996) 
DNBP 
EFTC 
Falone 
R-1607 (stauffer) 
R-2061 (Stauffer)
Solan 

Trietazine 

Dimethylarsinic a~id . 
Dimethy12,J,S,6-tetrachloroterephthalate 
2,2-dichloropropionic acid 
2,6-dichlorobenzonitrile 

dinitro-o-sec-butylphen01 
ethyl n,n-di-n-propylthiolcarbamate 
tris-(2,4-dichlorophenoxyethyl) phosphite 
n-propyl-di-n-propylthiolcarbamate 
propyl ethyl-n-butylthiolcarbamate 
n-(3-chloro-4-methylphenyl)-2-methyl

. pentanamide. .. _ " 
2- chlor 0-~-diethylamino-6- ethylamin 0- s

triazine 

Table 2. Comparisons Between Rates of Decthal and Dacthsl

Trietazine, and DNBP-Dalapon Mixtures.
 

Rank 
Bushels Yield Weed control 

Acre rate of herbicide per acre ·Broadleaf 
_1/ Y

6# Dacnha L WP + 2# Trietazine P~531 
12# Dacthal WP PL 507 

8# Dacthsl WP + 3# DNBP EM!! 496 
3# DNBP+ 2.22# Dalspon EM 469 
8#	 Decthsl WP EM __446 
8#	 Dactbsl WP PL 424_
6#	 Dacthsl WP PL ·397 
4# Dacthal WP	 PL 367 
Check	 166' 

L.S:.D. 5%	 94
1%	 126, . 

.1 1 
2 4 
3 2 

~ .3 
6 

6 7 
7 S 
8 8 

9 9 

11PL = herbicide applied at planting; EM = herbicides applied 
at emergence. 

Planted 31 May, 16Q; PL applied 1 June~'60; EM applied 14 
June, 160. 

y	 Means .included within brackets are not significantly different 
at the 5% level (Duncan's Multiple Range Test). 
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Table	 3. Comparisons Between Various Daathal-Trietazine Mixtures 
and a DNBP-Dalapon Mixture. 

Rank 
Bushels Yield Weed control 

Acre rate ~ofher-biolde per acre Broadleaf 

3# DNBP+ 2.22# Dalapon, 416 
4# DaathalWP + 4#"Trletazlne, ~~ 413
8# Dacthsl WP + 4# Trletazlne, PL 398 
6# Dacthsl WP + 4# Trlat,azine, PL 396 
8# Dacthal WP + 2# Trietazine, PL 393 
6# Daathsl WP + 2# Trietazine, PL 356 
8# Daathal WP PL 263 

Check	 164J 

, L.S.D.5%	 82
12' 109 

1LPL = applied at planting; EM=applied
"-'Planted I' June,T60; . PL applied 2 June, 

y 
1 1 
2 2 
3 .5 
4 4

'5	 3 
6 6 
7 7 

8	 8 

at	 emergence
'60;	 EM applied 14 

June, '60. 

£! Means included within brackets are,notslgnlficantly different
 
at the 5% level (Duncan's Multiple Ran~e Test).,
 

~~b~~, 4~Annual Broadleaf Weed Control Following Treatment with Rates 
of Dacthal, ~d Daothal-Trietazine and DNBP-Dalapon

, '"	 ' Mixtur'es. 

Means 
con verted Means Rank 

Acre rate of herbi'cide to angles %y17
6# Dacnha L WP + ?# Tri etazina, PL 80.6 97.4 1
 
8# Dactha1 WP + 3# DNBP EM 77.06 95.0 2
 
3# DNBP+ 2.22# Dalapon~ . EM 74.11 92.5 3
 

12# Dactha1 WP, PL 67.35 85.2 
6# DactihaL ~TP I PL 54.14- 65.7 ~ 
8# Daathal WP, EM 52.79 . 63.4 6
 
8# Dacthal W~ I,', PL ,51.66 '
 61.5 7
 
4# :Decthal WI>I PL 38~6S- 39.0 8
 

, 

" 
L'.S.D.	 5%, . 15.53
 

1% 20.74
 

:'y EM ==applied'	 at 'emergence;- PL = applied at planting. 

gj	 Means included within brackets are not significantly different at 
the 5% level (Duncan's Multiple Range Test). There were 56.5 
broadleaf weeds per square foot in check plots. 



Table 5. Annual Broadleaf Weed Control Following Treatment with 
'-' Various Daothal-Trietazine Mixtures and a DNBf-Dalapon 

Mixture. 

%Broadleaf weed 
Acre rate of herbicide cont.t'ol Rank 

3# DNBP+ ~.22# Dalspon, 
4# Dacthsl WP + 4# Trietazine, 
8# Decthsl WP + 2# Trietazine, 
6# Dacthal WP + 4# Trietazine, 
8# Dacthal WP + 4# Trietazine, 
6# Dacthsl WP+ 2# Trietazine, 
8# Dacthal WP,' 

EM 
PL 
PL 
PL 
PL 
PL 
PL 

1/
94.9 " 
92.8 
92.4 
89.6 
88.6 
80.9 
77.8 

1 
2 
3 

~ 
6 
7 

L.S.D. 10% 10.3 

"11 EM~ applied at emergence; PL =app11ed at planting. 

Y	 There was 65.9 broadleafweeds per square foot 1n check plots. 

Tuble 6.	 Yield of Katahdin Potatoes Following Emergence Applica
tion of DNBP-Dalapon Mixtures, Falone, Cacodylic Acid, 
and Dich1orobenzonitrile. 

y
3# DNBP+ 4.44# Dalapon , Er-F 357 

.8# Falone. EM 351 
3# DNBP+ 2.22# .Dalapon, EM 296 
3# DNBP+ 8.88#:Dalapon, EM 260 
Check ..~ .. 96 
8#' CaoodyliCy, Acid. EM 92 
2# Dichloropenzonltrile EM 83 
4# Diohlorobenzonitrile EM 71-

L.S.D. 5% 
, 1% 

Rank 
Bushels yIeld Weed oontrol 

Acre ra~e of herbicides per acre Broadleaf 
.	 1/ 

1	 5 
2	 1 
3 4 

3 
~	 8 
6 6 
7 7 
8 2 

. -........ ..
~ ~

1I EM = applied emergence -
Planted 1 June, '60; EMapplied 14 June, 1960. 

gj	 Means included within brackets are not significantly different 
at the 5%level. (Duncan's MUltiple Range Test). 
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: Table 7. 

'" d' 

Broadlaaf' We3dCoXltroL FQllp~d.rig F're.-Emergence App] ico
tion 'of DNBt-Delapon Mixtures ,palone~. 9sicodylic Acid, 
and' Dichlorobonzonitrile • ' 

%Broadleat 
"we-edeontrol' , 

Rank 

8# Falone, '. 
4/1Dichlor obenz Ol',l'1trile 
3#DNBP + 8.88#Ualapon, 
3#DNBP + 2.22#~alapon, 
3#DNBP + 4.44#Palapon,
8# 'Cacodylic Acid'," 
2# Dlchlopobenzt>nltrile,· 

.. ;, 

EM 

EM 
EM 
EM 
EM 
PL, Incorporated 

1. 
2 
3 

~ 
6 
7 

.,y EM = applied at ~lJ1erge~ge 14 Jl.U;le,. '60 
PL= applied at plahting 1 june, '60. 

~	 Means included within brackets are not significantly different 
at the 5%level (Duncan t a MU:ttiple;Renge T~stJ. , . ,'. 

Table 8. Yield of Katahdin Potatoes and Broedleaf We~d Control 
", Following Plan.ting Applientton' of' a DNBP-Dalapon' 

Mixpure;: end Thiolcarb9mates. 

, Busho La : %Bro~dleaf 
Acre rate of",herbicide 

117

per acr~' weed control 
1/

3# DNBF + 2.22# DaLapon , ;.: 80.3~/
6# R-1607 (n-proPl1thiol~~bamate) Frlt· 61.1 
6# EPTC	 PL 66.4
6# R-2061 (propyl; othyl-h.-bUtyl 44.0 

thiolcarbl1ma;te) , 
Check o 

91 17.~ 
,,·125, 

.,y EM= applied Qerbicide pro-emergence; oiL ==applle~ herbici~o 
'.', . at plan tihg. 

Plan ted JUJ,l6. 1,." '60., .....' . 
EM applied 14!Tuns,'60. PLapplied 2.June, '60. 

g; Means included within brackets are not significantly different
 
at th~ 5~ level (Duncan's Multiple Range Test).
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Table 9. Effect of fast-Emergence Application of Solan and Falone 
on Yields of Katahdin Potatoes. 

Acre rate of herbicido 
Bushels 
per: acre 

Rating~ bI'o~dleaf 
. weed con tI'ol 

6# SOlanY 
3# Solan 
Check 
6# Falone 

491 
437 
416 
406 

8.50 
3.75 

o 
2.75 

L.S.D. 5% NS 4.3 

11Planted 10 June, '60. HeI'bicides applied post-emeI'genee 
21 July .. 'bo. 

gj 10 = maximum weed contI'ol; o = no weed control. 
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Chemical We..JdControl in Swect Corn 

.'. ,~ ,. , Swect corn has,iooen weeded on a commercial basis for many years 
: with 'the chQJlj.¢als J 2,4-D or watersoJuble dinitro.\Under most 

conditions either of these chemlca,ls- do a satisfact'ory job'although 
.	 sarie times weeds are not controlled or crops injured.. More foolproof 

chemicals such as Atrazine and Simazine have lately been used in the 
weeding of corn. 'The experiment reported in this paper' is' a ' 

.	 continuation of work started years ago. 

Procedure ', 

Tho variety NK 199 was seeded May 27, '1960. Pre-emergence 
treatments :,were apPlied 5 days' atter ,seeding and emergenoe treatments 
10 days after stloo.:lng. ,Individual plots were 36 feet long and 3 feet 
wide. Treatments were randomized in each of 8 blocks. 

, ··1 

The chemicals were applied with a small sprayer over the row for 
a width of 12 inches. Cultivation controlled the weeds between the 
rows. The growing season was cooler than average and rainfall below 
normal. 1Jl estimate of weed control was made August 10 on a basis of 
1 to 10, 1 being most desirable and 10 being least desirable. Corn 
harvest was completed August 29. 

Results 

The results are presented in Table I. All chemicals gave highly 
significant increases in weed control as compared to the untreated 
check. The best weed control was in plots treated with Simazin, 
either liquid or granular, Atrazine, Diuron, Neburon, Benzac, or tho 
higher rates of Fenac and li.miben. 

Stand was significantly reduced by only one chemical Niagara 
5996 applied at a rate of 4 Ibs. per acre. 

Yields as measured by nwnber and weight of marketable ears were 
with one exception not reduced by the chemicals applied. The chemical 
Benzac 1281 did greatly reduce the yield. The table shows that some 
rates of a number of chemicals did significantly increase the yield 
of corn. 

1 Associate Professor of Olericulture, Dept. of Horticulture, College 
of Agriculture and Experiment Station, Pennsylvania State University, 
University Park, Pa. 
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Conclusion 

There are quite a number of chemicals that looks promising for 
the weeding of sweet corn in addition to tho chemicals now recommended. 
Granular Simazine was· equal to liquid Simazin. Atrazine applied at 
emergence gave woed control and yield equal to Atrazine applied 
pre-emorgcnce. Diruon and Neburon gave good weed control and yield. 
Taking into consideration tho cost of the chemicals other cchemicals 
included in the experiment are worthy of consideration in .the weeding 
of sweet. corn. 
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Table I.;	 Weed control plant stand and n1.unberand weight of marketable
 
ears of corn utJd.er chemical herbicide treatment.
 

AVERAGEPER.PlOT 
Chemical	 Active· WhenApplied Led* .Stand No. of wt. of
 

Rate D~.ys from Control of Hlrt. MIrt.
 
/A 1bs. Seeding (1-10)' Plants Ears EArS 1bs.
 

, N t l •.. . o ..~:tng'	 7:0-"55-· 40 -2:.9 
Simadne 2 5 1.2 53 43 25.3
 

It 3 5 1,0 55 46 25.5
 
Atrazine 2 5 1.8 54 44 25.7
 

3	 5 1.5 55 46 25.4" Dactha1 893	 4 5 2.3 54 41 22.6 
II It 6 5 3.2 55 41 23.3
 

Niagara 5996 2 5 5.5 54 38 20.3
 
It It 4 5 3.2 45 35 20..9
 

Fenac 2 5 3.0 56 44 22.0
 
4	 5 1.8 54 36 19.5" Amiben 4 5 2.5 52 36 19,,6
 

II 6 5 2.0 55 37 19~1
 

Neburon 3 12 2.2 54 47 26",2

4i 12 1.2 52 44 25.3 ." Benzac 1281	 8 5 1.0 52 7 2~3 

II tt 12 5 1.0 51 2 .8
 
CDAA-T(Randox T) 6 5 3.0 56 46 26,,0
 

I~ It 9 3.8 46
5 56 26~9
 

CDAA(aandox) 6 5 4.0 56 49 26.4
 
II II 9 5 2.3 55 46 26~9
 

" 
Sima~ine 4G 2 5 1.0 56 49 20..2
 

It 4 5 1.0 55 49 2'7.7
 
Atrazine (G30027) 2 10 1.8 55 45 2t.4
 

It It ·3 10 1.5 55 48 27.5
 
2,4-D Granular 1~ 1 5 2.5 56 46 26~9
 

" " 2 5 2.3 52 40 2:1.8
 
Diuron 2 10 1.0 52 47 27.2
 

!I 3 10 1.2 53 43 24.1
 
DNBP(Premerge) 3 10 3.0 54 41 24.0
 

It. I;	 10 2.7 54 48 27.44t2,4-D (Amine) 10 4.2 53 43 25.0
 
" 1 10 3.0 55 44 24.5
" Least Significant Difference 5% 1.2 4 7 4.7
 
" n II 1% 1.6 5 9 6.2
 

*WeedControl 1-10: 1 Perfect Weed Control
 
10 Full Weed Growth
 

~ ...
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SOMERESEARCHANDWEEDCONTROL 
lMETHODSWITHASPARAGUS

, , 

;,! W. H. Lachman 
, \ 

The study of ~eed problems in asparagus beds is quite var~ed in nat~~e 

and scope since many different weeds invade all aspaiagus plantations. These 
may vary from gras~es to broad-leafed sort. and from annuals, ~~ennial~ to 
perennial types. Oft-en quack gra.s (Agropyron repens) is the 'invader along 
with other insidious pests such as milkweed (Asclepias. syriaca), horsetail: 
(Equhetum arvense) and bindweed (Con:\rolvulvus arven8i6) not to mention young 
asparagus seedlings self-sown by the crop ltself. 

'...
Weed control in asparagus 18 a problem which h.s been 8tudl.~d at ~~e, 

Massachusetts Statton for many years (4,5). The project 18 still in progress 
and it is the purpose of this paper to present the results obtained during the 
seaso,n of 1960. .. 

'.' f. "1<', 

, . 
Materials and Methods 

twelve treatments, involving four chemicals were applied to plote of :",", 
Waltham Washington asparagus, in a randomiaed block arrangement; these treat

"-,	 ments were replicated four times. The plots cons18ted of single 35-foot ..J;'ClWS· 
of asparagus planted four feet apart~ 'A 10-10-10 fertiliser was 'broadcast 
at the rate of 1000 pounds per acre and the bed was dhced shallowly on May 3. 
The 80il was a Scarborough very fine sanely loam and although of somewhat vari
able type and depth it was moderately fertile. 

The following chemicals with their respective per acre'rates (active 
ingredients) were applied to the plots on May 5: 1.60, 2.40 and 3.20 pounds 
of monuron; 2.50, 3.75 and 5.00 pound. of Atraz1ne; 2.00, 4 •.00, and 6.00 pounds 
of EPTCand 3.75 and 5.00 pounda of Simazine. All the chemicals were diluted 
with water and applied at the rate of SO gallons per acre. The sprays were 
applied with a BroWll'Open-BedNo. 4 hand pre. sure sprayer fitted with a No. 8004 
Spraying Systems fan-type nozzle. Plots where EPTe was appli.ed were cult~vated 

immediately to mix the herbicide with the soil; none of' the 'other plots were 
treated in this manner. 

Frequent rains throughout-the groWing period maintained ade~uate soil 
moisture and promoted an abundant weed population which consisted of redroot 
pigweed (Amaranthu8 retroflexus), crabgrass (Digitaria sanguinali.), galinsoga 
(Galiusoga ciliata), chickweed (Stellaria media), purslane (Portulaca oleracea), 
lamb'. quarters (Chenopodiumalbum) and aome asparagus seedUngs.. Muchthe 
greater proportion of the population. bowever, was represented by crabgrass and 
pigweed. The plots were not cultivated until after the end of the cutting 
season on July 6. 

1 Contribution No. 1284 of the Maa&aChu.ett. Agricultur41 Bxpertment Station, 
college of Agriculture, University of Kaa8&ebuset.te., .../u:Dberat, KaSM4.,;buBett
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TABLEI. EFFECT OF HERBICIDESONWEEDGtlOWTH 
AT MID-JUNE CUTTINGPEllIOD 

lWeed Controll Predom. Species 
Rate I-Poor to . Ranked G • GrasB 

Active '-Excellent Weed Index!1 WeedControL!I B =Br~&dle8f 
!e!b~~d~ .}es.!l!:.-_,_6L916Q~_ __ r: §/!3169.~ __ -:- §/!/!O	 6.(.9L69. 

Simatsine 5.00· ; 9.0, .02 l_So!	 0 
, 

Atrasine 5.00 ' 81lS ' .20 1.02	 . B· 

Sima.ine 3.75 8.8 .00	 0.8!-l· 
"1Atrasine 3.75 8.0	 .83 .28_J GI 

Monoron . 3.20 8.0 .28 .21	 CI 
EPTC 6.00 7.0 1.56 .12	 B 

-, 
Manuron 2.40 8.0 .61 .06	 G 

. ,~~ . 

Atrasine 2.50 1.0	 '3.28 - .32 I l G 
..	 " I ... '!'"'A q ..
 

IPt'C " ,.It.:.(¥)' 6.S 3.71 .52. . .. J B
 ,	 '''' .. .,	 - ..
;'~. } 

Monuron 1.60 6.3 ' " ". .. 5.43 .66, , G 
: • y ---_..<	 . 

"EM'C ' 2.00 4.5 8.21 -1.12	 IG 
..~--- ......~
 

Check 1.0 18.75 -1.63 B';G
 
I,,"' .	 , , 

... - :~. 7. ~ .- - .......... "... - - - - ~ - - ... - - - - - - - ....- - - - ~. - - - -. ~..':--t:;" - 

!/'~':: n~rmal gro_hi 7 •. commercial cOiltrol; 9 = complete' kill.: 

,-;1:/.Percent weed.coyer x heisht(~.):lOO =We.d Index. seed' Lit. Cit. (6) • 

4/	 Means included in brackets are not significantly different at the 5% level
 
(Dun.can·,t,.)", Mult1,ple. Range Test. See Lit. Clt~: (2h'"
 

., ., 

, ' 

. t,' -.' ';~ . 
~ :' '<	 ' 

• t J. 
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TABLEII. EFFECTOF HERBICIDES GROWTHONWEED ANDYIELDOF 
ASPARAGUS .:- . AT ENDOF HARVESTPERIOD 

Weed control!1 Predom. Species
 
Rate I-Poor to G : Grass Yield
 

Active 9-Excellent Weed Index~/ Weed Controll 1 B 8 Broadlea£ Market-

Herbicide Lbe./A. 7/1/60 7/1/60 7/5/60 1/5/60 ab1e-Lbs. 

Simazine 5,,00 8.3 1.34 1.6~l G 12.8 
" 

Simaz1ne 3.75, 7.8 2.46 .89 G 14.0
 

Atrazine 5.00 7.3 9.49 .59 G 12.9
-I : 
Mon\l,ron 3.20 5.5 14.15 .31 i G 13.2
 

Ept8!D 6.00 3.5 37.59 .18 I/G 12.9
'I
• 

I
IAtrazine 3.75, 4.5 18..85 .16 G 12.4
 

Eptam 4.00 3.5 41.35 I/G 13.5
'?!_J 
Monufon 2.40 5.0 19.83 -.11 G 11.9
 

AtraZine 2.50 2.8 37.82 G 10.4
"'-' - ·~·--IEptam 2.00 2.0 50.14 - .71 !/G 11.6 

Honuron 1.60 2.0 41.75 - .89 G 11.5 

Cheek 100 62.25 -1.63 ,-BIG 11.4 

N.S• . 
--~-----------.~-.-~-~-------~~---~-~-------

1/ 1. = normal growth; 7 8:c011liner~iii control; 9 8 comple:e k~l1. 

~/ Percent weed cover x height (cma.):lOO : Weed Indexe :See Lit. Cit. (6). 

1/ Exp~essed as "Rsnk1ts". See Lit. Cit. (3,7). 

~/ Means included in brackets are not significantly differ.n~ ~t the S~ level 
(Duncan's Multiple Range Test). See Lit. Cit. (2). 
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Figure 1'. WEEDCOltT1lOLDURINGTHE RARVES'rPEJtIOD AS RELAtEDTO VARIOUSAMOOltTS-OF 
. uBRBICIDES IN A SINGU PRE-EMERGENCEAPPLICATION ' eo Check 
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Asparagus spears were harvested every day or '0, dependent on growth, 
<luring ,Mayand June and the last cutting was made on Jun.. 29. Appropriate 
records regarding weed growth were noted on May 19, June 9, June 21 and July 1. 
Notes were made on the kind of weed. present, percent weed cover and their 
height; plots were rated for weed control on the baai. of 1-9 (1 Poor - 9 
·Excellent) and they were a180 ranked 1-12, from best to poorest. To comparA 
methods further for assessing relative wee. control an overall rating or "weed 
index" ~al computed a8 follows: percent weed cover x height (ems.): 100 : 
weed index as suggested by Medcalf and deVita (5). 

Result. 

The effect of the herbicides on weed control, weed indices, predominant 
species and yield are shown in Tables I and II for the periods June 9 and 
July .1. The resulting "weed index" data for the entire harvest season are 
plotted in FigUres I and II. 

Excellent weed control was still evident until June 9 amongmost of the 
treatments. At this period only the 2.50 pounds of Atrasine and 4.00 and 6.00 
pound applications of EPTCwere rated as giving les8 than commerc:Lal",control. 
By the end of the cutting season, however, (July 1) only the 3.75 and 5.00 
Si.acine and S.OO pound Atrazine treatments were rated as giving just: commercial 
control or better (Table II). The two heavier Simazine treatmentlwere particu
larly noteworthy in prOViding excellent weed control. This might be expected in 
the light of the optimum 80il moisture condition. that prevailed throughout the 
cutting season and by the relative persistence or residual capacity of Simazine 
in the soil. 

Monuron at 3.20 pounds per acre, however. did not prevent weed growth 
aatisfactorily throughout the cutting S888on. It appears that this chemical 
is becoming relatively less effective where it has been applied for five ' 
successive years to the lame plota. This may be due to decomposition from a 
build-up of specific 80il microorganisms or of Telatively resistant~~ed species. 
Crabgrass competes well enough .0 that monuron is not an effective treatment 
against this weed. Where this chemical 1s used most annual broadleafed weeds 
do not become a problem but in many c~rcial plantings in the Connecticut 
Valley plantain, milkweed, bindweed. horsetail. quackgrass and in some cASes 
Asparagus seedlings themselves have become dominant weed species. 

. 
Of special interest in regard to monuron are the results of bioassay testp 

conducted at the Massachusetts (unpub.) and Delaware Experiment Stations (1). 
Using oats as the indicator plant this research has shown that where 2-4 pounds 
of monuron had been applied yearly for .everal years none of this chemical per
sisted in the soil over winter. In two instances, however. it was evident that 
monuron applications resulted in subsequent injury to crops in commercial plant
ings in Massachusetts, In one case. growing on land treated with monuron the 
previous year, Butternut squash showed considerable reduction in stand and growth 
with extensive chlorotic areal developed on surviving plants. The other case, 
involved similar In.jury to 'cucumbers two years ·.ftell' 1IOnuronhad been applied 
to asparagus. In both theee instances, it was evident that the injury occurred 
in areaa where the sprayers had overlapped their swath, through the field and 
thus the soil had apparently r9~~lye4,a dQuble application of the herbicide. This 
may indicate that perh,ps 'oatl··· are not the moat .valid l.nd1.eac:.orfor the pre8ence 
of monuron in 80il. 
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'-~ With respect to asparagus. however, it i. interesting to note that none 
of the herbicides have affected yields significantly (Table II) and Rahn has 
reported that asparagus showed:'oo'v1s1bl •• ymptoms of plant injury after 
eighteen pounds per acre of monuron had been'applied annually for three years 
(8)	 " 

'It ~ts r e~e~taU;'conveni~t\~'a~d 'r~i~uvet,e~yto':r4tf(tt\e 're~ui~8of 
weed control on,a 1-9 basi. but t~e me~ns derived from this process should not, 
.:strictly 'speakina. be~,hib jected:to.jarilince analY.is· for. tbe,,-_,.tat.t!t~C8 ~~e 
not valid sa:nples drawn from a normal curve. To serve convenience, therefore,

fit " j,"	 ;~

such a stati9tic.~y' be. used to lndicate relative weed control only and not to 
detemiae .signiltcan?i 'among mea~s.. I.: ~,'" ."	 " ", 

The nw~ed index" is" .exp.t'est~ed a. ape:r:centageal1d w1,th this, 9.Ee ,of .tatistic 
the' .figures 'must ·fitS'~,:~-'CQ9'Ve:r:f~dto·a.n81~s~ J~g~~ =ArcEJi.ne'1T~erc'en~agy be
fore it is permissable to subject -thedaea ,to vadance anaIYds. -Wherethe In
dividual plots ,are ranked ,with fespect to qn~~ot~er they ~y be subjected to 
,va.r1ance .nEil,sfsjfter ebnvertin8'::~O "Rankit:s" (3,4).' " ': ' 

" •• .: '::-: : <- ':.~:~,\j'~ .-'., f, ,'!$'" : .:' , .: . '; ,'. .' 

It will be noted that DuncaD's Multiple Range Te~t was use~ to ,determine 
signiff.can.ee' ~~C?tlgthe·;m~~J;~~r'~~e~lo~i(.erElranked and';~o~verted' tcS"ltank1:tsll .. 
Statisticians 'claim that'fhe'L.S.;l): is :CJften incorrectly ap,Ued to aU ,diher
ences among 3 or more means, the result being that too many of the ~lfferences 
are adjudged ~,i~lf1cant -. ,'the L._S.D•. gives c,orr~ct tests ~nly 1f a = 2(9). 
Here Duncan's Multipl~,~ngete.t allows for 'all"possible .c~ar:tson~ 81lOng 
means without restriction exe~pt'tbat they must be:'4t'ranged tndesce",ding order 
in the table. 

. '. 
While data presented in tabular form,i8'certafril:y lnva:lua~le'4nd only such 

proper mater~al ia subject to variance a~alysis it often behooves us to present 
result. in more,graphicr'f.9~., 'Tl';e ttWeed7index'" d.ta becomes 'especially enlighten
ing in Figures I and IU ' Such presentation mayhelp to orient our',thinking and 
add credence to our statistic. per se. In Figure I, more particularly, a quick 
inspection reveals the relative weed growth condition at any given time during 
the harvest season and indicates cumulative indices. 

Summa!'2 

Under the conditions of these testa with adequate soil moisture 3.75 to 
5.00 pounds of Simazine resulted in weed control superior to that obtained with 
Atrazine, monuron and EPTC. 

Various methods of measuring and eapres.ing weed growth have been presented 
among which were: rating 1-9, "weed indtces", ranking, and notation of dominant 
weed species. 

It has been emphasized that it is imperative to ascertain those statistics 
tbat are true samples from a normal curve before making a variance analysis. 

The use of LSDis restricted to those cases where a : 2. The use of Duncan's 
Multiple Range Test has been illustrated to present a method where all p089ible 
eompartsons amongmeans is permissable. 

~inally, it has been emphasized that graphic summaries are especially 
valuable in suppleme.nting data presented in tabular form. 
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,WEEDCONTROLIN ClaTAIN VlGBTABLECROPS,· 1960 ' , 1 

W. H. Lachman~nd H. F. VerneU 2 

This papel' .17eporte,"the 'results obtained Guring 1960 from field.screening 
certain re~n~Lydevelop~G chemicals with, weed killing potentials. The plots 
in all of these tests were located on a fertile Scarborough very fine, sandy 
lOAm. While the land is we,ll draixuad, its high water holding capacity coupled 
with ample r~infall seemed, to provide conditions that were ideal for killing 
weeds with chemicals in 1960.

, , 

Carrots 

Plots were well prepared and seeded to Waltham Hicolor carrots on May 4, 
1960. The weed killers used with their reapective rates of application are 
listed in Table I. ' 

All treatments were replicated three times and with the exception of 
Stoddard Solvent the chemicals were diluted with water and applied at the rate 
of 50 gallons per acre. The weed population consisted mainly of lamb's quarters, 
purslane, pigweed, galinBoga, smar~W8ed, and annual grasses. It,was qulte,~vi

dent that widh the exception of Dacthol the treatments were very effective ~n 

controlling weeds. Considerable crop injury was apparent, however. by June 9 
when plant injUry ratings -.ere recorded. Arating of "7" or bet,ter in weed, een
trol and crop appearance is considered as necesaary to be acceptable com
mercially. Of the 22 treatJUnt8 in the test only 4 met these requirements and 
are listed as follows: 2pounda of B562, 2 pounds of KarsH, and 10 and 15 , 
pounds of Zytron. It was quite interesting to note that 100 gallons of Stoddard 
Solvent appeJlred to cause some cropinjul.')' ,and also af~ect:ed )'1.elds', adversely' .. 
in this tes,t. ' . 

Lettuce 

Pennlake lettuce was seeded 1n the plots on April 26 and the pre- and 
post-emergence weed sprays were appl1edon April 28 and May 20 respectively. 
aesults are presented in Table II. Here again it was evident tbat. the: treat
ments, excepting Vegadex. were very effective ln promoting good ~ed control. 
Crop damage. bowever. was particularly evident by June 1 and this effect was 
also reflected in reduced yields. 

Based on the tenet that weed control and crop appearance must rate 7 or 
more without sacrificing crop yleld only the treatment involving 3 pounds of 
Amiben met these requirements. 

lContribution No. 1278. Massachusetts Agricultural E1pe~nt Station. 

2profeasor and technical Assistant, respectively. 



TABLEI .. WEED ANDGaowTllOF CARROTS COHTJlOL

Planted May 4, 1960- Sprayed Pre-emerge May5, 1960 
Post-emerg.,· May 25,' 1%0 '.. 'Recotd-ed·Jime' 9, 1960 

(3 Replications) . 

--~----~-~~-~------~--~-----~~--~---~---.', WeedControl Crop Appear. Total 
" -Ttae ' 1'-POOl'to . ' I-POor'to Yf.e1d 

_ !A!e..;.. P.!O!Us.t~ ..:..~u.!C,! .:... __ ____ _	 .APR.1!e,!!_9.:.EEc,!I!-:!!t g.::.B~e!.lle.!t ~b!.. 
,', - ~	 • ~ - . -r , '. <.. 1 . -. - , ",' - - -! . ~,' ., • 

;1.0 Lbs. 9S4 If&US.'Chem.Post""'rg_ 6.0	 8.0 96,t	 : u' , ', tf, n, If' • ,n,2.0	 8.0 3.7 65 
tI It tt tt	 7.0 .2.0 B562	 8.0 74" 
It It It	 It.4.0	 8.3 2.7 45" " 

1.0 Gal'. 'l,iandox'T Monaan., Pre-emeri. 6.7 " 7.4" 93 
:ft' ,It4.0 Lba. Amtben Amchem	 1.3 6.7 88 

"If'	 u- It6.0	 . 1f . u '7.11' .. 4.7 " 82 
'tt It .. f: ' It..8.0	 " i" 8.0" 2..3 71 

It2.0 Karst 1 Niaa. Poat-emera. 9.0	 7.'0 87 
It It	 ...4.0	 9.0 5.3 73"	 " 

II ,nO..' It tt4.0	 9.0 5.0 72" plus	 4.0 lb •.• ' after 14 day. .' 
", 

2.0 Lbs,' DicrY1' Niag-. Post-eiDers" ." , 8.3' , 4.0 77... ft· , ...-,	 
'n ..2.0	 8.7 '3-.3 64" 

"plus	 2.0 tb.~ afdlr'14 day. 
,'It ' .~4.0 Lbs.' Dlccyl '. 'Ni.l.	 8'.7 2.0 38,

plus	 4',0 lb.~" a~t.r 14 day. 
,. ,. tt1.5-Lba. 0-30031 CellY	 9~0 6.7' 72 

·ft ;tt It'	 112.0	 ". 8.3 ' 5.1 74 

10.0	 'u Zytjron Dow Pre-emer8~ ; 7.3 8.3 ,100..It It15.0 "	 7.3 8..0 84" II	 It. It4.0 Dactho 1 Dla. Alk.	 2.7 8.3 87.. .,8.0 "	 II " 3.0 8.0 85"	 ..12.0 It It	 tJ 2.7 8.7' 92"	 " ".100	 Gals. Stoddarcl Solvent Post-emerg. 8.3 6.3' ' 60' 
• 1 " • '1 "~ 

-~~,~ .. ~~~-~~~.~.-~~-~~~~-~~ ..~--~.-.~-~~~-~~.~~._-

"L.'S.D.@ ;05, 1.1 ,.'
 
·L.S.D. @.t)l 1~5 '
 

.~	 l'.	 , 

, ' ......	 , "'.. < • "" "---~~-------~~---~--~-~-,~-~----~~--~----

-..,. -;,	 ,." 

. " 
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.TABU: ~~ ... ,WEED..C.~~~i~!tG~H OF LE~UCE 
" ;. ~; '. ~ . " ......, "_. <" ... , " 

Planted April 26, 1960~~ 8pr8Y.4~Pre-emerg. April 28, 1960 
Post-meerg. May 2J, 1960 - Recorded June 1, 1960 

.. . (4.Replications)
r '.,':' 

~h • t '>: 

• ..;.' t__ ~ ~ __ ._ '~. .:. ... ~ .~..... .:. .... ~,"" ~ ...... ~ .......... ,~, .... ..... ..... f .. l"~t _ _ .. _ "~_"
 
. .. .' '. We.d Control Crop Appear •. Total 

: . Time, I-Poor to, I-poor.to Y':'eld 
i '~R.!t.! '!0,2u£t__ !o,2r£c(. __ ~AVl{:!d~_ .!-!x£,e!l.!n!_ !-!x£,e.!l!n!__ i.l?!J.' 

., 
4'8;(fVegadex Monsan. Pre-emerge 110.1 

II n n6.0 tt "
" 

6.5 8.0 125;6 
.J
 

II u
. ,3.0 .. 'Amiben Amchem' 7.3" 112.1' 

4.0 " " " 5.5 110.0'" " 
d 1.0 " ~S4 Naug Q Cbem. Post-emerg. 5.3 115.7 

" ' it .. It 8.5 3.5 102.1' 

" IIII2.0 &562 8.3 3.0 79.7 

II tt : ." .. "2~() "' .. , 82.64.0 " 8.8" 
..Zytron Dow 79.2" 

II It If15.0 8.5 1.0II " 
, Check • Cul t1vated 9.0 100.7 

Check - Uncultivated 1.0 8.5 

--~~-------~~---~--------------~----_ ...._
L.S.D. @ .05 1.1 1.0 23.4 
L.S.D. @ .01 1.5 1.4 31.5 

----_ .. _-- .......-_ .. _..._-- .......------- .....--- ......---_ .... --
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TABLE III .. WlED COlfrROLANDGaOWTHOF ~EETS 

Planted May 3, 1960 .. Sprayed May 4, 1960 .. Recorded June 3, 1960 
(3 aeplication.) 

----------~--------~~---~-----------------Weed Control Crop Appear. Total 
Time l-Poor to l-Poor to Yield 

_R.!t! P!o.!!u£t j0,2r£a AP!l!e~ __ .!-!X£e!l.!U! __ 9::E~c.!1!e~t L~8.!. 

' , 
4.0 Lb&. eire Columbo So. Pr.-~rg. 4.7 2.3 1~.4 

i i 
I:" . 

4.0 Elidothal Penn. Salt 3.0 8.3, ,101.2" " " 
n It' • II6.0 " 6.0 7.4 94.5" " " ' 

n II Ii4.0 Vesadex 7.0 7.4 " 103.3" " 
It II II6.0 " 8.0 7.4 , 124.6 ' " " 

II· n1.0 7442 Hercules 4.7 8.0 10~.2" " 
II2.0 " 5.0 7.0 112.4" " " 

It II II It4.0 7.0 4.3, 8~.0" 
Check - Cultivat'd 9.0 9.0 , 128.3 

Cheek - Uncultivated 1.0 9.0 95.0 

L.S.D. @ .05 24.6 
L.S.D. @ .01 . 33.8 

--------~------------~--------------------
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. TABLEIV' -' WEEDCONTROJ.AND'()~ OF DlRECT;'SEEDEDONIONS:..., 

Planted April 26, 1960 .. Sprayed April 28, 1960, Pre-emerge 
Post- __ J:'I,4I)faY;, 20, 1960 - Recorded june 3, 1960'; . 
; , . (4 Repl~cations) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - We'ed-Contro1- -ciqpAppear: - Total 
Time l-Poor' 'to l-Poor to Yield 

._F.!!t.*!! P!o!.u.£t S2U!c.! APJ?l,!e!! !-!X2c!1j!nS __ 9.:,E,!.c!,11e,!lt..:..,Lks~ .. 
6.0 Lbs. Randox Monsan. Pre-emerg. ',4.~,q .,.. 1.30.09.0 

, " . ",.' , . 
4.5 Qts. Bandox T II 5.,3 8.3 127.4" " 
9.0 " ft " n " 7.8 7.8 121.0" 
8.0 Lbs. CIPC Columb. So. u II 8.8 1.5 115.6 

1.0 9S4, Naug. C.hem. Post-emerg. 7.3 7.8 123.5" 
'"'-, II It tf2,,0 " " " 8.0 7.0 1~7.8 

2 ..0 :8562 8.0 1.3 110.6" " " " " 
II II II It II4.0 " 9.0 7.3 114.2 

II10.0 z.~tron Dow Pre-_erg. 8.8 8.3 rzr.s 
tI tI II15.0 " 9.0 1.8 116.2" 

Check .. Cultivated 9.0 9.0 132.2 

Check - Uncultivated 1.0 9.0 

--------_ ..._------------ ...-------------------
L.S.D. @ .05 1.0 1.1 12.2 
L.S.D. @ .01 1.3 1.5 16.5 
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-

TABLEV - WEEDCONTllOLANDGRowrR OF SPINACH 

, :. 
, I I 

Planted ,April 2~, 1960 • Sprayed .4\p;1l 29. 1?60 • aecoret.d June I, 1960 
(4 Rep11catlol1.a) .. 

-----~~-~~-~-~~--~-~~~.~-~~._-~~~~~~~-------. .' "WeedContro1 .' Crop Appear. Total
 
T1me 1-Poor to 1-Poor to Y1eld
 

·~J~~t§. .; _'·...;.r.;~~ust__ ~~!.e!. .;... &R.1!.~ __ .?:-!X,S,e!l.!,ns 9.:.E3<l:!.1.!en Lks,,!,
__ __ t 

3.0 Lb•• Vegadex MOft8m_ Pre-_e~g • 6.8 7.8 16.9 

.. ... n4.0. 7.5 8,5 17.2" "
 
It It2.0 CIPC Colullb.. So_ 4.8 7.3 14.1" 
II tt'l~O 7442 Hercule. 2.0 8.8 18.9" 

..II tt It·2,0 5.3 8.5 16.9" 
II .. tt II4.0 . ." 6.0 7.3 11.6 

.. ..·2.0 Bndothal Penn~ .salt 1.5 8.S 18.1" 
II tt ·n tt"2.0 1.3 8.8 16.7 

~ 

" " 
" tt II10.0 Z,tron Dow 8.3 7.5 12.3 

.11 tt 11lS~O 9.0 3.5 6.3" " 
'Check - Cultivated 8.8 . 9.0 17 .4 

Ch.e~k • Uncultivated 1.3 8.3 14.6 

.....-- -
' .. -- -... -.'" '-- - - - - - - ......- - - - -- - - ~ 

.. ,-...... ... - - - - ... ..... - - ........': -, 

L..S.D. @ .05 1.4 1.4 3.2 
L.S.D. @ .01 1.9 1.9 4.3 

- - - - - ....-' ..- ...- - - - -_........- - - - - ......_...- - - - - ...- -,-- -.-- -
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IABLEVI - 'WEEDCoNTROLAND'GROWTHOF SWEETCORN 
I .• ~ ~. :..' . 

Planted June 21, 1960 - Sprayed June 22. 1960 - Recorded July 
(1 Replications)

. . I . . 

23. 1960, 

-----------------------w"d~~~l-~---T~J-

Time I-Poor to Weed Yield 
_R,!t.! __ ,fr,2d.!!c!__ 1o.!!r£:e ~.21!e~.__ !-!x.sell.!ns __ I,!!d.!X!__ Lks,,!, _ 
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Be.ts 

Oetroit Dark llec1beets were seedecl in the plQts on May 3 anel the herbicides 
were appUed a day later. lesults are presented in Table III. Here it appeareel 
that treatments l.nvol'riq 4 .4. 6 pOUl\4. of V"p.dex ~re .theOl'lly treatments 
which Blet our re.qu1r8IGtlits fora llemictcte in beets. Xt ·is 1-nterestlng to note 
that ~en applied at a differeDt ttme in tbe lettuce plots, .. described p~ious· 
1y, Ve,ada: did not .. et the' requirement. i. coIit'rol1f.ng Weeds.·Thl. V4dabUity 
of performance has been characterl.tic otVegaclex in teets parfomed here 
previously; apparently .everal environmental factors markedly affect the action 
of this ch.lcal. 

.' 

£ ,. . , 
'·.Seede. Onions . 

. Seed of Biplight onion, an '1 h1brld~ va planted 0I'l April 26 and the 
plots were .prayed with tbepre-emergence weed killers ~ April 28. Post
emergeftca spra'8 were applied on Kay 20. The weed control aod crop appearance' 
ratinae were not,ed on JUDe 3. Results are preaented in .Tab1e IV. 

Randox T a~ 9 poun.de ,'1'acre _d all of the othes: treatments which in
cluded! pounds of eIPe, 1 and 2 pounds of 9S4, 2 and 4 pounds of 8562, 8nd10 
and 15 pounds of Zytron all cOJltroUed weeds well until June 3 without appreci
able crop injury. Treatments which included 2 pounds of 984, 2 and 4 pounds of 
B562, ,8 pounds of CIPC and 15<pounds of Zytro", however, were tbe .pooreatyt8lel
ing plot8. Regular RsDdOxdid Dot injure the crop nor were yields affected 
adver •• ly but weed control if... poore8t 8ID01latbe treat1lents.," ., ., 

," 

Spinacb 
• , . ... I 

8eed of Attleri.ca spinach wasplanted in the plots on April 26. The herbi
cides were applied pre-emeraence on April 29. Resulte are presented in Table V. 
In these tests 4 pounds of Veaadex promoted good veeci.'cofttrol with ftC) apparent 
injury or redUction in crop yleld. Zytron at 10 pounds. per acre appeared to have 
possibilities UDtil it was ascertained that this chemical reduced the yleld 
signiflcantly •. 

sweet Com 

Sugar Una sweet com seed was planted in the plote on June 21 and the 
berbicides were applied pre-emergence 0I'l June 22. Ielaa1 8011 moisture condlt1ona 
and otller favorable environmental influences undoubtedly were responsible for 
the raarkable results (Tabl~"I) encountered in these tests. Amongthe treat
menta only 2 pounds of rUagara 5996 failed to live lood weed control. Both 
Atrasiae aad ·8i .... ine at 2, 3 ad 4 pound. active ingredient per ·80re prevented 
weed srowth entirely. Amonathe various treatments only the crop harvested from 
the check ploti was affecte4adverlely in marketable yield. 

,
 

-


-
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Conclusions 

The results published here should not be interpreted as a final assess· 
mant of the chemicals involved in the tests since the balance of environmental 
influences are extremely important in dete~ning the value of many herbicides. 
Bither plus or minus minor to major variations might be expected from trials 
conducted under other conditions. Therefore, tests conducted over a period of 
years are necessary to eVAluate the potential of each product. 
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lChemical Weed Control In Direct Seeded And Transplanted Brof!lcoli 

S. L. Dallyn and R. L. Sawyer 

Cornell University - Long'Island Vegetable Research Farm 

The cole crops - cauliflower" broccoli, brussels' sprouts" and cabbage 
have long been of major, importance in the agriculturiu. economy of .Long Island. 
Tradi tiona:).ly they have. been grown primarily in the fall and with the trapsp1al,1t 
system of culture. Both. these factors have favored· reasonably satisfacto~ weed 
control with mechanical equipment plus, perhaps, one or two hand hoeings. in tb:e . 
more weedy fields. Recently there has been a marked increase in production of 
spring and sunmer cabbage and with it an increased weed problem. Also, interest 
has risen in the possibilities of direct seeding as a method of reducing pro
duction costs and labor requirement. This praotice would be effective only with 
aVailability of an efficient herbicide. 

This station has had a projeot on oole crop herbicides for approximately
15 years. Progress during the first ten was lind ted primarily to the conclusion 
that these crops were alOOngthe most sensitive to herbicides then available. The 
two materials CIFC and CD~ produced. the first encouraging results and more 
recently a number of others have shown some promise - amDg them Eptam" Daothol, 
and Amibin. As part of a pro ject on broocoli production the performance of a 
number of herbicides on this crop was studied in 1960. 

Methods: The experiments were conducted. on Sassafras loam with the variety 
Waltham 29 used in both a direct seeded and a transplanted trial. 

Plant spacing 'Was12 inohes in the row, 34 inches between rows. Plots of single, 
20-foot rows were replicated three times. Principal weeds in the area were 
annual grasses and pusley. 

The direct seeded trial was planted June 22, treated immediately and 
watered in with one-half inch of irrigation. The transplant trial was set in 
the field August 1 and the Eptam applied and incorporated into fairly dry soil 
on August 9. Rain, 0.6 inches, fell during the night of August 10 and the 
remainder of the treatments were applied to moist soil the next day. On one
half of each plot receiving ~tauffer 2061 the material was incorporated into the 
soil. Granulars were applied directly over the plants; the spr~s directed from 
each side to overlap about one inch up the stem. Observations on weed control 
and crop response were made at intervals ~uring the growing season. Both plant
ings suffered some damage from the hurric~e on September 12. Harvest data were 
taken on the center heads only. Harvest period for the direct seeded trial was 
September 9 to October 25, for the transplanted Septenber 20 to October 31. 

Results and Discussion: The data for the direct seeded trial are summarized in 
table 1. Several of the treatments reduced crop stand. 

A certain amount of chemical thinning might actually be an advantage if it 
could be reliably controlled. Ar\Ythingwith a rating of .3.0 or over in this 
catagory would be considered questionable, however, as there would always be the 

1 
Paper Ho. 445, Department of Vegetable Crops, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. 



possibility of too severe thinning under some conditions. Surviving plants, in 
most cases, grew nonnally; exceptions were those treated with atrazine and to a 
lesser extent amiben and simazine. Dacthal did not give sufficient weed control 
at the rates used. Amibin, dinobin and atrazine caused too much crop damage. 
Simazino was borderline - a tendency for some crop injury and only fair weed 
control. Dicryl, Vegadex, and 2061performed reasonably'well; Trietazine and 
15336 looked promising. 

Atrazine was the only material to cause any acute injury on the trans
planted crop. The damage first appeared about one week. after treatment and got 
progressively worse until the plants were killed. The only apparent effect of 
Eptam was the lack of bloom on the leaves. Trietazine and simazine at the 
higher rates caused some stunting. All materials gav.e reasonably satisfactory 
weed control up untU September 10 when the plants were hilled. Control beyond 
that point is relatively easy with mechanical equipment. Incorporation of 2061 
did not appear to change its. performance over that Qf surface application. 

Table 1. Effect of several herbicides, applied at planting; on 'Weedcontrol and 
crop response with .direct seeded broccoli. 

. 1. 2 Yield 
. Crop Crop Injury Weed Control No. #1 

~~t~~~ §]§~ ~¥_lQ__ Heads __~1I_1Q ~1¥_2S . 
Dacthal 2 lb./A. gran. 1 1 2.0 1.0 17 

II 4"" 1 I 2.0 1.0 19 
" 6 II "2 1 2.5 1.5 20 

Amibin 2" It 3 2.5 4.5 3.5 15 
II 4"" 4 3 5.0 4.5 11 

Dinoben 2 II "2 2 2,5 2.0 21 
" 4" n 3 2.5 4.5 4.0 23 

Trictazinc Ii" II 2 . 2 3.5 2.0 21 
" 3"" 2 2.5 4.5 4.0 20 

Simaz!ne 1 It It 2 2 2.0 1.5 17 
11 2" II 2.5 3 3.0 1.5 14 

Atrazine 1 II II 2 3 3.5 2.5 15 
" 2"" 4 4 4.5 3.5 5 

Stauffer 2061 ~ 11 liquid 1 2 3.0 2.0 16 
" 4"" 2 2 3.0 2.0 17 

Vegadex 4" II 1 1 3.5 2.5 24 
Dicryl 4 II II 2 1 4.0 2.5 19 
l-bnsanto 15336 4 "," 1 1 3.0 2.0 20 

" " 8 II "2 1 4.0 3.5 25 
Check 1 1 1.0 1.0 26 

L.S.D. 5% 9 

1 1 ... no reduction 2- slight reduction - 12" stand after thiIming attainab].e 
3 • moderate reduction - 12" stand after thinning not always attainable. 
4 • severe 
5'" 0 - 10% stand 

2 
1 ... no control 5 ...complete control 
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Table 2.	 Effoct of several herbicid&s on weed control and crop response with 
transplanted broccoli. 

Cropl Weed2 Yield 11 Broccoli 
treatment Injury Control No. Heads Wt..-Lbs. 
----------------------------------------~--~------~-~-~-~~--~-~~ 
Dacthal 4 Ibs/A. gran. 1 3.0 19 10.9 

u 8 II II 13.018 12.5 
"12 It n . . 1 4.0 25 16.8 

Amibin 
ft 

2 _ 
4 

"" 
11" 

1 
1 

4.0 
5.0 

15 
16 

10.8 
12.2 

Dinoben 2" II 1 4.0 16 10.4 
II 4 Q" 1 4.0 21 . 12.6 

Trietazine 1.5 II It 1 4.0 18 10.4 
II 3 tI n 2 5.0 19 7.8 

Simazine 1 II II 1 4.0 20 u.4 
II 2 II II 1 4.5 8 2.8 

Atrazinel fl It 3 5.0 2 0.8 
n 2 "It , 5.0 0 0 

Monsanto 
It 

15336 _ 4 
8

If 

1111 

liq. 1 
1 

2.0 
3,,0 

12 
18 

8.6 
12.0 

Vegadex 
Dicryl 

4-" 
4 fI 

,II 

II 

1 
1 

3.5 
3~5 

24 
14 

14 ..7 
10~ 2 

Stauffer 2061 4 II If 1 3.0 19 12.3 
II 

Eptam 
It 

II 8 
4. 
4 

II 

It 

It 

• II 

It 

gran. 

1 
2 
2 

4.0 
4.0 
4.5 

20 
21 
24 

12(>2 
1309 
19'10 

Check 1 1.0 19 13.2 
LoS.D. 5% 9 4.9 

1 2 
1 D no injury 5-· severe 1 ==no control 5= complete control 

S~: Dicry1, Vegadex, Stauffer 2061, Trietazine, and Monsanto 15336 looked 
promsing for- weed control in direc:t seeded;' broccoli. Dactha1 did 

not injure thEr.crop but rates used were too low for satisfactory weed control. 

Amibin, dinobin, Dacthal, Ivonsanto ·15336, Stauffer 2061, Vegadex, and 
Diaryl pe:rf'ormed well, applied to well establishedr.ransplanted broccoli. 



PRE-EMERGENCEWEEDCONTROLTN ceRN 

s, ,,~,.,':a,le1,ghl 
, .- .+! ''l- ~_ ' 

,i'he,1960 pre-~mergl1ln~~, :weed control treat mant s were 13imi la r 
to tile plots es tab:lt s:h~d,ln the, lat e .f art 1 es and early ft f t i as 
b e ca use of the int,erest in granular 2, 4-D. 

i'he first 2i 4-D pre-emergence weed control in corn in the 
United states was done by J.C. Anderson and D.E. Yolf in New 
Jersey in 1946. ~he 2, 4-D was applied just before emergence. 
From 1947 to 195" many investigators in the northeast applied 
2, 4-D at planting time and also just before emergence of the 
corn. Since 19',. very little work has been done with 2, 4-D 
at planting time because of the chances of more injury to the 
corn. 

The corn, in 1960 wasp'lanted with a four row planter. The 
center two rQ~S w~re treated and the edge rows left as checks.
fhe results given fn Table I were obtained by counting weeds in 
the treated rows and adjacen. untreated rows to obtain the per 
cent control. There was a goad s'tend of broadleaf weeds in all 
areas, but grass population was scattered. 

The tr~atments marked:e~riy were~pplied the day of 
planting. All other treatments were applied just before Pcoma 
up" of the corn .. 

Granular 2, 4-D and liquid 2. 4-D reacted in a very simi
lar manner.. The corn in these plots was slightly stunted when 
the plants were 4-, inches't"al1, later in the season you could 
see n o' injury. r r you 'did not have nontreated rows next to the 
treated area, you could not see the stunting. 

Atrazine and sim~zine were outstanding in controlling both 
broadleaf and: grassy weeds~ Granular s1mazine was somewhat 
poorer than simaz1ne 80W. 

1. pr(}f~ssor at AgrCJn"my. Penn str:ite TJnivers1ty. 
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Table I . 

~hemi{'aJ. 

24-D g.t"8Jl"..1larquick (early) 1,2,.3. (lb/ac), 4h 
24-D graualar ~101J '(~&r1y) 1,2 11:1(J.b! ac) .36; 
24-DLV4 . .,: 1,2,3(:Lb!ac). 87. 
24-D LV4 (early) "",' 1,2,J(lb/ac) .38 
24-D aJ,Dine . '1,2,.3(lh!ac) 78c 

24- D ,amine ("",lY) , 1,?,~(lb/aa) \. ']2' 
Benzaa 1,2,3(lb!ao)· 96' 
Simaz!ne 1,2,.3~~/ao) , 100 
Simazitte·; gran1Aar .:,.' 1,2,3(J'b/~c'), 96 
AtraZine ' 1,2,3(ib/~.o)· 100 
Fenaa" 1,2/Hlo!ao) 91 
ACP-If>75 1,2'pS{l b/ . o) 47 
ACP-14822. i., 1,2 t .3( l b! ao) , 100 
APP-H348" 1,2,3(1'b~c) 96 
RBndmt~ 2,4,6(lb!acd' 0 
Randox-!r 2,4,6(qt!aa) :' 29 
Hercules 7442 . ", 1,2,3'(lil!ac)" 31, 
Daatha1 _, 2,4~6,1 (lb!a.c) 32 
Car~fil" " 1,2,:J(~p/ac) " 19 

', ..~ 

49 
o 
o 

'. 8 
35 
o 
o 

97 
77 
97 
26 
o 
o 
o 

04 
25 
o 

39 
o 

38 
'79 
100' 
100 
91 
76 

100· 
Ida 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
50 
50 
25 
.30 
o· 

'19 
27 
24 
o 

06 
o 

26 
100 
~OO 
100 
69 
o 
o 
o 

22 
32 
24 
36 
o 

80 
79 

100 
91 
56 
93 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

20 
100 
100 
23 

100 
58 
o 

07 

)
 

07 
14 
.36 
o 

04 
o 
o 

100 
98 

100 
18 
05 
o 
o 

18 
58 
o 

44 
o 
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INCORPORATED	 ANDGRANULARANDUNINCORPORATED·LIQ,UID CARRIERS 
OF EPTC ANDSEVERALANALOGSONWEEDCONTROLANDCORNINJURY 

Richard n.Ilnicki l and Richard W. Chase 2 

ABSTRACT 

Two techniques hav~ been introduced which substantially
advanced the field of chemical weed control. They are the use 
of the granular carrier and the feature or incorporating herbi
cides into the upper soil surface betore or immediately after 
planting. The technique of incorporation became established with 
the advent ot ethyl N,N-dl-n-propy1thiolcarbamate (EPTC), a very
effective but highly volatile herbicide. 

Since the release of EPTC several related analogs have be
come available to research workers tor evaluation. The objectives 
of this study were as follows: (1) to evaluate these new analogs 
along with EPTC as herbicides; !2) to determine the effects of 
the carrier on their activity; 3) to measure the effects of in
corporation on activity; and (4 to determine the effects of 
carrier and incorporation on activity. 

EPTC, n-propy1 di-n-propylthio1carbamate (R-1607), ethyl
ethyl-n-butylthiolcarbamate (R-2060), and propyl ethyl-n-butyl

,-.	 thiolcarbamate (R-206l) were applied aa the liquid (emulsifiable
concentrate) and as a granular (5~ onatta clay), two days after 
corn planting, at rates of 4 and 6 pounds per acre of the active 
ingredient. Weed control and corn injury were used as criteria 
of activity. 

The follOWing observations were made: (1) granular prepara
tions effected greater weed control and corn injury than the 
liquid preparations; (2) no liquid preparation injured corn to 
any degree when not incorporated; (3) When liqUid preparations 
were incorporated the degree of weed control approached that of 
the unincorporated granularpreparatlons; (4) incorporating the 
granu.1.ars only slightly im~roved the weed control over the un
incorporated granulars; (SJ there was slight injury to corn from 
unincorporate<igranulars at the high rate; and (6) injury to corn 
was more severe wlthincorporated granu1ars than with incorporated
liquids. 

EPTC was the most active herbicide andR-2060 was the least 
active compound. R-l607 and R-206l were intermediate with the 
former slightly superior to the latter. 

1
Associate Research Specialist in Weed Control, New Jersey 

Agricultural Experiment Station, Department of Farm Crops, 
Rutgers--the State University, Ne.wBrunswlck, New Jersey. 

2Research	 ·Assistant, Departm~nt of Farm Crops, Rutgers. 
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Comparisons of Spray and Granular Applications of Certain Herbi
. cides for Weed Control in Corn !!l 

Frank	 B. Springer, Jr.lfO d 
Richard H. Cole -

MUchhas been written in popular periodicals concerning 
the virtues of gratwlar herbicides vs liquid herbicides for 
use in controlling broadleaf weeds and grasses in corn. It 
is agreed that several herbicides previously available only 
in the liquid state or wettable powders are effective in con
trolling both broad leaf weeds and grasses when applied in 
either pre-emergence or post emergence applications but the 
effectiveness of their counterparts in the granular form is 
presently being evaluated. 

Procedure 

In 1960 three herbicides applied in solution were com
pared with the granular formulation of the same herbicides 
and then a comparison of these was made with an effective 
herbicide and an untreated control plot. 

Pre-e~rge~ce treatments of 2,4-D butyl ester solution a,d 
, ,granular' (2,4~dichlorophenoxyacetic acid butyl ester), CDAA! 3/ 

(a·Chloro-N-N~diallylacetamide) solution and granular, CDAA-T_ 
(a-Chloro-N-N dlallylacetamide and trichlorobenzyl chloride) 
solution and granular, and atrazine (2-chloro-4-ethylamino-6
isopropylamino-S-triaz~n~)were evaluated at Newark and George
town, Dela-wsre; at '~ates indicated in Table 1. The soil in 
the experimental areas:was a Matapeake silt loam at Newark and 
a NorfQlk sandY10am-atGeorgetown, Delaware. The plots con
sistedof 4'J:;ows,each18ft. long and spaced 3 ft. apart. 
The hybrid was Goon.. ,870,· planted :May11, 1960, at Georgetown 
and May 19, 1960, 'at Newark~ Herbi~ides were applied the day 
following planting •. 'Amodified bicycle type experimental 

. plot' sprayer was 'used for those chemicals applied in solution. 
The low concentration of each herbicide applied in solution 
was applied in 20 gal. of water per acre and the double con
,centration was applied in 40 gal. of water per acre. The 
double concentration was applied by spraying the designated 

..._-_ .-

1/ Assistant Agronomist and Assistant Professor, University of 

-
Delaware.
 

2/ CDAAapplied as Randox, courtesy of the Monsanto Chemical
 
Co., Organic Chemicals Division, St. Louls, Mo.
 

11 CDAA-Tapplied as Randox-T, courtesy of the Monsanto Chemi

cal Co., Organic Chemicals Division, St. Louis, Mo.
 

'.i/ Misc. Paper No. 374, Del. Agr. Exp. sea,
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Table 1.	 Weed Control Ratings. and Yields of Corn as Affected by Spray and Granular 
Forms of Certain Herbicldes at Newark and GeorgetQWn, ,Delaware, 1960. 

Rati~S 1/ 
Sept. o June 28 
NeWark 'GeQ~ge-

Treatment,. Rate , Btoadl".£ Ratings 
Jd,D.e29 Sept. 20 
Newark . Newark 

2~4-Dest,r 1/2 0.0 3 ....3 :(S) 
1 0.:0 3.7 (S) 

.,. 

2,4-Dgranuiar 1/2'6.3 6.7.'(S) 
\: 17.0 5.0 (S). 

COAA:	 4 3.3 4.0 . 
8 6.4 4.7 

CnAA grantil.X',	 4 . 2 •.7, 1.3 (S)
8 3.3	 . 2.0 (S) 

cJiAA-T	 4 10.0 8.3 
8 '10.0 9.3 

CDAA-Tgranular	 4 10.04.7 
8 10.0	 (S)6~7 (5) 

Atrazine'	 2 ro.o 5.7 
4 10.0 7.0 

Control --- 0.0 0.0 
Significance - .05 

.._----......_-.. 
1/ 0'= no	 control, 10 = perfect control 

(5) = stunting of corn 

1/
 
June ?8 
Geo;ge

town.·, 

2.3' 
3.3 

0.0 
0.3 

0.3 
0.3 

2.0 
3.0 

9.1 
10.0 

5.0 
6.1 

10.0 
10.0 

0.0 

Grass 
June ~9' 

'·Newark 
. 

0.0 
0.0 

1.3 
4.3' 

3.0 
7.0 

2.7 
3.3 

1.3 
8.7 

10.0 
10.0 

9.0 
10.0 

0.0 

Yield 
BU.t«. 
Newark 

38.2
 
, 49.5
 

57.6 
66.5 

60.6 
79.4 

57.3 
71.2 

66.7 
73.2 

74.9 
80.5 

85.6 
83.2 

.', '23.2	 
l\) 
\J.)

31.4 -..0. 

1.7 
1.1 

2.7 
3.7 

7.7 
3.7 

3.7 
4.7 

4.3 
5,.3 

6.3 
1.3 

7.0 
7.7 

0.0 

town' 

0.0 
Q.O 

0.'0 
0.3 

0.3 
0.3 

2.3 
3.3 

3.3 . 
-5.7' 

1.7 
3.0 

a.o 
9.7 

0.0 



plots twice using the single rate calibration,on the tlprayer. 
The granular materials were applied by hand, using asbaker 
to evenly distribute the herbicide over the plot area. 

The weed control ratings were taken June 28, 1960, at 
GeorgetOwn an~ June 29, 1.960, at N~ark.,appro~imat.lY81x 
weeks following planting. Fall weed ratings were tak.11 at 
Newark, September 20, 1960. These data are summarized in 
Table 1. No data other than weed ratings were taken at George
town since a poor 8~d :was<p'~8en~ over ..the ,entire experi- , 
mental area. Soil moisture at the time of planting W~8 ade
quate for germination of corn and weeds. One half blch of rain
fall followed application of chemicals at both locations. At 
Newark all plots received one cultivation after the weed ratings 
were taken.. . . 

Broad1eaf weeds predominating were pigweed (Amaranthus
 
retroflexus), ragweed (Ambrosia artemisiifolia), and lamb's
 
quarters (Chenopodium album). The predominant grasses were
 
crabgrass (Digitaria s8Dguinalis), yellow foxtail (Setaria
 
lutescens),. and a1igh~ infestation of nutgrass (CDerus .
 
esculentus).· .
 

Results and Discussion 
. .' 

The performance of herbicides is summarized in Table 1. 
These data indicate that 2,4~D ester (solution) at both rates, 
CDAA(solution) at 4 Ibs. per' acre and CDAA(granular). at both' 
rates gave ineffective control of both broadleaf weeds and 
gJ;'asses. The granular form of 2,4-D was fair in the cQnt',t"ol 
of broad leaf ~eeds at 'bQth rates b~t unsatis~aqtPry in grass 

-control. CDAA-T:(solution), CDAA-Tgranular, and Atraztne 
gave very effective control of both broadleaf weeds and 
grasses at Newark at both rates. CDAA-T(solution) was very 
effective onbroadleaf weeds and ineffect;iveongrasses at 
Georg"town. CDAA-Tgranular was not effective on either broad

. leaf weeds or gras:ses at Georgetown. It is obvious that when 
w~eds are adequately controlled high yields can be expected 

. if moisture and fertility are adequate.-Plant. were observed 
to be stuntect in the 2,4-D ester (solution), 2,4-D (granular) 
and :CDAAgranular -treatments at both rat$s of application 
wben theSeptember'20 w~ed ratings were taken. This stunting 
was undoubtedly caused by ,the::+ack of weed control thus allow
ing weeds ce compe'te for' moisture and plant nutrients. Stunt- ' 
ing of plants was observed at the high rate of CDAA-Tgranular 
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at both weed rating dates at Newark, however yield was not 
affected by this apparent chemical injury. 

Summary 

This .studyindicates that the herbicides in the test 
applied in grahular form did not seem to be more effective in 
controlling weeds than the same herbicides applied in solution 
with the exception of .2,4-n granular. The granular form of 
2,4··n was slight1y more effective in controlling broadleaf 
weeds and grasses at the Newark location than was 2,4-n in 
solution. . 

..~ , 
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THE EFFECTSOF SEVERAL CARR!ERSdF'2,4-D AND ITS 
.FORMuLATIONSON WEEDCONTROLAND ON THE RESPONSE OF CORN 

Richard D. Ilnicki l and C'. Fred· Everett 2 

. ABSTRACT 

The use of 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid: 
control of weeds in corn has become an accepted
is classified as being moderately resistant to 

(2,4-D)' for 
practice.

injury from 

the 
Corn 
this 

herbicide. Generally, applications of 2,4-Dpost-emergence are 
sate; however, pre-emergence applications on light soils, fol
lowed by excessive rains may cause severe injury. Since the ad
vent of the granular carrier considerable interest has been given 
to granular preparations of herbicides in order to increase her
bicidal activity and/or to reduce crop injury. 

The objectives of this study were to measure herbicidal 
activity and the response of corn to several formulations, car
riers, and concentrations of 2,4-D. The following comparisons 
were made: liqUid vs. granular preparations of both esters and 
a~1ne8; a 10% vs.-a-20% ester granule; and slow vs. fast dis
integrating granules of the parent acid. Rates of-rand 4 pounds 
per acre of the acid equivalent were applied the day after plant
ing. 

The follOWing observations were made: in general, granular
preparations, both of the esters and amines, produced slightly
better weed control but effected greater injury to corn than the 
liqUid preparations; the 10% granular ester preparation gave
better weed control with slightly more injury to corn than the 
20% granular ester; better weed control with less corn injury 
was obtained with the liqUid ester than with the 20% granular 
ester preparation; and" the slow disintegrating granule was 
superior to the fast disintegrating granule, however" yield
reductions were less with the latter. 

lAssociate Research Specialist in Weed ContrOl, New Jersey 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Department of Farm Crops, 
Rutgers--the State University, New Brunswick" New Jersey. 

2aesearch Assistant" Department of Farm Crops, Rutgers. 
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DNBP - Zytron Mixture for Weed Control in Soybeans 'J.I 

F. B. Springer, Jr. and R. H. Cole 
,~.,;", :'~,; "~~ .'......\ "':L:<:~"? .. ,~. ' ~';; . ,;' ".' . ' •.... ,d 'L';." 

r~,: tOVft:,~n.f'tbit:'d i:o~,!tlte:se~ft::fi,~!1ds ·;in Delaware'We'U' 
"d• .r~tJed as haCttg ~;J,ttia~t" ~';conkoltn ~ ;l~O sUr
veys (1). In one-eighth of the ·t£&aidftelds'V'iti1'ted;'~th.1 
broad leaf weeds and grasses ,were fou~ in high popul~tions~: 
As 'no :one ,(1heudoaI':t\8~:rbeetr ~O\b.W··:t.(i 8·a~$.factdrtly 'control 
both broadleaves and grasses, effective trea~t for the con

~;;~.~:~.:o~~ ~J)~Si~~:pbi/:~a:~~~;~~o~; ~~::~:iS f:~
 
the control of broadleaf weeds, was recOlllDend~d (or trial use 
in Delaware in 1960 (4). Zytron (Dow:lf~1329), -described by 
Wiltse (5), gave good grass control without soybe~n, injury in 
the' 1959 Maryland ;,results (3). A combination of'~l;' and 
Zytron was used in the 1960 pre-emergence weed, cant'rol studies 
at :Newark and Georgetown, Delaware • 

Procedure 
,,' , 

The rates of chemicals applied at two Delaware locations 
are recorded in Table 1. A recommended variety' :(C1ark at 
Newark, Hill at Georgetown) was planted in 4 row'x'IS foot 
plots with three replications. Pre-emerg~ci:!',rl~qtlid applica
tia,ns of chemicals" were made one day following ';planting. At 
both locations, 'heavy rainfall was received within ~o days 
of chemical application. Rainfall for t~e su~r mont~ was 
.slightLy above avet'age~l1:Hbotb:,:toeat!ons arid; well dim,i.buted. 
Pho.ph~ru8 _fpot~' ancf.:·ltllWf"were:':app;l1ed'.in 'cOJDplianc.' w1th 
rec~ded :pr.c~~":;~iU*,fi)tilfjtarids<wete: db'tatned Jincr_in
taiMd I1n .11, 'tre~~iJ.):sr.pr .'~rtF:;-:·, , iL:::',~'." ":'" '
 

-.f ,(·:.~~.:1 .1 «~·>.~~~·Jl: '.,;.': . '.~
 

Table i, Rates in pou~ds per acre of chemicals used':tit'the 
, 1960 pre-emergence weed contro~ studies 

_ ~~ .:'~.•~~.~~.:'.~ ~-~'. h",'~' ;~. d ! ~.5:.~·!;· 

Low Rate 
, ,- . HMh Rate 

. ' , 

,DHBP 3 6 
Zytron (DowM-1329):' 5 ':10i. 

Coabination: . 
:'DNBP'jand; " -..;, " 3 ,6:,: 
Z1tron.(DcwM-1329) 5 10 

Check (~o cultivations) Q ',. 0 
fi ;'.' ~-.
 

·~l.,,~ .. ~-:.,.. ., ....W',t!~~~- r.; "+" ~ '1 -. ~.,~ -,,: .
 

1/ Aactstant',Agronom:l..t ,':eitd &$sis.t8.f\e -;Pi:o£cassor'" University of 
": .. 'De_are.~" . ,c,:..... . " . . 
'. ?:! Dr;~ epplied:asp~,;: 'courteatot ,th~D01tl. C}.1.eJi,1~al Co., 

Midland~ Michigan:~",~:·l~,: ','," ":1' ' ,','. ',: ' '. . , 

3/ Misc. Paper No. 372, Del. Agr. Exp. SU. 
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.~~ :";'- .'.: ,i~~ • . ,~{," f,: <~,' "_' ..' ' .. 

"., . \Ji,OW!!t1! JH1ih Rat e 
, ,":' c " .'. \ 

/..'.-, -,- "it, ') ,r" "',' UC..; t.""j , ,~, 

b.',J~ ,:~BP - . ",.t: ·::i'':~. 
, , '<. .' .ZyJ;ron, <, r i;-' ,..;-:i.':';,':')i' 
',:. .'. '. ,;,. Combination .. <.j 

Check 

Grass Control 

I
i 

,2· .4
.....-4' .'~ ~:",' ,i ., g' 
\ . . 

,,', ..' 9,,' 
',~ '.;".i 10 

""0;,, " 0, 
,• .1 ( 

.! :: , ~ 

, ,. .::ss.t:«>. .. i~:. /" ::'.~·r·._~ -: ..s: ~·,.·~··i '.',' 
" " Results and Discussion 

J _ • , '." f .. ' '.,", f 

,".. -'All weeds were"satisfactorily controlled by the combi
natton of the two; chemicals except morning gl·'j~Y. The··
'high
 
rat~ of 13.11che;r.ipala gave good bro4UUeaf'c01.ttto1'while very
 
gooe" concxo l Wl1.S obt.adned by DNBP at the 3 Ibs, IA.;:)rate
 
(Table 2) The 10 ~bs./A. r3te of Zytron anor,\thiH,odmbination
e 

of p1;l.emica1s at eJther rate gave .:so04':gJies8(:aontuol.:: 
<t f . ~. ': : _'M -.. ~ , .: -<i_~ ; ~,t ~.,; :" .. : .; .: ".~ :~ t 

, Yields from Ne't'lsrk (Table 3) apparently eo reflect "the '"high 
,brq~~~,e.~~,~7e~~.,j~QjJu,~t1,~~~~;. ,At;.th1s :!.locatiQ!,\;.?,tl't$/3 "11>&:/A~,, -' 
" rate' '6£ DNBPcr the 10 Ibs .fA. rate of Zytron ga~:sfti~'facrtory 
~eed .~~~trol~. TAA~.t}Jn~ .PPs~J:V~,fJX>m·~e6 :,li:S,fh/A. rate', of 

: 'DN3P -aia'not'significantly reduce yieldsl.;,: ,."1. ,,"'::. " 

\ \. 
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·Res~1~8 fr.o.Georgetlown (Table 3) : differ in many aspects 

frOlU,Newflrk·beoause of, the:"bish;:lrass population 'present. As 
at Newar~, tn.e·lO.:lbs./A •. rate of Zytron gave significantly 
gre~~r ,ielg, 'b«1l'Ltme-5 :lb•.•'IA,.rate .of ,the' chemtcal. Although 

Lappreclablystuntitll w~~e"e,4 ec 'both t::ettes.ithDNBPan
 
(but not significantly) greater yield was found at the 6 Ibs./A.
 
rate. This may have been bee.u •• ~f the slightly better grass
 
control at the 6 lbs./A. rate •. ' .
 

> ~ •• 

Table 3. :Yie~dip., 'bushel .. per.c;r., of soybean.a'at two Delaware 
~GCat:1pne.Av.~-se. of three replications. 

"Low late High Rate 

Newark, Delaware 

. c	 I*.BP ·38.2 35.9 (S) 
Z¥tron " .,' 14.1 35.8 

.CPmblaation 36.7 39.7 (S) 
Ch.~k 23.-6 . 23.6 
:S:1gnifiC;4mCe~. 5' .:'. 

Within rat.es 11.1 Not significant
Between rates 13.5 

D,NBP 
Zytron 
COmbination 
Check 

. '29.7 (S) 
·31.4' (V) 
41.3 (V) 
22.8 

31.2 
42.4 
43.4 
22.8 

(S) 
(V) 
(V) 

Significance, 5% ., 
Within," rat~s "; . '.-11.2 8.7 
Betw~en..,rate.8;i '10-.6 

.(S) Stunting of soybeans at the end of the five week period 
following ,plAAti • ."" _ ,'-' 

('{) ;tnctea.ed~"l&9~·of.~oJbe.n, at .the end of the five' and 
ten week period following planting.",· 

,.. ,	 ~f!;.~~1~to.~lcPve;'~~~ont1;o10.f· both b~~r~av~~ and 
grasses at ~ 10 lb~.JAi ..; -,;ete. ~}~b.e ,-eombinatldt.l.·~of~Z,.tron at 
10 Ibs./A. plus DNBP at 3 Ibs./A. gave es good weed control 
and a~prQx~tely. eqQ&l.y:L• .1ds. -' . 

http:f!;.~~1~to.~lcPve;'~~~ont1;o10.f
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, _ .~. ,.': ; ,.~ ..'" ;'; ...., 

At both rates ~n, Zytr,ol\:wa.s applied·alone or included 
in a combination at Georgetq.m,~there ,was an increased vigor 
noted ':Ln the,soybean plantll at. tbe.endof the fifth and. tenth 
weeks following planting.;.. )tot.present·no evidence has been 
produced to deter.m1neeXac~.reas9nafor this phenomenon. 

Two rates pf DNBPand Zytron and combinations or mixtures 
of each were evaluated at Georgetown and 'Newark, ~laware, in 
1960. The 31bs.1A. rate of DNBPand' 10 lb'8.1A~ rate of 
Zytron gave good broadleaf weed control. Good grass control 
W8$ obtained by the 10 lbs./ A. rate of Zytron and the 3 lbs./ A. 
rate of the two chemicals combined. 

The combination of DNBPand Zytron may be desirable in 
areas Where both grasses and broadleaf weeds are a problem. 
Yield increases reaulted from the use of chemicals at both 
locations but demonstrated the need of knowing what weed 
needs to be controlled before deciding what and how much 
chemical to apply. No chemical or combination in this study 
was effec t:l.ve agains'1: the morning glory. 

, ' 

All Zytron treatments at Georgetown showed an increased 
vigor at the end of five and ten week Periods folloWing plant
ing, but the exact reasons for these results were not deter
mined. The stunting observed in DNBPplots at the end of 
the. fiye week period was not reflected in crop yields. 
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Weed Control in Soybeans with DNBPOver a Five-Year Period 1/ 

F. B. Springe~) Jr., H. w. IndI;' R. H. Cole and 
C. D. Kesler _ 

Procedure 
. ',; 

:.,; For th.' five,..yearpe~tod, 1956· .1960,. DNBP1I'(am1ne salt 
of dinitro~ortho.secondary"butyl.phellol) ';has been evaluated as 
a pre-e.rgence· tt"eaa.at 1n ~coatrol1ing weeds in soybeans at 
~o loeations iIlD.laware.·' The soil type at the Newark.loca
tionwas •. Matapeake silt loam, and.at, ~the-,Georgetown' location, 
a Norfolk:sandyloam.· 'lhe''Plot aiae.was eighteen feet long 
with four rows, three fe~t apart. The c:hem1cal·was applied as< 

a pre-emergence spray at the 3 lbs./A. and 6 lbs./A. rate on 
th~,.d_y of or; day follewlng planting. ':Weed control ratings 
were .~"el) approxima.cel)', five "eeka after planting and all plots 
receiv~d one ot .._0cultivations following the' weed ratings. 

The'broadleaf weed population at the experimental locations 
'! 'consisted of rough pigweed (A1Daranthus retroflexus), cOlllDOnrag

weed (Ambrosia artemisiifolia), lamb's quarter (Chenopodium 
,1bum), and annual morning glory (Ipomoea purpurea). Grass 
weed population consisted of yellow foxtail:· (Setaria lu~e8cens), 
crabgrass (Digltaria sangUinalis), and yellownutgra8s (eYPerus 

'-- esculentus). These same weeds cause the most' trouble 1n soy
beans for Delaware farmers and often become a serious problem. 
Whe~~ ..• evere ·we,4infestat·ion. c8Q1lot be cont~blled :'bycultural 
methods the ".eof:chemicals may be profitable. Chemical weed 
control in soybeans is desirable for the following reasons: 
to increase yields; to mak~.:e'31't~vation easier; to allow har
vesting of beans when mature; and to help eliminate weeds in 
certified £leld8~' ' . " 

. r 

Tl;a.eresults;of the;pastftve years lndicatesatisfactory 
resultawith llHlf.Tbe'·effec:tiveoess .of DNBP·wasoutstand
ing ,.OS all the "herbicides, eva lua t.d 'at ,'the .two locations. 
At the six pound rate, excellent. CORtrol ofi·weed growth,' 
particularly rough pigweed, ragweed, and lamb's quarter, was 
obtained without any harmful effects on yield. The higher rate 

----~------------~ 1/	 Assistant Agronomist, Assistant Professor (presently Associ
ate Extension Specialist, Rutgers University), Assistant 
Professor and Research Assistant, University of Delaware. 

1/ DNBP.applied as Premerge, courtesy of the Dow Chemical Co., 
Midland, Michigan. 

1/ Misc. Paper No. 373, Del. Agr. Exp. Sta. 



was cODsistantly better than the lower rate in controlling 
broad leaf weeds. (Table 1). The three pound rate plots, on 
the other hand, produced a yield significantly better than the 
control plots.. The plots, reeeivitlg the six pound rate produced 
y1elds which were no~ significantly better than the plots 

'¥here the three pound rate had been applied (Table 1).' The 
·control of grasses was not as satisfactory at either rate as 
the control of broadleaf- weeds,. Although there waa alight 
da_ge to theaoybean plants at 'emergence with both rates the 
damage did not affect the stand or yield. 

Table 1.	 Aver .. e weed control ratings and yields of soybeans, 
as affected by DNBP, at Newark and Georgetown. 
Averages of ·three replications, 1956 - 1960. 

Treatment Broadlea!, 
, Weeds .:J 

Grasses 1/ ' Yield 
. Su./A. 

Control o o . 20.6 
,Preme~ge (3'lbs.r 7.3 3.5 28.0 
Premerge(6 lbs.) 8.8 6.0 30.2 

" S1.Significance 2.9 

1/ Weed control ratings (0 -no	 control, 10 • perfect 
. control) 

,	 Summary 

Five years of tests and field observations throughout the 
state of Delaware indicate that DNBPat the rate of 3 lbs./A. 
is satisfactory for controlling broad leaf weeds in soybeans 
where a mild infestation occurs. Where broadleaf weeds are a 

, ~'a.vere.;problem 6 lhe. per acre	 iSlDOst satisfactory in con
"	 trolling 'weeds. DNBPsold, under the trade names" of Premerge 

and Sinox PI· is "probably the best answer presently to' our broad
leaf· ,weed problem in soybeans. . , 

". : 

• r 
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IEFFECTOF HERBICIDESONSEEDPRODUCTION TREFOILIN BIRDSFOOT

T. R. Flanagan 2 

.The use ofb.irdsfoot. tliefo i I .. lotus. corn~cutatus (l.) .. has increased 
rapic!ly' in theNDrt~e.st ~ur'inri the last few yeirs •. ·This- is especially 
true of Vs use; es a cash seed crop • 

. Most recent'is'the increase in grower awareness of the multiple 
problems associated with pest control in seed production fields. Pre
dominant ~iHlIwn9 the;"a"y·,hazards are insect and plaAt pests. The\ problems 
associated with thef~mer hav~ been t~e sUbject.of a recent study at this 
station C'). .. 

Plant pest ~ontrol encomp.$.. s~hweed control at seeding, and the 
control of unwantectpfants i'nthe estabHshed seed production fields. Such 
plants are compet:itive grasses, noxi9Us and other we,Os, and extraneous 
forage plants contributing foreign seed which must be cleaned out of the 
final harvest, often at a consider~ble loss in shrinkage of seed yield. 
It is the control of these undesirable plants that is the SUbject of this 
paper. ~. 

Da!~pon has bee~. in gener,t use, i~ the northeast to control grasses 
and alsike clover in trefoi I seed fields. Some use has been made of the 
phenoxyacetics and phenoxybutyrics for broedleaf plant control~, Fertig 
et al.(I) concluded from the 1958and 1959studies of the experimental 
work in Essex County, NewYork, that late fall treatments were definitely 
safer with regard.~o trefoi.1 injury th.n spring appl ications .. and that 
EmpJr~WaS more tol.erant than European type trefoi I (Viking). Applications 
of QE)nd.9. pounds per .acre; act.l v~ of 4- (2.4-08) were on Iy moderate Iy 
effecti ye.Qn dande I ion .. chi c.ory;and ye tlow- rocket. At these rates .. <:on
siderable ~tand reduct~on ~c~rred for the trefoi I. Schreiber (4) re
ported on spdng applications of dalapon with rates up to5 pounds. active 
ingredient. Gress control was effective and residues in the trefoi I were 
less th8n,~ PP"" \Vhent~e lnterval btttween treatment and harvest exceeded 
100 days. 

Ve~C)At grower:s heve been using herbicides with effective results 
shown in yields.of cleaner .seed but with no certain knowledge whether 
thesesprayapplic'ationsaffected the quantity of seed prOduced. The 
following e~periments were ~onducted to determine whether spring appli
cations of insecticides and herbicides alone and in combinations were 
detrimental to seed yield. The results of only the observations on 
herbicides are reported below. 

PROCEDURE. 

Field tests were conducted in '1957.1959, and 1960using severa I 
herbicides and insecticides alone and in combinations. All sprayappli
cations were made with a 20-foot boom mounted on a 4~wheel drive truck, 
at the rate of 20 gallons per acre, 30,psi, and 4 mph. 

~vermont Agricultural Experiment Station Journal Series Paper No. 95 
Assistant Agronomist, Vermont AgriCUltural Experiment Station 
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The 1957tests were conducted on a large field of Empire trefoi 
which had been in production for some years previously. The experimental 
design was a randomized block witb 4 replications. Each plot mea~ured 
20 feet in width and 100feet in length. Seed yie1ds were obtained from 
five sub-samp fes cut from each ce I I, dr ted at I f 00 F. for hours, then ,6
threshed out by hand. Pesticide materials and rates and date of appli
cation are given in Teb lei. ' , 

TABLEI." EFFECTOF APPLICATiONS ANDHERBICIDES' OF INSECTIC'IOES
ONEMPI R£ BIROSFOOTTREFO FORSEED. IL GROWN'

Pounds Active Pounds Clean 
Pestioide InWedi entiA. ','$eed/A~ 

, De lepon ' '3.00 ,J96.5 
£ndrin 0.20 ' 
&iDalapen' J".7'.00

Toxaphene 2.25 
&:Dalapon 3.00 154.0 
Check 9.+.0 

--------------------------------_._------~---------~-------~--AppI i 68~'i on, date M.ay'2, 1,0/51.,'
 
Harvest date July 17, 1957.
 

The 1959and 1960tests were conducted on a large, well established 
field of Mansfield trefoil, pfantiad in 1954, and in production of regis
tered seed since 1955. Pesticides used, rates per acre, and dates of 
applications are shOwn t n tab'es2 and ',. In the 1959 tes.t ,the herbi':' 
cideswete applied as'sub~plot treatments of a 5 x 5 Latin square with 
the sub-plots of herbicides measuring 20 x 100 feet. Samples were taken 
as, desert bed fer the 1957trials.' ' , 

TABLE2. EFFECTSOF APPUCATIONSOF HERBiCiDESONMANSFIELD 
BIRDSFOOTTREFOILGROWNFORSEED. 

Pounds Active POUndsClean Pounds OVen-Dry 
Herbicide I"gred i ent /A • Seed/A~ Forage/A. 

Dalapon 2.;35 148.28
 
, " Dalapon 2.35
 

&:Neburon 2.00 158.96
 
Delapon I 2.35
 
&:4-(2,4-08) 0.5 136.03
 
------------------------.---~----------------~._---------~---Application date M.ay5. 1959.
 
Harvest date July 15. J959~
 

1, Butyrac 1'8 
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TABLE3. EFFECTSOF APPLICATIONS ONMANSFIELD OF HERBICIDES
81RDSFOOTTREFOiL'GROWNFORSEED. 

Pounds Pounds Pounds Flowers Pods Umbles 
Active In- c leen Oven-Dry Per Per Per 

Herbicide gredient/A Seed/A Forage/A Urnbleff: Umble:!F Stem 

,Datapon I 2.35 184.28** 2833** 4.01 12.99 14.57
 
4-(2.4-0B) 0.5 ,93.08*· 3005*· 5.36 7.57 7.69
 
Delapon & I 2.35 56.77** 2600*· 5.&:) 7.15 7.96
 
4-(2.4-DB) 0.5
 
Check 36e.73** 3503·· 2.52 15.05 12.43
 

--------------------_._---~---------------------------------------
~pplication date May 13. 1960 **Significant at the 1% level 
Harvest date July 16. 1960 =!tot statisticallyanalyzed
 
stem counts June 22, 1960 Butyrac 118 '
 

The 1960tests were conducted in another area of the field described 
immediately above. The experiment was designed as a randomized block with 
5 replications of herbicides as main treatments and insecticides 8S aub
treatments In strips across the blocks. This'design is reported by 
Leonard and Clark (2) and is particularly adaptable to applying pesticides 
in long strips across other plots. Rates and dates of application of 
materials are given in Table 3. Sampling was essentially that as reported 
above with the reduction of the SUb-samples from 5 to 3. 

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION 

Vermont studies in 1958 (3) and subsequent data 3 indicate that frefoi I 
yields are substantially increased through the use of insecticides. Usually 
such applications are made in the spring. Applying an herbicide with the 
insect.ic;~de at, this same time would seem an economic procedure. Such eco
nom,l:c;s~~ Id, however. be offset by any reducti on of seed yi e Id resu Iti ng 
fr.9O\ detrimental herbicidal effects. Increases in the final yield 01 clean 
seed resulting from the use of an herbicide to control unwanted planfs 
would on the other hand seem to offer an economic practice of merit. 

The data gathered in 1957 (Table I) and in 1959 (Table 2) would seem 
to support this 'latter assumption. but subsequent findings are possibly 
contradictive. The 1957 tests were conducted on & fairly old stand of 
Empire trefol I which was moderately to heavily infested wlt~ weeds and 
weed grasses. ,The use of dalapon appeared to be beneficial in the field 
as fairly good grass 'suppression was achieved. This Is supported by the 
data in Tab Ie I, but no differences were stat ist Ica I 'y s igriif Icant due to 
considerable fluctuation in yields as influenced by variebleresulfs from 
the separate insectici.de applications, several of which have been excluded 
from the table. Had these been excluded from the experimental design, both 
dalapon and the dalapon-insecticide combinations would most likely, have 
been stat ist i call y si gnif icant. ConsIderab Ie dandel ion infestatton In the 

3MacCo l lom, G. B., vt. Ag. Exp. Sta. unpublished data. 
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sprayed plots was indicated by the profuse bloom of this weed. Trefoil 
bloom wase:ICcelhmt'on alf p'ot's. as was'bee atitivtty. Suc'hdtHerences 
In y i e Id as occurred ,canon'yM 'attri outed fo benefl c i e t effects of the 
dalapon treatments. 

. ;,. \ 

The 1959test was des I gn'd,Qltfortunat.'ly to primari Iy test the ef
fecHvld'tess.of:f1'ne Insect iei_concerned •. Nebur on and the 4-(2.4-0B) 
treet.rits 'were"incfuded to control the d8ndelion' problem. The data es 
presented in Tab'le 2 again oni1'•. resulhtfor the various insectlc.ides, 
not Of. concern 'lin this' report_ ,No ch8ck .plot for "no herbicide:· existed 
wi thOut thephtseftce cf. an i ns'ec;tt e i de treatment. but "no treatment ff y i e Ids 
In an adjacent trial averaged about 147pounds of clean trefoH seed per
acre.' " . , ", " 

severe C,v i,:suer est b,at .. ~ofweed speere. popu lat i ens were made. The 
July 9 \,-'8tl,ngs ;anowed'th4tdande.Hon stands 'averaged.'" for,thedel.pon
DB combinations, I~ '.orthe derapon alone and2ll' for the dalapon-neburon 
treatments. Grass species present consisted of about a 211 tall fescue 
1ftus ,qtla~ss: ,,., xt.unf whI eh _s.. redueed 'by da1apon a Ione and5O.C the 
dalepon::..OS·eoiItbtnatlona. The "d8htpon-fteburOf1 treatments resultedirfonly 
$ gr8s8's'1'ahoaontr.ol. ;--T"'ef~il stand and bfO'Ofltw... exce I tent for all 
treat.entlJ 1 except thoaeconhllning 'neburon. These showed about'~ re
duet" on in bfOOllt. ,A f'though not :substanUated stet i st i ca 11y i twou fd seem 
froM fhist.est tf'la't dafaponappJied on the samecl8tes withlnseeticlde 
did not materially '~_ge' tr4!ffoH :seed yie.lds.· 

The 1960trials were designed to precisely determine the effectiveness 
of herbicides applied et:the time ofi'nseetfeide treatment. The data in 
Table' give definite indications. for the flrs~ time, th~t the appli
caf1dn"l)f • 'moderately lOW rate of delapcn a'lone or in combinat'iori with 
4-(2;"'08) in the la·ht: spring towell-eshb'lished frefoi I 'resulted in 
lower 'rather than "'·ighera.ed yie'fdS.Thls d&pressio'n in 'seed yield was 
also very'evh:Jenf'·fClt" the use of'DB. 'The most st-ri1<ing yhtld deprrisions 
were ae." for· thecdrtbinatloms'·of'del.pdn plua ~(~.4-08), Tn-af most loss 
in seed yield canblJ .ttrlbuf-e<t,·to the'OB is ref lected in the '!Stem counts; 
the' HOiWe'r:.pod and umbht count belng' a h"ost 'tie I f of tliat present in the 
checkplots.. fit comparing the herbicide treatments, the better position 
of the dalapon alone treatment could be a reflection of the apparent 

. nlghM' '.fndexof ;ft'~r'ng in 'CClAt',.astwith that of the checli: plots~
 
other:- 'joMA .treetfMt'lt. :ef,fects.' 'the'trefoil'growth was good and adequate
 
bee: pcptIlaHon Vlas··present. '.' , .
 

"' ,.:
 
, "
 

; '. TM, on IY .gr~ss''pt''.aent . i ft. ttl .. 1"e5t .r.aIN .... a' fa i rly unl fcrtft'l y 
scat-t.r-.d -stand 01' Kentucky' b lu.pss. A,~ I tnMItments eont ..·in i ng,
 

.dalapdrFreaij Ited ina ~ atfll'ld redtlctlon' '.orth ,~' gress.The' check'
 
'plot .. and da,rapon"aIQM t .... taeftts,wer.:considerabl, hWest4tdwitn
 

yerr'OW;'prietcty , ....tvce. en-leary, ,anct·gOlM wi ld ttror'nfng glory 'end
 
butterCUp_" "...&._ds .".':1"'"aeth:aUy .'imlnatedby theOBtreatments.
 

,'Tttel95<}herbt'cf.(Je'appl icat'Ion8 were madeon MayS to conform to 'the 
date of insecticide appl ication which in turn wes made on a predicted 
'50 degree-day basis (500 F. ba.). The 1960applications were made on 
the same basis but wet field conditions delayed the spray application 

'. -, A, 
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almost a week, with treatment occurring on May 13. At the time of herbi
cidal application the trefoi I in 1959was showing approximately 2 inches of 
new spring growth; in 1960the growth present when sprayed was at about 4-5 
inches. In the 1957 tri e l , pract i ca II y no new spr ing growth was showing 
on the Empire plants at the time of spray application (May2). 

Since the only appreciable differences between the 1959 and 1960 
applications of dalapon on Mansfield birdsfoot trefoi I were in the stages 
of growth existing at the time of application, it might be concluded that 
this factor could be the reason for the results obtained. Schreiber 
et al· (4) reported that a 5 pound application of delapon on Empire trefoi I 
having 1.2 inches of new spring growth resulted in no appreciable injury 
to the birdsfoot trefoi I. In this same stUdy 2.5 and 5 pound per acre 
applications of dalapon to a 3-year-old Viking stand in the dormant 
condition, and 17 days later when the trefoi I had 4-5 inches of new spring 
growth, resulted in no noticeable injury. No seed yields were reported, 
however, although the authors felt that spring applications at low rates 
resulted in effective grass control. 

Timing a spring application of dalapon for control of undesirable 
grasses and other plant species, to coincide with insecticide application 
for ~conomic reasons, can be an effective practice, from the standpoint 
of both weed control and minimal detriment to the trefoil plants and seed 
yield, apparently only if the trefoi I exhibits a minimumof new spring 
growth. The studies on date of application of insecticides conducted at 
this station and referred to above indicate that there is considerable 
leeway in time of their application. Additional studies are needed to 
determine an optimum date for herbicide application. 

CONCLUSIONS 

J.	 Early spring applications of low rates of dalspon to established 
seed production· fieldS of birdsfoot trefoi t effectively control 
undesirable grasses and certain broadleaf·plants. 

2.	 T~e date for application can be timed to coincide with that of an 
l nsect Ic lde application without detrlmental effects on plant growth 
or seed yields. 

3.	 The optimum time for dalapon application is possibly just after the 
initiation. of new spring growth on the trefoi I. 
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ASTUDYot THEEFFECTSOF V.BRlOUSRA1ES 
AN»FOf.MULATIONSOFCHLOl\.DANE01 _ 

-s, STANDSOF TUkFGN\SS1 " 

Paul,M. Giordano tWdC•. R. Skogley2 . " 
;':' '~', .,' ,- ~ " " . ,\' . 

,", 

Th~ purpose of" this investigation was to study the effects of chlordane 
on.several,basic tuffgrasses.' Test$ were'conducted in the'field and under more 
controlled,conditions"todetermineand' evaluate the phYtotoxic manifestations 
of the'material when applied . . ", 

at rather high rates and in various . " , 
'formulations. 

A field experiment initiJl~ed in the fall of"1958 indicated marked differ
enceS iri'percent'st~d"of the grasses treated at:herbicidal rates with several 
chlordane formulations (t"ablel). 'Also, it was noted that sPecies difference 
was an important factor when treating turf seedbeds with hightatesof active 
material. ' 

A second field study was conducted in the spring of 1960. Similar pro
cedures , materials and rat~s were employ~d' as iilthe 'fall study. Although the 
results appeared to parallel" those of the earlier study turf establiShment was 
more rapid' in' the spring (Table t). . ,',." . . - . 

. .' .,' .., 

Soil samples were- taken frOm treated turf p:lQts of the faU study and 
analyzed ~or toxicant residue (T~ble 3). hesuIts indicated 'a correlation be
tween the- rate of release or' 'availabilitY of·ehlordaneand the nature of the 
chlordane formulation. A certain amount of species susceptibility was also 
noted. 

Direct action of chlordane upon germinating seeds was studied by the use 
of petri dish~s,fittedwith pre-treated filter paper. A series of progressive 
concentrations'were employed and a critical level-noted beyond which little, if 
any, normal germination or growth occurred. There was initial germination but 
the rudimentary root soon discolored" withered and died. The resulting seed
lings remained'stuntedanddied after exhaustion of stored food, Within the seed. 

This investigation has demonstrated that seedbed applications of chlordane 
can result in decreased turf stand when administered at herbicidal rates. ' 
Therefo:,e carefuleonsideratic)Q must be given to the grasses planted and the 
formulation applied when treating Seedbeds for crabgrass controL ' 
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Table 1. Effects of Various Formulations and aates of Chlordane on 
Turfgrass Stand When~Appli~. as a ,S~.edbed,! 'J'~el-tment in the Fall. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Percent Stand'- June "3-1959* - - -",- - - - - - - - - - 
Lbs./lOOO -AS'torla- - - - -Mer~ri.- -'- - - -'- - - - - - -Ch~~i[ig8
 

~!e!i~ §.<J.!.!t.:. £o.!._B!D! ~~~. ,,:,\IJ!u!...". KI._B!u! !~!c!!e Are.:. _.
 

75% E.. C. 0.5 89 88 74 75 82. 
40% N. P. 0.5 92 93 85 85 ea
 

5% Venn. 0.5 88 81 81 80 84 ;'
 
5% Atta.. 0.5 90 87 83 79 .. ~4
 

10% Atta. 0.5 . 91 88 78 85 85 
--------------~-~----------~--------------------------

Ave. 90 89 80 81 , 84 
---~~----~~----~----~------------~~~~-" ' 

75% E.. C. 1.0 85 84 75 80 ", ' 81 
40% w.C. 1.0 ' 91 89 85 86 ' 87
 

5% Verm. 1.0 87 85 79 83 63
 
5% Atta. 1..0'"" " .. 86 Bl 83 85 83
 

10% Atta. 1.0 86 82 83 89 .85 

Ave.' 87 84 81 85 83' 
= =. = .= ,=,= = = ========= ==-:= .:=.== == = === === == == = = 

75% E. C. 2.0 63 40 40 74 54
 
40% 'jl. P. 2.0 83 72 72 79 76
 

5% 7erm. 2.0 85 73 55 74 71
 
5% htta. 2.0 63 53 45 79 60
 

!O~ !t!a..! ~ •.Q 72, ,!8 §.O .; __ 12 ~9__ 

Ave. 74 61 S4 76 66 
=====================================~ 

l'lo 'i'reatment 90 93 85 83 87 

*/ul figures reI resent avera~es of two replicates. 
tv 
V1 
V1 .. 
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Table, 2. Effects of Several Chlordaa.e Formulations 
OR Turfgru. Stands When Applied in'the Spriag. 

-------~~~/-----~~~~~~~~!e~£~~i~~~%i-~~~6~-~~-~~~-~---~-~
·tbs. 1000 Astor1& Herion, " , Chewings
 

Has,el:i,!,l !q",!t.:. ' _C21.:,!e1!t..;..;..:__ !Y.:..2~e:.. __ ~!Y.:. 21! e -. _F!8~.! .. .!V!._
 

15~ s, C. 1.0 38 39 40 10 47 
'7s%E. C. r.s 20 20 20 SO 28 
15% E. Ce ',2.0 10" 10 . 33 ',58 ' , 'it 

. . !-~---------------------------------~---~._------~~--

Ave. 23 23" 31 S9, ,34 
-=_.-.----_.----=----==.=.~- ... ~.-~--

60%Vcn'ldc. 1.0 go ~ 10 t' ,73 93 '" . ~2, 
60% Vermic. l.S 90 13 .. ' 83 9G 86 

,~ ~r.m.ic~ 2.:.0 ~ 17 ~ 5,2 .;..: 12, .... 91__ ~ _ :...._1A_ 

Ave. 86 ,64 15, 94 ". . 80=.===.=.=====.== •• =_.====.~===_.-===.= 

20%Vennic. 1.0 77:. S3 63 8670 
20%V·;t":!lic. 1. S 56 33 43 80 53 
.1~,X~~l..~.!. -i.' __ ~ 2~~~ _".._,_'.:'-_:.~ 19.. - "~·.: , 3!"..c" , ~'" .. ,._ ~~l,·:- ~ _ __ -. _41_ 

Ave. 51 40 4& 11, 5S ......- - - - ....- ......- - ....- - - - .........- ......, - .......- - .....- ...... .-, -",-- ..........
~--------------------------------~_._--

N~ Treati.ae4t. 90 11 90 93 88 

~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - ....~ -- - -- - ....,-- - - - -- - ...,- .......- ..........- ..,....- ..........- .......- ....- ...-
*F~guros represent averages of three replicates • 

• 
-..0 

N '" 



Table 3. anal.ysi.s of Soil l,esidues l 

1. 40%Wettable powder: 

A. Kentucky bluegrass 2.4 
B. ~terion bluegrass . '11.6 
C. Cnewings fescue 7~2 

D. Astoria colonial bent 11.2 

2. 75%Emulsifiable Concentrate: 

A. Kentucky bluegrass 6.4 
d. Merion bluegrass 38.4 
C. Chewings fescue 20.8 
D. Astoria Colonial bent 17.6 

3. 5%Vermiculite: 

A. Kentucky bluegrass 8.4 
B. Merion bluegrass 28.4 
C. Chewings fescue 33.6 
D. Astoria Colonial bent 54.4 

4. 5%Attaclay: 

A~ Kentucky bluegrass 18.4 . 
3. l'ierion bluegrass 40.8 
C. Chewings fescue 36.0 
D. Astoria colonial bent 28.0 

5~ 10% Attaclay: 

A. Kentucky bluegrass 54.4
 
'J. ~Ietion bluegrass 60.8
 
C. 

.. 
Chewings fescue ' . 6.0.8 

D. Astoria ~olonial bent:' 92.8 

6. Check .' . less than 1 
.--------------------------------------- , 

1The method of determination was, with some necessary modifications, that pre
sented by Ordas". E. "., Smith, V. C., and Heyer, C. ·F. in Agric,. and Food Chern, 
4 (5): 444. 1956. ' , 
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THEEFEECTOF ZYTl\uN ONS~EDJ..Lm nJkF GhilSSESI 

C. ft. Skogley2 

Spring seeded la\~s are often beset with problems, chief amongwhich may 
be competition with annual weed grasses. The elimination of this problem would 
solve an age old dilemma. Very recently several herbdcddes have been introduced 
that sho\1 promise of selectively controlling crabgrass when applied to estab
lished grasses prior to the germination of the crabgrass seed. Zytron, known 
chendcally as 0-(2,4-dichlorophenyl) O-methyl phosphoromidothioate, is one of 
these materials. 
seedling, grasses, 

Little is 
however. 

knO\Yn about the value or use of this chemical with 

This test was established 
Zytron on seedling grasses 

in 
under 

order to prelimi
field conditions. 

narily observe the effects of 

Materials and Methods 

The test area was prepared and seeded on April 26, 1960. Eight different 
grasses were included, and were seeded in adjacent strips each 6 x 60 feet in 
size. The soil in the test area is classed as Jridgehampton silt loam and the 
pH was adjusted to about 6.5. Twenty pounds of an 8-6-2 fertilizer was applied 
per 1000 square feet and raked into the surface inch of soil prior to seeding. 
The grasses included in the trial were Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis) and 
the }~rionvariety of Kentucky bluegrass, Creeping red and Chewingsfescue 
(Festuca rubra), Kentucky 31 tall fescue Festuca arUndinacea), ~erennial rye
grass (101ium perenne), Redtop (Agrostis !!2! ,and Astoria Colonia bentgrass 
(Agrostis tenuis). The seeding rate was 3 p6undsper 1000 square feet for the 
bluegrasses, 6 pounds for the red fescues, 10 pounds for tall fescue and the 
ryegrass and 2 pounds for the agrostis species. The Agrostis species were mowed 
at a height of one inch and all others \{ere cut at IJ.-inches. 

Twofornlulations of Zytron were applied in ~{o foot strips over each species 
of grass at 2, 4, 6, and 8 week intervals fron:the seeding date. Treatments were 
in triplicate and each interval lias randomized within blocks. hl1 emulsifiable 
concentrate (}~1329) containing 2 pounds active ingredient per gallon and a for
mulation on vermiculite (}~1662) containing 8%active material were employed at 
the rate of 20 pounds active per acre.' 

Periodic obser.vati~n~. ~d rea&ings ·w.er~ :.~&de to observe and record seedling 
and grass response to t~ 'treatments; Untreated ~ontrols were maintained as a 
standard for comparison. Plant counts were taken on one replication on July 5 
~iO weeks after the last chemical application. Estimates of turf coverage were 
made and root formation and penetration were studied in early November. 

1
2Contribution No. 1015 of the Rhode Island Agricultural Experiment Station. 
Associate Professor of Agronomy. 



Results and Discussion 

;llien the first ~ytron treatments were made the bluegrasses had hardly com
menced germination. The seedlings of the other species ranged in size up to 
about 2 inches with some seed still gernunating. The soil was moist and cool 
and the . grass growth was slow. 

. 
The emulsion sprayiapplied bvo weeks after planting severely damaged or 

actually killed the seedlings of most species within a few days. The applica
tion of the dry formulation had little visual effect on the seedlings until 
several "leeks after the application. 

~jith each succeeding application the chemical treatment apneared less 
camaging to the grasses but at each interval the emulsion caused more rapid 
discoloration than the dry formulation. Table 1 gives the average number of 
grass plants present on July 5. These plant counts also indicate that the 
eJ:1ulsion in general was more damaging than the dry formulation and that the 
earlier the date of treatment the greater the grass n~rtality. 

The Lgrostis species were most seriously injured lvith the earlier treat
ments. Of the bluegrasses the her ion variety ap,eared less tolerant of the 
chemical as did Chewings fescue when compared with creeping red fescue. 

It was interesting to note that in most instances there were more pl~ts 

present on those plots receiving treatment on the eighth week than on the un
treated plots. Perhaps the treatment at the eighth week weakened the plants 
sufficiently to eliminate mortality usually occuring as a result of natural 
competition in dense turf stands. 

The test area received only natural precipitation during the treatment 
period and at the 6 and 8 week intervals the soil was dry and the seedlings 
were making very slow growth. It is possible-that this factor had an influence 
on the results indicated. 

~uring i~gust the test area was fertilized with an 8-6-2 fertilizer and 
water was supplied to insure an amount adequate for good grass growth. The re
covery of the grass on many of the plots, even on many severely injured.by.early 
treatments, was of interest. The estimates of percentage turf cover taken on 
November 3rd would indicate this. Certain plots with no plants present on July 5 
had as much as a 75 percent coverage in early November. 

It is probable that a few seeds germinated after the nl.ant; counts wer-e 
taken in July but most of the coverage was due to the spread of a few plants 
remaining in all plots even though the stand was so thin as to show a zero read
ing when quadrat counts were made. \fuen the stands wer-e thinned by chemical 
treatment the remaining plants became large and aggressive. This characteristic 
of the grasses appeared to eliminate much of the earlier differences attributed 
to formulation and apnl.Lcat.Lon interval. 

.1ith very few exceptions, however, all treatments reduced the stands of 
grasses. In some instances the dry formulation ~ave lower coverage readings 
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than the emulsion and in other ins taneea the reverSe ,.,as true. 't'he late season -' 
estinlates also indicate that treatment interval after seeding was not of great 
importance particularly with tile dry formulation. lhe one exception was with 
redtop:'and colonial' bent where the late emulsion treatments were less damaging 
than those ap~lied at the firstop'lecond int.~al •. 

One very significant observation came to light when making the November
 
readings. This observation may negate some of the data presented in table 2.
 
It"fas'found that those grasses spreading by stolons and those that tiller pro

fusely; namely· the Agrostis' species and the red fescues, did. not form normal
 
roots' as they increased in size. Thoie roots arising ,front nodes of the stolons
 
and from the crowns as the plants enlarged would prolifetate,' thicken and remain
 
short. Often all enlarged tip would result on contact with the soil. iI'ewof
 
thesero<>'ts were' able to penetrate into the'soil. In sc:ae illstances where roots
 
appeared to develop normally they failed to enter the soil but grew laterally
 
under the'organic mat at the surface of the moist soil. Although the plants in

crease4in si~e and gave the appearance of being normal they could readily be
 
lifted from the soil. They were able: to persist'during the favorable fall grow

ing season.
 

The' same phenomenon wasobset'Ved on a few crabgrass plants that had gennin

ated prior to treatment in $ome of the ~lots. The roots formed prior to the
 
chemicnlapplication appeared normal and were able to sustain gro,.,th of the
 
plant but roots formed at the surface were malformed and failed to penetrate the
 
soil.
 

The bluegrasS8s,spreading by rhizomes, did not appear adversely effected
 
in theb' spread and no root abnormalities 'fete observed. The tall fescue and
 
ryegrass also appeared normal.
 

Simlnaq: ~. Conclusion; 

Eight grasses were seeded in normal prepared seedbeds and. at standard rates
 
on i~.,ri126,196G.' . At intervals 'of' 2',' '4, 6, and 8 weeks after seeding an emul

sifiabl~ concentrate and vermiculate£ormu~ation of Zytron was applied to these
 

': grasses 'at the rate 'Of20'pounds of actIve nmterial per acre. Periodic obser
vat ions and stand.' countawere Malle during the growing season. ' 

j •• !. . 

On the basis of the preliminary work the' folloYing conclusions have been
 
drawn:
 

1:.' Seedliiig turf' maybe 'se''v'erely injured, by lytron application at the
 
rate of 20 pounds' per'acre. '," ':, .
 

2~ 'The emulsifiable concentrate" of Zytron gave more immediate injury
 
than did the dry formulation.
 

3. At the first treatment colonial bentgrass and redtop were most sus

ceptiltle .to injury follo,.,ed btthe bluegraS8&S, red fescues , tall fescue and
 
1>erennial rye grass in tha torder.
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4. Immediate treattlent injury to the turf decreased as the time interval 
increased following seeding. 

5. fhere a~peared to be little difference in end results be~veen the use 
of an emulsion or a dry formulation with a few minor exceptions. 

6. Normal root growth may be prevented on those seedling grasses spread
ing by stolons or by tillering following the application of either· formulation 
vf kytron. Those grass~s spreading by rhizo~es ~ppear, to ma~e nor.mal growth in 
soils treated 'dth this chemical. ., " , 

7. The aprylication of Zytron at the rate of 20 90unds per acre to seedling 
turf, within a period of 2 to 8 weeks after planting, could result in a stand 
reduction or in weakened turf. 
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Table I. Averege number of grass 'tl1ant s per square inch on July 5, 1960, follOw1~the aor1ication ot I\) 

two formulations of Zytron at several intervals after seeding on Apri 26,19 o. -
1\)
o
• 

--~--------------------~-------~----------~---------_________ !r~a!Jn!.n! !P!e!V,!l_F~1!O!,i!!,g_S~eg~ _. _____
 
Ave. 0
 

urass Formulation 2 ~¥ks. 4 .lks. 6 h!tS. Intervals Check
8 Wks. __________________=-~=~-~::~~~~~!~~~~~~l~~~~~~~~=-~=~=-~= 

~ierion Ky. Jlue .l.mulsion 0.0 3.8 5.2 18.2 6.8 9.8Venniculite 1.2 10.2 2.2 24.0 9.4 

l\entucl~ -llue .. Is ion 0.2 1.0 5.8 n.:> 4.5 11.4
VelT'·iculite 1.2 11.8 11.0 8.5 8.1 

Chewings Fescue lr.lulsion 0.2 3.5 6.0 7.5 4.3 1u.1
Vermiculite 6.5 6.0 7.2 U.S 7.8 

Creeping •.ed Emulsion 0.8 1.0 5.5 8.0 3.8 11.4 
~escue Yel"Jl'licu1ite 5.8 18.5 6.5 15.0 U.4 

Tall Fescue l!:mulsion 2.0 2.0 1.8 3.8 2.4 5.9
(Kentucky 31) Vermiculite 1.2 2.0 6.8 3.54.."" 

,'er. Ryegrass &Iu1sion 2.8 3.5 4•.J 0.5 4.2 b.lVermiculite 4.0 5.0 7.2 9.0 6.3 

i-,edtop ..:dnulsion 0.0 0..5 1(;.0 18.2 7.2 13.0Vermiculite 3.5 5.5 10.2 18.0 9.3 

Colonial dent Emulsion 0.0 0.0 0.0 20.0 5.0 ·18.6
(it.Storia) Vel1"'icu1ite 0.5 2.0 12.2 24.2 9.7 

five.. All Grasses .J:mu1sion 0.8 1.9 4.8 1l.6 4.8 10.9Vermiculite 3..0 7.6 7.6 14.6 8.2 

( ( ( 



( ( ( 

Table n. :'.!:sti.Jl'ated.'ercentage of Turf Cover - Six l-iOnthsJdt ~r Seeding and Four l'.onths ....fter .llle..ast 
Zytron T~eatW-3nto 

----------------------------~~~~ticte"~Fcl~w~~S~M~-------- - ....- - - - - - - - - - - - - - .......-,.- - - .-...........-..... - - - - - - k ..-e:_ ~:f 

Grass Fonnulation 2 ~Vks. 4 iVks. 6 ,lk80 81&s. Interval Check 
------------------Estimated !zrc~!'ta.~~ of Ground Cover---------

-------------------------------~------~--------------
Merion Ky. Blue Emulsion 75 70 60 90 14 100Ver:mi.culite 95 100 50 40 71
 

Kentucky 3lue Emulsion 75 90 50 85 75
 100Vermiculite 90 100 75 80 86
 

Cbewings Fescue Emulsion 80 60 55 85 70
 100
Vermiculite 90 60 50 35 59
 

Creel}ing Ked Emulsion 90 85 85 95 89
 95Fescue Vermi~ulite 95 95 85 85 90
 

Tall Fescue Emulsion 90 90 85 90 89
 100
(Itentucky 31) Vemiculite 95 100 95 100 98 

,)er. hyegras8 .i,i;mu1sion 90 80 85 90 86 100Vemiculite 90 90 90 95 91
 

Redtop Emulsion 40 SO 75 80 61
 100Ven:U.culite 90 70 90 85 84
 

Colonial aent iimulsion 10 70 50 85 54
 100
(Astoria) Venuiculi te 100 60 90 80 82
 

ave. All Grasses Emulsion 69 75 68 88 75
 99Vermiculite 93 84 78 75 83 

N 
o

\.A.) 
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E;xPer1ments in Pre-emergence Crabvass Control 

. by R. G. Mower and. J. F. Cornman* 

During the 1959 growing season a number of chemicals gave very promising 
results for pre-emergence crabgrass control both in our own experimental work 
(1) and in experimental work at other stations. This paper reports the con
tinuation of trials 'With the more promising of these pre-emergence chemicals. 
Both fall and spring treatments 'Were made with a variety of chemicals. A 
third se't' of plots inqluded only l'Jacthal and a commercial formulation of it 
a.t increaSing rates to observe possible turf -injury effects. 

The experimental area was located at the Comell Turf Research Plots, 
Nassau county Park, East Hempstead, Long Island. The treated turf was mu.ch
like that used in preVious trials (1), conSisting of a good stand otcmixed 
Kentucky bluegrass and red fescue with a scattering of volunteer bentgrass 
and clover.. The turf was ~ta1Ded at abo.ut.lt inchpeight, well fertilized, 
and adequately irrigated; During the 1959 season this area, like -the untreat
ed areas of the 1959 plots, was rather uniformly and heavily (~) infested 
with crabgrass. 

The pre-emergence chemicals were applied at two seasons. Fall treatments 
were made·on NOVember-13, 1959 and th~ spring treatments on "March 31, 1960. 
The experimental design for both the fall and spring treatments was a canplete 
randomized block with treatments in triplicate on 7 x 7' plots. Serving as 
checks in the fall treatments were seven plots, and in the spring trE!atments 
eight plots. Dry formulations were broadcast by hand without dill,\ent. The 
liquid formula'ti:$.ons $lld wetta'9le powders were applied with a sprinkling can 
in water-at the: rate of aboUt 10 gallon! per 1,000 sq. it .. 

Results and discussion 

Cra.bgrasa control 

The srowing'seasoQ. of 1960 on "Long Island was not a" good crabgrass 
year,," especiall.y- in the d.en$e stanp- of v;Lgorous turf·- on our plots. As a 
result it was· impossible to ~e crabgrass cont.rol estimates in terms of 
prOPortiQll of the area covered. To have any record at allot thei1"esults 
it was necessary to count individual plants. These counts are shown iJ:;l. 
Tables 1 and 2. While the average counts for the check plots seem large at
first glance, it should be noted tha.t almost all of the plants in all of the 
plots were -very small and much crowded by the vigorous canpeting turf. Henc.e 
even in the most badly infested checks the tot&l area occup1ed by crabgrass 
was scarcely more than 1 or 2 pet.- oent ot the plot area. The differences in 
counts between treatments and between treatments end checkS aga1ll is super
ficially large, bu.t the vari.atioGe 8D1O.Qg:thereplicates was-great enough so 
that, uponstatisticalanalysis,1t appirs that the$e superficial. differences 

~ ;'r " ' 

* Turf Research ASsistant and professor of Ornamental Horticulture, respective
ly, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. 



have very littla real II'+eaningas far as crabgrass control is concerned. 
About all that can be concluded is that most of the treatments controlled 
crabgrass, at least at the 5 per cent level of signific&lCe j but no real dif
ferences were demonstrated between the degrees of control resulting from the 
different treatments. Previously it seemed that making crabgrass control 
applications on high quality turf had. particular value because of its 
similarity to the usual turf to which such chemicals might be applied. 
Apparently the practice of thinning heavy turf and seeding in crabgrass 
deliberately has real merit as insurance against the possibility of climatic 
conditions particularly unfavorable to crabgrass. 

Turf injury 

In reporting on our 1959 plots (1) we noted that there was no turf in
jury from t,he crabgrass control chemicals except for Dacthal, which severely 
injured red fescue. 

our first opportunity to work with ~ron was in our spring 1959 plots. 
In those trials we noted no turf injury from the use of granular 2'¥tron at 
the rate of 20 pounds active ingredient per acr~. As noted in Tables 1 and 
2, this same 20 pound (" standard") rate of granular ~ron caused some 
temporary discoloration of both fescue and bent in the fall 1959 plots and 
a little, but considerably' less, discoloration from the spring 1960 treat
ments. The 40 pound rate of granular 7Qtron as well as the 20 and 40 pound 
rates of ~ron emulsion caused severe turf injury in the fall treatments 
and the 20 pound rate ( the only one included) in the spring treatments also 
caused severe but somewhat less turf injury. 

The Dacthal wettable powder was available for use in both our fall 1958 
and spring 1959 treatments. While it produced excellent crabgrass control 
at the rate of 12 pounds active ingredient per acre, it caused severe injUry 
to red fescue in both fall and sl?ring (1). The same material applied at the 
same rate in the fall of 1959 and the spring of 1960 caused rather con
spicuous temporary discoloraticn of red fescue and bent in the autumn plots 
but very slight discoloration in a single replicate of the spring plots. 
A new granular formulation of Dacthal, first available in the spring of 
1960, caused no discoloration at tha.t time. Rid, the commercial formulation 
of Dacthal, was available in the spring of 1960 only. At the recommended 
rates of application, it caused no visible turf injury. 

In the 1959 work Dacthal caused marked injury to red fescue. To in
vestigate the Dacthal injury further, unreplicated 48. sq. it. plots were 
laid out on a predominantly red fescue turf. Dacthal wettable powder and 
Rid, a granular commercial formulation of Dacthal, were applied at rates of 
6, 10, 12, and 18 pounds active ingredient per acre on March 1 and May 2, 
1960. The crabgrass counts appear in Table 3. 

It is interesting to note that while crabgrass control was essentially 
complete on all plots except where the 6 pound rate of Rid was used, there 
was no visible· turf discoloration at any time. These observations are in 
line with the performance of the same materials in the other spring 1960 
applications reported in Table 2. The implication from the 1960 plots alone 
is that Dacthal caused little or no turf injury. Yet the same material in the 

spring of 1959 did cause severe injUry. Apparently the degree of fescue in
jury from Dacthal is influenced by factors in addition to season of applica
tion. 
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In	 summary, the obstlrvations reported here suggest that both Dacthal and 
,z.ytron mQ3', at least under some conditions, cause injury to red fescue and 
bent. no injury to bluegrass was noted. In all instances on these plots 
the treated areas recovered to about the same turf density as before, though 
m.th a decrease ,in ,fe$eue~populat.ion:.'and. a,001BpeQ8ating increase 'in bentgrass 
and otherp&remd:al"grs,sses,." ' ';f. ,i" '.: ',i, ! ,; , 

.. ,f .. LiteratUre Cited; ,
f ' . . 

1.	 Mower~ Jl. G~, and J.p.;, _cor_ .. .pre ..emerg~~~eatlci post-emergence 
c:tabgrase, c0tl'trol. Jlrqc. N.E. Weed ContrQ1CQD~. 14: ~7l-2T7 •. 1960.s: 

, 
Table l.Pre-eTn0rgcnce crab~ass control. Qvr.nel1·Nass~ Qo'un'ty Turf P1ota. 

Results of fall treatments 

Treatment 

1 .. Lead	 ar~enat.e, 
~ , ,"	 , , . . . 

2.	 c8J.~i~'arse~te sr~ .. 
3.	 "Pax"', (propl"1etaz;'
 

. ',~6e~caJ.)
 

4. ChioJ;9ane 1~ etl.Ulsion ' 

5. " '1~ granular ' 

6~
 , ~,
 

7.	 ItHalts"(propr1.ctary 
" Chlordane'gran.) 

", Rated 

20/1:/l4.' 

l2!/f/M, 

""251/M 
, ' 

,6011,	 A,a.1.j 

,bOla.i./A 

60//:8..1,./A 

8~ Dacthri1(DAC;..893} ~ w.p',l2r!f c..i./A 

9. ZiYtron ,(bow1481) gran. 2f>{fa..1./It. 

10. If " II,. ,; " ' 46#a.1./A 
-~ , 

11. 20#a..i·IA 

12. " " 
13.	 Checks 

LSD05 
LSDOI 

Herbicide -app!.icat10n8: 
Cra.bgraSs' cOtuits: ' 0Ct~ 

Tu~f injurY' rat1ngs: 1 
2 

II	 ~a.1./A 

'NOV.'13,	 1959 Injury
29, 1960 
- slight 3 
- mo~rate' 4 

Average 
:,cra'h,t:trass ;, Injury 
plan~;'/plot control ratings 

4.0 ~; 1,0,0 

8~3 ,10 ,0 

3·7 67 1,1;,0 

, 6,·3 76 1,0,0 

13·1 51 0 

4·3 85, 0 

, 3·3 ' 88 0 

4.0' 86 2+,2 ' 

1.0 96- 2,1,1 

0.0	 too 3+}2+,,2 

0·3 99 3,3,2 
" 

0.0 100 3+,3+,3+ 

29.5
 

rat1D8s: 'Mo¥'1, 1960"
 

- severe, 
- comp1eteki11 
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Table 2. Pre-emergence crabgrass control. Cornell-Nassau County Turf Plots. 
Results of spring treatments. 

Average 
crabgrass .~ .' Injury 

Treatment Rate p1ant s/F1ot control ratings 

1. Lead cr-senate	 6.02~/M	 92 
2. Calcium	 arsenate gran. 1 1M 12.0 84 1,0,0° 

rt3.. ."po.x(propri,ut3.17 , 
arsenical ) 25#/M 22.3 71 0 

4. Chlordane emulsion 60# 'a·1./A 15·7 79 0
 
5." « 80# a.i./A 2.0 97
 
6. Chlordane 10;' granular 80# a.1.!A 8.3 89 ° 
7.	 "Halts" (proprietary ° 

Chlordane gran.) 6#/M 16.3 79 
8. Dacthal	 (DAC-893)5~ w.p. 12# a.e./A 7.7 90 1,0,0° 
9. ", " granular 12# D..e./A 0·7 99 0 

10.	 "Rid" (proprietary 
Dacthal gran.) 10#/M 16.0 79 0 

11. 2Qtron	 (Dow1481) gran. ~. a.i·/A 8.0 90 1,0,0 
12. "	 (Dow1329) emu1. 2 a.io/A 2·7 96 2,2+,2 
13. Check	 58.9 

LSD	 40·9 6905
 
LSD01 55.0
 

Herbicide applications:	 March 31, 1960. Injury ratings: May 1, 1960 
Crabgrass counts: October 29, 1960 

Turf injury ratings:	 1 - slight 3 - severe 
2 - modera.te 4 - complete kill 

Table 3.	 Pre-emergence crabgrass control with spring 1960 applications 
of increasing amounts of Dacthal. 

Crabgrass ~lants/48 sq. ft. 
Dacth81 v.p. 

Rate mPlication date 
1bs. a.L!A ill 

6 o 1 o 6
 
10 o o 1 o
 
12 o o o o
 
18 o o 1
 
Checks	 ° 

Turf injury: none 
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The Effect of Preemergence Chemicals on Crabgrass and Bluegrass, 
Fescue and ~tgrass'l\u:'f <\ 

J .M. Dutch, B.R. Fleming andA.E. Dudeck 1 

. . ., : 

. .'f~~ object of ,'U;li:'3study lJaS'to determine the effect of several 
chemicals 'on three major turfg:rass spe'cies and their value in preemergence 
crabgrass control. 

v : ..: 

'Materials and Methods . 
.Four individual freld test areas were involved and their turf 

popUlations were as folloWs;. ... 
1. Pennlawn .cr. Red Fescue - 4 year stand 
2. Merion Kentucky Bluegrass - 4 year stand , 
3. Highland-Astoria bent mixture - 4 year stand 
4. CommonKef,\tucky bluegrus - 8 year. stand 

Turf 'WI.lS maintained £\t It'' without supplementary ir~iga~loJt. R"linfall dnt.a 
ore shown in .Table 1. The turf' received. 21lbs. o~haturalorganic nitrogen 
in two applications, except for the Merion bluegrass 'Whi~h :received 4 Ibs. 

Individual t~st plots were ~,., x 10' i;n a .split plot .design with 
three replications. Dry materials ~re,4wlied by:l'u,1ndfollowing mechanical 
dilution with9 quarts ofscremed soil. Emulsions were applied with a 6 foot 
boom plot sprayer at 35 psi with 90 gallons of water per acre. 

Identical treatment;s were applied to test areas 1, 2 and 3 at 
two rates on May 5, 1960•. MaterJ..·01.s and rate. s a13shown in Tables 2~ 3 o.nd 4. 
These respective Jnaterials were .applied on area 4, but only at the ..Lower. . 
rate on April 14,Mey 2 and May '17. All treatment plots received a single 
~~~~. . '.' . . 

Di.sco1oration and/or injury data on turf species were recorded 
a:t 1-2 ~e.~ i!?-t~rv:~ls" ~wo:u&l19ut the grow1ng lS~ason on a. q '!i.o10 scale ( 0 .. 
effect ), and final record on basis of percent density reduction. Crabgrass 
survivoJ. and tinalturt injury were recQ:rded 0!l.~tober 10 •. Crabgrass counts 
were made by cutting out' plants inlQ one-square-foot quadrates per plot. 
Turf injury estimates were made by two or three observers. 

Crabgr~ss (Digt tar1a sp.) seedlirig- emergence was first noted on 
May 21J however the 'greatest gerJninatiOn: "occurred after June 4. The germi- . 
nation range dates onenopenff tUrf'.areas'forUniversity Park, based on previous 
6-year data, are May 13-22. . . 

1 . 
Assistant Professor, lnstructor and Graduate Assistant, respectively. Agronomy
 
Department, Penna, Agric. Exp. Station, University Park, Pa,
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Table 1.. 1960, Rainfall and Temperature 
University Park, Pa. 

1ieek Inches Temperature Week Inches Temperature 
Ending Rainfall Max. Min. Ending Rainfall Max. Min. 

May 9 1.96 "7"fr~ August ! 0.i3 SO.';f" 
16 1.40 74 36 8 0.96 86 56 
23 2.42 82 48 15 0.01 ·83 55 
30 0.83 77 U4 22 0.07 83 So 

June 6 0.79 88 52 Sept. 5 0.96 89 49 
13 0.45 83 44 12 3.01 86 54 
20 1.17 87 55 19. 0.82 76 44 
27 0.15 83 54 26 0.38 75 46 

July 4 1.26 85 56 Oct. 3 0.27 74 38 
11 0.30 85 49 10 0.35 68 36 
18 1.58 85 46 
25 0.29 85 54 

Results and Discussion 
Turf Tolerance. Discoloration and/'Or injury data on' areas 1, 2 and.3 (red fes
CUe';Merion bluegrass and colonial bent, respectively) are shown in Tables 2, 
.3 and 4, respectively. No data are shown for area' 4, commonKentucky' blue
grass, due to ab~ence.of any visible injury from the treatments applied. 

Granular chlordane and the commercial Halts formulations showed no 
detrimental effects, however, the Ortho emulsion resulted in instant dis
coloration. The effects of the 120 rate persisted for 12 'WE?ekson the Merion 
and bent, and for five months on the fescue •. A slight thinning and chlorosis 
was noted on the fescue. 

All Dacthal forniulations were severe in both discoloration and injury 
on the fescue, and bent, but showed no toxicity on Merion bluegrass. Initial 
di so 010rs'ti on' showed. approximately 17 days following applications. The plots 
received 0.3 inches of rain three days folloWirig application, and 7.17 inches 
in 17 of the 23 remaining clays in May.' The Granular form was more toxic than 
the w-50 or Rid in both discoloration and turf reduction. Greater turf reduc
tion occurred on the fescue, but this was believed due to its slower recovery 
growth during the fall months compared to the bent. 

Granular Zytron, M-1662, was similar to the Dacthal formulations in its 
effects on the various turf species. It was nontoxic to Merion and showed the 
sane injury pattern on fescue and bent , The emulsion, M-1329, discolored 
fescue, Merion and bent immediately following application. The Merion remainod 
discolored for approximately 10 weeks and showed no permanent injury. Fescue 
and bent remainded discolored by the M-1329 all season and were moderately 
thinned. As for the M-1662 and Dacthal formulations the fescue showed more 
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permanent injury than the bent by October. , . 

The calcium arsenate treatments affected only the fescue and bent. 
The discoloration showed asa bluish wilted appearance in contrast to a 
browning effect fronfDacth8:l and Zytrori. Injllrea'plots also resulted in re
tarded growth. Fescue was 'Only' :siigl1tlJrthinned out whereas the colonial 
bent showed moderate thinning. There were practically no differences in 
injury between the two rates of calcium arsenate, whereas all other injurious 
treatments showed very significant differences for the two rates used in this 
study."·:"!"'" 

' '.. . 

Crabgras s', Control. 'Results of preemergence c~~b~$S control, are shown in 
Table$ Doth as, plant survival pe,r .square foot: and percent reduction 'based on 
six c9ntrol plots~' Contr01:'plo~s 'averaged 20 plants 'With a range of 14 to 
29 plants per sq. ft. Crabgrass data are shown onlY for test. area 1 (fescue) 
due to best uniformity. ~f, stand. 

Gr~ular chlordane proved to be the most effe~tive chlordane formula
tion and gave 99 perc~t·contro~at the 120 lb. 'rate. The 60·1b. rate of 
the granular and emulsion and H8lts at the recommended 6 Ibs/·M were not 
satisfactory based on plant,survival. 

Dacthal; Zytron and calcium arsenate treatments gave 97 to 100 per

cent control except for the Zytron M-1329 at the lower 13 lb~ rate (93% .
 
control). Although the control range variable was small, crabgrass control
 
appeared correlated with turf injury between the Dacthal and Zytron formula

tions, respectively. This sugge.iltstbe ppsai't)111t.y of variation in active
 
ingredient per formulation as applied in this studY. '
 

ReSUlts shoWed the lower rates of tile above three niaterials to be
 
at or' near their most' erfi6iertt levei for crabgrass eontr-ol.. Observations
 
on the other test areas showed similar material treatment effects on crab
grass "germinatiOn~ ,'~ . 

Other OOservations • 'Test area 4,:·commonKentucky-bluegrass, was selected due 
to ,r-heavy crabgrass in:t'estation'dtiring the 1959 season.' "However; in 1960, 
it changed from crabgrass to a knotweed economy. Knotweed wasirithe 2
leaf stage at the time of ,'thefirs~ treatment, April 14. 

j., .. 

Zytron 1f8fj.' the~ onlYmlr~~r1ai to ~~ibi t post-emergence' control. 
:K~1329.t' emw.si01l:;atlJ lbs.p~r '!1"cr~:res;l1ted in 'nearly 100 percent control 
r~:r;' .the three tre$t.tnent d8tefi AprQ.14, May 2 andMai l? Granular M;';1662 

'resulted in 60-80 percentcotltrol,'with better o011trol"at tlfe earlier date, 
• •• •• '.~ ~ " , -.' , y 

"," " . Calcium arsens te .Weakened Poa. annua to the point where . it waskilled 
during the first moisture'artd~higll'temJ?erature stress pe:r:'iod inJUly.- ' 

Conclusions' 
, ; ChIordane,' except tor. c:ertain emulslPn' f6rri1ulations, was' nontoxic to ' 
bluegrass, fescue andberit turf. 

. '" .... : ' 
.,' , 

, ' .. " 
' .. ' 

",' . 
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Chlordane must be used at rates in excese of 60 Ibs. a.i./acre' for 
satisfactory ,crabgrass control; ThiS! studysho-wed granjJ.lar chlordane as 
the most effective formulation .. " . i' ' 1 

~ . 

Dacthal was nontoxic to :commonand Merion bluegr~ss, but significantly 
reduced the density of P~mlawn' .tescue and :colonial bent. i '; 

, ' 

Daothal .f'on;uJ.ations were very effective forpree.I1lergence crab~a~s 
control." , " 

. , ' , . 

Zytron emulsions, M-1329, will tetJlPOr~ discolor Menon blupgrass 
and reduce the density o~ Pennlawn fescue and 'colonial ~nt. ; , 

. :Zytro~, M-I662, reacted similarly to Dacthal, but was not a:1'severe 
on Permlawn fescue and c~lonial bent density at the rates used in +,his 
stu~., 

Zytro:n formulations are 'very effective fOl\ preemergenqe crahgrass
control. " . . 

:, ! t 

,Calcium arsenate discol$red and inhibited growth of Pennlawr::fescue 
and Q)1.c:mialbent, but was not too severe on reducing their density. It 
was nontoxic to commonand Merion bluegrass and resulted in satisfactory 
crabgrass control.; 
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Table 2 0 .Il:ffect of preemergence materials on Penn1alm creeping red fescue expressed 
as discoloration andlor injury and percent density reduction. Materials applied on 
:MaY_~J~§().___ _ ... .. 

----- DiscolOration andJ.or InjurYT() to 10 1 %l)ansity 
Reduction 

~ia:ted~~~ ~1:~_ .~_I.fay .~._ May 20 }IaD7 .:[~ 3__ J~~_ 16 J):IlY'__6. QQ..tQlm'_to. 
lkc (Rid) 10/1:1 0 0 -1 3 3 5 47 

201M 0 0 1 3 4 7 75 

a"c !f·50 _- - -10 a.i.!A 0 0 2 4 6 5 43 
20 a.i./A 0 0 3 5 7 8 77 

!)ic(};l'i 10 a.i./A 0 0 2 4 6 6 6S 
20 a.i./A 0 0 4 6 7 8 82 

Ch!ordane{Halts} 61l! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12/)1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Chlordane 72 sc 60ii.;f..!A 4 5 5 4 1 --- 0 3 
(Ortho) 120 a.i./A 5 7 7 6 3 2 7* 

Chlordane-G-lD 60 a.i.fA 0 0 0 0 0 o o 
120 a.i.!a 0 0 0 0 0 o o 

Zytrori-OM~662 13 a.i.fA 0 0 2 4 5 4 17 
26 a.i./A 0 0 4 5 6 6 53 

zytion If-1S29 13 a.~.7A 4 4 5 5 4 3 13 
26 a.i./A 5 6 7 7 6 6 23 

Ca. Arsenate G-73 1971'1 0 1 2 4 5 3 5** 
38/M 0 1 2 4 5 3 5** 

Control o o o o o o o 
• 5light·chloros1s--:'1:W1-o160


** Retarded growth - 10/10/60
 

• 
N 
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Table 3. Effect of pre emergence Jl!atep.als on1'ierion bluegrass expressed as dis·
 
.. co1o~tion a-al/or injury81d percent dens~ty reduction. Ma~rials applied on
 

, Mat5', 1960 .. ' , . ", . " . - . . . .' '. 
Disqolol'ati"On andlor'IDjury'( 0 tolO) ; %Density 

. . . Reduction 
June 3 June 16 J' 5 October 10 

o O· o \)' 
o o o o 

Dac ;'1.50	 to a.f.~fA: ' 0 ' "0 ,'-.u--·6, o o -. ·0 0, 
20 a.i./A., 0 0 0 o o o o . . 

Da.cG';lf,· --10-a.i.!A 
20 a.i./ A 

0 
0 

0"6 
0 " 0 

0 
0 

-0 
0 

. 0' 
0 

-0 
0 

Chlordane (Halts) 

. ,.,,": .\"'. 

ChlOrdane 72 Be ' 
(Ortho) 

. 6/rt
'1-2/M 
5O-a.i./A 

120a.i./A 

',,0 
0 

...-.

-3 
6 

' 

0 
0 

5,,,4 
7 

0 
'.' 0 

~'6 

. 0 
0 

4·· 
6 

u 

0 
0 

• 2 
4 

" - '. 
'. 

',1 
'3. 

0' 
0 

,0 
0 

b 
'0 

Chlordane Q;10 60 a,i.lf. 
120 a.i./A 

.,0 
0 

0 
0 

',.,.. · ..0 
0 

.....() 
0 

, 0, 
0 

", " 00
0 0 

Z.ttron~i.166.2 13· a.i./A '0 0' . '" 0 0 ' ,0 0 0 ',' 

'7 r+' --,. 1.' ., '.}4'}o· la·a.:t.!Au, 
26 a.i./A '; 

4,' 
5 

'4 
6 

..~. ,6 
0 

• -.'-4 
6 

-2, 
4 

. ". r . ,1, 
~ 

0 .. 
0 

~a. Arsenate G-73 ~.sltr 
aarb 

-G'" 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

- 0 
0 

' 0 
0 

,0· 
0 

" 0" 
o 

Control .' o o o o o 0'" '0 
rv 
......J 
\.W 

• 
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Table 4. Effect of preemergence materials on colonial bent expressed as dis
coloration and/or injury am percent density reduction. Nateria1s applied on 
Hav 5, 1960.· 

P1scoloration and/or	 liiJUii( 0 to 10 ) ;: Densit¥ 
Reduction
 

hateria1 Rate hay 9 ~!f 20 liar'ZT June 3 JU!)e, 16 J!!-y 5 October 10
 
~ (Rid) 10/u' 0 0 4 5 5 17
 

20/H 0 0 2 4 7 7 37 

Dac i1...;so-- -~	 lIT a~i.7A·~-- 0-' ~~--o- 2 4 6~-~--. 6 25--~--u 

20 a.ie/A 0 0 3 6 8 8 58 

l)Ac G-1;r---~---'- 10 a~i.7A~ 0 0 2 4. 6 7 30
 
20 a.i./A 0 0 3 6 8 8 45
 

C1i1Ord8.rie\Hilts) 6~r-- -'-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 --. 
12jM. 0 0 0 0 0 0 O. i ; 

-- .... ... 
Chlordane-'72!i.t 60 a.i./A 3 4 4 3 2 "1 0""
 
(Ortho) 120 a.i./A 4 6 6 5 4 1- 0' - -.
 

Chlordane GalO 60 a.i./A 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0
 
120 a.i./A 0 0 0 0 0 ~O 0
 

Zytroli J!od662	 13 a.i./A 0 0 2 4 5 5 13
 
26 a.i./A 0 0 3 5 7 8 37
 

. ZytrOD 11-132'9	 13 a .i./A 2 5 5 5 5 . 'i"7 
26 a.i./A 3 7 8 a .8 5 17 

Ca.-Arsenate Gl873	 19% 0 0 2 3 4 2 12*
 
38/M 0 0 2 3 5' ."",' 3 13*
 

Control	 o o o o o o o-
~ Retarded gzowtb - 10/10/60 

. 
-;t 
r-
N 
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Table 5. Effect. of preemergence materials on crabgrass 
control expressed as average plants survival per square 
foot and percent reduction b~sed on control plots. 
Treatments applied ¥~ 5, 1960; data recorded October 10, 
1960. . 

liateria1 Rate 
Crabgrass (Diro*taria slt0) 

H. -;--
Aveo Plants/Sqt,Ft.* %Reduction 

Dac G-l~. 10 a.i.I.A 
20 a.i./A 

0 
0 

100 
100 

Dac 1150 10 a.i.I.A 
20 a.i./A 

0.1 
0 

99.5 
100 

rae {Rid) 10~~ 
20ft! 

0.6 
0.4 

97 
98 

. 

Chlordane G-IO 60 a.i.I.A 
120 a.i./A .. 

4.0 
0.2 

ao 
99 

Chlordane 72 EC 
(Ortho) 

60 a.i.//! 
120 a.i./A 

9.7 
2.2 

., 

51.5 
89 

Chlordane (Halts) 6f!i 
12ft; 

6.7 
3.8 

66.5 
81. 

Zytron 1'1-1329 
/ 

13 a.J..I.A 
26 a.i./A 

1.4 
0.2 

93 
99 

Zytron ·1.i.1662 13a.i.I. A . 
26 a.i ../A 

0.5 
0.1 

97.5 
99.5 

Ca. Arsenate G-73 
. 

l~l!i 
30/E 

0.6 
0.4 

97 
98 

Control - 20.0 -

* Ave. 10 Sq.Ft. quadrate counts per plots, 3 replications 

;:.* ;t reduotion based on 6 control plots 
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COMPARISONS	 HERBICIDESOF PRE-EMERGENCE
FORTHECONTROL 1OF CRABGRASS

John F. Ahrens and A.' R. Olson2 

Homeownerinterest in chemicals for the control of crabgrasa in turf has 
increased greatly over the past few years. Public requests for information on 
this subject have correspondingly increased. To fill the need for more infor
mation in this area tests were started in 1960 with several pre-emergence 
herbicides. 

. Proeedure 

A series of plots were set up on established turf at the Station grounds 
in NewHaven, at Mt. Carmel, and in South Windsor. Plots were at least 4 feet 
wide.J:Uld.12fee:tlong •. Alternate plpts ~emained untreated. The number.of 
replications varied fxtom3 to 5, depending on the treatment. 

The materials used were as followsr 

a) Zytron, 8%granular formulation on vermiculite 
b) Dacthal, 1.5%granularformu;Lation 
c) IIHalts," a material composedof 23%chlordane on vermiculite 
d) "Bonide chlordane, II containing 72%chlordane as emulsifiable concentrate 
e) tlPax,lt a.material containing 25.11% arsenous oxide, 8.25% arsenate of 

lead, 0.34% heptachlor, and 8.0% ammoniumsulfate 
f) IINoCrab," a material containing 47.22% caloium arsenate, 0.38% 2,4-D, 

and 0.13% silvex 

The dry formulations were applied with a 2-foot lawn spreader, calibrated 
for each material. The liquid formula.~o,p at ct1lordane Wasapplied iJl. 390 . 
gallons of solution per aore;with a watering oan. 

1'1osttreatmentsvere appl..ied on Apr~l:., 26.~ 29, before any~$grass had 
emerged. However, calcium arsenate and one dosage of chlordane were applied 
on May17, when orabgrass was emerging in some plots. In one area, half of 
each plot.was. ... $..:tered.after. treatment. . 

The established turf consisted of a mixture of Kentucky bluegrass, fescue 
grasses and benbgz-asa •. To encourage. crabgrass invasion, these ,areas were mowed 
to a height of 3/4 to 1 inch in Nay and June, and slightly higher thereafter. 
The plots were fertilized in. early spring according to soil tests. 

1.	 Contribution of The Conneoticut Agricultural Experiment Station, NewHaven, 
Connecticut. 

2.	 Assistant Plant Physiologist and Assistant Forester, respectively. 
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In one area, the old turf was roto-tilled, a new seeding was established, 
and the treatments were applied immediately after seeding. The seed mixture 
included 49%Chewings fescue, ..21%Kentucky bluegrass, 
10%colonial bentgrass. 

15%annual ryegrass, and 

Crabgrass stands were estimated visual~ in all 
and by counts of crabgrass plants per square foot. 

plots by three persons, 

Results 

Newly seeded turf 

The treatments on newly·seeded turf included dry formulations of chlordane 
at 60 lbs./A., "Pax" at 784 lbs./P., calcium arsenate at 370 lbs./A., zytron at 
10 and 20 lbs./A., and dacthsl at 7., and 101ba./A. All of these treatments 
were unsatisfactory. The chlordane and llPax lf did not appear to affect the turf 
grasses but crabgrass control was so poor that the turf grasses soon were 
smothered. Dacthal and zytron, on the other hand, controlled the crabgrass but 
severely injured the turf grasses. In the fall, however, the best stands of 
turf' were on plots treated with zytron at 20 lbs./A. or dacthal at 10 Ibs./A. 
Chewings fescue and ryegrass were in greatest abundance in these plots but 
covered only 20 to 30%of' the area. With the early post-emergence application 
of calcium arsenate, both turf kill and poor control of crabgrass was obtained. 

Established turf 

With favorable weather conditions and close mowing, excellent stands of 
crabgrass were obtained in the experimental areas. The results of one teat are 
shown in Table 1. These results are typical of those obtained in the other 
areas. 

Zytron at 20 Ibs./A. and dacthal at 7.5 or 10 lbs./A. provided excellent 
seasonal control of crabgrass. 4Ytron at 10 Iba./A. also was very satisfactory. 
In data not shown, slightly better control was evident where zytron and dacthal 
were watered in following application. Neither of these materials injured the 
turf and zytron plots appeared slightly greener than other plots late in -the 
season. In other tests, bentgrass turf (variety CI-C19) appeared to be tole
rant of zytron at 30 lbs./A. and dacthal at 1, Iba./A. 

Although the calcium arsenate was applied when some crabgrass was emerging, 
it also provided excellent seasonal control. In another area where craqgrass 
was slightly further along, however, poor control of crabgrass resulted. At a 
dosage of 55, lbs./A., 1-1/2 times the amount suggested on the bag of "No Crab,1l 
the calcium arsenate complex thinned the Kentucky bluegrass. This injury was 
less evident late in the season. 

Chlordane, both in dry form as shown in Table 1, and as the emulsifiable 
concentrate, failed to control satisfactorily the dense stands of crabgrass 
which invaded the plot areas. Crabgrass control ranged from 40 to 80%for the 
season, and appeared to be somewhat better in areas watered immediately 
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Table 1. Crabgrass Control wi ttl Pre-emergence Herbicides
 

JtH31	 Sept. 20 
Rate 

active Crabgrass Crabgrass 
,ingred., , %'1 plants ~er ' .% plants rr 

. Herbicid8 Iba./A. eontrol "sq.ft. Control l sq.ft., 

!Contro1s .. 0 1,790 0 '890 

Zytron 10 96 32 87 7 

20 99+ .02 99+ . .03 

Decthal 7.S 99+ , .3 95 3 

10' 99+ .35 98 .3 

Calo1um 
arsenate 3 370 ~2 8.7 95 , ,2.7 

555 98 ~$ 100 .0 

Chlordane 60 77 82 60 267 

1203 66 85 53 81 

36;ilpax tl 7844 77 103	 241 

~~~-~~---------~------~--~-~----~-----

1.	 Percentage control based on visual estimates of area covered by crabgrass 
in treated and untreated plots. 

2.	 Average of 8 to 12 samples taken in each plot. 

3.	 Applied May 17; all otb:lrs applied April 29, before crabgrass emergence. 

4.	 Rate of "PUll per acre , 

, . 
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following application. The high dosage of 120 lbs. of actual chlordane per 
acre, applied early post-emer5cnce, did not injure the established turf, al
though, as expected, poor control of crabgrass resulted. 

"Pax" caused an early flush of growth due to the fertilizer ingredient but 
also failed to control crabgrass satisfactorily. It must be noted that due to 
a calibration error, "Pax" was applied at approximately 87 lbs./A. less than 
the dosage suggested on the bag. This represents an 11% error which could have 
affected the results. Watering following application did not appear to influ
ence the results. The turf grasses appeared unaffected by Ilpax." 

Preliminary trials were conducted with several pre-emergence herbicides 
to control cr~grass in tt!-l't. Under the condi tiona of these experiments none 
of the materials, including chlordane, "Pax," zytron, dacthal or calcium 
arsenate, was satisfactor.Y' for immediate use on a mid-spring seeding of turf 
grasses. On established turf, however, zytron, dacthal and calcium arsenate 
provided better than 9.5%control of crabgrass without injuring the turf. 
Chlordane and "Pax" failed to control crabgrass satisfactorily. 
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PRE-RJIERGENCa:CRABGRABSCONTROLON TURFGRASS' 

R. E. Engel, R. D. Ilnicki and R. N. Cookl 

Good pre-emergence crabgra~s control has been given by
calcium arsenate, chlordane, dacthal, and zytron for one or 
more seaaone at··New·Brunsw1ok, New Jersey. Promise w1th 
these .cl;lemicalshas .eneouraged additions:! study at this 
station and other locati.ons·1n the ·state. This report

.;gives 1960 results with these and tour addit:lonal herbicides. 
Maximumlevel of performanceobta1ned and'best results for 
three dit-ferent dates or spring application are given. 

Materials and Procedure 

Calcium arsenate, chlordane, dactha1 (dimethyl 2,3,5,6
tetrach1oroterephthalate), L-13489 (diphenylacetonitr1Ie),
L-31864 (N,N-di(n-propyl)-2,6-dinitroaniline), lead arsenate, 
an arsenical complex (Pax), and zytron (O-(2,4-dichlorophenyl)
-O-methyl isopropylphosphoramidothioate) were used for pre
emergence crabgrass control. Calcium arsenate (73%), lead 
arsenate, and the arsenical complex were applied in their 
standard form~ Zytron was applied w1th a vermiculite carrier. 
Chlordane, dactha1, L-13489, and L-31864 were formulated 
with granular clay. 

With the exception of lead arsenate (hand applied), 
treatments were 'made with a 3-foot lawn fertilizer spreader.
Plots were 3 x 20 feet and each treatment was in tripli
cate. 

The test was conducted on lawn turf which was predomin
atly Kentucky bluegrass. The turf area was overseeded with 
crabgrass seed in the fall of 1959 and received a moderate 
application of natural organic fertilizer. The stand of 
crabgrass developed slowly because of insufficient rainfall 
in late spr1ng. However, the turrgraE~es never experienced 
severe heat or drought during the remainder of the season. 

lprofessor 1n Turf Management, Assoc1ate Research Special
ist in weed Control and Research ASSistant, respectfully,
Department of Farm Crops, Rutgers--the State University
o£ New Jersey, New Brunswick, N. J. 
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The standard date of application was March 22, 1960. 
Additional treatments With calcium arsenate, chlordane, 
dacthal, L-13489, and Zytron were applied in ~arly April
and early May to determine the importance of ,timing. 

Crabgrass control and turfgrass injury were d~ter
mined by averaging estimatesot three ±ndividuals. The 
following scale was used forturfgrass inJury: O-none> 
I-slight, 2-moderate, 3-severe, and 4-very severe - com
plete kill. 

Results and Discussion , - . 
The best performances of the eight pre-emergence her

bicides gave 'crabgrass control ratings that ranged frgm, 
29 to 9~ (table I).' Calcium arsenate, dacthal, and L
31864 effected 96% control with :80 and 84% control" ob
tained tor zytron and 'chlordane, ,respectively. 

The arsenical complex and the calcium arsenate 
treatment rated a slight and moderate injury, re~pectively. 
The injUry ratings tor the other treatments were 'lower 
and can be considerenegligible. ' 

The highest crabgrass control ratinga were obtained 
with the early sprin~ treatments (March) ot chlordane'. 
and dacthal (table 2). Calcium arsenate gave equall'Y
good control ratings with the March and Avril treatments 
Which were tar more efficient than May':treatment. ',Als0 1 

injUry ratings with this chemical increased with the delay
of treatment. Treatment With L-13489 and zytron in May
appeared no less effective than earlier treatments. 

Summary and Conclusions 

Pre-emergence treatments for crabgrass control Wer~ 
made With calcium arsenate} chlordane, dacthal, L-13489 1 

L-31864, lead arsenate, an arsenical complex (Pax), and 
zytron on a predominately KentuckY bluegrass turf. 
Crabgrass started slowly and very little turfgrass failed
during the season. 

Estimates of crabgrass control made in September by
three independent observers showed ratings of 96% obtained 
With calcium arsenate, dacthal, and L-31864. Zytron and 
chlordane produced 89 and 84%control, respectiVely.
Ratings for turfgrass injury showed slight to moderate 
injury for the arsenical complex and calcium arsenate. 
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Early spring applications appeared advantageous for 
calcium arsenate, chlordane, and Mcthal. L:..13489 and 
zytron appeared to perform as 'well with May applications as 
with March and April applications. 

Table 1.	 Performance of eight pre-emergence crabgrass
herbicides on Kentucky bluegrass turf. 

Chemioal. Rate/A Per cent 
Control 

Turfgrass
Injuryl 

Calcium arsenate 784 96 1.5 
Chlordane' 120 84 0.3 
Dacthal 12 96 0.0 
L-13489 '45 62 0.2 
L-3l864 20 96 1.1 
Lead arsenate 1089 29 0.2 
Arsenl~al 
Zytron 

oomplex (Pax) 1089 
20 

35 
89 

0.9 
0.1 

10 = none, 1 = slight, 2 = moderate, 3 :0 severe, 4 = 
very severe to kill. 

2APplied May 3, 1960. ,All others applied March 22, 
except L-13489 and L-31864 which were applied March 28. 



Table 2.	 Effect of season of applying pre-emergence
herbicides on crabgrass. control in Kentucky
bluegrass turf. New Brun~wick, N. J. 

Chemical Date of 
Treatment 

Rate of 
A~plic./A. 

Per cent Injury 
Control Ratins 

Calcium arsenate 
II 

11 

" 

3-22 
4-12 
5-3 

523 
" II 

94 0.6 
94 1.0 
65 1.6 

Av. 84 

Chlordane 
" 
" 
II 

3-22 
4-12 
5-3 

80 
II 

" 

60 
50 
53 

o 
o 
o 

Av. 54 

Dacthal 
II 

It 

II 

3-22 
4-12 
5-3 

12 
It 

II 

95 
88 
65 

0.2 
0.2 
o 

Av. 89 

L-13489 
II 

11 

" 

3-28 
4-12 
5-3 

30 
II 

tI 

41 
39 
48 

o 
0.3 
0.2 

Av. 43 

Zytron 
II 

" n 

3-22 
4-12 
5-3 

20 
" 
" 

86 
82 
89 

0.1 
o 
0.1 

Av. 86 



PRE-ID-lEf\GENCECONTI\OLOF CR.ABGMSSIN LAWNWRYl 

E. J. Rice and C. R. Skogl ey2 

There is a perennial· search for chemicals ,,,,hich will centro], crabgrass in 
established> tilrfgrass areas .. '. Tlris etllesthaa an ililierent problem of selectivity; 
to kill the crabgrasssee'd. 0rplant: without damage to the basic grasses. Our 
1960· pre-emergent test.is another step toward this goaL 

.. Y.aterials and Methods 

This study was carried out on an old stand of lawn-type turf consisting 
primarily of cclonial bentgrass with a uniform yet lesser amount of Kentucky 
bluegrass and. creeping red fescue. A heavy stand of crabgrass was present 
during the previous season and the test area was also overseeded with crabgrass 
seed in early April of 1960. 

The soil was classified as a Jridgehampton silt loam, a deep, well-drained 
soiL Ii'ertility was low and the pH reading 'vas 5.7. To favor crabgrass growth, 
the cutting height was maintained at 1 inch and fertilizer was applied once, 
after crabgrass germination. There was a 5 to 10 day interval between mowings, 
governed by the growth. 

The 1960 growing season was drier and cooler than average. There was no 
water supply so the turf received only natural precipitation. 

The trial was established using a randomized block design with each treat
ment in triplicate. Thirty-seven treatments were included on plots measuring 
4 x 10 feet each. 

The materials were applied between April 16 and April 26. Grass growth 
was slow because of the cool spring. ~lettable powders and emulsifiable con
centrates 'vere applied in \vater at 250 gallons per acre, with a low pressure 
s~rayer employing a flat-fan t~e nozzle. The dry formulations were applied 
by hand in a mixture with sand except the Iialts formulations which were applied 
with a Scott's spreader at a setting of ten. 

Periodic observations were made following the treatments to observe turf 
injury or discoloration. Final control readings '~ere taken on September 23, 
19.60, .hY.<:::Qrm.t1ng.tl1enumber o.f crabgrass plants J..n.tw9" one-square-foot quad
rats in each plot. . 

The herbicidal materials used" the percent active ingredient in each com
pound, and the rates of application were as follows: 

1 
?~ontribution No. 1016. Rhode Island Agricultural Zxperiment Station. 
~raduate Assistant in Agronomyand Associate agronomist respectively. 
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L 1-l34B9 

2.	 l.-3l864 

3.	 1-34314 

4.	 Dacthal 

5.	 :lac-B93 

6.	 Zytron
 
}>i-1329
 

7.	 i.ytron 
1·~-1662 

8.	 Niagara
 
5996
 

9.	 Chlordane
 
05-201
 

10.	 Chlordane 

11.	 Chlordane + 

DSHA 

12.	 Chip-Cal 

13.	 (GC) Granular 

14.	 Di-l~et 

?-C-CT 

15.	 No crab 

16.	 Halts F-25 

17.	 Halts F-24 

18.	 ita1ts F-26 

19.	 ~ia1ts F-2b 

,Jiphenyllactelonitrile (12.5%) at 40, 30, and 20 pounds 
of active per acre. 

J, N-di (~- propyl) -2,6-dinitroaniline) (12.5%) at 
20,	 10 and 5 pounds of active per acre. 

N, N-dimethy1 ->--)--dipheny1acetamide (5.0~) at 20, 
10,	 and 5 pounds of active per acre. 

Jimethy1 ester of tetra ch1oroterephthalic acid (50.0% 
if.P.) at 15, 10 and 5 pounds of active per acre. 

Jimethyl ester of tetra cluoroterephtha1ic acid (1.5% 
granular) at 15, 10 and 5 pounds .of active per acre. 

0-(2,4-dich1oropheny1) 0-methy1 isopropy1phosphorami
dothioate (2 pounds of Zytron per gallon) at 20 and 10 
pounds active per acre. 

o-(2,4-dichloro~heny1) 0-medly1 isopropy1phosphorami
dothioate {8.0%J at 20 and 10 pounds of active per acre. 

2,6-dich1orobenzonitri1e (40%~l.P.) at 2 and 4 pounGs 
active	 per acre. 

(10.0% active on vermiculite) at 30, 15, and 7.5 Lbs , 
active	 per acre. 

(20.0%) at 60 pounds active per acre. 

(10.0% chlordane and 1.0% DS~lA) at 60 pounds chlorcane 
plus 6.0 pounds DS:HAper acre. 

Tricalcium arsenate (73.0%) at 508 pounds active per 
acre. 

Calcium Arsenate	 Tricalcium arsenate (73.0%) 
at 508 pounds active per acre. 

rricalcium arsenate (79%'active plus 3.5% nitrogen) at 
344 pounds active per acre. 

Calcium arsenate (47.2%) at 370 pounds active ~er acre. 

17%modified formulations of F-2b.) 
) 

17%modified 

17%modified 

formulations 

fomu1ations 

of 

of 

F-2b.) 
) 

F-2b.) 
) 

At Scott1s Spreader 
Setting 10. 

23%Chlordane ) 
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20. Halts F-29 8%lytron	 ) 

21.. I:alts F-20a 4%Dactha1	 » ht Scott's S,reader 
) ,Setting 10. 

22.· Check 

!faults ~ Discussion 

Table I shows the results obtained with the ,various chemicals used in this 
ex,eriment. All rates of application referred to below are on the acre basis. 

1-13489 at the 40 pound rate -gave.99 percent .control. The· 30 and 20 pound 
rates gave about 90 percen~ control. 

1-3186;4 gave 99, '96 and 90 percent'control 'for 20, 10 and 5pound rates 
respectively. No discoltlratiott lias noted.'·' ... 

1-34314 at the 20 and 10 pound rat~B produced 'very good control but the 
basic turfgrass was 'reduced by 97 and 95 percent. Discoloration was severe 
right after application~ lAt the 5 pound rate discoloration was moderate, per
manent ~jury was 50 percent and control only 64 percent. 

Dacthal at 15, 10 and 5 pounds gave excellent control. i~o discoloration 
was noted for any of the rates but a slight decrease in turf was noted at the 
15 pound rate. ., 

Zytron ~~-1329 gave exce11,ent control at the 20 ,and 10 pound rates. Some 
discoloration lias noted at the heavier'rate. 

Zytron ~r-1662 resulted in 100 percent control at the 20 pound rate and 88 
percent at the 10 pound rate. 

Niagara 5996 was not effective at either the 2 or 4 pound rate. 

The alO tricalcium arsenates, Chi, Cal and (GC) T.C.A. at the 508 pound 
rate ~roduced 100 percent control. Chip Cal discolored the basic grass very 
slightly. " 

ioopercent control was obtained with no crab at a 370 pound rate. House
eared chickweed was strikingly bleached and killed with this chemical. 

Di-metP-~CT at 344 pounds produced '96 percent control. 

Chlordane at 60 pounds gave 15 percent control. 

Chlordane + DS}~resulted in 82 percent control. 

Chlordane 05-201 at 30 pounds gave 37 percent control whereas 15 and 7.S 
pounds resulted in no control. there was no discoloration or injury with any 
of the chlordane materials. 
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Halts F-24, Halts F-26, Halts l"-29, and halts F-20a produced more than 95 

ryercent control. The two remaining Halts formulations, F-25 and F-2b gave 88 
and.82 percent control respectively. Only F-24 produced any discoloration and 
it was slight.,

1' 
! . 

, ' 

. "Th~ crabgrass 'Olants in our plots were not as a~gressive as would be ex
pected in a lawn area that received supplementary water. August was a dry month 
which aggravated this condition. The results are not compromised, however, be
cmtse the iridividual crabgrass plants were picked out of the square foot quadrats 
and control was based on comparison with the check plots. 

Summary~ Conclusion 

1-13489, L-31864, Lacthal, Zytron, tricalcium arsenate, calcium arsenate, 
Halts (F-24, '-26, F-29, F-20a) gave a highly significant degree of control 
without discoloration or injury to the basic turf. 

halts F-25, halts F-2b, Ct~ordane, and Chlordane + ~~L~ resulted in 88%to 
75% control which is highly significant but hardly satisfactory on the basis of 
crabgrass plants per square foot. 

Niagara 5996 and Ohlordane CS-201 did not give significant control at the 
rates used. 

1-34314 showed no selectivity; injuring the basic grasses as severely as 
the crabgrass. 

Acknowledgment 

Jl~preciation is extended to ~li ~illy and Co. for sup~ort in conducting this 
research program. 
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Table 1.	 Herbicides and rates of usage, initial and permanent turf injury 
and crabgrass control obtained in the 1960 pre-emergence trials. 

-----------------~----------------------Rate of Initial Plants Percent 
Active Discolor- %Turf Per Over 

,. __ Jf!t£r.!al _ ..:..__ P~r_AE.I'!. __ !t!oa* ____ I\~!!.c!i.2.n;... _ §.<t:,!t.!., __ Qh~cli _ 

L-13489 40 0 14 .3 99 
L-13489 30 0 7 3.5 89 
L-13489 20 0 5 2.5 93 
L-31864 20 0 11 .2 99 
L-31864 10 0 7 1.3 96 
L-31864 5 0 4 3.2 90 
L-34314 20 4 97 0.0 100 
L-34314 10 4 95 1.5 96 
L-34314 5 2 50 13.3 64 
Dacthal 15 0 12 .2 99 
Dacthal 10 0 13 0.0 100 
Dacthal 5 0 9 .3 99 
Dac-S93 15 0 25 0.0 100 
Dac-S93 10 0 15 0.0 100 
Dac-S93 5 0 5 1.8 95 
Zytron 
Zytron 
Zytron 

1·~-1329 

l-I-1329 
h-1662 

20 
10 
20 

1 
0 
0 

4 
5 

II 

0.0 
.S 

0.0 

100 
98 

100 
Zytron N-1662 
Chlordane CS-201 

10 
30 

0 
0 

4 
1 

4.5 
23.2 

88 
37 

Chlordane C8-201 15 0 6 42.3· 0 
Chlordane CS-201 7.5 0 '2 38.0 0 
Chlordane 60 0 2 9.3 75 
ChIDrdane + ns:hl1. 60. + 6 0 5 6.8 82 

.. 
Niagara 5996 
Niagara 5996 
Chip-Cal 
(GC) T.C.b.. 
No Crab 

2 
4 

508 
50S 
370 

0 
0 
+ 
0 
+ 

7 
4 

11 
7 

12 

31.5 
55.5 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

15 
0 

100 
100 
100 

Di-met P-C-CT 344 0 13 1.3 96 
Halts F-25 0 5 4.3 88 
aa1ts F-24 1 5 .8 98 
Halts F-2b 0 3 6.5 82 
Halts F-26 0 2 1.3 96 
Halts F-29 0 13 .7 98 
Halts F-20a 0 16 0.0 100 
Check 0 6 37.0 

ISD at 5%"" 17.4 
ISD at 1%= 23.1 

---------------------------------------
* Discoloration Index 0 ~ none, + =<1,5 = permanent injury. 



POST-.EJ.iEhGENCE INCONThOLOF CIiABGI,ASS
LAWN111M'WITHCHEMICALSI . 

J. A. Burke and C. k. Skogley2 

This paper compares the ef'f'ectdvenes's of several materials, some available 
comrr.ercially and. some in the experimental stage, for the control of crabgrass 
which has already emerged from the soil. 

MATEKIALSANDJ..lETHODS 

The 1960 post-emergence crabgrass control experiment was conducted on lawn
type turf which contained a mixture of bluegrass, fescue, <utdcolonial bentgrass 
with the bentgrass predominating. To in~ure an adequate crabgrass infestation, 
seed of smooth crabgrass (Digitaria ischaemum) was broadcast over the area and 
the grass was mowedand I fertilized to favor the growth and spread of the crab
grass. The area received no water other than from natural precipitation. 

The plots were forty square feet (4 feet by 10 feet) in .size. rwenty-two 
treatments were included in the test and a randomized block design was emuloyed 
with 3 replications. 

The materials used, the percent active ingredients, and the rates applied 
were as follows: 

1. Shell SD 6623 at 2, 4, and 6 pounds of actual material per acre, both 
with and 'without a non-ionic wetting a~ent, and at 8 PQunds of actual material 
per acre without a wetting agent. 

2. Dimet + 2 (8% dodecyl ammoniummethyl ~rsonate and 8%octyl ammonium 
methyl arsonate plus 3.43% 2, 4-~ichlorophenoxy acetic acid) at 3.4 pounds of 
actual AlvfAand 0.73 pounds of actual 2, 4-:;:;per acre. 

3. Artox (8% octyl and 8%dodecyl ammoniummethyl arsonate) at 4 pounds 
of actual ~~ per acre. 

4. iveedone (12.3%!disodium methyl arsonate) at4 and 6 pounds of actual 
DHAper acre. 

5. Clout (2.5% disodium methyl arsonate hexahydrate) at Scotts spreader 
settings 7 and 10 (2.83 and 5.66 pounds of actual D~~ per acre, respectively). 

6. Sodium arsenite (4 pounds of arsenic trioxide per gallon) at 0.75 
Dound of actual material per acre. 

!contribution ,No. 1014. Khode Island Agricultural Experiment Station. 
~raduate Assistant in Agronomyand Associate Agronomist respectively. 
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7. Cacodylic acid (100%) .at 0.5 ~ound per acre. 
,. ; • -I . 

8. PI'~ 2,4-D (6.77% phenylinercuric acetate and 4.44% 2,4-Lichlorophenoxy
 
acetic acid) at 0.8 pou~d of actu~ ma~erial per acre •
 . ," ' , , . 

9. F W734 (25% emulsifiable concentrate of 3,4 dichloropropionanilide)
 
at 0.5 pound and 1 pound of ~ctual per acre.
 

. '. . 

10. Void (3.15%disod1{m me'thyl usonate hexahydrate), at Sc()tts spreader
 
setting 8 (4.12 pounds of actual DYJAper acre).' .
 

The 2 pound rate of the SD 6~23 was tested with single and double applica ...
 
tions; the 4, 6, and 8 pound rates otthis material were applied only once. All
 
other materials were applied 3 times.
 

. The first applicat;i.on of ai::J,~terials:was,madeon JUne 29, 1960. The
 
n1aXimum temperature on, that da!e. was' 87OF. at the 3-inch level. The pl()ts
 air 
receiv~ng a second. a~p::J,icatlon were treated on July 7, Jiith, a maximum temper
ature .of' 86 of. at the 3-inch leveL··'ftle third. application lias made. on July ::J,9, 

'with arna.Jd.mum3-inch temperatur, of 85°F. All three treatments were made on 
clear, bright days, during periods of dry weather~ The total precipitation 
from June thro~gh. SePtember was 14,9 illcbes (aQ9ut noX'D;la1)but August was a dry 
Jrlonth~and Septem~r ,a wet one , 

The dry formulations, Clout and Void, were applied with a Scotts spreader 
set at the manufacturer ~s suggestion. All other materials were ap-plied in water -
with a low~pressure hand-pump sprayer at a rate of 270 gallons of water per acre. 

. Di~coloration readill&E3.1feJ;'etakeQ. on July 5, July 11, and July· 22. Perman
.ent injury ratiDgs and ane$t1Ill&t;e of control were taken on August 31. , The 
final <percent control given by each treatment was based on counts of the number 
of crabgrass plants growing in a 2 square foot area as compared to the number 
growing in th.e same areiJ, in the check p~~ts. These counts were made on SePtember 
29, 1960 , for each of the ,66J)lot;B., . ' . 

'~ . . ; . 

. I\ESULTSANDDISCYSSXOll-. 
,. " , ; 

Table I shows the re$ults obta~ed with the.chemicals used in thi~:exper-
mente ,.
 

SD 6623 disc,olored \~~j tu.rfrath~r, ,s~vel"ely at the higher rates, and did
 
nqt give adequate control 'at any of the rates .used , despite some improvement.
 
'fith the' addition of 'a wettlDg 'agent. ' " .
 

, I i.:. ~ " '1' lU'." . - :' . ~ ,', ... " . '. 
, Limet +2 at 3.4 pounds'of AHAand 0.73'poundof 2, 4-D.gave 95% qontT;Ql
 

and caused only very slight discoloration after each of the 3 applications~
 

ArtQX at,4 POU~dS, pi MfA,1?AD&pre gave J.oo%contr~l ~n th;i,s .test., ;;Jiscolor

ation increas~d' 

" 

sO,mewhat
&f 

~te:r ..each apl'lication",l)U,t remained slight.

• ".,,, 
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,veedone at 4 pounds of tL.cl per acre gave 98%control of crabgrass, with 

slight discoloration after the first application, and slight to moderate dis
coloration after the two later applications. ht the 6 pound rate, 99%control 
was achieved, and ~uite severe discoloration occurred after the third appli
cation. 

Clout gave 87%and 99%control at 2.83 and 5.66 pouzds of D}~ per acre, 
respectively. Only slight discoloration resulted from either rate. 

Sodium arsenite at 0.75 pound of As203 per acre did not control crabgrass
 
in this,·tes.t, and caused slight discoloration of the turf.
 

Cacodylic acid at 0.5 pound per acre gave no control, and resulted in mod
erate to severe discoloration. 

PM2, 4-L applied at 0.8 pound per acre failed to adequately control crab
grass. I':oderate discoloration was observed after the last two applications. 

F\l 734 at 0.5 pound and 1 pound did not control crabgrass significantly and 
the highest rate caused slight discoloration. 

Void at 4.12 pounds of ~}~ per acre produced inadequate control in this 
test. 

At the end of the experiment, no permanent injury was noted from any of the 
treatments. It was observed that each plot which showed adequate control also 
contained little or no clover. The plots receiving the I-pound rate of FW734 
also contained little or no clover. 

After the second application, severe chlorosis of dandelion plants was 
observed in the plots receiving SD 6623 at 2 pounds per acre with repeated 
treatments and also in those receiving the single a~plications of 4 and 6 
pounds with a wetting agent added. 

Injury to chic~yeed occurred in plots treated with 8L 6623 at 2 pounds per 
acre a9ulied twice, and with all the higher application rates of this material. 
Similar inhibition of chickweed was observed after the second application in 
plots receiving the following materials: Limet + 2, ~tox, iJeedone (at both 4 
and 6 pounds), sodium arsenite, P}i 2, 4-L, and ~v 734 at 1 poUId per acre. 

sm-iHAhY ~D CONCUJSIONS 
; 

Post-emergence crabgrass control tests were conducted at the University of 
Khode Island during the summer of 1960. :t-Jaterials used which gave a highly sig
nificant measure of control were: 

1. Dimet + 2 at 3.4 pounds of .AMh.and 0.73 pound of 2, 4-L per acre - 95% 
control. 

2. Artox at 4 pounds of ~~ per acre - 100%control. 
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3. ileedone at 'Per acre 98 and 99%control, res4 and 6 pounds of :DMA 
pectively. 

4. Clout (DMA)at Scotts spreader settings 7 and 10 - 87and'99% control, 
respectively. 

A significant, but not satisfactory, degree of control was obtained with 
Ph 2, 4-D. In this ,test SD 6623, sodium arsenite, cacodylic acid, nv 734, and 
Void failed to control crabgrass. ' 

. None of the materials caused discoloration severe enough to result in per
manentinjury to the basic grasses. '. '."" ... 
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Table I. Post-Emergence Control of Crabgrass
 
.~........ in Lawn Turf w~ th Chemicals ..
 

~ - .~ - - - ,- - ....-::... - - - - Pounds- - - ~ - - - ....- - - Disco L-;:)rittoiil- - - - - - - - Control - - - 
. ----~------~- -~-------~-~ . ' Active' Per No.. of ;, ". lJo. of Plants ~:>ercent 

lfa!e£i!l_, !tl&r!d!e!,!t _A!p!i£a!i~D! _J!!,ll.~ _J~ll. 1 :..J!!,lr~2;". _ !er ~A.£r,!':"	 §.cb.!t,!. _C,2,n!r£,l: 
• <	 ~ + 

SJ) 6623 . 3 Ib./gal. 2.0 1 0.3 1.7 " 0.0 41.7 0 
S1i6623 " 3' Ib./gal. , ).0 2 0.2 0.7 ,0.1 48.7 0 
81) 6623 +W.A. 3 Ib~1gal. 2.0 1 ' 0.1 0.5 0.0 ' 37.•7 3 
StJ6623 + \'1.A. 3 Ib;/gal" 2.0 2 0.1 0.8 ~.4 34.0 12 
51: 6623' . 3 Ib~/gal ..., 4.0 1 0.1 2.3 0.1 15.7 59 
51' 6623 +J.A. 3 lb./gal. 4.0 .' 1 . 0.4 2.8 0.2 ' 30.0 22 
st 6623 3 lb.1 gal. 6.0 1 1.1 2.7 0.3 '50.3 0 
st 6623+W.A.: 3 ib~/gal~' 6.0 ,I ' 0.7 3.5 . l.O 32.0 17 
SD 6623 "'; 3 Ib./gal. 8.0 1 1.7 3.7 1.1 56.1 0 
D:ime't,+ 2 l6.0AHA'+ 3.43 3.4 AHA 3 0.4 0.7 ~.7 2.0 95 

2,	 4-J) .+ 0.7
 
,-2, 4-D
 

Artox 16 ..0 Al'JA 4.0 3 0.2 0.7 1.0	 0.0 100 
Weedone 12.3 ,.DMA 4.0 3 0.4 1.3 1.7 0.7 98 
Weedone 12.3 DMA 6.0 3 1.1 2..2 2.8 " 0~3 .99 
Olout: 2.5 J»IiA 2..8 ' 3 0.0 0.0 1.0 5.0 87 
Clout: , 2.5DMA 5.6 3 0.0 0.0 0.2 ,0.3 99 
Na nrsenite 4 Ib./gal. 0.7 3 1.0 1.7 1.1 42';'0 o 
Cacott1~c 4cid 100.0 -0.5 3 1.1 3.7 2.0 61~O' o 
PI-; %:,4-1). ,,10-.0	 0.8 3 0.4 1.9 2.0 12.0 69 
~t 134 25~ E.C. 0.5 3 0.0 0.1 0.3 . 28.0 28 
Fl1 734 25% E.C. 1.0 . '3 0.2 0.7 1.0 33.3 14 
Void' ' 3.15 'DLA. 4.1 3 0.0 0.,1 0.0 31.7 18 
CheC?k _ 

t 

0..0 0.0	 0.0 ~8.7 

LSI, @ 5% ,;, 24.5 
LSD @ 1%'" 32.8 

Ibra~ororaiion-Index: -O-=-Nod:i"sc!)'loratIon,-'5 ;; Complete-dIscoloration:- - - - ~ - - - - - - - -	 
'?ercent contI 01 based on ccrepar-Lson \V'ith check. 

N 
\.(' 
\.).) 
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-

A TEST or CHEMICALSroaC~lWS CONrllOLIN TURri ' 

John a. Hav1l2 

. . 
'The area chosen for this test hael been seeded to a fairway.mtxture 

about fifteeD ye~• .,re.iou.aly. It had' receiVe .. ~it~le :0'1' Do fertilizer,
fourand va mOwedwith ••• ickle· bar th1:ee or tu.s a year. ,The grasse. 

were a mixture of bluegra.s and fescues. Miscellaneous weeds ,were present 
but very little natural crabgra8s. 

During the last two weeks of April, 1960, the graSI in the are. to be 
u8ed was mowed to 1 11.2 iaches in height, fertilized witb 15 pounds of, 
10..6-4, and aU .. ht top.clr:e8s~ng of 80U ~as' ~p,lied. the uea was then 
seeded with 4 pounds ofweeel eeeell bavi:q a biah perce.taae of crabgrasl. 
The area, 20 by 80 feet, was divided into 32 plots 5 by 10 feet in dze. 
Thts provided plots for 8 tre.bIents, including a check plot, repU.cated 
fOUr tl... ' .'. .' , . 

;, t . ~ , '. 

Five pre-emeraence herbicides were appUed May S at rate. accordiq 
to labeldir~c~io~ 8s;fol1owe: 

Granular 231 :chloidal18 at 6 lb. Per 1,000sqUare feet 
Pelleted 73~ tricalciU1ll arsenate at 12 lb. per 1,000 .quare feet· 
Pax-combination of arsenicals + _. sulfate at 20 Ib~ 'per 1,000 8q. ft. 
Granular 2.3%. dactbal at 10 lb. per 1,000 square feet : 
Granu1ftr, 8'&zytron at 6 lb. per 1,000 square feet ,. 

These app1icati~8 were made leIS than three week. before the' first 
'crabgrass seedlings could be identified on Hay 23. 

" 

., Two.treatments of post-emergeace herbicidel were included :tn the':: , 
:experf.Mn:te: ',' 

Granular 3'&JJSMAat3 lb. per 1,000 equat'e feet wal 
appli.ed five tiMs • June 21, Ju11 S, July 8, July 12, aDd JUly 28. 

Liquid 16'&AHAat IS oz. per 1,000 square f.et wa. 
applied two time. - JuDe 20 and July' 28 • ' 

• L, 

Irripticmwa. oot availa~1e fot ~bf.8' exp~rfJlllln( • Appt'oximately two 
'inches of rairafell. in ·die week of Mal • to~'t5. whiGh va. between the time 
of 'the pre';;eMr8enc. appliculoaa and "'r8eace 'of crebp'asi~ The rainfall 
.pattern for the reMinder of tbe 8eaeon WAI ravorable for satisfactory growth 
'ot'turf, except fOl\.tbe period JUae is to, '0~nt" soil became' quite 
dry. A second application of fertilizer'~•• ".. de at the end of June. 
Tbe test area wa.~4 weekly. ',' . 

~ , . _.$' :. b~': ~" ,. "... '.. ," 
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Results 
The procedure of seeding crabgrass over a 11&ht topdressing resulted 

in a uniform population of crabgrass and a high degree of agreement alllOng 
replications. 

The treatments were rated on Jul;y 25 by One person. as follows: 
· " . 
TU@IfBN'l NO.CHlMICALRATIRi IWWUSS 

1 Chlordane Poor 
2 Ca JXlenatePoor 
3 ' paz POor . Least etmtrol of aU chemical. 
4 Dacthal Bxc,el.leftt 
S Zy-tron Excellent, Sif.ptly better tban No.4 
6, Check 11Cl'Ae 
7 DSHA(Gr... ) Poor 

. 8 AHA'. (Ue. \ 'air; . Deflnite1n furv to fescue • 
••••••••••••••••••••• • '~.('.'.""".' ••• ".' t •••• f,_ ••• ., •• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••• 

Three people aade independent ratin8s in mid-September: 
:- , . ", . "1;.... -., ," 

• •• ., .. • •• ',' • • H~ , ••••• ~ o ••• ~ • _* •. ~. ~ ,. ~ ,* •• ~ l' i~ '~" ~ _ !'. ~~ •.•• ,' .... _.~ ,. ,*,' ,•••• r* •••••• • • , • ~~ ••• • •••••••• 
TUATMDT·. ..... Est! tpCENtC9ftROL . .'. RATINGS 

NUMBER CHEMICAL' ABC .A' I C 
1 Chlordane ,. 31 . '46. . 38 Poor+ Poor Poor 
2 Ca Arsenate .32 60 4S POor Poor+ Poor. 
3 P. 324.2'. 31 Poor Poor .Very Poor+ 
4 Dactbal 94 94 ~7 ExceU.ellt GooGt. Good+ 
5 ZytroD.. 95' 96.. 99 . .' Excel1~nt Excellent Excellent 
6 Check' 0 0 0.' .Nona Bone None 
1 DSHA(Gx-aa.) , 2646 34, Poor Poor Poor 
8 .AHA (Uq.) 44' .48 S1.poor+ . Poor+ Poor 

• ~ .••• ' 4; '* • 

The followiq observations wre noted at the n':1meof t~ September rating: 
Chlordane, Ca Arsenate, Pax - No indication of injury. 
Zytron ....No indictJt lOll of· injury.; grass had .cellent appearallce. 
Dacthal - General appearance ~t quite.as g~Gd as Zytron •. 
D$MAand A.llCA-loth post"'!'emergencet~eatments,injured fescues. although 

considerable recover:rbad takenplace.by tlle middle of 
. Septe"ber. 

Conclusions 

tJader theconditi0n8 of· this •experiment. zytron and dacthal gave 
silt is fac tory control of crabgrass in'atiluesrass ...feecue turf. Chlordane 
and the two arsenic products did not live satisfactory control. 

Both granular and liquid fOlWSof the methyl arsenates. used post
eme~DCe. injured fescues noticeably. Netther form lave satisfactory 
control. Lowsoil moisture at certain tt.e. of application probably 
contributed to the turf injury. 

This experiment was supported by the Massachusetts Turf and LawnGrass 
Association. 
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.. '.; THE RESPONSESOF TURF AND CERTAINTURFWEEDSTO DACTHALJj,,' 

~'i E. ~d~l,:Jfa~' ~.:, Sc~t~ and '~rankB8~;:it 

ibstraot' 

The ability; pf.VACTHAL(dimethyl eater' of tetrach1<tt-oterephth8.tlc,s.c1a) 
to control crabgrass in turf' by a single application at.3 tb'18 pounds per 
acre in spring before orabgrass germination, was evaluatedtn ten field trials 
over' the'threeo-year perle, 1.95&-1960. The tests were oonducted in W~stohes
ter County, N. Y. All experiments were-r&1:ldanized block'designs of three to 
six rep'li~tes with;pl&ts·{raiJglhg in a1£e: frCim 25 to 100 square feet. DACTHAL 
wettable powder (W-50) was sprayed in 100 or:'200 gallons or:water pet acre With 

. a one-gallon hand pumped sprayer equipped wl;th a Tee,j_'"rmzzle_ Ora'nules and
 
ot~er, ~. formulatlons.1i1~.e:- applied, ~ i th~1"'; ~t~, a f~fti;tiz&r spre~g.e*" or
 
broaaoast by hand from a jar equipped with a perforated eap,
 

" :'~""\ 'fo:'- "> .~ ..", J}'~;'''' ". ,,~. .f ... ~, "."1 /,:1~ 

During. :theali:l'three' ~ars~ - ha~ 'oo~istent1y' given crabDAC'i'HAL exoei1Emt
 
grass .OOtl~bl. . this excellent J>e;-f.~~a~.;;~curfeq. in spite' bf' eic~eme ~;t1ma

'balog'1oal variati0D8, h~.<·195S· was..,,·g very wet year, l?.5~'\fas .re.latl.Vel Y normal, 
while 1%0 had extremes of drynes~f am w~tness within thi;:)s.ea!3on. Formulated 
as the"W-5 0, as 'six diff'ei'fJ'ni:, exp~rimen~l granttles, or a'sRID V , it provided 
83-99·per cent seasonal o'antrol at:'dosag:e'~ of 9'to 12 pounds pet~acre. It was 

~·'m.ore< effective am'reliaple-' ,than ~~ther 'Qt the 1'.)/0 commercial cr-abgrass. pre

emei'liehe~ cODtr'Ol'''~~, ohlordai:l~ at 6Qpoums. per aore atxi.oalcium arsenate

at 444"'poutns peracre-~ \, 'l'he1experlmental' granules were 1.2'5: or 1.5 per cent
 
actiVE!' a,nd disi~~;grated ~ll:<u.ater~~~t fast, Slo"~: or int~X1TlE\l(iltA~f3rates.
 
Against' crabgrass < in turf,' tormula,'tion dtrferences had '11 ttle it any effect
 

, . Ofl petfo~nc~:{ 9£, DACTH.f\r.~ btlt, in' one, test, . there was. a suggestion. that',; . , 
.grenu::l-ar for,mulat~onf3'p<?ss~ss~d a 1,o,nger res~ciua1 ~9~ivit1 than 1;.he,;wettable 

, -',' powder.' ','.' , "', .. :.. ' ,:L,l;\,,'" • 1I,:' .'.» "', 

, "I •. tw';out' of' three' 'setisoasr: appH,orition of' DACTHALe.Jter: crabgrass germ

';' l~tion, '~het'ftbe; seedi!ngs::'poS$essea;:~l to';2'lerl~es, '.resul~ed' ingrep.tly
 
." reduced' cpfib8!:'BSS controlJ'~'~r:thfFthree..::rear \~riod, several other turf
 

.weedstia'lre :1:'een..foubd,lto }:)e:)8us~ept!1;Ie to pre-e~rgence applioations of
 
DACTHAL: commonchickwoed (Stel1aria medi) , , 'El'pO't.ted spurge (Euphorbia
 
maoulate), and goosegrass (Eleusine indica _,<::. "
 

" 

,.pate, lndicfJ,te,t:-~t;.:,P!19~~~n ,,~~saf~lyanq· Qonveai~nt11 fitted into
 
a n~ltur:f care p,:,,~Ul'" ::~.'~;~t'PJ!e,!e~.rgE!!noe·herb~cide·cha's been 'found to be
 

- -'- ......-..
, " ~ . ":. ::J""" ,H~1~' lr~::l"'\- -:·,~.Co' ;" -;' >-, ,i' _"J,

1/ DA~THAL 11$~he·~trade-1lJaJ'kr'or, '1:l~;Bi4momi.;A1kali COllpa~, produet,"
dimethyl $8t~r ·of: tot~aehlorotel'ephthali(J ::acid. . '~;
 

""~ ~:1..' 

y Boyoe Thompson Iostitute for Plant Research, Ine , , Yonkers, N. Y. 
D1amo~ A~kali Compa~~;.:e~~()~~~J:,~ ..," ".', , .. .. , . -

J! Rmwas supplied by Swift & Co. 
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compatible with grub-proofing insecticides, with 2,4-D, and with ureaform lawn 
fertilizers. Its residual activity, based on five replicated tests over a 
three-year period, is such that areas tree.ted with dosages up to 18 pounds per 
acre at :t.he recommended time in spring can be saf.ely reseeded in fall to 
fescues and bluegrasses, alone or in mixturese This fits in with normal 
renovation procedures. However, such reseeding is often foun~ unnecessary be
cause superior turf growth follows the elimination of crabgrass competition. 

In extensive evaluations of tolerance of pure stands of turf grass in 
1960, it has been found that established stands of Kentucky and Merion blue
grasses one year old or even younger as well as perennial ryegrass are com
pletely tolerant of DACTHAL the recommended and higher dosages.at Astoria 
bentgrass, one year old, has been found tolerant at the recommendedof DACTHAL
rate of 10 pounds. per acr-e-: Chewing's fescue one year old at the time of 
treatment with ~L at 10 pOtioo.sper acre was slightly thinned at the 
height of its summer dormancy, but had completely recovered by early fall. 

The following toxicological data reveal' that this herbicide is not a 
hazardous material to use. I'he acute oral LD50 on rats is greater than 3 
g./kg. of body weight, and the acute dermalLD50 on· rats is greater than 10 
g./kg. of body weight. When included in the diet at a level of I per cent for 
30 days, it had no deleterious effects on rats. DACTHAL non-toxic to blueis 
gills or goldfish. It is not irritating to the skin or eyes, and does not 
possess a disagreeable odor. However, complete toxicological data are not yet 
available and the material should be hnndled with the usual precautions. 

This herbicide is a valuable addition to the array of pesticides currently 
available for use on turf. Its safety, COMpatibility, and residual, properties 
are such that it can easily be fitted into the commonly recommended turf 
maintenance programs. 
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CONTROLOF SEEDLING GRASSES IN TURF 

WITH DI~&NYLACETONITRILE, ,AND A SUBSTITUTEDDINITROANILINE 

-', ' . ' ',' 1 1
E. F.Alder, fl-.L. Wright. and Q. F. Soper.:::t 

Introduction 

Over the course of two seasonaa to,tal of .32 turf field tests 
containing over 1,00 plots were conducted in order to evaluate two 
herbicidal materials for their selective action against 'seedling 
grasses in turf. The first of these materials is diphenylaceto
nitrile which was coded aa L-l.3489 .ndilowhas the tentative 
generic name diphenatrile. The second is N,N-di(n-propyl)-2,6. 
dinitroaniline which was coded as L-.31864. No generic name has 
as yet been coined for this material, and it will continue to be 
ref$rredto here as L-.31864. , 

Procedure 

,Fie.ld tests were placed in areas known to be heavily intested 
with seedling weed grasses 'the preoeding year. In one test loca
tion the turf was disturbed the preceding tall in order to leave 
open areas for weed grass infestation the following spring. Smooth 
crabgrass (Digitaria isohaemum) was the dominant weed grass in most 
plots. Hairy crabgrass (D. sanguinalis), yellow and green foxtail 
(Setaria lutescens and ~. viridis) and goosegrass (Eleusine indioa) 
were present in several of the plots. In each test all treatments 
were replicated tour times in a randomized block design. Turf 
plots were four by six feet. Two-foot buffers were lett between 
plots and four-foot bufters between replications. The seedling 
grasses in four foot-square quadrats in each plot of the tour 
replications were counted and averaged. In test areas of low weed 
infestation, entire plot counts were made. The tinal oount was 
taken 60-100 days atter treatment in the first of the test seasons, 
and 120-140 days after treatment in the second test season. 

Eli Lilly and Co., Agrioultural Research Center
 
Greenfield, Indiana
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Diphenatrile Results 

During the first test season diphenatrile was tested at rates 
of 8, 16, and 32 lb/A. A summary of these results is presented 
in Table 1. 

Table 1.	 Summary of Diphenatrile Results 
Applied 4-21 to ·5-26, Counted 7-24 to 8-24 

----- .... ------ ....--- ....._--------------
tRate (Lb/A)	 , Percent Seedling Grass Control 
I

I,o 
8 I 28 

16 . j

I 
77 

.32 95I 

I 
( 

Applications made in the fall showed very little activity 
the following season, even at rates as high as 4e~lb/A. Hence, 
fall treatment with the material is not recommended.. , '	 ~. 

In the spring of the second test season diphenatrile was 
applied at 20, 30, 40, and 50 lb/A on turf of widely diff~rent 
quality and with light to extremely heavy seedling<grass infesta
tions. A su~m~ry of res~l ts obtained from. these treatments is 
presented in Table 2. 

Table 2.	 Summary of Diphenatrile Results 
Applied 4-12 to 5-18, Counted 8-24 to 8-.31 

---------------------------	 ..... -----
Rate (Lb/A)	 Percent Seedling Grass Control 

--- - - ....- - .....--- - - _.-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - .......- -I 

I 
o J
 

20 I
 95 
.30	 I 98 

I40 98+ 
50 99+ 

I "'- - - - - ......- - .....- - - - - - - .. -'~~ - ...- - - ......- -'- - - - - 
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Control of seedling weed grasses at the recommended rate of 
30 lb/A was effected for a period of 120 to 140 days. It was 
possible, however, to seed turf grasses successfully 86 days after 
treatment. 
tested -

There 
even at 

was no. 
greatly 

damage to 
elevated 

any ot 
rates. 

the established turfs 

Diphenatrile is an extremely sate material. It has an acute 
oral LDSO in mice 
dermal irritation 
selectivity against 
(Table 3) makes it 

of greater than .3$00 mg/kg. 
and possesses no unpleasant 

seedling grasses and safety 
possible to use the material 

It 
odor. 

to 
as 

has not caused 
The remarkable 

ornamental plants 
a seedling grass 

herbicide in flower beds, as well as ·in shrubbery plantings and 
broadleat ground cover. 

Table 3.	 Response of Weed Grasses, Turf Grasses, and 
Ornamentals to Diphenatrile 

--- .... ------ .....------- ..... _--------------
Susceptible I Resistant Resistant
 
Grasses Turf Grasses Ornamentals
j.	 . . ._.J..	 ....._---------

I

I~_ ...... i
 
Crabgrass, small I Bluegrasses I Annual flowers
 
Crabgrass, large BerIl1uda I Evergreen shrubs
I
Foxtail, yellow Bentgrasses I Broadleaf shrubs
 
Foxtail, green 

I 
Centipede I Myrtle & Ivy
I	 ,Goosegrass Fescues Roses
 

Sandbur. I St. AugustilJ.e t Chrysanthemum
 
Turfgrass seedltngs I. Zoysia I Ornamental bulbs


I 
I... I 

-.- ....-------------------------	 ... -

Dinitroaniline Results 

Study of the general herpicidal activity of a series of un
substituted dinitroanilines revealed that the 2,6 dinitro compound 
was markedly more active than the 2,4 dinitro, Which was, in turn, 
mor-s active than the 2 ,3 dinitroaniline. When dialkyl substitutions 
are made on the amino group of the 2,6 dinitro molecule, the re
sultant compounds lose general herbicidal properties, but become 
highly selective against seedling grasses in pre-emergence 
applications. Thedi~n-propyl has proved to be the most active 
dialkyl substitution.· ,ActiVity can be further increased by apJ'.'&'Oprl
ate substitutionsia the 4-position of the ring. The herbicidal 
order of activity o~ the 4..position·substituents has been deter
mined as CFj> CH3) cas H. The4 ..CF3 (L-36·3'2) has been given the 
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tentative generic name trifluralin. The 4-CH3 (L-35455) bears the 
tentative name of dipropalin. The 4-Cl is st~ll coded as L-34906 
and the' unsubstituted hydrogen compound is· the parent L-3l864. 

Extensive field testing of L-3l864 was conducted under a wide 
variety of turf con.ditions, and th.e katerial was found to be 
highly active against seedling g r-as ae s ; Table 4 presents a summa.ry 
of the test data. 

Table 4.	 Summary of L-3l864 Results 
Applied 4-12 to 5-18, Counted 8-24 to 8-31 

Rate (Lb/A)	 Percent Seedling Grass Control 

I
t 

o 
2.5
 86
 

5
 
10
 
20
 

I
I
I
 

93
 
96
 
98
 

30
 
40
 

99+
 
99+
 

I
I 

_______________ 1	 _ 

There was no evidence of damage~on any of the turfs tested. 
For 120-140 day control of seedling grasses it would appear that 
7-8 lb/A of L-3l864 is sufficient. Granular formulations were 
found to provide slightly longer control than emulsifiable sprays. 
L-3l864 is somewhat less selective than diphenatrile in that it 
does show some pre-emergence activity on certain broadleaf species. 

Greenhouse and limited field tests have shown that trifluralin 
and dipropalin possess the same selectivity as L-3l864. Their 
greater activity makes it appear that these two compounds are the 
most active seedling grass herbicides yet discovered, with perhaps 
4 to 5 lb/A sufficient for full-season control. An intensive 
evaluation program on these two materials is now under way. 

Summary: 

1. Diphenylacetonitrile, now given the generic name 
diphenatrile, has controlled seedling grasses for 120-140 days at 
application rates of 30 lb/A. Its unique selectivity against 
seedling grasses makes possible its use in flower beds and 
shrubbery plantings, as well as on turf. 
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2. A highly active series of substituted dinitroanilines 
. possessing	 selective herbicidal activity against seedling grasses 

has been discovered. The N,N-di-(n-propyl)~2,6~din1troaniline, 
coded as L-31864, hasg1ven excellent control of seedling grasses 
at 10 1b/A. The 4-CF j derivative (coded a8L-36352 and ten~ativ&y 
named trifluralin) ana the 4-CH) (coded as L-35455 and tentatively 
named dipropalin) have shown even greater activity than the parent 
L-31864. 
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PRE-ENERGENCECRABGRASSCONTROL TRIALS 1960 

-
 1	 1 
J. E. Gallagher and R. J. Otten 

Objectives 

Tests in the Amchemgreenhouses during the winter of 1959-1960 
indicated that several new organic arsenical materials had the properties of 
selective pre-emergence crabgrass control •••• that is, preventing crabgrass 
seeds from growing past the seedling stage while allowing turfgrass seeds to 
sprout and grow normally. 

OUtdoor tests performed during the spring and summerof 1960 were 
designed to test these and other chemicals under field conditions for the 
following properties: 

a)	 effective pre-emergence crabgrass control for an entire season 
with one spring application of the chemical. 

b)	 tolerance of turfgrass seeds planted immediately or at 
intervals after application of the chemical. 

c)	 tolerance of turfgrass seedlings to applications of the 
chemical at different stages of growth. 

- Location 

The pre-emergence crabgrass test was performed in the praotice fair
way of Oak Terrace Country Club, Ambler, Pa, The natural turf present is a 
mixture of primarily bluegrass and fescue with some native bent. The area is 
on a loW'maintenance program and develons a severe crabgrass infestation every 
year. 

The seeding trials were performed on the AmohemResearch Far.m, Ambler, 
Pa. in areas prepared especially for these tests. 

l-1ethod 

a)	 Pre-emergence orabgrass trials 

Pl<>ts 6' x 10' (60 sq. ft.) were laid out in a tandom design. 
Each treatment was replicated. three times. Dry materials were 
weighed out in advance and spread by hand. Liquid materials or 
vlettable powders were measured out, mixed with water (equivalent 
to 180 gpa) and applied with a small-plot sprayer.. Natural 
rainf~ was the onJ..¥source of water in this area. 

1 Agricultural Research Department, AmchemProducts, :rnc., Ambler, Pennsylvani.a 
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b) Seed tolerance trials 

Plots 6r x 20' (120 sq. ft.) were laid out in a newly fitted 
area. Dry and liquid materials were applied as in the pre
emergence trials. One foot wide rows of different grasses 
were seeded the following day and at intervals of one, two 
and four weeks. Half of each plot was raked lightly before 
and after seeding. No mulch was used, but irrigation was 
available and was used as needed to keep the soil surface damp. 

c) Seedling tolerance trials 
" 

Strips ,- x lOOt (500 sq. ft.) were seeded to pure stands of 
Seaside berrtgrass , Kentucky bluegrass, Chewings fescue, perennial 
ryegrass and smooth crabgrasses and \1Ihite Dutch c'lover , At two 
time intervals after sprouting, l8-inch bands of chemical were 
applied across these strips with a 6ftinch check strip left 
between each treated band. Dry' formulations were weighFd out 
in advance and applied by hand. Sprayed materials were mixed 
in the equivalent of 180 gpaof water and applied with a single 
nozzle backpack sp::ayer. No mulch was used, but irrigation was 
available and was used as needed to keep the soil surface damp. 

Observations 

a) Pre-emergence crabgrass trials 

On June 1" August 15 and Septeniber 30, visual estimates were 
made of the proportion of each plot infested with crabgrass. 
The nine check plots were averaged and taken as the standard. 
The three replications of each treatment were averaged and 
compared to the standard to determine the percent crabgrass . 
control produced by each treatment. These resu1ts are reported 
in Table I. 

b) Seed tolerance trials 

On July 8 and August 25, visual estimates were made of the stand 
of grasses in each plot. The stand of grasses in the check plots 
was rated as "10" and stands in treated plots were related to 
this. A rating of flO" indicates complete inhibition of seed 
growth. Resu1ts are reported in Table II. 

c) Seedling tolerance trials 

On June 6 and July 8" visual estimates were made of the injury 
and/or reduced stand of each species of seedling grass. The 
stand of grasses in the check rows was rated as "10" and stands 
in treated rows were related to this. A rating of flO" indicates 
complete post-emergence kill of seedling grasses. A rating of 
"7" or less indicates objectionable injury. Results are reported 
in Table III .. 
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Discussion 

a) Pre-emergence crabgrass control trials 

Theproductsand experimental materials reported in Table I 
are from a total of 27 field tested in 1960 (210 plots). The 
materials not reported were all eJq)erimental and did not provide 
satisfactory pre-emergence crabgrass control. 

Products: Of the materials tested, it is interesting to note 
the difference between the performance of the two trica1cium 
arsenate products. Variation in crabgrass control with 
chemicals from different sources has been reported elsewhere, 
and in this case can not be attributed to the 2,4-D/2,4,5-TP 
content alone. The two chlordane products (on vermiculite) 
were not effective at any time during the season. The dacthol 
product produced excellent pre-emergence crabgrass control that 
lasted throughout the season. 

Experimental materials: All rates of DAc-893, Zytron 1328 
and ZYt/ron 1481used in this test produced satisfactory to 
excellent pre-emergence crabgrass control. The liquid Zytron 
appeared to be slightly superior to the vermiculite Zytron 1481. 
Of the A:i'mHEMexperimental formulations, XF-834 prOVided 
satisfactory control throughout the season. The three XF 
compounds reported here had been taken to the field after 
screening eight similar compounds in the greenhouse. 

b) Seed tolerance trials 

XF-832, 834, 833: . These chemicals produced no significant 
reduction in the stand of bent, blue, fescue or rye grasses 
at 3/4 or l! lb/1OOO sq. ft. The poorer stands of grasses 
seeded four weeks after treatment can be explained by the 
severe stand of foxtail that developed in the area before 
the fourth week and competed with the germinating grasses. 
(See the check plots.) 

Zytron 1328 and 1481: Except for a little rye grass, these 
materials inhioited the germination of grasses for the entire 
foUr-week period. This is similar to its long-term inhibition 
of crabgrass germination. 

Chlordane (product): This material produced 
reduction in the stand of bent, blue, fescue 
date of seeding. 

no 
or 

significant 
rye at any 

Dacthol (product): 
liU,Ie ryegrass to 
treatment. 

This 
sprout 

material allowed nothing except 
when seeded up to 4 weeks after 

a 

'Jricalcium arsenate + 2,4-D/2,4's-TP (product): This material 
greatly reduced the germination of all grasses planted up to 
four weeks after treatment. Unexpectedly, t·cntgrass grew better 
than any of the other grasses. 
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XF-832: Seedling bent, blue and, rye grasses 'Were not injured 
when treated with .3/4or l~ Ib/lOOO sq ..ft., 3 or 6 weeks after 
seeding" Fescue and clover were injured somewhat at both rates. 
14hile this chamical is intended as a pre-emergence crabgrass 
material, it caused a significant reduction in the stand of 
crabgrass llhen applied post-emergence to seedling crabgrass in 
the 2-leaf (1 inch) stage. Control was a1lllost complete at the 
Ii lb/lOOO sq. ft. rate. 

XF-834: Seedling fescue and clover were slightly affected but 
bent, blue and rye grass were not injured by either rate o This 
chemical had greater post-emergence activity than Al'1A.-41on 
seedling crabgrass, controlling crabgrass completely at both 
rates and times of application. 

XF-833: This was the most selective chemical of the three having 
practically no effect on turf grasses and clover. It was slightly 
less effective post-emergence on seedling crabgrass. 

Zytron 1328 and 1481: The dry form (1.481) produced slight injury 
onbent, blue ana fescue, while the liquid form (1328) produced 
considerable injury. 

Chlordane (product): This material produced no significant injury 
ort'seed::i.Ing turf grasses or clover. 

Dacthol (product): This material produced only very slight injury, 
iiiCSt"Ol' it in the early treatment. 

Conclusions 

Based on 1960 fleld tests, it is apparent that XF-832, w:i.thin the 
range of rates tested, most nearly achieves the objectives stated at the beginning 
of this paper. ' ' 

Zytron and Dacthol, tlhile offering excellent pre-emergence crabgrass 
control and satisfactory turf tolerance, have the disadvantage 'of preventing 
growth of turfgrass seeds planted within four weeks ,after application of these 
chemicals. 

-
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TABLEI -- Comparison of Products and Experimental l1aterials for Pre-emergence 

Crabgrass Control 

Location:	 Oak Terrace Country -Club, Amuler, Pa, 

l1ethod:	 Treatments uere applied on April 8, 1960. Each plot was 60 sq, ft. 
in size and treatments were replicated 3 times. 

Crabgrass started to germinate on April 22, and continued to germinate 
throughout the summer. 

To obtain the per cent control figures, crabgrass infestations in the 
treated plots were compared to the average infestation in 9 untreated 
check plots on the same day. 

Per Cent Crabgrass Control 
Chemical Rate June 15 Aug. 15 Sept. 15 

Product 

Tricalcium	 arsenate + 100 98 75
 
2,4-D/2,4,5-TP
 

Tricalcium	 arsenate 38 18 -24
 

Chlordane @ rec. 58 o 29
 
Chlordane @ rec. -39 10 36
 

"--

Dacthol	 @ rec. 100 99 97
 

Lead arsenate complex @ rec.	 88 29 19
 

Experimental 

DAe-893 81b/A 96 99 98
 
DAe.-893 10 1b/A 100 99 99
 
DAc.:.893 12 1b/A 100 100 99
 

Zytrpn 1328 15 lb/A 100 98 99
 
Zytron 1328 201b/A 100 100 99
 
Zytron 1481 l51b/A 96 93 92
 
Zytron 1481 20lb/A 92 96 90
 

XF-832	 3(4 l~M 96 98 81
 
IF-832 12"lb M 100 99 92
 
XF-834 3{41b/M 77 82 -11
 
XF-834 1~lb/r'1 85 87 79
 
IF-833 3 1b/M 62 51 19
 
XF-833 12"lb/11 . 99 97 87
 

Check plots	 26% 61% 63% 
crab f'~.V(:>Y' r-.:rab (", V (f'(' ('(J:,':,,,1". tv 1 '1 {"~J" 

(*) as recOll11flendedby manufacturer 
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TABLEII - Comparison of Products and ExPerimental Haterials for Tolerance 

to Seeds Planted Into Treated Areas. 

Location:	 AmchemResearch Farm, Ambler, Pa, 

Method:	 Treatments were applied on Nay 4 to plots 6 ft. bY20 ft. , 
Bands of seed were spread on May 5, 12, 19 and June 2; 1 day, 1 week, 
2 weeks and 4 weeks after treatment. ' 

Estimates of the stand of seeded grasses were made 9 weeks after 
chemical treatment. During the course of the season, severe stands 
of foxtail and general broadlea.f weeds developed in the area. The 
foxtail was eliminated luth -two light applications of DSMA,the 
small broad1eaf weeds were removed with a single treatment of It 
Ib/A 2,4-D arn.ine~ The 2,4-D removed most of the clover, so no 
reading ~as made on .,this. The DSMA.~,app1ied after the observation 
date, slightly reduced the quality of bent, blue and rye, and in 
many cases practically eliminated seedling fescue. 

10 • normal stand 
0 • complete kill 

Stand of Seeded Grasses July 8 
Interval after treatment before seeding 

Chemical Rate Grass 1 dar 1 week 2 weeks 4 weeks 

XF-832 3/4 1b/M bent 9 10 10 7 
blue 8 9 9 4 
fescue 8 9 9 4 
rye 10 10 10 7 

XF-832 1! lb/M	 bent 10 10 9 6 
blue 10 10 7 6 
fescue 10 10 7 3 
rye 10 10 8 7 

XF-834 3/4 lb/M	 bent 9 10 8 5 
blue 10 8 8 3 
,fescue 10 8 7 3 
rye	 10 10 9 7 

XF-834 1i Ib/M	 bent 10 10 9 6 
blue 9 10 8 5 
fescue 7 10 7 3 
rye 10 10 9 9 

3/4 lb/M bent 10 10 9 5 
blue 10 10 9 5 
fescue 10 10 9 5 
rye 10 10 9 8 

XF-83:3 Ii 1b/l-l	 bent 10 10 8 5 
blue 10 9 8 5 
fescue 10 7 6 :3 
rye 10 10 8 6 
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309.Table II (can't) 

Stand of Seeded Grasses July 8 
Interval after treatment before seeding 

Chemical Rate	 Grass.. 1 day; 1 week 2 weeks 4 weeks 

Zytron'1328 15 Ib/A	 bent 0 0 0 2 
blue 0 0 0 1 
fescue 0 0 0 1 
rye 1 2 2 4 

Zytron 1481 151b/A	 bent 4 0 0 0 
blue 2 0 2 0 
fescue 0 0 0 0 
rye 6 1 4 3 

Chlordane @rec.	 bent 10 10 8 4 
(product)	 blue 10 10 8 3
 

fescue 10 10 9 5
 
rye 10 10 10 6
 

Dactho1 @ ree. bent 0 0 0 0 
(product) blue 0 0 0 0 

fescue 0 0 0 0 
rye 1 2 3 3 

Tricalcium arsenate + .bent , 6 8 5 2 
2,4-D/2,4,5-TP @ rec, blue 1 2 2 1 

(product) fescue 1 2 2 1 
rye 2 2 4 3 

Check	 bent 10 7 5 2 
blue 8 9 6 2 
fescue 9 7 6 3 
rye 10 10 9 4 

Check	 bent 10 10 9 5 
blue 10 10 9 3 
fescue 10 10 9 3 
rye 10 10 8 6 
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TABLEIII - Comparison of Products and Experimental Materials for Tolerance 
to Seedling Grasses. 

Location: AmchemResearch Farm, Ambler, Pas 

Grasses were seeded on May5. Treatments were app~j;ed on May26 
and JU:1e15. Bands of cn€T.'l,ieal18 inches wide wei'e applied to the 
seedlings with a 6 inch check strip left bet~Ben the treated bands. 

Grasses were mowedfirst on June 2 and at approximately weekly 
intervals thereafter.
 

Seedlings treated 26 liere June 6 and July 8.
lYT..v.y evaluated 
Seedlings treated June 15 were evaluated June 22 and July 8. 

10 • normal stand 
0 • eompleteki11 

freated I1ay 26 Turf Injury - Average of Ratings 
Jw.P, 6 & Jul:r 8 

Chemical Rate rent 'Blue ~~~8C'~~ RJ~ Clo'Vsr. Crib 

XF....832 3/4 1b/lOOO 9.5 10 9.5 10 8 5.5 

XF...832 I} lb/lOOO 9 10 7 10 5 . ~ 0 

XF-834 3/4 Ib/lOOO' 10 10 8.5 10 5 0 

XF...834 I} lb/l000 10 10 8 9,,5 1 0 

XF-833 3/4 Ib/l000 ~ 10 10 10 10 7..5 .4 

XF-833 Ii 1b/l000 9.5 10 9.5 10 6.5 0.5 

Zytron 1328 1$ Ib/A 5.5 5.5 3.5 7 5.5 ' :1 

ZYtron 1481 1%"lb/A 
,', 7,,5 9.5 9 10 10 10 

Chlordane (product) @ ree. 10 10 9.5 10 10 10 
'. 1_, 

Daethol (produe t.) 10:'lb!A 9.5 10 9 9.5 10 9.5 
-. 

Triealeium @ ree,) 6 3 8.5 9.5 1.5 3.5 
arsenate + 2,4-n/ 

2,4,5-TP 
(product) 
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THEEFFECTIVENESSOF COMBINATIONS ANDOF PLOW-mIN, PRE-EMERGENCE
ANDPOST·EMERGENCE lOR QUACK 1960 RESULTS. TREATMENTS GRASSCONTROL,

Stanford N. Fertig !t 
(A SumrDaryReport) 

INTRODUCTION: 

The most prevalent grass problem on NewYork farms is Q,uackgrass 
(Agro:pyron rep!ns) In small graiDS, corn, potatoes and vegetable production, 
it is a menacing problem. Heavy infestations compete vigorously for moisture 
and nutrients, resulting in losses in yield and qUality. 

EXPERIMENTALMP:rHODANDPROCEDURE: 

The herbicides listed in Table 1 were applied as plow·down and pre-
and post-emergence trea.tments in the spring of 1960. As indicated in the table, 
all plots received a plow-down treatment. These were followed by pre- or post
emergence treatments to the corn. 

The chemicals were applied to vigorously growing Quackgrass (4 to 6 
inches tall) on May 6. The areas were plowed on June 3 and planted. t9 corn 
on June 4. 

The pre-emergence treatments were applied on June 8 and the post-emer
gence treatments on June 28.' 

All treatments 'Were replicated 4 times and all chemicals applied in 
30 gallons of water per acre. 

In all instances, one -half of each plot was cultivated two times. The 
first cultdvation 'V.as3 weeks after planting and the second, 1 weeks after 
planting. 

~ESUUTS ANDDISCUSSION: 

The stand of Quackgrass was markedly reduced by all chemicals and com
binations of treatment, particularly when combined with two cultivations. The 
stand counts (Table 2) show the added effectiveness of two cultivations in 
reducing the stand of Quackgrass. 

Based on stand counts J yields of silage corn and observations during 
the growing season tbe most promising treatments were 3, 4, 7, 8, II, 12 and 
13· 

The competitive effect of heavy stands of Quackgrass on corn yields 
are shown in Table 2. The average ;yields are below normal due to late p1an.tiDg 
(June 4) and an early harvest (September 19). However, the differences 1n 
;yield are significant and show the competitive effect of QU8.ckgrass on corn. 
The 1960 growing season was exceptionally cool but with ample moisture. 

V Professor of Agronomy, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. 
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Table 1. Chemicals and Combinations Used as Spring Treatments for QuackgrassContro1, 1960. 

Treatment 
No. 

Chemical 
before Plowing 

RatejA. 
Ibs. A.E. 

Chemical 
Pre -emergence 

Rate/A. 
Ibs. A.E. 

Chemical 
Pcs,t.-emergence 

: Rate/A. 
lba. A.E. 

1 Amitrol-T 2.0 Simazine 2.0 
2 Amitro1-T 4.0 Simazine 2.0 
3 Amitro1-T 2.0 Atrazine 2.0 
4 Amitrol-T 4.0 Atraz1ne 2.0 
5 Atrazine 2.0 
6 Atrazine 3·0 
7 Atrazine 4.0 
8 Atrazine 2.0 Atraz1ne 2.0 
9 Atraz1ne 2.0 Atrazine 1.0 

10 Atrazine 1.0 Simazine 1.0 
11 Atrazine 2.0 Atrazine 1.0 
12 Atraz1ne 2.0 Atrazine 2.0 
13 Amitrol-T 2.0 

plus 
Atraz1ne 2.0 

14 Check 

w 
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Table 2. Stand Counts and Sileae Yields from Spring Applications of Herbicides 
for Q,uackgrass Control. 

Treatment 
No. 

Average number ot 
Quackgrass shoots, sq. tt.* 
cultivated - not cultivated 

Yield 
Tons/A. 
cultivated 

of slleae corummoisture** 
...not cultivated 

1 2.1 17·5 18·9 14·9 
2 ,.0 8.4 21.2 16.2 
; 
4 
5 

2.; 
1.4 
1.0 

7·0 
5.0 
2.6 

18.0 
19·'
16.2 

18.7 
21.4 
14.2 

6 2.0 LO 18·7 18.4 
7 0.8 0·7 19·4 18.0 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

0·7 
L7 
2.0 
2.;
1.4 

4.;
;.; 

U.O 
6.0 
2.6 

17·1 
16·7 
17·1 
18.4 
20.2 

18.2 
21.6 
16.6 1 

18.0 
18.2 

1; 
14 

0.8 
14.4 

;0.;
22.0 

16·9 
5·9 

1;·9 
2·9 

*Average of ; - 2 sq. ft. quadrat counts per plot. 
*"tAll plots corrected for stand. The yield is based on the same number of 

plants per plot. 

SUMMARY:-
The combination at herb1ciees used in this study was the most promising 

Quackgrass control treatments to be investigated over the past 10 years. The 
combination of plow-down and pre - or post-emergence applications resulted in 
very marked reductions in Qua.ckgras·s stands and provided seasonal control of a 
Wide range of broad-leaved weeds and annual grass species. 

~: A mimeographed copy of the complete paper is available from the author. 
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~UACKGRASS CONTROL 

lS. M. Raleigh 

The quackgrass control studies reported in this paper were 
conducted under very adverse conditions. There were 2.58 inches 
of rain from october 22 to October 28. 1959. and 5.85 inches 
from May 8 to May 24. 1960. The plots were plowed May 27 but 
not planted until June 7. with a total of 7.30 inches or rain 
between treatment and planting. 

The results given in Table I are rated with 0 given to 
fall plowing without chemical treatment and a rating of 10 
b'e I ng complete control. No treatments give comp-lete control. 
There were 4 replications in each treatment. A strip, 20 feet 
wide, in each plot was plowed and another strip was disked on 
October 22 before any chemicals were applied. The disking on 
October 29, was immediately after the last fall treatment. 
Another 20 foot strip was plowed November 13. The spring treat
ments were applied May 5 and another 20 feet were plowed that 
day. The fall disked area and another 20 foot strip was plowed 
May 27, 1960. 

Heavy dlsking in the fall was rather effective in con
trolling quackgrass without chemical treatment. The quackgrass 
roots were all near the surface of the soil. Plowing November 
13 was much better than October 22 without chemical treatment. 
Amitrol-T (ACP 569) at 4 pounds per acre applied October 29 was 
much better than 6 pounds Amitrol-T applied october 22, appar
ently because of the slow drizzly rain. Fall treatments plowed 
May 5 were generally much better than May 27 plowing. This is 
especially true of Atrazine, also Atrazine plowed the day of 
treatment in the spring (May 5) was poorer than plots plowed 
~'lay 27. 

In Table II. the results are given where plots were 
logged sprayed May 4. 5. and 6. 1960. when the quackgraas was 
4-6 inches tall. also the results are given with Atrazine 
applied pre and post emergence to the quackgrass. All plots 
were plowed May 27 and planted June 7. 

The excessive amount of rain appeared to reduce the 
effectiveness of dalapon and ~mitrol-T. The benzac plots were 
much poorer than expected. A commercial field near these plots 
treated with Amitrol-T at 4 pounds in mid ~pril, plowed and 

1. Professor of Agronomy, Penn state ~niversity.-
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planted 
control 

before 
of q ua e 

these heavy 
kg rn as •. 

rains, gave nearly 100 per cont 

the ~

wha.t 

J.l:trazine 
ame rates. 
better than 

was more 
So~e of 
fenac. 

effective 
fenacder1va

than 
tives 

simazine 
appear 

when 
to 

applied 
be some

at 

Atrazlne applied after plowing, both pre-emergence end 
post-emergence to quackgrass reduced the quackgrass slightly 
but was not very effective. 

Plowing, preparing, seedbed, and planting the same day, 
coupled with good cultivatlonis very essential with nearly 
all chemicals for goodquackgrass control. 
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Table I Fall and Spring app1ioations of herbioides
 
with several cultural dates
 

University Park, Pennsylvania
 

Ratings.
 
When Rate Plowed Plowed Plowed Plowed Disked Disked
 

Chemical Applied (lbLa<1L Q.Qt22 Nov13_:MaY5___:May2'-_"Oct 29 Oct 22 .
 
'Plowed Plowed
 
May 27 May27
 

(0, no oontrol; 10 cOII\Pleteoontrol)
 

Atrazine Oot 22 4 4.5 5.75 7.25 6.25 8.0 8.0
 
Atrazine May5 4. 6.0 7.5 5 8.75 9 9
 
Atrazine &Amitro1-T Oot 22 2 + 2 1.75 4.5 7.0 5.75 7.25 7.3
 
Atrazine &A.mi.tro1-T May5 2 + 2 4.75 5.25 6.25 6.75 8.25 7.0
 
Amitro1-T Oot 22 6 .75 4.0 4.75 4.25 4.75 4.0
 
Amitrol-T· Dot 22 4 .75 3.5 5.25 4.25 5.5 5.0
 
Amitro1-T Oct 29 4 .75 4.25 7.0 6.75 6.25 6.3
 
Amitro1-T . May5 4 2.5 4.5 5.5 4.75 5. 75 6.67
 
Amitro1-T Oct 22 2 .75 2.5 4.25 3.25 4.75 4.3
 
Amitro1-T May5 2 1.25 2.75 5.25 5.25 6.3 6.3
 
Da1apon Oct 22 3.3 1.25 2.75 2.25 2.0 4.5 4.5
 
Da1apon May5 3•.3 1.25 2.5 2.5 3.0 5.0 5.0
 
Dalapon Oot 22 6.6 1.25 3.0 2.75 2.75 4.25 4.5
 
Dalapon May5 6.6 2.0 3.0 5.0 5.50 6.0 . 6.25
 
ACP-673! Oct 22 4 2.0 5.25 5.0 4.25 6.25 7.0
 
ll.CP-673A . Hay 5 4. 4.0 7.0 4.0 6.25 7.75 8.0
 
ACP-673A Oot 22 2. .75 3.5 2.75 2.75 4.5 4.5
 
'iCP-673A. . May5 2 1.0 3.75 3.75 4.5 6.5 6.5
 
ACP-675 Oct 22 4 2.5 4.5 4.75 4.75 7.0 7.0
 
ACP-675 MayS 4 1.5 4.0 3.75 4.0 6.25 6.25
 
ACP-8l6A Oot 22 4 2.0 4.0 4.5 3.75 5.0 5.0
 
Check 0 1.25 1.75 1.5 3.25 3.0
 

VJ 
I-' 
--..J 
• 



Table II. The control of quackgrass with spring applications of herbicides 

ggnstant 

Chemicals 
rate 

(lb/ac) 

__ 

logged ~ 

Rat¥Mm 

(0, no control; 10 complete contro1;) 
Rate 
(lb1ac) 22.2 _.~mn-.5.55 2.77 

:
 

Fenac '1 
Amitro1-T2 
Ami-r.ro1 1 
Atrazine 2 
Atrazine .~ m~. ____ -=_n==._Rate (lb!ac)

Dale.pon 
~:a?: ~:ron
Rt 1 a 
Atrazine 
Simazine 
Amizine 
Amitrol- T ·B 
Benzao 
Fenac 
ACP-822 
ACP-823 
ACP-B48 
Hercules 7442 
A.CP-655 
Atrazine 
Atrazine 
Amitro1 T 
Amitro1_T_ n 

-


. 

.==.......
 

6.0 
6.0 
8
 
9
 
8
 
8
 

.25 
5.25 
B.25 
9 
8.75 
9 
3.0 
1 
9 
9 
8.75 

m8.5 

4.50 
4.25 
4 
8.25 
6.5 
6.25 
7.0 
.3.5 
7 
7.67 
7.25 
7.75 
1~25 
1 
9 .. 
9 
8.50 
'l...5 
1 

1.75 
1.75 
2 
7.0 
3.75 
2.75 
4.25 
1.5 
4.25 
5 
3.75 
4.5 

.25 
1 
8.5 
8.25 
7.5 
6.25 
2 

0 
0 
1 
4.5 
1 
1.0 
2.5 

.25 

.75 
1.3 

.75 
1 
0 
1 
7 
7 
6.50 
5.25 
t: 

Amitro1-T 2 Atrazine June 9 2.5 4.75 4.75 5.50
 
Amitro1-T'2 Atrazine June 17' 2.5 4.75 4.50 5.50
 
Amitro1-T 1 Atrazine June 9 2.0 3.25 3.25 5.0
 
Amitro1-T 1 Atrazine June 17 2.0 3.25 3.25 5.25
 

•to 

(V\ 
r-i 
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THE EFFECTS OF CHEMICALAND CULTURALTREATMENTSON THE FOODRESERVESOF
 
lQUACKGRASSRHIZOMES

2Homer H. LeBaron and S. N. ferttg 

INTRODUCTION 

The primary factors which contribute toward making quackgrass one of 
our most noxious weeds of cultivated land are the ability of its mass of 
branching underground stems to maintain itself as a perennial weed and the 
fact that every joint of the rhizome is capable of producing new growth. 
Thus it is obvious that methods of control or eradication of quackgrass 
must be concerned primarily with the rhizomes. 

In view of the great amount of interest and effort that has been 
extended to the control of thiS pest, it is somewhat surprising that few 
studies have been made on the rhizomes themselve~. Of those reports in 
which the effects of treatments on the rhizomes have been investigated, 
relatively few are applicable to modern methods of quackgrass control. 
Thus, a more complete knowledge of the physiology of the quackgrass rhizome 
and the effects of modern control recommendations on its survival and growth 
would be very beneficial in aiding future ~nvestigat1ons and in the inter
pretation of results. . . 

The basic purpose and objectives of this investigation have been 
pointed out ( I ), and are based on the assumption that control or 
eradication of quackgrass is inti~tely associated wit~ th~ depletion of 
its food reserves and the destruction of its perennial 'organs. 

MATERIALSANDMETHODS 

This experiment was carried out with a uniform stand of quackgr@ss on a 
Mardin silt loam soil at the Mount Pleasant Agronomy Research Farm near 
Ithaca, N.Y. The area had been in sod the previo~s year and was largely 
taken over by quackgrass. . 

Although thiS study was a continuation of ~he 1957-59 experiment 
(1 ), it was enlarged to include several additional herbicides which 
had shown promising results for the control of quackgrass in other trials 
during' .the 1958 season~ -.· Because of very poor results obtained fn the, first 
experfment with chlorinated benzoic acid,' it was not investigated tUtther. 
The factor of nitrogen differential was also not continued because"bf.its 
relatively minor:effe~t in the first experiment. Since only fallo~':~rtd 
spring plOWing acc~anied by spring chemicals continued to result.':l.n: "lower 
levels of underground food reserve and satisfactory control throughout the 

IThis includes part of the work done on the Ph.D. study at Cornell University. 

2plant Physiologist, Virginia Truck Experiment Station, Norfolk, Va. and 
Professor of Agronomy, Cornell University. Ithaca. N.Y., respectively. 
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growing season in the 1957-59 study, fall treatments were not included in 
the 1959~60 experiment. 

The experimental design of the treatments applied was a 3 x 6 split
plot factorial as fo,Hows: 

~1hole plots---Cultural treatments 
A - Plow 
B - Fallow ' 
C- .~ cultivation 

r.' Split plots---bhemical treatments' 
1 - Atrazine 
2 - Stmazine 
3 - /.mitrol-1 
4 - Penac 
5 - Dalapon 
6 - No herbicide 

All possible combinations of the treatments were replicated four times, 
makings total of 12 plots •. 

. The herbicides Were all applied on May 16, 1959 at the rate of eight 
Ibs. per acre in 30 gallons of water. All plots except those which were to 
receive no cultural treatment were plowed on June 2, 1959. The plots to be 
fallowed were disked or harrowed with a spring-tooth harrow frequently during 
the growing season to prevent growth and photosythesis. 

" Samplesofquackgraas rhizomes were taken periodically for laboratory 
analysis according to the folloWing schedule: 

June IS, 1959
 
Auaust 5, 1959
 
·September 10, 1959
 
November 10,1959
 
Hay 10, 1960
 

A steel cylinder having an area of one square foot was used to obtain 
the samples •. An area in each plot which had not been previously sampled 
W4S selected at random and all weeds and topgrowth of quackgrass was removed. 
The cylinder having sides constructed of 3/8 inch thick steel and 12 inches 
high, with a one inch steel plate top, was placed over this area and pounded 
into the soil to a depth sufficient to obtain all rhizomes. After all soil 
and foreign material were removed, the clean rhizomes from each plo'twer,e . 
placed in a paper bag and dried in a forced"'alr oven at 70· C. After drying. 
the rhizomes were weighed, ground and stored in airtight bottles until 
analysis' was to be made. They were then redried, mixed thoroughly and 
analyzed for carbohydrate content. 

The procedure used in the quantitative determinations of carbohydrate 
was the same as preViously reported for the 1957·59 experiment ( 1 ). 
which was bas&d!on a colored compound formed by the interaction of~f!ucto~e 
and resorcinol. 
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On the basis of the rhizomes obtained from one square foot of soil per 
plot on each sampling date, the yields of rhizomes and fructose per unit 
area, as well as the concentration of total fructose, were determined. This 
paper deals only with the main effects of and interaction between chemical 
and cultural treatments on the fructose content of the quackgrass rhizomes. 

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION 

The main effects of both cultural and chemical treatment's, as well as 
their interaction, resulted in significant differences in the rhizome reserves 
at the one per cent level throughout the experiment. 

Main effects of cultural treatments: 

The main effects of the cultural treatments on the carbohydrate content 
of quackgrass rhizomes are given in Table I. 

Both spring ploWing and fallow resulted in rapid decreases of about 
50 per cent in fructose content. The single spring ploWing treatment con
tinued to hold the rhizomes near this low level of carbohydrates until late 
autumn, when sufficient regrowth had taken place to again accumulate photo
synthate in the underground organs. It still showed a 15 per cent reduction 
over the uncultivated plots, but this difference was no longer significant. 
The data from the final sampling the following spring showed the fructose 
content from the plowed rhizomea to be almost equal to the uncultivated 
rhizomes. 

On the other hand, the continuous fallow treatment continued to deplete 
the rhizomes of their stored food, resulting in depletions of about 70 per 
cent toward fall of 1959 and 74 per cent by May 10, 1960. 

The data on fructose content over all sampling dates show that the 
fluctuations in the per cent fructose of normal untreated rhizomes are small, 
with the reserves remaining at a high level from early' summer to late autumn. 
Winter respiration and early spring regrowth, however, caused a decrease in 
the fructose content of about 50 per cent as seen from the data of May 10, 
1960. 

Main effects of chemical treatments: 

The main effects of the herbicides on the carbohydrate content of quack
grass rhizomes are given in Table II. 

Atrazine was most striking in its effect on the underground reserves, 
not only based on its rate and extent of reduction but also on its permanency. 
It resulted in a very sharp and early decrease of 71 per cent in the fructose 
content at the first sampling date. Its effect continued to increase slowly 
until the carbohydrates had been depleted by 83 per cent by late autumn and 

-..' 90 per cent by the following spring. 

The effect of Simazine on the fructose content was somewhat slower, 
resulting in a decrease of 54 per cent on June IS, but was almost equal to 
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Table I	 Main Effects of Cultural Treatments on the Fructose Content of 
Qu~ckgra8s,Rhizomes at all Sampling Dates in the 1959-60 ExperUnent 

" ' '",' I. t " 

Cultural. 'Treatments" Means (per cent) Levels ,of 
Sampling Homogenous Series and. Per Cent Reduc Significance Untreated 
Date tion fr e ch eat ent (per centl Mean 

\ Fallow P ow' No cultivation '1. 
June,lS 
1959' lO.1 .: 23.412.3"	 39.6 

, (54)" (41)' i	 . S 

, " 

Aug. S 
1959 

j Fallow 
", ." 

10.6 
(57) 

Plo~ 

13.7 
(44) 

No cultivation 

24.4 

1 

5 
41.9 

" .. 
Sept. 

'1959' 
10 

Fallow 

6.5 
(71) 

Plow 

12.2 
(46) 

No cultivation 

22.7 

1 

5 
40.6 

Nov. 
1959 

10 
Fallow 

7,.7 
(67) 

Plow 

19.6 
(t5) 

No cultivation 

23 e, 0 

1 

5 
38.0 

Fallow Plow No,cuJtivation 1 
May 10 
1960 3.8 14.2 14.8 19.7 

(74)	 (4) 5 

; " 
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Table II Main Effects -of Herbicide on the Fructose Content of Quackgrass 
Rhizomes at all Sampling Dates in the 1959-60 Experiment 

Sampling 
Date 

June 15 
1959 

Herbicides. Means (per cent), Homo
genous Series and Per Cent Reduction 
from each Treatment 

I 
, Atr .--Si~~ OJ Ami.! Fen. No herb. Da1. 

6.0 9.3 15.8 20.3 20.4 21.9 
'. (71)._J~4) i 

(23) _(0) (-7) 

I 

I 

Levels of 
Signf.f icance 
(per cent) 

1 

5 

Untr~ated 

Mean 

39.6 

Aug. 
1959 

5 

.0 
Atr. 

6.3 
,_(74) 

Sim. : Ami. -,Fen. 

7.8 13.5 22.2 
(67)., (43) - (7) 

1-:. 

No herb. 

23.8 

Dal. 

23.9 
(0) 

\ 

I 

1 

5 
41.9 

_. 
Sept. 
1959 

10 

I 

I AEr.-Sim. -, Ami. 

4.1 4.8 15.9 
L~~(79_), (31) 

! Da1. 

17.1 
(26) 

.. Fen • 

18.0 
(22) 

No herb. 

23.0 

I 1 

5 

40.6 

Nov. 
1959 

10 
, Atr. Sim. " Ami. Fen. 

4.8 6.6 18.6 20.8 
: (83) __ (771 .. (35) (28) 

I__ ._ ...____ 

Dal. 

21.0 
(27)

0._ / 

No herb. 

28.8 

1 

5 

38.0 

May 10 
1960 

Atr. 

1.7 
(90) 

I Sim. 

9.7 
,.~~3) 

Ami. 

11.1 
(34) 

Dal. 

13.1 
(23) 

Fen.' 

13.2 
(22~-! 

No herb. 

16.9 

1 

5 

19.7 

Legend: 

Atr. - Atrazine 
Sim. Simazine 
Ami. - Amitro1-T 
Fen. Fenac 
Dal. - Da1apon 
No herb. - No herbicide 
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Atrazine by September 10 when the carbohydrate depletion reached 79 per cent. 
The effectiveness of Simazine~ however~ failed to persist~ and by May 10~ 

1960 the reduction in fructose content was only 43 per cent~ or less than 
1/2 that of Atrazine. The difference between Atrazine and Simazine was never 
s~gnificant until the final sampling period. However~ the fructose content 
values resulting fram the action of both herbicides were significantly lower 
at the one per cent level during the first four sampling dates than the 
quackgrass receiving an application of Amitrol-T~ Fenac~ Dalapon or no 
herbicide. 

Treatment with Amitrol-T showed a small early decrease of 23 per cent 
on June l5~ but it was significant only at the five per cent level. However~ 

its effect increased and resulted in carbohydrates ranging between 31 and 43 
per cent lower than the untreated plots at the later sampling dates. 

Applications of Fenac or Dalapon showed no significant effects on carbo
hydrate content until fall. By September 10~ they resulted in decreases of 
22 and 26 per cent~ respectively, which were significant only at the five 
per cent level. Samples collected in late autumn 'showed only slightly 
greater depletions which were highly significant compared to the quackgrass 
receiving no herbicide. The effects of Fenac and Dalapon decreased slightly 
during the winter and follOWing spring, shoWing significant differences only 
at the five per cent level from the May 10~ 1960 data. Fenac and Dalapon 
were never 
significantly 
two sampling 

significantly different 
lower fructose cont

dates. 

from each other. 
ent than Penac or 

Amitro1-T 
Dalapon only 

resulted 
at the 

in 
first 

Interaction between cultural and chemical treatments: 

Although the interaction between cultural and chemical treatments on 
the fructose content of quackgrass rhizomes was highly significant at all 
sampling periods and any trends throughout the season will be discussed~ the 
data from only one period (November lO~ 1959) are presented in Table III. 

An explanation for the significant interaction can be given by comparing 
the effects of the various herbicides with each cultural treatment. The most 
striking case is the treatment in which 'no cultivation was applied. The 
greatest depletion of food reserves did not occur in the fallowed or plowed 
quackgrass as might be expected. Atrazine actually enhanced the depletion 
of carbohydrates when no disturbance of -the soil took place, though the 
difference was not usually significant. With the exception of Atrazine, the 
herbicides induced a relatively minor depletion throughout the season when 
not followed by a cultural treatment. There was some indication toward the 
end of the 1959 season that the S~azine application without cultivation was 
equal or superior to the same application with cultivation. However~ by 
May 10, 1960 the Simazine plots under no cultivation or single plOWing failed 
to show significantly lower fructose content values than quackgrass receiving 
no herbicide or cultivation. Until the May, 1960 sampling, the differences 
between Atrazine and S~azine under the various cultural treatments were 
never significant at the one per cent level, although they were always 
significantly lower than the uncultivated check. 
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Table III	 Interaction Between Cultural and Herbicidal Treatments on
 
the Fructose Content of Quackgrass Rhizomes (sampled on
 
November 10• 1959)
 

. " 

"} ! 

8ignifi- , 8ign1£i- ! 

Treatments cant at Mean (%.' cant at 'Per cent 
Cultural Herbicide 1% fructose) 5% Reduction 

No cultivation Atrazine	 0.8 98II 
I i ' 

Fallow Simazine I 3.4 91 
I 

j- iFallow Atrazine	 S.4 86 

I
I I

I 
Fallow Fenac	 5.4 " . 86 

'. No cultivation Simazine 1 6.9	 82 

Fallow Amitrol~T	 8.0 79I 
I I 

I !Plow	 Atrazine 8.2 78iI 
I

. Fallow Dalapon I 9.S 7S 

Plow , 

Fallow 

Plow 

Plow 

Plow·.t 

No,cultivat;ion, 

No cultivation. 

No cult:!.vation, 

Plow 

No cultivation, 

.; Simazine 

.Noherbicide 

Datapon, ' 

Amitrol-T 

. ,·.Penac 

Amitrol-T 

Fenac 

DaLapen ' 

No herbicid-e' 
o' 

No herbicide 

1 
r I
I 

.-
I 
I 

"'1 '-. 
I ' it ", .. " I" I 

L I,II•
I 
I 

~ : '. I 

1 

, 9.6 

14.2 

19.9 

20.6 

25.2 

,27.3 

31.1 

33.5 

34.1 

38.0 

'! 

I. . 

~ .I 

, 

. 
I 
I 
f 

I 
; 
I . 
! . I 

-' i 
.1 fI' 

7S 

63 

48 

46 

34

28 

17 

12 

10 
" 

" , . 

-
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Another effect of Atrazine that should be pointed out is a characteristic 
trend over all sampling dates under the superimposed cultural treatments. 
Under continuous fallow, Atrazine resulted in a sharp and early decrease of 
86 per cent on June 15. and showed little deviation from this value through
out the season~ A decrea$e of 86 per cent was still maintained on November 10. 
The single spring plowing follOWing treatment gave ,about the same early value, 
showing 84 per cent depletion of fructose on June 15. 'Instead of remaining 
constant or increasing in effect. the carbohydrate content increased slightly, 
showing a reduction of only 78 per cent on November 10. When no cultivation 
followed the application of Atrazine. samples collected on June 15 showed a 
reduction of 85 per cent, indicating that essentially all of thiS early loss 
of carbohydrates could be induced without any cultural treatment. However, 
the fructose content of the uncultivated rhizomes continued to decrease 
gradually throughout the season, resulting in abnost complete depletion of 
98 per cent by November 10. 

The effect of Simazine on the fructose content of uncultivated rhizomes 
also tended to change from a 61 per cent to an 84 per cent reduction by 
September 10, 1959. However, this effect was reduced sharply during the 
winter and the following spring, shOWing only a 24 per cent decrease on May 
10, 1960. Simazine plus spring plOWing gave an early sharp decrease of 87 
per cent which dropped to 75 per cent by November 10, 1959 and 37 per cent 
by May 10. 1960. Simazine plus fallow. on the other hand, tended to increase 
the carbohydrate depletion and was always superior to the uncultivated 
quackgrass treated with Simazine. showing a reduction of 92 per cent by 
September 10.1959 which remained constant throughout the remainder of,the 
experiment. 

Applications of the other herbicides did not induce very large reductions 
in the fructose content of rhizomes unless followed by tillage treatments. 
Dalapon and Fenac with no cultivation showed early minor decreases of 24 and 
23 per cent, respectively, but the carbohydrates gradually increased until 
the rhizomes showed only 12 and 17 per cent lower fructose values on 
November 10 than the untreated checks. By May 10, 1960 Fenac and Dalapon 
under no cultivation showed fructose content values equal to or higher than 
the quackgrass receiving no treatment. At no sampling date were these 
differences significant .t the one per cent level. 

Amitrol-T with plOWing or no cultivation gave significant reductions 
over the untreated checks at all except the final sampling date. Without 
cultivation. the reduction in fructose content amounted to 57 per cent by 
August 5, 1959. However, the effect decreased toward the end of the season, 
showing only a 28 per cent depletion on November 10, 1959 and May 10, 1960. 
The fructose content values from Amitrol-T plus plOWing followed a similar 
trend. decreasing to a depletion of 72 per cent by August 5, 1959. then 
increasing again gradually to only a 30 per cent reduction by May 10. 1960. 

The effectiveness of Dalapon or Fenac application on the carbohydrate 
content of quackgrass rhizomes was considerably ,increased and prolonged when 
accompanied by the single spring plowing. The·sprlng plOWing alone resulted 
in an early rapid decline of 72 per cent in the fructose content. This 
deficiency was replenished slowly to September 10. when a 50 per cent reduction 
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remained, and then mote rapidly to a 10 per; cent reduction ortNo~ember 10. 
1959. By the following spring, the plowed plots receiving no herbicide' 
showed an increase of 26 per cent in the carbohydrate content of the rhizomes 
compared to the untreated sod plots. This increase in carbohydrate content 
due to plowing, although non-significant, was apparently caused by a stimu
lation of new rhizome growth bytmproving the soil environment and aiding the 
decomposition of old rhizomes. Dalapon and Fenac applications followed by 
plowing also resulted in rapid and highly significant decreases in fructose 
content. However, instead of becoming replenished, the depletion persisted 
and increased until the September 10 sampling date, when both herbicides 
showed a reduction of about 70 per cent. The herbicides then began to lose 
their effectiveness as late fall and early spring regrowth of quackgrass 
increased the carbohydrate content of the rhizomes. By late fall, Dalapon 
plus plowing still gave a reduction of 48 per cent, which was significantly 
superior to the quackgrass receiving either no treatment or a single plowing. 
The May 10, 1960 data show, however, that Dalapon plus ploWing resulted only 
in a 28 per cent reduction which was not si~ificantly different from the 
untreated rhizomes, although it was still significantly lower than the plowed 
quackgrass receiving no herbicide. The effect of Fenac decreased to an even 
greater extent. Although it gave a significant reduction of 34 per cent 
compared to the untreated check plots on November 10, 1959, by the following 
spring, no significant difference wes observed. At no sampling period did 
Fenac plus ploWing result in significantly lower carbohydrate content values 
at the one per cent level than the ploWing treatment alone. 

SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS: 

A second experiment designed to study the effects of chemical and 
cultural treatments on the survival and carbohydrate content of quackgrass 
rhizomes was conducted from spring of 1959 to spring of 1960. Relationships 
between the quackgrass control as measured by topgrowth and the effect of 
treatments on the underground organs were studied. 

Although the destruction and control of topgrowth was generally accom
panied by a reduction in rhizome reserves, the relationship was subject to 
wide variations. 

While Dalapon resulted in complete top-kill and suppression of regrowth 
during most of the growing season in both experiments. the food reserves of 
quackgrass rhizomes were never reduced by much more than 25 per cent. 

Simazine, on the other hand, showed very slow and incomplete destruction 
of the quackgrass foliage while resulting in depletions of about 80 per cent 
in underground carbohydrates. 

Atrazine was the most severe herbicide both on topgrowth and rhizome 
reserves. resulting in a rapid and extensive depletion of carbohydrates. 
It was the only treatment which continued to show no regrowth and to decrease 
the food reserves in the rhizomes throughout the winter and following spring. 

Fenac, which resulted in carbohydrate reductions equal to Dalapon. gave 
very little destruction or suppression of regrowth. 
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Amitrol-T was intermediate in its effect on both food reserves and 
topgrowth. It resulted in good kill and regrowth suppression throughout 
most of the growing season. Some stubble survived, however» and regrowth 
occurred in late fall. 

Spring plowing resulted in a large initial reduction-in food reserves 
which persisted until sufficient regrowth had occurred to replenish the 
underground organs • 

. Continuous fallow. on the other hand, .eontinuedto deplete the rhizome 
."reserves throughout the experiment. 

Interactions between 
reserves are diScussed. 

chemical and' cultural treatments on the rhizome 
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Further studies on a growth inhibitor from Agropyron repens 
(Q,uackgrass)+ 

c. W~LeFevre and C. O. 
. 

Clagett 
++ 

At the 1960 Northeastern Weed Control Conference (1) we 
presented a brief literature review and a preliminary report on 
the concentration of a growth inhibitor from quackgrass. In 
this presentation we are summarizing our 1960 progress on the 
isolation of the inhibitor(s). 

Experimental Procedure 

Extraction. In order to determine the rate of water extraction 
of the inhibitor ingraun4 ~hizamos'a 40 x .8 CM. column containing
4 gIn of the ma t.e r-LaL mixed with asbestos was prepared. \'later 
was leached through the column and the leachate was collected 
in 5 mI. portions with a G.M.E. fraction collector. The ~olume 
of water necessar.y for complete elution is found in figure 1. 

This method 01; elution was so effective that it was modified 
and u'se d for further extractions. A few grams of ground plant 
material were placed in a sintered glass crucible containing a 
layer of cellite over the porous glass. This was leached under 
vacuum into a flask maintained at 50°C so that extraction and 
evaporation was accomplished in one ope r-a.t.Lon, 

Paper Chromatographic Separation 

·The concentrated extract was streaked on S & S 470A filter 
paper and irrigated with a Whatman No. I wick. Solvent systems 
were prepared as follows: 

(1) Ethanol-water (80-20 v/v) v 
(2) 2-butanone-T bulanol-wate.r (50-30-20 /v). 
(3) N-butanol saturated with water; 
(4) Phenol-Water (80-20 Vtv; 
(5) Dioxane-water (75-25 /v; and 
(6) Dioxane-Methanol Acetone-Water (30-30-20-20 v/v. 

The papers were sectioned, the sections eluted, and the 
elulates tested for activity. The assay involved measuring the 
growth of three replications of 5 alfalfa seeds in 5 ml beakers 
containing filter papers wetted with .5 ml test solution. The 
eluate was concentrated and recromatographed using other solvent 
systems. 

+ Progress 
and 1218. 

report on Experiment station projects N.E. 42-1375 

++ Agronomy and Agricultural and Biological Chemistry Department 
Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania 



1Qolumn Separation: Cellulose. A 24 x 1 7/8 inch column 
packed with Whatmanstandard grade cellulose powder was used
 
as a second system. The column was packed wet, the sample
 
placed on top of the packed powder and 80% Ethanol was passed
 
through the column. The fractions were collected with a G.M.E •.
 
fraction collector using a Packard model 235 U.V. monitor to
 
detect the cuts.
 

Column ~eparatiQll: Silicic acid. The most recent attempt
 
at purification has been with Mallinckrodt Silicic acid. The
 
silicic acid was deactivated as described by Jarboe (2) in
 
1960. Twelve grams were sulurried in chloroform and added to a
 
jacketed 15 rom x 450 rom column and the HCC13 was drained to the
 

. top of the column. The residue from the active sections of 8 
chromatogram papers was adsorbed to a glass wool plug wetted 
with distilled water. A second plug was used to adsorb remaining 
residue. A gradient system of chloroform and methyl alcohol 
was used to elute the column. 500 ml methanol containing .5 ml 
conc NH40H was dripped into 300 ml HCC13 in· B:elosed mixing chamber, 
thus the elulion began with 100% HCC13 and became logarithmetically 
diluted with the ammoniated methyl alcohol. The fractions were 
again collected with the G~M.C. fraction collector. 

Adsorption Qn Activated Carbon. The extract from one gram
 
of quackgrass was mixed with 5 grams Acetic acid-washed Norite,
 
and filtered with a Buchner funnel. The filtrate was eluted
 
with methanol and with methanol containing ammonia and the three
 
fractions were tested for activity.
 

Results & Discussion 

The inhibition from four grams of quackgrass was completely
 
eluted with 30 ml of water (Table I). A brownish yellow color
 
was associated with the inhibiting fractions.
 

Table I.	 Water extraction of the inhibitor from ground

rhizomes in a column.
 

MI. water 5 10 15 20 2$ 3Q 8Q

MMgrowth of seedlings 00 00 00 9 24 50 ~ ~ 49
%Inhibition 100 100 100 83 53 3 14 15 5
 

An increase in growth in the 40 ml fraction indicates the
 
possibility of stimulation from very small quantities of the
 
inhibitor. Data from other experiments, particularly on column
 
work have indicated stimulation. Helgeson (3) reported such
 
effects~ More data with pure compounds will be needed to
 
establish this point. .
 

Ethyl alcohol extractions were less efficient than water
 
extractions in removing the inhibitor(s).
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Two solvent systems (No. 1 and No•. 2) were found to give 
satisfactory results when run in either an ammonia or acetic 
acid atmosphere. The ammonia atmosphere was preferred because 
the solutions extracted were neutral and did not require pH 
alteration for the assay. 

Migration values in the butanone, T-butanol, Water System (~2) 

A complete analysis of a chromatogram showed several 
inhibitory regions. One of these (Area A in figure 1) was 
present only in certain harvests of quackgrass. Fertility and 
organic content of the soil may be factors in the occurr'nce 
of this inhibitor. An assay of origional extract showed nearly 
complete inhibition whereas extracts of quackgrass from earlier 
harvests inhibited in the 50% range with little inhibition in 
the A section. The inhibititor reported in our early experiments 
is extracted from areas corresponding. to E and F in figure 1. 
In some instances almost total inhibition was found in the upper 
area with less inhibition in the E-F area. 

The upper inhibition was not adsorbed by Norite using 
batch or column processes though this treatment took out all 
the color. It was at first thought this inhibition was due to 
mineral salts since they should have low migration values in 
the solvent systems used in this study. 

The nature of the inhibition from this area has not been 
explored since it was only recently observed. 

The assay of quackgrass taken from New York, Vermont, 
West Virginia, and Pennsylvania, and grown at state College 
showed a large variation in inhibition in preliminary trials. 
Further study will be made of this variation and inhibition 
tests will be made with quackgrass of a single clone grown 
at various levels of fertility. 

When the active material from the 2-butanone-T-butanol
Water system was rechromatographed on a cellulose column using 
80% Ethanol as the solvent impure crystals were observed in an 
active fraction. Further purification will be necessary before 
chemical characterization is attempted. .Recently silica gel 
columns have given very encouraging results but more work will 
have to be done to evaluate this procedure. 
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Figure -I.	 Chromatogram of quackgrass extract with 2-butanone, 
T-butanol, and Water (50-30-20 v/v) showing 
areas of migration of inhibitor. 

wi<.K-
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6~'" 48 

---->. B 25 

--S-IrQO...k ex 4rc..i;;.+	 ~ A 

----:0. C	 21 

~ D 27 
~ E	 42 
---..,). 

F	 56 

--~ G	 21 
~ 

H	 17 
~ 

I	 8 
---..... 

J	 5 

Summary and Conclusions 

Of the solvent systems used only two were satisfactory for 
separation. The remaining systems either destroyed the inhibitor 
during partition or were themselves inhibitory in the small 
amounts adsorbed to the filter paper. Paper chromatography was 
not suitable for final isolation, because an inert residue is 
always found in the concentrate even with well washed papers. 
We hope to overcome this difficulty through the use of silica gel 
columns. Paper chromatographic evaluation has been useful in 
assaying the inhibitor concentration of quackgrass from 
different origins. 
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PRELIMINARYRESULTSONTHE USE OF CHEMICALSFORNt1roRASSCONTROL 
IN FIELD CROPS 

Stanford N. Fertig !I 
(A Summary Report) 

INTR
. 

ODUCT
During 

ION: 
the ·past 10 years, Nutgrass has spread widely on NewYork farD1S 

and must be cons idered as a major we.ed problem in every 8@iricultural county 
in the state. 

The generally held idea that Nutgrassis. a problem only on wet or poorly 
drained so11s is. in error. Many of the most serious infestations are on well 
and moderately drained soils of high fertUity and on many of the better farms. 

The control of Nutgrass in growing crops by cultural methods is not eco
nomically feasible or effective. Cultural methods tend only to spread the 
tubers to adjacent un1nfested areas. 

EXPERIMENTAL ANDPROCEDURE: METHOD

The experiment was located on the Griswold Farm, Cortland County, N. Y. 
The area had been seeded to millet during the first week of June, 1959. On 
June 15, the selected plot area was fitted using a spring-tooth harrow. On 
June 23, the chemic als listed in Table 1 were applied as incorporated soil 
treatments. The plots were harrowed twice (to a depth of 4 inches) immediately 
after the chemicals were applied. 

The post-emergence treatments (Table 1) were applied to plots which had 
no cultural treatment. The millet and Nutgrass averaged five inches tall at 
the time of application. 

The so11 incorporated treatments were replicated two times and the post
emergence treatments replicated four times. 

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION: 

Based on observations and stand counts, the Eptam and R-1607 at the 6-pound 
rate were the most effective of the so11 incorporated treatments in reducing 
the stand of Nutgrass. 

The R-206o and R-206l and the 2- and 4-pound rates of Atrazine were least 
effective. However, the stand of Nutgrass was markedly reduced. 

The 6- and 8-pound rates ot Atrazine as incorporated treatments were no 
more effective than the 4-pound rate of Eptam or R-1607. 

Based on the stand counts, all rates of Atrazine were effective in re
ducing the stand of Nutgrass when applied as post-emergence sprays. The 2
pound rate would be considered less than desirable, but the reduction in 

Y Professor of Agronomy, Cornell Un1veraity, Ithaca, NewYork. 



Table 1. Chemicals Used as SOU lnco~rated and Post-emergence Treatments I 

Rates per Acre and Stand Counts aD Nutgrass.f~ f 
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Chemical USed 
Treatment as Incorporated 

No. or Poet-emergence 

Incorporated Treatments 

1 Eptam 
Z Eptam 
; R-1607 
4 R-1607 
5 R-z06o 
6 R-ZoGO 
7 R-z061 
8 R-ZoG1 
9 Atrazine 

10 Atrazine 
II Atrazine 
12 Atrazine 
1; Check 
14 Check 

Post-emergence ,'freatmei:rts 
1 Atrazine 
2 Atrazine 
3 Atrazine 
4 Check 

Aver. number of' 
Ra.te/A. Nutgrass Plants! sq. ft.* 

1bs. A.E. August 6, 1959 

4.0 
6.0 
4.0 
6.0 
4.(l 
6.0 
4.0 
6.0 
2.0 
4.0 
6.0 
8.0 
0.0 
0.0 
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DATEOF BERRYHARVESTAS IT AFFECTSSEEDMATURITY 
OF:gORSENETTLE(Solanum caro11nense) 

Thomas F. Tisdell l, Richard D. Ilnicki 2 and William F. Meggitt 3 

ABSTRACT 

Horsenettle berries were collected from August 1959, 
through March 1960, at monthly intervals in one location, in 
order to determine seed maturity by germination tests. Seed 
harvested in August exhibited no initial or subsequent ger
mination. Seed harvested in September, OctOber, November and 
January had very poor initial germination, which improved after 
several months of storage. Seed obtained from berries collected 
in December Qada low per oent germination, that remained un
changed over'a period of six months. Seeds collected 1n 
February and;March had good initial germination. 

Subsequent studies were designed to determine the age of 
the seed and ,its effect on germination. Individual berries 
were identified by their flowering dates. Berries were also 
collected from two different sets of plants. One set had been 
started with rootstocks from New York State, while the other 
set was native to New Jersey. Seeds collected, on six differ
ent dates, f~om 45 to 135 days after the opening of flowers 
showed very poor initial germination, while seeds collected 
160 days after flowering had a somewhat higher initial germina
tion. When the seed from the first and second collections was 
again tested in November the germination had not changed , The 
seed from the third and fourth collections showed a slightly im
proved germination. At this time the New York seed from the 
sixth collection was found to have a considerably higher germina
tion than that observed initially. In most cases of low germina
tion the number of hard seeds 1s high; therefore, it seems that a 
large number of these ungerminated seeds are still viable. Most 
of these seeds imbibe water. Any dormancy phenomenon which exists 
is probably centered in the embryo. This seed dormancy is appar
ently broken by exposure to over-winter1r~ conditions or to 
several months of dry storage. The results of these germination
studies together with other measurements, suggests the possible
existence of different strains of horsenett1e. 

1 ~ . 
'~esearch Assis~ant and Associate Research Specialist in 

Weed Control, respectively, New Jersey Agricultural Experiment
Station, Department of Farm Crops, Rutgers--the State University,
New BrunSWick, New Jersey. 

3FormerlY Assistant Research Specialist, Rutgers; now in 
Farm Crops Department, Michigan State University" East Lansing,
Michigan. . . 
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THO YEAR SUMMARYOF LIFE HISTORY STUDIES OF 
HORSENETrLE (SOLANUMCAROLINENSE)Y 
A. H. Furrer, Jr. J and S. N. Fertig Y 

INTRODUCTION: 

Horse nettle (Solanum carolinense).. a dicotyledonous plant, is a memberot 
the Solanaceae family" commonly referred to as the potato or nightshade tamily. 
It is a persistent perennial weed baving a deeply penetrating, vigorous root 
system which permits storage ot large food reserves. The plant is normally dis
seminated by means ot seed .. creeping roots J and root cuttings. 

Economic losses caused by this weed are due to its vigorous competition to 
crop plants, as a possible source ot poisoning to livestock, and as a host of 
several important plant diseases and insects. Its spiney character also presents 
a problem in band harvested crops as well as 'in torage crops tor livestock. 

Thus far, effective and economic controls have not been developed. The pur
pose of this study was to investigate the reproduction and growth habit of the 
weed with the ultimate objeetive of finding a point in the lite cyele where con
trol methods might be more effective. 

EXPERIMENTALMETHODANDPROCEDURE:- The primary objectives of the field andgreenbouse seed studies were to 
determine some of the fa.etors influeneing emergence from seed, the percentage 
emergence, and the extent of dissemination of the weed by means of seed. 

Experiments were conducted concerlljng (a) emergence from seeds planted 
at seiVer8.l depths, (b) winter survival of seeds planted late:ln the growing season, 
(c) emergence of seedlings from Borse nettle infested soil, (d) emergence from 
seed scattered on the so11 surface I (e) emergence of seedlings under natural 
field conditions, (f) emergence from seed planted in several different soil types, 
(g) emergence from Bo!'se nettle berries, and (h) the numbers of seeds produced 
per berry. 

Based on the results of this study, Horse nettle seedlings ean emerge trom 
seed planted tour inches deep in well drained, friable soils. 

Soil type greatly influences the extent ot emergence from seed. Seedling 
eme.rgence is highest in well drained, friable so11s. 

Horse nettle infestations were shown to originate from seed under field 
. conditions. The extent ot this source of infesta.tion can be determined only by 
field observations over extensive areas. Nevertheless, control programs should 
include provisions for preventing seed formation and dissemination. 

Seedlings were produced from whole and broken seed berries that were located 

-, !ITUork conducted as a part of the Cooperative Regional Project NE-42. 
?I Gradua.te student and Professor of Agronomy, respectively, NewYork State College. 

of Agriculture, Cornell University, Ithaca, NewYork. 



within three inches of the soIl surface. 

Mature seeds scattered on the soil surface in the tall, produced seedlings
 
the following spring.
 

The average number of seeds per berry on mature plants in this study was 86 
with a range of II to 189. 

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION: 

seed Germination Tests 

A number of Borse nettle seed emergence tests I carried out in the greenhouse 
and in the field, had indicated the high potential of the weed to spread by seed. 
To determine the factors influencing germination under more closely controlled 
conditiOns, tests were conducted at the Division of Seed Investigations, New 
York State Agricultural ~peri.ment Station at Qeneva. The tests included 
investigations of the influence on germ.1nation of temperature treatments, 
substrate moisten1r.lg agellts, weight of' seed, and light. 

Summaryof Seed Germination Tests 

In seed germination tests, the treatment of 20 to 30 degrees C. alternating 
temperatures (20 degrees C. for 15 hours, 30 degrees C. for 9 hours) us ing 
either tap water or 0.2 per cent solution ot potassium nitrate as the substrate 
nlo:J.stening agent, proVided the most favorable conditions for germination. The 
highest germination obllained under these conditions was 70 per cent. Relatively 
good germ.1natipn..was also obtained using: (a) 10 to 30 degrees C. alternating 
temperatures, (b) 20 degrees C. constant temperature with potass 1umnitrate, 
and (0) 30 degrees C.constant temperature With potassium nitrate. 

'L1sht did not appear to be necessary for seed g~rm.1nation, but exposure of 
seed to light tends to increase the germination rate 1n the early stages ot the 
germination period. 

Heavier seed had a higher germination percentage than light seed. 

Root, Stem, and Flower Studies 

Horse nettle is readily propagated by means ot the underground parts ot the 
plant. several experiments were conducted to determine the characteristics of 
these structures and the effects of certa.1n cultural practices on reproduction 
from these parts. Studies were also made concerning flower and berry produc
tion by Horse nettle plants and the effects of cultural practices on their for
'mation. 

:rnvestigations were made of: (&)the kinds of underground structures involved 
in reproduction, (b) vegetatbereproduct1on from root cuttings obtained trom 
various depths in the SOil, (c) the influence of size of root cutting on repro
duction, (d) the numbers of flowers and berries produced, (e) the growth char
acteristics of plants obtained from several locations in New York State, (f) 
the 'influence of depth of plantiDg and length of drying ot underground structures 
on reproduction, and (g) the effects of frequency ot cutting on plant suTv1va.1, 
rate of growth, seed production, and character ot growth. 
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Summaryof Root, Stem, and Flo~r Studies 

No rhizome production was observed in any of the Horse nettle plants 
studied. New shoots, developing from the underground parts of the plant, 
appeared to start from adventitious buds produced at irregular intervals and 
at unpredictable locations along the roots. 

Tap roots, grOWing at a depth down to 112 centimeters in the field, when .. ' 
excavated, cut into sections, and planted in soil, produced new shoots from 
adventitious buds. 

Horse nettle was capable of reproducing vegetatively from very small root 
cuttings less than one inch long and 3/l6ths of an inch in diameter. 

Under greenhouse conditions in: woodenf'lats, Horse nettle plants grown 
from root cuttings and 'seed thepre\rious year, produced 9.3 and 10.1 new shoots, 
respectively. Established Horse nettle plants, grown from seed the previous 
year, produced an average of 2.5 new shoots per plant in outdoor 2 x 2 foot 
concrete frames having no artificial depth restrictions on root development. 
These observations suggest that Horse nettle plants grown in soils which re
strict normal root development may produce a larger number of plal ts from 
buds than roots in soils permitting deep root penetration. 

No significant differences were observed in the growth habit of plants 
g l'.cMnin the greenhouse from root cuttings obtained from several different 
locations 1n NewYork State. 

Root cuttings of Horse nettle plants produced new shoots when planted 
as deep as 18 inches in well drained, friable silt loam soil. Therefore, no 
appreciable reduction in Horse nettle production could be expected as a result 
of deep tillage operations. 

Root cuttings exposed to drying on the soil surface for three days or 
longer, did not develop shoots when planted at two-inch depths in soil. Thus, 
Horse nettle roots lose their viability after being exposed to relatively 
short periods of drying on the soil surface. 

Of 92 root cuttings planted at 1-1/2 to 2-inch depths, 91 (99 per cent) 
produced at least one plant and averaged 1.2 plants per cutting. This illus
trates the high reproductive capacity of this plant from vegetative parts. 

There was no mortality among Horse nettle plants grown from root cuttings 
that were clipped at a 2-1/2-inch height, at 5- to 8-day intervals throughout 
a single grOWing season. Seed production was almost entire.ly prevented. 

Based on these results) the most appropriate time to clip Horse nettle 
plants to prevent the production of viable seed, is in mid-July and again in 
mid-August. It would be desirable to make further germination studies of seed 
harvested during the various stages of growth of plants grown from seed and from 
roots so that more reliable clipping schedules could be made. 
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The growth ra.te of Horse nettle plants was most rapid when they were 
maintained in a vegetative state by clipp1ng. 

The ra.te of top growth of Horse nettle plants grown from seed was slow 
when compared with ,the rate of root growth. This relationship insures firm 
establishment of the plant rather early in vegetative development. Therefore, 
chemical and cultural control programs may be more effective when directed at 
seedlings than a.t established plants. 

SUMMARY:-
Horse nettle seed acquired from a single source was capable of germinating 

and produc1Dg seedlings over a period of at least tour months. 

\ " 
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PRELIMINARY aP' A GEmmJATIONANDGRO!frHINHIBITOR· INVESTIGATIONS

PRODUCED FOXTAIL(SEI'ARIAGLAUCA BEAUV.)lBYYELLOl~ (L.) 
. 

R· 2H. C. Yokum, H. W. Jutras, and • A. Peters 

Many workers have shown that species of higher plarits produce chemical 
substances which are toxic or inhibitory to other s];)9oie6. Bennett and Bonner (2) 
have shown that guayul,e excretes trans-cinnamic acid which is toxio to seedlings 
of the same soecies. LeTourneau and Heggeness (6) concluded that a germina- . 
tion an~ growth inhibitor in leafy spurge foliage is a basic nitrogen compound. 
Bonner (3) mentions that a toxic substance extracted from Encelia leaves 
was iden\ified as 3-acetyl-6~etho~benzaldehyde after reorystallization 
from ether. Barton and Solt {I} state that toxic substances generally belong 
to these groups: essential oils, alkaloids, glucosidea, or ammonia from 
nitrogenous compounds. 

As a oart of the Regional NE-42 Cooperative vleed Control 'Proj.ect 3, this 
study was begun to determine the possible occurrence of a germination and 
growth inhibitor in Setaria I!lauca. a prevalent grassy weed. The experimental . 
evidenoe indicateri that foxtail produces a germination and growth inhibitor (s) It 

Further studies were made to characterize the inhibitor. 

METHODSANDRESULTS 

The ~ffect of Fax:tail Extraction on Germination and Root Growth 

The yellow foxtaU used in this study was either collected from the 
Agronomy Researoh Farm or grown in the greenhouse. The plants were dried in 
a forced air drier at 60-6,oC for 24 hours and ground to pass a 40-~esh screen 
in a v-riley mill. Extractions of dry plants was accomplished by adding five 
grams of the ground material to 100 ml., of distilled water. This mixture 
was autoolaved for 10 minutes at 15 pounds pressure (260 oF) and then filtered 
on a Buckner funnel. Four ml., aliquots of the filtrate ",rere transferred to 
cotton st oooered test tubes and autoclaved for 10 minutes at 15 pounds pressure 
(2600F). ' 

1 Contribution "from the Storrs (Conn.) Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Storrs, Conn. . . 

2 Research Assistant, Graduate Assistant, and Associate Agronomist, reSP8ctAvely, 
Storrs (Conn.) 

3 'If.TeedLife Cycles, Soill.ficroorganisms and Light as 'Factors in the Control 
of Heeds in the Northea.st. 
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dish containing ten seeds bet\'reen t,</Ofilter papers. Three replications of each 
seed were pr-epared ; Control plates contained disti.lled wa.t~r. The plates were 
then placed in a germinatorat 25'>C for four days. Due to the large number of 
germination teRt's'to be conducted, it was necessary to determine ""Mch e rop seed 
would be most sensitive tl;) an. inhil:>itor, consistent ',rithin repl,ications, and 
quick to germinate. The efrect of foxtail extractions on the germ.:Lnation of 
seeds of five crop plants is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. 'Tbe Meetat' Extracts of YellQw Foxtail On Germination of Various Seeds. 

Test Seed Gewoot;Lon in 4 dm Mean %GermipAtion 
I II III 

LadinoClover and Extract, 10 40 20 23 
Ladino Clover Control 90 100 90 93 

Birdsfoot Trefoil and 10 0 0 3 
Extract 

B'irdsfoot Trefoil Control 10 0 20' 10 

Sweet Clover and Ex;tract 0 30 0 10 
SweetQ:J.over' Control 90 95 90 92 

Alfalfa and Extract 5 5 10 7 
Alfalfa Control 100 100 100 1.00 

Sudan and Extract ,.100 ·,100 90 97 
SU'ian Control . 100 100 100 100 ...., <' 

Of the seeds, tested, alfalfa proved most sl.litable. 'The hard seed. 
conditions or,birdsfoot trefoil makes it undesirable in a bioa$s~of germina
tion. LeFevre, and CJ.agett (4). got-. rel!l~t8 tn. tests of .seasitivity of various 
aeedssimi4r to thoSe shown in Ta!?le 1J, again" alfalfa proved superior. In 
all cases where germination: occurred the radicle was abnorma,1.1y thickered and 
reduced in length~, Measurement ~ radicle length Wa.stherefore also used as 
a criteria in bioasSay ot ,inhibitor concentrations. All subsequent bioassayg 
were made with alfalf~ seed. " 

Green ·VB., Dry: Plant Hateriai: LeTourn~aua.nd Hegeeness '(6) found tha.t green 
material of spurge is somewhat more inhibitory than the dry material. To make 
a similar eompazkson 1,dth .foxtail" aqueous extracts of,\~reenplant rmterial were 
made by grindiilg in a Waring Bler>.dor'to a slurry and 'fl:lt1:tering. 'The slurry was 
not autoclaved. A comparison of the inhibitory effect of dry vs , green pJ.ant 
extractions gave the results shown in Table 2. 

There was no signifioant difference between inhibitory effects of dry 
material and green material. ,Therefore, all, subsequentextra6tions \'Tere nade 
from dry '9la:nt~iflaterial as this procedure was most convemenn, . . 
TQps vs, Roots: LeTourneau et al. (5) fOmld different devreee of inhibition 
in various 'lJQrts of plants. A comr>arison of yellow foxtail root extractions 
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and top.extractions gave the results shown in Table 3•. 

Table 2. Inhibition of Extracts 
from Green Haterial Compared 
with Dr;y Material. 

Tt§atment ~ Gemination 

Dry Plant Haterial 
Extraction 

12 

Green Plant liaterial 
Extraction 

14 

.Control (Water) 100 

Table 3. Inhibition of Extracts 
from Tops Compared with Roots. 

Treatment . %Germination 

Tops 15 

Roots 15 

Control (Water) 100 

There were obviously no differences between roots and tops, therefore, 
both parts of the 'Plants were used for subsequent extractions. 

Characterization of Inhibitor 

Heat t The effect of heat on the inhibitor (s) was checked. Autoclaving the 
'To'Xtail extract for 20 minutes at 15 pounds rressure (2600F) did not affect 
the inhibitory activity of the eXtract (Table 4). Similar results were 
obtained by boiling the extracts. 

Osmotic Pressure: A test of the possible effects of'osmotic pressure was 
conducted. The osmotic ,ressure of foxtail, timothy, or orchard grass 
extractions was determined by the freezing point depression method (Ta.ble 5). 

Table h. The Effect of Heat 
on Inhibition. 

Treatment %GerminAtion 

Foxtail Extract 0 
(autoclaved) 

Foxtail Extract 0 
(not autgclaved) 

Control (Water 100 

Table 5. The Effect of Osmotic Pressure 
on Inhibition, 

Treatment O,P,(AtlIlB,) %Germination 

Foxatil Filtrate 2.95. 5 

Timothy Filtrate 2.97. 70 

Orchard Grass 2.76 74 
Filtrate 

Sucrose Solution 2.95 95 
(O,lliO 

Control (Water) 100 
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It is evident from the data that osmotic pr~ssure is not a factor in in
hibi tion by foxtail. '," __ 

]fi: A test of the possible effects of pH was also undertaken (Table 6). It 
is obvious that pH is not the imhibitory factor •. These results with both 
osmotic pressure·and·pH agree with similar tests done with different plants by 
LeTourneau et al.(6). 

Ashing: 'Five grams of the ground oven dried material were ashed in a 
crucible J and 100 ml., of distilled water added to maintain the ccncent.ratdon at 
the ratio of 5 grams: 100 ml , The pH after"ashing'was 11.4. A test showed·this 
pH was completely inhibitory to germination. ThusJ the pHwas adjusted with ln 
HCl to neutrality and a germination test as well as a comparison of radicle 
length was made (Table 7). 

Table 6. The Effect of pH on 
the Inhibition of Gennination. 

Treatment ~ 
Foxtail Extract 5.6 

" 

Buffer Solution 5.6 
(KH2P04) 

Control (vTater) 

% 
Germination 

15 

100 

100 

Table 7. Ashed vs, Dry Plant Material 
Ij:xtraction 

Treatment 

Ashed Foxtail 

Foxtail Extract 

Contro1 (Water) 

%Germ. 

a5
 

0
 

100
 

Radicle length 
(mm) 

14 

20 

No appreciable amount of jnhibition remained after ashing. 

Dialysis; A water extraction of the plant material \oilS dia1ysed in a col1oidion 
membraneunder running water (Table 8) •. 

Table a. The Effect of DialYsis on Inhibition 

Treatment %Germination Radicle length (rom) 

Dialysis, - 46 hours a5 12 

Dialys¥ - 105 hours a5 22 

Control (Water) 90 24 

The inhibitory traction of the extraction was dialysed. 
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Soxhlm< Extractions: Extractions with various organic solvents and ''''ater in a 
Soxhlet ar:;pa.ratus refluxed for 48 hour-s gave the results shown in Ta.ble 9. The 
or~anic solvent was volatilized by heating on' a steam cabinet. lllater was added 
to maintain volume. For each organic solvent, a solvent and distilled water 
mixture heated on the steam cabinet was tested as a control. 

Table 9. Extraction of Inhibitor by Various Solvents 

Solvent %Qermination Radicle length (mm) 

Water (H~) 
Cont rol H2O) 

0 
95 28 

Ether 
Control (H20 + ether) 

95 
95 

25 
28 

Chloroform 
Control (H20 + chloroform) 

90 
90 

22 
22 

Acetone 
Control 

(5a,g) 
(H20 + acetone) 

90 
95 

22 
25 

- Benzene 
Control (H20 + benzene) 

80 
100 

28 
28 

Methanol 
Control (H2O + methanol) 

20 
100 

9 
28 

Extraction of the ground material with the various organic solvents has 
sho\'m. that the inhibitory fraction is soluble only in methanol. 

Distillation of Basic Solution: To determine the presence or absence of 
ammonia in the "Jater extract, a distillation was'undertaken. One extract 
'-Tasroade basic by the ad1ition of NaOHto a pH 8, and then heated in a simple 
distilling apparatus to drive off any ammonia. These results are re'POrted in 
Table 10. 

Table 10, Distillation of Basic Sol.uj;.ion. 

Solvent %Germination Radicl.e length (mm) 

~'1 ater extract o 
Basic Extract (distilled) o 
Control 100 28(H20) 

- Contro+(H20 + NaOH) 100 28 
(pH adjusted to 8) 

The inhibitor is not distilled fran a basic solution. 
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.Absornt:j.Qn Qn Exchange Resins I To determine if e. charge exists on the inhibitor 
~oleoule, water extraot was leached through coltmms of both amberlite cation 
exch~nge resin (m-120) and amberlite anion exchange resin fmA-4QO). The ... 
filtrate ,;as testEd fo.r retention Qf inhibitory activity with the results 
given in Table 11. . 

Table 11. Gemination and Root Gro"lth Following Passage of 
Extractions through Exchange Resins 

Treatment tlGermUlition Radiole length (mm) 

Anion Exchange Resin Filtrate o 
Cation Bxchange Resin Filtrate o 
Both Resins 10 5 

Water Extract o 
Control (\'-Jater) 90 

There 'WaS no loss of inhibitory activity after leaching through the resin. 

Absorpt:j.on Qf Activ:ated CharCOal' A test using 25 m1. of wat.er extract and 2 gra."llS 
of activated charcoal (Norit A, netural, deco10rbing charcoal) was shaken together 
for 20'minutes on a wrist action mechanical shaker, and filtered on a Buckner 
funnel. A test of the activity of the filtrate gave the res~ts in Tab1e'12 • 

. Table 12. The Effect of Activated Carbon on the !nhibitor 

Trea;t.men1( %Germination RAdicle l;enrlh (mm) 

Norit - A o 
Water Extract o -
Control (Water) 100 2S 

, . 

The assa;y indicated that no absorption of the. inhibitor by the activated carbor. • 
.occurred. 

Chromatogranhy: Paper 98rtiti6n chrcmabography techniques were used to further 
characterize the inhibitor (s}, ~1ethanol extractions of the foxtail were . 
concentrated byheatdng and then deco1orizing. The solvent was prepared from 
n-butyl alcohol, acetic acid, and "later, 4-1-5 ratio,by volume. Thismixture 
was separated in a senaratory funnel and 'only the organic layer used as the 
solvent. The descending method of ohromatography \'65 employed. 

A pencil line was drawn across a strip of \fhatman! s filter ryaper, three 
inches from .the end. The paper was 20 x 7 inches. The concentrated methanol 
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extraction was applied along the pencil line "lith a pipette drawn to a fine 
point. Five applications were made tvith a period of drying between each. The 
end of the paper nearest the pencil line was then inserted in a trough of the 
solvent. The i'llhole was then suspended in a glass chamber. A petri dish of the 
solvent was placed in the bottom of the chamber to maintain a saturated 
atmosphere.' When the solvent front had advanced a suitable distance along the 
paper strip, the paper was removed and, dried in a hood. 

The chromatograms .were cut in'1.5 inch strips at right angles to the 
movement of the solvents. For assay, sections from each strip along with 10 
alfalfa seeds and 1 ml., of "rater were placed in crucible lids and covered with 
watch glasses. The diameter of the crucible lid was 1.25 inches. Twocontrols 
were run "lith each assay, a Water control and one from the chromatogram that 
only the solvent had covered. 'Table l3'indicates the data from the assays. 
The solvent'front had moved 15.5 inches. Tne numbers each represent consecutive 
strips of 1. 5 inches from the starting spot. .. 

Table 13. Bioassay of Chromatogramed Extract 

Chromatogram Section %Germina:tion Radicle lengjih from) 

Check - water 90 17 

Check - solvent 95 10 

1 90 7 

2 0 0 

3' 90 6 

4 100 6 

5 70 11 

6 100 10 

7 60 3 

B 90 9 

9 100 14 

10 60 s 

Areas'2 and 7 reryresent regions of strong inhibition tvith Rf values 
of 0;13 and 0;75. Areas 5 and 10 exhibited slight inhibition ,'lith Rf' values 
of 0.40 and 0.90. A section of the chromatogram was develoned for a general 
sugar test. The test consisted of: 

a. Silver nitrate saturated water 0.1 vol., 
. Acetone . 20 vol. 

b. Sodium hyrlroxide, 0.5% in ethanol 
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The' chrona tog ram."WaS first di~through a.,dried, dipped through 
solution h, and again dried. Area 2 showed a very" strong sugar cencencra
'bion, with area 7 exhibiting less concentration. Area 2 appeared to 
contain numerous sugars , whereas area 7 appeared to be a single sugar •. 

A section of the paper was developed with sulphanillc reagent, a test 
for "Ohenols. No phenoks were present in the areas of inhibition. 

Discussion 

Extracts of yellow foxtail plants, botn green and dry, inhibited seed 
germination and gro,'1th of several crop species. The inhibitory activit:; of 
the tops and roots were not significantly different •. 

. The inhibition appears to be due to factors other than pH or oemotd.c 
~ressure. 

The fact that the inhibitor is heat stable \t:luld in:iicate that :it is not 
proteinaceous in char~cter nor easily volatilized. Thus proteins and Vi:>latile 
compounds are eliminated. 

Loss of inhibition by as 11ing would eliminate such possibilities as 
potassium or other mineral ions. 

Sim e the molecule can be dialyzed a rel~tivelV' small molecular 
weight is indicated. 

, Its insolubility in the organic solvents suggests a polar comocurd , 
'Further, it is not easily ionized due to its free 'Ol ssage through medium
activity exchange resins. 

Also eliminated is ammonia, as distill'ltion of a basic extract does 
not cause loss of its inhibitory action. 

Since the chloroform did not extract any inhibitor, the chloroform 
soluble group known as alkaloids is probably disqualified. 

The activated carbon failed to re~ve toe inhibitor, suggesting that 
pigments are not resoonsible for the inhibition. 

Paper l)!'l.rtition chromatozraphy suggests that carbohydrates are :involved 
in the inhibition. 

The above results indicate that inhibition is probably due to 'sugar 
compounds, 

Summary 

Aqueous extracts of yelloW' foxtail were found to be inhibitory to the 
gerrrlination and gro"lth 'of seeds of several crop plants. The genninatiol:1 
and grovrth inhibitor produced by yello\-' foxtail ,-ras found to be T)resent in 
equal amounts in both tops and roots of the foxtail plant. Further, no 
significant difference in inhibitory activity of dry vs , green plant material 
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was found to exist. An attempt to concentrate the inhibitor by various 
extractions	 and other means gave the following results: 

Treatment Fate of Inhibitor 

1. Autoclaving	 (20 mins. ® 15 Ibs. 2600F) No loss of inhibition 

2.	 pH Test No effect 

3.	 Osmotic Pressure Test No effect 

4.	 Ashing Loss of inhibition 

5.	 Dialysis Dialyzable 

6.	 Soxhlet Water Extraction Inhibitor soluble 

7.	 Hethanol Extraction Inhibitor soluble 

';-'-,.P" 8.	 Exchange Resins, cation or anion Not retained upon leaching 

9.	 Distillation of Basic Solution Not distilled , 

10. Activated	 Carbon Sorption Not retained 

It would appear	 that'the inhibitor involved is a small, non-protein, 
non-volatile; polar molecule. The inhibitor also appear-s to be non-nitrogenous, 
non-alkaloid, and not easily ionized; the results with chromato~rams indicates 
that Rf regions of strong inhibition are associated ~uth high sugar concetrations. 
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PROGRESSREPORTON A STUDYOF THEGERMINATION
ANDGROVITH 

OF YELIDWFOXTAIL(SETARIAGLAUCA(,1.) !m@!.)l 

2Robert A. Peters and Harlan C. Yotrom

Introduction 

Yellow foxtail is one of the most prevalent annual grasses in the 
Eastern United States. This species listed by Fernald3 as Setaria gla.u£ii 
(L.) Bgauv. is listed more commonly in older references as Setaria lutescens. 
An ubiquitous warm season grass, foxtail is most frequently associated with 
annual crops or ,'lith the first year of growth in perennial crops such as 
forages where the soil has been recently disturbed. While it has long 
presented a weed ryroblem, relatively little is mown as to the germination 
and growth characteristics of yellow foxtail. More soecific information on 
the biological characteristics of this species is needed as a basis for an . 
intelligent approach to both cultural and che~cal control. 

The foxtail investigation discussed in this paper was made at the 
Agronomy Research Farm of the University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut. 
The following is a progress report of long term study of the growth character
istics of yellow foxtail being carried out as T)art of the Regional NE-42 
Cooperative Weed Control Project4. 

...

Procedure 

Seed for the germination study was collected in the field in the 
fa.ll of 1958 and ·1959 at the time that shattering nOI'!,Jally occurs. Periodic 
attempts were made following harvest to induce -germination thru alterinl7 the 
enviromnent or thru treatment of the seed bv chemical or non-chemical means. 
Germination '>illS measured in triplicate' for each treatment by placing 50 seeds 
per petri dish in a germinator at SOOF•. 

The gemination experiments were carried out primarily in the la1x>ratory. 
The progressive developnent of foxtail plants was followed both in the green
house and in the field from the time of germination until seed heads were 
produced. 

The density of volunteer stands of vellow foxtail varies widely 
depending "both on the abundance of seedlings and on the degree of control if 
attempted. Starting with a high density volunteer stand, periodic measurements 

. 
1 Contribution"from the Storrs (Conn.) Agricultural Experiment Station, 

Storrs, Conn. .. 
2 Associate AgrOnomist and Research Assistant, respectively. 
3 Fernald; M. L. Gray's Nnual g,t Botany. Eighth Edition.. American Boek" 

Company, New York. 1950. . 
4 Weed Life Cycles, Soil Microorganisms and Light as Factors in the Control 

of Weeds in the· Northeast. • 
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were made during 1958 both of naturally' c:ro'\i'Jdedplants and of plants widely 
spaced by hand weeding of adjacent plants. 

Results 

Germination Studies 

Post-h$l.rvest DQrmancv as Related to Time: No germination' of newly' harvested 
foxtail seed occurred following collection of 1958, 1959, or 1960 seed. Seed 
oollected in 1954 stored under warm dry conditions still retained post-harvest 
dormancy in 1960 tests. After sufficient time lapse, most stored seed gradually 
lost dormancy. Five percent gemination of the 1958 seed was obtained by 
'!)ecember 1, 1958, and by mdd-Nevember- for 1960 seed but not until the follo~.n.ng 
Februarv 1 for the 1959 seed. 

Effect of Environment: Realizing that storage of seed in warm, dry con1itions 
did not approximat,e the conditions to which seed is exposed in the field, an . 
attempt to find an environment in which germination would be induced was rrade f 
Seed stored dry in a refrigerator for 10 weeks did not germinate. Alternate 
subjection of drv seed to freezing and room temperatures did not significantly 
increase gerrilination. In a further test foxtail seeds were soaked in water 
for 12 hours. Germination of seed immediately following soaking was no 
greater than for non-soaked seed, namely 3 percent. The soaked seed was held 
in a refrigerator and sampfes removed daily for test. The germination 
gradually increased to 45 percent after.8 days, but decreased in the 'following 
four days being down to 25 percent on the last day of the experiment. Soaked 
seed held in a freezer and withdra,.m daily for 12 days gave no gemination. 
Seed soaked and then held at room temperature after drying displayed less lag 
in the onset of increased germination with 25 percent germination occurring 
after 4 days storage as compared to 8 percent germination from seed held in 
the cold. In summary, the treatment increasing germination the most "las 
soaking the seed follo\'red by storage for several days'prior to placing in a 
germinator •. Soaked seed stored in a freezer, however, failed to geminate 
upon removal. 

Seed collected in the fall of 1959 "2S placed in seven environments 
with samples being ~dthdra"n at 12 intervals from September 28, 1959 to 
February 26, 1960 for germination tests. All samples in a moist condition 
were in moist soil •. 

1.	 Constant cold - drv storage 

2.	 Constant cold - wet 

3.	 Constant warm (80°) - dry storage 

4.	 Constant warm (80 0 ) - wet soil 

5..	 Constant warm (80 0 
) but fluctuating drv and wet storage 

6.	 Fluctuating warm and cold with wet storage condition
 
(Seed placed in a screen and. buried in the field.)
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-
7.	 Fluctuating warm and cold with dry storage conditione. The 
seed was placed in a bottle which was alternated between the laboratory 
and outside. 

There was only a slight increase in germination and this occurred only 
in the· constant cold-moist or fluctuating warm-cold but moist storage. Aofter 
seven "leeks 10 perCent germination was obtained With no increase in the 
following 12 weeks. The moist soil conditions and fluctuating temoorature 
conditions to which the weeds stored in the field were exposed ihduced germina
tion but the time when the seed first began germinating is not known. For a 
protracted neriod in the winter it was impossible to remove the seed fran the 
frozen ground. When tested on May 27, a germination of. 33 nercent was obtained. 

Seed pre-treated bV soaking as well as non-soaked seed was held under 
each envirornnent. No effect of this initial soakin~ could be found. 

Influence 9f SQarifications 

A. Scarification - By rubbing seed "lith aandpaper- germination was 
increased to 30 percent. The non-scarified seed germinated 15 percent. 

B. Scarification by immersion in fuming H2SO4- Immersion in acid 
followed by thorouP,h rinsing off of the acid was an effective scarification 
technique. Germination' was 7 percent for non-treated seed, 51"tlercent for 
one-half hour immersion, and 40 percent for one hour immersion. Microscopic 
examination indicated numerous pits eroded thru the lenuna and palea of the 
seed. 

Influence orCbemical Treatment: 

A. Immersion in indolacetic acid CIAA), thiourea dnd methyl alcohol. 
The seed was scarified with sand paper prior to immersion for 5 and 24 hour inter= 
val,s in solutions ran~ing from .05 to 50 ppn of 1M and from 25 to 50 ppm of 
thiourea. No sip"nficant increase in eermination was obtained. Some indication 
of reduction was obtained at 25 and 500 ppm thiourea at 24 hours. Seed immersed 
in methyl alcohol l-.rare injured Nith no germination occurring. 

B.	 Immersion in nitrogen solutions 

"1)" Seeds scarified ~~th sand paper immersed for 15.5 hours in 
0.5, 1.0 and'2.0 percent KN03germinated 80, 00 and 50 percent 
res~ectively. The non-tre~tment seed gave only 15 percent germination, 
thus the KN03gave a very pronounced increase. . 

2) Seeds scarified with sand.'9Qper immersed in 1 ann 2 percent 
NH4N03solutions for 13 hours germinated 55 and 60 nercent reswctively 
as compared to lS nercent for the seed immersed in water only. When 
immersed in 1 percent KN03 for 76 hours, germination was 42 percent 
as compared to 19 percent for water soaked seed. In a similar 
exooriment in which the seed was not searifted, seed- in 1 and 2 
percent NH4N03solutions gave 33 percent germination, in 1 Percent 
KN0 29 rercent and untreated, 4 percent. Both nitrogen canpounde3, 
~ave a stmilar increase in germination. 
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3) Another nitrate compound , MgN03at 2 percent, was compared with 
KN03 and NH4N03 but was found relatively ineffective giving 10 percent 
germination as compared to the average of 33 rercent for 2 percent 
NH4N03• 

C. Treqtment with hydrogen peroxide - The possible effect of -an oXidizing 
agent on germination was determined by e:xposing seed in flasks to 3.0, 0.3 and 
0.03 percent hydrogen peroxide for 24 hours. Corresponding germination percent
ages 'were_ 5, 7 and 11 respectively as compared to 7 percent for non-treated 
seed •. The slight increase at the high rate of H202 is ,probably not significant.. , , 

D. Treatment with ];F'!'C - Seeds were soaked in 0.5, 5, 25, 50 and 500 ppm 
of EPTC solutions for 1, 7, 20 and 30 hour periods. A ma.rked reduction 'in 
germina.tion was obtained from 20 and 30 hours' soaking in 50 and 500 ppn, There 
was evidence of an increased germination at 0.5 ppm EPTC for 1 hour "With an 
average of 10 as compared to 3 percent, for seed soaked in water only~ 

E. Effect of water tem~ratures - Seeds were immersed in water at 54, 
68 and 78 and 920C for 1 minute. Germination following this'pre-treatment was 
7, 2, 4 and 0 percent as compared to 13 percent in the check. 

Foxtail Growth Patterns 

The general development pattern of foxtail was traced in greenhouse 
grown plants. Under the conditions prevailing, tillers started to form about 
the sixth week of growth ,->henthe height of the initial stem or culm coming 
from the seed averaged nineinches. Tille rs formed from adventitious buds on 
the lower nodes of the culm. Further tiller formation occurred with s econdarv 
tillers tormingfrom the lower nodes of the primar,y tillers. Under field 
conditions tertiary-tillers coming from the secondary tillers were also 
observed. Growth of the tillers was rapid with the height being comparable 
by the time of seed head emergence'from the boot. Number of tillers in the 
greenhouse exper-tmerrt were limited, averaging only 3 per plant. In the field, 
however', wide range in number of tillers was observed. Both plant density and 
age of plant influenced number of tillers formed. Close spacing resulted'in 
an average of only 2 tillers per plant as compared to 56 on spaced plants. 

The later germinating plants formed fewer tillers and did not grow 
as tall as earlier germinating plants, however, formation of the first tillers 
started only one: week later. The earlier growing plants averaged only 9 inches 
as compared to 4.5 inches for later plants at the time tiller formation started. 
The onset of both of tillering and jointing tended to be independent of size 
of plant which suggested day length as a controlling factor. 

In the eigth week of growth, short-day plants started to joing followed 
by heading. There was no indication of jointing or head fonna:tion on the 
long da;r plants even after eleven weeks "men the experiment was tenninated. 
Day length 'control of time of seed head formation was clearly shown in the 
greenhouse. 
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A clos.e correlation was found between number of tillers' and number of 
seed heads. To assess the seed producing potential of foxtail, seed counts 
of 7 heads selected at random were made. An average of ISO seeds per head 
were foun1~ On uncro'Wded plants, with an average of 47 heads per plant in this 
eXl)eriment; over 0000 seeds nerplant were found •. 

Discussion 

Post-harvest 10rmancy in foxtail l'18.S quite na rked, In Connecticut, 
foxtail seed shatters from the seed heads at least by mid-Sept6m"fler. Several 
weeks of weather favorable for germination remains in the season. As a warm 
season annual, obviously foxtail would be ecologically adapted at high 
latitudes only if a post-harvest dormancy did exist. 

A'gradual change in the condition of seed under warm-dry conditions 
occurred. Seed collected in' different years varied in the time interval re-: 
quirecl to induce germination. Even after passage of several months, hO","'ever, 
germination of such seed averaged well below 25 percent. 

Of the many treatments used, the "treatment having the most oreneunced 
effect on germination was scarification. Soaking the seed in fuming H2S04 
was considerably more effective than rubbing with sandpaper. 

The pitting of the lemma and palea following scarification increased 
penetration of 'ltm.ter. This was readily demonstrated by the movement of a 
Loeffler's methylene blue dye onto the embryo"of the caryopsis while little 
or none can be detected in non-scarified seed. A close correlation was 
found between the percenta~e of seeds absorbing dye in 'Oarticular seed lot 
and the germination percentage in the same seed lot. A close correlation 
betNeen weight. of water absorbed by seed and the observed ra.te of germination 
was noted fo:- both 1955 and 1959 seed. The older seed having a germination of 
about 50 percent, increased in weight 19 pereenb after being imbibed, "1959 
seeding giving no germina:t ion imbibed only 2.6 percent, water by weight. It 
is suggested, therefore, that lack of l'18.ter entry is an important factor in 
the dormancy of net-fly shattered yellm· r foxtail seed. 

Any condition in the field '\Amich"lould tend to erode the lemma.and 
palea would be ax:pedcaito increase l'Tater uptake and thus germination. 1959 
seed remaining in the soil over winter '\A!S.Sgerminating 33 percent by Hay 27. 
In general, tem1')erature treatments of seed. held in dry condition had little 
effect on germdnatd on, Seed fi:-st imbibed. and then dried or seed held in 
moist,cold or moist fluctuating temperature conditions showed an increased 
germina.tion., 

Of the several chemical. treatments used" only the nitrate compounds" 
IO.T0 ~e:nnination S-:::arification prior to3 and NH4N03increased markedl~. 
treatment near'ly doubled the effect again sugResting that inc reased permeabilit.y 
of the liquid into the cary-opsis was a factor. 

Observation of thedeveloy:ment· of foxtail plants substantiates the 
marked abilit:v of this ann1.ial s'Oecies to reproduce itself. Plants slow to 
develop because of delayed gerrid.rtation associated lrith 10rmancy or tillage 



operations are still able to produce seed. l.\fhenthe required short dav 
conditions or-evadL, seed heads will be formed even thowsh nlants may still 
be quite small. 

The seed producing potential of yellow foxtail was strikingly shown 
by the "';)roduction of very short seed heads from stubble :3weeks follO\dng 
4.u~ust .29 eLdpcdng of a stand in full bloom. Culms cut by tilla!!e and 
partially buried may strike root and subsequently produce seed heads. 
Repeated clip'Oing or tillage is required to completely stop seed formation 
by foxtail. 

Summary 

A study of the germination and growth characteristics of yellow foxtail 
(Setaria glauca (1.) Beauv.) has explained in part the '\'lell recognized 
uersistence of this species. 

A post-harvest dormancy assures that the seed will not germim te 
orior to the following spring when its life cycle can be completed. Of a 
large number- of seed treatments' adme,1 at inducing germinq,tion, scarification 
proved to be the most effective. Lack of water penet.ratd on to the embryo 
is at least one factor in the dormancv found in the first few weeks follo\'ling 
harvest. 

Field grovm 'Olanta were found to be prolific seed producers. Many 
uncrowded plants produced over 8000 seed heads per plant. Dav length ..not 
plant size, was found to control the time of seed head production. Th~s 

short 1ay response ensures that 'Plants will set seed before the grovin ....season 
is tennina ted. 
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1THE ANATOMICAL O:B PORTIONSOF NATURE THE UNDERGROUND
HORSENETTLEPLANTS 

Thomas F. Tisdell l, Richard D. Ilnicki 2 and William F. Meggitt 3 

ABSTRACT 

The underground portions of horsenettleplants can be 
separated into three sections: the main or vertical tap root, 
the portion of the shoot extending from the main tap root to 
the soil surface, and lastly the lateral structure that con
nects adjacent shoots. 

Inspection of a cross section from a main tap root revealed 
three distinct areas of tissue specialization. These include 
the epidermis.t cortex, and vascular regions. The cortex was 
composed of three layers of elongated cells· just beneath the 
epidermis, a group of undifferentiated, starch-containing paren
chyma cells and a layer of cells known as the endodermis. Large
xylem elements were observed in the center with smaller xylem
elements radiating toward the edges. The xylem apparently ma
tures in a normal centripetal fashion. Primary phloem was lo
cated between the primary and secondary xylem. Secondary xylem 
was developing from the peri cycle toward the center of the root, 
and secondary phloem was being formed in an outward direction. 

An examination of the lateral structure, shows an epidermis, 
a cortex of parenchyma cells, and a well defined endodermis. 
The central portion of.this organ has approximately the same 
ce1lu1ar.characteristics as the main tap root. This section, 
however, contains more fiber cells than the main tap root. 

The lateral structure and the main tap root conform quite
closely with the characteristics of roots; therefore, it seems 
logical in future discussions to refer to the lateral as a creep
ing root rather than a rhizome. 

1,2 
Research Assistant and Associate Research Specialist in 

Weed Control, respectively, New Jersey AgriCUltural Experiment
Station, Department of Farm Crops, Rutgers--the State University,
New Brunswick, New Jersey. 

3Formerly Assistant Research Specialist, Rutgersj now in 
Farm Crops Department, Michigan State University, East Lansing,
Michigan. 
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THEEFFECTOF HERBICIDESONTHEYIELDOF ESTABLISHEDALFALFA 
.Am>BIRDSFOOl'TREFOIL 

Stanford N. Fertig y
(A SummaryReport) 

INTRODUCTION: 

The yield and quality of hev produced on NewYork farms is far below 
the desirable or easily obtainable level. This is the result of at least 
four factors: (1) the seeding miXtures used by many farmers is inferior to 
that which they should be us 1ng, (2) stands are left down much longer than 
desirable, (;) the time of cutting is much too late on most farms" resulting 
in reduced quality and total seasonal yields and (4) most legume stands have 
a serious infestation of broad-leaved weeds. 

Changes 1n farming practices" based on presently available research in
formation, could be put into use by farmers to materially improve the quality 
of present forage., For example, e. wider use of grass silage would result in 
better quality roughage, more total tons of feed which animals would consume 
and at the same time reduce the weed problem on farms by eliminating a major 
source of re-infestation. 

EXPERlMENTAL ANDPROCEDURE:METHOD

A series of' plots which were seeded to alfalfa and birdsfoot trefoil 
in the sprinS of 1951 were used for this study. The stand of both legumes 
was uniformily good on all plots. The varieties were Narragansett and Viking" 
respectively. 

On April 25, 1959, when the alfalfa was 2 to , inches tall and the birds .. 
foot trefoil 1 to 2 inches tall, the chemicals listed in Table I were applied. 

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION: 

The initial injury to the alfalfa was more severe than to the birdsfoot 
trefoil. The early growth was reduced by all treatments and delayed bloom
ing until the week of July 29. The yield of any cutting taken in June would 
have been very low,; however, the recovery on the second cuttilg would have 
been more rapid and complete. 

The early growth was reduced by all treatments with 2,4,5-TP at 1/2 
pound and 4(2,4 ..00) ester (ACPM-,60) at 2 and ; pounds being most severe. 
The injury to the legume stand was evidenced by stunting, reduced thickened 
leaflets and epinasty of the plant stems. . 

The recovery of the birdsfoot trefoil was more rapid than the alfalfa. 
HoweverJ some injury symptoms were evident on both crops at harvest (JUly 29) 
at the higher rates of each chemical and rate. 

Y Professor of Agronomy, Cornell University" Ithaca" NewYork. 
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The 2,4,5-TP was most effective in controlling the weed species present. 
At rates of 1/2 and 1.0 pound per acre, 2,4,5-TP effectively contro.ll~d; 
White Cockle (Lychnls !.!2!), Grass-leaved Stitchwort (Stellariaramihea), 
Cinquefoil (Potentilla ,recta), Daisy Fleabane (Er!seron canadensis , Bull 
Thist~~ ~:(Cir81U!1~ceolatum), and Ox-eye Daisy (Chrlsanthemum leucanthemum). 
Poor control wasotained on Chicory (Cichorium intybus)( Dandelion (Taraxacum 
officinale), Narrow-leaved Plantain (PlantagO lanceolata) and Curled Dock 
(Rumex crispus). 

The amine and ester formulations of 4(2,4-DB) resulted in poor control 
of the weed species present. 

The averase yield for each treatment on alfalfa and birdsfoot trefoil
 
are shown in Table I.
 

Table I. The Effect of Spring Applied Herbicides on the Yield of 
Established Alfalfa and Birdsfoot 'f:refoil. 

1959 

Av. Yield in T/A. of Forage* 
Treatment 
-:No. Chemical Rate/A. 

First 
, Alt~fa 

Cutting, 1959 
Birds foot 

Used Lbe. A.E. Trefoil 

'1 4 2,4-DBj_ amine 
2 4 2, 4..DB - amine 
:; 4 2, 4-DBamine 
4 4 2,4-DB) ester 
5 4 2,4-DB) ester 
6 42,4~DB) ester 
7 - 2,4,5-TP ester 
8 - 2,4,5-TP ester 
9 2,4,5-TP ester 

10 Check 

1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1/4 
1/2 
1 
o 

1.33 
1.47 
1.26 
1.39 
1.41 
1.28 
1.09 
0·99 
0·97 
1.37 

1.05 
1.14 
1.02 
1.20 
1.20 
1.05 
1.19 
1.17 
1.04 
0·97 

*Average of 4 replicated plots. 

SUMMARY: 

Due to the 
trefoil, spring 

initial injury 
treatments 

and reduced 
on- established 

growth 
stands 

of alf
do not 

alfa 
look 

and birdsfoot 
promising. A 

preliminary summary of data from studies initiated in, the spring of 1960 and 
other work in connection With weed control in birdsf'oot trefoil. seed production 
areas show similar results to those ~ported in this paper. 

~: A mimeographed copy of' complete pa.per is a.vailable from the author. 
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THEEFFE0TIVENESSOF PRE-E.II4EBGENCE OF HERBICIDESFORWEED APPLICATIONS
CONTROLIN OATSANDTBE ESTABLISBMENrOF FORAGESEEDINGS 

Stanford N. Fert'ig !I 
(A 'Summary Report) 

INTRODUCTION: 

Since the introduction of selective herbicides in 1945, hundreds of 
compounds have been screened and field tested for weed control in small 
grains and the associated forage seedings. 

, A wide range of weed species can be effectively controlled by compounds 
such as 2,~-D, MCP, 2,4,5-TP and 4(2,4-DB) when applied aspost'-emergence 
sprays. However, the important legume species are in a susceptibility grouping 
less resistant than many of the commonweed species. The degree of injury to 
the legume stand is a variable factor influenced by time of treatment, the 
nature of the canopy to protect it, climatic conditions, the volume of water 
used in application, the degree of competition offered by the small grain and 
the interval of this competition. 

This study was initiated to investigate the effectiveness ot herbicides 
applied pre-emergence to the oats and the legume species for controlling the 
commonweed species prevalent in oats and to determine the susceptibility of 
alfalfa to the kind and rate ot chemicals used. 

EXPERIMENTAL ANDPROCEDURE: lviETHOD

On May 14, 1958 certified Rodney oats were planted in a randomized plot 
design with 5 replications of each treatment. All plots were then seeded to 
DuPuits alfalfa at 10 pounds per acre using a Brillion cultipacker seeder. 
To establish a uniform stand of broad-leaved weeds, all plots were over-seeded 
with 10 pounds of mustard (Brassica kaber) per acre using a Wheel-barrow seeder. 

On May 21, the chemicals listed in Table I were applied as pre-emergence 
sprays. All treatments were applied in 30 gallons of water per acre. 

The chemicals, rates used) yield of oats for 1958 and the forage yields 
for 1959 are reported in Table I. 

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION: 

The emergence of oats was normal on all plots except those treated with 
Fenuron and the ; and 4 pound rates of Eptam. At all rates of Fenuron, the 
emergence of oats was slower and the plants showed a chlorat ic condition at 
emergence. The entire stand ot oats on these plots was dead Within 3 weeks after 
emer~nce. 

_ Y P:rotessor of Agronomy1 Cornell Univers ity, Ithaca, New York. 



Table I. Effect. of Pre-emergence Treat.ment.s on Oat.s and Forage Legume Yields 

Yield of Oats Yield of Forage Yield of Forage 

Treat.ment. 
No. Chemical 

RaW/A. 
Ibs. A.E. 

Bu/A. 1~ 
Moist.ure 

1958 

T.ons/A. at. 
1~ Moist.ure 

1st. Cut.. 1959 

T.ons/A. at. 
1~ Moist.ure 
2nd Cut.. 1959 

T.ot.al Forage 
Yield - 2 cute 
TonfijA. 1959 

1 
2 

Sinox 
Sinox 

P.E. 
P.E. 

2.0 
4.0 

80.8 
77·1 

1.87 
1.41 

1.65 
1.43 

3·52 
2.84 

,; 
4 
5 
6 

4(2, 4-DB)Amine 
4(2,4-DB)Amine 
ACP M-1l9 
ACP M-1l9 

1·5 
3·0 
2.0 
4.0 

80.1 
75·1 
71.0 
71.0 

1.66 
1.91 
1.2'; 
0·95 

1.60 
1·55 
1.17 
1.78 

3.26,.146 
2.40 

·1.73 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
'17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

Bptam 
Ept.am 
Ept.am 
I£P Amine (D:>w) 
MCPAmine (Dow) 
2,4,5-T.P (AmChem) 
2,4,5-T.P (AmCbem) 
ACP L-688 
ACPL-688 
ACP L-685 
ACP L-685 
Fenuron 
Fenuron 
Fenuron 
Neburon 
Neburon 
Neburon 
Check 

1.5 
3·0 
4.0 
0·5 
1.0 
0·75 
1.5 
0·75 
1.5 
0·75 
1.5 
2.0 
4.0 
6.0 
1.5 
3·0 
6.0 
0.0 

74·9 
67.0 
68.6 
76.3 
76.6 
80.7 
77·2 
8,;.4 
71.1 
77·3 
80.5 
00.0 
00.0 
00.0 
79.2 
81.2 
75.2 
73·2 

1.72 
2.18 
2·07 
1.18 
0.76 
0.69 
0.40 
1.33 
0·76 
1.01 
0.85 
0.1t6 
0.31 
0.,;6 
1.93 
1.96 
1.87 
1.79 

1.lt6 
1.86 
1.67 
1·09 
0.57 
0.47 
0.33 
1.35 
0.56 
0.85 
0.61 
0.29 
0.48 
0·51 
1.81 
1.74 
1.53 
1.55 

3.18 
4.04 
3·74 
2·27 
1·33 
1.13 

·0·73 
2.68 
1·32 
1.86 
1.1t6 
0·75 
0·79 
0.81 
3·74 
3·70,.40 
3·34 

• o 
\D 
("f\ 
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The most e.ffective chemicals in reduc1llg the weed pOpulation were 
Neburon and Eptam. These were followed by 2,4-D amine, Sinox P.E"AC~ L-685, 
ACPL-688, MoPamine, 4(2~4-DB) and ACPL-119· 

Except for the Fenuronand 2, 4-D plots, there was no evidence of aI:\Y 
effect on the emergence and ~stablishme~t of the alfalfa seeding... . . : 

The best stands of seedling alfalfa were obtained on the Neburon,Eptam 
and Sinox P.E. plots, with Neburon being exceptional. Throusllout the growing 
season, there was no weed growth, oats or legume 4evelopment on the Fenuron 
plots. 

Observations during the growing season did not show any injury to the oats" 
pap.1cle development or maturd:ty. The yield of oats and the ir test weight were 
affected. 

SUMMARY: 

Pre-emergence treatments show promise for the control of early germin
ating weeds in oats and the associated legume seeding. The only species 
not controlled was ragweed (Ambrosia artemisiifolia), and the perennials such 
as: Ground Cherry (Physalis subglabrata), Flower ..of-the-Hour (Hibiscus trionum) 
Horse Nettle (Solanum ~arOl1nens~), andquackgrass. (AsroPyron repeDS). 

Effeotive weed controlan<i legume injury may be variable with z,4-D 
and related compounds due .tc ,rainfall, soU type and temperature. Neburon, 
Eptam and the Dinitro amines should be further investigated. 

~: A mimeograpbed . copy of complete paper 1s available from author. 
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THEEFFECTOF WEEDCOMPET1'.rION TBEATMENTANDTHETIMEOF CHEMICAL
ONOATYIELDSANDTHE EFFECTONLEGUMESTANDANDYIELD 

Stanford N. Fertig y 
(A SW1IDlaryReport) 

INTRODUCIIOB: 

A valuable aid in helping to sell a weed control program to farmers 18 
to have available, accurate research evidence on the losses due to weed 
competition and the returns which can be expected from recommendad practices. 
Significant questions include: the effect of various weed popula.tion densities 
on crop yields, when the competition occurs and in the case of small grains used 
as a companion crop with legume seedings, the effect on legume establishment 
and subsequent yields. Accurate data of this nature is necessary to determine 
the level of costs farmers can economically afford to invest in mechanical and 
chemical control methods. 

EXPERIMEfllTALMETHODANDPROCE~: 

In the spring of 1957 and 1958, field experiments weN initiated to in
vestigate the effect of weed competition on oats, the effect of removing the 
competition at various growth stages of the oats by the use of herbicides or 
hand-weeding and to study the resulting effects of weed competition on legume 
stand establishment· and yield of forage. 

The experimental design was a randomized block with 5 replications of 
each cbem1eal or cultural treatment. 

The plots were seeded to oats a.t 1-1/2 bushels per acre in early May. 
Immedia.tely atter drilling the oats, the entire plot area was seeded to DuPuits 
alfalfa at 10 pounds per acre and 4 of the 5 blocks were broadcast seeded with 
10 pounds of wild mustard (Brassice. kaber), using a wheel-barrow type seeder. 

The treatment schedule included plots seeded to mustard at 10 pounds per 
acre and treated with Dinitro amine, 2, 4-D amine and MCPamine at weekly in
tervals from emergence of the oats to 7 weeks atter emergence. These chemically 
weeded plots were compared to plots seeded to mustard and hand-weeded at weekly 
intervals plus those not seeded to mustard, but also hand-weeded. Plots seeded 
to mustard and not weeded, plus plots not seeded to mustard and not weeded were 
included in each block for comparison. 

Due to rainy weather and the time required for the hand-weeding operation, 
the weekly schedule was not exactly maintained. However, in only two instances 
was the spraying or hand-weeding schedule delayed longer than the 1-day interval. 

Y Professor of Agronomy, Cornell University, Ithaca, NewYork. 
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Table I. Yield of Oats, Test Weight and. Forage Yields From Competition Study J 1958. 

Treatment Interval 
in Weeks after 
Emergence of Oats 

Nature of 
Competition 

.Chemical 
CUltural 
Treatment 

or 
Rate/A. 
lbs. A.E. 

;L958 
Average yield 
of oats at 1~ 
moisture. Bu. / A. 

1958 
Test weight 
of oats 
lbs./Bu. 

1959 
Total yield of 

forage (2 harvests) 
TODS/A. l~ 

1 Seeded to DIlstard 
Seeded to mustard 
Seeded to mustard 
Seeded to mustard 
Seeded to mustard 
Not seeded 

Sinox P.E. 
2,4.:.Damine 
MCPamine 
H8nd-weeded 
Check 
Band-weeded 

1-1/8
1/4
1/4 
None 
lone 
.Llone 

76.1 
19·4 
76.3 
71·1 
Bo·7 
19·5 

33·3 
32·7 
33·; 
3;·5 
3;·7 
32·3 

;.10 
3·29 
;.19 
3.42 
3·32
;.66 

2 Seeded to mustard 
Seeded to mustard 
Seeded to mustard 
Seeded to mustard 
Seeded to mustard 
Not seeded 

Sinox P.E. 
2,4-D amine 
MOPamine 
Band-weeded 
Check 
Hand-weeded 

t-1/8
1/4
1/4 
None 
None 
None 

68.8 
19.8 
16.6 
76.1 
79·9 
76.5 

33.6 
34.2 
34.2 
33.8 
33·4 
33·2 

3.24
3·30 
3·20 
3.30 
;.36 
3·42 

3 

.. 
'+ 

Seeded to mustard 
Seeded to mustard 
Seeded to mustard 
Seeded· to mustard 
Seeded to mustard 
Not seeded 

Seeded to mustard. 
Seeded to mustard 
Seeded to mustard. 
Seeded to mustard. 
Seeded to mustard 
Not seeded 

Sinox P.E. 
2,4-D amiDe 
KlP amine 
Hand-weeded 
Check 
Hand-weeded 

Sinox P.E. 
2,4-D amine 
K:P Amine 
Hand-weeded 
Check 
Hand-weeded 

1-1/8
1/4
1/4 
lfone 
None 
None 

1-1/8
1/4 
1/4 
None 
None 
None 

10.0 
78.0 
11.3 
71.5 
74·3 
16.5 

67.9 
74.1 
71.8 
72.1 
14.5 
72·7 

33·9 
34.2 
33·9 
33.6 
33.4 
33.0 

35·0 
35·3 
34.3 
33.8 
33·5 
33·0 

3.44 
3·30 
3·20 
3.42 
3·;1 
3·25 

3.58 
2.98 
2.97 
3.13 
3·23 
2·91 

5 Seeded to mustard. 
Seeded to mustard 
Seeded to mustard 
Seeded to mustard 
Seeded to mustard 
Not seeded 

Sinox P.E. 
2,4-D amine 
l«:P amine 
Band -weeded 
Check 
Hand-weeded 

1-1/8
1/4 
1/4 
None 
None 
None 

62.4 
11.5 
72.8 
72.1 
80.4 
75·3 

34.0 
33·1 
33.8 
33·7 
33·2 
33·7 

3·57 
3·39 
3·39 
3.43 
3·21 
3·30 

w 
(J'\ 
w .. 



JFab1e I (cont ' d) 
-~--~- .i958~-·· - u 1958 1959 

Treatnent Interval. 
in Weeks a~r 
Emergence of Oats 

N.ature of 
Competition 

Chemical 
Cultural 

. Treatment 

or 
Rate/A. 
Ibs.A.E. 

Average yield Test weight 
·of oats at 

u 

1";. . of oats 
mois"tfure' Bu.!A. Ibs./Bu. 

Total yield of 
forage (Gbarvests) 

Tons/A.· 1"; 

6 Seeded to mustard 
Seeded to mustard 
Seeded to mustard 
Seeded to mustard. 
Seeded to mustard 
Not seeded 

SiAox P.E. 
2,4-D amine 
MCPamine 
Hand-weeded 
Check 
Hand-weeded 

l-t/8 
1/4 
1/4 
None 
liOne 
None 

83.5 
19·9 
.18.2 
.16·1 
19·9 
11"·0 

34·3 
3}·3 
·33·7 e 

. 34.4 
33·4 
33·4 

3.36 
3·52 
3·45 
3·12 
3·32 
3·28 

1 SeedeQ; to mustard 
Seeded to mustard 
Seeded to mustard 
Seeded to mustard 
Seeded to mustard 
Not seeded 

Sinox P.E. 
G,4~D amine 
MCPamine 
Hand-weeded 
Check 
Hand-weeded 

1-1/8 
1/4 
1/4 
None 
None 
None 

'70·1 
19·4 
74.0 
12.4 
74.} 
11.1 

34.1 
33·9 
33·1 
34.9 
33.4 
33·1 

3.35 
3.64 
3.44 
3·35 
3·31 
3·07 

.. 
-.::t 
'-0 
(Y\ 



RESULTSANDDISCUSSION: 

The results ot the 1957 and 1958"experitnents showed the same general 
trends. The 1958 data will be used to illustrate the results obtained. 

The yield per acre and test weight ot oats for the 1958 season and the 
forage yields (total for 2 harvests) for 1959 are shown in Table I. 

A comparison of the yield data for oats and for forage illustrates one 
of the problems:in obtaining accurate and reliable effects of weed competition 
on crop growth under field conditions. ll1th the favorable· growing season and 
ample moisture for crop growth during 1957 and 1958, the yield differences are 
not significant. AlSO, with the excellent early canopy afforded by the rapidly 
developing mustard plants J the legume stand was not injured by the herbicides 
used. Actually, the disturbance to the soil and to the seedling legumes by 
hand-weeding was as severe as the effect of weed competition. The yield of 
oats and forage on the check plots averaged just as high as the chemically 
weeded or hand-weeded plots. 

Other fa.ctors of significance in this type of .l?tudy include: (1) the 
new varieties of forage legumes having more rapid seedling establiShment, 
vigor and growth which allow them to better compete for light, (2) generally 
higher fertility levels Where nutrients are more generally sufficient for 
establishment and (3) changes in seeding and management practices which favor 
the crop being planted. 

Note: A mimeographed copy of the complete paper 1s available from the 
author. 
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fiE USE OF FENACFOR QUACKGRASS REPENS) CONTROL --'(AGROPYRON IN CORN: 
PLOW, FIT, PLANTAND'1'RE~-' 

Stanford N. Fertig 11 
(A Summary-Report) 

INTRODUCTION:.. 
An increasingly serious weed problem on New York farms is annual and 

perennial grasses. With the use of selective herbicides to control brosd
leaved species and the reduced use of cultural practices, the grass problem 
has gradually increased and is presently the most competitive problem on 
many farms. This is particularly true o.f queckgr-asa (Agropyron repens). 

Several new chemicals' have shown promise for quackgrass control in 
corn. Some of these compounds shaw promise for seasonal control, while 
others actually eliminate or markedly reduce the stand of quackgraSs. 

EXPERIMENTALMm'BOD.ANDPROCEDURE: 

The objective of this particular study was to investigate the effec· 
tiveness of Fenac (ACP M.673·A) for quackgrass control in corn when applied 
at low rates as pre- or early post-emergence treatments. 

The experimental design was a randomized. block with four replications 
of each treatment. . 

The experimental area was plowed, fitted and planted to corn on May 
20, 1959. The Fenac at rates of 2,3,4 and 6 pounds actual per acre were 
applied at four dates after planting as follows' 

A. Immediately after planting 
B. 3 days after planting 
C. 6 days after planting
 
D 9 days after planting
 

The plots were not cultivated during the groWing season. 

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION: 

The dates of application and the rates of chemical used (Table 1) 
showed no retarding effect on corn emergence or on plant population. Bow
ever 1 the development of the corn plants was affected by the 6-pound rate 
applied immediately after planting and by the 4· and 6·pound rates applied 
9 days after planting. The treatments applied 9 days after planting were 
post-emergenoe to the corn. At these higher rates, the diameter of the 
stalk and the leaf area were visibly reduced. Based on measurements during 
the growing season, the height of' the corn was not affected by any of the 
rates of chemical used. 

!I Professor of Agronomy, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. 
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Table 1. Yield of Silage Corn and Quackgrass Stand Counts, 1959. 

Interval of 
treatment 
after planting 

'Chemica.l , used, 
, 
, Rate/A. 
,lhs. A.E. 

'Average yield/A. 'Shoot Counts 
r Tons of silage't"If qua.ckgrass 

7510moisture 'October, 1959, 

Immediately Fenac 

Check 

2 
3 
4 
6 
0 

19·39 
20·33 
20.12 
16.77 
17.97 

680 
434 
374 
402 
48: 

:; days Fenac 

Check 

2 
3 
4 
6 
0 

21.18 
19.43 
18.65 
19·99 
18.04 

404 
368 
414 
289 
374 

-

6 days Fenac 

Check 

2 
3 
4 
6 
0 

21.29 
20.74 
19.14 
21.58 
19.05 

487 
468 
503 
367 
367 

9 days Fenac 

Check 

2 
3 
4 
6 
0 

18.13 
17.89 
15.15 
15·99 
15.69 

534 
550 
619 
447 
535 

The chemical treatments were particularly effective in reducing the 
broad-leaved and annual grass problem. The stand counts (3 - 2 sq. ft. 
qua.drats) per plot showed effective control of the following species 
at all rates used. 

Wild Mustard (Brassiea kaber) 
Lamb's-quarters (Chenopodium album) 
"Red root" l;"igweed (Amaranthus retroflexus) 
Yellow Foxtail (Setaria leutescens) 
Yellow Rocket (Barbarea vu¥ariS) 
Wild Carrot (Daucus carota 
Smartwood (Pollionum pennsylvanicum) 

The effect of the treatments on the yield of silage corn and their 
effectiveness in reducing the number of shoots of quackgrass are shown 
in Table 1. The stand counts which were made:in mid-OctobeJ. do not re
flect the differences observed during the growing season. They do re
fleet the actual control of qua.ckgrass on the plots. 

Fenac at 3 pounds per acre and above prevented the development of 
quackgrass for the growing season. It was far more effective than 2,4-D 
for broad-leaved and annual grass control. 
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SUMMARY: 

Based on a I).umber of expe~iments using Fenac, the compound shows 
re al promise for weed ~ontrol. However, res idue problems iD. relat ion 
to the growing crop and residual effect o"f the chemical in the soil 
ra.ises the question of any wide usage of this compound for broad-lea.ved 
weed and grass control in field crop rotations. 

Note:	 A mimeographed copy of the complete paper is available from the 
author. . 

, ,'~ 



'!HE EFFECTIVENESS FOROF FALLANDSPRINGHERBICIDETREATMENTS
QUACKGRASS IN CORN,1960. OONTROL

Stanford N. Fertig !I 
(A Su.mmarrReport) 

INTRODUCTIDN: 

In view of the diversity of management practices followed by farmers I 

the methods of Quackgrass control and the timing of applications :must also be 
different. With the chemicals presently aVa.uable, fall applications would 
have some definite advantages as regards plowing, planting and possible residue, 
which, without proper timing, could result in crop injury. 

EXPERIMENTAL ANDPROCEDm.E: METFDD

In the fall of 1959 and the spring of 1960, the herbicides in Table I 
were applied as foiliage sprays. The fall treatments were applied on October 8, 
1959, and the spring treabnents on April 23, 1960. 

The fall treatments were applied on sod ground and plowed 30 days later. 
The spring treatments were applied on sod ground for the spring plowed half of 
the plot but was over-plowed ground on the fall plowed half of the plot. 

The spring treated plots were plowed 6 days after treatment. The cultural 
operations before planting were the same for all plots and all plots were planted 
to com, using the same variety and fertilizer rate on Juneh, 1960. 

The corn on a portion of each plot (fall and spring plowed) was cultivated 
two times dUring the growing season. 

During the growing season, visual observations and stand counts on Quack
grass were made on all plots. On September 8, 1960, silage yields were taken on 
all plots. 

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION: 

The most promising treatments for Quackgrass control were those including 
Atrazine, Simazine or Propazine as a spring treatment. The other combinations 
of treatments shown in Table I did not effectively control Quackgrass for the 
growing season or did not reduce the Quackgrass stand as determined by visual 
observations. In each instance the comparison was made with a check treatment. 

The most promising control of Quacltgrass was on the spring plowed plots. 
However, the broad-leaved weed and amual grass control was best on fall 
plowed plots. With the spring application going on plowed ground on these plots, 
better control was obtained on the annual broad-leaved weeds and annual. grasses. 

Y Professor of Agronomy, Cornell University, Ithaca, NewYork. 
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Table 1. Chemicals and Rates Used as Fall and Spring Treatments
 

00 Quackgrass, 1960.
 

Treati:nent Chemical Used Rate/A. Chemical Used Rate/A. 
No. Fall lbe. A.E. Spring lbs. A,E. 

l' Atrazine 2.0 Atrazine 2.0 
2 Atrazine ;.0 Atraz1ne ;.0 
; Simaz1ne 2.0 Simazine 2.0 
4 Simazine ,.0 S1me.zine ,.0 
5 Dalapon 4.0 DaJ.apeo 4.0 
6 Dalapen 5·0 ~poo 5·0 
7 Atraz1ne 2.0 ... Amitrol-T 4.0 
8 Propazine 2.0 Propaz1ne 2.0 
9 Propazine ,.0 Propazine . ;.0 

10 Fena.c ,.0 Fenac ,.0 
11 .Fenac 4.0 Feoa.c 4.0 
12 'Dalapon 5.0 Simazine 3.0 
1; Da1apen 5·0 Atrazine 3.0 
14 D~ia.pon 5·0 Propazine ;.0 
15 Fenac 4.0 Atrazine ;.0 
16 Check 0 Check 0 



Table	 2. Stand Counts of Quackgrass and Yields of Silage Corn from Fall and Spring Treatments, 1960. 
: i
 

I
 
I -
I 

Ave~ }lo. of Quackgrass	 Yield of Silage Corn in Tons/A. 
I
 
I
 shoots/sq. ft.	 

Fall 
at 7",

Plowed. Spring
Cultivated tultivated : Not Cultivated Cultivated :Not Cultivated 

* Moisture** 
Treatment : Fall Spring~Plowed 

No. Cultivated**fNot :Cultivated ;Not Cultivated 
I I 

I • 'f I I I I I 
I I I I I t I 

I I I I t I1 , 4.5	 9.5 1.0 1.6 14.8 16.2 19.6 
I 14.9I I I I I t 

I I I I I I I2 0.17	 1.7 0.14 0.:;:; 16.0 15.8 18.0 14.4I I I I I t I 
! I I I I I I:;	 I I 1:;.7 12.2 18.0 13·9I I I I I 
I I I I I I I4	 I 9·5 I 9·5 I :;·3 I 

4.9 17.5 I 13·0 I 17·1 I 13·5 
I I I I I I I5	 12.1 6.:; 18·1 12.8I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 

I I 
I I I I 

" '

I I I 

6 I I	 
12.6 

I 
10.8 

I 11·5 I 11.5 
14.0 10.:;	 14.01	 I I I I I I 15·5 I 

I I I I	 I I I .8 6.3	 8.5 :;.2 5.7 16.0- 15.5 16·1 14.0I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I4.0	 0·5 18.9 13·1 18.0 16.79 1·3	 0·1I I I I I I I 
I I i I I I I10 ;	 14.6 10.8 19.8 13·3I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I11	 14.0 13·3 11·8 14.4I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I12 I I I I	 16.0 I 12.1 I 18.2 I 10.8 
I I I I	 I I I1:; I 9·1	 11·0 I 6.0 6.0 15·3 t 14.9 t 20.0 I 16.9I I 
I I I I I I I14 11-3	 18.0 6.0 1·5 16.6 18.2 I 18.5 t 16.0I I I I I 
I I I I I I15 I 11.0 I 15·0 I 5·0 I 6.1 15·5 •I 14.8 I 16.6 I 13·7 
I I I I	 I I I 
I I I I
 
I I I I
 

16 26.0 I 25·0 25·0 23.0 12.1 11.5 I 14.6 t 12.1 
I	 I I 

* The average of 3 - 2 sq. ft. quadrat counts per plot. The blank spaces:in the table were those pl.ots where the 
. stand of Quackgrass, based on visual observation, compared to the check treatment. 

** The yield values have been corrected for stand -- to the same number of harvested plants per plot~ 

**'. The s'tand count au the -CUltivated cheek plots was made ·in the row. 

w 
~ 
I-'.. 
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On spring plowed plots I where the fall and spring applied chemical was plowed 
dow, the control ofan.n.ual species was poor. 

Although not significant, the spring plowed plots yielded somewhat higher 
than the fall plowed plots, except t.reat.mentB 8, 14 and 15. On each of these 
plots, Quackgrass control was good. 

In three treatments (2, :3 and 14), fall plowed and not cultivated yielded 
higher than cultivated. In only two treatments (4 and 9) did fall plowed and 
cultivated out yield spring plowed and cultivated. In six treatIilents out of 
15, the fall plowed and not cultivated plots yielded higher than the spring 
plowed not cultivated. Again, Quackgrass control was good on these treatments, 
resulting in less competition to the corn. 

Also, the yield differences are greater between cultivated and not cul
tivated on the spring plowed plots than on the fall plowed. This is the 
result of increased competition due to annual borad-leaved weeds and annual 
grasses. Cultivation was most beneficial on those plots where poor chemical 
control was obtained. 

Based on stand counts and yields ot silage .. the control ot Quackgrass 
on spring plowed plots was superior to fall plowed. Thus, in the combination 
ottall and spring treatments, the tall plOWing will result, in better annual 
broad-leaved weed and annual grass control but the spring plowing will result 
in better Quackgrass control. 

Note: A mimeograPhed copy ot the complete paper is availab,le frOm the author. 
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 THE CONTROLOF BEDSTRAW(GALIUMMOLLUGO) 
IN ESTABLISHEDSTANDSOF BIRDSFOor TREFOILUSING 2,4, 5..TP 

Stanford N. Fertig b 

(A Summary Report) 

INTRODUCTION: 

Ladies Bedstraw (Galium mollugo) has spread rapidly in NewYork in the 
past 10 years. It is one of the most commonweeds of roadsides and has be .. 
come a menacing problem in permanent pastures, established stands of birds
foot trefoil' and in lawns. 

The rapid spread of bedstraw can be attributed in a large part to the 
use of European sources of birdstoot trefoil seed and in more recent years 
to the purchase of poorly cleaned local seed supplies. 

EXPERIMENTAL ANDPROCEDURE: METHOD

In the spring end summer of 1959, four separate areas of birdsfoot trefoil, 
uniformly infested with bedstraw, were treated with two formulations of 2,4,5-TP. 

The chemicals used, rates per acre and dates of treatment are shown in 
Table 1. The March, April and May treatments were on first growth bedstraw 
and birdsfoot trefoil. The August treatments were on regrowth after first cut
ting. The regrowth on the bedstraw was :3 to 4 inches tall when the August 
treatments were applied. 

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION: 

The control of bedstraw vas excellent on the first three dates of treatment 
as shown by the stand counts made August 19, 1959, Table 1. The growth of 
bedstraw at time of treatment ranged from barely visible shoot emergence from 
the crowns on March 24 to plants 12 to 18 inches tall on May 12. 

Due to the very poor stands of bir4sfoot trefoil on the plots, accurate 
evaluation of injury was not possible. However, the treatments applied on 
March 24 and April 18 did not severely injure the plants present. Compared 
to the check, there was no reduction in birds foot trefoil stand. 

,.. 
The treat:ments applied August 19 on the regrowth after first cutting were 

not effective~n controlling bedstraw at any of the rates of chemical used. Ob
servations made on October 28, 1959 and the stand counts made April 21, 1960 
shoved recover~ on all plots. . 

The treatments applied on March 24, April 18 and May 12 gave excellent 

- i/ Professor of Agronomy, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. 



Table 1. Treat.ments Used and Stand Counts on Bedst.raw in Birdsfoot. Trefoil. 

Aver~ number of bedstraw 
shoots per sq. ft.*-Aug. ,1959 

Rate/A. Dates of treatmentTreatment Chemical 
No. Used lbs. A.E. 3/24/59 4718759 5/12759 

1 2,4,5-TP (AmChem) 1 0 0 0 
2 .?,4,5-TP " 2 ( 0 0 0 
3 '2,4,5- TP 3 0 0 0\I 

4 2,4,5-TP (Dow) 1 0 0 0 

5 2,4,5-TP 2 0 0 0>I 

6 2,4,,5-TP 3 0 0 0tI 

7 . Check o 37 35 34 

Average number of bedstraw 
per plot (6 x 30 ft.) Apr. 

pl.ants** 
21, 1960 

: Dates ot: treatment 
3/24/59·4/18/59 5i12/59 8fI4759 

7.5 
12.0 

3·0 
4.8 

0·75 
0.50 

95 
61 

3·7 2.2 0.50 39 
5·0 
8~2 

3·0 
2.8 

- ~ 0·75 
0.25 

110 
63 '.

5·0 1.8 0.25 27 
148 122 ll6 145 

* The average of 3 - 2 sq. f't.' qlladrat count.s per plot. 2he values are individual .teas· of bedstraw, 
,. 

** The average total. number of bedstraw clumps per plot. 'l'he average of 4 ~plication8 • 

• 
...::t
t'-
r"I 
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control ot: additional weed species as follows: 
" '. 

Philadelphia Fleab,a.ne (Erijieron canadens is )
 
Rough Cinquefoil (Potentilla recta)
 
Ox-eye Daisy (Chrysanthemum',leucanthemum)
 
Goldenrod (SOlidago spp.)
 

The following weed species were not controlled by 2,4,5-TP: 

Dandelion (Taraxacum offic1ne.le) 
Canada Thistle (Cirs-tum arvense) 
Chicory (Ctchorium intybus) 

The stand counts made April 21, 1960 show the re-infestation from seed. 
These were seedling plants having a single shoot. The re-1nteste.tion was least 
from the treatments applied May 12 J 1959. 

SUMMARY: 

2,4,5-TP at rates of 1 pound per acre effectively controlled bedstraw. 
Bedstraw is susceptible over the period April to Juzie. Empire birdsfoot is less 
susceptible to 1njurythan Viking, based on other experiments. 

2}4, 5-TP is not cleared for use on forage to be grazed by or fed to milk
ing cows or beef animals intended for slaughter. 

Note: A mimeographed copy ef the complete paper is available. from the author. 
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PRELIMINARYRESULTSONTHE CONTROLOF CYPRESSSPURGE. 
(EUPHORBIACYPARISSIAS) 

Stanford N. Fertig Y, 
(A Summary.Report) 

INTRODUCTION: 

Cypress Spurge (Euphorbie. cnariss ias ) was introduced into the United 
States as an ornamental and has been Widely used for this purpo'se:.:- Over the 
years it has been extensively planted in cemeteries and thus become known as 
Graveyard Weed. 

Small infestatio.ns of Cypress Spurge have been reported from several 
locations in New York. The largest known infestations are in Orange, Herk
imer 1 Oneida and Broome Counties. Smaller infestations are scattered through
out:r. western New York State. 

Cypress Spurge is a poisonous plant. Cases of dermatitis in persons 
handling the plant ~ very common. Animals will eat hay containing dry 
plants of spurge but usually will not eat growing plants. This factor con
tributes to uninhibitEd spread ot the plant in permanent pastures;, along road

,; sfdes and in veste areas where plowing 18 infrequent. 

!XPERIMENTALMETHODANDPROCEDURE: 

On SePtembe~ 13, 1958 , the chemicals listed in Table' I were applied' to 
mature stands of Cypress Spurge. The experimental design was a randomized 
plot with 2 replications of,each treatment. All treatments were applied in 
30 gallons of water per acre. The weather was sunny/calm, with a temperature 
of 75 degrees. 

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION: " 

The effectiveness of the chemical treatments in reducing the stand of 
Cypress Spurge are shown by the stand counts (Table I) made on August 19, 
1959· Only two compounds showed promise: an emulsifiable acid of 2,4-D 
(ACP-638 and Amino Triazole (powder». As shown in the table" the average 
number of shoots were about one -half that found on the check plot and less 
than one -half the number for some of the other chemical treatments. The 
stand counts for the Simazine and 2,3,6-trichlorobenzoic acid (Benzac 1281) 
plots would indicate an increase in the number of shoots. A s imllar response 
was observed with plots of Leafy Spurge (Euphorbia esula) established in 
1958 and 1959· 

y Professor of Agronomy, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. 
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- Table I, Chemicals Used and Stand Counts 
(Euphorbia cyparissias). 

on Cypress 
1958. 

Spurge 

August 18, 1959 
Tre0.tment Rate/A. Average No. of Shoots/Sq. ft. 

No. Chemical Lbs , A.E. Average of 3 - 2 sq. ft. quadrats 

1 ACP - 638 6 8.8 
2 
.3 

ACP  638 12 
ACP .. 638 6 

'7·6
"7·3 

4 Simazine 10 18·5 
5 Simazlne 20 12., 
6 Simaz1ne· 10 18·5 
7 Amino ~riaZ01e~p)'5 9.4 
8 Amino Triazole ~)10 9·1 
9 

10 
Amino ~riazole p) 5 
Benzac 1281 6 

7.6 
17.8 

11 Benzac 1281 12 27·0 
12 Benzac 1281 6 22.8 
13 Check 0 16·7 

On August 18, 1959 a number of the above plots were re-treated as shown 
in Table II. The Cypress Spurge was 8 .. 10 inches tall when treated and all 
chemicals were applied in 30 gallons of wate r per acre. 

Table II. Re-treatments on Cypress Spurge (Euphorbia cyparissias) 
August 18, 1959. ' 

Treatment Treatment Chemical Used Rate/A. Av. No. Shoots/sq. ft. 
No. 1959 No. 1958 in 1959 lba. A.E. at time of treatment 

1 13 Atrazine 4 
2 12 Atrazine 8 22.8 
3 4 Amitro1-T 4 
4 5 Amitrol ..T 8 
5 
6 

8 
9 

Karmex-Diuron 
Amino ~riazo1e (p) 

7·; 
5 

7 :3 ACP .. 638 6 

Visual observations and ratings on these plots during 1960 showed Amitrol-T 
Amino Triazole (s) I ACP-638 to be most effective in reducing the stand of Cypress 
Spurge. 

Observations on other plots established in August 1959 showed 2,4,5-T at 
5 pounds per acre to be as effective as the above treatments. 

~: A mimeographed copy of complete paper is available from ~he author. 

-
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CHEMICAL FORTHECONTROL ESULA)TREATMENTS OF LEAFYSPURGE(EUPHORBIA

Stanford N. Fertig Y 
(A SUmmaryReport) 

INTRODUCTION: 

Leafy Spurge (Euphorbia esula) is a herbaceous, long-lived deep-rooted 
perennial which reproduces and spreads by seed and underground roots and 
rhizomes. It bas been known in the United States for more than 100 years and 
has slowly but pers 1stently spread over thousands of acres in at least 25 
states and in several Canadian Provinces. '!'be largest infestation in New 
York at present is in Jefferson County and is estimated at 6,000 acres. 

EX:PERIMERrALMmBODANDPROCEDURE: 

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION: 

Observations during the spring of 1959 showed a definite tb1nnine; of 
the original .plants and a reduction in Vigor of nev shoots for the better. 
treatments. However" based on shoot counts (Table I) made July 9, 1959" the 
chemicals used were not effective in controlling Leafy Spurge. The values 
recorded, which represent shoots of all sizes, include new shoots from roots 
and rhizomes. The variation from the check is greater on the seed stage plots 
than on the regrovth plots. 

jJ Professor of Agronomy, Cornell University, Ithaca, NewYork. 
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Table 1, Chemical Treatments and Stand Counts on Leafy Spurge Plots, 

Average nmaber of shoots/sq. ft* 
July 9, 1959Treatment Chemical Rate/A. 

No. Used lbs. A.E. Seed stage plots Regro,rth plots 

1 Ammate- X 600 6.; 14.2 
2 
; 

Amitrol 
Check 

...T ? 
0 

5·; 
7·4 

10.6 
10·9 

4 Amitr01 - T 15 4.8 9·6 
5 
6 

AminoTriazolelP} 
AminoTriazole r) 

5 
10 

6.0 
6·7 

7·8 
7·8 

7 
8 
9 

AminoT1razole 
ACPM-10;-A 
ACPM-10;-A 

r) 15 
10 
20 

6.0 
17·0
9.; 

7·8 
7·1 

12.1 
10 ACPM-;54 10 11.2 10.6 
II 
12 
1; 

ACPM-;54 
2,4,5-TP 
2,4,5-TP 

20 
20 
40 

8.75 
7·4 
9·5 

8.5 
6.6 

11.; 
14 Check 0 9.4 11.; 

* Average of;·· 2 sq ft quadrat counts per plot. 

_	 Based on the effectiveness of some chemicals in reducing the initial 
growth and vigor of Leafy Spurge, a few plots were retreated on July 9, 1959. 

Table 2. Retreatments of Leafy Spurge, 1959 

1959 1958 Retreatment 
Treatment Treatment Chemical Rate/A. Rate/A.

No. No. Used 1958 1959 

1 2 Amitro1 ...T 5 5 
2 8 Benzac 1281 10 5 
; 12 2,4,5-TP 20 5 

Visual 
on May 1;, 

ratings 
1960. 

were made on the 
!heee ratings are 

retreated plots and those 
shown in Table ;. 

not retreated 

-



Table ;. Visual RatiDgs and Stand Counts on Lea!'Y Spurge, Zahn Farm 

Visual Rat:Lng* Stand counts - Av. No. 
May 13, 1960 per square foot ** 

Treatment Chemical Rate/A. Regrowth Seed Stage Regrowth 
No. Used lbe. A.E. stage (only) stage 

i " 

1 . .Ammate..,X 600 4.5 5·4 4.0 
2 Amitrol-T (retreated) :; 8.0 0·7 0·7 
; Check' , 0 0.0 7·0 6.0 
4 Amitrol-T 15 2·5 ;.0 
5 Amino Tr1azole 5 6., 4.0 5·0tl6 Amino Triazole P 10 3·9 4.5'.5 
7 Amino Triazole p) 15 4.0 4.' 
8 ACPM-103-A (retreated}lO 6.0 5·2 6.4 
9 ACPM-1O;-A 20 ;.0 9.4 5·5 

10 ACPM-;54 10 5·5 7·0 ;·7 
11 ACPM-;54 20 7.0 ./ . ; 

12 2,4,5-TP (retreated) 20 9·0 4.4 0.5 
1; 2,4,5 ..TP 40 8.0 5·; 5·0 
14 Check 0 0.0 10·5 6.0 

. "~ -, -( 

, * Rat ing values: o :: No control
 
10 =Complete control


** Average of the 4 replicates
 

On July 10, 1959, a second series of treatments vas established onHanother 
area of Leafy Spurge in Jefferson County. The c.hemicals used and re.tl;ls per 

.acre'are shown in Table 4. 

Visual ratings were made on these plots on May 12, 1960 and stand counts
 
on September, 14 and OCtober 1;, 1960. Table 4.
 

Table 4. Visual Ratings and Stand Counts on Leafy Spurge, SpragUe 'Farm 
Visual Rating-made Stand 'count. -made 

May 12, 1960*, Sept •. 1960** 
Tre.atment Chemical Rate/A. SandY Silt loam Sandy Silt loam 

No. Used lbs •. A.E. soil soil soU soil 

1 2:..4,5-TP 5 9.0 5·0 1.1 7·5 
2: 2,4,5-TP 10 10.0 

5 ..' 
2.; '9·0 

; Am1trol ...T 5 7·0 4.0 0.6 ;.8 
4 Amino 1'riazole (p) 5 7·0 .4.0 0.;; 2.; 
5 Atrazine 5 2.0 l~O ;.0 7·; 
6 Benzac 1281 5 7·5 5·' 2., 6.5 
7 Fenac , 

~.o 5·0 ;.4 6.1 
8 Fenac 10 9·5 7·0 2.; 5·; 
9 Check 0 0.0 0.0 6.; 4.4 

* Ratings values: 0 = No control 
10 = Complete control

** Average of 2 sq. ft. quadrat counts per plot. 



Based on the visual ratings and stand counts in Table 4, the control 
of Leafy Spurge is ~~~ ~eadilY accomplished on light so11s thM. ~ on heavy 6011s. 

.., -!,. 
.. : t\". ~"~: 

The compounds most promising for the control of Leafy Spurge are 2,4,5-TP 
and Amino Triazole. At least two treatments of either compound are necessary 
to appreciably reduce the stand of Leafy Spurge. . 

~: .A iniltleographed copy of the complete paper is avaha'b.ie from the 
·'author·.: . j, 

~i -. 

-




ANN11ALWEEDCONTROLIN SILAGECORN1 

Jonas Ve.r1s 2 

~is ia a proaresa report of work done in 1960 with herbicides for 
the control of alUlual weeds in field corD. The main objective of these 
trial. was to compare the effectiveDas. of triazines and other new herbi
cides with Dinltro and 2.4.D. 

Procedure: 

The experiment was conducted on a Hoe sandy loam with fair uaioaae. 
A randomized block deslan with three replicates was used. Bach plot con
aisted of four coru rows 25 ft. lona. The seedbed was prepared aD.April 28 
and 29. Bleven dE:ys later on May 10 pre-plantt. treatments (Table I) were 
applied aDd immediately worked into the 80il by rototill1D& 4-6 in. deep. 
Twodays later on May 12, Ohio M-15 field corn was planted. Pre-emergence 
treatments were applied on the followina day. At this time some small 
annual weed seed!in&a had already emerged. Therefore. the pre-emergence 
treatments should be considered at least partially a8 post-emergence treat
ments. In the RaQdox4 Ib/A + 2.4-0 1/2 Ib/A treatment. Randox was applied 
as a pre-emeraenee treatment on May 13. and 2.4-D applied on June 10 as a 
post-emerlence treatment. At that time corn was approximately 7 inches hiah. 
Whenmaking the pce-plantina and pce-emet'pace treatments. the 1011 was 
moist. Within a week more t'aln showers occut'red so that weather conditions 
foc the treatments wece quite favor.ble. Thece was no cultivation duciDI 
the Icowing season. 

The effect of diffeceDt treatments 00 weeds and cern was observed 
throushout the growina senson. The weed populativn in the order of their 
relative freqcency was m~C:e up of the folll)w~.ua species: Lambs quarters 
(Chenopodiumalbum). old witch grass (Paoleum capillare). barnyard arass 
(EchlDochloa Crus-aalli), pigweed (AmacaDthusretroflexus), crabara8s 
(Digitacla sanguinalis) and carpet weed (Mollugo verticl11ata). 

All herbicide cates presented in Table I ace expressed in pounds of 
acid equivalent oc active in&cedient per acce. 

Rasults and Discussion: 

Obsel:Vations made ten weeks after planting ace recorded in Table I. 
All treatments effectively controlled dicotyledoneous weeds. With the 
exception of 1/2 Ib/A of 2,4-D as a post-emergence treatment. all hecblcldes 
at the rates applied also controlled grassy weeds. 2,4-D applied as a 
liquid was moce effective in controlling broadleaved weeds and also weedy 
grasses than 2.4-D in 8~anulated form. Randox this year was not as 

1.	 Contclbutlon No. 1281 of t!le Univec.ity of Massachusetts, College of 
Agricultuce, Expec~ent Station. Amher3t, Massachusetts. 

2.	 Assistant Profe&8or of Agronomy, University of Massacbusetta, Amheclt, 
Maosachuaetta. 
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effective a8'1n1959 (1). This could possibly be due to the relatively 
long interval between .eedbed preparation and material application. Weed 
seedlings in evidence at the time of the Randox applications were not 
controlled. Once more, the 1960 tests showed that it is sound practice to 
apply DNBPat emergence or immediately after the emergence of field corn. 
EPTAMgave excellent control of grassy weeds but broadleaved weed control 
was significantly poorer. In general, the best annual .weedcontr~l in our 
field tests was obtained by triazine treatments. Wedid not get significant 
differences between rates, time of application or form of material (Atrazine 
or Simazine). This is probably due to the satisfactory soil moisture 
conditions throughout the growing season. Mixing Atrazine and Simazine with 
the 80il immediately after application did not increase their effectiVJ!l,ness. 
One is inclined to postulate that under dry soil conditions mixing should . 
provide better weed control. Cpd. B, as well as Fenac, performed wallin.t 
controlling annual weeds but both herbicides caused injury to corn, especi
ally at the 4 Ib/A rate. 

Summaryand Conclusions: 

1. A weed control experiment witb field corn was conducted on a fine 
sandy loam soil. Hine different herbicides at various rates and times of 
application were used. Corn was planted on moist soU and within a week 
following the application of pre-emergence treatment, about one inch of 
rain fell. The weed population consisted of: lambs quarters. old witch 
sra •• , barnyard grass, pigweed, crabgrass And carpet-weed. 

2. All chemicals were effective in contTolling broadleaved weeds. 
With the exception of 2,4-D, 1/2 Ib/A post-emergence application, all 
herbicides effectively controlled grassy weeds also. The best weed control 
was obtained with Atrazine and Simazine. UndeT the soil moisture conditions 
which prevailed as little as one Ib/A of Atrazine ~r Simazine gave good 
annual weed control in field corn. Applying triazines before planting and' 
immediately mixing 4-5 in. deep with the so~J .lIlas not superior to the 
pre-emergence applications. Feuac and ('pd. 'B'gava a very good weed control 
but corn injury was significant. EPTAM4 l~'A and 6 lb/Arates stunted 
corn for six weeks. Later on the, corn regained uormal appearance and 
yields were significantly higher than the checks. 

Referencee: 

1. Vengris, Jonas. Weed Control in Field Corn. Proceedings 14th 
Annual HEWCC,pp. 367-369. 1960. 



TABLEI. field Corn tiead Control and SUaa8 Corn Yields
 
Relative Values Check· 100
 

lleed Stude 
7/21/60 Corn 

Treatments and Time of Application Dtcot Mcneeot Yields 
9/15/60 

1. Check 100 100 100 

2. EPTAM2 Ib/A, pre-planting & mized in 47 9 150 

3. BPTAM4 Ib/ At pre-plantina & mixed in 30 4 147 

4. .EPTAM6 Ib/ A. pre-planting & mizecl in 28 ' 4 162 
" 

5. Cpd. B* 2 lbl A. pre-planting & mixed in 20 13 119 

6. Cpd. B* 4 lb/A. pre-planting &mixed in 8 8 6S 
7. Atrazine 1 lb/ At pre-planting & 1Iixed in 7 7 174 

8. Atrazine 3 1b/A, ,re-planting & mixed in 1 7' 151 

9. Atrazine 1 Ib/A. pra-eiraergence 3 8 162 

10. Atrazine 3 Ib/A, pre-emergence 2 6 151 

11. Simazine 1 1b~A. pre-planting" mixed in 14 11 165 

12. SimB.'Iine 3 Ib/A, pre-planting & mixed in . 7 6 149 

13.' S:1mazine 1 Ib/ A. pre-emergence 2 3 lS2 

14. Simazine 3 Ib/ A. pre-emeraenee 1 2 149 

1S. 2.4-D 1 1/2 Ib/A. LVI. pre-emergence 23 33 lSl 

16. 2,4-D 1 1/2 Ib/A. granulated pre-emerge 77 60 115 

17. 2.4-D 1/2 Ib/A. Amine. corn 8" tall 6 100 129 

18. DNBP6 Ib/A, pre-emergence 23 38 140 

19. DNBP3 lb/A. spike stage 25 24 158 

20. Fenac 2 1b/ A, pre-emergence 11 6 129 

21. i'enac 4 1bl A. pre-emergence 14 6 112 

22. Randox 4 Ib/A, pre-emergence S2 48 119 

23. RandoX** 4 1b/A + 2,4-D 1/2 1b/A 13 40 154 

24. Ran~?x-T 3 1b/A (CDAA). pre-emergence 22 32 150 
L.&eD. at 5% level 15 19 29 
L.S.D. at 1% level 20 2S 38 

*Cpd. B is Na-Salt of 2-m.ethoxy-3,6-dichlorobenzoic acid by Velsicol Company 
**B.andox appliecl as pre-eme'1'gence Ley 13 & 2,4-D as post-emergence June 10. 
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CHEMICAL CONTROLQVACKGRASS

Jonas Vengris 2 

This is a progress report of work done in 1959/60 with herbicides 
for quackgrass (Agropyron repens) control. 

Amherst.Mass. Experiment: 

Trials were conducted on a fine sandy loam with fair drainase. The 
experimental area had a good uniform stand of quackgrass.It was also 
infested with nutgrass (Cyperus, esculentus); however, the stand of nu~grass 
was not too uniform. Plots were 12x'25 feet in size. Two repl1cat~, were 
used. In the fall of 1959 treatments were applied on October)5 on-4; lush 
8 inch growth of quackgrass. In the fall treatments, dalapon, atr~~ne 
and simazine were used. In all tables, rates are expressed as acid equi
valent or active ingredient per acre. Five days after the application of 
herbicides, the experimental area was irrigated with 3/4 in. of water. 

By December 3, quackgrass plants treated with dalapon andatrazine 
were stunted and chlorotic. Simazine was less effective. On May 6, follow
ing, quackgrass stands were again surveyed. The results are shown in, 
Table I. In general all treatments were effective in suppressing quackQrass. 

Spring treatments ofdalapon and Fenac were applied on April 28 on 
8 in. growth of quackgrass. On May 16 the whole experimental area was 
plowed, disked, fertilized and the seedbed prepared for planting corn. 
EPTAM,Atrazine and Simazine were applied as spring treatments on May 20. 
Three days later, May 23, Ohio M-15, silage field corn was planted. On 
some treatments (Table I), the applied herbicides were immediately it.ked 
in 4-6 in. deep. The followiog night 1/2 in. of rain fell. To control 
annual weeds, the whole experimental erea was treated on June 2 with 
3 lb/A of DNBP. No cultivation was done. Quackgrass stand estimates were 
made on July 28 and again on September 15 (Table I) following corn harvest. 

The treatments applied in the fall of 1959 gave excellent quackgrass 
control with Atrazine being the most effective. There was little obser
vable difference between the different rates used. During the growing 
season all the fall treatment~ became infested with nutgrass. The lush 
growth of nutgrass suppres8e~ quackgrass and thus indirectly increased 
the effectiveness offall treatments in controlling quackgrass. No one 
herbicide applied in the fall significantly controlled ~~ut -grass. Of 
the spring treatments, the best qu&ckgrass control was obtained with 
Atrazine. Mixing the applied Atrazine immediately with the soil slightly 
increased its effectiveness. The best nutgrass control was obtained with 
both rates of EPTAMand Atrazine, end the poorest with dalapon and Feoac. 

Corn was slightly stunted by Fenlltc and 6 Ib/A of EPTAM. Later on 
corn in these plots regained normal growth. 

1.	 Contribution No. 1283 of the University of Massachusetts a College of 
Agriculture, Experiment Station, Amherst a Massachusetts. -- 2. Assistant Professor of Agronomya University of Massachusetts. Amherst. 
Massachusetts. 



Sunderiand,' Mass..Experiment: 

In this experiment, trials were conducted on a well drained aravelly
 
sandy loam. The area was heavily and uniformly infested with a quacksrass
 
sod which had not been tilled for three yearl. On April 14 the area was
 
plowed 61"7u ,',ck!epand disked. Treatments 2,3,9,10,15,16 were applied on
 
.y'19 "'(Table II). ; There were two replicates. At that t1me quacksras s .
 

. "wa'labout 6 'in. tall. Six days lateT on May 25, the whole area was plowed, 
disked; fertilized and the .eedbed prepared. OnMay 26 all pre-planting 
treatments were applied and the herbicides in treatments 4,5,6,7,8,11,12, 
11 and ',18were immed1,.&telydisked into the 8011. On May 27 Ohio M-15 
silaaecon was planted. Four days later, on May 31, 0.75 lnches of rain 
fell.· On June 2 the whole experimental area was sprayed with 6 IblA of DNBP 
to cont~ol anDual weeds. Dur1na the growina season the corn was not culti
vated. Quackaras8 stand e8ttm&tes made on July 26 are shown in Table II. 

" In aeneral, the best quackgraas control was obtained with, both Triazines 
and EPTAM.Atrazine provided better control than comparable rates of 

. Slmazine. Mixing in the applied Atrazine or Simazine with the so11 slightly 
increased their effectiveness. Relatively poor control was obtained from 
spring applications made on quackgrasl foliaae, possibly due to the fact 
that sod was plowed under early the same sprina. Someof the rhizomes, 
which were turned under, did not produce shoots and therefore did not come 
lnto contact with materials applied on the foliage. Someof these rhizomes 
were exposed durina seedbed preparation and produced a healthy growth of 
quackaTass. Corn was injured by both Feuac treatments. Mixins Feuae with 
the soil significantly increaled its effectiveness in controlling quackgraaa. 
Bowever, injury to the corn was also increased even to the point of 
depre,sed yields. 

Leverett. Mass. Experiment: 

In this experiment, trials were conducted on a well drained aravelly 
sandy loam. The area had a good uniform stand of quackarass. Plots w~re 

12 ft. by 30 ft. Five replicates were used. In this experiment we use9 in 
all treatments 5 IblA of actual Atrazine. Treatments 2 and J were applied 
April 28 on 6 in. tall quackaraas (Table III). Treatment 3 was rototilled 
about 5 in. deep following application of materials. The same day treat
ments 4 and 5 were also rototilled. Close observations showed that this 
rototil11ng cut the rhizomes into 3-6 inch seam-nts. On May 16 the expert· 
mental area was plowed, disked, fertilized and prepared for plantins. 
By thie time, plots which had been rototilled on April 28, had a thick 
re-srowth of quackgrasl. It appeared that rototillina had activated 
dormant rhizome buds (1) and produced more shoots. It was postulated 
that this practice would provide better absorption of Atrazine and finally 
provide a better control of quackgrass. Atrazine was applied on treatments 
4, 5, 6 and 1 on May 20. According to the plan (Table III) tTeatmenU S 
and 7 were rototilled immediately after application of the herbicide. 
Silase corn Ohio M-lS was planted on all treatments on the same day, 
May 23. Frolll May 23 into May 24, 0.52 inches of rain fell. It seems 
that 8011 moisture conditions were favorable for Atrazine. On June 2 
the whole experimental area was sprayed with 3 pound. per acre of 



DNBP. Quackgrass stand estimate§ were made on June 14, July 26 and
 
finally at harvest time on September 16. Quackgrass control as well as
 
corn yield data are presented in Table III.
 

Throughout the growing season treatments 3,4 and 5 gave by far the 
best quackgrass control. Rotbtilling early in the spring on April 28 
indirectly increased the activity of Atrazine. Rototilling cut the 
rhizomes into relatively short pieces and encouraged them to produce shoots 
thereby using up nutrient reserves. (2). Plowing when preparing seedbed 
might also help to kill the exhausted rhizomes. Atraz1ne applied on 
non-rototilled plots (treatments 6 and 7) suppressed quackgrass much more 
slowly. Results from this experiment confirmed our Amherst and Sunderland 
experiment results that mixing the applied triazines immediately after 
applications with the soil increases qua<;kgrass control. . But contrary to 
the Sunderland results, early sprlngAtrazine application on the foliage 
was quite effective (cf. treatments 2 ~nd 6). ~~ck plots produced a 
heavy grQwth of qu.ckgrass which stTongly competed with corn for plant 
nutrients and especially for water. All treatments increased silage corn 
yields significantly. 

Summaryand Conclusions: 

In the scope of this paper we present results of three field experi
ment~ conducted in 1959-60 in Maasachuaetts. The results warrant the 
foll~wing conclusions. 

1. Atliazine is most promising and effective in controlling quackgrus in 
field corn. A rate of 3-5 Ib/A of act~ve ingredient is suggested. Atrazine 
can be applied early in the spring on quackgrass foliage or at planting 
~i!Jle on a well prepared seedbed. !n./both cases mixing the applied A~razine 

~mmediately with the solI is recomme~ded. Cutting rhizomes early in the 
sp:ing by rototUling quaekgrass sod:i~creas.e.s the effectiveueas of Atraz1ne. 

2. ". EPTAMis also promising in controllln~ quackgrass in field corn. 
Sll8&e~ted rates are 4-6 Ib/A. Slight corn stunting may occur but corn 
y~elds were ndt usually affected. More tests should be conducted. 

References: 

1.	 Johnson, B.G. Natural and 1D.ducedDormancy of the Vegetative Buds 
on t.he Rhizomes of Quackgrass (Agropyron repen. (L.) Beav.). 
Ph.D. thesis, University of Wisconsin, 1958. 

2.	 P.P. Zaev, N.G.Zhezhel, M.P. Fyodoseeva. Obchshee ZeIl11edelie Selhozgiz 
Moskva. Leningrad 1957 (Russ.) 
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BBLB I. QuackgT88S Control in Field Corn 
.Alllherst, Massachusetts 

Relative Values Check ... 100 

Quackgrass Sta...,dTime of 
1.'reatmeots Application 5/6/60 7/28/60 9/15/60 

1. Check 100 100 100 
2. Dalapon 4 Ib/A on 8 in. foliage 10/15/59 9 15 22 
3. Dalapon 8 Ib/A on 8 in. foliage 10/15/59 4 14 14 
4. Atr8Sine 4 lb/A on 8 in. foliage 10/15/59 9 5 12 
5... Atraine 8 lb/A on 8 in. foliage 10/15/59 7 5 10 

'. 6. SilllaZ1ne 4 lb/A on 8 in. foliage 10/15/59 18 13 10 
7. S1.auioe 8 1b/ A on 8 in. foliage 10/15/59 9 15 15 

------------------~-------_.--------------------------_._-----~------------------------_._-------------
8. Da1apon 4 Ib/A OIl 8 in. foliage 10/15/59 

+ Attaine 4 lb/A pre-pl. 5/20/60 12 15 8 

-------~-~~-----------------------------._---------------------------~----_._---------------------~----

9. Dalapon 8 Ib/ A on 8 in. foliage 4/28/60 40 38 
10. I'enac 4 lb/ A on 8 in. foliage 4/28/60 70 75 
11. BP'1'AH4 Ib/ A. pre-pl. and disked in 5/20/60 • 36 46 
12. EPTAM6 Ib/A, pre-pl. and disked in' 5/20/60 33 40 
13. Attaine 4 lb/ A. pre-pl. 5/20/60 25 18 
14•. ' Atraine 8 1b/ A, pre-pl. 5/20/60 20 17 
15. Atrazine 4 Ib/ A, pre-pl. and disked in 5/20/60 • 12 7 
16. Atrq1ne 8lb/A, pre-pl. and disked in 5/20/60 10 4 
17. SiDiazine 4 lb/A, pie-pl. 5/20/60 27 24 
18. S1m8z1ne 8 Ib/ A, pre-pl. 5/20/60 20 24 

• 
U)
 
U)
 
('"t"\ 
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TABLEII. Quaekgrus Control in Field Corn
 
.Sunderland. Masl!lachusetu
 

Relative Values Cheek· 100
 

Treatments 

1. Cheek 
2. Dalapon 8 Ib/A on'6" fol1age 
3. Fenee 4: Ibl A on 6~r foliage 
4. Fenae 4 Ibl At pre"'pl. and dieked in 
5. EPtAM4 lb/ A, pre-pl. and dieked in 
6. EPTAM6 lb/A. pre-pl. and dieked in 
7. 2061* 4 lb/ A, pre-p1. and disked in 
8. 2061* 6 Ib/A. pre-pl. and dieked. in 
9. Atrazlne 3 lb/A on 6" foliage 

10. Atrazine 6 Ib/A on 6" foliage 
HOI Atrazine 3 Ib/A, pre--pl. and dieked in 
12. Atrazine 6 1b/A, pre-pl. and dieked in 
13. Atrazine 3 lb/A. pre-pl. 
14. Atrazine 6 Ib/A, pre-pl. 
15. Simazine 3 Ibl A on 6" foliage 
16. Simazine 6 lb/A on 6" foliage 
17. Simazine 3 Ib/A t pre-pl. and dieked in 
18. Simazine 6 Ib/A. pre-pl. and disked in 
19. Simazine 3 1b/A. pre-pl. 
20. Simazine 6 lb/A, pre-pl. 

Time of 
Application 

5/19/60
 
5/19/60
 
5/26/60
 
5/26/60
 
5/26/60
 
5/26/60
 
5/26/60
 
5/19/60 
5/19/60 
5/26/60 
5/26/60 

. 5/26/60 
5/26/60 

. 5/19/60 
5/19/60 
5/26/60 
5/26/60 
5/26/60 
5/26/60 

Quaekgrase 
Stand 

7/26/60 

100
 
60
 
72
 

·30
 
32
 
24
 
70
 
73,
 
40
 
30
 
21
 

8
 
21
 
15
 
52
 
38
 
32
 
18
 
34
 
20
 

Corn
 
Yields
 

100
 
139
 
130
 
98
 

150
 
181
 
150
 
131
 
157
 
166
 
167
 
173
 
185
 
192
 
137
 
156
 
171
 
156
 
170
 
176
 

*2061 -= propyl ethyl-n-butylthiocarbamate by Stauffer Chemical Company 
w 
00
'.0
• 



TABLEIII. Quackgr888 Control in Field Corn
 
Leverett. Mas88Chuaetts
 

Relative Values Check III 100
 

Quackgra88 Stand Corn 

Treatments 6/14/60 7/26/60 9/16/60 Yields 
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RUTGRASSCONTROLWlTR ATaAZINEANDEPTAM 
l1f FIELD CORNIN 1960 1. 

Jonas Vengris 2 

Nutgrass (Cype~us esculentus L.) 1s a commonperennial weed in 
MassachuDatts. In the Iastfew years this weed has been increasing and 
has become one of the most noxious pests. 

The objective of our tests was to determine the possibilities of 
controlling nutgrasa with Atresine and EPTAMin field corn. 

Procedure: 

The experiment wae conducted on a fl~e s~ndy loam ~~th fair draiDage. 
The area had a good and uniform stand of nutgrass. A r&ndomized block 
design with four replicates was used. Eeeh plot conaista~ of four field 
corn rows 25 ft. long. All treatments were applied on May 31. Immediately 
after applicetio~, EPTAMand the first thrae treatmenxs of Atrazlne (Table I) 
were diske.d in 4-6 In. deep. Whenapplying the herb~cicle~, the 8011 was 
moist and t,he next day 3/4 in. of rain fell. One is inclined to think that 
soU-weather conditione for Atrazlne were excellent. OnJ1,UleI, Ohio M...15 
silage corn was planted. To control annual weeds oucheck plots, the whole 
exper.imental area 0'3 June 2 with 6 Ib/A of DNBP. A heavy washwas sp1l:'£I.yed
ing rain occurred ouJune 15 and all plots ware cultivated with a t~actor 

mounted cultivator en J'~e 17 to fill in gullies. 

All herbicide rates presented in table I are expressed in pounds of 
acid equivalent or active ingredient per acre. 

Results and Discussion: 

The effect of different treatments on nutgrass and corn was observed 
during the entire zrowitlg season. Observations made four weeks and eight· 
weeks aftar plan.~iug are recorded in Table I. Twomiddle totls of;"each 
plot were harvested as silage corn on September 14. All herbicidea at all 
appliad rates gave highly significant control of nutgras8. Somecorn 
stuntina was observed with thet~ highest EPtAMrates but this did not 
seem to affect yields. No significant differences between the three rates 
of EPTAMwere observed. The action of EPtAMis rather rapid and our results 
(Table I) indicate that weed control four weeks after planting was as good 
as eight weeks after pla~t:ins. On the contra~ with Atrsziae, nutgr.asa 
control on July 29 was much better than on July 1. Mixing applied Atrazine 
with soil immediately after application did not increase DUtgrass control. 
This probably was due to the heavy rain shortly after 'application of the 

1.	 Contribution No. 1282 of the University of Massadhusetts~ College of 
Agriculture. Experiment Station. Amherst. Massachusetts. 

2.	 Assistant Professor of Agrono~. University of Massachusetts. Amherst. 
Massachusetts. 
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herbicides. In senerel."we.had,a rAther rainy apri.na and summer in 
Massachusetta. Plots treated with 4~razinewer8 free from annual broad
leaved as well 8S grassy weeds' throUghout the growio.s season. Plots treated 
with EPTAMbecame infested with,p~ed (Amar~thus retroflexus) during 
late .eason. It is pos.ible that excessive rain shortly after application 
of the herbicide decre~se~~ itd ,~ffectiveness, '~y"r ~ellent broad
leaved Weed control wasobta:lned. ,wit!.) 4 Ib/A and 6 Ib/A of EPTAMin field,
corn' (1). " .... 

Beca~se of g60d nutgr~s.co~~rol by 1111herbl~ide8 and at &.11,rates
 
appliecl, ylel~s .9f silage co.rD.werealgD,if1cautly increased •. No 81pificlUlt
 
differences were noted between herbicides or rates applied.
 

On the basia ot~one ,·year's resulte it wf'luld appear that 801'1dnuta r aSB
 
eontro~ ca~ be hll.d ~~,ora 4 Ib/ A t')f AtruiDe or EPTAM. Atr"zi~ ,fJJ sligbtly
 
more effective and .does 'QOt,.4f..fect. cornplauts. .
 

Summa!'Yand Conclu'iona:" 
. ,;;,' 

1~' ~ year'. field ta.stA':1Ddicate tb.Jt Atrazlno 1s ~ffect:tve and 
promisine in co~rol~ina nutgrasB (Cyperus esculentus}.A rate of about 
4 Ib/A is suggeste.d.' Applicatit9nssbould be made in the sprinS ~Late1Y 
before the, plantina,~f~~or:n~ "'M1Jd.q appU.ed berbicide with .soil to a depth 
of 4-6 in.~ 1s .dvent&seo~&aspecl&lly 1£ dQt weather and soil cOliditittnB are 
anticipated. Atrazine can be applied atp14nting ~r &s a pr~~emergence 
treatment f&rcol:1.'i.· ,, 

? "EPTAMi' a.~so. p;;,omif;lng f,.r controlling Qutgrass in fielA col"Dt' ' 
Sugge~t'ed rates Are 4-5' Ib/A •. This chamic.g.t should be applied before plsD t1 ng 
and tmmediately inc~rp~r~ted 4-6 in. deep in soil by disking. For ·tw~ caMe-C
utive years anme Cflru stunting reaulted from 4 Ib/A.of E~ (1) but later ~D 

plants reg4tae.d nfixmal appearance and yieldAwere oipifiC411tly better tb#n 
checks. 

Reference: 
1. J. Venitt •• Weed.Control in Field Corn. Proe.14th An.NEWCC.367-69.1960. 

tABLEI. Nutara,s Control 
,.~l!~!.ve Values. 

in rield 
Check -

Corn 
"102 

Corn 
. Trea~ents Yields 

___ 
" L, ~,. D' at 5% level 

t.S.D. at 1% leyel 

1. Check ..... , 
2. EPT~ 4 lb/ A." pre~pl.". disked ' in 
3. 'EPTAM 6 lbJ A) pre-pI., tUsked. in 
4. ,EPTAMa lb/A. ,p:t:e-pl~ ,disked in 
5~ At;,zine 2 lbJA) pre-pl., diaked 
6. Atr~zine 4 ib/A. pre-pl., disked 
7. ,Atraz~ne 8lb/A, ~pre,;"pl.{, dll.ked 
8. Atrazine ,2 lb/A, .pre-pl. '. 
9. Atrazine 4 lb/A, pre-pl. 
10. Atrazine 8 Ib/A. pre-pl. 

10· 
------..:1=5------XL

in 
in 
in, . 

8 
.__ 

17 
23 

100 
1~1 
131 
128 
U3 
133 
131 
124 
124 
136 

--=::::. 
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1 
Pre-emergence Crabgrass Control in Maryland 

2 
P. W. Santelmann 

Crabgrass (Digitaria spp) is a universal lawn weed pest throughout 
Maryland. Until recently, practical control of these species was limited 
to the use of contact herbicides after the weed had emerged (post-emergence). 
Unfortunately, Kentucky bluegrass, the dominant lawn species in Maryland, 
is susceptible to these materials if they are applied improperly. Re
cently, several materials have been developed for use before the crabgrass 
has emerged (pre-emergence). However, the- efficiency of pre-emergence 
heroicides is materially affected by climatic and soil environmental 
conditions. Thus, these materials need to be tested in Maryland before 
they can be recommended to the many homeowners of this state. 

MATERIALS& METHODS 

Plots were established in 4 replications at several locations in 
Maryland in 1959 and 1960. Treatments were all applied in established 
Kentucky bluegrass lawns, before crabgrass had germinated. In all instances, 
there was some rainfall within one week of the treatment date. The 
dates and locations were as follows: 

A.	 Treated Nov. 11, 1958, near Beltsville. 
B.	 Treated Mar. 20, 1959, College Park. 
C.	 Treated Dec. 3, 1959, College Park. 
D.	 Treated Mar. 28, 1960, College Park. 
E.	 Treated Mar. 29, 1960, near Clarksville. 

All treatments were applied to 2 to 3" bluegrass. At location D 
there was a heavy Pon annua stand, at E there was a heavy clover stand. 

The materials used were: 

Chlordane, 10% and 20% granular and 75% emulsifiable concentrate 
Dacthal, 50% wettable powder 
Zytron, emulsifiable concentrate or granular form 
Calcium Arsenate, granular, 73% active ingredient 
Pax, primarily lead arsenate and chlordane 
No-Crab, a calcium arsenate and 2,4-D mixture· 

Herbicides applied as a spray were in ~ to ~ gallons of water per 
100 square feet. Granular materials were applied with a calibrated spreader. 

1/	 Scientific Article No. A888, Contribution No. 3204, of the Maryland 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Department of Ag-ronomy. 

1.1 Assistant Professor, Department of Agronomy» Ma-ryland Ag,x-i cul bn:nl 

Experiment Station, College Park, Maryland 
'\. 
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RESULTS§e PISCUSSION 

In August of 1959 or 1960 the plots were rated as to percent control 
of the crabgrass. The results are reported in Table 1 for all materials 
except the various Calcium Arsenate compounds. 

No treatment resulted in serious turf injury except the Pax at lo
cation A. Here the bluegrass was noticably thinned out. Pax also caused 
some turf thinning at location B. Granular Zytron at 20 Ibl A also caused 
slight turf injury at locations C & D, as did nNo-Crab" at location D. 

There was considerable variation between the various calcium arsenate 
compounds. They also varied widely from one location to another. For 
example, "No-Crab" resulted in 98'l control at location D, and 441. at location 
E. In general, control was fairly good with the calcium arsenate materials. 

Table 1. Late Summer Control of crabgrass with Various Pre-emergence Herbicides 

-_ ..._ ..._--_ ..._.... -----_ ...---_ ...-.-------- ....-----
Tmt. Rate Av. Fall 

I/A A C Tmts. B D E Av. Spring Av. 
% Control Tmts. 

--------~-_ ... _----_.._------ ....
Chlordane 

10% 75 62 12 37 78 55 65 66 54 
" 20% 60 27 20 24 30 25 30 28 26 
" 75% 

Zytron-e.c. 
" " 

75 
15 
20 

50 

-
-
.79 
89 --

40 
67 
85 

55 
85 
84 

23 
78 . 
91 

39 
77 
81 

42 
77 
81 

It 

" 
gran. 

" 
15 
20 

83 -- 13 - 70 
72 

95 
99 

83 
85 

83 
85 

83 
82 

Daethal, w.p. 5 48 20 34 83 10 75 76 14 
tI II 10 70 68 69 88 93 96 92 83 

PAX 1080 87 - 80 85 83 84 
Untreated CIt 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

------------_ ..._----------------- ......._---
Locations A and C were treated in the fall or early winter; the others 

were late March treatments. The Ohlordane treatments were somewhat more 
successful when applied in the spring than when applied in the fall. The 
same was even more true of the 8aethal treatments. 

Over-all, the eblordane treatments were the least' successful. Deethal, 
Zytron lie Pax resulted in good crabgrass control. Little difference was 
found between the granular & the spray forma of Zytron. Daethal lie Zytron 
treatments were more successful than Pax, in that Pax injured the turf .. 
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SUMMARY
 

Herbicides were applied to established Kentuc~y bluegrass turf in 
1958, 1959, and 1960 for pre-emergence crabgrass control. The use of 
Chlordane resulted in relatively poor control, the 10% granular form 
being better than a 20% granular or the 75% emulsifiable concentrate. 

"Pax' reaul ted in good weed control, but caused severe turf injury. 
Zytron and Dacthal controlled 75 to 90 percent of the crabgrass. There 
was little difference between the granular and the liquid forms of 
Zytron. Dacthal was more satisfactory as a spring treatment than as a 
fall application. 
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WHATHAPPENS TO PHENOXYHERBICIDES .WHENAPPLIED
 
TO A WATERSHEDAREA
 

by 

A. W. Winston, Jr. and P. M. Rittyl 

'. Water supply people responsible for maintaining reservoirs 
of wholesome water frequently ask about. the effects on water , 
quality when brush in the surrounding watershed areas is 
chemically sprayed. What are the breakdown products and how" 
might they affect water supplies are two of the questions 
sanitary engineers ask concerning phenoxy herbicides. 

No discussion will be made here regarding the direct 
toxicity of 2,4-D and related materials. The wide use of 2,4-D, 
2,4,5-T and similar compounds over many years now provides 
excellent practical assurance of the lack of toxicity. Dis
cussed here will be the products of decomposition by soil micro
flora and their effects on water supplies. 

A. MICROBIAL DEGRADATION 

Bacterial decomposition of 2,4-D, 2,4,5-T, silvex and re
lated chemicals is well reported in the literature. At least 
eight species of bacteria are known to feed actively on 
chlorinated phenoxy herbicides. Corynebacterium sp. (8)
decomposed 80%of a 1,000 parts per million (ppm) concentration 
of 2,4-D in four hours, releasing chlorine as the free chloride 
ion. Bacterium globiforme (1), which is readily found in garden 
and woods soils, Flavobacterium aguatile (5) and F. peregrenum 
(12), two species of Achromobacter (2, 12), and a Mycoplana sp.
(14) all have been identified as capable of destroying phenoxy
compounds. Work conducted by the senior author of this paper 
shows still another species of bacterium that feeds actively 
on phenoxy compounds. This bacterium has been identified as 
PseUdomonas cruciviae, and is one whose source of isolation and 
habitat 1s soil (3). P. cruciviae fed equally as well on 2,4
dichlorophenol, pentachlorophenol, and unsubstituted phenol. 

The hypothesis has been made that soil and water bacteria 
would convert 2,4-D, 2,4,5-T and related chemicals back to di
and trichlorophenols (2,4). Both of these free phenols can 
cause taste and odor problems in extremely low concentrations. 
A study was undertaken to evaluate this hypothesis and to 
positively determine the end decomposition products formed 
after exposure to bacterial action. 

1 The Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Michigan. 
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B. PROCEDURE 

Laboratory apparatus used in these 
mainly of a source of supply of phenoxy 
(since biological oxidation by previously 
bacteria occurs generally under aerobic 

experiments 
solutions, 

mentioned 
conditions) 

consisted 
an aerator, 

species of 
a settling 

chamber and a proportioning pump to provide continuous feed at 
a set rate. The effluent solutions were collected and 
chemically analyzed to determine components or degradation 
products. 

Seeding of the aerator to obtain phenol digesting bacteria 
was done in two ways. Activated sludge from an industrial 
waste treatment plant which treats both sanitary and industrial 
wastes" provided bacterial "seed" for half of the test equipment. 
However, since bacteria which decompose these compounds are 
reported to be found generally in nature (3, 6, 9, 13), a 
collection of soil samples was gathered from a typical watershed 
area and used for comparison in the other half of the laboratory 
setup. These watershed soil samples were taken from areas on 
which no prior application of any herbicides has been made. 

C. RESULTS 

Known amounts (i.e., 55 ppm) of phenoxy herbicides were fed 
to the influent of the systems. After 3D-hour exposures to the 
bacterial CUltures, effluent samples were removed and exhaus
tively analyzed. Beside odor and taste threshold tests, the 
Gibbs test to determine free phenols with a sensitivity of 10 
parts per billion (ppb) was used. Furthermore, to increase this 
sensitiVity, after color formation with the Gibbs method, a 
further solvent extraction was made so as to concentrate color 
and thus increase sensitivity of the test. With the analytical 
tests then having a sensitivity of 0.5 ppb, no free phenols were 
detectable. Microflora from either the general waste seeding or 
from watershed soil samples had decomposed the phenoxy compounds 
to carbon dioxide, inorganic chlorides and water. A quantitative 
release of the chloride ion had occurred during the bacterial 
decomposition (II). In the effluents there was no detectable 
dichlorophenol nor trichlorophenol residue. The oxygen consump
tion was that which theoretically would be required to affect 
complete oxidation. Free phenols as such were also introduced 
into the system for further tests on biological oxidation. The 
phenols were reduced in a similar manner. 

Confirmation of this work with regard to 2,4-D has been 
reported by TIogoff and Reid (8). Their summary states, "An 
organism • • • • • • Corynebacterium sp. • • • • decomposes
2,4-D acid in relatively large amounts in synthetic medium. 
Indications are that complete destruction of the molecule follows 
ring rupture." 
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D. TASTEAND ODORSTUDIES 

Taste and odor threshold studies have been conducted on 
the herbicide formulations as such. These studies show that the 
ester, acid and amine formulations have higher odor and taste 
thresholds than the corresponding free phenol counterparts.
However, since it already has been shown that free phenols are 
not the end breakdown products of formulations after exposure to 
bacterial action, additional studies were conducted on the com
ponent parts of these formulations. 

The odor threshold of Esteron* 245 O.S. herbicide is about 
0.3 ppb and the taste threshold is about 1.3 ppb. These figures 
are very low, but are not due to the 2,4,5-T ester but rather to 
the oil used in formulation. This oil is typical of that used 
commonly in agricultural sprays and is believed to be readily
oxidized (decomposed) by soil bacteria, as we shall see later. 
Further, the odor threshold of the 2,4,5-T propylene glycol
butyl ether ester (PGBE) is about 0.4 ppm. In other words, 
about 1,300 times more of the ester is required to cause odor 
than the oil alone. A similar figure gives as great a margin
of safety for taste threshold for 2,4,5-T PGBEester. 

E. INFLUENCEOF OIL COMPONENTS 

Since analysis of the components of various phenoxy ester 
formulations has shown that the oil fractions can cause off
taste and odor, what factors can minimize possible watershed 
contamination? First of all, oils can be altered naturally in 
many ways. Bacterial action is known to act rapidly on aromatic 
oils (13). Ludzack and Kinkead (6) reported biochemical oxida
tion of motor oils by organisms found abundantly in nature and 
they showed that the principal end product of oil oxidation is 
C02. This conclusion had also been reached earlier by Ruchhoft 
and associate workers (10). To substantiate this fact, oil 
components of the herbicide formulations were also run through
the laboratory apparatus in experiments similar to those des
cribed above. Bacterial decomposition readily and completely
oxidized the aromatic oils to C02. 

Volatilization of aromatic oils is well known (7).
Undoubtedly, adsorption to and chemical reaction with soil 
particles does occur and would further enhance rapid breakdown 
of oil constituents. 

Another aid. in decreasing the possibility of watershed 
contamination by oils would be by the use of herbicide formula
tions that do not contain oils. Amine salt formulations do not 

* Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company. 
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have aromatic 011s in them; Moreover, they also are decomposed 
to CO2! free chlorine and water by bacteria in the same manner 
as esters and acids. 

F. NO PROBLEMSUNDERPRACTICALUSE ONWATERSHEDS 

However, even ester formulations produced by reputable 
manufacturers can be used with safety in watershed areas. For 
example, let us presuppose a rectangular lake 100 acres in size, 
having shoreline dimensions of 1,000 feet by 4,356 feet. If a 
watershed manager wanted to spray a 20-foot wide strip of brush 
around this shoreline, he would be spraying a total of five 
acres of brush. Assuming he would apply a herbicide concentra
tion of one gallon of a four pound acid equivalent formulation 
per 100 gallons of water and this solution were applied at 
approximately 200 gallons of total spray solution per acre, then 
on this five acres of brush he would apply 1,000 gallons of total 
spray which would contain 40 pounds of 2,4,5-T acid equivalent. 

Now, if this 100-acre lake had an average depth of 10 feet, 
it would contain 1,000 acre feet of water. In order to have 
enough 2,4,5-T ester in the lake to reach an odor or taste 
threshold, that is, be detectable, 0.4 ppm of the PGBE ester 
would have to be present. In this example, 1,086 pounds of the 
2,4,5-T ester would be needed to reach the odor threshold, 17.7-- times more ester than is being applied to the five acres of 
brush. The oil components, because of a much lower threshold 
rating, could possibly be troublesome if extremely careless 
application were made. In this case, more than 110 gallons of 
the spray solution would have to fall directly into the lake 
before an odor threshold would be reached. Using proper
application techniques, only a very small portion of the spray 
could conceivably reach the water directly, thus virtually
eliminating any possibility of pollution. Of course, where 
brush control spray applications are applied deeper into the 
watershed and farther away from the water reservoir, such treat
ments would present even less hazard of contamination. 

G. SUMMARY 

Studies of the degradation products of 2,4-D, 2,4,5-T and 
silvex have been made. The results of these studies show 
conclusivAly that decomposition under natural conditions does 
nct result in the formation of the corresponding phenols. These 
phenoxy h~rbicides are decomposed into car~on dioxide, hydro
chloric ~cid and water. Free phenols are decreased, rather than 
increased, by bacterial degradation and are not the b'l'eakdown 
products of phenoxy herbicides. Bacterial oxidation of plU"'110'XY 



herbicides produces aquantit.at.ive release of chloride ions. 
Aromatic oils have a much lower taste and odor threshold than the 
active ingr~dients in reputable phenoxy herbicide,formulations. 
These 011s, however', are decomposed even more raptdly than the 
phenoxy components. Therefore, reputable commercial formulations 
properly applied to watershed areas do not constitute a water 
POllutl~n hazard. 

':~'{t;':';1 .: :'",,'t' 
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A DECADEOF BRUSHCONl'ROL 
• 

R. A. Mann 
Tennessee	 Valley Authority 

Chattanooga, Tennessee 

During the past decade we have conducted an extensive research program in 
right-of-way maintendnce, which has resu~ted in the experimentation and use 
of almost every known method, technique, chemical, and type of equipment for 
brush control. 

Brush control is a major and expensive recurring problem connected with the 
transmission of electric energy in the Tennessee Valley region because of the 
numerous species of brush and types of terrain, which vary from swamps and . 
rolling upland to high plateaus and rugged mountains. The aver-age annual 
ra~nfall is more than 50 inches, and the average annua.l temperq.ture is above 
60. These factors contribute to luxuriant growth of yegeta.ti",n. The TVA 
power system included approximately 12,000 miles of energized transmission 
lines at the end of June 1960. About 60 percent of the transmission line 
rights-of-way run through wooded areas, resulting in approximately 90,000 
acres of brush to be controlled. The right-of-way width varies from 50 to 
600 feet, depending on the voltage and the number of circuits; however, the 
vast majority of rights-of-way are cleared 100 feet wide. 

In the large integrated right-of-way maintenance program associated with 
TVA's growing power system, there is a place fer mechanical and chemical 
brush control prncedures utilizing many different methods ann equipments. 

Mechanical Maintenance 

Until recent years mechanical methods were the only effective means of con
trolling brush, and even now many utility rights-of-way are maintained only 
by mechanical methods. The hand method req,uires large crews using brush 
hooks, Kaiser blades, and axes for periodically clearing the brush. It is 
usually necessary to reclear every 2 to 4 years. Because of rising labor 
costs, the unit cost for the hand method has became increasingly prohibitive, 
and improved mechanical devices have evolved. Rotary brush.cutters, having a 
3-point hydraulic lift, pulled by small tractors have been used. However, 
their use is limited to comparatively level rights-of-w~y haVing only small 
brush. They cannot be used in rocky or mountainous terrain, and they will not 
clear the brush uniformly cLose to the ground. These ma.chines can be advan
tageously used for cutting patrol paths where the gr("lund cover consists of 
briars, weeds, and small brush. 

The BUshwacker has been successfully ~sed by some utility companies and has 
been tried by TVA. This is a large, self-propelled. machine having a large 
metal drum with flails attached. This machine pushes and/or cuts brush up to 
8 inches in diameter in a 6-foot swath along the rights-of-way. The drum is 
located on the front of th!,! machine and is driven by a separate motor at a 
high rate of speed. The flail.s splinter the brush to small ~ieces, cutting 
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the stumps flush with the ground and leaving them splintered. The' equipment' 
used by TVAwas underpowered and could climb only about a 15-percent slope, 
which is not adequate for this region. Also, it was too wide and heavy for 
the bridges on country roads that it had to travel. The equipment was moved 
on a large tractor-trailer unit. Rocks kept the spikes broken off, and the 
services of a welder were required with the machine. Across our rough, rocky 
terrain the operator did not cut as cl~se to the ground as was desirable; and 
of course during the next growing season there were several sprouts for each 
bush cut the previous year. The growth was vigorous, apparently as a result 
of the established root system. 

Power saws with clearing attachments bave been used during the past 4 ye ars and 
have proved to be a very effective and practical mechanical clearing method. 
These are I-man saws, and brush up to 5 inches in diameter may be ,cut from a 
standing position. Because of the clearing attachments, these saws do a highly 
satisfactory job where mechanical methods are employed. 

Chemical Maintenance 

In the early 1940's leading chemical companies, after extensive e~qperimental 
work, had faith enough in the so-called growth-regulating chemicals to place 
them on the market. In the latter part of the 1940' 5 TVAbecame interested in 
these chemicals and established experimental plots on some of its rights-of
way. Chemicals were applied in accordance with the manufacturers' directicns. 
Evaluation of this work showed enough promise to continue experiments on a 
large scale. For the first few years low-volatile esters containing 2 pounds 
of 2,4-D and 2 pounds of 2,4,5-T acid a gallon were used. These were mixed 
with water as a carrier at the rate of 1 gallon of esters, or 4 pounds acid 
equivalent, in 100 gallons of water and applied at the rate of 300 to 500 
gallons of mixture an acre for foliage spraying by ground crews using hand 
guns. The brush was ~roughly wet; and the amount of mixture depended on 
the density, height, and species. 

For the past several years, after extensive experimental work, 2,4,5-T esters 
only have been used. Also nonvolatile Ammate (95-percent ammoniumsulfamate) 
at the rate of 60 pounds in 100 gallons of water with 4 ounces of spreader
sticker acid added was applied at the rate of 300 to 500 gallons of mixture an 
acre, depending on the height, species, and density of the brush being sprayed. 
During the early years if the weather was dry during the latter part of July 
and August, we would add 10- to 2O-percent diesel oil to an ester-and-water 
mixture for foliage application. However, this procedure has been discontin
ued, along with many other ideas tried during the early years of chemical 
brush control. 

A wide variety of equipment has been used during this period for chemical 
right-of-way maintenance. The knapsack sprayer has been used to some advan
tage, but experience has proved that this method has only limited use in.a 
program the size of TVA's. The first spray units purchased were 15-gpm pumps 
used with 2OO-gallon tanks. The second units purchased were 2O-gpmpumps used 
with the same 200-gallon capacity tanks. In order to treat brush in remote 



areas, fre1.uently the crews l'UIrLl'ei the aprQ.Ymixture .through a 1/2-i.nch high
pressure, agricultural spre.y hose for a distance cf as much as 1 mile. 
Beeauae of this, the next units purchased were 35-gpm pumps used with 500
gallon tanks. The 35-gpm pumps permitted the use of several spray guns with 
each unit while still maintaining the desired nozzle pressure. The 200
gallon units were skid-mounted on 4-wheel drive vehicles and were very 
satisfactory. The 5OO-gallon units we7e pe7manently mounted on Army- surplus 
6x6 vehicles, and have given excellent service. Normally a crew used 2 spray 
trucks, 1 water truck, and a personnel carrier. We found that while spraying 
in remote areas where a considerable amount cf hose pulling was reqUired only 
one 35-gpm pump Ir.ounted on ,a 5OO-g.a.llon tank was adequate and, of course, more 
economical. 

About 5 years ago we purchased an orchard blower with fans producing a wind 
velocity up to 90 miles an hour and mounted this on one of our 35-gpm spray 
units with a 500-gallon tank. Numerous test plots were established with this 
unit, and some of the results were very satisfactory. However, the timber 
burned outside the rights-of-way; and the potential hazard to susceptible 
agricultural and garden crops, particularly on Windy days, was so great that 
we have discontinued the use of this machine. 

By 1958 the cost of chemical control'had become so great that we were forced 
to reevaluate our entire program to keep costs down. This reevaluation 
revealed that we had increased our volume of material per acre in an effort to 
obtain a higher percentage of brushkill and also that the cost of labor and 
transportation had skyrocketed. In recent years the trend of control has 
become centered around individual species to determine their habits, character
istics, and life cycles. From observation it appeared that we were using 
excessi ve amounts of chemicals on some species and were overl"ading the trans
location capacity of these plants. Webegan looking for new methods to apply 
controlled amounts of chemicals to brush on rights-of-way. 

As a result the automatic spray nozzle was developed in 1958 for applying a 
semiconcentrated mixture of esters and wRter to transmission line rights-of
way. Available literature was reviewet'l; and Boomjet, or automatic spray, 
nozzles were purchased. These were single, compact nozzles made in different 
capaci ties for mounting at the rear of. a truck for spraying a swath 38 to 66 
feet wide, depending on the pressure and gpm. The nozzle assembly produces a 
uniform flat spray pattern. A telescoping attachment was designed for mounting 
the nozzle at a vertical angle of 450 to the rear of the truck tank, permitting 
the nozzle to give a vertical spray pattern at the desired height, which is 
governed by the height of brush being sprayed. Atomization of each jet is as 
fine as possible in relation to the distance the spray mixture must travel to 
complete the spray pattern. The nozzle is brass, with 5 fixed-position tips. 
It has a lj4-inch plug in the top, which is an ideal location for a pressure 
gauge. 

We have apprOXimately 20 autcmatic spray nozzles mounted on military-type 6x6 
trucks equipped With no-~pin differentials, mud-grip tires, and 800-, 1,000-, 
and 1,200-gallon tanks. Wehave been using this type of truck for right-of-way 
maintenance for several years, and an experienced driver can cover a high 



percentage of o~r trAnsmission line rights-of-way s~rayed by gr~un4 crews with 
very few acres of brush skipped.. A pump with 6 full floating nylon rollers to 
force the spray mixture through the pump is mounted on the truck frame under 
the tank and is operated by a power takeoff. The normal operating speed is 
500 rpm, and at 20 psi the pump delivers 30 gallons a minute. A pressure 
gauge, strainer, And adjustable bypass valve are installed. Since no agitator 
is installed in the tank, the bypass connecti~n is used t~ keep the water and 
chemicals mixed. 

On a lOO-foot right-of-way the truck is driven down one side with the spray 
directed to the outside edge of the cl4l')a,redright-of-way. At a pressure of 
20 psi ;the effeetive swath is 50 feet wide. We normally enter the right-of
way and drive until about one-half of the mixture in the tQDk is used or until 
some obstacle, such as a fence, crops, or a creek, has reen encountered. The 
truck is then turned around, and the other side of the right-of-way is sprayed. 
~he truck speed is 2 miles an hour, resulting in the spraying of 6 acres of 
brush an hour and the application of 50 gallons of mixture an acre. 

Numerous test ~lots were established with the automatic spray nozzle using 
different chemicals at various rates. The best mixture for our region appears 
to be 2,4,5-T esters and water, applied at the ra~e of 50 gallons an acre, 
using 1-1/2 gallons, or 6 pounds, of acid. 

--- In an effort to reduce right-of-way maintenance cost further and in order to 
keep pace with the growth of TVA's transmissi~n system, a contract was negoti
ated with a helic~pter contractor in July 1958 to spray 382 acres. A mixture 
of 1 gallon of 2,4,5-T esters, conta.ining 4 pounds of acid, in 4 gallons of 
oil was applied at the rate of 5 gallons of mixture an acre. Wewere con
cerned about the volatility and drift of the oil; and, since all of this work 
was on an experimental basis, about 1/2 of this acreage was sprayed using only 
water as a carrier. One gallon of 2,4,5-T esters, containing 4 pounds of 
acid, was applied in 4 gallons ~f water an acre. 

This spraying was done on rights-of-way in remote mountainous areas, where 
spraying by ground crews was almost impossible and the cost was prohibitive. 
The mixed species present were dense and ranged from 6 to 20 feet in height, 
with the majority averaging between 10 to 20 feet. ~e spraying was done 
late in the season; however, we felt that. adequate moisture was in the scil 
for continued plant growth to aid in the chemical translocation. In the late 
summer, 2 months after application, the susceptible .~pecies were defoliated, 
or the leaves had turned brown. Chemical translocation was evident in the 
stems ~f tulip poplar, sweet gum, black gum, sumac, .pe~6immon, and sassafras. 
We could see very little difference at this time between the reeults of the 
spraying with oil as a carrier and those in which ~te~ had been used. 

In 1959, after one growing season, it was observed that geod control was 
obtained on sweet gum, black gum, tulip poplar,. black locust, wild cherry, 
sassafras, sumac, persimmon, and the majority of the eaks; that fair control 

'- was obtained -m red. oak, chestnut oak, red;bud, and hickory; and that poor 
control was obtained on maple, elm, ash, sou:rwood, pine, and cedar. This 
inspection showed that the oil spray had a slight advantage over the water 
spray in controlling a few of the more resistant species. 
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During June and July 1959 a private contractor spr"'l.¥cd4,750 acres of brush by 
helicoptor; in 1960 a contractor sprayed 6,944 ~cres, and 2,160 acres was 
sprayed by TVAusing a Sikorsky S-55 helicopter. All methods and formulatif"ns 
of brush control seem to have acme disadvantages, and helicopter applicatif"n 
is no exception to this rule. The major disadvantage of helicopter applica
tion is the critical weather limitations. This type of spraying is much more 
sensitive to wind than ground application, and the work must be confined to a 
period when there is scarcely ai:ly wind. The helicopter spraying normally 
began at daybreak, weather permitting, and ceased when the wind velocity 
increased to 3 miles an hour. Spraying began again late in the afternoon, 
when the wind velocity decreased to 3 miles an hour, and continued until dark. 

])amage claims arising from drift to adjacent property have not been a serious 
problem so far, bUt this is an inherent possibility in helicopter application 
and requires special consideration at all times. 

One incentive to the use of helicopter in chemical application is the lower 
cost realized in areas where accessibility is difficult, such as mountains and 
swamps. Another incentive is the cClmparative apeed, which enables the cover
age of considerably grea-tsr acreage while the plants are more receptive to the 
herbicides. 

Wehave been experimenting with the invert materials for several years; how
ever, very little of this material has been applied to transmission line rights
of-way until recently. Wehave applied it by the basal and foliage methods, 
using the hand gun and the orchard blower. With these methods, however, our 
results were not promising. In 1959 a contraetor, using a helicopter equipped 
with a whirling variable-speed disk that throws the chemical out, appli~i 

1,000 gallons of invert material to a right-nf-way for ctucy and evaluation. 
It was applied at the rate of 2 gallons ~f esters, containing 2 pounds of 
2,4,5-T acid a gallon, in 8 gallons of water, making a total of 10 gallons of 
material an acre. 

In 1960 numerous test plots using various invert or thickened chemicals at 
different rates were established. This material was applied by a TVABell 
helicopter. Invert emulsions are viscous spray mixtures with a consistency 
like mayonnaise. These qualities result in a greater control over drift and 
permit the use of a helicopter with wind speeds up to apprOXimately 10 miles 
an hour, allOWing more flying time a day. Further studies with respect to 
percentage of kill and drift control will be needed to determine the full 
value of invert emulsions for right-of-way brush control. 

In the beginning· of our chemical b;r:ush control program all spraying was 
limited to the blanket foliage spray, which, of course, was limited to approx
imately 3 months during the year. It was soon realized that it; would become 
necessary to respray in 2 to 5 years; therefore, our research program included 
work with esters and oil, using the basal method. The basal method was 
included in our program primarily as a re-treatment where the stem count was 
low, thus lifting the 'seasonal restriQtions ~n spraying and virtually elimina
ting the possibility of crop damage, since the work was done·during the dormant 
season. Since some species were resistant to the foliage spray and remained 
on the rights-of~way, this method was found to be effective on certain of these 
resistant, species, sucb as maple, ash, conifers, and elm. 



With the ra~id constru~tion of new lines it was reali~ed that other methods 
were ne~esa~~ to keep pace with the rapid gro~~h of the transmission system, 
and extensive research was conducted in the stump-treatment method. This 
mctihod, which is one of our most effective, was perfected and adopted as a 
part of our program in 19~after 3 years of experimental work. It is used 
after the initial clearing of new rights-of-way. 

We have also tried stump treatment on recleared rights-of-way, but the results 
have not been too satisfactory. One of the major problems is that the brush 
is not burned, and moving the brush tc get to the stumps is an expenSive 
operation. Also, the crew workers are unable to find many of the small stumps 
to spray themj therefore, considerable growth appears on these rebrushed 
rights-of-way the season following the treatment. Vines and briars make it 
difficult to remove the brush and to locate the small stumps. 

At the present time a mixture of 3 percent of 2,4,5-T esters in diesel oil is 
used for the basal and the stump treatment methods. The number of gallons an 
acre is determined by the stem count. The root crown of the brush or the 
stump, including all the exposed roots, is thoroughly wet with the mixture. 
When conifers occur in the course of basal treatment, it is best to spray the 
entire plant. 

In 1960 a portable mist blower was used en an experimental basis for applying 
concentrated mixtures of various chemicals, but we have not had sufficient 
time to evaluate the effectiveness of this method of application. This work 
will be continued, with evaluations of this method. 

Extensive experimental work has been done with numerous 60il sterilants to 
determine their possibilities in pole degrassing, which is done in fire hazard 
areas to eliminate grass and weeds and prevent poles from burning as a result 
of grass fires. Chemicals are applied in a 6-foot radius around the base of 
a pole, resulting in an area treated of apprOXimately 100 square feet. Some 
of the chemicals have been very effective and appear to be more economical 
than the "scalping" method. 

The control of danger trees outside the cleared rights-of-way presents an 
additional and expensive maintenance problem, which is also accomplished by 
both chemical and mechanical methods. Sometimes danger trees are cleared by 
mechanical methodsj however, we have found that it is USUally more economical 
to control them by the application of a 3-percent mixture of 2,4,5-T esters 
indiesel oil to an overlapping axe frill encircling the tree at a height not 
more than 12 inches above the ground line. 

We have done research work with almost all chemicals for weed and brush 
control that have come to our attention, and many of them have been included 
in our program. The chemicals have been in liqUid) powder, granular, and 
pellet form. We have used them in storage areas, transfurmer yards, riprap, 
and drainage ditches and along railroads to keep these area.s cle"ll' (,.f'v""go
tation, in addition to transmission line rights-of-way. 
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Numerous chemicals have been used at vari~us rates, and in some instances two 
or more chemicals .ar.e mixed in an eff~rt to obtain the desired results at a 
cost believed te>be economically feasible. Wehave used almost all known 
types of eC1uipnifmt,methods, and techni1.ues for application of the various 
chemicals. . 

Webelieve that all of us who use herbicides have a definite responsibility to 
the general public to exercise extreme discretion when using these chemicals 
along rights-of-way that are conspicuously e~osed to public view. This is 
particularl.jr .true in thoee areas 'Where garden clubs, ciVic organiz:ati~ns, or 
government agencies have made special efforts to improve the landscape. The 
practice of self-discipline by users of these chemicals should result in their 
public acceptance and thereby remlCP-pressure for restrictive legislation. 

So far, in the TVAarea we have not experienced any particular resistance to 
the use of these herbicides. Wehave, (if course, had frequent inquiries from 
various groups regarding the use of these chemicals. Wehave taken every 
opportunity to explain our long-range program to these groups, educating them 
in the controlled use of herbicides, the economics involved 1n this method of 
brush control, and the improvements on the right-of-way landscape following 
the temporary "brovnout " stage. Webelieve that it is just good business to 
openly discuss this maintenance techni,ue with the public in order that the 
chemical program will be presented in ~ favorable manner and the ~ossib1lity 

of unfavorable criticism be minimized thereby. 

Summary 

We are convinced that mechanical clearing is not the answer to the over-all 
brush control problem in the Tennessee Valley region. The cost recurs periodi
cally, every 1 to 4 years; and each clearing is as difficult as the previous 
one, if not more difficult. 

A long-range chemical program, properly planned and with adequate supervision 
to completion, 'Will gradually lengthen the cycle of costly brush control and 
abruptly reduce the resprouting potential of the brush. Today we know that 
chemical brush control is not a "one-shot cure-all" for the majority of our 
rights-of-way. Chemical brush control may be accomplished by several methods, 
from the ground as well as from the air, depending upon the specific problem. 
After the specific brush control problem has been determined, a successful 
right-of-way maintenance program at a reasonable cost will depend upon select
ing the proper chemicals and eqUipment and making certain that the crews are 
thoroughly trained and adequately superVised in their proper use. 

The perennial search by electric utilities throughout the nation for new cOBt
cutting procedures for brush control hue rung up impressive saVings through 
the development of cost-cutting methods. As a result of new equipment, methods.. 
techniques, and chemicals during the past 2 years our PI:oollL-tion has increased 
50 percent over fiscal year 1958, while our budget has been red';lced 30 percent 
during the same period. 
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Mora pr~gress has been made in brush control meth~ds and techniques during 
the last decade than in the entire development reriod previously. Through 
continuing cooperation with chemical formulatorA, manufacturers, research 
groups, and other utility companies} we believe that even more progress Can 
be made during the np.xt ne~ade so that further reductions in over-all 
maintenance costs can be realized. 



" A Progress Report on Urab * Brush Killer 

lR. L. Pierpont 

INTRODUCTION 

During the last several years Urab has been tested for 
the control of brush on utility, highway and railroad right-of
ways in the United states and Canada. The purpose of this 
paper is to discuss the results obtained with granular, pellet,
and oil or water emulsifiable liquid Urab formulations on 
numerous species of woody plants. 

In brush control work, herbicides are generally used as 
broadcast or selective treatments. Over the years the broad
cast technique has been most widely used; however, in recent 
years, due to the increased interest among wildlife agencies,
conservation groups and progressive utility companies, the 
selective approach is gaining in favor. The commercially avail
able formulations of Urab are applicable for use as either broad
cast or selective treatments dependent upon its envisaged use. 

FORMULATIONS& RESULTS 

The rate of Urab required to control brush, and the length
of time necessary for the herbicide to take effect depends upon
the species, age, and grOWing stage of the brush to be con
trolled, soil type, soil moisture at the time of application,
rainfall following application, type of formulation and method 
of application used. Urab 22% Granular or 25% pellets are 
generally used at rates of 80-120 Ib/A broadcast evenly over 
the area to be treated, or as spot and basal applications of 
1-2 oz per clump. The 3 lb/gal liqUid concentrate formUlation 
is used at rates of 6-9 gpa diluted in enough water or oil 
(kerosene, fuel Oil, diesel oil or aromatic weed 011) to give
good coverage. Approximately 75-150 gpa is needed, depending 
on the size and density of the brUSh. In spot or basal appli
cations, 2-3 tablespoons (1-11r fluid oz) of undiluted Urab 
Liquid Concentrate are u~ed per clump, depending on the size of 
the clump, or the Urab Liquid Concentrate may be diluted at the 
rate of 1 qt/5 gal of water or oil and applied evenly to the 
base or root area of the plant at the rate of 112 to 1-1/2 pt 
per clump. 

* Trade mark of Allied Chemical Corporation - 3-phenyl-1,
l-dimethylurea trichloroacetate (formerly GC-26(3). 

1) General Chemical Division, Allied Chemical Corp., New York, N.Y. 
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Some of the earlier work with Urab as a brush killer was
 
conducted in Tennessee, Texas, North Carolina, and Florida.
 
L. H. Prescott (1), TVA, Chattanooga, Tennessee, obtained satis
factory control of mixed brush consisting of oak, hickory,
maple, sourwood, dogwood and shortleaf pine, using both the 
granular and oil or water miscible Urab formulations. The 
Urab 22% Granular was applied directly on the soil 6-12 in 
from the base of brush at rates of 2-6 oz per clump. The 
liquid concentrate was injected undiluted up to 6 in into the 
soil at the base of the brush with a Mack anti-weed Gun at 
rates of 20-60 cc per clump. It was also diluted to 3% actual 
Urab by volume with water or oil and applied as a basal spray.
The basal method was most effective. 

In an extensive screening program conducted by the Depart
ment of Range and Forestry of the Texas Agricultural Experiment
Station (2) to evaluate the possible use of granular and pellet
ized herbicides for selective control of woody plants on range
lands, Urab 22% Granular was one of several chemicals tested. 
Applications were made in the late Spring of 1959 on post and 
blackjack oaks, running live oak, water and wtllow 9aks, per
simmon and smilax at rates of 8.8 to 26.4 lb/A aqtive ingre
dient. Good initial defoliation was noted from broadcast app
lications at rates of 8.8 to l7~6 lb/A on persimmon, running
live oak and post oak growing on deep sandy soils. Application
of 17.6 lb/A in strips 5 to 7 ft apart gave good topkill of post
oak and running live oak. Smilax showed little response to 
the treatment. 

During 1959 and 1960 Urab has been under test at various 
locations throughout the Northeastern United States and in the 
prOVinces of Ontario and Quebec in Canada. Urab has been 
successfUlly applied using hydraulic sprayers, mist biowers, 
knapsack sprayers, fertilizer spreaders and seeders, and by
helicopters and fixed wing aircraft. Urab granular, pellet and 
liquid concentrate formulations have been applied, and the 
chemical appears to be particularly promising for the control 
of conifers, white and yellow birch, willow and oak infesting
railway and utility right-of-ways. 

In September, 1959, at Cookshire, Quebec, Urab Liquid
Concentrate was appl~d as an overall foliage and bark coverage 
treatment at the rate of 2 gal/250 gal water/A to a stand of 
mixed brush consisting of white and yellow birch, red maple,
conifers, willow and black cherry. The heighth of the trees 
varied from some less than 6 ft to trees 20-25 ft high. One 
year after the Urab was applied, all gr~wth up to 6 ft high with 
the exception of red maple is dead. Cedars, spruce and black 
cherry 6-20 ft high, and most willow and birch are dead, and 
the remainder are 90% or more defoliated with only small dis
torted sucker leaf growth apparent. Control of red maple varies 
from complete kill of most of the smaller trees, to partial to 
complete defoliation and kill of the larger 20-25 ft 'high trees. 
Some of these maple trees with extensive root systems are dead, 
others exhibit light sucker re-growth and still other exhibit 
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gallA of Urab Liquid Concentrate in either oil or water 
carriers appear to have effectively controlled wild cherry, 
white birch, poplar, oak, willow, sassafras and poison ivy; 
2) red maple, locust, elm, bush honeysuckle and climbing rose, 
although initially 100 percent defoliated, now exhibit leaf 
regrowth. For the most part these leaves are small, under
sized, and chlorotic with the amount of leaf growth present 
10 to 30 percent of normal; 3) dosages of 3-1/2 gallA of Urab 
Liquid Concentrate in both oil and water carriers appear to be 
as effective as the higher rates against the more susceptible 
wild cherry, birch, etc.; but this lower rate is not as effect
ive as the higher rate against the hard to kill maple, locust 
and elm. 

Tests have been conducted also with the Urab pellet formula
tions. In Canada dosages as low as 20 Ib/A of 25% Urab pellets 
applied as broadcast treatments effectively browned out top
growth and defoliated black cherrYA white birch, maple, willow 
and conifers. Dosages as high as ~O-lOO Ib/A of 25% Urab pellets
applied as broadcast treatments were necessary to defoliate 
oaks in New Jersey. The pellets do not act as rapidly as the 
liquid Urab formulation, and results to date indicate the 
pellets are more effective when they are applied as spot treat
ments to clumps or individual trees. 

Tests have also been conducted with Urab wherein it was 
combined with 2,4-D, 2,4,5-T, 2,4-D-2,4,5-T mixtures, Amitrol 
T, Kuron and Kuron 245. QuiCker topgrowth brownout occurs with 
such combinations than when Urab Liquid Concentrate is applied 
alone in water. 

SUMMARY 

Field tests conducted during the past several years show 
that Urab applied as a dry granular or pelleted product con
taining 22 or 25% active ingredient, or as an oil soluble or 
water emulsifiable 3 lb/gal liquid concentrate effectively
control brush. 

White and yellow birch, sassafras, staghorn sumac, wild 
cherry, oaks, willow, poplar and sassafras are among the more 
susceptible woody species, but promising results have been ob
tained on red maple, conifers, locust, elm, poison ivy and 
briars. 

The liqUid concentrate appears' to be the most effective 
when applied as an overall foliage coverage or basal treatment, 
and the granular and pellet formulations are effective when 
applied as spot or broadcast treatments. 
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Urab is an effective chemical for control of brush on 
utility, highway, and railroad right-of-ways, particularly
where regrowth of grass cover is desired. Both soil and 
foliar applications are effective and the results obtained 
vary with the, dosage used, species of brush, soil type, weather 
conditions and type of application. 

Urab has been successfully applied with hydraulic spray
ers, mist blowers, knapsack sprayers, fertilizer spreaders and 
seeders, and by helicopters and fixed wing aircraft. 
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THEAPPLICATIONOF THETRIAZINEHERBICIDES 
FOR INDUSTRIALWEEDCONTROL 

By 

Leo Miles 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to pass on information based 
on broad practical field experience, as to how the triazine 
herbicides, Simazine and Atrazine, can be most effectively and 
economically used for the control of weeds on industrial sites, 
alone or in combination with other herbicides. Weed problems on 
industrial sites are in some cases' difficult to control because of 
complicating factors found in the soil, as well as the ,sum'l{al 
and further propagation of difficult-to-control species brought 
about by preVious herbicide treatments. It is in these types of 

, sit.uat.ions a careful, appraisal of the weed problem is necessary in 
order to use the correct. herbicide or a combination of herbicides 
to control the weed problem. 

APPLICATIONOF SIMAZINETO
 
INDUSTRIALWEEDPROBIEMS
 

Simazine is a soil sterilant type herbicide of relatively 
low water solubility, With long residual action recommended 
primarily for pre-emergence application. For best results, fall or 
early spring applicat.ions are recommended. Simazine is effectiVe 
in controlling, a wide range of non-woody annual and perennial 
broadleaf weeds and grasses at dosage rates ranging from 10 - 30 
Lbs , per acre. Simazine has been applied adj acent to shrubs and 
trees by highway departroonts with no reported injury to these 
woody plant species. Simazine applied to soil has very little 
lateral movement proViding the soil it was applied to has not been 
moved.' Simazine has in general been successfully applied to sloping 
ground and fence lines running parallel to sloping ground with 11t.tle 
or no runoff problem~ 

APPUC~IOO ~~~INETO 

INDUSTRIALWEEDPROBLEMS 

Atrazine is recommended for pre or early' post-emergence 

1 - Geigy Agricultural Chemicals, Ardsley, NeW'York 
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application. Atrazine has a water solubility of 70 ppm, compared to 
Simazine which has a water solubility of .5ppm. The herbicidal 
action of Atrazine is considerably faster than Simazine. Unlike 
Simazine, Atrazine will bum foliage. Its basic mode of herbicidal 
action is primarily by absorption through the plant's root system. 
Atrazine is effective in controlling a wide range of annual and 
perennial broadlea,f weeds and grasses at dosage rates ranging from 
10 - 20 lbs. per acre. . When runoff or lateral leaching is undesirable 
such -as on slopes or adjacent to desirable trees and shrubs, Atrazine 
is not recommended. S1nijlzine is the preferred herbicide for this 
type of 8i tuation. 

THE USE OF THETRIAZINEHERBICIDES
 
IN COMBINATIW.WITHOTHERHERBICIDES
 

The primary reason for using combinations of Atrazine or 
Simazine with other herbicides is to effectively and economically 
control weed species not controlled by the triazine herbicides 
alone. Conversely, it may be stated that the addition of Simazine 
or Atrazine to systemic, hormone or "knockdown" type herbicides 
will increase the herbicidal effectiveness of these materials by 
providing residual action, particularly after the systemic, hormone 
pr knockdown herbicides have lost their effectiveness. Where the 
practice of later post-emer gence application of herbicides is 
followed, especia.lly where a large variety of woody and non-woody 
plants are present in the population, a combination of Atrazine 
with other· types of herbieidesprovides excellent weed control. 

In certain instances where difficult-to-control plant 
species are present in the weed population, additional applications 
of a specific herbicide or combination of herbicides will be 
necessary to control the problem species. 

Simazine or Atrazine, when used in combination with one 
or two of the following herbicides, has given excellent weed 
control when applied post-e:nergence: 

1. Radapon 
2. Aminotriazole 
3. Sodium chlorate formulations 
4. Sodium Arsenite 
.5. Pentachlorophenol formulations 
6. 2,4 D 
7•. 2,4.5T 
8. TCA 
9. Kuron 
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The dosage rate of the systemic" hormone or knockdown herbicide 
generally follows the label recommendationa of the manufacturer or 
formulator. In many cases, an on-the-sceneassessment of the weed 
problem is made and dosage rates of an appropriate herbicide made 
accordingly. Atrazine or Simazine was used in the various combinations 
at rates of 5 - 10 Lbs , per acre. The amount of Atrazine or Simazine 
in the combination is determined by the weed problem, time of applica
tion and rainfall distribution. 

1O\lJWATERGALLONAGEAPPLICJ\.TIONOF ATRAZINE 

Atrazine 80Whas been successfully applied to railroad. yard and 
branch line trackage at the rate of 12~ Lbs , per acre. The Atrazine 
80wwas applied at a concentration of one pound of Atrazine OOWto 
one gallon of water, making a total of l2~ gallons of water to apply 
l2~ Lbs , of Atrazine 80w (10 lba. active) per acre. The Atrazine BOW 
was easily maintained in suspension with a recirculation pump. 
Successful weed control for a full season was achieved from a 10 lb. 
per acre application of Atrazine applied early post-emergence to a 
mixture of annual and perennial broadleaf weeds and' grasses. When 
water is at a premium or wh~ it is desirable to make spray equipment 
cover more acreage with less water, Atrazine BOWlends itself to this 
type of application. 
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COMPARISONOF TECHNIQUESANDSPECIFIC HERBICIDESFOB.Tmt CONTllOL 

OF BLACttLOCUST, SASSAFRAS,ANDStJHAC.1/ 

John P. Sterrett aa4 w. B. Chappell 1/ 
Virginia Agricultural ExperUaent Station 

Blacksburg, Virg1n1a 

The control of black locust, sassafras, aDd sumac bas been ODe of the 
major problems in brush control. These trees are especially difficult to kill 
because they not only sprout from the root crown but have the added ability to 
produce suckers from underground parts as well. 

The objective of this investigation was to evaluate the effectiveness of 
specific herbicides and several methods of application on black locust, sass
afras, and sumac, and to compare the control of these woody plants with that 
of associated species. 

Procedure 

The experiments were conducted in the field with chemicals and concentra
tions that had shown promise in preVious field studies (tables I 6; 2). The 
plots were located on the west slopes of utility rights-of-way at an elevation 
of approximately 2,000 feet near Blacksburg, Virginia. The chemical mixtures 
were applied with a 7-gallon per minute pump at a pressure of 200 pai for dor
mant season oil mixtures and 400 psi for growing season water mixtures. A 
trigger gun with a :fJ6 tip was used for both mixtures. Each chemical was applied 
in twenty-five gallons of oil as a carrier during the dormant season and in 
fifty gallons of water as a carrier during the growing season. The growing 
season applications were made in July, 1959 and the dormant season applications 
in January and April, 1960. Brush density and height determined the plot size. 
The plots were replicated from three to four times and each plot was divided 
into four equal parts to determine stem uniformity. All stems were counted 
tmmediately after treatment and again at the end of the following growing sea
son. The second count was made in September, 1960. Original stems were 
considered dead only if they were killed to the ground line. Ilegrowth from the 
root croWD or underground. parts was counted and. designated resprouts. 

!/ These studies were supported in part by research grants from the 
Appalachian Power Company, The F. A. Bartlett Tree Expert Company, The Amchem 
Products, Inc •• the Diamond Alltali Company, The DowChemical Company, and The 
E. I. DuPont de Nemours & ComPanY. . 

1/ Graduate Ilesearch Asslstant and Professor of Plant Physiology. 



The following methods of application were used. 

Stem broadcast - All stems and branches were sprayed with special 
emphasis placed on the root crown. 

Stem broadcast and soil - All stems and branches were sprayed 
with special emphasis placed on the root crown snd a three 
foot radi~s of solI around each ,clump or stem of black 
locust, ,sassafras, and sumac. Other species did not receive 
sojl treatments. ' 

I .: , 

Broadcast basal and soil - The lower one third of each main stem 
was sprayed from, and including, the root crown up and a 
three foot radius of soil around each clump or 'stem of black 
locust, sassafras, and s~ac. Other species did not receive 
soil treatments. 

The density of the brush averaged 7,000 stems:per acre, and the average 
height was 12 feet. Gallons per acre for the three methods of application 
averaged as follows: 

Stem broadcast -, Summer - 550gallon8 of water per acre. 

Dormant - 230 gallons of No. 2 fuel oil per acre. 

Stem broadcast and s01l 

Dormant - 300 gallons of No. 2 fuel oil per acre. 

Broadcast basal and oil 

Dormant - 250 gallons of No. 2 fuel oil per acre. 
I . 

The chemicals used in summer treatments were:·triethanol amine salts 
of 2,4-0 'and 2,4,5-T,liquid amitrol and the'triethanol amine salt of 236
trichlorobenzoic acid. In the dormant treatments the 2-ethylhexyl esters 
of 2,4-0 and 2,4,5-T was used. 



Table I - Results of chemicals applied in July, 1959, by the stem brQadcast 
method, which show the percentage of resprouting and sUJ:"Vival of 
original stems of black locust, sassafras and sumac as compared 
with the percentage of resp~outing and survival of original stems 
of other species· 

. 1/	 ' 21
Method of appli-	 __ !L.:..S.:..&S._- Q,t!le!.s_- ~l! !p!.c!e.! 
cation andamount I % % Orig., % % Orig., % Resprout .. I
 
o~ chemicals per Ilesprout- stems ,Resprout- stems I ing & orig. I
 
100 a.allon.!. ~f_w!!t!.r .Ji!!L .!l!v!. -' i. !.l.!v!. .,..1_s1~s_a!iveJ
 

. . 3/ I I	 I I
 
Stem Broadcast - I I I I
 

I I I I
 
Amine T 4 lb. I 66 9 t 20 17 a I 51 ,
 
Amine D&T 4 lb. I 68 6 I 21 22 a I 61 I
 
236 TBA 4 lb. + ATA 1 lb. I 30 1 I 12 47 b. I 47 I
 
236 TBA 2 lb. + ATA 2 lb. J 21 2 I 19 47 b* J 51 I
 
Method Average (%) I '---.sr 6""' I --ra. 33 I -s3 I
 

I t I I
 
Check (cut) . ,141 0' 141 0., . 141 I
 __ ~_~ ~~ J J	 J -_J 

*	 Figures in a vertical column followed by a different letter are 
significant1ydifferent~ . 

11 Composed of black locust, sassafras, and sumac. 

Composed of red oaks, white oaks, maples ,hickory, ash, cherry, b18cl~ gUIB,!I 
sourwood, poplar, and other species in lesser amounts .. 

3/ Explained in the text.- .
 

..
 
-:> 
N 
.....::t 
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Table 2 - Results of chemicais applied in January and April, lS60, by three different 
methods at the concentration of 6 pounds to 100 gallons of oil, which show 
the percentage of resprouting and survival of original stems of black locust, 
sassafras and sumac as compared with the percentage of resprouting and sur
vival of original stems of other species 

I
 
Methods of appli- JANU!!.RY,_1960 ....i__ .:.- !.p!!.IL, 1960
 
cation and amount l%Orig. 1 '.,J!.s.ar .2,u!,i nL I % Orig.· L %Resl!.1:o;tiri.- - - - - I
 
of chemicals per 'stems I 1/ £/ BL.S.&S. stems I 1/ - - £/ - BL:-S:-&S.!
 
100gallon.,! 2.£_o!l __ ~a!.ive__ .J..BL.S.&S~ _ .Q.the!.s_ -:+_O!,her.! ~ al!v.!. __ I!L~S~&S._. _Other.!. _:t. .Q.'the!:.s~
 

Stem broadcast 1/ ': . 1 I I
 
f I I I
 

Technical T 6 lb.. I .7 : 174 23 61 1 ..04 I 179 19 91 I
 
Formulated T .. I .7 I 233 35 94 1.2 I 153 11 67 I
 
Technical D&T II J .7 180 35 94 1.4 I 149 14 62 I
 
Formulated D&T 11 I ~ : 185 48 110 I .05 I 152 ~ 65 I
 
Method average co I .7 I 194 34 89 I .2 f l57a 16 68a I
 

Stem broadcast & soil 1/ I . :: 1
 
I I 1
 

Technical T 6 lb. 1 .2 1 127 30 65 I 0 1 144 9 66 I
 
Formulated T II I .2 I 143 24 68 I 0 144 10 64 I
 
Technica.l D&T II I .4 1 224 40 96 , 0 : 146 21 71 I
 
Formulated D&T II , ..d.- I 162 ~ 2.!- I ~ .1.163 !L 71 I
 
Method average (%) 1.2 I 163 32 69 I .1, . 149a 13 68a I
 

3/ I f

J;Jroadcast basal & soil - I f I 1
 
, J I I
 
Technical T 6 lb. I .4 1 138 21 49 1.6 I 79 8 36 I
 
Formulated Til, .9 , I 143 35 56 1.4 I 73 6 40 I
 
Technical D&T .. I .6,' I 178 33 64 1.3 , 83 7 41 J
 
Formulated D&T II , ~ I 187 ~ BL- I ~ I 129 -L- 75 I
 
Method average (%) I .6 , 159 . 34 60: .4 I 91 b* 8 48 b* ,
 

Check (cut) I 0 I 176 213 209 J 0 I 323 . 255 294 I ___________ ~ L ~-------------~ 

* Figures in a vertical column followed by a different letter are significantly different. 

1/ Composed of black locust, sassafras, and sumac. '}../ Explained in the text. 

~I Comp~sed of red oaks, white oaks, maples, etc. 

of' 
1"0 
t-' .. 
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Results and Discussion 

Data from both the growing and dormant seasons' experUnents were 
analyzed by the analysis of variance method. Even though the sites and 
density within plots were selected as uniformly as possible, variance still 
occurred among replications. Most of this variance could be attributed to 
the variety of species involved (tables 1 & 2). Under these conditions 
only trends could be recognized. 

An analysis of the data from the July experUnent (table 1) showed that 
significant differences occurred in the percentage of original stems alive 
of the oaks, maples, hickories, etc. (other species) •. The amines killed 27 
percent more of the original stems than the TBAand ATAcombinations. There 
was a definite trend, although not significant, which showed that TDAand 
ATAcombinations controlled the resprouting of black locust, sassafras, and 
sumac (BL.S.&S. group) better than the amines. There was no significant 
difference between chemicals when all of the species were combined. 

Data from the dormant treatments in January (table 2) showed no 
statistically significant difference between chemicals or methods. However, 
there was a strong trend favoring the solI applications when both groups of 
woody plants were combined. The percentage of resprouting for both technical 
and formulated 2,4,5-T was slightly lower than 2,4~D + 2,4,5-T on other 
species, but not significantly different at the 5% level. The percentage 
of resprouting 1n the BL.S.&S. group for all three methods of applications 
was very high. Less than one percent of the original stems in January sur
vived in the two groups of species (table 2). 

Dormant treatments in April (table 2) showed a statistically signi
ficant difference between the methods of application but not between 
chemicals. The broadcast basal and s011 method on the BL.S.&S. group showed 
58 percent less resprouting than the stem broadcast and soil method and 66 
percent less resprouting than the stem broadcast method. Similar differences 
were significant at the 1% level with the BL.S.&S. and other groups combined. 
Less than one percent of the original stems survived treatment for both 
groups of brush in April. 

Significance appeared at the 1%level between January and April tests 
in the other species indicating less overall resprouting in the April than 
in the January treatments. There was also a strong trend which showed a 
lower percentage of resprouting in the BL.S.&S. group with the broadcast 
basal and soil method in April than in January. In both January and April 
applications there were no significant differences between 2,4-D + 2,4,5-T 
and 2,4,5-T alone at the 5% level on black locust, sassafras, and sumac. 

The percentAge of resprouting of black locust) s8S&afras) and sumac 
was lower for July applications than for the best dormant season applications. 
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However, there was a much lower percentage of original stems of all species 
alive as a result of the dormant tests than for the July test. TBAand ATA 
combinations were only about SO percent effective in killing the original 
stems of other species. 

Soil applications were more effective in April than in January. 
Possible explanations for this are (1) the roots of the BL.5.&5. group were 
more actively growing in April than in January and (2) 2,4-D and 2,4,S-T 
could have been broken down in the soil in the January expertment before 
the roots were active enough to be affected. 

There was no statistically significant difference between dormant 
applications of 2,4-D + 2,4,S-T and 2,4,S-T alone on the BL.S.&S. group. 
Both technical and formulated 2,4,5-T exhibited a slightly lower per
centage of resprouting on other species than did 2,4-D + 2,4,S-T but the 
difference was not statistically significant. 

The dormant broadcast basal and soil method of application was equal 
to or better than the overall dormant methods of application for all species. 
A possible explanation is that the unsprayed terminal buds of the trees in 
the basal treated method facilitated the movement of the herbicides into 
vital parts of the trees. 

Some advantages of the dormant broadcast basal and soil method of 
application are: 

(1) Less chemical is required for the control of woody plants, 
such as the oaks and maples, that do not exhibit the ability to sucker from 
underground parts. 

(2) Tall brush can be sprayed more easily. 

(3) Oil applications are much easier on the spray operators 
since the spray guns are seldom pointed upward thereby reducing spray drift. 

These results show definite trends, but in order to be more conclusive 
resprouting counts should be made again ~£ter the second growing season. 

_.'
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THE CONNECTICUT RIGHT-OF-WAY AREA-ARBORETUM DEI10NSTRATION

ITS ROLEIN COMMENCIALAPPLICATION. 

William A. Nieri.ngl 

Introduction 

With th:e introduction of herbicides, a new technique has become
 
available in the management of vegetation on rights-of.way, It "'Tasin the
 
light of this development that the Right.of-way Demonstration Area was set
 
up in 1953 on a 15001 sector of a utili tq easement that crosses the Arbor
> 

etum •. Since its establishment the vegetation has been manipulated with 
:vari<llus chemical techniques with the objective of creating a vegetational 
pattern of greatest stability and highest conservation 'values, while at the 
same time meeting the clearance requirements of the utility. It was anti
cipated that such a demonstration, exhibiting sound management, would be of 
interest to those concerned with this problem on rights-of-way. Since the 
initial progress report (1) further treatments have been made and the man
agement principles advocated have been employed comm.ercially on the remain
der of the line. The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the various 
techniques and to point out the feasibility and desirabilitq of sound vege
tation management. The, author wishes to acknowledge the following companies 
for supplying chemicals and equipment: AmchemProducts Inc", American 
Cyanamid Co.., Diamond Alkali Co." DowChemical Co.,E.I. du ,j,Jontde Nemours 
& Co" and D.B. Smith & Co., Inc. Appreciation is also due the Connecticut 
Light &,Power Oo., with 'whose cooperation the project wasiIiitially estab
lished, and the Hartford Electric Light Co" which pre'sently owns the right
of-way. Acknowledgments are also due Hr" Oscar F. Warner and the Walgren 
Tree Experts Inc. for their assistance in spraying plots using comm.ercial 
eqUipment. 

Program of Vegetation Management
• i 

The primary aim in management should be to eliminate only the undesir
able vegetation that. would either impede access or eventually grow or fall 
into the lines. As much of the existincr; shrub vegetation should be preserved 
as possible, not only for its high wildlife value (2,3,4), but also in order 
to. create a ground cover which will minimize invasiun and establishment of 
new tree growth in the future. The role of shrub cover in preventing tree 
establishment is documented in'the literature (5,6) and further evidence has 
been observed on the demonstration area. This selective approach tends to 

'minimi'Ze initial clearance costs in that only the unwante:d growth is treated 
and' also reduces future maintenance in that the preserved shrub cover will 
serve to prevent new tree invasion. 

lAssociate Professor of Botany and Assistant Director of the Connecticut 
Arboretum, Botany Department, Connecticut College" Nevi London" Connect:i.cu.t 
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The managementprooedures reco~nded are based on sound ecological - ,t-1rinciples as revealed by the published literature (7,,8,,9) a.nd are in actual 

commercial praotioe by the more progressive utilities and state Forestry 
Depar:t~nts (lO/ll). In the oommunities represented, three slightly dif
ferent,management procedures are required to produce a,dosivable vegetation 
pattern. 

(1)	 Central part of rgght-of-W!\y'.t directly under! the wires. All tall
growing trees whio might eventually grow or fall into the lines 
are removed. Low-growing shrubs and seattered taller shrubs are 
preserved, In general, shrubs tha.t eventually grow over 31 in 
height should be removed if they occur in large colonies which 
spread over the ground for distances of 25t or more. A trail 8
101 in width, prefera.bly oomposed of grasses, should be maintained 
in order to permit access for inspection and repair. A similar 
pattern is reoommendodaround the bases of poles and towers. 

(2)	 The sides of the right-of-waX, between the outermost wires and 
the forest edge. TaIl-growing trees which might eventually grow 
or fall into the lines are removed. Therefore, along the sides 
all shrubs and low-growing trees are preserved to form the densest 
possible cover so as to resist future invasion by trees. 

(3)	 Forest e e adjacent to the right-of-w .. Here tall-growing trees 
are remove e ore they reach the ed.gh of the wires. This 
eliminates the danger of trees falling into the wires and avoids 
costly cutting operations 111the future. 

The pattern created is a V or valley-like effect in which only low 
vegetation persists in the center of the right-of-way with taller growth 
along the edges on both sides. 

Nature of the Vegetation 

'Vilhenestablished in 1953, two distinct cover types--shrubland and 
sprout-hardwoods--were recognized. The former, covering one-third of the 
line, was dominated by dense thickets of greenbrier and sawbrier (Smilax 
rotundifolia, §.. slauca) and sumac (~ copallina) interspersed with other 
shrubs and tree growth. The more commontrees included red maple (AceI' 
rubrum) and black cherry (Prunus serotina). Herbaceous cover was limited 
to occasional openings. In the sprout-hardwoods type an upland and lowland 
phase was recognized. In the former, various oaks--white, scarlet, red and 
black (Querous alba, 9.. cocoinea, 9,. rubra, 9,. velutina) along with black 
birch (Betula len:ta) we~e dominant, while in the wetter areas, red maple was 
most common. Other trees on the line included hickory (Carya sPPJ, aspen 
(Populus spp), gray birch (Betula .populifolia), tulip (Liriodendron tulipi
fera), sassafras (s,assafras albidum), wh:tte ash (FlllQd.nusamericana). In 
someareas shrub growth was soattered; in other sections it formed continu
ous cover. 

In surveying the easement, over forty species of desirable shrubs and 
low-growing trees were. found. Amongthose shrubs most frequently encountel'en __ - which do not grow over 3' in height and are permissible w~ver they occur . 
on the right-oi-way, are sweet fern (Comptonia peregrina). sheep lanrel 
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(Kalmia angustifolia) ,huckleberry (0 lussacia baccata), low bush blueberry 
(Vaccinium vacillans.), Japanese honeysuckle Lonicera japonica) J and maple
leafed viburnum (Viburnum acerifolium).· Those most commonly encountered 
yhich grow ovar 4' high are high bush blueberry (Vaccinium cory:rr;,bosumand 
V. atrococcum), bayberry (Myrica pensylvanica) J winterberry (~ verticillata), 
sweet pepperbush (Clethra alnifolia), mountain laurel (Kalmia latifolia), 
Virburnums (Viburnum spp.) '. alder (Alnus ~), flowering aogwooa (Cornus 
florida), swamp azalia (Rhododendroii viscosum), pinkster flower (Rhododen
dron nudifloriumr, spiabush (Lindera benzoin), barberry (Berberis vulgaris), 
witchbazel (Hamamelis virginiana). These species are most desirable and 
permissible along the edge of the right-of-way. However, some utilities 
will also permit these species to persist directly under the lines if scat
tered in occurrence. The abundance of greenbrier and its tendency to crowd 
out other more desirable species and form impenetrable thickets is a local 
problem in this part of Connecticut and requires some modification in the 
management procedures as will be pointed out later. In 1954the tree growth 
was cut and allowed to resurge for subsequent treatments. 

Evaluation of Spray Techniques 

Since 1953 over 40 plots 50' x 50' or larger have been established under 
or along the lines. Here various techniques have been employed using knap
sack sprayers as well as commercial power equipment. In order to achieve 
the management objectives outlined, the spraying has been done selectively 
except for special plots where the aim was to determine the effect of indis
criminate applications. The various techniques employed include the basal, 
root-collar, dormant stem, ste~foliageJ notching, frilling, and stump treat
ments. Some of the formulations and seasons of applications along with com
ments on effectiveness are given in Table I. 

Although the basal technique gave effective root-kill in all seasons, 
root-collar applications were even more effective, as has been reported by 
other investigators (12,13). Trees up to 3" in diameter were root-killed 
using the root-collar technique which involved thoroughly wetting the soil 
around the root-collar. One very definite advantage of this method over the 
basal technique is that the chemical is specifically directed to the root
coilar area. Therefore, the problem of accumulated leaf-litter around the 
stems preventing run-down totPe root-collar is eliminated. For root-suckering 
species mid to late sunmerapplications were most effective. When concentra
tions were reduced to 1: 30, whiteoak showed some resistance with only 35%% 
root-kill. 

Both of these techniques have been extensively used on the demonstration 
area and are highly recommended for right-of -way maintenance. Along with 
obtaining effective root-kill they can be applied very selectively, thus 
enabling one to preserve desirable shrubs and maintain a tight. ground cover 
wherever it exists. Similar findings have been reported on the Penelec right-
of-way in central Pennsylvania (14).· . 

The dormant stem technique was employed on greenbrier as well as tree 
sprouts. Although formulations in oil are known to be effective,little work 
has been done with Oil-water and water carriers. Data indicate that effective 
root;.kill resUlts when relatively high concentrations (1:20) are applied in 
water (TabJe I). By eliminating oil less damage results to desirable species. 
It has been found that this technique is especially adaptable to situations 



TABLEI
 

Formulation Season Nature of vee:etation and effectiveness 

Jan. 1.5.5 .Ex:ce?.lent root-kill on most tree spe
T:oil 
D&T, 

Feb. t 54 eies (black oak 99%,black birch 98%":Basal white oak 53%). Summerapplications 
July 15.5 most effective on root-suckering spec

-lHi-l:20, 1: 30 Mar. '.56 
I 

ies such as aspen and sumac.Dec. '.54I 
I 

Most effective technique employed. 
!Root

Tloil 
Excellent root-kill on oak" ,cherry" 

,collar maple, birch and hickor,y any season; 
aspen in summer. Growth 61 to 3"DBH 

1:20 

I
1-----I----- ......t----......,..--------------------1 

mT,+oil. Greenbrier (continuous 3-.51 ) . Over 95% 
1.:20 root-kill. 

'I'Jt,,'. f water
oil 

Excellent root-kill of black oak, gray 
iDormant 

Dec. '55 
birch, hickory, tulip, black birch •
 

Stem
 
.1:20 

Excellent control of red maple, blackMar. '60T+water 
birch, hickory, yellow birch, black 
oak, 4-10 1 • Presumed root-killed. 

1:20 

Good root-kill of black oak, black birchD&T-water 
and aspen, averaging 87%root-kill.1:100 Sept. '54 
White oak very resistant; only 13%rootCommerciali

iS _ kill. 
!Foliar 

t em

I 
I 
I Over 95%root-kill of greenbrier. Most 

1 gal. oil 
D&T 

effective stem-foliar treatment. 
3 gal. water July 155 
1:20 

I ..L- -'- --a. · ....~ 

7H\-1:20 equivalent to 5 gallons or 20 p01ll"tde aci.d equ:i."\Te.~eil+' of 
chemical per 100 gallons all. 
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TABLEI (cont'd.) 

Technique Formul at i on Season Na ure t 0 s veget ati on an d eff ecti veness 

.. 

Ste~ 

Foliar 

T-water 
1:100 
Commercial 

June 
'59 

(conttd. ) Ammate 
60 lbs. per 
100 gals. 
water 
Commercial 

June 
'59 

Notching 
Ammate 
2 notches 
1 tsp. per 
notch 

Jan. '55 

Frilling 
. <, . 

T-oil 
1:30 

March 
'59 

Stump 
D&T-oil 
T-oil 
1:20 

July '56 

Ste~kill of red maple--cherry resurge. 
Greenbrier and sumac vigorously resur
ging. Too recent to fully evaluate. 

Stem-kill of sweet birch, oak and 
hickory show some resistance. Too 
recent to fully evaluate. 

Black birch 2-3 11 DBHroot-killed. 
Larger trees resistant. 

Root-kill on red oak, aspen, black 
birch, and red maple 4..8ltDBH. 

Excellent root-kill on stumps up to 
3".-411

• 

TABLEI--Selected l~st of spray tecbniQues employed on right-of-iway d
demonst.ratJ.on area. l"ormuJ.at.:1ons,seasons 01' applJ.cat on an 
effectiveness on species treated are enumerated. 2,4-D-2,4,5-T 
and 2,4,5-T esters are referred to as D&Tand T in appropriate 
carrier fuel oil, water or combination. A concentration of 1:20J 
one part chemical to twenty parts carrier is equiValent to 5 gallons 
or 20 pounds and equivalent of chemical per 100 gallons of carrier • 

. 
Stem-foliar sprays were applied lw commercial povler equipment, 
others by knapsack sprayers. 
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"
where dense B-l'owths, such as greenbrier, present a problem. Hith trained appli
cators a fail' degree of selectivity is possible and desirable species can be 
preserved. 

Stem-foliage sprays have been applied indiscriminately as well as sel
ectively. Indiscriminate applications in September 1954resulted in a 53% 
root-kill. Three out of the four tree species present were effectively root
killed. However, white oak was very resistant (Table I). Greenbrier was stem
killed but has presently resurged to its original density. Desirable shrubs 
such as mountain laurel, bayberry and high bush blueberry were root-killed. 
This points out the undesirability of using indiscriminate sprays. The 1959 
commercial treatments are too recent to fully eval.uate , Hcvrevcr, certain 
trends are evident. The T-esters appear more effective than Ammateon most 
species but especially on root-suckering forms. Sumac and greenbrier are resur
ging considerably in the Ammate-treated areas. Of the tree species present" 
black birch is most sensitive to the T-esters and red maple to Arnmate. Oaks 
and hickories appear most resistant. By doubling the concentration of T-esters, 
applications to wet stems and foliage appear effective. 

In controlling greenbrier an oil-water formulation with a high concentra
tion of T-esters (1:20) resulted in over 95%root-kill. Numerous other trials 
using water as a carrier gave good stem-kill but resulted in vigorous resurge. 

Widespread use of the stem-foliar technique in right-of-way vegetation 
management should be carefully scrutinized. Data indicate that percent root
kill is less than with other techniques. Preservation of desirable shrub- cover 
is also more difficult unless the personnel are carefully supervised."" Indis
criminate applications should be avoided since desirable species are destroyed, 
as indicated in this study. In addition, unsightly brown-outs result. Only-- vrhen other more effective and selective techniques are not feasible, are stem
foliar sprays recommended. On the demonstration area, the greenbrier cover 
directly under the lines represents a cover type where this technique is most 
applicable. 

The stump treatment has been employed where trees were too tall to 
permit them standing under the wires. Therefore, cutting and immediate treat
ment of the stumps with 1:20 T or D&Tin fuel oil has been most effective. 
?reliminary trials with amino tr~zole in water have resulted in a certain 
degree of root-kill during the summer. The addition of a dye to the spray
increases efficiency. 

Along the margins of the right-of-way in the forest edge, trees which 
have not yet reached the height of the wires are being treated and left,stcmd
ing. Here notchinG or frilling has been employed. Ammatein notches has been 
effective on black birch 2-3" in diameter but ineffective on larger trees. 
Best results have been with frills using 1:30 T-esters in oil. Trees up to 
4_811 in diameter have been root-killed. 

Problem of Species Susceptibility 

It has already been pointed out that those techniques which tend to get 
an adequate concentration of the chemical on the stems and leaves or into the 
root-collar area give most effective root-kill. During the investigation, 
possible factors accounting for the differential effectiveness and species 
resistance to stem-foliar applications have become evident. Since stem-foliar 
apFlications are more effective than just foliage coverage it would appear 
that absorption probably occurs through both the leaves and bark. As noted 
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by Leonard and Crafts (15) most effective absorption by the leaves can be 
anticipated during the early summer prior to maximumcuticle development. 
Four species which exhibit a relatively thick cuticle even early in the sea
son include oak, hickory, cherry and greenbrier. These species also show a 

. considerable resistance to stem-foliar sprays, In contrast, black birch with 
a thinner cuticle is most susceptible. Another possible deterent is the 
bloom or glaucous covering on the leaves and twigs of certain species which 
tends to resist wetting. Two species are of especial interest--whi te oak ' 
and sawbrier, both of which possess this char~cteristic and are extreIOOly 
resistant. The texture of the bark as related to its ability to be wetted 
may also be of importance. Young sprout growth of white ash and white oak 
all have smooth stem surfaces. This may in part account for the resistant 
nature of these species. 

In basal applica tiona it was also noted that whiteoak showed SOIOO 
resistance, Here too, the stem texture may be important in that good root
kill was obtained when the chemical was applied to the root-colJa r area. 
From field evidence it would appear that better penetration of the chemical 
occurs on stem bases with a roughened bark texture. 

Root-suckering species such as sassafras and aspen frequently resurge 
profusely following stem-foliar treatment. However, late summer applicat
ions resulted in good root-kill of small aspen less than 61 high, but 
greatly stimulated resurge of sumac. Mid to late summer basal or root
collar treatments have been effective on aspen as well as sumac. Suscep
tibility during the summer may be correlated with active downward movement 
of the chemical in the phloem at this time, especially into the highly 
complex clonal root system of these species. 

In summary, the critioal factor for getting root-kill is application 
of adequate chemical around the root-collar region as in the basal or root .. 
collar techniques. Breaking the bark surface to assure penetration greatly 
increases effectiveness, as in the notch and frill techniques. In stem
foliage applications, thorough coverage of bark and stems is essential. 
However, total root-kill is less than with the other techniques in that cer
tain species are more resistant than others, 

Present Vesetational Pattern: Its Stability and Conservation Values 

The present vegetational pattern on much of the demonstration area is 
essentially devoid of tall~growing trees. This infers that various shrub 
communities predominate, depending upon their former abundance. In the shrub 
community originally dominated by scattered tree sprouts, continuous shrub 
borders occur on both sides of the line with scattered shrubby areas directly 
under the wires, Herbaceous cover of grasses and goldenrods has increased, 
especially where greenbrier has been removed. 

In the sprout hardwoods cover type the tree sprouts have been removed 
leaving continuous shrub borders of sweet peppe r bush, mountain laurel and 
other species along the sides' of the lines and scattered shrubs such as blue
berry in the central strip, In the wetter areas, high bush blueberry, winter
berry, arrOWHood (Viburnum dentatum), and other valuable vuldlife species are 
common. Also being maintained is a foot trail 8-10 1 wide directly under the 
lines. It should be pointed out that although a favorable pattern has been 
created in this area, the local abundance of greenbrier has modified the pat
tern, especially under the wires. On ma~ rights-of-way low-growing species 
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such as low bush blueberry, sweet fern and huckleberry are more commonand, 
therefore, provide an even more desirable cover, 

The stability or vulnerability of this vegetational pattern to invasion 
by new tree growth is of considerable importance from a management view -point, 
In the dense shrub borders, where original tree growth has been removed sel
ectively, establishment of new tree growth does not appear evident after seven 
years, which indicates a relatively stable shrub comraunity, In contrast, tree 
invasion is rapidly occurring on a limited section of the right-of-way where 
the ground cover was reduced by stem-foliage applications, Here saplings of 
sweet birch 2-41 in height are common, indicating that reduction in ground 
cover, especially shrub growth, tends to favor invasion of new tree growth, 
From the standpoint of stability this further documents the value of preserv
ing the existing shrub cover wherever possible, 

The many conservation values derived from this approach are worthy of 
comment, The shrub cover preserved as a result of this technique provides 
the typical edge effect advocated by those interested in wildlife and game 
population, To those interested in flo\\l'ering herbs and rare plants rights
of-way exhibit many of these species, In addition, landscape and aesthetic 
values are also of general public concern since these rights-of-way are seen 
from the road, especially those paralleling the highways. 

Mana@ementPrinciples in Commercial Application 

As preViously mentioned, the management program recommendedand used on 
the demonstration area is used in commercial practice by the more progres
sive utilities both on their cross-country rights-of-way as well as on those 
along roadsides. 

Within the past few years, the principles employed on the demonstration 
area have been applied commercially on the contiguous three-mile section of 
the right-of-way, Two treatments, both selective, have been applied. In 
the winter of 1951 undesirable tall tree growth was cut and stuJTg?treated, 
In June 1959 a stem-foliar application was applied primarily to the greenbrier 
directly under the lines and to scattered tree sprouts still persisting, A 
most desirable shrubcornmunity has been created, especially along the sides of 
the right-of-way, Here over forty species of shrubs and low-grlowing trees 
have been preserved, In certain sections along the central strip shrub cover 
of mountain laurel, huckleberry, high bush blueberry, maple leafed viburnum 
and sweet fern is also common. 

On the basis of present observations, only spot treatments will be 
needed in the future, A more complete report of this operation will be forth
coming when the final results of the 1959 spraying can be more precisely 
evaluated, 

It is of significance that within the past five years there has been a. 
trend toward more se~ctive applications by certain utilities and spray con
tractors. Public pressure has played some role, especially along roadsides 
where the principles are also applicable (16). More progres$ive State High
way Departments employ .only selective techniques in the removal of undesir
able woody groWth along roadsides. Recently special attention has also been 
given town roadsides in Connecticut. This has led to the fOrIaulation of 
sound spray techniques to be empLoyedby all agencies involved in town road
side management (17). Although much progress has been made in creating an 
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awareness of the need for good vegetation management"many sections of the 
northeast and especially the midwest have still to recognize and employ eco
logically sound techniques. 

SUMMARY 

1)	 On a 15001 easement crossing the Connecticut Arboretum a right-of-way 
demonstration area has been established exhibiting sound vegetation 
managementprinciples. 

2)	 A seleotive approach is recommendedinvolving the removal of only undesir
able vegetation, thereby preserving low shrub and herbaceous cover 
direoUy under the lines and taller shrubs and low-growing trees along 
both sides, 

3)	 Over forty spray plots have been established using various teohniques 
and employing knapsack as well as comercial power spr'ayers. 

4)	 The basal .. root collar, and stump teohniques result in the most effective 
root-kill and are most selective, These are highly recommendedfor use 
in right-of-Way management. 

5)	 Stem-foliar app1ioations result in a higher percentage of resurge 
especially when more resistant species are present. It is also the 
least selective of techniques employed. This technique should be used 
only where other more selective treatments are not feasible. 

6)	 Possible faotors relating to species susceptibility are discussed. 

7)	 Along with the many conservation values derived from this selective 
approach, the shrub borders preserved appear relatively stable with no 
apparent tree invasion after seven years, In contrast, tree invasion 
is conspicuous where shrub cover has been reduced. 
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RECOMMENDAT:I"'NSFOR THE USE OF HERBICIDES1 

IN Cf'1NTROLLING VEGETATIONUNDESIRARLE ALONG 
TOWNROADSIDESIN CONNECTICUT 

Mrs. Woolsey S. Conover 2 

General Recommendations 

Undesirable vegetation, primarily tree growth, poison-ivy, etc., 
should be removed along roadsides whenever it creates a safety or health' 
hazard, or whenever removal is necessary for the maintenance of utility 
lines. Along straight stretches of town roads where there are no utility 
lines a narrow mowed strip on either side of the road 1s necessary for tbe 
safety of pedestrians and motorists. Beyond this mowedstrip, desirable 
shrubs and low growing trees should be preserved. On curves and where 
there are utility lines present, removal of trees and tall ahrub growth 1s 
necessary for a cons1derablygreater distance back from the travelled 
portion of the road. Low growing shrubs that will not interfere with sight 
line or utility installation, should be allowed to remain 

Herbicides can assist greatly in the economic control of undesirable 
vegetation. In many instances they can be used by maintenance crews in 
conjunction 'With other 'Work, The type of chemical treatment depends to 
some extent upon the existing problem, Before starting any program the needs 
of the roadsides in each town or area should be surveyed The appropriate 
treatment should be planned. after the survey is made. Recommendedtechniques 
are given below A detailed discussion of these methods is found in Bulletin 
624 of the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, P. O. Box 1106, 
NewHaven, Connecticut, which may be obtained upon request. 

A. stump Treatment 

This is a very effective and desirable technique and should be used 
generally in conjunction with all cutting operations It involves cutting 
trees and other undesirable growth and treating with herbicide immediately 
before or after cutting .. This method is effective in preventingresprouting 
and avoids "brown- out II and unsightly standing dead stems. Since only treated 
stumps are killed, the ultimate in selective treatment can be achieved. The 
following formulation is effective: 

a. 2,4,5-T low volatile esters at 8 to 16 pounds of acid 
equivalent per 100 gallons of spray in fuel oil, diesel oil or kerosene 

b. 2,4-n plus 2,4,5-T low volatile esters at a combined acid 
equivalent of 12 to 16 pounds per 100 gallons of spray in fuel oil, diesel 
oil or kerosene. 

The spray is di~ected at the cut surface of stumps. on all sides 
and at the root collar ~ croWD}which lies at or just belo'W the ground line, 
so as to drench the stamp and root crown The spray should be applied 
immediately after cutting If this is impractical, it may be delayed up to 

1. Recommendations prepared by The Connecticut Shade Tree Committee 
2. Chairman of the Connecticut Sha.de Tree Committee 
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three days although this is not recommended. In some cases, particularly if 
small trees are involved or excessive debris makes locating stumps difficult 
the stump spray maybe applied 'before cutting. Rundown to the root crown is 
important and stump spray should never be tried if the stumps are covered with 
water, ice or snow. Stump treatments with 2,4,5-T may be applied during any 
season of the year. Including an oil soluble dye in the spray mixture would 
enable one to tell which stumps have 'been treated Regrowth from stumps 
treated can be sprayed the following season, using stem-foliage or basal 
methods 

B. Basal Trea tment 

Basal treatment involves the application of herbicides to the base 
of standing woody vegetation. It is recommended for use on smaller growth (4') 
and on regrowth from previous cutting and stump treatments. Basal sprays are 
very effective and can be applied just before cuttingto avoid missing smaller 
stems, as is often the case in stump applications. Basal treatments are 
relatively ineffective for use on trees over 3" to 4" in diameter and are not 
recommended for use on tall growth which will prove unsightly if left standing. 
Basal sprays, being oil borne have a tendency to kill grasses and ferns, thus 
when brush and sprouts are dense, great care must be exercised to confine the 
spray to the stems and root crown or a "scorched earth appearance will resultII 

the following year. 

The same formulations as for stump treatment are used. 

The spray is directed at all sides of the stem to a height of 15" to 
20" and to the base of the plant. It is important to get rundown at the root 
collar. Basal treatment can be applied during any season of the year, but 
should never be used when the stems are covered with water, snow, or ice. For 
the control of root-suckering species such as sumac and sassafras summer basal 
sprays are most effective. All danger of damage to sensitive crop plants 
adjacent to sprayed areas can be avoided by treating before planting or after 
harvesting the crops. On the other hand, desirable species are more readily 
identified when the plants are in full leaf. 

C. Stem-Foliage Treatment 

Stem-Foliage sprays should be used for killing poison-ivy as well 
as for dense stands of undesirable growth where basal treatment is impractical 
The misuse of stem-foliage treatments in the past has led to serious 
consequences, Therefore, great care must be used in applying stem-foliage 
sprays. They present more of a hazard to susceptible plants by drift and 
volatility than stump or basal treatments and are more difficult to use 
selectively. 

To permit maximum selectiVity, equipment should be adapted to spray 
only the undesirable growth. Undesirable vegetation exceeding 4 feet in height 
should be cut and the stumps treated Undesirable ~oody growth less than 4 
feet tall may be treated by either basal or stem-foliage methods deJ!8wliug upon 
the density of growth and the nearness of susceptible ornamental or crop plant-.n. 
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The recommended materials for use in stem· foliage sprays are the low 
volatile esters or amine salt formulations of 2,4-D plus 2,4,5-T at 6 to 8 Ibs . 
combined acid equivalent or 2,4,5-T alone at 4 to 6 Ibs. acid equivalent per 
100 gallons of spray in water. These herbicides will not destroy sedges and 
grasses. 

stem-foliage sprays are most effective when applied during the 
early summer. but the resulting brown-out is pronounced over a longer period. 
The preferred practice fram the aesthetic standpoint is to apply stem· foliage 
sprays fram August to early September, just before natural autumn coloration 
begins. At this time, brown-out by foliage sprays will be much less 
obJectionable. 

For maximumkill, foliage sprays should wet stems of foliage to 
run down. Desirable shrubs should not be sprayed. Special precautions 
should be taken to avoid hazards of volatility and drift (See Bulletin 624, 
P. 9). On roadsides adjacent to susceptible ornamental plants or crops, 
stem-foliage sprays are recommended only with nonvolatile materials such as 
ammoniumsulfamate or aminotriazole. In these areas, however, baaal or stump 
treatments should be considered because ammoniumsulfamate or amino triazole 
compounds are nonselective and kill all vegetation including grasses causing 
unsightly brown -out , For a list of desirable plants native to Connecticut and 
the tolerance of various plants to foliage sprays of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T, see 
Bulletin 624 

D. (rther Methods 

Fenuron pellets are not recommended for use along roadsides because 
desirable trees and shrubs with roots growing into the treated areas will be 
killed or injured. 

Recommendations for the use of Herbicides along Connecticut 
Town Roadsides prepared by the following organizations under 
The Connecticut Shade Tree Committee 

The Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station 
The Connecticut Botanical Society 
The Connecticut Coo~erative Extension Service 

HJC:nam University of Connecticut
7/7/rpO	 The Connecticut Light and Power Company 

The Connecticut Park and Forest Association 
The Connecticut Board of Fisheries and Game 
The Connecticut State Highway Department 
The Hartford Electric Light Company 
The Southern New England Telephone Company 
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HERBICIDESAS A LANDSCAPETOOLFORROADSIDES 
1 

William C" Hall 

Plants along roadsides are viewed by tho Public with 
various reactions, mestly pleasurable. Some plants are 
danger-ous or noxious, and these are weeds. The problem 
is to retain the desirable plants and eliminate and replace
the others. 

A roadside is a manipulatad environment even when it 
winds through a virgin forest. The exposure to sunlight 
encourages growth somewhat different from that in the woods 
only a few feet away. Unplanned manipulation has various 
results, which usually have neither the advantages of the 
natural nor those of the maintained. Undesirable, woody
vegetation grows up, obstructing drivers' vision on road 
turns and shading out other plants. Cutting and spraying
with herbicides are methods used to overcome this problem.
Cutting encourages the regrowth of more stems than had been 
cut. Blanket spraying has resulted in the elimination of 
not only the undesirable, but also of desirable, low-growing,
woody shrubs, not a driver hazard; also eliminated are nearly
all of the broadleaf herbs, leaving a cover of only"grass,
this often on a site difficult and expensive to mow. How 
much more attractive, how much more practical it would be 
to end up with a planting of mixed, low, flowering shrubs --- and wild herbs which, with no hazard to driving and a 
minimum of maintenance expense, will provide attractive 
flowers, foliage coloration, and fruits, and give pleasure 
to all those who go by. 

Herbicides used selectively can eliminate the undesirable 
and leave the desirable. This has been'done in many places, 
and recognition of this is now accepted. Much blanket spray
ing is, unfortunately, still being done, as the size and 
appearance of equipment and a lower cost per mile for one 
treatment of the roadside are given more weight than the 
desirability of the end result. 

Much of the blanket spraying does not even eliminate 
the woody brush and poison ivy it is applied to kill, as 
it is applied to the entire roadside in a weak mix which 
only teases the brush, but does destroy the vegetation
which should be preserved. This is because s~ch a mix 
applied rapidly by big machines costs little per mile. 

Why not landscape roadsides by killing what you want 
killed ~nd leaving what yeu want to keep? Follow time-tested 
methods , of selective herbicide usage for this purpose,
and your roadsides will successfully serve their full purpose.
There will be no view-blocking brush, no noxious plants; , 
the roadsides will be attractive to look at and inexpensive 
to maintain. 

President~ Chemtree Corporation, Harriman, New York 
Bulletin ffll, The Connecticut Arboretum 
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NATURAL WITHHERBICIDES LANDSCAJ:'ING

1
vlilliam A. Niering 

Since 1953 the Connecticut Arboretum at Connecticut College has 
been conducting various research projects involving the use of herbicides. 
A right-of-way demonstration area has been established to exhibit sound 
vegetation management principles. A report on this project appears as a 
separate article in these proceedings. (1) In addition, weed-killers 
are being used in controlling undesirable vegetation in the native tree 
and shrub collections and forest plantations. They are also being utilized 
in creating favorable wildlife cover and in natural landscaping. The pur
pose of this report is to describe how chemical.s can be used to beautify 
the landscape with the existing native species. It was Woodward (2) who 
first pointed out the potentialities of cre9-ting an aesthetically attrac
tive landscape by selectively eli.mina.ting undesirable forms and preserving 
the attractive ones. Probably no region has a greatQr array of attractive 
ornamental native trees and shrubs than the northeast. These have becoma 
especially conspicuous on land abandoned from agriculture. 

At the Connecticut Arboretum two areas have been designated for 
this purpose. In 1953 a portion <350' x 100'} of a hillside abandoned 
from agriculture, which had developed a thicket vegetation with scattered 
trees and grassy openings, was selected for exp2rimental work. Later 
another plot (75' x 751), within the cultivated portion of the Arboretum, 
was also set aside. Those shrubs and low-growing trees considered orna
mentally desirable and present in these plots are listed below: 

Wild rose, high bush blueberry, commonbarberry, huckleberry, 
bayberry, Virginia creeper, flowering dogwood, red cedar, gray 
birch, ground juniper, meadow sweet, chokeberry, mountain laurel, 
shadbush, arrowwood and sumac. 

Undesirable species to be removed or:at least reduced in abundance included: 

. Blackberry, poison ivy" sumac" black cherry and other scattered 
tall~growing trees. ' 

The objective was to create a shrub-herb type communit,r b,y selectively 
reducing or eli.mina.ting undesirable competitive species. 

Techni~: To accomplish this the herbicide technique most commonly 
employed was the basal or root-collar treatment which involved thorough~ 

wetting the bases of the stems or root collar region of the undesirable 
species. mntrees over 3-~' in diameter notching or frilling the bases 
prior to treatment is recommended. The typical formulation employed was 

1 Associate Professor of Botany and Assis tan t Direo'tor of the Connecticut 
Arboretum, .Botany Departxnent, Connecticut College, l-tew'London" Conn. 
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2,4-D -- 2,4,5-T, 1 part of chemical to 20 parts of fuel oil. Ammate crys
tals were also effective when placed in the frills. Although no trees 
were cut and stUlliJ treated, this technique may also be employed. Follow
ing cutting, the stumps are soaked using the above formulation. To 
control sumac, late summer basal applications reduced suckering to a mini
mum. On blackberry spring treatment using the 1:20 formulation has given 
best results. However, in all cases with blackberry, follow-up sprays 
~vere necessary. In the herbaceous stratum., a mixture of grasses as well 
as broadleafed flowering species such as asters, goldenrods, Queen Anne's 
Lace, black-eyed Susana, butterfly weed, daisies and chickory are all 
attractive forms to be perpetuated. However" if other weedy species 
become too abundant spraying may be necessary. On difficult to kill her
baceous perennials a 4-6 per cent 2,4-D --2,4,5-T in water is effective 
with follow-up treatments. For less difficult herb species a 0.3-0.5 per 
cent 2,4-D in water is effective. (2). . 

Present Aspect: After seven years the former thicket type habitat now 
exhibits a most attractive serd-open aspect in contrast to the control 
area which is dominated by a dense thickety cover of sumac, bayberry, 
poison ivy with scattered cherry up to 18' in height. In the foreground 
of the landscaped area, openings are dominated by such beautiful grasses 
as broomsedge and red top along with goldenrod. Beyond, scattered shrubs 
such as high bush blueberry, bayberry, huckleberry and low-growinG trees 
such as red cedar and gray birch have been accentuated by removal of 
competative forms. One vista up the slope carrips our eye to a flowering 
dogwood serving as an accent species. 

Use of weed-killers in this manner has unlimited opportunities for 
the individual home owner who has an abandoned field or pasture growing . 
up "1ith this interesting array of species. By selectively eliminating the 
undesirables one can create an aesthetically charming landscape around 
one t s home with beautiful vistas and maximumopportunities of creativity 
10 landscape design o This is also a unique way to stop or retrogress the 
normal succession to woodland thereby preserving many species which would 
normally be shaded out by larger growing forest trees. Wildlife also 
benefits in that songbirds and other animals find excellent food and cover. 

When the desirable community is once created, mere spot treatment 
in the future is all that is needed to maintain this aspect of natural 
landscape. 

Acknowledgments: The author wishes to acknowl.edge the follovring companies 
for supplyiJ.;gChemicals and equipment: AmchemProducts, Inc.,' Diamond 
Alkali Co." Dow Chemical Co., E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co. and D. B. 
Smith & Co. Inc. . 
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STATEHIGHWAYHERBICIDE POLICIESI 

H. H. Iurka and Kenneth King2 

In the belief that data obtained in the summer of 1960 for a 
report to Penn State's Forest Symposium would be of interest to 
personnel at this oonference who might not obtain the original 
report the authors have obtained that symposium's approval to pres
ent this revision of tho original report. 

We should first understand thep~poee8 of herbicide work on 
highways. Of primary importance is (:j"ono!fij' in our maintenanoe 
oporations. The savings possible have been reported to and pub
lished by this Weed Control Conference and the Highway Research 
Board. Secondly there is improvement of safety and health factors 
by, for example, the elimination of weeds and brush to provide 
visibility at intersections, to provide Visibility of guide rails 
and signs, and by the elimination of plants such as poison ivy and 
ragweed. While we Landscape Architects are sometimes hesitant to 
speak of appearance when dealing with the rough realism of budgets 
this purpose of herbicide work is a fortunate conoomitant. Fin
ally there is a mattor of good publio relations. 

The	 uses of herbicides on highways are: 

a.	 To control broad leaf weeds for the primary purpose of reduc
ing the number of mowings necessary. 

b.	 To control all vegetation along guide rails, around signs, 
posts, and other structures to eliminate the oostly mowing 
previously necessary •. 

c.	 To control brush which as you all know was a very expensive
operation before our modern herbicides became available. 

d.	 To control weeds in plantings. 

e.	 To eliminate vegetation in storage areas and in structural 
joints. 

1.	 ReVision of a report made at a Forest Symposium "Herbic
ides and '.!'heir Use in Forostry" held a t the Pennsylvania 
State University 8/30,31/60 for presentation to the North
eastern Weed Control Conference 1/4-6/61. 

2.	 New York State Department of Public Works. 
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We are looking forward to the day when a growth retardant 
will be availnble and proven for our usc. 

Now lot us consider the hazards which go along with herbi
cido operations. There is of course misdirected application 
which may occur, although with skilled operators we should not 
«xpec tit. There is the hazard of drift which is a very r-calone 
especially in an area such as ours where the wind soems to be 
blowing more than 15 miles an hour almost every day we want to 
sprRY. I think we all recognize that tho factors here are wind 
velocity, pressure, nozzles, and susceptibility. There is the 
hazard of volatility, with the contributing factors of wind, 
tumperature, humidity and susceptibility. With certain of our 
matcria:s such as the relatively insoluble soil sterilants there 
is tho hazard of washing beyond the area treated, with the factors 
of vegetative cover, soil typejrainfall, and concentration to be 
considered. Finally there is the hazar'd of the leaching of soil 
sterilants with the factors of soil type, rainfall, and concen
tration. 

In addition to those normal hazards which we all must faco 
thore are errors of judgment, or should we say differences in 
opinion. Those of us with some experience with brush control 
abhor the term "brownout ll with all that it implies of public and 
official criticism. Foliage spraying of brush is an effective 
and economical tool under certain conditions. We cannot afford 
to discard it, but tho supervisor must know how far he may go 
with this tool for a specific location. If he does not exceed a 
reasonable application ("reasonable" not only to his superiors 
but to t~e vocal clement of the public) his judgment is good. 
Granted the .supervisor may succeed for years in using good judg
ment but let there be one unhappy case of unfavorable public 
reaction or unfavorable opinion on the part of an important 
official and the whole program may be adversely affected. 

There is a field of argument about tho definition of the 
word "weed". Not long ago at a convention of a national group of 
some importance a naturalist criticised severely the use of 
herbicides on the last remaining places where the native flora 
of our country might be found and studied. He WD.S referring to 
wild flowers on our- roadsides. Is chicory on highway shoul_ders 
or drainageways a wild flower or a weed? Within our own orgRD
Lza tion we know the answor. We mow ·these ar-oa s and so the hrllh
icide treatment of them is no more destructive thun mow l ng , 
However we are acutely conscious of tho unfl1vornbln publ:i.c.1ty 
possible due to even such ill advised criticism. 

-
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There is a matter of judgment of the extent of our treatment. 
We can cover more area than essential and thereby. defeat our 
program of economy. There is also the. possibility of misuse of 
materials, for example not long ago it was found that 2, 4, 5-T 
was being used for control of weeds susceptibl,e to 2-4D. 

All the preceding are considerations that enter into the 
development of a program of effective use of herbicides to assure 
efficient control while obviating damage to plants that should 
be preserved and eliminating claims which are not only costly in 
themselves but possibly even more costly in their nuisance value. 
It takes time to sell a herbicide program. There is the natural 
reluctance of adminis trators to adopt a tool which has not to 
their knowledge and in their own experience been proven. There 
is the problem of justifying what seems like an additional exp
ense to the officials responsible for disbursement of funds. 

Within the organization of any agency at~empting herbicide 
work there must be personnel wi th the nece saar-y knowledge, comp
etence and time to direct that work. There must be planning not 
only of daily operation but of yearly programming. There must 
be a definite assignment of responsibility and ~uthority. There 
must be adequate supervision by competent personnel. Actual 
work must be done by trained personnel. There should be an 
unbiased appraisal of results not only of the·current year's work 
but of previous work. There should be evaluation of the results 
with consideration at the same time of costs preferably with 
oomparisons being made more than state wide. 

To provide information of the present policies of the North
eastern states highway departments we requested the offioial 
responsible for the herbicide program in each of the states to 
provide us a statement of the policy of his department. The 
information obtained was assembled in tabular form and sent to 
each of the offioials requesting correction of errors or .amiss .. 
ions. The final tabulation is appended. Under the heading of 
"Regulation" is given tho governing polioies set up at a high 
level as distinot from the practices recommended at lower levels. 
For those of us who have followed the development of tho use of 
herbicides by the highway departments it is interesting to note 
that most of these departments now he,va a broad program and that 
the volume of work has been increased significantly. In the 
~uthor~t opinion thore are two observations of particular 
interest. The first is that there is a relatively small amount 
of regulation at a higher level. The other observation is that 
it would seem that as a program develops more regulation at a 
higher level is to be expected. 
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0~TA ON STATEHIGHWAYHERBICIDEPOLICIES 

OBTAINEDTHRUCORRESPONDENCEWITHOFFICIALS 
RESPONSIBLEFOR PROGRAM,1960. 

• 

31'ATE HERBICIDEUSE BY 
HWY. Broad 1"'0 Guard OONTRACTBY OWN 
DEPT. f MID Rails Brush Poison Other FORCES 

Weed ~ ~ et~. • • • •Ivy •
Weeds 

COI~N X X X X X in X 
(and plant-

poison ings. 
sumac) Growth 

inhibitio S' 

DELA. X X X 

MASS. X X X X X X 

MAINE X X X 

Weeds in 
MD, X X X Plantings X 

NEW 
HA¥P. X X X 

~ Concrete 
JERSEY If }f x Joints X X 

N • J • 'l'PKl:! • 
i

AUTH• X G-rowth 
1nhibtor 

Nl:1W Weeds in 
YORK X X X X Plantings X 

PENN. X X X X X X 
, 

X 

RHODE 
1S1. X X X X X X 

Most)
VT. x X X X X 

VA. X X ---
X 

'd. 
--_._--------- r-- ~. 

VA. ._. 
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DATAON STATEHIGHWAYHERBICIDE POLICIES 

REGULATION 

CONNECTICUT: Control of aerial application of pesticides & fer
tilizers by Dept. of Aeronautics, Board·of Fisheries & Game, Dept. 
Health, & Conn. Ag. Exp. sta. Control of Chemical use in or adj
acent to public water. supplies by Dept. of Health. Control of 
Chemical use in other waters of state by State Board of Fisheries 
& Game. Selective work - avoidance of brownout. Recommended 
policy of vegetation control by Public Utilities by State Board 
of Fisheries & Game, etc. permit on state R.O.W. 

MAINE: Weed and Brush Control Association (Highway Dept., most 
of Utili ty companies, and other inte.rested parties) recommends 
"Roadside Spraying Code" as a guide, which includes limitation of 
6' height of brush to be sprayed. 

NEWYORK: Leaving of dead wood (fire hazard) in forests not per
mitted by Dept. of Conservation. Control of chemicals in waters 
of state which might be injurious to fish - Dept. of conse i-va Hcn , 
Control of chemicals for aquatics by permit from Health Commiss
ioner. Maximum 2' height of brush sprayed. Public Utility work 
along highways by permit. No 2,4-D or 2,4,5 T use permitted in 
vicinity of vineyards - D.P.W. 

PENNSYLVANIA:Maximum 8' height of ,brush sprayed. Public Utility 
work along highways by permit. 

HHODEISLAND: Brush spray limited to stubs of brush cut in cur
rent year. No spraying when windy or near susceptible plants. 
Ammonium Sulfamate the only brush control chemical approved for 
public water supply lands. 

VERMONT: Used under the personal direction of the District Eng
ineers to avoid public criticism. 

VIRGINIA: Maximum 3' height of brush sprayed. Foliage spray by 
special permission only. Public Utility work on R.O.W. by permit. 

WESTVIRGINIA: Use of herbicides for the control of weeds and 
brush prohibited on state rights-of-way. 

No other specific regulations given for other States in corres
pondence. 



A \JINDVELOCITYANDDIRECTIONINDICATOR 
FORAIRCRAFTBRUSHSPRAYINGOPERATIONS 

J.M. Bennett and G.L. Parker I
 

Abstract 2
 

Aircraft application of herbicides to control brush on right-of
ways is an important part of the maintenance program of many
utilities. The most serious restriction on aircraft spraying is 
suitable weather, as almost dead calm conditions are necessary 
to minimize spray drift. Lack of movement of tree leaves and 
absence of ripples on lakes have been the traditional indicators 
of calm weather used by field personnel. These methods, although
primitive, have been satisfactory for most spray operations and 
drift damage has not been serious. With the extension of aircraft 
spraying to high steel tower lines, drift control has become more 
difficult due to the increased altitude. At spraying heights in 
excess of 100 feet, drift often occurs when there is no indication 
of wind by traditional means. A convenient method of measuring
wind velocity and direction at various altitudes became essential 
for satisfactory spraying of right-of-ways under high lines. 

1,/ind measurement was first attempted by observing the movement of 
the smoke trail produced by a signal flare fired vertically.
Some indication of wind velocity and direction was obtained, 
however flares were not adequate. As~parate flare was required
for each reading and wind velocity and altitude could only be 
estimated. 

A hydrogen-filled tethered balloon provided the solution to the 
problem. A balloon, tethered with nylon fishing line, was allowed 
to rise to the desired altitude and the angle of deflection of the 
line, produced by the lateral shift of the balloon, was correlated 
with wind velocity. The direction of the lateral shift corre
sponds to the wind direction. 

Six-inch pilot balloons of the type used in meteorological studies 
were used in the equipment, designed to enable direct readings of 
wind velocity in the range of a to 5 miles per hour. Readings of 
wind direction and balloon height are also possible. 

This wind velocity and direction indicator has provided more 
accurate and complete information on wind conditions than has been 
available to personnel on aircraft spray operations. With this 
information available, more efficient use of the limited calm 
weather is possible and spray flights can be planned to reduce 
spray drift to a minimum. 

I Biologist and Chemist, respectively, Research Division,
 
The Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario.
 

2 Abstract of a manuscript to be submitted to TJEEDS.
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ROADSIDEBRUSHCONTROLWIM PHENOXYHERBICIDESIN THE 
NEWENGLANDSTATES 

by 

John B. Roy 

INTRODUCTION 

The development and sales of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T 
Phenoxy herbicides during the past 15 years for brush 
control have provided the state highway departments, 
utilities, telephone companies, and towns with a 
tool that if properly used will benefit all. These 
public agencies with the use of these chemicals are 
able to give the public and the taxpayer better elec
trical and telephone service, and safer roads for 
each dollar spent than if hand and mechanical cutting
of brush and weeds continued. The National Safety
Council reports that one out of eight fatal automo
bile accidents is caused by poor visibility (1).
Not all these accidents can be credited to uncon
trolled vegetation; however, a significant percentage
of these is caused by obstruction to vision from un
wanted, uncontrolled brush. Brush that hinders 
visibility on curves, road crossings, and railroad 
crossings certainly should be eliminated for safety 
to the public. Also by the elimination of brush, 
areas are left for plowed snow, disabled vehicles 
have room to pull off the road for repairs, better 
drainage is obtained, and noxious weeds and brush such 
as poison ivy and ragweed are kept under control and 
even eliminated. The economics of chemical brush 
control is very favorable when compared with the cost 
of continual cutting and mowing. 

EARLYBRUSHCONTROLWORK: 

Tests in 1945 and 194p indicated that 2,4-D 
would control many woody species including willow, 
birch, aspen, alder, and sumac. Many species, however, 
were somewhat tolerant of 2,4-D, and utility per
sonnel urged the chemi~al companies to develop a 
product which would be effeetive on certain problem
speoies including bramble, oak, maple, ash, and 
hickory. 
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SCREENING 

Screening tests in 1947 demonstrated that 
2,4,5-T would control many of these species much 
better than 2,4-D. Manufacturers began to formu
late mixtures of 2,4-D and 2,4, 5-T and called them 
Brush Killers. 2,4, 5-T-,was more costly than 2,4-D 
and less of this chemical was used in some formula
tions. As work with 2,4,5-T increased and better 
results on problem species noted, equal parts of 
2,4-D and 2,4,5-T in the brush killer formulation 
became standard. Ester formulations containing four 
pounds acid equivalent per gallon'(2 lbs. of 2,4-D 
and 2 lbs. of 2,4,5-T) became extremely popular
where the formulations were used for industrial 
brush control. 

Several utilities in New England tested 2,4,5-T 
in the early '50s and found that good formulations 
gave as good control of 2,4-D susceptible species and 
far superior control of the "hard-to-kill" trees, 
brush and brambles than the combination with 2,4-D. 

The 2,4-D - 2,4,5-T combination was well established 
in the field and many utilities and highway depart

leaf-stem application is economical and is widely 

ments in New England evaluated the use of 2,4,5-T 
prior to making the change. Today, approximately
eighty percent of the phenoxy herbicides sold in 
New England for 'right-of-way use are straight 2,4,
formulations. ' 

5-T 

METHODSOF APPLICATION 

tion 
N~w 

There are at least five methods of applica
employed for roadside chemical brush control 

£ngland. Three are most popular. 
in 

1. Foliage or Leaf-Stem Application. The foliage 
or 
used. Three to four quarts of a 4 lb. 2,4,5-T ester 
formulation are used per 100 gallons of water, and 
all leaves and stems of the brush are sprayed to 
point of run off. Most of the roadside brush con
trol work is contracted, and the contractors use 
vehicles equipped with tanks of 400 to 1,500 gallon
capacity with 15 to 35 gallon per minute pumps.
Pressures vary from 100 to 400 pounds per square inch. 
Guns with quick shut-off are commonly used to lessen 
the danger of spraying areas adjacent to gardens and 
also of spraying desirable plants and shrubbery.
Orifices used in the gun tips range in ,size from 
10 to 14. This affords large droplet size and cuts 
down the danger of undesirable drift. 
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Spraying begins in Connecticut, Rhode Island,
 
and Massachusetts about June 1 and in NewHampshire,
 
Vermont, and Maine about June 15. For most effec

tive results, .it is important that the majority of
 
leaves on woody plants are expanded fully prior to
 
spraying and that the foliage program cease be
fore fall coloration occurs. If an application is
 
made prior to full leaf development, the spray may
 
cause an excessively fast brown-out resulting in
 
poor translocation of the chemical through the plant
 
system. Poor control may be revealed as new growth
 
or "flagging" on the stems and resp~outing in the
 
root collar areas. Best results are obtained when
 
the leaves are adding food to the plant system.

7he theory is that the chemical has a tendency to
 
travel with the plant food. Poor results can also
 
be expected when the foliage is sprayed during a pro

long~d drought period or after frost in the fall.
 
In 'both cases the plant is in a semi-dormant stage

and reaction to the chemical is slow and usually
 
poor.
 

From the standpoint of public relations, foliage
spraying is normally limited to brush that is less 
than six feet tall. . In Connecticut, Rhode Island, 
and Massachusetts it is desirable to spray before 
the brush is four feet high. There have been numerous 
oomplaints in New England during the past five years
oonoerning the brown-out which follows a summer 
foliage application with phenoxy herbicides. Most 
of these complaints come from residents in areas where 
brush has been sprayed at heights considerably greater
than six feet, even as high as 10 to 15 feet. Dur
ing July, 1957, the town of York in the state of
 
Maine sprayed many of the town and state roads in
 
the area, This' town, as probably many of you know,
 
is visited by many tourists during the months of
 
July and August. The brush sprayed was less than
 
six feet in height, and, as a result, there was not
 
one complaint by tourists or townspeople concerning

brown-out.
 

Volumes of spray range from 150 to 250 gallons
 
per acre ~ith an average of 200 gallons, Height

and density of brush determines the volume used.
 
Width of roadside sprayed varies from 6 to 20 feet 
with an average of 12 feet. The cost per mile is 
from $20 to $40, depending on density, height, and 
width of the brush, The average cost is $33 per mile. 

Normally, at least 601t.of'tha stems and roots are con
trolled with an initlal application. A second foliage
 
treatment is made the following year or two years later.
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The cost of this is approximately the same as the
 
initial cost, the reason being that where much of
 
the brush has been eliminated, low-growing, un

desirable vegetation has been released, and along

with the brush not eliminated by the initial applica

tion, the spray vollume needed in the second applica

tion is about the same as that in the fir~t one.
 
Two applications two years in a row normally are
 
sufficient to put a distribution line or highway

right-of-way under escellent control. A third
 
application is made two or three years later. This
 
one is usually a basal treatment, the second most
 
widely used application method in the New England
 
States. Some utility and state highway personnel

feel that three foliage applications are desirable
 
before a change to the basal program.
 

2. Basal Treatment: Adequate evulation of basal 
and stump treatments came somewhat later than for 
foliage treatments. Two, three, or four gallons
(8, 12 or 16 pounds acid equivalent) of 2,4-D, 
2,4-D + 2,4,5-T or 2,4,5-T ester formulations were 
mixed with 100 gallons of kerosene, fuel oil, or 
Diesel oil and applied in widely scattered field 
tests. It was soon established that 2,4,5-T was the 
most active of the three chemicals and that four 
gallons (16 pounds A.E.) per 100 gallons of oil 
gave the most uniformly effective root kill. These 
applications were made mostly with knapsack sprayers.
With power equipment, three gallons of 2,4,5-T 
in 100 gallons of oil gave comparable results. 
Usually higher spray volumes were utilized and in 
actuality, the same amount or even more actual 
chemical waa applied. Low prewsure is important
and 25 - 50 pounds per square inch is desirable •• 
Application is made to all of the lower part of the 
stem 12 to 18 inches above the root collar. It is 
important to wet the stem thoroughly and completely 
to have a sufficient run-down onto the entire root 
collar area. Best results are obtained when the en
tire root collar is thoroughly wetted by the chemical 
mixture Snow, ice, leaves, and sawdust accumulated0 

around the root collar could lead to pQor control. 
Poor control also may result when the lower stems 
are submerged in water. Volume of chemical mix~ 
ture in a basal application varies from 20 gallons 
per acre where the basal method is used as e follow-~p 
spot treatment program up to more than 100 gallons 
where this method is used as the initial applicatipn.
Both small hand guns and wands are used in applying
the formulation. Again, orifice size is important 
to reduce the possibility of drift. Orifices ranging
from Nos. 3 to 5 are the most popular. 



Basal applications can be applied effectively
anytime of the year if the chemical mixture is 
applied properly. Such application frequently costs 
50~ or more than the foliage program. For this 
reason~the initial application method along road
s~des~sually is not basal. When a high percentage
QT··the· .undesirable hardwoods has been controlled by
foliage application, basal application then becomes 
economical. It is also very selective and the de
sirable; low growing shrubbery can remain unharmed. 

3~ StUmp treatment; Stump treatment is the third 
method ..of application used widely in the New England 
States~·, The mixture is the same as for basal treat
ment, us~ng 3 to 4 gallons of a 4 lb. 2,4,5-T for
mulation in 100 gallons of fuel oil, Diesel Oil,
cir kerosene. This application is used frequently
where an area is first cleared or re-cut. It is 
import.ant, as with basal application, to treat the 
stump completely to point of run-off in the root 
collar zone. Less volume usually is applied to 
stumps than with the basal application due to the 
lesser bark area covered. This results in reduced 
cost; however, the percentage of human error ia some
what increased. Volumes of chemical mixture applied 
per acre range from 35 to 60 gallons with an average
of 45 gallons. 

4. Dormant Broadcast: Dormant Broadcast applica
tion., using 2,4 5-T at a gallon and a half (6 pounds 
acid equivalent~ in 100 gallons of oil is presently
being evaluated. The results thus far indicate good 
stem kill; however, more resprouting has been noted 
than with the basal method of application. 

5. Invert Emulsions: Invert formulations con
tainirig 2 pounds of 2,4,5-T per gallon are also 
presently being evaluated for roadside chemical 
brush control. Inverts are formed by adding water 
to a special chemical oil mixture with continuous 
agitation. The oil and chemical surround the water 
particles and a mayonnaise-like mixture is obtained. 
This invert mixture varies in consistency from that 
of mayonnaise to a thick paste. The consistency of 
the material depends on the relative amounts of oil 
and water in the mixture. Tests were made in the 
Spring and Fall of 1959 in the states of Maine and 
Connecticut, and in the Spring of 1960 in Connecticut 
using from 1-1/2 gallons to 3 qallons {of the 2· pounds 
2,4,5-T acid equivalent gallon} with 14 gallons of 
No. 2 fuel oil in 100 gallons of water. The complete 
stem was sprayed prior to bud-break in the Spring
of 1959, and the results were excellent. Fall appli-'
cations the same year in Connecticut, using the same 
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mixtures and treating the base of the plant as with 
a basal treatment, using 2,4,5-T in oil, gave fair 
to good results. The plants that leafed out the 
following spring began to die in July. No apprecia
ble brown-out was noted. Tests were made in the 
Spring of 1960 in Connecticut with a basal treat
ment prior to bud-break with results definitely
better than the late fall dormant applications From 
observations of the 13 tests made in New England the 
past two years, additional testing appears necessary,
and this work is planned for the Spring of 1961, prior 
to and after bud-break with a treatment of the en
tire stem. Methods of application have to be further 
evaluated. With the information that has been accu
mulated during the past two years, and from trials 
planned for 1961, we hope to have some concrete 
data on the use of invert formulations for roadside 
brush control with ground equipment by the end of 
1961. 

Roadside brush control with phenoxy herbicides 
has increased from 200 miles in 1954 to more than 
4,000 miles in 1960 throttghout the New England States. 
Most of this work has been with the state highway de- partments, utilities, and the telephone companiei.
Educational programs have been presented in two of 
the states to inform the public of the nature of 
these materials from the standpoint of toxicity and 
the temporary brown-out feature. The phenoxy chemicals 
have become an important tool in the maintenance pro
grams of most people connected with brush control. 

Literature Cited: 

1. uAccident Facts for 1955", page 63, published
by The National Safety Council. 
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UMASSACHUSETTSPROGRESSREPORTONRESEARCH 
.,...._.:

WITHMALEICHYDR:AZIDEIt. 
1. 

JOSEPH L. BEASLEY" . 

The grassed areas of the 2,400 miles of 'State highway in 
Massachusetts present a continuous mowing problem to the 
personnel charged with the responsibility of",their maintenance. 

Experience has taught us that there is no single phase
of our roadside development operations that can be termed a 
"cure alIt! for a reduction in mowing costs. It is rather a 
well planned combination of: 

(1)	 Planting and mulching
(2)	 Contract mowing
(3)	 The use of Maleic Hydrazide (MH-30) as a grass

growth inhibitor 

Planting and Mulching 

Since we are not interested in growing grass, the plant
ing of seedlings, vines, prostrate shrubs and natural growth
sad takes place on new roads immediately after the completion
of the prime contract for the construction of the highway
itself. 

In all areas where ground cover is practical, this second 
contract f~r planting and mulching removes such areas from the 
necessity of future mowing. 

Contract Mowing: 

The second phase in our war against increasing costs is 
the practice of mowing grass by contract. 

Massachusetts is a pioneer in:the field of mowing grass 
by contract. After a number of trials and revisions, it is 
felt that we have the most practical mowing specifications in 
the country. When you consider that the grass on each and 
every mile of our State highway system is mowed annually, and 
that our contract mowing costs per acre are as low as any state 
in the country (with comparable standards), our maintenance 
personnel may be justified in feeling proud of themselves. 

IHighway Landscape Supervisor, Massachusetts Department of 
Public Works. 
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Currently, the number of cuts per year vary with the type 
of grass to be mowed. 

Lawn type mowing requires eleven (11) cuts per season; 
roadside hay mowing five(5) annual cuts while hay mowing .is 
confined to one (1) seasonal cut. 

The Use of Maleic Hydrazide (MH-30) 

The third, and by n~ means, least important phase in' 
reducing mowing C0stS is the application of certain chemicals 
to retard the growth of grass, which will automatically~educe 
the number of mowings required at present. 

Since 1953, Massachusetts has been experimenting with 
chemicals in this area, and it now appears that the most e 
effective method of obtaining a uniform growth of grass is by 
the proper application of the following spray solution: 

100 gallons of water 
1 gallon of 2,4-D 
4 ounces Spreader Sticker 
2 2/3 gal10ns of MH-30 

Since the solution is being ~pplied at the rate of 
75 gallons per acre, it is estimated that two gallons of ~lli-30 
per acre is the minimum quantity to insure proper coverRge. 
While this ratio is higher than that recommended by the man
ufacturer, it guarantees that sufficient MH-30 is delivered to 
the grass. 

Application 

vfuile the combination ()f MH-30 for inhibiting grass growth
plus 2,4-D for eliminating succulent weed growth is unquestion
ably the correct solution, neither of the two will accomplish
the desired results unless they are properly applied. Here we 
reach the as yet unsolved problem of designing the correct 
spraying equipment to be manned by competent and conscientious 
operatnrs. 

Since the cost' of the material is considerable, it is 
felt that the manufacturers have given too little thought to 
the application of the spray solution on a large scale basis~' 
The recent expertmentalfield work indicates that the eorrect 
amount of MH-30 (as determined in the laboratory) is not 
always delivered to the grass. As we have agreed that the 
material will cont.r-oL the growth of grass if corre ct.I y ,nPIJ]; Ad ) 
the fault must lie with the equipment and operators. 
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Again, since the solution is rath~r expensive, in order 
that there be neither overlapping, nor omission during spraying,
some means'must be devised to identify what area has been 
covered. 'Some thought has been given to equipping the vehicle 
with a separate nozzle for pouring a colored liquid dye to 
outline the outside edge of each spray pass. 

Suggested Equipment Units for Applying Solution 

For:median strips up to 40 feet, roansides, outside edges of 
interchanges, and narrow dividing islands: 

One (1)1,000 gallon tank truck with extender arm type bOom, 
hydraulically operated, a minimum of 20 feet in length. 

For'wide median strips and dividing islands (over 40 feet), 
loces and bowl areas of interchanges and other "hard to reach 
areas": 

(a)	 Two (2) jeeps or equivalent vehicles (4-Wheel Drive)
with dual tires on rear. 

(b)	 One (1) 250 gallon tank. 

, (c) Fixed hori zontal boom.. 

. ,'(d) Mast type borm, 

(e)	 Hand operated boom with hose attachment for 
manual spraying of slopes, around trees and 
shrubbery, and other inaccessible areas. 

, In. addition, a 2,000 gallon tank truck to be used to supply
water' tb mix new batches of solution in the tanks of the above
mentioned spraying vehicles. 

History of Inhibitor Epperimentation on Grassed Areas 
..,'" ' 

, Massachusetts' research in this field began with MH-40 in 
1953 with twelve (12) half-acre plots on Route #1 in Danvers, 
with encouragin~ results. 

[he: following year se~ected areas on a much larger mileage
scale were treated on a state-wide basis. While results in 
certain instances were desirable, other areas, because of poor 
applica~16n, were none too conclusive. 
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In 19~, the advent of MH-30 influenced the Department to 
further research in an effort to sahotage the rising mowing costs. 

Approximately 75 acres embracing all types of grassed terrain 
were treated in the Springfield area~ In addition, throughout
the State, eight miles of median strips, roadsides, and a large
bowl area received applications of the solution. This large
scale experiment has indicated that the correct application will 
produce the desired results. 

MH-30 will receive a stern test in Massachusetts, since our 
contract mowing costs per acre are low, while our standards are 
high. If MH-30 can reduce the costs per acre even further and 
still maintain our well-groomed grassed areas, it will prove that 
"chemical mowing" is here to stay. 

Research in recent years indicates that this material 
(properly applied) will insure a uniform growth of grass (5" to 
7tt ) that will require only a minimum number of cuts per season. 
It is not necessary to have a "golf coursen appearance to our 
grassed areas. 

In the spring of 19~1, .Massachusetts plans to treat three 
(3) of its contract mowing areas in their entirety with MH-30. 
These three projects total abcut 65 miles. 

Route #9 - Brookline to Worcester (2 contracts)
Route #128 - From Route #9, Wellesley to Route #1, 

Westw~od (1 contract). 

The Special Provisions for the above mowing contracts for 
these areas will call for a reduced numb~r of lawn typemowings
from eleven (11) to four (4) and those of the roadside hay cuts 
from five (5) to tw(') (2). 

In the fall of 1961 we also plan to apply this solutiQn,to 
other grassed areas. In the spring of 1962, it is e~pected that 
the number of mowing cuts ordinarily reqUired in these areas 
will be reduced exactly as described above. 

The fall application is heing considered for two reasons: 

(1) the amount of rainfall during these months is generally
less than any other potential spraying period of the year. 

(2) the MH-30 will be applied just prior to the time when 
the grass becomes dormant, and therefore will be present to 
inhibit before the grass begins to grow in the spring. 
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Statistics 

In 1959, the low bids for our mowing contracts totalled 
about $580,000.00. The breakdown is as follows: . 

Percentage of Whole~ 

Lawn Mowing j134 , 000 
Roadside Hay Mowing 396,000
Other Hay Mowing 50,000 

Contrary to popular belief, these figures indicate that 
mowing costs for grassed areas on roadsides and interchanges 
are about three times those fo~ .median strips. 

In 1961, our estimated mowing costs for 85 contracts will 
be about $628,000.00. The increase is directly attributable to 
the increased acreage to be mowed. 

However, it is expected that, in the foreseeable future, 
that the combination of (1) planting and mulching, (2) mowing 
by contract and (3) the use of MH-30 inhibitor will reveal a 
savings of $100,000.00 per season in mowing costs. 

A further analysis of our mowing statistics indicates that 
$.300.00 per mile per season are expended to mow grassed areas 
on double-barrelled and limited access highways. When our 
three-fold plan is coordinated, this cost will be substantially
reduced. 

Summary,: 

Massachusett~, as well as other states, is facing a 
tremendous task in order to reduce mowing costs. 

While planting and mulching will eventually cut down the 
grass acreage, there will still be large areas where the correct 
application of theMH-.30 solution appears to be a life-saver in 
the sea of rising costs. 
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1:1ETHODSOF APPLYINGMALEICHYDRAZIDE 

David G. Grinnn 1 

In the fall of 1959, the first test plots. using
maleic hydrazide to inhibit the growth of grass wer'e.begun in 
the northern sections of the New Jersey Turnpike. : The purpose
of these trials was to familiarize ourselves with the problems 
that might confront us if a large. scale operation.were to be 
initiated. The results of these initial tests will. be discussed 
in detail by Mr. Paul Bohne, Naugatuck Chemical Division, U.S. 
Rubber Company. 

However, in the late fall before dormancy, in the 
area around Hightstown, we treated approximate~y five acres. 
Because of this particular test and inconsistent results 
observed the following spring of 1960, we realized we had to 
search for a more practical method of applying maleic hydrazide. 

It would be to our advantage to discuss the Hights
town experiments. A 200 gallon spray tank, trailer mounted, 
ri[ged with a Hudson all-purpose spray boom, was used. The· 
boom had 13 nOZZles, and was set at 17 inches above grade.
The amounts of material used are relatively unimportant at this 
time. This entire unit was conveyed by a jeep. At no time 
during the application did the operator change the height of 
the boom or regulate the controls. The entire bowl area was 
treated with no regard for overlapping. The results showed 
evidence that maleic hydrazide definitely inhibited the growth 
of grasses The degree of inhibition varied with the rates8 

of maleic hydraZide applied. The limiting factor in this test 
was the method of application. Severe browning out occurred 
on all turns. It was obvious that three or four turns were 
made at the same location. As the unit moved along the terrain, 
the height of the boom varied tremendously. At times the boom 
wa~ within six inches of the grade, accounting formany skips
in the spray pattern. Every dip, every roll in the grade added 
to the irregularities of the spray apttern. It was necessary 
to mow this lawn area in order to maintain the turf at an even 
height. A general observation that may be of interest was the 
reduction of broadleaf weeds. The fall application prevented 

1.	 Horticulturist, New Jersey Turnpike Authority, 
New Brunswick, New Jersey 
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formation of seed heads. It was also of interest to note that" 
in spite of the apparent failure, the over-all observations 
led us to conclude that we were the limiting factor--we, and 
not the chemical or the weather. If a program using growth
inhibitors is to be effective, it is necessary to find ways of 
improving. ,the methods of application; trying to work around the 
fae~or of human error~$or" unlike 2,4-D, it is non-volatile , 
and it is only effectiv:e "on grass with which it has made. contact 
and by which it has be envahsonbed , ' 

" 

, ""I Dur·i:ngthe year :1960, the New Jersey Turnpike tried 
f~u~ different types of chemical applicators. These shall be 
discussed individually, starting with the experiments in the 
southern division. 

,4 . 

I ~RESULTS ~ TESTS _ SPRING 196Q 

In the southern district of the New Jersey Turnpike, 
test plots were set up twenty feet wide on the back slopes.
Here we used the same apparatus as described above, with the 
exception that it was conveyed by a tractor eauipped with a 
tachometer; The basic turf in these areas consisted of fescue, 
blue grass" and some rye, plus weeds. These experiments
started on May 5, 1960. The weather was ideal. The turf had 
been mowed to a height of four inches. (All mowers on the 
Turnpike are set to maintain the turf at this height.) As the 
material was being applied, the booms were adjusted to conform 
With the grade so that the boom was held constantly between 17 
and 20 inches trom grade. The Hudson spray boom is made up of 
three sections of angle iron hinged together so that the center 
section remains rigid and the right and left wings may be 
raised or lowered independently of one another. Details for 
the rigging and the setting of the unit are listed below. 

A. 18 foot adjustable boom" 17 inches from grade
B. 13 nozzles #8003E, set 20 inches oc 
C. Pressure. 30 pounds 
D. A 200 gallon solution containing 10 gallons MH-30 
E. Speed, 2 miles per hour 

The goal was to apply 6 pounds active maleic hydrezide per' 
acre. with 40 gallons of water per acre. On June 20. 1960. the 
annual broadleaf weeds reached a height of apprOXimately six 
inches in the test plots. It was necessary, therefore. to treat 
all plots with 2.4-D on this date, at the rate of 3 pounds 
active per aore. Width of the test plots was 20 feet. The back 
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slopes, in general, are 80 feet wide, thus leaving 60 feet un
treated. A comparison was made, and the number and dates of 
mowings were recorded. 

:Hay 13 .. Untreated areas mowed• No mowing required on plots. 
It fI	 n IIJune 13 " " "	 " If	 It nJune 21	 "" " "	 " tI	 It IfJune 28 "	 " ""	 " If n II If	 tf fIJuly 13 -	 " If It	 IfAugust 2 - "	 . II" " " " II	 tlAugust 10 ..	 " If" " " August 15 .. Treated areas were mowed. 

On August 15, the invasion of crab grass made an uneven, un
sightly appearance, and it was necessary to mow the treated 
areas in order to maintain the general attractiveness. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1.	 Seven mowings in this area were eliminated. 
2.	 Maleic hydrazide inhibited the growth of 

desirable grasses.
3.	 A uniform distribution of the maleic hydra

zide had been obtained.
4.	 For the development of a sound program using

maleic hydraZide, it is necessary to further 
treat areas with herbicides to control broad
leaf and annual weeds. 

REMARKS, 

In' the future, on all areas treated \"'ith this type
of apparatus, to'further insure that the height from grade 
remains constrnt, the two wings of the boom should float so 
that they will maintain the desired height. This may be 
accomplished by fabricating the booms With 17 inch bicycle
wheels mounted at the extreme ends of the booms, allol.dng them 
to raise or lower whenev~r contours change. It would be an 
improvement to mount all controls within easy reach of the 
tractor operator so that he might shut off the unit without 
stopping whenever making turns, thus eliminating overlapping. 
Over an expansive, relatively flat area, this method would be 
a satisfactory way of applying maleic hydrezide, although re
sults will rely tremendously upon the conscientim1sness o~ th~ 

operator.-
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In our northern division, we contacted a commercial 
spray~ng company and arranged a demonstration of its hydraulic 
spraying apparatus. This unit has been used extensively
throughout New Jersey in roadside spraying for the control of 
brush and broadleaf weeds. Our object was to test this unit's 
apility to give a uniform distribution for a 30 foot wide swath. 
To. measure the distribution, Petri dishes were placed at 5 foot 
intervals, the closest being 5 feet from the truck, progressing 
to 30 feet. The equipment used contained four nozzles mounted 
on. the side of the truck, each one calibrated indiVidually by 
pressure. 150 gallons of solution were used containing 5 
gallons of maleic hydrazide. A total of three acres was treated. 
The angles of projectory were manually controlled and set at 
the discretion of the operator. The speed of travel was 5 miles 
an hour. lie observed that the operator had difficulty holding
the spray pattern .consistent. The nozzles directed at distances 
of 15 feet and 30 feet were reletively unstable, and breaks 
occurred in the spray pattern at these locations. This difficulty 
was caused by environmental winds and gusts created by pas~ing 
traffic.. The break in the pattern becomes obvious as we re
view the table below. 

-Distance of Petri Parts Per Million Pounds Active 
Dishes from Truck Maleic HydraZide Maleic HydraZide 

5 112 3.2
10 160 4.6
15 64 1.8 
20 22 0.6 
25 39 1.1 
30 67 1.9 

Average is 2.2 pounds active maleic hydraZide per acre. 

NOTE: Petri dish - 0.35 square feet each. 
The Petri dish is not an accurate system of measuring
distribution, but it is a method of measvring. 

No definite conclusions could be reached, but we can assume 
that this unit could be used for spraying maleic hydrazide
effectively and uniformly for distances up to 25 feet. No 
record was kept regarding the inhibition of grass, although
inhibition was evident throughout the season. 
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The next unit we used in our tests for spray distribu

tion \JDS a r-ou crop mist bloliJer. This unit was calibrated as 
follows: 

A. 50 gallons water per acre 
B. 6 pounds active maleic hydrazide per acre 
c. 8 nozzles 
D. 350 to Lj_OOpounds air pressure 
E. Angle s of nozzles set for 5 to 50 foot swat h 
F. Speed, 5 miles per hour 

We employed the same system of measuring distribution as in the 
preVious tests. 

Distance of Petri Parts per Million Pounds Active 
Di~hes from Truck Maleic Hydrazide, Maleic Hydrazide 

5 98 2.8 
10 32 0.9 
15 21 0.6 
20 59 1.7
25 102 2.9 
30 109 3.1 

Average is 2 pounds maleic hydrazide per acre. 

From these reSUlts, we will note the variance in the distribu
tion. During the operction, it was observed that the. spray 
pattern hit at a distance of 50 feet, but the spray particles 
rolled out for an additional 20 feet. <This was covering a far 
larger area than anticipated. However, this variapce can be 
controlled by using nozzles that produce a larger particle size, 
and by chBnging the angle of projectory. A limiting factor 
Hith this type of application would be one of Wind. This type
of operation would be effective only on relatively calm days, 
and its use restricted to back slopes. 

The New Jersey Turnpike passes over the city of 
Elizpbeth with a series of fifteen overpasses, the slopes of 
which are in turf. This series of fifteen bridges is spread
throughout a distance of one mile. The turfed areas are 
completely fenced in, making it impossible to mow economically, 
These areas were treated with maleic hydrazide. For this we 
used a hydro-seeder adapted to operate a conventional high 
pressure spray gun. This machine was calibrated as follows: 

-
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A. 200 ga'l Lons of' water per acre 
B. We would try for a 40 foot swath 
C. 8 pounds of active maleic hydrazide per acre 

The gun was manually controlled and the distribution was ob
tained by a sweeping motion with the gun. The results of this 
test were unsatisfactory because of the uneven distribution of 
the material. It Was necessary to mow the grass in this area 
to a height of four inches. To now ten acres of this turf re
quired four men, working an eight hour day and a five day week, 
fovr weeks or 640 man hours. After the completion of the 
mowing operation, and in desperation, again we treated the area 
with a growth inhibitor. This time a high pressure spray gun 
was not used. Instead, we used the conventional nozzle for a 
hydro~seeder~ the orifice of which Is one inch inside diameter. 
However, it had one modification. To this nozzle 'a one inch 
wide steel strip, apprOXimately 12 inches long, was fastened. 
The strip extended in front of the nozzle for about 7 inches. 
ThS last two inches of the steel strip was bent at about a 
30 angle. With a pressure of 180 pounds, this modified 
nozzle gave us a 60 foot spray pattern. The water particles 
were well broken up but heavy enough so that a speed of 5 
miles an hour had no effect on the spray pattern. These slopes 
were then treated using 200 gellons of water per acre, 8 pounds
active maleic hydraZide per acre, and with the truck traveling 
at a speed of 5 miles per hour. The spray gun now was held 
rigidly in place by the operator. The slopes were treated in 
twenty minutes. Observations noted two weeks after treatment 
were a uniform browning off of the slopes. Growth had been' 
inhibited. The browning off lasted for about a week longer, 
When color started to come back into the turf. This area 
was treated in July and no significant growth has occurred 
to this date. 

This more or less concludes the work that we have 
done with methods of application. We have laid out test plots
this fall varying the rates of maleic hydraZide between 4, 6 
and 10 pounds active material per acre. Studies have been 
laid out to detemine the amount of water necessary for an . 
even distribution of material. The ra,tes used·are at 10; 2(}
and 50 gallons or water per acre. In the spring or 1961, the 
hydro-seeder will be modified so that 20 g$11ons of water per 
acre can be distributed with nozzles mounted on the side of the 
truck and operated by the driver from within the. cab. This . 
unit will be used to treat the ninety miles of. grass median on 
the Turnpike. The nozzles will be set to cover 7 to 25 foot 
swaths. This median will also be treated wtth fertilizer and 
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treated with herbicides for the control of both perennial and 
annual weeds. I believe that, by using this tool, we will not 
eliminate mowing altogether, but we will reduce significantlY
the amount of mowing r-eoui r-e d throughout the growing season. 

-




IMETHODSOF SMIJPLIN POLLSNG RAG.hfEED

Eugene C. Ogden2 and Gilbert S. Raynor) 

,. 

,Recentexperiments have shown that pollen capture by the' 
standard Durham sampler (Durham 1946) is determined by several 
factors, in addition to the concentration of pollen in the air 
(Cgden and Raynor 1960). . 

The combined effects of wind speed and wind direction 
may introduce differences of over 500 percent between samplers.
The number of hayfever days and the ragweed pollen index 
computed from such data may show wide variations, even though
the same concentration is being sampled. Aerodynamic factors 
are responsible for the greater collecting ability of the slide 
when its long axis is placed parallel to the air flow. 
Crientation of the slide with respect to wind direction may 
result in a 5 to 1 difference in catch between adjacent slides. 
The amount of pollen captured is also a function of the amount 
of air passing over the slide. An increase of ) or 4 miles 
per hour in the wind speed may give more than a 50 percent 
increase in the pollen captured. Current practice in exposing
slides without regard to these variables yields data which 
cannot be properly compared from one station to another nor 
from one day to the next at the same station. Since 
comparability is essential in many applications of the pollen 
count, greater uniformity in sampling is desirable. If the 
Durham sampler continues to be used, it should be oriented 
with wind direction. This is accomplished by ~ounting the 
sampler on a wind vane. Varying wind speeds present a more 
difficult problem. Perhaps the most suitable solution is 
to measure the total air passage over the slide and to correct 
the count by a factor determined experimentally. 
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2. State Botanist, 
Albany, N.Y. 
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Modified Durham Sample:

An alternate meth~d ~f overcoming the directional bias
 
is the use of a square slide in a streamlined circular holder.
 
One of our designs allows the air to flow smo~thly over the
 
surface, even at high speeds, as evidenced by wind tunnel
 
tesYs. This sampler has two improvements over the standard
 
rurham sampler: equal orientation with any air flow and
 
:ess modification of approaching air currents. It retains
 
~he other advantages and disadvantages.
 

Cylinder Samplers 

A cylindrical surface of suitable size is a reasonably 
efficient collector of particles in the pollen size range at 
any but low wind speeds. As an added advantage, an equation 
has been developed for describing its efficiency mathematically. 
The collecting efficiency varies directly with wind speed, 
particle size and particle density and inversely with cylinder 
diameter. In sampling ragweed pollen on a cylinder of fixed 
size, wind speed is the only variable and a curve of collection 
efficiency vs. speed may be constructed. Although small 
cylinders are more efficient, they tend to overload too 
quickly for 24-hour samples, especially in dusty air, and some 
~ompromise between efficiency and length of the sampling period 
is necessary. Cylinder samplers are mounted in a vertical 
p~sition on vanes to keep the sampling surface oriented into 
the wind. 

A cylinder large enough to ac~ept a standard glass 
microscope slide in a vertical position on the leading face, 
without too much alteration of the cylindrical shape, should 
be 4 inches in diameter. This is too large for proper
sampling at the usual wind speeds. To retain both the standard 
size slide and the smaller cylindrical shape, I-x 3-inch 
slides may be made of thin (~.4 rr@.) transparent plastic 
and attached t~ the side of a smaller cylinder (1 7lB-inch 
diameter) in a curved position. After a 24-hour exposure, 
such olastic slides will return to their original flat shape. 
3torage and pollen counting are essentially the same as with 
glass slides. 

A cylinder sampler with 1/4- or 3lB-inch diameter has 
improved efficiency at low wind speeds. This may be made ~f 
transparent plastic rod (luci te or pleziglass) 'Hi th a 1/16-inch 
wide flat portion f'or-med on the side facing t.h e wlnd. The 
same sticky medium (we prefer silicone gre~se) as used on 
the micr-os cope slides is apnLt.ed to the forv18rd face of the 
cylindrical rod. The pollen remains on the r~d "ltd le b~iIjg 



counted. ThJ grqins m~y ba st~inad by dipo~ng th~ rod int~ 

Calberla's solution f~r a faw minutss just before counting. 
Tests Lnd Lcat e the loss of gr~ins in the ao.l.ut Lon to be slight. 
For counting the pollen, tha transparent rods are placed
into 9 contrivance that is gripped by the stage micrometer 
and has ad justimerrt s for leveling the surface to be examined. 

We are now-,using a further modification: the slide-edge
cylinder sampler. This device utilizes the one milltmeter 
edge of a g'l a s s microscope slide for the sampling surface.' The 
slide is gripped between two pleno-coRvex rods so its greased
leeding edge forms a portion of a 1/4-inch vertical cylinder.'
After exposure the slide is stored in a standard slide box with 
the sample surface up. The sampl~s are counted by placing 
two exposed slides in a transparent holder to bring the greased
edges parallel a centimeter apart. They may be stained and 
covered with a 22- x 50-mm. cover glass •. The pollen grains 
on the 1- x 50-mm. strip are 'easily recognized and count.ed , 

Some other types. of samplers are available that utilize 
the principle of collecting on cylinders but either the 
accuraa.y of collection or ease of reading the samples leaves 
much to be desired. Cylinder samplers are relatively
inexpensive but require a totalizing anemometer for recording 
air passage since the efficiency of pollen collection varies 
with wind speed~ . 

Rotorod Samplers 

The basic sampler was designed by personnel of the 
Stanford University Aerosol Laboratory (PerkinsI957). It 
has the very great advqntage of being practically independent 
of wind speed pnd direction and therefore wind vanes and 
anemometer readings ~re not needed. Its major disadvantage is 
that it cannot be opernted continuously for a 24-hour day due 
to the large volume sampled'lnd consequent overloading of 
particles. This sampler collects pollen by impaction on a pair
of small rods whirled through thG air At high speed. The 
collecting surface may receive the pollen directly, in which 
case the opaque rod is placed on the microscope stage and the ' 
counts m~de with some difficulty, or the surface may be covered 
first with transparent adhesive tape ~llowing the sample to be 
removed and affixed to a microscope slide. 

This device will overload after two or throQ hours, so 
for q 24-hour sample the rotarod unit should h~v~ ~ step-tim0r 
to c~us~ the rod to rotAte intermittently. To prevent 
impingement of pollen on the rod while stationRry, WJ hAve 
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equipped ~~ch of our saopl~rs with ; ho~d to aut~matically 
~XPOS8 the rod while rat~ting ~nd cover it while idle. As 
with ~ll pollen s~mnI2rs, it requires ~ r~in shield for 
cpe r-vt.t on- in wet weather. The co st of such a. machine is 
moder~t3 ~nd tho conversion of dat.a to 3 volumetric basis 
should be accept~bly accurate. It requires electric power.
:2 rotorod units can be assembled with a st~,-timer to·t~ke 
24 
for 

ona-hour 
2n hour 

samples each 
~nd counterclock

day. 
wise 

Epch 
for 

rotorod 
another 

~otates clockwise 
hour, thus 

~oll~cting s~mples on nIl four faces. Our latest model has 
thD units on c continuous belt which exposes only one rotorod 
~t'1 time. 

A slight modificRtion of the rotorod sampler by 
experimenters ~t the University of Michigan is called the rot~

bcr samp.Ler-, (HArrington, Gill and Warr 1959). We are new 
exp2rimenting with D modified version, the rotoslide sampler, 
t.ak i.ng the samples on the edge·.,of removable rni.cr-os cope slides 
th~t Rre counted RS ~re those of the slide-edge-cylinder. 

Volumetric Samplers 

Several devices are available for sampling measured air 
which may be drAwn into the s3mpler by some me~ns, such as a 
v~~uum pump. Tests may indicate high efficiency in catching 
tha pollen thAt enters the machine but we cannot assume thqt 
the sample gives Bn accurAte indic~tion of the pollen 
concentration in the outside air. Unless the intake 
opening is continuously eriented into the wind and the air 
flow through the sampler is equ~l at all times to the wind 
sneed in the free air approaching the intake, the system is 
subject to the serious errors of ~nisokinetic sctmpling. 
Sampl~rs dr~wing air through nn aperture are not recommended 
for conditions of variable wind speeds unless the diameter 
of the p~rticles is under 5 microns. Ragweed pcllen is 
approxim~tely 20 microns. 

Samplers employing molecular membrane filters have the 
qdvantage of retaining pollen on tho filter surface where 
it may be viewed under a microscope hut tho he~vy poll~n grnins 
may not feithfully foll ...w the air stream as its vei,Btcity is 
modifiad upon ~ppro~ching the filter. The number of gr?ins 
T)·3r unit volume of mensur-cd af.r- may be aeve r aL times more or 
icss thnn the ~ctu~l number in the same volume of outside air. 
A timer m~kes possible the automatic taking of successive 
filter samples (Raynor 1957). 

Several recently designed devices indicate the variation 
in pollen concentration during thG day. The Hirst Spore Trap 
(Hirst 1952) draws measured air through an orifice oriented 
into the wind. The pollen is impacted on a microseope 
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slide moved across the orifi~e at two millimeters, per hour 
by a clock mechanism: A continuous trace of the day t s sample 
is deposited on an area 14 x 48 rom. this sampler was designed 
primarily for fungus sp~res much smaller than ragweed pollen 
and for its intended purpose its accuracy is high. F~r . 
particles in the size range of ragweed pollen it is subject, 
to the errors of anisokinetic ~ampling, although the ,orifice 
is streamlined <and the flow rate chosen to minimise this 
effect. 

The Marx Impinger (Marx, Spiegelman and Blumstein
 
1959) draws measured air onto a disk that makes one revoluti~n
 
in 24 hours. The ,disk is graduated to indicate the time of day
 
and a special holder makes microscopic examination rather
 
easy.
 

Special Sampling 

Certain extraordinary requirements may have to be met 
for some types of sampling experiments. An example would be 
a study of the dispersion of ragweed pollen from a known 
source. To distinguish such pollen f rom that from other ", 
sources it might be desirable to tag the grains with something 
readily detected. 'One method is to label the grains with 
some radioisotope, as r~diosulfur (335) or radiophosphorus
(P32). We prefer radiosulfur which we introduce in such way
that it is taken into the plant and transported to the pollen 
grains which are later shed in the usual way. The amount of 
radiation in each grain is too small and too vRriable for the 
pollen to be properly counted with radiation measuring devices. 
However, autoradiographs furnish a satisfactory method. These 
cannot be made e~sily from samples on a greasy medium so some 
ot.her .st.Lcky substance is necessary, such as dilute rubber 
cement. The glass microscope slide, with the pollen grains
adhering to the cement, is dipped into a heated liquid nuclear
track photographic emulsion, dried and stored for a few days 
or weeks, and processed in much the usual way for photographic
plates. .The atomic explosions appear as black traces radiating
from thelaheled grains. Such slides are stained and studied 
in the usual way I' . 

...". 
An ~asier. method exists if our study of the travels 0f 

ragweed pollen Can be made at a time when no other ragweed
poL ..en is in the air. Ragweeds can be grown to shed their 
.pollen a few weelcs before the regular r-9.gweed pollen s easr-n , 
Being day-length plants, increasing the period of darkness 
fer a few days with a suitable hood (e.g. light-tight cloth) 
wi:l initiate flower formation. ActuallYJ this is not necfP~~t~ 
fer we have found that ,the giant ~agweed tAmbrosia tr~fid~ , 
started in tha greenhouse from seed planted early ill April, 
t.r-ansf'er-r-ed to 5-inch pots in May and allowed t.O become 



rOI."'lt-bouad be f'or-e t.r-anap.Lanttng in the field early in June, 
wiTl shod pollen during late July. rhis allows us to 
;n,:lka pre-SB3sonal dispersion studies from a known source. 
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INTERIMREPORTONAQUATICWEEDCONTROL
 
OF RECREATIONALWATERSABOVEPOTABLEWATER
 

Dean C. Noll 1 and Robert Budrick 2 

The Passaic River above Little Falls, N. J. drains an 
a~ea of 750 square miles. On this drainage area are located 
the water supplies of much of metropolitan New Jersey_ These 
include the Passaic Valley Water Commission, City of Newark, 
Jersey City and North Jersey District Water Supply Commission 
which can supply a combined total of 340m.g.d. The treatment 
of these waters is limited to simple chlorination, with the 
exception of Passaic Valley Water Commission which has facil
ities for sedimentation and filtration. 

Also located on this watershed are the recreational lakes 
. of metropolitan New Jersey. This drainage area has been gen
erously endowed with lakes, ponds and streams. Some of these 
lakes are deep natural bodies of water while others were cre
ated by damming up streams and flooding swamps and meadows. 
'Dha 120 square mile RockaWAyRiver watershed, supplying Jersey
City, has a difference in elevation from headwaters to over
flow at the reservoir, of 1100 feet. This gives a rapid run
off and any change in the quall ty of water is noted in a very
short time. The 94 square mile Wanaque River drainage area 
has nearly 40 recreational lakes which overflow into the 291 
billion gallon reservoir operated by the North Jersey District 
Water Supply Commission. 

Thirty years ago this area was sparsely inhabited but 
with the advent of the automobile and better highways the land 
became a real estate agent t s dream. In the decade follOWing
the 1950 census there has been a 100% increase in population 
on this watershed, with the vast majority dwelling there the 
year around. 

Today it seems that everyone wants lakefront property
and this has spurred developers to create new lakes, and for 
the most part shallow lakes, lakes over former swamps and 
bogs. These shallow ponds With warm water temperatures and 
fertile bottoms are ideal breeding places for aquatic weeds 
much to the disgust of the lakefront dweller. He cantt swim 
in the lake that looked 80 inviting last winter when he boughf 

1.	 Assistant Engineer in charge of sanitation, North 
Jersey District Water Supply Commission, Wanaque. 

2. Principal Sanitary Engineer, Jersey City Water Dept.,
Boonton. 
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his house. He can't pull a fishing line or row a boat through 
the weed masses. He sees his property declining in value. 
Little does he .realize.that he may-have contributed to the 
problem himself' byh~l1vily dosing his lawn with chemical fer
tilizers and having his sprinkling leach them into the lake 
to provide more nutrients for the weeds. 

He decides to cut the weeds. This works out fine until 
he tries to haul out these water saturated.weeds. He then 
turns to the chemical manufacturers. After all, if they can 
provide chemicals to keep his lawn weed free they must have 
something to help his lake. 

At this point the water purveyor whose reservoir is just 
downstream steps in. His network of inspectors has told him 
that Lake X intends to chemically treat the water for weed 
control purposes. 

The water purveyor's primary responsibility is to his 
consumers and that responsibility is to continually provide. 
them with water free fram disease-producing bacteria, water 
free from noxious taste and odors, water as esthetically 
pleasing as is economically possible. In most cases there is 
only a single source of water and if this goes bad he may be 
unable to meet the demands his customers place upon him. 
Therefore, the New Jersey State Department of Health has 
backed him up with state laws~ including Title 58, Which pro
hibits the introduction of any polluting matter into waters 
~bove the point at which water for potable purposes is ob
tained. 

Polluting matter is anything which will render the water 
unfit to drink, either from a bacteriological, chemical or 
physical standpoint. 

Therefore, the water purveyor must be conservative. He 
cannot take a chance or gamble that any chemical introduced 
above his intake will or will not cause him problems, prob
lems from tastes and odors, problema from an undesirable chem
ical build-up, or problems from a bacteriological standpoint. 

Two years ago the North Jersey District Water Supply Com
mission receiv.ed" its flrst application to treat aquatic weeds 
wi th dhemicals. The la.lee in question had a surface area of Be' 
acr~s 8.!ld·,thf3 everflow was less than a mile above the reser
voir. The chemical. proposed for use was Sodium Arsen~te. 
Rather than refuse the use of this chemical without a full 
hearing a meeting-cwasrequested by the water purveyor with 
the lake owners and-the New Jersey State Department of Hea1th. 
The pros and cons of the question were presented and the 
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f'inal retJuJ.t was that the use of sodium arsen.1,te was deemed 
incompatible with the supplying of potable water; if not from 
a 'chetnie:f,ll standpoint certainly from a standpoint of consumer 
public relations • 

. The water purveyor has a deep appreciation of the prob
lems of the lake owner and desires to work with him. Since it 
is desira~le and necessary to maintain good public relations 
with our neighbors on the watershed as well as our consumers 
an attempt was made to gain additional information on other 
chemicals available for control of aquatic weeds. 

,The manufacturers supplied samples of various chemicals 
so simple tastA and odor tests could be run. However, the 
problem proved much larger and more time consuming than could 
be handled individually. At this point the State Department
of Heal~h was requested to call a conference of the surface 
water purveyors of the state, the chemical manufacturers and 
any other interested parties in an attempt to establish a 
united policy for all to follow. At the conclusion of an 
afternoon or hearings acammittee was formed encompassing mem
bers of each group to study the problems. It was felt that 
more field work was desirable and necessary but this was 
costly from a chemical standpoint. 

However, an ideal situation presented itself. A lake
owner's association applied to a water purveyor for permission 
to trea't with Silvex two lakes which overflowed into a reservoir 
for potable water. The State Department of Health was con
tacted and after a series of conferences between the lake
owners, the State Department of Health and the water purveyors,
it was decided to permit treatment of the upper lake with 
2 p.p.m. of Silvex and use the lake as an experimental ground 
to study the effects of thechemlcal on the quality of the 
water. Samples were to be collected by the State Department
of Health, the interested water purveyors and the manufactur
er's representatives. 

Aerial photographs to scale were obtained from the U. S. 
Department of Agriculture and a survey of both lakes was ma.de 

, to de,termine depths and accurately compute volumes. The upper 
lake had a surface area of 57 acres and an average depth of 
8..4 feet, much deeper than the average man-made lakes in N.J. 
The weed most prevalent was water milf'oil. 

The surface of' the lake was lowered one foot below the
 
spillway and this accomplished a number of purposes. First,
 
it lessened the volume of water to be treated thus effecting
 
a monetary saving to the lake owners by decreasing the amount
 
of chemical used. This, too, was beneficial from the water
 
purveyor's standpoint. Second, it prOVided a longer detention
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time prior to the water's ultimate entry into the reservoir 
and thus gave time for disipation of the odors and tastes 
from the Silvex carrier. Third, short circuiting of the . 
incoming stream was prevented since there was no outlet. 

Samples were collected prior to treatment for analysis 
for temperature, odor, color, turbidity and pH. The lake was 
divided into two sections and treatment was made by an exper
ienoed applicator. A mixture of Silvex and water was sprayed 
over the surface of the lake from a boom behind an outboard 
motor barge. It was introduced at a rate to give a concen
tration of 2 p.p.m. active material in the area covered. 

Samples were collected at the time of application, one 
day; 1, 2, 3 and 4 weeks after application, to observe any
change in the physical characteristics of the water; that is 
color, turbidity, and odors. The State Department of Health 
collected samples for phenol determination and samples were 
collected to see if there would be a bacteriological build-up. 

The average color, before treatment, was 24p.p.m. Four 
hours after treatment this had dropped to 14, then stabilized 
near 20 for the remainder of the samples collected. All sam
ples were taken from apprOXimately one foot beneath the sur
face. 

The average turbidity, before treatment, was 3 p.p.m., 
and this rose to a high of 6 one day after the application
and returned to 3 seven days later. 

The threshhold odor of the heated water was ~ before 
treatment and it had an earthy musty characteristic. During 
treatment this rose to a high of 60, With a kerosene charac
teristic due to the carrier. This fell to 25 one day later 
and further dropped to 8 with a musty kerosene odor predom
inate after one week. Three weeks later the odor was down 
to 3 and had a musty earthy or vegetable musty characteristic. 

The pH was 9.1, before treatment, and dropped to 6.8 
after treatment, which is understandable since an acid is be
ihg added to the water. The physical results were much the 
sama for the second half, which was treated one week later. 
Aftar the second treatment it was noticed that a number of 
very large and very small fish were dying. Samples of the 
fish were frozen and sent to a laboratory to try to determine 
whether the cause of death was due to oxygen depletion or 
chemical poisoning. 

One of the primary concerns of the water purveyor is the 
introduction of any phenol compound into his supply since 
phenol concentrations as low as 3 parts per billion can eause 
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taste and odor problems. The absence of phenols was indica
ted in the tests conducted in two o~ the laboratories using
the same method rOt analysis, while a third laboratory using a 
different me~hod ot analysis tound phenols present in some ot 
the samples. Other investigators have reported similar dis
crepancies, having used various methods ot analysis. It is 
strongly recommended that a standard procedure be developed
which can be relied upon tor an accurate result. 

In,. the bacteriological analyses it was noted that after 
an application of, the herbicide, the bacterial count as well 
as the number of colitorms increased and then gradually de
oreased in the ensuing weeks. Discussions with other anal
ysts indicated that similar results were obtained on other 
treated lakes, several theories were advanced, but little 
value or no conclusion can be attaohed to them. Some interest 
in t~is pbenomena was shown by micro-biologists and when the 
opportunity o~a similar oondition presents itself, a more 
thorough and comprehensive analysis will be made. 

Atter studying the results ot the analyses and prior to 
having the phenol determinations from the third laboratory,
permission was gr.(lnted, .eo treat the lower lake which over
flows direotly Intothe water-supply reservoir. 

This lower lake was smaller, having an area ot 33 acres, 
and an average depth ot 4.6 teet. It was much more heaVily
infested with woeds with milfoil again predominating, but 
with considerable potomogetian robinsii. 

In view of the fish kill experienced on the upper lake
 
the property owner:'. request called tor a dosage ot only :ll
 
p.p.m. and this lake,t.houghsmal~r.l'as to be treated in
 
3 sections With a longer dela,. between treatments. In spite
 
01' the decreased dosage a very satistactory weed kill was
 
aocomplished.
 

The sampling program established tor this lake was in

creased to inolude daily samples for dissolved oxygen deter

mina:t ion.. The reason tor this was to try to establish a
 
relationship between the time atter dosage and the dissolved
 
oxygsn ccnoentIl'ation to see it the absence ot oxygen could
 
ha'V'. been a f'actor in the tish kill.
 

In eaoh section treated, atter the dissolved oxygen
began decreasing the results were upset by rainfall which in
creased the d1.ss01ved 0X7gen oontent. However, there was no 
kill ot tish in thislakB. 

In spite ot the reduced Silver concentration and the 
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heavier weed growth the physical properties of the water; 
color, turbidity and odor, remained nearly the same as that 
experienced in the upper lake. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The conclusions which may be drawn from this experimen
tal work are s 

1.. The surface of the lake should be drawn down below 
the spillway a sufficient amount to give a month~s detention 
time before refilling. By knowing the size of the watershed 
above the lake, the normal runoff per square mile for a par
ticular season and the long range weather outlook, it is pos
sible to make an accurate prediction. It is necessary to in
sure a month's time before overflow's~nce it was found that 
odors from the vehicle in which the weedicide is dissolved 
can persist for as long as 3 weeks. 

2. Experienced applicators are necessary, therefore the 
state should institute a program to examine and license quali
fied applicants. From the water purveyor's standpoint the ap
plicator should be responsible for adVising the lake owner 
that he is located on a potable watershed and, therefore, per
missions must be secured before treatment can be started. 
He must be capable of adding chemicals to obtain given concen
trations trom area and depth maps prepared by him or accept
able to him. 

3. The lake must be divided into a number of sections 
for treatment to safeguard against possible fish kill. The 
number will be dependent upon the size of the lake and the 
dens i ty of the weeds. 

4. The chemical manufacturers must take a more active 
part in experimental work to show that their chemicals will 
not contribute to the degradation of the quality of potable 
waters. The water purveyor is Willing to cooperate but he is 
not equipped to perform the necessary laboratory work required 
to check each and every chemical offered for weed control pur~ 
poses. Today the manufacturer checks the tOXicity of some 
weedicides. Let him increase these tests to include the 
detrimental effects on the physical, bacteriological and chem
ical properties of the water. This will enable the water pur
veyor to select the chemical which would be the least dele
terious to his particular supply. It will also enable the 
State Department of Health to prepare a list of acceptable
chemicals for use on watersheds for potable waters. 
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AQUATIC'J1ElID.CONTJ3.,OL'65~ '~EqR?A.T!ONAi·Ai~1:t~ut~B~'··~A1~R, StJ~1'~IE8 
John S.' Grim 1,'" " ~-' ' \ 

~As, tJJ:e-!lame of ,this paper 1mplles.waterl:p. any.watershed
 
can oeusedfor var-Loue purposes. Sometimes, howeve:(', the use
 
of the water entails oonflicts as to the proteotion or treatment
 
oft~~::W8;.~.9.r~; i;n ~n~~1nl~, Ef stta{ld~rd 9:( p~rl:t;'( ~ ~.~ ot.p.er wor-ds ,
 
the,-r e , i!?.a>,oo}l1pe-ti,tion, ~9r:" t.ne,1.1,$,6 ,T~s, Cbmpeti tion
 oftb~; water'!
 
is gQlng to beqome. more~, k~"O~--as·w~ter~u:PP1.i~fJ;·: CQAt1nue mor-e or
 
les$static .while, tp.~,:_dBma:riq" for. W'a.ter.lnc:rea,s~s. ' .. , '
 

, > )<" '.' , ~: .' • " ' ..' 

'-""~', .f,r, '" _,' ",', ''',.t.-~'·'-t -c : '~~',' ' ," ' ':" -. ,"~_' •,.';i·.,M,, 

";, : ~ltleno.ne: firl?t~ :th1iiksabau.t·t~+$;~i~~$.:tl0n~ ,'t,h,eoutlook. for
 
the ·HsJ?;0t:-"c.he~~-9als i_tttilr~ .wat:e,r,.:tor.,a:q.ug~'lgwoe~. oyntrol tends
 
to be: 'ver.y.c d1.soourp,gl.ng.". 'How:eyer,; a.S'1(,I6 th*n:lt l?ayk.,--bver the his

tory of manandespe'oially t~.di.i:.'Bt.ortol_tl1~ Utl:ited.. States, we
 
can find considerable enoouragem'ent •. Th~""'61 t1zens' of this country
 
have been faced with . .m~ 1~.g~.~,pr9J;)lew.s ~n, t.tl<3P?~t and have
 
sp1v,e.d t.!lem., Fa+,;ex~p;L.~,:.~far~. +.~ ti09J~ed', .;mdlan ....filled wilder

neas ,develDfiI~J~r:rA .~<iPf.i.+~r:rlP~o. theL1";1;~'P'- of t_~,dl0us .hand
 
labol',>,d~velopm;ent.s1nthe ri~l:dor!e..tl8;l.n.¢~rl:ng·such.as. air.;..craft,

Jet propiils1qn', rad~o,,:e'ie.p~ronl,?;d,~E)~~"; :,: "';'J ." . ,"
 

. . -- ,'- ~ ,'. - . ,..•. - " . " -.. . . .'. , ~ .. .'

. .: ,Ml;?O!t,he'se 'ifuc#p~1:'s~e~~i3: In\Tq~.v~d,;~o~iots b,~tweenman
 
and. 11E:?~ur,e ..ands c.omp,etl.;lt~Qn amp.ng;nen..",to_~plVEf the' problems ..
 
The result a' of' theconfIict's' arld' oompetl t'i\8ns have'; 'been beneficial
 
in the end to man in general, and to the oompeti tors!: who were
 
involved. ,It. is a~ baat.c t~lJtn _tha;t.rt P6wtl9 gOJI1pete for a prize
 
can l,ffiprove thoms$l v,es.Qr~,he1r'·:p'~:pdU! " .'. JJ'i"th(f '1;i~p()e'ss, of this
 
compatltj.o~._ ,~en:: th$ ;h1gn,.sQ,p.oo1;;~~p.l/~;ii~,:: forex~inpb3:, who never
 
has won a race, has' develo:r;Yed '·6cinsl.derab!.Ef'~~s9,le.flIld per-aever-enco
 
in the process and is thus improved over hfsp~e";;cbmpetftion status •
 

.~~i4~ ':!~:$'i~~ '~arri~~en_t_Q. -:ohta').n:~f(titii&·qr":soine·· bthe,'r award
 
i s ~e. oi':,tne _~ct~6hikhown.
'~~r·o~es·t.motlvat1ngi~9\tQ;C:s" TC.:tqr It
 
i §: on~ C}~;t G~ s.most,.ul,mpgrtm ~;£a.ct:or $,,:Q:¥,'titit))1J~~ .tg~the~rowth
 
~:f, ;tj}~ Un~t~~ $.~~t~~"t~cf.a~"l~~H:,one 9F'~~~.;}P,~J0J;', ,couX;ttries in the
 
w'?r~a._. ;·..,,-W:h1a'-$}Usotlle;c~~tr¥,;,l'fi~p:,t!:le }t:+gh,9,~t .,~t~dardof
 
Ii vlng.:ln·lthe,\!Qr~p,.~~~t <\ls .~~ep,tMs ..1n,:~*p.tt..;and,a,s ~e approach
 
t,he prQPle¥l;p~wee¢l.;c.,ont.~~l".:t~~, W~);,ft~~l,Z.~,·t,ha.~," ther,;~i~ a great

deal, of ·;v8+u,e 1p. thQ ,c01;11,petlt1QQ....,ilivo!v04 ,in ,~~.a:rqh~ for the 
so;l1:;ltloi;i :to,?\U'"prgpleqt • .'" ,- , :., , ' _',~;_ ._~ , ." ' ",. . ' .. 

-.. , ,...-" , " c, .e, 

~ ., ...... • ", ~ , . :;_~' I' ." ,,:' 

t~ '," -'. ' .. .. "', • ? . ,.. ';, '1 0-'

lJohn S. Grim- Consulting Biologist, Aquatic Spray and Consulting
 
SerVice, Rhinebeck, New York
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We are facing tcday a competition betwe~n household uses 
6.ilQ l'·ecrBntioll.:tl USCi3 (among others) for the available freshwater 
supplies. The competition between these two uses 1s especially 
acute, for the water to be used for recreational purposes must 
be utilized in its natural state as 1t is contained in ponds, Lake s , 
and streams. This situation is further complicated because the 
use of the water for recreational purposes usually precedes its 
use as drinking water. At least when that sequence occurs, the 
competition is greatest because recreational uses can cause the 
water to become less pure relative to drinking water~andards. 

In many watersheds the use of the water for recreational needs 
involves first clearing the water of obnoxious weed growth through
the use of chemical weedicides tlillt are retained in the water for 
a poriod of time before they detoxify or precipitate. Such a 
si tuation causes coiaj der-ab.Le concern among those people who are 
charged with the job of supplying drinking water to a human popula
tion. That, of course, is how it should be. We certainly would 
not want our water supply personnel to be oblivious to the dangers
of a polluted water supply. 

The protective concern relative to water purity on the ~rt 

of these people can be so strong, however, that they wish to set 
up a priority system of water use. By priority system is meant 
that the use of the water is reserved solely for potable purposes. 
All other purposes being forbidden or greatly limited. 

This attitude is de-finitely opposed to a "multiple-use ll program 
of water utilization. A priority system is undesirable because it 
inhibi ts progress in the search to find maber-i al,a and methods 
whereby aquatic weeds can be controlled without harm to the water 
supply. This is so for the follOWing reasons: 

Since freshwater supplies are limited .by the amount of 
rainfall, and the need for fresh water rises, with the growth of 
th0 population and the economy, we can reach a time with a priority 
sy stem when nearly all of the fresh waters will b e used and I' eserved 
:or drinking supply only. (Some authorities have already set a 
date in the not-too-distant future when fresh water demands will 
excp,ed the present supply.) In other words, there will be only 
:inited areas where recreational activity and the use of chemical 
~'feedicides will be al Lowed , The consequence of hav i.ng only a 
:imited area where weedicides might be used is a limited market. 
3ut, no company can afford. to do research and testing of a product 
~~ich will supply only a limited ma~ket, and the search for botter 
aquatic weedicides will come practically to a halt. Competition 
to' supply a rge merket, on the other hand, can speed up the 
search to fJ.nd aquatic weed controls that are not d8trimental to 
potable water supplies. 

Many other products also used in and on our n;l.1u·al wator 
supplies can suffer a decli.ne in sales because of" a prlop:l i.,y 'lti° 
policy. 
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For example: 

Imagine, if you: can, that 811 of the water in a large area 
such aa the State of New York or even the entire United Stat~s 
has been set aside largelyCfor potable water uses and is regulated 
so that people can fish only from shore or fromboatg without 
motors, that no cottages may be bUllt~noswimming allowed, and 
the area is fenced and posted in many places so that hunting and 
other similar activities cannot take" place. (Some water supply 
authorities "are presently as ftrlngentas this, in their control 
meaaur-ea;) In this area the money fO.rmerly spent for boating, 
sWimming,huntilig, vacationing, etc.' is Jlolonger so spent. 

, . . '.. . 

Let us assume now that a "multiple":'use lf policy is initiated 
in a watershed so that aquatic weed control with chenn.ca'L herbicides 
can be practiced. One then may ask what the effect upon water 
standards will be? Water standard r-egul.at.fona i,n the most zealously 
guarded watersheds will be liberalize'd. This does not necessarily 
mean that the water quB.li ty its,el:f' at the point of draw-off will be 
Leas , but that the use of the water will1::.B extended •. In some 
cases, one might even expect lower tolerance levels to be estab
lished to accommodate users who wish to treat with chemical 
weetU.cides. under no conditions, however, should standards be 
reduced toa level that "would render the water dailgerous for human 
consumption just to please a person or group interested in using 
a chemical weedicide. ' , 

It is expected, too, that standards will vary with the distance 
from the pumping station of' the·supply. system. Recreational uses 
can be expected to be more extensive at points most distant from 
where the water Is'ultlmately drawn' for drinking use. This, of 
courSe, is true now tos~me extent. 

In tine, an improvement in water quality can actually be 
expected in connection wi.tht'heuseofchemical weedicides, in 
potable watersheds. As various manufacturers compete for the 
weedioide market, they will be oonstantly striving to proeduce 
a. more efficient, saleableproduot. That, of necessity, means 
a product less dan~erous to man. Here again, competition acts 
to b eneri t those interested Ln both. weed control and drinking
water. ' " 

An example of thiswas\' recently brougntto my atrt en tion whore 
a.2,~D formulation was releasingphertolcompounds in the water. 
These compound's were unwanted by those ip.terestedin the supply 
as potable wa.ter. The 2,4-D complex was o hanged and the fOrlll11.1fltion 
altered in such a way t,hat the release of phenol w~sstopped. 

, , 

We see thi s competi ti on at work again in the various testing 
programs being reported at this Weed Conference. I note with 
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interest t hat papers are being given on the use of two fairly 
.new aqu3tic l10rbicides in the Aquatic Section. In fact, the 
demand for and the :tnterest in aquatic herbicides was the cause 
for the starting of the Aquatic Section several years ago. 

An additional factor where competition is aiding in the program 
to improve aquatic' weed control, and tends to keep the water quality 
higher in potable watersheas, is in the spray operation itself. 
The incru8sed demand for weed control has interested the custom 
spray operator. The professional spray man is acquainted with 
spray equipment and can give efficient, caheful service. He is 
less likely to make errors in dosage ~ldin application that could 
e.rdange n the w8ter supply than is a non-professional pond owner. 
In addition, as demand for the work increases, the spray operators 
compete with' each other for the price of their services and for 
the efficiency of their control. 

They are also placing pressure upon manufacturers of weediei s 
to come up with better products than they presently have. The 
result is more efficient weed control. . 

Some state governments now recognize the fact that a spray 
operato:, can ~E:,a beneficial factor in the cpntrol of aquatic
weeds w1thout 'endangering water quality~ To further guarantee 
that water quality standards will be observed, however, these 
states require that all custom sprayers using aquatic weedicides 
be approved before they work in any of the state's waters. 

The value of the approved custom spray man who operates in
 
·3 potable' water supply cannot be minimized for two reasons:
 
1. They get around and are constantly making contact with those
 
who are suffering from weed problema. 2. They are informed as
 
to weedicides and their use.
 

The many stories that reach me relative to fish kills and 
unwr se applications of aquatic w8edicides invariably repeat the 
story of the person, who, wanting to kill weeds, merely thFew 
in some particuler chemical for that purpose. Instructions are 
not read or fully read, calculations as to water volume are Lgnor cd 
and other factors of water quality are ignored which have a bearing 
upon the tOXicity of the material used. 

It is in connection with the custom spray man that I wish
 
to bring up the next point in this paper and ~hat is the typ0 of
 
control system used to protect a watershed. The control system
 
iJJould, of course, take into consideration that the water is b'?ing
 
used both for recreational and potable needs. It is aot the
 
SCOP0 of this paper to examine various means of control, other
 
t han to say that a system of control for any kind of a natoX'shofl
 
iuvolving multiple-use of a weter supply, w~lld not leave out
 
the possibility that some of the work can be done by apj.r-ovod.
 
cus t.om spray men, end the compe t r tion involve:r1 wll.1 b e to thq
 



benefit of those both us1ng the water and protecting the water.
 
Such~program would:, aJ.:+owfor,9Ms1derable freedom ,of,movement
 
by the, 1ndiv1dual, ~@.~ lAA,-,con~~1l~rat1on of' ~eglitlatory r6spons1

bilitywou:\.d be plaoe~,1p:;thf) l.ri~v1du,alas, much or, more than
 
in the ~ta:te,or pt~e-r, h1gher eQh,~lons, of, government , (It would
 
be a system without need of extensi ve ps'rmits and pre-treatment
 
checking blgQver;nmGmt.;,JI,f3rf.l~e;l., -.a1~o f which is costly. cum

berscae and ~~crQacheBup~,.ind1 vidua~ freedom.) , ,
 

CCNCLUSIQN;'. 
, .. ,. 

, In conel~~lon,: I."P\ll~.+ik.~to. emp~slze one 9;ther. related 
. and. impo:rtan~ :~h(>'P8ht ~tta(t we .sho\Ud keep,in mind while drawing 

up water st~<J.ardrr,egulat1ons.. ' 

" '.We ar,~' ilot':O~lY~ b~oi'9S1s,ts.~d .o'1vil' ,~'ervent s , but we' are
 
citizens of the United States at ati~ when forc~s ~re trying
 
to seize power throughout the world,especially in this country.
 
The power cannot; be. se1zed- Wlless 1t 1s first concenta-atied, We
 
mutt ~uard aga1:r:tst'theconce~trat1on,:ofanYmore power than is
 
absolutely necessary in our.&ov~~tal ~e~~up. '. .
 

. This was a .Le-aaon learn~Q., by the ~arly coJ,pnist-f3 and led to 
the D~clarat1on; o:f·,Indepimde;nc.-, : the ' Am~ldan Revqluti:on- and the 
Constt.'Gution of the1'nlted.,St;a\es. Th'a Ame;r1cano.~stltltlon is 
um.que 1n it~ p~~t Ern O!"otg'~lZ1ng ~ .s;ys1:ie.mo~ "ohec1(s and balances. 
so no brancn of -,,g4v'·ernm~nt:j,.s all ppwer1'lll., " ,', 

It can be seen, then, that a pr6blem\1nvolvi~ the water in
 
a watersned botn for pot$ble and recreational ~seB is expanded
 
into s.e~eJ'ct.l.fi~ld.sor r!>Aa,ses.of pur :Life, not only econoenca.L
 
and recreat1cnal,~ut ,'eVf:U~, ·pplltiq~... It lsa wis~: and fa:r-seeing

gr,Q:Upwho,-can t.~e .1nto Q()n:B1dG~ation,~ ofthet1e ..aspects whil'e
 
endeavoring to solve its own' specific. problemS.
 

, . ,', !.~, 

;":' , 

" '( 

r. '~. '--' 

, , 



CONSIDERATIONS REG.4RDIl\"G	 IN POTABLE SHEDSTHEUSEOF AQUATHOL WATER

H. L. Lindaberry 

The first consideration is -- what is Aquathol? As many of you inatten
~e-here may not follow aquatic weed control closely, I will try to give 
you a.brief background. Aquathol is the trade name for an organic contact 
herbicide. The active ingredient in this product is thedisodium salt of 
3,6 endoxohexahydrophthalic acid, more commonly referred to as disodium 
endothal. Aquathol was developed for the control of various submerged and 
emergent aquatic weeds~8 well as for certain algae. The structural formula 
for disodium endothal :18: .~ . 

1' 1C01l1a
1......I . CONa 
""J/ II 

C 

The word endothal alone is the commonterm applied to the 3,6 endoxohex
ahydrophthalic acid. 

Disodium endothal 1s soluble in water to the extent of about 25% and also 
it is insoluble in most organic solvents. It is currently commercially-- available for use on red beets, sugar beets, spinach, turf, and for har
vest aid uses, in addition to aquatic weed control. The two principle 
formulations commercially available for aquatics are the 2 lb. per gaL-; 
water solution of disodium endothal, sold under the trade name, Aguathol, 
and the 5% granular product impregnated on 8-16 mesh attapulgite clay, , 
available as Aguathol G. . 

The next consideration is -- why use Aquathol? Summarized) the reasons 
are: 

1.	 Gives good control of many aquatic weeds. 
2.	 Rapid disappearance. 
3.	 Wide margin of safety to fish and other aquatic fauna. 
4.	 Low chronic level of toxicity. 
5.	 Relative safety to the applieato~ (1f directions on 

label are followed.) 
6.	 Economy. 

'To go into detail on the reasons that 1 have just summarized, first of all, 
Aquatbol controls many of the major aquatic weed problems found in the 
Eastern and Central United States. It is particularly effective against 
most potamogeton species, as well as milfeil, coontail, waterstar grass, 
Naias, duckweed) zannichellia, burrweed, and wild celery. As for algae 
control, good knockdown, especially on floating mats can generally be 
obtained, but in some instances where favorable conditions have been 
pr esent , regrowth has been a problem~ due to the ShOTt T'asidual acHt")"Cl' 
of disodium endothal. 
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With reference to the second' point, name shor t residual ac don"ly , exten
sive tests bave shown that ~h~ dL~q4iua en40thal initially applied to the 
water in tbefield ~apidly di.appears. ' tn' tests where Aquathol is applied 
at 5 ppm of the active ingredient, residue has been shown to completely 
AAa,.~a~"i;n ~.~p~,}I#&x,.,..i~'i~, ~t'I:~a J4:~:10 })rA (flv:~~_~~~ the, .t;~t. that 
-wou,td,1\0I'1UJ11y,be .:1.l.. ~4, ;o.n:4A.·o;v.. ,ll tr.~~.nt .b~e) i -tlie residuewaa 
~nto '''~0~0t9\'~~X7 d~~"p~! .~ fQ~'4~.;a~~p.P;a1 tbere,sld ue 
wUJo~ in,ab,o~t: ,7~, Jlo,~~(~ we). .one .cpns1uf,s¢b.itt ' WJ.I." the, n0l'll81 
ov.r.a~~ tr,eataell~._ N.:~~l ~~ ).; '"the~eQse jof.,o. p~). ~hen O1\ecan :t.P-t;tJo
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There 1'. considerable '~vlde~.to liidlc~te' thatth~breakdoWn of. the eli,od
ium endothal molecule ie due to biol:ogical act(on •. Due'to the fact that 
tbere are no beavy metals involvedi. the .• olecule build-up in the bottom 
mud or in the water is not po.sibl.~ ~Current recommendations are that 
the water not be used for domeatlc.p~~po.e. for 7 days following treatment. 
Tests regarding fiab residue were run u.ioa radioactive di.odium endothal 
on goldfish at 6.0 and 12.0 ppm" and s8lmonr,et 2.5 and S.O ppm, by Dr. Vir
gil Freed, Oregon State College, and Dr. 1110 Gauditz of rennsal't: Rather 
th,~go ,in~od.~~11..,. ~.. ~~~p.~F' dlat no significantcovJ,,",,.be 8U1111U11c.ec1,I.
encJothal resi'dtie'-was prea'etit' in the fhh used in the t;e.t even at ,the bigh
est rates.' ,., 

. ·~o~~~"p,s,.i~~l~' 'i~~»ii:}t ::qi~cer.. ~i,th· l:e.pec,t i.~possible·~x.aid\J6, 
b~;1~_.upin r.'~.t~t.Pil.. t8'r)A'i ADachar~i(qJ:'llod.a~. i~ is ...OW called) 
h~,••. l.t,.nt .co

d 

"ocU''''''~e~40~l, ,tb.18 "eed ..leetecl. Dr. V.iratl".a,
FJ:•• d,lIlld '~.'. G.t.¥ii~&. :C9Q.~.~,e.~ itud~. 1f,1,th:tb~ ra:di,:tactivect1ao4ium en
,c,t,Ort1i,.1on ·~~.s.~~it!••.. «:Q~l\lSl,C?fts fraa, ~".,"'01;'k.~e,s~1zed ~.t 

·d~~9~~~~~'~~~tll.t.i~.~qo.t .:~,i~lY tqa~C;:QIIUlate)o .aquat.itc plants. ,(Dr.
 
Freed is aivins a paper at this NBWCCconcernin. tecJ.uU.quea involveclin
 
theae studiea, and 1 hope that those interested will'attend).
 

t~&~rdin8f·~on~ider.iI~~ th~e~, w'i'~h resp~c~ to i'fiah toxiCity in laboratory 
tesu" blue gills >~"v,•.'bj~~~h to ~.J;'a~over, :100 p~ for· 21 day. 
(when the tesU were d1scoridnued). Ll~8'.-,JlO.1l'tal1ty of three species 
of m1l\Dqw., ,.;'df,~nf!!trOJ!ls_rltiU,),.A.4. ~n4lp~, QietE92is lutuad.), 
and Bluntnose ·(Pi_pal •• nogtua),,-jW.,, ir~ated .at4Q.ppll (the highest 
d08age_~e,~'4), .L~k.,,1se, "al~, J:_.i,n\)"'.tr~t, -wb:... , showed no mor
taU.tyat"';'l6'ppII'(thelligheat dosage ~~~""),,:.It,.;4.8 .apparent, therefore, 
that with normal u.e dosage8 of 1-2 pPm;' thetei ••.• ddt'-:'1II8rgin of safety 
between control level add fish toxicity. legarding field studies,' no fish 

• J • _1II9ft.UtLe~,.~.v~ b;~..~ IlQ,:ed,,1n field teJ~.,';o )da~e after applying Aquathol. 
':0; >'," t"';"'; e~' ~ ~, ',\, ~ ",' :"1 l~ -'-' :'''~ , ... r~'~ , • - . . .,f • > 

,One~tii~*'t9 J~~~n,; Q~' .~~J:~. ;,h~ev.4tr" 1s t~.t :.qu':tPql·.~. a coatactweed 
"~lll,r~' .11~4.t"co'4~t~cm~ o•. be.~ ,,,ed "ar~th",tb,e ,~e~' ..,t·:tIIka care 
~~,}~e.!t o~~y .p~~~,?QS; ~f'Jtl\",,:po~4 ,.01' lake ;,~I~ ,~f:tq pJ:.evenC;,,kill ;of fish 
fr~ 9~1...n""P~,tiQIl,,,du';t9;d.ca7~n~ " ••• t __tio~., ~;.wo"l.d ,be ,the,caBe 
whe~" ~ ~.~~'p,.,,;)w.•• u.~~·A~n,. p~ctcv~~')L·.~sceptible ... d (',Jiith 
r~.~p.~t t:p,.,tO](i~l1:l(;i"o ~~tt~ f~uln.~:. ~t~ in<U;q~.~(,no,:dptfi~.tU)'· 



changes in populations of various species of aquatic worms, clams, and 
various aquatic insects, either shortly after treatment (one week) or six 
weeks after treatment. This would certainly indicate that Aquathol would 
not adversely affect the fish population by effecting certain aquatic 
species either directly effecting the fish or their food chain~ Therefore, 
in areas where fish management is a major consideration, this point should 
be taken into account. 

Considera~:ipn number- four, with respect to chronic toxicity: 
'" 1. A two-year chronic study in rats, indicated that at 100, 

300, 1000 ppm of disodium endothal in the diet, there was no 
significant difference in the survival of the rats or any 
indications of intoxication at the above dosages. 

2. There was no statistically significant difference in the 
weights; however, rats feeding on 1000 ppm of disodium endothal 
in the diet showed a lower weight. 

Here, I feel that it would be well to go back and review the normal use 
dosage which is normally required for control,on an overall aquatic treat
ment. This would be 1 to 2 ppm in the water. This foregoing, coupled 
with the short residue picture of 48 to 16 hours at 1 to 2 ppm in water, 
and even at the maximum dosage of 5 ppm a complete residue disappearance 
in four days, would indicate a good safety factor. 

The next consideration is with respect to the toxicity to the user and 
handler. Aquathol is certainly safer to use than some of the other mater
ials currently used for aquatic weed control, and other herbicidal and 
insecticidal uses. In toxicity tests on rats the oral LD50 for Aquathol 
(19.2% solution of disodium endothal) was found to be approximately 
200 mg/kg. of body weight. The granular 5% formulation, previously re
ferred to as Aquathol G, would be correspondingly less. 

A 1% solution of disodium endothal (10,000 ppm) was irritating to the 
skin without evidence of sensitization. Higher concentrations increased 
the degree of skin absorption and toxicity. Under normal recommended 
precautions for handling Aquathol this product can be used safely. Once 
the	 material has been applied, there should be no danger of acute toxicity 
to either humans or animals. Reasonable precautions considered are as 
follows for Aquathol, as well as all other pesticides: 

1.	 Read label warning. 
2.	 Avoid contact with eye and skin with both concentrate 

and diluted material as much as possible. 
3.	 Avoid inhaling or breathing dust, granules, or spray. 
4.	 Wash off en)' material spilled, or oth~rwtse applied on 

your person, as soon as possible. 
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• 5 ~. DonI t smoke, drillk, or .at while you are applying the
 
material and wasb. befOre clol.. IO:~ ..,' ..
 

6 •. Bathe and ehanse ~lotbe •• t l •• at daUy whila using.'
 

Itegardina econom,of treatment u.lng an .veraae depth fisure- of 41 feet, 
the average cost of Aquathol for a·l pp.. tre.tilent of dilodiUll andothal 
equivalent would be about $35.00 per acre. 

The trea~ntmayHrun mora or le .. , .pandins on the speci •• bwolved. 

To sum up tbe conaiderations discusled, the points to be taken into 
consideration are a.follews: 

1. Aquatholls eff.ctlvene ••. 
2. Aquathol'·. rapid disappearance. 
3. Wlde _rlin of safety to fUb aDodother fauna. 
4. taw chronic level of toxicity. 
5. Itelative safety to .-pp.lic.ator.
 
6 • ICODoaYof use.
 



. CHEMICALCONTROLOF AQUATICVEGETATION 
IN RELATIONTO THECONSERVATIONOF FISH ANDWILDLIFE 

G. E.	 Burdick, Sr. Aquatic Biologist 
N.Y•S. Conservation Department 

In 1959 the NewYork Water Pollution Control Board issued permits for 
chemical control of vegetation for more than 1900 acres of water, distributed 
over lakes and ponds with a combined acreage of nearly 15,000 acres. This 
represents only part of the water area treated in this State, since the regu
lations exclude from the necessity of obtaining a permit water supply agencies 
treating their sources of supply and parties treating ponds with no outlet 
which lie within the lands of a single owner. It is also suspected that many 
waters are being treated in ignorance of the necessity to obtain a permit • 

• These	 permits were issued for the treatment of marginal areae only, since the 
available information was inadequate for the evaluation of the primary and 
secondary effects on aquatic resources. A great deal of research is neces
sary on the effects of chemical methods in order that they may be used to in
crease the recreational value of waters with the minimmn of adverse effect on 
fish and wildlife. Uncontrolled use to remove ~ vegetation from waters is 
ill-advised and can create a grave pressure against our already dwindling 
aquatic resources of fish and wildlife. 

Importance of vegetation: 

The dependence of animal life on plants is just as.great in water as on 
land, possibly even greater. In the absence of rooted aquatics, algae, dia
toms and bacteria, the existence of fish and the forma on which they feed 
would be impossible. No one would consider de straying all vegetction and 
then turning in stock to feed, yet too often that is attempted in aquatic 
pastures. It is fortunate that ma01 of the chemicals now in use are not too 
highly efficient. 

During the Allegheny-Chemung Biological Survey (1937) a comprehensive 
study was made of the bottom food in a bay of Chautauqua Lake. On a line ex
tending lakeward, the nmnber and extent of the weedbeds were plotted and the 
plants. .oompoedng them identified. In the shallow water zone (0 to 6 foot 
dep.th),.seven weedbeds and seven weedless areas were found to cover a distance 
of abou~97 meters. The quantitative average of the food present in each 
area'h.as.been multiplied by its extent, added, and divided by the distance 
covsredTn meters. This gives the average production in each category. The 
weedless :area averaged 32.3 g/m2 (grams per square meter), while the weeded 
sections a.veraged 169.2 g/m2• The weeded areas thus contained 5.23 times the 
food organisms available in the weed1ess areas. Based on the comparative 
dimensions of the areas and assmning that production in the weed1ess zones 
would be uniform on removal of weeds, it CAn be computed that the px'esen~ of" 
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weeds increased the food 4.3 ti.JDl!lswtJAtit woUld hove been in their absence. 
More than one-belf of the 61 species present were restricted to weedbeds, 
while only a few species were restricted to veedless bottom • 

.Studies in deeper wpters showed less variation between weedbed and weed
less zones. :tn part this is due to the presence of fever stems in deep beds 
and in part, to the presence of large burrowingf6rms .'in the open bottom 
which increAsed the 'Weight though not the availabU1 ty as food for most 
fishes. . 

Since tbe extreme richness and productivity of Ohautauqua Lake is not 
typical of averAge vaters of the Stete, these results may not be capable of 
extension to all waters. Quantitative studies 'Were~ also mde on 10 beys, 
ponds and reservoirs in tile Lake Ontario Biological Survey (1939). Seven of 
these contAined 'Weedbeds. There 1mS no accurate measurement of the extent of 
these beds so computation cannot be made on the same basis as with Ohautauqua. 
Individually, the~ food in weedbeds ranged from 0.7 times higher than in weed
les8 areas in a bey in which no shallow water beds were present, to 22.8 
times in a bey too shallow tor the developnent ot D typical deep-water fauna. 
The average food content in tbe weedless sections of these waters was 7,,8 g/m2, 
while the weedbeds, including both deep and shallow areas, was 21.9 g/m , or 
a 2.8 times increase in tood organisms over the weedl~ss zones. In the 
veters ~thout weeds, food ranged from 1.8 to 7.6 glm tor an average of 
3.8 g/m. Except that these included two reservoirs where the establishment 
of weeds WASprevented by fluctuation, it could be argued that the absence of 
weeds indicated low fertility, hence'2low productivity could be anticipated. 
The reservoirs averaged onJ:y.2.65 glm • 

A number of species of fish require weedbeds for spawning areas and a 
few are quite particular as to the depth of the bed. titUe information is 
available on preference for certain plants. Absence of 'Weedyareas would ap
pear to prevent satisfactory spawning of these fishes end the destruction of 
all weeds in waters in which they are present would lead to their eventual 
elimination. " :".' " 

The young of bo~h game aDd fore.ge species require shelter from predation. 
Many food organisms.1Il81' be cropped satisfactorily only by smell fishes or 
fish with special feeding mechanisms. High productivity requires util:1zation 
of much of the food supply in growth of smiU.l fisbe,s. In turn the protein 
produced is converted' to growth of the larger species through predation. 
Without the sbel ter provided b1 weedbeds against predation, opportUDity for 
grow:t~ would be red~ and much of the food supplY would be poorly utilized. 
Both forage aDdpreda.cious species vould be reduced and growth would be slow 
in the latter group. . ~. "prpduetion would rasu! t and ihe balance would tend 
to favor OJJ1coar!e, :rapl<u.y gI'o\itng species which might be introduced. . 

On the basis of the above, the desirebUi ty of vegetetion in veters 
where tbe preservation and production of fish and wildlife lU'6 1mportent may 



be readily inferred. .Waterfowl are even more dependent upon rooted vegeta
tion than are the fishes. While any removal of weeds will slightly reduce 
total productivity; d..j:. is believed that some vegetation may be',removed, or 
species changes effe~rted, in almost any water without signific.a,nt ,damage to 
aquatic resources. ; Such removal improves the waters for othercrrecreational 
purposes and, in some instances, may result in a desirable 'sh1ft"in fish 
populations although this contention has not yet been supportei:Fby. 8.1Vexper
imental data. The degree of removal that can be permitted and"still main
tain satisfactory fish production has also not yet been established. Con
cei vably it will be different in different waters and will also vary with the 
species present. 

Most rich lakes are in a state of dynamic balance in which either rooted 
aquatics or algae predominate. Except where abruptly sloping bottom or other 
physical features restrict rooted vegetation to a narrow band, algae is sel- . 
dom a problem in the presence of rooted growth. Heavy algae production pre
vents the establishment of weedbeda. Inter,ference witheithel'type of growth 
can throw the balance in the oppoai te .direction, since the grOwth depends on 
the availability of nitrogen, phosphorus and in part on the abundance of cal
cium. Sources of the fertilizing elements may be either sanitary sewage, or 
runoff from rich agricultm-al lands. No control procedure in use attacks the 
basic problem which. is high fertility. 

-- Control Methods: 

Formerly, a cottage owner confronted with a weed problem that interfered' 
with bathing in the vicinity of his dock got busy with a rake. The same 
method was used to open a path through a weedbed to give his boat access to 
open water. Nowhis first thought in a similar situation is "Can't some chem
ical be used for a permanent solution. n In part this may be evidence that 
the population is becoming chemical minded. in Part it may stem from the de
sire to avoid physical exertion, but it is largely due to widespread adver
tisement of chemical methods. 

Chemicals used in vegetation control can be defined either as 'shotgun' 
or specific. In other words they can readily control nearly all vegetation, 
or are capable of controlling easily only a few. Frequently a chemical may 
be made less specific by increasing the dosage. All vegetation is not equal
lyobjectionable to a cottage or boat owner and with development of chemicals 
to cover a range of plant species it should be theoretically possible to re
moye the objectionable species, leaving the others to fulfill the functions 
for whioh they are best suited. Such a procedure would allow the 'use of the 
fertility by sane form of rooted vegetation and aid in the prevention of! 
nuisance growth of algae that develop all too frequently when extend va weed
gr9Wths are removed by one of the •shotgun' type chemicals. . 

Any chemical can be expected to have toxicity to fish and to the organ
isms on which they feed. &lfety requires that the deaage level fer weed 
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oontro..lbe ·oonsider.spJ.t:l.owe~ .... ~ Mt.ve.' tM ~hem!eall affectt lutJl· _ ..... Ift~tfwb1oh 
aquatio life. .Sur.berp. 931)J!'e~~t~. areeni te .equivalent. to.l. 7 
to 2.0 p~p~. as AS20.fwnlPQll~ol weed Fowth in P9n4s with destruction of. 
the microscopio plant ..alld snimsl,gr~h on wbiob ·f1fJhdepea,d ~or, food. Tbis 
wes based on the labors:ton-. stl¥1ies ot Surber ,and-'be~ (1931) on. these 
an1llalf}~ I"avrence (l9,S'sldeJllonstra1;ed. that :ivo4 p~p:m'~~pplicatiOl1s of 
sodilJl')/al-Sen;te OM JIlO1lthaPBr.tN'duc8dbottOlll" organ~:SDlS3J$ and bluegill 
production ~. iD thewate~s be wss usPlg •• FO\Xfp.P.m:~ld.l.led all micro
or\lStEiceans "end reduCecl·the rot:l,t~pOp~1.ion~ ._.~'~re not replaced in . 
two'montJistiJne. SpriDger (19$7) reports 'Othersto h8vefounO'Z.4-1) formula
tions~'to '!iave \dd9-1'.'V817ing, tonoitytoflsh r8ilgiD$~f~om l' to'lOO .p..p.~~ ,';" 
Some~shfood orgamSlllS are,reported.to su,fferlosses ot.over 25%at O.~::'to··· , 
0.4 p.p.DI,a. Insects ari ;stated to.be somewhat··~re. resj,stant In t,bAt·O.4 ~to' .. 
2.0 Il-.p.m. is.~ededto:dcBuae~1Dl1lDr ~108se.,! ;$ome fish toxiciV. baselso 
been ~ported tor 214,~T.Some ,of.t. chemicals sugge,st6d for. weedeontrol 
have such high toxicity tofishestbattheir use.oonn~t be perm:l;tted in.any 

.1mportonce.wete!' 
. . .w.~re. 

""~ '.' 
aquatio... . 

lite ancifisberle's 
. 

are of'sDI 
, . , . ~ ~. 

, Spo~:'~etment in ~etet i~' in'!io':iIa1 '~j~j~.,tp ~ttr,a~nt on:i~. 
Currall~" taUt of' solub1;Li~ 'a.i1d,Qlff~ton 'a,at ~~ ~duce theQ,oQ.~tratton,'d:n. 
the 'trili~ereti; Hence, efficiency' or<trse'bnent, at 8 'specified pO.CJap've.rle~ "', 
direotlY'~ith thf3~ size of ther:~ii'l tre8ted'~· lT~s puts a premilJil 9t1·:t~ltF~erit':'· 'J: 
ment 'of l~ge areas. Dosage' is': ~creasf:ld i~ smaU.a;rea.s .ii(~~~ss~~~~~'!\··':· .':' C 

Density of stand is infrequently considered yet is probably' Ii defil1i,te Jfo.ot01" ',.:, 
in many unsatisfaoto17J,:reatments~ .. 

'In certain loc~tion.sinOreas~ d~sage may 'beadv1S8b1Ef.ro1-.se~1sfaq~ 
oontrol, yet there i:~' a.'natl:lrtU,.relUCtance on'tp.e, part, of· contrQl ~fi!icies to 
permit it, because of tbetend~ncy', ofthS opera~ tq COr1t1i1~, ~uch dosage in 
all areas.. .~ standard, ilJ,ethoclto' !Slval~W the d~e hasooen' devised., ,Pro
teotion of rJBtural r~s~uroes dema.nastha~request8fOr: Incr~~Sed doe age.be 
oarefUlly exa:in1hedc:ndpermi tted:oDl.Y wen proof i~, 8va118bl~. the:'; 1twill 
not be detrimentnl to the organisms existing in the a~~. ..... 

. . . 
tw'.Sj;* 

. 
Researoh Nee'ds nnd ProQSld:Wlias of Ql1emicuis 'in .' Use:, 

'.,'. , 

Stuiy. and publ;ioa-tion of' the: effeot of these chemioals on the aquatic I. 

envirol'l!16nt have been Elnt~el1in8deq~1:e. ,14ainly they ~ppear to haw been 
restricted to determination of the toxici V leV;el~for,. n few species' of 'fish' 
in e water of unspec1f1.e~ compo~tion .•txi much J!l~ intensive work..on whet 
concentration will destroy. certain. species Of plants •. Any q\UlDtitative study 
of the effeot· on the Ol"lsi:lismsint-he.treatment a~ ..contiguoUC'areas is com
monlJ either 'not made or,~trepor~da 'Use of peU.t;1zep applicatiQDs re
sults in the release of, 1;be.b1gbest ooncel'.l:t~ation~ on Ol" ~8r.' the bottom 
where the effect on food organisms will be grea.test. The faot that st1Xlies 
must be oonducted on seve~al waters of 41fte3;'1.DB9~sitioncall be shown-by 
arsenite,which bas been ,:reporWQ'te;,"isap~ar, vel7·.~pid.~ in, some.,veter,s· . 
yet was shown to be extremely persistent and the reduction in concetrtra:tion -



slow in ;the only waters, studied in New York State (Analyses 'of the ,N.Y. 
Henlth Dept., unpublished). While conservation and regulatory agencies ' 
sbou;l;~have a part in conducting such studies, it must be recognized that the 
major,respcmsibility should lie with those suggesting and recommending such 
chemicals for use. 

Bio-Assay: 

Laboratory bio-assay can be helpful in the· evaluation of comparative 
toxicity of control chemicals to fish and other -aquatic organisms. Modifi
cations in procedure are ,requirep. ManyHof these chemicals ··are not easi'ly 
analysed in dilute solutions and it is difficult to determine rate of remo
val by the test organism. Use of double or triple volume solutions will show 
if the evaluation of toxicity is being affected through removal. Rep'Lacemerrt 
of solution or continuous now is valid only if the entire test solution is 
made up at one time as only this modification will correspond with a lake or 
pond application. Since continuous now is desirable to maintain a uniform 
oxygen concentration, the time that these experiments can cover is limited. 
Results when reported in terms of the initial concentration may not truly 
represent that concentration as the concentration may vary with time and from 
reaction with the water or bacterial decomposition. Toxici ty curves do not 
usually conform to those anticipated if fresh solutions of definite composi
tion were to be used. However, bio-assay can be used conveniently for the 
evaluation of the effects of the character of the water, oxygen content, pH 
and temperature. 

One of our laboratories is, testing the comparative toxicity of these 
chemicals using brown trout fingerlings. ~.Jhile the data is too incomplete 
for release at this time, the toxicity of certain 2,4-D formulations appears 
to range from 2.5 p.p.m. to 16 p.p.m. in terms of the acid equivalent. While 
it is not yet definite whether toxicity is due to the compound, impurities of 
manufacture, or the vehicle, the compound appears indicoted. Differences in 
behavior of different formulations have Ellso been observed in the field. 
This may ,indicate that formulation may be more important than acid equi~alen

cy in ,aquatic renction~ One hormone type chemical increased in toxicity 'on 
standing iii solution, apparently either due to hydrolysis or some other re
action in the water. 

In situ studies: 

The very fact that bio-assay is conducted under such carefully controlled 
conditions may react against its transference as representative of field up- , 
plication. It cannot measure reduction through intake by plants, absorption 
on bottom muds, or the reaction caused by different bacterial populatdone , 
It therefore cannot supplant an in situ study under actual field conditions. 
Preferably, the area chosen should have at least one season of study before 
the application even when control areas are established. Qualitative data 
alone is inadequate and conclusions should be based on quantitative st\InpHng.-
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Idee1ly these woUld coVer' food org8l1isms, rate. of growth of fishes, their 
abundance and effecti'Veness or riproductiOn. As repetition of treatment is 
uSU8l~ the' case in' we'edcontrol and the changes in the fauna ms.ybe CtIII1uln
ti ve, the study" should·oo conti'nued tor sewre1 years. Each report should 
include a canplete o.m].ysis of the ~ter and the determination 61' the weed 
species present to a8s1s,t· the regul~tory agencies in tro.ns~erence ot the re
sults to the waters. in which they are interested. ' , 

MrectJ,DDPsS' of QheIl},lR§lCgpY:9J.: 

Oert~inchemictlls thnt haw been used in !lewYork do not appear to heve 
been too effective.' "For example" Findley Lake' was' 'anexceedingly weedy lake' 
with nearly 3/501' its araa in Weedbeds. In lC)S6e program of weed control 
wes :tnstit~d. Sodi,. l1rseDite at a ?t p.p.m.d,osege as .1.8;203ws used and 
was reported to give good pontrol. !henan yeor the dosage was increased to 
10 P.p.m. It was. cle1me4 red ts were slightly better ~ . When it became neces
8e~to obtain 0. permit, the dosage was cut beck to;?i p.p.m. It waS cla1lned 
this failed to control the weeds. In 1959 an application was made for the 
use ot pelletized 2,~D8rid8a088ge or 10 lbs. per Pore acid equivalent wss 
authorized since thepro~lem w~s p~Uy J.lrri9J?AYllUlli•. Itws8 reported to 
the Boord tbot the agent would not gUarantee results at less than 20 Ibs. 
The permit wes amended topermit, this do~ageprovided the area treated was 
cut in halt. Applicct:1onreportedly ftdledto achieve results t1ftdthe weed 
situntion was the worst it ~d ever 'been. 

, It has.been reported that low level arsenlc may increase, wed growth and 
the same ,for applications of' plant hormones where -the concentrations ore in
adequate to kill t!i& plants. It begins to appear that such trap-tments may in
crease growth greatly outside tho treatment zone ei1deven inside, after lethal 
concentrations are dissipAted. Increased proliferation of. plant tissue could 
so increase the total volume ottissue theteny norinal dosage is inadequate
for control. . , 

For the past two years 'tho Ohnutauquii Lake Assoc1otion has treated ex
,tensive areas of the lnmwith arsenite. In one area, in one year, 2,4~D was 
used. Cceplaints are nowbel.ng received thAt in th6 \D1treated areas the den
si ty of the weeds u.: grenter than it )md ever been previously. 

:, . 
This poses a question which must be anMred. Is spot treat1neDt tor . 

weed control increasing the problem in the areas contiguous? Is' it possible 
plants ore de'Vel6p1ng cbemico1 resistAnce? If either is so, further consider
ation must be giwn to the authorizption of these chemicals for use where it 
is ccn~idered undesir~'ble to allowcOmPlete elimiiu:1tion of weeds. 

Pub»c Heql th:rmPlica'Y,gp.sl 
• • ;':" c ~ .. .r ... "'. t..!: 

,Possible etteets on wstersupply hasrecelved lIlUch consideration bY'
 
~o.lth agencies. 'l'be matter 'or possible residuals in the enimals and tish
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living on or in these bodies of water and their effect on public health when 

. , 

used as food by man moy require further study. Except for arsen! te.. li ttl~ . 
can be found on reported residuals from chemioals now in use. The problem of 
these residuals appears one that should rec~ive increasing attention in the 
futln"e progrornming of the se agencde s. ..' . 

Where are we hending in chemical weed control? Unless more detailed in:' 
formation on the secondary as well as primary effeots of the many chemioals 
now available for aquatic weed control are soon ay-ailable, it appears it may 
be necessary for the control agenoies to further,restrict this rapidly ex:"" 
pnnding operation to assure that irreparable damage does not OCCln"before its 
possibility is recogDized. 

-
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SVI,E OBSEHv'A110N~ oi, J1.i~;}dAl ,jPRAYING 
fOR FINE RElti;ASEIN EASTTE1;r;ES:JEE 

1'lhomas K. Goodrich 

i\\.,!'irtl spray.i ng ~f selective herbicides tn release an .established 
t·lli\:! st-and, or to weed a pine s i Le in preparation for pl.ant.Lng pine, is 
now all accepted si1vicultural practice on many of the 1crger forest awn
er-sl..i ps , TLis was not always so. Twelve years a60 the art and science of 
aerial apj.Li.cat.Lon of herbicides was unknown. Six years ago it was in 
its infancy, only having been attempted experimentally on limited areas. 
llow , 1961, silvicultural weeding of forest stands by aircraft is coming 
into its own just as cotton dusting did a number of years ago. 

Aerial work ap1-'eals to most foresters. They see in it the opport
unity to cover large acreat.,es in a short period of time with a gr-eat-Ly 
reduced labor force. It fits in with the era of mechanization that is 
filtering through the dimly lit forest aisles. 

d,v company, Hiwassee Land Company, began its aeri.al spraying program 
back in July of 1955. Actual negotiations and pro cedur es were worked out 
with t.l.e contractor several months prior to that. The first year's work 
was not alto~ether satisfactory, but we believed the technique showed pro
'iLise. That first year, 1955, we sprayed 2,000 acres of competing low 
~rade hardwoods on the Cumberland plateau. The following year we sprayed 
4,U78 acres. During the summer of 1957, Hiwassee sprayed 3,635 acres. 
In lS58, 6,846 acres, in 1959, 7,900 acres, and in 1960, 17,050 acres 
were 
call 
of t.l.i.s 

aerial sprayed. This totals 
for another 24,000 acres. 

met-hod of silvicultural 

41,509 
So you c
weeding. 

acres. 
an see 

1ne 
that 

present year's 
we think pretty 

plans 
well 

In the course of six years of large scale aerial applications of 
herbicides, it follows that we are bound to have made some observc ..tions 
that may possibly be of some value to others. Although the hills and 
mountains of east rl'ennessee, no ct.h Georgia, and north Alabama have 
presented so.ne difficult problems, these same problems exist else
where, and tLe difference is one of degree rather than character. 
Anyone of the items to be presented in tbis paper is material for 
a paper in itself, so, of necessity ,covera.ge is limited. 

Ore,d.nization and freparation 

The organization of a production size aerial spr-ay.i ng oper-at.i.on 
i.s of fundamental .impor-t.ance , It can either make or break the entire 
j0b.e personally favor the I1total contract" approach. Under trLis 

.1Ass i stant Land .ianagenent Forester, Hiwassee Land Company', Ca.Lhoun, 
r enness ee , 
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SYSt.:Clil ..:ne sp:aying cont rec cor 1A.l&k..asusa fina. pice l~" ncr e to
 
fu s:nish a giver. hertJiciJ~ ano 1l}.)J,iy ii: at a spac Lf Lad zace anti volume
 
[(:1: acro on a p::;vioUG 1y determined acreage. .Th~ cont raccoi furnishes
 
'he aCl'1.a", al,plicadon, chemical, carrying agents, mixing t anks and
 
~ql\ipAlilnt. and ia~or neceaaacy to j,.,erfo;;·m the al J; lication. ,Hiw~sse::: ,
 
lays' out clie cO,ni;rolliQ,es ,furnishes the necessary flslging.eq",ii.-ment. '
 
flagling l:·ersonne 1 .. rc;;';ios. maps and t:,hotolraphs ,anu t.:..ans.,oJ.:ta don "
 
fo:': their own personnel. When the cOntractor arrives on the' scene,
 
3verything is in,readiness to euaDla 'him tooelin immediately. The
 
concro.l lines have been Fe~'En:ed and stak.ed, OUI., ,a11flaaging and'"
 
.La,iio equipment is at hand; necasaary four wheal·ld vevehtcles ar e
 
~~cscn', and the ~is~rict flagging crews have, been arerted for the,
 
comwencemen~of operations. Wcath~r ~ermitting, we ~egin sfraying
 
at ciawn the day following arrival of the cont.:ract04.
 

Control lines ara constructed on two sides of the at~a to ~e 

Ci rayei..~ i~erl'undicular to the direction of fUgh... The lin.es are 
never more than 3,000 feet at-sr..:. If the area is \..,nusunlly'la;:gc, 
it way ...e neccssal.'y to eons crucz one 01 UlQ~C interiol' con-trol Ji,l1?s. 
Whenever 1os s·i ....le , ,l;.se is maue of a road, ttail, 0'1' utili'y ;':iigh~,of~ 
wuy fOJ: a control line. Never.tLleles$, such convand ances arc l,imiced 
n.n~we Qre thus forceu. to cons t.ruct aever a l miles of~hes,e con,i.·ol 
:in,;!: each yce.r. The work is dona with a D-4 0:" D-6" the o..-Ject . 
lJcitlg 1.:0clear a 10 to 2'0 .foo , wide opening in tne cano; yend,'imI<::ov ~ 
groun; conda t Lcns to accommoda.tea four-wheel dr Lve vehicle J.£ a.t ..£lll 
.oSGi~lc. Th~ julldozer doesnothina more than cleci suiface o~s,acl~~ 
ouc of ..b:; way. No aarch cuL:.tins or tilling Js Lnvo l.ved, 

~ginning ~nth Qum~~r one, stakes ale numu~re~ qnd,~riven into Cn~ 
g~ound along the control lineD to inQice.te the center of each f~ight 
:';lla..:h. The lJ,arallcl fHlht Hnas are 45 f:act; araJ:'ton cenccr , A staff 
comp:lSG, 10J fooi: tape, and traverse, taiJle are. neccs aary .fo'r this. work, which 
is field d.ir~c'i:~(j, oy an~xf·crienced for es t ar , A slit-- ·u~, 'here can S8001:.(;.8,..) 
the whole oi,oration whun spl:aying is under way. 

Flagging Glatel'ials GO fal: havo .c:onsisl.:';:lJ of ~tight c:.olo1e~ squares 
ot: c Ic ch and hellUUl fille~ ; lastic ox' neoc rcne ..Jalloonsati,;ached toth.:l 
1.:0.., of 50 foo;:;, al~inum 1>01~.:J. Two years -Qgo a limii:eJ trial was. given e 
1Juffa.~o ,,:uI'!)in~ c;.usl: uiowe:t. Last yam'. ..;a11oons eons t ruc ccd of Myla)~, D. 

. leslie manufact.ul. ~u 0Y Ganen:.l Hills, were used en.;i~ :;ly.New, -:i,aveloi men ..r:. 
in this a .. ;;e ar,~ ;"'euly nee~'~d. " 

In 19S::;, we tdcd a. '71eQi-,- f 4"ogg ,i ng I technique involving tJ1c Ql-::;n:.tion 
vi two h~iicoi~crs £sitl1Ul(.~ne()us1y out of Chi:; samehc~is}-ot~ The system 
'uo:..ks VC1"y well as you can nonl811y keep Q he lic0l-'tet' in the air continu
ous Ly, While one is sI:raying, the other is on the grounG. r ::.:10a01ng. It 
:ma..;lcs bocn i:h~cont.:ac'O:L and th.~ comrany to u~Uize ,their ~':~rsonncl 

ruor8 ~fficiently.Shoul~ onchelicoyte~ davelof any mechanical trou. 1~, 
cho second helicol·tel: can continue on alone WnL.2 th(~ other is b,::ing 
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'lilne M:..J.Eflication 

In our area of operations we have about six or seven weeks in which 
to accomplish our aerial spraying. Normally, we can expect to commence 
01-eration about the rriiddle of .l1ayand to complete the work not later 
than the end of June, the time varying with the acreage to be treated 
and the number of helicopters in use. vJeather conditions playa vital 
~art in how long may be reauired to carry out a spraying operation. 
winds in excess of five or six miles per hour prohibit spraying. Rain, 
of course, will bring the work to a standstill. 110St all of our 
spraying is conducted between dawn and 10:00 a ,a, and from 5:00 p.m, 
until dark. \'lith a decent break in the weather, however, one heli
copter can spray 1,600 to 2,000 acres in a week. 

Personnel Requirem~nts 

Our personnel normally consists of two men on each control li~e, 

vne being a laborer and the other a forester or woods foreman. Each 
flagging crew is equipped with a mobile or por-t.ahLe radio. Another 
forester stands by at the helispot to send and receive radio messages 
from the men on the control lines and direct their movement. The 
contractor's personnel should consist of a unit supervisor, pilot, 
~echanic, chanical supply truck operator, and water truck driver. 

The entire spraying o~eration is under the overall direction of- a forester from the lnain office management section, working in co
o!-,ero.tion with the contractor and the respective district personnel. 
He is tbe liaison between the contractor and our company personnel. 
l.e has the authority to make any changes deemed .desirable wi thin the 
framework of the contract, or to halt the operation temporarily or 
permanently if necessary. Temporary stops are generally due to adverse 
weather or flagging difficulty. It is to the credit of the capable, 
conscientious contractors with whomwe have worked that permanent 
cessation of operations during a contract has never been necessary. 
In the performance of a large aerial spraying operation, there is no 
substitute for experience. Timing and technique on the part of both 
the contractor's personnel and the company's personnel is of utmost 
importance. All must work together as a team. 

nquipment R~quiraTients 

In tbe rougher country over which we operate, a be.lieo ~ter is con
siderably more adaptable than a fixed-wing plane. Its maneuverability 
is superior to a fixed-wing plane, and it does not reouire the landjng 
space of a fixed wing. A helicopter's load capacity does not compare 
vath that of a conventional plane, but it makes up for this in other 
ways. vfe have used helicopters exclusively in all of our aerial 
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0ll'l;ljing, &hluL ..l V,~l"Y lleAc.~Q. wicb l;lwi.L l·~rto'Wl<l)cii::. I wi.J.l DCy. 

hO~73vc:: •. ';;bat th~ ~ra i owa..:iul,he.lic9~":\,lt· ~nainesara .d~si:,,·a~ leo 
Possii.lly SOUl.:! day,lre will vaaulo to use hdicOi"~S with a10a<: 
cayseity: oflOQ I;QrCon~.or 200 l'er.c.~nt gr.Jater l.;.hap what is now 
availa'~l\;. ," ' ' , 

1;n order :t..bAtchf} Of'oration proc.a~ sQJOo-thly, the supporting 
g.:oun\l cqui.pnent mU$t oe ofsuffici~ni: cal·acity •• "Op;Jrly equippc:. 
and mountad opreliaiJle V'2hic,l ee , Trailers have no I,lace in the 
mountainoq-Q, tan;:ainof, Easl::T.ilnnessee. SultablcsuPt-o~'t cquipmqnt: 
for ona helicoy c ..n.: uJi1t--an~.,)y, ~licoptcr un,it the writer lIlaans 
one or two helicor, t ar s oleratingtog~chcr out Ot one helisl-()l:;-. 
would includo th;: following: 

L ,Onoch~i,caj1. ;~uHly truck .:!quippo<i witht.wo 1llixing tanks, 
.;,;£.chwi.th a minilDl,.IIl,.cllli'+lei4:.y,of 750 gallons. Kectw.n:lc£l agitation 
shouhl . .c.~~rov.ided .jy ~Yl;l1l9S atteehad to a shaft mount...:d ho:dzontally 
in the ta,Qks,Cln~ powEn'-¥i _y a roliaulo g4solina engln'3. Meterina 
~~vices sho~ld ~13~ u~ mounted ~n the truck to 3~lc bo~h far~ias 
to the con,ract to,;kaat- an accurace r ecord of aU hex :i.cid~ disJ.tC!Dsed. 
Ail hoses snoul.d .j~ s,trorl.g, Jut ::.taht in waighi:. and t:rQf:lra~.ly lDQuntcc 
on a rce I 'attae'holl' to cha cruck , .' 

2. ~e 1I1atp).: t.;ru,ck lfiche. i::D.nkcal-'acity of at, l~.e.st 1,200 gallons. 
3.', On6L'idt-~'to catry halicoI-t~1 £",el,s"l't,lier.; and smalll·a:..·.:s. 

This cruck is a.l,soa-vaila...leto run ~u.'l:an:1s when nacesaa ...y. 

,~th(; ~o};est.;;~ G~,andingiJY a.: cha helisi'o\: hat ,8 vchf c Le which mny
 
.1 used to ..run an.y nl)c~s~ary .3n,::·and8.
 

! . . . . '.' 

Agitation~ ., 

P"..,.O[31; agi"aUon of . .:h.) ha, ....,iei:'a &olu::.ion is most itl\lol0l'tant to 
a succ~sDful, a;iric.J. S ....fayiu,g iroa~aw. It is noc sufficient to thoroughly 
agi~atc th~ ehemic~l, oil, c~~wat~~ at ,h~ ~imlJ of mixing. Agitation 
ml.ai: b~ condnuod at i.~.::rio,.;.ic Lnt ar vale during <:h;~ :::i-i:eying operetion. 
In r~c3nt years it hcs o:2en out :,..racticc to stal.'i: "h.-:a8Soline ,engine 
;:ha;: dr tvas the llgitlli:O~. when ttl;; h::llic0l.',cr llh<aa;:s over che t:Lee 
tops ,1.·aturningtP.bhp hdiSipp.:.: .fot· another ·loau., AgitaJ:ion is con
dnuo<:'unj:tl h~,i~, OJ;l ;:he arqunJ~nJ rc Ioaded, This is c aatt~r· of one 
'Co thre:.e ndnutas ~ 'Sucl\ r~aUlal' ~' ;:01 iodic asi,tadon assures the emuls ion 
v;1'ill ramain, homogeneous >t.llr9ushou~ the mixingO:Cltlk. 

TJli.."ain 

T.::lt'rain var t cs cons f dc re ...ly in East Tenn2S::::CC and the a"';j8cent 
a~cas. It ranges from flat valleys to g~ntly ~olling }1aceaus to 
rugg~~ ~ountains. Elevations on our forest owncrshiF vary from 
700 fc~t 1:0 2,200 f~~t. Therefore, the a~ility of the pilot to s~e 

OU1 flagging slane-Is often l'rasents a knotty rl: 0 ..•bm. The areas to 
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·.l ':1.·-.;<:li:..:u ~1.'\~ usua Ll.y i Lanne.' to cnac Le i.:h~ t i1o~"\:o tIl a.: 1. ighi..·;· . 
cng Les o;o th.::: gena ra l d I ; actn.on of ;;;idges or shoul.caru. Our cont ro I 
...tiLl::: are th:m placed on r i dge tops or high gr ounc; llh~rcver fossiule. 
F: .:qb ...uc Ly this n.accs s t ca t as the vse of incermitteni: con ..zo I lines 
along Gcv~ral ri..lg::l tops. Occasionally a cont ro l, Uno may 'v'~ the 
..:dg; of a shear o.lluff. The I-ilot must have a s t rong stomach to !loa 
flying ac one moment tw;.;;ni:y-five fect auove the t.r ec t ops only to suddenly 
hcv:1l.:h3 tc:..:rain drOll bcncat h him several hundred fect. Having ridd..:m 
on a f~w such ~l.i~s> I can appL~ciate the sensation. 

AI;t licadon 

During ·;:h.:::Fast six ycar s , ..1e have used vari ous formulations. 
cn>':·_i~r's. conccnt cat t ona , and zaccs of application. We have used iso,· 
oc cy l .~[;t~r, I:rOi,lyne glycol u cy l e che r ester .. and ethanol... ",,1":l:.OXy
a s co r . W:l have used car r Lern of d i.cae I oil, wai.:er, an~: oil-water 
2fllulsions. Our concan :::adons have varied f roin 1. 5 i:'ounds 1:0 2. J 
~ounLs ~~r acre. The gallonag~ le~ acre has ranged from 2,5 gallons 
to 7.j gallons. In our aL~a, und~r conditions ouch as w~ have; and 
coue i dcz.Lng th2 ~l cc I as involved, w;;; LI~li;:;v,-'l tha.: th~ p'orlyn~ glycol 
0:;;: ,..Iutoxy ch cno L as t e r at a conccnt r a t t on of loS pounus 1:0 2.::" i.ounj,s 
c .-~r aC1.-J: and a H!.t<3 of 5.0 gallons of solution ",er acre> using 0 
20 i.<.l:.:csnt; oii-waLe.: emulsion, will give us chc 'o.e::;irod cont ro I at....
a cost with which we can live. This is not to cay that 10.0 gallons 
~.::1 acre woulu no c g i vc us a higher degree of w2cJing, _'uc chat th," 
coct of control woulJ ~xc~~d what wu plescntly Jeliev~ LO uc the 
limil: • 

Nearly nll of our aerial spraying has ~ecn conduct~~ on ar~as 

_~~viously 1lantcd to ~inc. Damag~ to seedlings has been insignificant. 
Ow,: ;~ffol:t has iJe;~n to r e Leaac all underplanting during the first grow
ing season following ~lnn~ing. Nev~rthcl~ss, little ~rue T.cl30SC is 
'.:1:fcct.:ld un cI L t hc acconu g.:owing season. Therefore. couanenc Lng thit; 
y~aL W~ will a,~em~t to sVray enough acreage ahe~~ of ylanting to 
acccemodat c our :.:landng ..Judg.:.:.:t.:for the following 'IITinter. With this 
achieved, 0\,1!: p Lanc Lng l-Till .Jcnefit f rom release during the fi 51: 

growing S:1a::;on. 

PtL".:.iC Relations 

Now I como to t: cub j.ic c that is ever prcacnt anJ cxr r cme Ly Lm
~,or;:an.t. That 1::; th\.l qucs t Lon of t'u.;lic relations. Thus far I C'"-I1 

hon~stly say thee our pU01ic rcla;:ions with e!joining prop~rty owuerc 
conc~rning our spraying o~erations has been generally satisfac~ory. 

~l~ hav., ha« an occasional Lns t anca wh~re the sii::uc.tion has become 
Lr ri t ac Lng to all par t i.es concerned. Jut noneche.l.csn , we have hall 0 
ncg Lf.gLoLe amount of strife. And it ,aust continue to o.l~ so whcr.:!vcr 
ae~ial spraying is con~uct~J or we will all eventUAlly suff2r the 
i cna Lcy of ro ot rLc t Lv-i Lagd s Lat.Lon us is now on the law ,"}O')Y..6of 
~orn~ stutes. On our ?a~t. we mak2 it a ru18 to leav~ a safety r-tril' 



between our sprayine=. operatdons and the adjoiriirig nwner. Where 
cotton" a garden" or an 'orchard is present we take extra precautions 
such as a wider safety strip, spraying in a dead calm, or when the 
breeze is favorable to drift into the spraying area. ':Wen then we 
sometimes receive a claim. Some of the claims are real and some are 
imaginary. One must exercise judgement and caution in separating the 
"wheatfrom the chaff. II w~'hen a justified claim arises" prompt and 
satisfactory settlement by the contractor is the best remedy. Our 
experience has been that the person with a ligitimate claim is usually 
the easiest one with which to reach agreement. A fair settlement 
leaves no hard feelings. This is an obligation-which all of us 
engaged in aerial spraying must shoulder and keep foremost in our 
minds. No organization, company or contractor, has the right to 
inflict damage on an iudi vidual in achieving its goals. 

Summary 

Our results have improved each year. As we have gained in 
knowledge and experience" our silvicultural weeding has more nearly 
approached the desired control. Thorough organization and preparation 
are essential to a satisfactory aerial spraying program. Time spent 
on this portion of the program pays dividends. Hay 15th to June 30th 
is the optimum time for foliage application of herbicides in ~Ast 

Tennessee. Fersonnel must be well-trained in their duties and adequate 
in number to conduct the job efficiently. EQuipnent must be reliable 
and of sufficient capacity to maintain a large scale operation. Proper 
agi tation of the emulsion is of prime importance in achieving the desired 
control. Terrain often presents difficult and unusual problems. A con
centration of 1.5 pounds to 2.0 pounds of2,4,5-T per' acre in a 20% oil-water 
emulsion at the rate of 5.0 gallons per acre has given satisfacto~~ control. 
Public relations is a responsibility and problem to be shared by all organi
zations involved in aerial spraying. 

Hiwassee Land Comps.ny is Looktng forward to further progress in 
the field of aerial application of herbicides. Numerous problems 
r-emai.n to be solved both in the laboratory and in the forest. vie stand 
ready to work with applicators, chemists" physiologists, and other 
foresters in pushing back the curtains of nescience. 
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FOLIAR APPLICATIONOF 2.4.5-T FOR HARDWOODCONTROL 
ON FOREST LANDIN THE ATLANTICCOASTALPLAIN 

Sharon R. Hi.ller l 

Over the past decade, the use of herbicides has developed into a widely 
discUssed and much publicized tool directed, from the forest management stand
point at least, towards control of undesirable plants on lands suitable for 
production of more desirable forest products. At first, it took on the common 
asp~b.ti:f l1Edng an· a'U-purpose process capable of neutralizing or eliminating 
a ,.host of thorny .p~oblems constantly facing forest: management personnel. As 
with most things -of this nature, however. limitations aDd problems soon 
appeared. 

The primary challenge has been to place the use of herbicides in the 
proper perspective, and determine the many factors governing their successful 
use in forest management. This activity is in full swing at the present, and 
is by no means complete. If this were not true, there would be little need 

. for -our presence'here today. It is quite obvious that meetings such as this, 
and the host of others that have been held over the past few years, are 
valuable and nece'ssary to disseminate information and discuss ideas. Pros
pects for use of herbicides in forestry are encouraging enough, as a result 
of past work, to warrant attention and due consideration by those individuals 
and organizations wishing to improve upon and add to present forest manage
ment procedures. 

Summary of Work in Georgia and South Carolina 

Union Bag-CampPaper Corporation became interested in the use of herbi

cides in 1956, and, at that time, began exploratory work with foliar sprays
 
forcontr01ling undesirable hardwood species on potentially-valuable pine

productive land in Eastern Georgia and South Carolina. This work was largely
 
predicated upon positive results from large-scale'aerial applications of
 
herbicides elsewhere. The need for hardwood control in the southeast was and
 
still is .very definite; on many thousands of acres, hardwood brush is holding
 
back established pine seedlings, while' em additional thousands of acres,
 
hardwood. have completely taken over , Iii. the first instance, species
 
selectivity is of primary importance in any treatment. The latter condition
 
calls -for a herbicide and a treatment· technique that will bring about nearly
 
complete 'eradication of all species preparatory to artificial regeneration
 
of pine.
 

Our first spraying, in July, 1956, was laTgely a gamble simply ~cause
 

so little was known about such work at .that time. The objectiveso£ this._
 
work were both forest type conversion and release of existing pine, depending
 
on the specific area being treated. Hardwoods of all sizes, species, and
 
densities were present on the treated areas, and in some instances, slash or
 

lResearch Forester, Union Bag-CampPaper Corporation, Franklin Virginia.t 
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loblolly pine existed iii quatities large, ea.ougbto:,coutitute adequate 
stocking providing' tbe1 4ou14'be'·nlJauc. frOll' O¥eI'COPP1n&j8114crowding hardwood competitiOn. ' .j • 

All spraying was done by helicopter. with SOl1l8 2.200 acres of for.st 
land made up of various site cODdit1OQ8 being treated. A low-volatile ester 
fom of 2,4,'-T was used with fuel all •• ' theca.n:ter. The _teria! ".. 
applied at "the. rate' of l."pouads of acid equiva1-.t 1:I'lCl.2·.S'p0uad8 of total .' 
solution pet' acre. . . '.':! 

.r ' .~ ;C . 

The followtaa .•..-r.,: .JuLy 19S7.aIl addit.ioaaL. 3...'SOOacr •• of stailar 
forest I .. were spr.,...sin -.schd14t .... III.IDaer u71D1956.- 1IIe-primary 
purpose of. treatt.ag-tId.a a4cl.1.t1oDal:,acreap.wu cto . ~ov14.e .' greater selection 
of cqoditions - for extracting' inforD8tion. aDd thereby reduce the possibility 
of obtaining inconclusive or misleading'results. 

, ... ': .....' j 

laseel upoD ... urecl reaulta aDd per10llic ·obs.".ti ... of.effw:ta of the· 
cheaaical applications in 1956 aDd 1957 ,a ... elntensi".. proar- , 1aIle4 

.primarily along res.ah' U.11es ... initiated «urina: the :aprilag.,aN r of 
'1958,'aDd this has beea. COIltiDua4~up 'to·th. pre •• ntrt.iae. SMll.acrea were 
tre4ted to ,determine: (1,) a.ount of zoel.... , 1D t.ex:. of Uae.r.... ed growth, 
exhibited by yauns'eatuli.8hecl loblolly~ aad slub, pine as- • .u.~ect 'C.sult of 
chem1cel hardwood control ;(2). bet:weet:l ........ oR piJle release
:c-orre.tation· .ad 
degree of hardwood coutrol adl1eved; (3) effect· of different rates ·..... i.tures 
of; 2,4.5-T upon quality, of.r"u1t8; ..s. (4) ,usabiU.ty, .":ef-fectiv .. 8. of 
ground spraying .riga for' chemical appU.catlon. 

Over tbiatotal period of time» we have treated a conaiderable acreage
 
of forest land coverill&a wld~ r~ DfcoDclitiou,. cllemfcal"'formulations
 
and rates, methods of application, chronological and physiological times of
 
appU"cation, ad.objectlV1l'8of .treatD8lt.'.Before lDOViag'on into 8pacific
 
detal18 CODCa.m1.aa'recent c~D)' lands inViq1D1a, I.,...t to
WCH:'k.OIl

sUllllarlze .iIl general .tar., results of this work· in .tbelo.r,'coutal plaln
 
of South CaroLUta .... Georau. Altbau.gh theseftsult8 apply dlrac,tly only, ..
 
to the area ill Wb1cb thed.Ka· coll-ec.ted,tba, 'are pre"" for the'
_1'.
pvrpose of _cU ... ~t1oD ~t'JaiPt beof.OMcl:trect or 1Dd1rect value. 
to operatiOD.l e1Ja~. It shauW W·· ........ 1... t .... e ~neu1ts .to deteare 

',by no .... ..t1rely. CCIlIICl11ri. , 'elther 8tlvlc\l1~ly OI':.:8.tu1at:ically", 
el have made aa attea9.t.ln dae -fol1.owtDs paragr.,u"tolu.tud. discus. a 
few of the lIOn. f.'IIIpcnltall~ aDd 1IlOre:.4efiaite l potat :e ex..uac.ted. 80 far from 
thes •• praying act1vlttH •. Soae .araftb.tantiat-edb, aU ,ofacpumtitatlve 
nature. wbil. &1:8 «MID. per ... 1 ot... rvatiOD8-· aDd lDfereuc.sothus nfroa 

.ba.eel UpOli subjective analysis. . 

I: type cmeJamar 81t.pmaratl99 'ud:ns2*!t.S""T dO!f.DOt t2 be""1'
a practicable: tee_lt1!! ,·for the i seneul area ·In<gue'tion. . k,-arec... apparent 
early,that .. althoush ·tlle cheaical,·treatment,dtd cOD.lWerule-aa-ge to hard
woods, thls d_ge 'wa*often"not in thefonl' of cOIIIPlete ktl!.··, 'urthem.ore, 
when the benwood onratorywa8:opeaed uP. ·a hea"ypouad COVer of berba· 
ceous aDd new woody vegetation developed rapidly, diacouragiag nganeratloD 
measures of any kind without aclditt.oAal-.ec .... teal. orche1D1oal CreabDellts. 
Spraying aloae jU8t c1oean't se ... to provide an adequate seedbed for satis

. . .,." 
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factory artificial regeneration by direct seeding or planting. In addition. 
such measures as respraying or spraying and disking seem out of the question 
for the present because of high costs and the fact that mechanical methods, 
often combined with prescribed burning. can effectively prepare a site either 
for planting or reseeding without any spraying. 

2, Pine release can be achieved pnder certaIn gefinable conditions using 
2.4"S-.T as a foliar sprax. With very few exceptions, it was found that spray· 
ing .effects in the form of hardwood damage were obliterated by subsequent new 
growth and stem resurge within three years after trea~nt. On areas where a 
reasonable amount of pine was already established and in a condition to respond 
to the short term release, chemical hardwood ·contro1 seemed to be just the 
thing for permitting the pine to come through. This was especially encouraging 
since relatively little p,ine damage was detected as a result of the herbicidal 
application. . 

Even where initial damage to pine apPeared to be heavy, recovery was swift 
and complete. No increased incidence of insects or disease was noticed, and 
pine vigor a year or two after spraying appeared to be excellent. It is still 
too early to fu~ly·measureth~.absolute amount of pine release in terms of 
increased growth; general, o~servations and limited measurements. however, 
reveal a marked increase. 

3. Adequate marking of each spray swath is a,_jor problem ip both aerial 
and ground spraYing. The only consistent mechanical difficulty encountertd 
concerned the matter of. maintaining equidistant parallel swaths. Effective 
but simple and inexpensive ~lagging 1S a necessity that never seemed to be 
quite fulfilled. Long flag poles and helium-filled polyethylene balloons were 
both used, with equally frustrating results. 

4. Good grOWing copditions fgr some time pripf to spraYies 8e. desirable. 
but heavY rains ~iately follOWing spraYinS max adyerselx affect dest~ed 
results. !fOtes were generally taken on average weather co.nditions piior to 
spraying, 'amount of rainfall. and general growing conditions •. Theset-ather 
broad data were used whenever possible to aid in assessing any variatlOu'in 
results that could not be readily attributed to any other factor. Thegeneral 
outcome was that, in most cases better growing conditions prior to spraying 
res\llt.ed in better hardwood control. On the other hand, one experience with 
a heaVyrain immediately following spraying indicated the undesirability of 
this situation. A spraying job in 19Sd was followed within a matter of a 
very few minutes by a heavy rain that measured 0.72 inches. In spite of an 
unusually high rate of herbicide applied. results were extremely poor. 
Even sweetgum, which usually is damaged very readily. showed only spotty 
effects. 
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Using results for all our work, iir:ct••;eift""'th preao-iQarif .tecieslo.to 

thre. e, 1tJ'9!ldc,~t.e&O. .'X!,'.~ ~~'!ffT". C.IB:SI~ we, gr~ such",J:~~s.~ .... f.,=!"
8P'f.~a •• ·,:~~':~"i~itJ _""":¥ .':"'<~.. ..'.'~ ~~_~...appean 
tei'~'.~ ·~r'tY,.a;a.J ~~!~~~tlY·;\.d4.:~~t.r~~t.~weJl' w"elFt_:~.ll ~~e•. 
of ,~e••" tlte",.tea4e;~rJ(~'t i~' ~f) ~,!L~~' ~. ~ ,~lc:aCOJ:.·8~~ie.. Wbene~r,. 
~,e~.t", t;o,poOt_re.~l,~~'·~e·~"ta[Ded. ~th '.1Met:..,~ the' 'prayiDIin ,enerat : 
i.·~~.lly ~c~f.4~t:-!.·~-tl~~~tq~.,.: . .., ", 

-,~ .• ~i~,, .~ .. ~~~> .P.c~~ .... clolwood. h1C~09'.~· .... ~tb.7. aDtlatl the oak~ 
except liVe oak were' ~ed' io.to the' tBte!'J!!!lDte' The'lat or lteti8tlDt'cl....
cIa •• includes live oak, gallberry, red 1I&ple, white •• h. Americ.i' holly, aDd 

. -.11 three -jor: .•out~ru P#-~J1., ~t .)2ou1cl,be not~cl.r~ ~~~. ~~ iDc11viclual 
sp~'es..s.e~~o V~t" tn 'I~'C~F!-,Ut~ rx:~\I~~.~~t ,~.,. t~~tM1lt •. 

. . '.,P'rbmdur·lri.ttwo '''r.··'~tk~ ·.. ··&Il·exapi'.of :oVerall control Obtainecl 
in lia'riwOOi1.;·tJlltftl .. iN1"eIiI8aifi' 'tu:t\~ 60 ',eLcent' of1*4icatecl the
 
hardwoocf.'t •• ;Wet-eco.pm.tt:ilefol'latecl _a'.8tiIiect-sae.f .. ' two
7 l(jb; 
growing se•• ODS .fter .praytng. Another 30 percent were·ct ined a .mre;' 
1y ~~~ b~.l;h~,;8prJl~ •.. ODthe 8u:rface,. th~~appe~~. to be, :.~~8~ cOlllplete
::tHl •.iu...t.. :.. -.c .. -..... ,......:•. ..., WoOdy ,..• t_ -1'.... , 0 ..... recovery,

-'huVY_~~;e~zlW'_rl)'obl1'ter.t"· ',ffects 01:$' ',tr-eatiaeDtby 
the'.Dif'tJf t~i1fyar•• ··"tt •.r''lfa~cODti-oti .--a_era1tY::Obta1ne4· when 
.traiBllt' Oil ..... uejcl:ai'.ic.ni' ... n.~." ·....ttt~l ,p1Jle d-ae 
resuttecl •. 'Al.or·1J..~t"'.ult.·:Wr.LOtitalllea' "'.~Qg' •. carrlecl out 
during the early part of the -· .' ..: ':;,;',: .. :. ..'s~r ..

fo' > \ ~' ."' .,:0 " ~ .. ~ a •. 
A .. 1'; 'teat ;ltt :oeoqta· ;Iil: ';'1959;'dolpWicl ·to'caiipUe-" _Wee> grouad
.praYf.IiI:"'_rial'·~lcat1Oltr .ft8ulted:'ln ·,UccMstut·t-:re.bIeat' with a 
trac1:Ot~ea1dtst· b.... ·rill''' ;'ca" '''11K.r1, ill jOoc1"ha:rdwOodcontrol'
 
wt'tlf helicopter awl1Cat:t.~·ID;tiu6N1iir:. ',.1"he otheir'~ t~.&iierIt:~.
 

tracCor-4r~' bf.p~I" '•• t~d.;g.4ldDOt 'cOllil'Up t08XJHiCfttloDs, in
 
sevel'1l1_,.·~:·~1)e__ «_'ftIWood-.Obtrol ... nt.tlftly :low~ chea!eal supply
 
prOll-.11i.ei'eaHd. .. cJl'ffiout:iua ·,htappl1aat:tdDwre eaCoUiltend.
 

, .' ' . . ~. ~. . ;.~ • £':f'. ". . -: :."' . j .:.f'.';. , ~ " -, + ,r , •. .-- •

, It".receplHddillt :~be' MIIC:~11IIi&tblower ... ·U.tdtatioaa
 
in the fONOf:ft.Ut1lg 6:lff:lOukte., 1II£1tit 0f1waecatlOiltht caa' be
 
succea8fU1.1yiftate4·~' ... ~ Of *1'" ~ 'coftrecl'1D a
ftat<o em &tvell
 
period of time. By the s.. token, there appear. to be iD8tances where it
 
will be a very useful tool. S-.11 blocks of land, seattereel holdlaas.
 
inepilartreatMIIt· l' ll.'fo".t .... z:~ .•~ ....
bY earl
c\:.l~r.l 'ar"":dl UIf.F-t ..s"'~1Jt'~ 10 ··gHUadttiD'· .-ri.l trea't1leDt.
 
OUr .,fta •• 1'1-.. ,.ra ',"·teeHe"_" __ Ieili the ''''r fuhr.for thefJe.
 
rea8O'Dltlii. ,:"""",.".,'IT ., ,; I. j 
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Summaryof Recent Work in Virginia 

Let me move on now to recent spraying activities on Union Bag-Campland 
in Virginia. These were begun on an experimental scale in June of 19S9. 
Our main abjectivewas to test the aerial application of herbicides for hard
W90dcontrol and Loblolly pine release under conditions existing in the south
easzezn part of the state. It was ev16ent from the beginning that hardwoods 
constitute even a more prominent segment of forest conditions here than 
farther south, due, primarily, to generally higher quality sites. The situation 
Ls complicated even further by the presence of a high percentage of spray 
resistent red maple stems in many stands. On the other hand, it is~commonly 

recognized that loblolly pine seedlin81 are Vigorous, aggressive, and per
sistant when it comes to fighting through hardwood competition. This creates 
a question concerning selection or recognition of conditions that would 
economically benefit from brush hardwood control measures. 

Due to mechanical difficulties in chemical application, results of the 
19S9 pine release work lacked the precision and reliability hoped for. The 
objective generally was to apply, with a helicopter, an oil-water emulsion 
of 2A,S-T at the rate of t1ltO pounds of 2,4 ,S-T acid equivalent, two quarts 
of oil, and four gallons of water per acre. A small area was sprayed with an 
invert emulsion stthe rates of two pounds and four pounds of 2.4,S~T per 
acre. 

Good hardwood control and little pine damage were obtained with the high 
rate of invert em,ulsion, but the lower rate was spotty. One area treated with 
the oill-water emulsion showed poor results while the· other may provesatis-- factory. So much red maple existed in the latter case that casual observations 
after treatment indicated little control. Closer inspections, however,revealed 
large openings where existing loblolly pine seedlings could come through. 
Pine damage seemed heavy at first, but recoveryhaa been very good. 

A second project in 1959 dealt with an effort to find a means for eradi
cating very dense brush on presently unproductive areas in Dismal Swampin 
preparation for some type of artificial regeneration. Several different 
treatments were applied to. test blocks with a helicopter. Combinations of 
2,4-D and 2,4,S-T and 2,4,S-T alone were tried at different rates both as 
invert emulsions·.an,d straight fuel oil mixtures. Two treatments prqvj.ded 
what presently appears to be extensive but not ent~rely complete stem kill. 
Four pounds of 2,4,S-T acid equivalent 1plus nine gallons of fuel 011 per acre 
gave the best results, followed closely by two pounds 2,4,S-T combined with 
two pounds 2,4-D acid equivalent in nine gallons of fuel oil per acre. The 
matter of how to regenerate these areas is still a big question, however. 

Our activities during the summer of 1960 were directed entirely towards 
release of loblolly pine. A demonstration and research project was conducted 
on a ·small.acreage of company land in cooperationwitb a distributor of tractor
mounted mist blowers. Approximately 11 acres were sprayed in June using a 
rate of two pounds of 2,4,S-T aCid. equivalent per acre in an oil-wat~x emuhion 
providing· five gallons of mixture per acre. This colored slide will give you 
an idea what the conditions were at the time of spray'lng_ TAA area had been 

-



cut over several year. ,b.elozoe.·leav~gOQ1J.1QblollJ'.piD.•.• eed tree.. Suffi
cient pine regeneration was'obtain., bUt ~ as you can see, hardwood brush 
deve.loped 81.S0, c.OIIple~ly ~:f.M tol the pine .eedlings. !be uext 
.lide will give J.QUano1:,-r lo.c*:.C· _r.ea iD.-ation, .... you wi11bOtice 
that anoccasional.plUe ~& ... ,..k ..... dlroup. the brush cUopJ •. !: 
_abt _ll~1Pn that, ~I'e: ...... very U-.J,e ad _pie: don.th18; area. The prillllry' 
coiDpoQents were .~~pa.DO, yazoj,ous ,.,acies of Teel oK plUll aoiiIe hiCkory, 
white oak,. dogwoocl., ... "lack. .... .:, '. .' . . . . 

'. The next . two slU.~ ,how bow·the .re •. appe.~ecl_out .'thr.e .. tu after 
sprayiag the IIJ1sc 1»1.,.1'. ·~thouab~;·of; actualhariw004 .kill cuwit' . 
not be re.ily .~et.rJADed· UIltil the ''''1' of 1961, ititotivioUl frOllltlle.e 
pf.c~res that ioOet·h&t4woodcQlltC'ol, was obtainechTllesurpri.iD& thtl:lg' t. ' 
th8:t' .everal. tall bard~ ·cr •••. ,.. r.killed ·althGUsh:.1tO .ffort:~_s Md.to 
treat the.e st_, ~ tll.t;tt;wa@ ItO w1Il4blcN1qli' temperatut. 'COn41tloaef :. 
mu.t have caused conVectioriucurrent. which lifted the fine apray into these 
cr~. ,c ," 

A l.rae ~t :Q~ pine-b.u.~'''''' DOteet aoqn. ·after Sprayin8f •• iWlCi.t~y
 
close t~ the spray 1lrMt8.~t 'of t_· defol:btt.ed: .t .. ~a~.IY :began .'
 
~'f ar~tl1l.~r.·"- pat ~rl". iDdicua, they'1d11 recover. Very
.f_few p~i can .be ... 111.the.. la.',two .,u •• '&Ie td .....fotWiOli'~' JI' 
am .ure sillil.r picture. taken at the aDd of next .UD8er will gtve a much 
better impres.ion of this treatment as· far as pine recovery is concerned. 

Ia. adel'ttion to.it&t s .~~ blqwel' ,work in '1960,' 158 ,acre. in slldl" .
 
conclltion to t~ .. 11,uea,~8C~J.)le4 pl'.vlOWlly, were .prayed' by hattcopter
 
U8~gth. c"'~.l ~~ra. ,tlll.i8 cOlUlidered: • ..t. ... r.tio.l; cOMe
qUe~~11' J10 quantit.t~Ye"'ur tsar. aohacluled. It will be· -&:4.~.
 
to' d~D8tt.'.te tOCOllP~1·R.r l .Juiat what' ·0_1». accoepllahed with ..... ut
 
spraying.' At .tl!epresen.c. ·co.rolreaults look gODd.but perhaps not ••
 
striking .. the mist blower work~ At the a.. t1.llle. it appear. that there
 
was less pine n~le bum .w1ttL thia _thod 0.£ appl1Ca.ttoa.
 

. .'. 

ODe.,oint wor'~Jt ,~ttn8 Coaeeru dae -.tter of flaaatnl.·AI I It_te4
 
earlier. we have alway a .had trpuble wi.tA taia factor •. III a.a,.Rtion, ~1
 
manege4 tc) ~~iQ several' tub~ Wlatul' kllooaa that ·iDfil ... ··to about 30'
 
inche.in du-teJ:. ,l'le filled ~ "itll bali_ .•• i at'Cuh.' thea· to ayloa'
 
lin.a at the .lIIlof b~. pol... A to.tal· heisht of· 50 feat prew4··
.1.0Jaa .
 
sufficient, aDd thaY:t?OIJldbe .... lly .... :l'ol.'r •.OM~ elistane& •. TIlb' tamed 'out
 
to be the best f1aulna teclaique we have ",N4 .o'far.· The O81y difficulty .
 
eocouncerecl was~t,.r.... tecl applicatiou of .• pra,.MUrial on· the rubber
 
cauae4 the b"ll00nst~ deterlor.t, aQII~ bv.t:st.We feel t"~ Chb caabe
 .J' 

... Uy solved in th.· future by covering each balloon with a large polyeth
yleDe baa• 

..4* .' f .... l it_ ()JII'·~PJ:.,tng work ta l1irliilu ,4uriag 1960,.11 want011. to
 
MnttoD that we tr1.ecl ... iDa.the ·lIOUDtMeiacl>loweran4 a I>ack-pack .... t·
 
bl~r to control veptatlon '.88ults' ara aucouragiag
.~oq·:o~ .t.....
but na8d Utprov"'llt •. >~.1s .ppal'e1;lt that a hiaber'zoate of·o'Ma1c.l app~l... 
cat1~ will, b.llep .... J')' he... t_ .1aco.-nly uaad fea" ,wOodaspraylDl. The 
ea.e· with Which such work ca. be done .. however. warrants furthe1: trials of 
this approach. 

http:b.elozoe.�leav~gOQ1J.1QblollJ'.piD.�.�
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Current Work and General Conclusions 

In the previous sections, I have covered in very limited detail our work 
with 2,4,5-T since 1956. Analysis of this activity was almost entirely from 
the standpoint of kill of hardwoods treated; regrettably, no significant 
information has been obtained as yet on the highly important second step of 
evaluation of results in terms of increased forest productivity of the areas 
treated. •• 

The research results reported here point up the unlikelihood of a sudden 
spe~tacular breakthrough to sure, inexpensive, successful, foliar chemical 
treatments for hardwood brush control. They do, however, strongly indicate 
the ultimate value of this management tool if used properly, wisely, and 
realistically. Based upon the work reported herein, we feel that two specific 
courses need to be pursued. The first is discovery and development of better 
chemicals and formulations and more effective methods of application of 
these. Such work is going on by manufacturers and formulators of herbicides 
and by makers of distributing equipment. The second course of action for 
research involves evaluation, of the effects of such treatment. While such 
work has been started, it is on a relatively small scale, and is being carried 
out corollary to the testing Qf chemicals and methods of applications. 

~ In conclusion, we feel that the use of herbicides has a definite and 
useful place in our scheme of management. That place is becoming clearer 
and utore specif1c:as experience and knowledge are' gained in the use, of such 
chemicals. By no means have all the major problems been solved, and there 
is still a lot of room for improvement. 
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HARJJ.rlOOD WITHMIST BLCWERS CONTROL

by 

WillfaillP. HaOC~11"al\(fRObert S.Bond 2 

Aerial applicatiOn tit h8rbicid~.'torelease "conifers has been' eueeesa
f'u1 in many ,Parts or,thecotmtry. BothfiJ;ted"!"wing aircraft and helicopters 
have been uSed ,in thi~ vOrk~· Va;oious test'$ have, established spray formu
lations ot 2,,4-];)and '2,4, ,-T'that are effective agafnSt hardwoods and do 
little damage to conif~s if applied d:uring, the PFoper season. Spray mixtures 
have 'ranged 'from, one to three ':poundS aoid equivalent (one quart low volatile 
propylene glycol butyl .ether' ester:s) per acre 1:nvaJ'1ingamounts ot fuel oil 
or water,- or· !U&lc>ll and' water. 'Applioations:have ranged from 21to 7 gal-: 
lons of m1x~ "1'aore.'D&mag. to conifers. i~ .insignificant if appli
cations&:t:'fmade, a.tter' the newgrcswth has hardened cift ln late summer" and 
ooncentrations aretlot'stronger"th&n two pounds acid equivalent per acre. 

~~.' .: • 'l ' c " ~ 

'Aerial, applica.1ilOD!·coats range 1.<S. acre. Cost&om 00 to' :0.14.00 Per 
depends en :' eOl.lCel1tratl.:on;of~hemicals, slze and location' of the area to be 
treatedj and _thod·of'&!>-p1J.cation. Application b)" fixed-Wing airoraft on 
large area" canbe acoomplished 'tdr, about ':wS.OOperaore. Helioopter appli
cation on ~e areae eosts abOUt ~8'.OO per aCre. 

Aerial appl1eattonof" herbteideshas manYadva,ntages of which we are all 
aware, but it alaoh.&e' san.e disad,.:ntages; ."nnf't'-is so serious a problem 
that aircra·f't a,pliea.tlOft of 2" 4-Dhaa been outlawed entirely, and strict 
lirnitatt.onsbave been~placed on ground machines in'sc';'called tfbasard areas" 
in California. Helicopter application in still'weather, using low concentra
tion ot herbicide and large droplet size, reduces the hazard of drift. Invert 
emulsions ot 2, 4, S-T whioh make a thiok, creamy spray and reduoe drift are 
available for field trials. 

Interception of spray b)" the overstory beoomes a problem if the objective 
is to control understory hardwoods. Overstory softwoods are not seriously 
damaged by the spray, but a dense overs tory prevents good coverage of the 
understory. Better foliage penetration is achieved by helicopter application 
at slow speed to attain maximumbenetit from rotor prop wash. 

Large areas must be treated to make aerial spraying economical" and all 
hardwoods regardless of value on a treated area ma)" be killed or damaged. 
Smaller areas may be sprayed by helicopter, but the oost per acre of marking 
the areas to be sprayed inoreases sharply as the size of the areas decrease. 
Other costs also inorease when ntanerous small areas are treated by helioopter. 

1 William P. MacConnell" Associate Professor of Forestry, University or 
Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts. 

2 Robert S. Bond, Instructor of Forestry, university or Massachusetts, 
Amherst, Massachusetts. 
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Two ground methods of herbicide application were tested in an effort to - overcome these disadvantages and make foliage application of herbicides 
possible where aerial application is not practical or desirable. Standard
 
tested mixtures for aerial applications were used in maohines whioh put the
 
material out in a fine mist similar to that applied from the air.
 

THE TRUCK.NOUNTEDMIST BLOWER 

A truck-mounted mist blower of the type commonly used to spray shade 
trees was tested in 1951. The blower, a self-powered unit which could be 
mounted on a tractor, jeep, or truck was used. It delivered 10,000 cubic 
feet of air a minute at 150 miles per hour at the nozzle. Trees up to 10 t in 
height can be sprayed with this type of machine. Easier coverage of the 
forest could be achieved by mounting the machine on a crawler tractor instead 
of a truck so that travel in the forest would not be controlled by road 
location. Machines specially made for forest mist spraying are now available. 

SPRAYMIXTuRES 

Four aerial type mixtures of spray were used in the trUCk-mounted mist 
blower tests on August 21, 1951. 

Test 1: One pound 2, 4, 5-es acid equivalent in a gallon of fuel oil 
and 3 3/4 gallons of water applied at the rate of 5 gallons of mixture 
per acre assuming a 5-chain C330 ft.) depth of penetration from the 
location of the mist blower. 

Test 2: Two pounds 2, 4, 5-08 acid equival'1lnt in a gallon of fuel oil 
and 3! gallons of water applied at the rate of 5 gallons of mixture per 
acre, again assuming 5 chains of penetration from the location of the 
mist blower. 

Test 3: One pound Kuron in the same quantities of oil and water as 
. Test 1. 

Test 4: Two pounds Kuron in the same quantities of oil and water as 
Test 2. 

Spray mixtures were formulated assuming a 5-chain penetration of spray 
from the"truck location. Less than one-half that depth of penetration was 
achieved.~ No reasonable estimate of spray concentration per acre could be 
made, because there is no way of knowing how much spray material blew out of 
the area. 

METHODOFAPPLICATION 

The truck-mounted mist blower was operated from a woods road. A trial 
run was made with a nozzle attachment that gave a very fine spray which 'Wen\-. 
only a short distance. With the nozzle removed, the spray mixture flowed 
directly into the air stream producing larger size dr()p1.~t.s, and gl:ea ter 
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distance was achieved. All subSequent strips ,long the road were sprayed 
without the nozzle attac~nt. The truck moved at ..fi."e ·mUes per hour 
spraying on both the forward and backward pass untU all the mixture for a 
given 'strip was used up. Sane softwoods were in the direct path of·the spray 
blast, and some large hardwood intercepted the air stream and decreased -the 
effective distance of penetration. In this teat, good control of hardwoods 
resulted 1$0 1 back from the road where the machine trawled. 

THEAREASTREATEDAND. DllUNGTREATMElfl' CONDITIONS

The area selected for treatment with the truck-mounted mist blower was 
a stand of eastern white pine and hardwoods which had suffered. sever blow
d.ownin the'1938 hurricane. On the· pound was a d.e.nsemixture of pine and 
hardwoods about 20' tall with occ&sioDal larger trees of varying size up to 
two feet in ~eter which sur.vi ved the hurricane. The vegetation selected 
tor spraying was nearly all less than 20' tall, so that the machine could 
throw the material at a more nearly horizontal angle to obtain maxim\D 
penetration. Hardwoods on the area. were predominantlY' birches, maples, and 
oaks. A small amount of hemlock was also present. 

Eight plots were located in pairs, one on each side of the road, to test 
the four spray mixtures already' described and. the method of applying them. 
Conditions for the test were not ideal. Spra1ing was done at an early hour 
to get still weather, but the wind ranged from $ to 10 miles per hour limiting 
penetration' on the windward side and. carrying the _tierial too quickly away 
on the leeward sides. Arborists usuallY' limit their work "ith this machine 
to still conditions at daybreak, at night, and other times when the air is 
quiet. 

RF.,sULTSFROMTHETRUCK-MOOOFDMISTBLarlING 

There was little difference in hardlrood control between one-pound and 
two-pound concentrations of 2, 4, 5-08and Kuron. Kuron was less effeotive 
than 2, 4, $-OS in killing large trees. Pine in the direct blast of the spray 
showed some damage after three weeks, but this was very difficult to d.etect a 
year after the spra1ing. Hemlock in the direct blast showed peater damage, 
and a few of the damaged terminal buds did not put out new growth the foJ-low. 
ing year. Parts of these trees were soaked to the running off point with 
spray. Scattered cull hardwood trees UP to two feet in diameter were killed. 
The line of ld..ll~g spray peDetration was fairly sharp, and sane trees at 
ma~d.Il1um penetration dis.tance were damaged on one side only. White oaks, 
wM.ch proved most susceptible in all tests were killed beyond the line of 
~eneral killing pelletration. The tops of larger oak trees above the general 
crown canopy beyond. this line showed some damage. 

Sane sprouting occurred, perhaps because the tissues died before they 
could carry the chemical to the roots. Spray concentirations were strong and 
fo:liage brOl-Tt1j.ngwas very rapid. The 1011brush had most sprouting with 
progress:\. ve"'--;r:ess sprouting on larger trees. 0nJ.Tone area had sprouts on 
t:t"l;les2 ilj~}r.es or more at breast height. Sprouting does not appear to be a 
serious obs'(;acle to barclwood control with mist blowers. 
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'lIable 1. ~ffect1veness of Truck.-Mounted Mist Blower Applications of Herbicide 
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Hardwood oontrol within the limit of penetration of the sprar, iso 
feet downwind and SOfeet against the wind, was uniformly good on all pltJltis. 
Damageto softwood was light, but the distance of penetration was disappoint
ilte; so it was decided to test other more portable machines the next year. 
The truck..mounted machine merits further trial, however, because it requires 
far less physical effort to operate than the other maohines tested, and it 
will throw the spray three times higher than can the small portable machines 
currently available. If well protected, the machine could travel on or 
behind a tractor and go most anywhere in the forests.' . 

, casT-

No reliable cost data could be determined because the tests were 

aocomplished in a little over an hour and the crew was inexperienced in 
this kind of work. ' 

THESHOULDER·MOUNTEDMISTBLGiERS 

Twoshoulder-mounted mist blowers' of Dutch manufaotUre, weighing 31 
pounds empty, were tested from August 12 to August 20 in 1958. These 
machines could blow mist to a height of 20 feet .1n still air. By holding 
the nozzles still and letting the air ~~ream build up, 30 feet of height 
penetration could be achieved. In nor_l operating situations, '2tgallona 
of spray material were delivered in 30 minutes by each"maohine. Three men 
sprayed ninety ...six acres in five days employing the two ma-ohines. 

SPRAYMIXTURES 

Twospray mixtures were usea in the shoulder-mounted maohine tests from 
August 12 to August 20, 1956. One pound 2,4, 5~os 'acid equiValent in 2~ 
gallons of ruel oil was applied at the rate of,2i gallons per &dre for most 
of the tests. One test using Kuron in place of 2, 4, 5-0S was made. Fuel 
oil only was used as a carrier for the herbicide to simplify mixing. One 
pound acid equivalent per acre was found 'adequate to oontrol hardwoods in 
the 1957 truck-mounted lIlist blower teste and. in pre"rious aerial tes,ts by 
others. This low rate was .lao used so that conifers which might be caught 
directly in the blast of spray would not be severely injured. 

MEtHODOF A.PPLICATION 

In the 1958 tests, two shoulder mOWltedmist blowers with detachable 
spray tanks were used by twQ,men operating as a 'team~ A third man seryioed 
the machines, replaced empty spray tanks. with full ones" r.,fuelea the motors 
when neoessary, ,started thenl it"they stalled, and packed tiv.-sallon cans ot 
spray mixture from the truok' to strateg:L~ locations in the forest for filling 
the spray tanks. This team'organization made for efficiency and kept the 
machines operating most of the time. It· was ~ot, unpleasant work since the . 
loaded machines weighed SOpoUnds and the air was full of fine drifting oily 
mist. Some spray mat.er18.l carp.ein oontac.t. with the skin, but 'Do,irr.l:tations 
occurred. 
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St.rips were run at 2o-.foot intervals,; ten strips involving approxi
mately 2,000 .feet of travel covered an acre. This travel was carefully 
gauged to be accomplished in 30 minutes, beoause the mist blowers in normal 
operating situations put out 2i gallons of material in that time. Stand 
area was measured on aerial photos be.fore spraying to help insure uniformity 
of coverage at 2~ gallons per acre. The two mist blowers were operated in 
tandem 20 feet apart. The man on the outside edge put out short strips of 
toilet paper at frequent intervals to orient the inside man on the next 
strip. When desirable, toilet paper was hung high on branches by putting it 
in the air stream of the blower. About twenty acres per day were treated over 
a five ...day period. Twelve five-gallon cans o.f spray formulation were taken 
into the field each day, and two pack boards were used to carry the material 
back into the .forest where necessary. Special oare was taken to agitate the 
spray mixture before use. 

AREASTRBATEDANDCONDITIONSDURINGTREATHEl'J'T 

The seven areas treated by shoulder-mounted mist blowers from August 13 
to August 20, 1958, represent a variety of conditions where small portable 
mist blowers could be effeotive. A major limitation of this machine is the 
relatively low height to which the material can be carried in the air stream. 
Twenty feet of height is easy to achieve, thirty feet can be secured in still 
air by holding the nozzle in one place, to let the air stream build up. The 
great advantage of shoulder-mounted machines is their portability. 

Area 1 was a stand of sapling hardwoods 20 to 30 feet tall over natural 
-- white pine 4 to 10 feet in height. Hardwood species were prinoipally birches, 

maples, and oaks with a few aspen and ash. A hard driVing rain interrupted 
the work at 4:00 p.m., and probably washed some of the spray material from 
the trees. The work in this stand continued next day on a damp, foggy 
morning when the leaves were drenched with water. The leaves dried off 
during the day, but another hard rain fell at 7:00 p.m. The wind was still 
during this test. 

Area 2 was an eight-year old Norway spruce plantation invaded by hard
woods, white pine, and woody shrubs. The hardwoods were predominantly red 
maple and pin cherry with heights ranging up to 20 feet. Some parts of the 
plantation were heavily invaded by hardwoods, other parts had none. The 
machines were shut off where there were no hardwoods to kill. Stone walls 
through the area had hardwoods up to $Of tall which were also sprayed. The 
plantation rows served to locate travel lines for the machines. This work 
was done on a hot muggy day. Wind movement was less than five miles per 
hour. The leaves were wet at the start and became dry during the operation. 
A hard rain fell that, evening at 7:00 p.m. 

Area 3 was a natural stand of white pine invaded by aspen, gray birch, 
pin cherry, and a few white birch and red maple. The pine was 1$ to 20 feet 
tall,; the hardwoods were 20 to 40 feet tall with diameters rangi.ng from 2" 
to 1211• In most areas the hardwood existed as single scattered trees not 
severely competing with the pine. In other areas the hardwoods were more 
dense, of larger size, completely overtopping the pine. The trees were wet, 
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and the weather was toggy while .the work progressed. later in the day the 
trees dried olit, and they were f~lrlydrY' by 2:00p.m., when a shower 
occurred •• Wind movement waS less than five miles per hour. 

, . 

Area h was a natural stand of pine ranging fran seedling size up to 
18 r in her~ht •. Pine stocking ranged fran -wry spu'se to very dense. The 
hardwoods. prest;lnt were of the same geQeral height or overtopping the pi.ne. 
Species were predo~t1y gray biroh and red maple :with accasiorAl other 
birchelf and oakS. " There was an abundance of other woody plants like 
huckleberry and sweetteI'D in the more open situations. The wind ranged 
from 10 to 20 miles per ho~ and seemed to carry the mist away fr·om the lower 
vegetation such as huckleberry, which occurred in pure stands about 3 feet 
tall.' The huckleberry was not affected by the spray. None was found to be 
damaged on 1,plots. 

Area 5 was a pine, stand cut in the winter of 1957by the' shelterwood 
methOd. St:erse pine and hardwood regeneration' was present. Most of it, 
small in size and not very evident at the time of cutting, was beginning to' 
grow well at the "time of s~&y~ng. The wind was still' during .the spraying. 
Rain fell. that evening. 

. Area .pwas a twenty,:"year old pine and hardwood stand of the same general 
height, with some larger overtopping hardwoods. Tree species represented 
were red maple, 'graY ,birch, pin cherry, red oak" and white oak. The day was 
cool; wind was 10 to 20 miles per hour. No rain fell for several days after 
the spr~y1ng • 

. .A.rea·1~as aforty~year old pine and hardwood stand wittr the hardwoods 
in the upper crown canopy. The. stand was canpoBed of. red oak, white oak, 
and red maple. Black b,irch, gray birch, 'white birch, and yellow birch were 
also present along with beech and pincherr,y., The weather was the same as 
fo:, area 6. This a~awas treated with Kuron at one pound-acid equivalent 
per acre. An the others were- treated with 2, 4, 5-OSat the on..,;,poundrate. 

,RESULTSFROMTHESHOULDER-MOUNTED·MISTBUM-IOO. 

Results were determined ,by measuring seYenty-four concentric ·circular 
plots II1ech&n1ca~1y 'located_ by canpass and pacing; early in September the 
year after spraying.' ,.' 

The oaks proved to be most sU8c~Ptible to the' herbicicle. Sane oaks up 
to 60 feet inheisht were. killed by the 8houlder~ounted rigs, where the 
maximumheight ot other species killed was aboat 30 feet. Aspen was the 
most resistant tree species to the spray. Woodyshrubs like huckleberry, 
blueberry, sweet fern, and laurel were les8 damaged.than hardwood tree 
~pecies' of the same size •. More e.f£ort to get: the JQ&terial directly on the 
l&sser vegetation woUld probably :lmprove control of this material. In the 
wor-kmachine operators were instructed ,to direct the. spray at hardwoods 
ir-terfering with the growth of softwo04s, and asa oonsequence the spr~ was 
seldom directed at the low brUsh. 

• J ". 
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Table 2. Effectiveness of :Back-Pack Mist B1owe~ Applications of Herbicide 

2, 4, 5-08 a.t 1 lb. per a.cre 
------------------------------------------------------ ~ - - - - - . 
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j I; I I I,; . '. I ' I: ! I I , 

__ 1_:.. £;~~2~::'8~ ~8J.~ ~5~:~..J ~6.:-~ L I; ~~ ~ Ll!-l~ J222i~ Lll11~ 11~111~ _1~~1~1 ~9_1~ [22L4~ !2~ ~L 441 _
1 S/A - Stems per acre 

2 Dead - 8~~ or more defoliated 

3 Severe - 50%to 801 defoliated 

4 I4ght - 20% to 50%defoliated 

5 None Leas than 2~ defoliated Vl- !-J 
\"V

6 Sprou.ts - If present • 
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hble). EffectbeneBB on Species of :Back-Pack Mist Blower Applications of Herbicides 
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Pine, hemlock, and epruce caught directly in the blast of the spray 

-- and wetted to the point of run';'off were temporarily damaged. Needles 
quicIdy browned, and the stemso.t: sane leaders and side branches browned 
also. These trees were marked for obServation during the next growing 
season. Little damage was obaerved at that time. Five softwoods were 
recorded as damaged on the 72 'plots' measured. One of these had the terminal 
killed. Most damage occurred in tight spots where the operator had to "bull" 
his way through tangled underbrush and vines a.nd was more concerned with his 
footing than with direction of the spray. Hemlock and spruce a.re more sus
ceptible to damage than pine. Damage to softwoods as a whole was very light; 
none were more than 20% defoliated. 

All the sites treated had sufficient hardwood control to release the 
softwoods except Area 7, and even here 46% of the broadleaf trees were 
severely damaged or killed. The lesser degree of control on Area 7 is 
attributable to the size of the material treated. The crown canopy of the 
forty-year old stand of pine and hardwoods was 40 to 50 feet above the 
ground and for the most part beyond the effective range of the equipnent. 
Good hardwood control was achieved in other stands up to 30 feet in height. 
In Area 7 under optimum conditions trees in excess of this height were killed, 
but in general 30 feet seems to be the ceiling for satisfactory operation of 
back-pack mist blowers currently available. Taller stands should be treated 
from the air or with larger blowers. It is noteworthy that in Area 7 a very 
high proportion ·(93%)of the tall brush was killed or severely damaged, 
because here the mist was confined wi thin the stand under the crown canopy of 
the trees overhead. Some of the shorter pines may have prevented penetration 
of spray to the taller hardwoods in the overatory. Many of these hardwoods 
had the lower branches killed or severely injured by the herbicide.-

Reasonably good selectivity can be exercised with shoulder-mounted mist 
blowers.. By shutting off the flow of spray, areas of desirable hardwoods as 
small as one-tenth acre in size can be reserved in the midst of a large 
treated area.. The larger truck or tractor mounted blowers are less selective; 
helicopters are still less selective; and fixed-winged airoraft are the least 
selective of all. 

COST 

Ninety-six acres were sprayed with the back-pack mist blowers at a cost 
of ~>6.40 per acre using two machines and a three-man crew. The cost per acre 

. would increase if a single machine were used. 

Table 4. Per Acre Cost of Back-Pack Mist Blower Applications of 2,l14, ,-os 
Item Cost 

1 pound 2, 4, 5-0S acid equivalent (] ~:,45.00 per 5 gal. ... iftl2':"2'5
2*gallons of fuel oil © 20¢ per gal~ .45 
labor costs: 3 men ;31;..'60.00 per day 3.23 
Machine cost: operation (5¢), depreciation (3B~), maintenance (4~) .47 

V 6..40 

" 'G~9und application of herbicides by mist blowers to control hardwoods 
should extend the use of chemical foliage sprays to areas where aerial 
spraying is not possible or desirable. 
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HERBICIDf;TECHNIQUE.:>,FORTn-mElt STANDIMi1iOVE.N1"NT 

, John 'H. Kirch l 

, The pr:in'lary purpose of a herb~cid~ program inforest& is to weed the 
forest of undesirable treescq~t~ fot'the, light" mois~ure and nutrient 
requirements of the ,more (lesirablespecies., , 

"We have only begun to realiae the potential vaiue of herbicj,des as tools
in forest management. 'About 489,OOO,OOOa9res, or ,one-fourth of the' tQta:l. 
land area of the United States, is classed as commercial forest land(l).· On 
nearly all of this land, at some time, in the tre~ crop rotation, silvicul tural 
weeding withherbicides. can be employed to advantage. " 

There are fO'tlr' broad forest areas in. this countTy where herbici<,ie tech
niques have been. pe:rf.cted .and are being, Widely ueed tocqntrol undesirable 
trees iri favor of thos~' better sUited to the s"ite. The.eareas are the South
east, the Pacific Northwes,t the, ~~' States and the Northeast. 

" 
,The most pressing,nee<,ifo1;' herbicides exists ~n the Southeastern part of 

,tbis count.ry where brush hardwoods are encroaching .on 103,000,000 acres of 
pine 1and at the rate of over 600,,000 acres ~:r year, or nearly 1800 acres 
per day(9). ' Several hu,ndre,d thousand acres of timber and pulpwood J,.and are 
chemically weeded ever,y YEil-ar.in the. eleven state area extending from Eastern 
Texas and Oklahoma. to the Atlantic Coast.. Two comnercial'companiesin ~his 
area, between them" chemicallY treat over.SO"OOOacres per year as part of 
their pineregenerationp:rograms. . 

In the ;)aci£1c Northwest which.,~cludes the, states of Washington, Oregon, 
Wes:tern Montana and Westel11 Edaho, unless planting or direct seeding by aj,r 
establishes DouglalJ fir (Pseudatsup;a taxifolia) and related species within one 

.tc three years after clearcutting,. the area is taken over by a whole complex 
of brush species, Malll 9fwhich are impossible to control,with known chemical 
or mechanical methods\8). Ceanothus (Ceanothus spp.), Manzanita (Manzanita 
spp. ), vine maple (Acer circinatum) J big leaf maple: (Acei' ·macrophylla', alder 
(Alnus rubra) and wiIIOw (S81iX spp.) are potential invadersoI' 35,000,000 
acres oT"'FiIgh site land in this area." • 

,~ 

In the Lake States of Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan where red pine, 
.........	 (Pinus resinosa), white pine (Pinus strobus) and jack pine (Pinus banksiana) 

are spe-cies of commercial importance; hazel (Hamamilis virginia), alder 
( Alnus spp.), aspen ,·ffopUlus treJlilloides), oak (Quercusspp. , and willow 
(SatiX spp.) are constant competition throughout the 131'e' of many conifer 
plantations. ' 

r 

The Northeastem section of the country, which for t~e purpose of this 
disc:ussionwe will say includes t:he states of Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Ohio, 
Delaware, Maryland, Kentucky, ,'West Virginia and New York 8S well as the New 
England States, presents a unique pr.0blem itl the use of herbicides. Some of 
the most valuable hardwood forests in the country grow in the river bottoms 
of this section. Vast areas of white, red, shortlea! (Pinus echinata) and 
loblolly pine (Pinus t aeda ) as well as . spruce tricea sPP., and balsam fir , <:»P 

(Abies balsarnea) are also found here. The seleetion of·the proper herbicide 
technique' for use in a forest management program is more difficult in this 
area than it is in any of the areas 'previously mentioned.fil1.ree

• ''',. I', 

!Research Forester, AmchemProducts, Inc'., Ambler, Pennsylvania. 
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The presence of both hardwood and conifer forests in the area, and the 
intermixing of the two on many sites make blanket prescriptions for weed tree 
control almost impossible. Each area must be carefully studied and a pre
scription written that will favor the most valuable species for the site. 

In all four sections of the count~, our objective as foresters is to 
!Srow the tree species best suited to the site. We should never allow our
selves to be misled into thinking that our objective in using herbicides is 
to kill trees rather than to grow them. We cannot kill all undesirable weed 
trees in a forest any more than a farmer can kill every weed in his corn, 
wheat or soybean field. Yet, this does not stop the farmer from using 
30,000,000 pounds of 2,4-D every year to double and triple his yields. 

Regardless of whether we are using chemicals or some mechanical method 
of release or site preparation, weed trees will return and will always be 
with us. But, like the farmer, we can increase yields by obtaining a degree 
of control with these mechanical and chemical methods. As many forest managers 
have expressed it, we can buy a few critical years freedom from weed tree 
competition to release our tree crop. 

With the specific goal of growing trees clearly in mind, let us consider 
the tools that are available and the techniques that sho1i promise for control
ling weed trees, particularly in the Northeastern area. 

There is some confusion today on the subjects of weeding for site pre
paration and weeding for release in regeneration work. Generally speaking, 
our best chemical tool 2,4,5-Trichlorophenoxyacetic aCid, is not the best 
answer for site preparation on areas supporting dense stands of hard to kill 
species such as red maple (Acer rub rum) , ash (Fraxinus spp.), water oak 
(Quercus nigra), laurel (KaIiiiia latifolia) and rhododendron (Rhododendron 
maximum). Even if we could kill these species with 2,4,5-T at a per acre 
rate that the value of the tree crop grown on the land could justify, the 
dead stems would still be so thick that planting would be difficult and 
costly. If direct seeding is to be used, herbicides do nothing toward pre
paring a seedbed. In order for herbicides to be used successfully as a 
site preparation measure, the underbrush should be made up predominantly of 
susceptible species such as alder, hazel, gum (Nyssa sylvatica), oak, hickory 
(Carya spp.), cher~ (l.'runus serotina) and birch (Betula spps ) and should be 
sparse enough for easy planting. 

A cheaper approach in the long run to regenerating these dense thickets 
of difficult to kill species may be to mechanically clear them with bulldozers 
equipped with ItKG"blades. Clearing by this method costs from sixteen to 
twenty-five dollars per acre, but if the land, due to location or high site 
index, is valuable and must be returned to production the cost may be justjfied. 
Clearing in strips, or clearing without windrowing and. burning are means of 
reducing the cost of mechanical clearing. You do not need to create a park-' 
like condition for trees to grow. 
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The possibility o:rusing controlled burns to remove small dense under
story brush and prepare a seedbed should always be considered in site prepar
ation work. Where sufficient logging slash or needle duff from overstory pine 
is present in the ground litter to carry a hot .fire, controlled burning 
followed by planting may be the cheapest solution to reforesting the land • 

. . 
Occasionally, where there is not enough litter, but where susceptible 

species are prevalent, it is possible to use herbicides to set up an area 
for controlled burning. The chemical is applied at the beginning of the 
growing season as soon as foliage has reached full size, and the burning is 
done at the end of the growing season or the following year when foliage and 
stems are dead and dry. Planting or seeding should be done immediately after 
the burn to take advantage of the release obtained. 

More work needs to be done on this chemical-fire combination treatment 
to determine the idSal time to use the controlled' burn. Following chemical 
treatment too closely with fire will not allow sufficient time for transloca
tion of chemical to plant roots. '!he result will be vigorous resprouting from 
the root collar which can cause severe competition to newly planted trees or 
seedlings. 

It is interesting to note that the main reason for the brush hardwood 
problem on millions of acres of valuable pine land in this country today is 
largely due to the intensive fire control now in practice. If controlled 
burning can be substituted for the wild fires ot the past, brush can be 
temporarily controlled and planting sites can be prepared fairly econonncally. 

Once a desirable species has been established on a site, fire and 
mechanical clearing can no longer be used. Selective techniques that favor 
one species over another are required. These are release situations and are 
ideally suited to herbicide programs. As a general rule, the greatest return 
from money spent on a single herbicide treatment will be realized on areas 
where desirable species are already established and release is needed. 

For the remainder of this discussion let us consider the specific
 
herbicide techniques that may be used' in these release programs.
 

A. FOLIAGESPRAYINGBY AIR 

The use of aircraft to appl~~ herbicides for conifer release in this 
country is a firmly established prac~ice. The technique is most economical 
on areas in excess ot .500 acres. Most of the work is done by helicopter 
aircraft, using li-2 pounds per acre Of" lC?wvolatile ester of 2,4,.5-T in 
2 quarts of oil and 4 gallons of water .5}(1) • Examples of low volatile esters 
in use today are the- btttoxy ethanol and propylene glycol butyl ether esters. 
Timing of aerial sprays should coincide with full toliage development on the 
weed tree species and should be appl~d atter the new growth on conifers has 
hardened off. Soil moisture should be sufficient for good growth and relative 
humidi ty should be high. For unifQrm coverage, swaths should overlap on 30 
to 40 foot centers and should be nagged. Boundaries of sprayed areas should 
be clearly marked. Three points need emphasis in applying low volumes of 
spray solution by air. . 
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First is timing. Whenwe apply a rate of 2 pounds per acre of 2,4,5-T 
in only 5 gallons volume to the foliage of trees; we are relying completely on 
the plants ability to translocate this material to the roots in sufficient 
quantity to kill the plant and prevent sprouting.· Since it is generally 
understood that 2,4,5-T moves with the plant foods, the ti~ng of foliage sprays 
must coincide t..rith downward food movement in the plant(4)(6)(12)(14}. Hence 
the recommendation to spray after leaves have fully developed on the weed tree 
species and when active g~Jth is in process. 

The second important point in aerial application concerns the use of oil 
in the spray carrier. Oil is added in small amounts for tbf3)Purpose of aiding 
penetration of the cuticle layer in plant foliage. Crafts\4 states that 
"••• oil, soaking into the cuticle, tends to saturate it With respect to its 
lipophyllic capacity, and so to free the 2,4-D ester for moveuent into the 
phloem in the aqueous phase". The problem involved with oil is the selection 
of the proper amount of oil to cause this saturation of the cuticle without 
severe damage to the living cells in the plant foliage. 2,4,5-T :must be 
translocated by these cells and the longer they can be kept alive the more 
2,4,5-T will be moved toward the roots. The selection of 2 quarts of oil 
per acre as the amount to use in aerial spraying is a compromise between the 
amount needed to enhance hardwood foliage penetration and the amount the 
conifers can stand without severe injury. This brings us to the third 
important point in aerial spraying for conifer release, that of conifer selec
tivity. 

The widespread use of 2,4,5-T in aerial application for conifer release 
has led a number of people to believe that 2,4,5-T is inherently selective on 
conifers. This is not the case. We have obtained an acceptable degree of 
selectivity by applying not more than 2 pounds per acre of this compound in 
not more than 2 quarts of oil and 4 gallons of water at a certain time of the 
year. It is well to remember that this same compound at higher rates and 
volumes in an oil-water emulsion is used to kill conifers on utility rights
of-way.at the same time of year as it is being used to release these conifers 
in forests. 

The recommendation for conifer release-given t}er~ is by no means a hard 
and fast ru'Le , In the Northeastern area, yU 3J has found that1"IcConke 1-3 
pounds of 2,4,5-T in 1 3/4 gallons of diesel oil per acre has not seriously 
damaged white and red pine (Pinus resinosa) in Maine and has given adequate 
release. Changes should' not be made in either the rate or volume recommended 
by McConkeywithout first checking the conifer tolerance to the proposed 
changes. The point here is that chemical rate, carrier, volume and timing 
must be carefully evaluated to avoid injury to conifers and to obtain accept
able control of weed trees. 

B. FOLIAGESl'RAYINGBY MISTBLOtVERS 

The' need for equipment that will apply the low volumes of spray used in 
aerial application to understory hardwood brush has led to the development of 
tractor mounted and portable mist blowers. One of the greatest problems in 
aerial application is ge~ting good penetration to the understory weed trees 
when a dense -over atory is present to intercept the spray. Repl'lat sprays by 
air that remove the overstory and then the understory in '8 t"lirt") ""~\l"<)I'Y 'l~,,<,'l 

tree situation have been successful. 
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. However, the capacity of the mist blowers to apply the same 5 gallon per 
acre volume as the aircraft to understor,y canopies up to 30' in height has 
virtually _eliminated the need for aerial application on smaller areas of 
acc~ssible terrain(3) (15) • ~ounted onD-4 or John Deere 440 tractors these 
blowers· can negotiate .dense bruah ',and suprisin~ly rough terrain. Portable 
backpack l;lIowersareideal for spot treatment or fortreat1Dg areas just a 
few acreadn size • 

.' . ,Two ~unds 9f low volatil~e.,&terof 2,4",-Tin 2 quarts of oU and 4
 
gallons of .vater are- used through. the blQ'wers. Costs are generally equal to
 
those encountered in aerial, application.' In respect to timing~ -chemical,
 
c.arrie.r andvol'l,Ulle, ,the rec.onne.Mations for mist blowing are identical to . ,
 

'. t.Qose for. aerial application.' . , 
. . . . . . 

BefQ,re leaving the sUbjel:?tof foliage. application, mention should be msde 
of the problem afdrift aM :whatis being done about it. Drift to susceptible 
crops in the Northeastern area is an ~~r present hazard in forest spraying by 
~elicop~r or. mis:tbldWe,:r.. ," " , . 

. -. I~ re~~rit.years :consi4.erable . research 'has(oe~n .(lQ~ )on the thicker, more 
VJ.aCOUsinve.rt.emul~J.ons i~P con~l~hisdrift 2H10) \.1:.1. Applied byheli
cQP~r: ''tllI'Pugh the.special cent,rifugal disc developed for. invert emulsion 
spraiiPg,.· ac'Ol''la~detaP+~~duc~ion in drift over that experienced with con
vent19r-a;'l aen,al:. ·SPrfiy':',e.mulsionshas. been obtained. In.aerial application, 
where 'the~ is. qanger ~6~, ~ril't the: invert emulsions Of 2,4,5-T at 2 pounds 
perac:reitl 5~ gallansvollime per acre can be used" but with the clear ' 
realization that no formulation is a'substitute for good commonsense'in 
lienal application.~o .lJ.ot use ~he inv~rt emulsions in winds,' over 5 mph, and 

.' elnJ?loy,aerial applic~tQr.S~~. have had ex~rience flying these emulsions • 
. stay downWind.from qrop~ and ;leaye buffer s~rips between sprayed areas and 

crop land. ".' 

. " .Equipment has not yet'be~n deve~oped fo~ applying the invert emulsion 
through mist bloWers •. Inverts are not reoommendedfor use in this equipment 
at this time. 

The use of airoraftor mist blowers to apply foliage sprays is confined 
),$rge.ly:t,ocponifer r.e~~asework..,Selec.tive weed tree control in the hardwood 
fores'tsot tpe nor:theast'cannotbe .~ with. overall foliage applications, 
beQause our.·,most. vallUlble hardwoods are ldlled.or severely damaged by even 
~h~rl()H,estf~11ies'"of2~4 •.?~T. Atpres.ent" there are no herbicides commercially 

.,vai.lable .tbat w,hen applied,.as, fDliase sprayS'f'avor one hardwood sp~cies owr 
another. However" in our ,c1lt ,sqr!a~ trea~ents which include frUling, 
gi~irig and tree,inject~ we have individual ,tree t:reatnents whic~ are econ
omicalto Use,inweedingh,~ood as well as conifer stands. 

C. .mILLING AND GIFJ)LOO 

For years" frilling and girdling trees by use of the axe and girdling
 
mach.1neshas been a standardpracticre in t~northea,st. 2,4,5-T at 20-40
 
,poUnds per 100 gall.ons of d1es~loil solutio1'.l has been applied to these cut
 

".~ia~s •. SodiUDiarsenite has also been used extensiv:ely, butd~ to its 
toxicity i.t has gradually l?eenreplacedby 2,,4,5-T. :Kills of ..90%0r better 
can be expected on most weed tree. s~eies found in the northeast by frilling 
or girdling'and treating ,with 2,4,5~T.. . , 
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HOt'l1ever"where more than a rew hundred stems per acre must be treated 
a more rapid and cheaper ~tho.d that is gaininp in popularity in other 
sections of the country is to' use the tree injector. 

1). T,iliE Il\lJLCrING 

~~st tree injectors are hollow cylinder tools about four feet long, with 
a· cutting bit in one end. Either hand. operated or automatic triggering 
mechanisms for releasing the chemical into the cut made by ~he bit are used. 
The injector is thrown at the base of a tree at an angle .0£ approximately 600 
with the ground. Injections are spaced around the base .of the tree at 1.5 to 
2 inch intervals. Trees from.l inch to ten inches in diameter are best sui ted 
to this treatment. 

A solution of 20 pounds of 2,4,S-T low volatile ester, or more recently, 
.. the combination of 2,4-D/2,4,5-T at this r 9te h~ve given 95% kills of oak, 
: .hickory, cherry, maple and related specie sU3)(lO}. Care must be used in 

making certain that the injections penetrate through the cambium layer of the 
tree and into the inner wood. Failure to train tree injector crews in this 
one technique can result in very poor resul ta. 

Over 10,000 of these tree injectors have been sold to foresters in this 
country. One commercial company in the south has treated over 20,000 acres 
with tree injectors at a cost of approximately $lQ.OO per acre. This was on 
land where up to 2000 stems per acre were treatedO). 

In addition to being ideally suited to the weeding of hardwood stands 
where individual stem treatment must be used tree injecting is also the most 
effective treatment we have for species that are hard to kil~ by foliage sprays, 
such as maple, ash and beech (Fagus grandifolia). This technique may be used 
at any time of the year. 

E. BASALSFRAYS 

Basal spraying of small weed tree stems less than 1 inch in diameter is 
a technique employed by some forest companies. The technique is slightly 
different than that commonly used on utility rights-of-way. Rather than 
wetting the bottom 12-18 inches of the stem, only the root collar zone is 
wet to run-off in forest operations. Backpack sprayers equipped with three 
foot extension wands are used. Pressures are kept very low, so that material 
barely flows through the nozzle. Twelve to sixteen pounds of 2,4,5-T or 
2,4-D and 2,4,,5-T per 100 gallons of diesel oil may be used. This treatment 
is effective at any time of the year, but requires careful supervision to 
insure that enough material is applied to obtain a good kill. 

F. Cmlffili'JATIONThEATI1ENTS 

No one of these herbicide application techniques will solve all the weed 
tree problems in northeastern forests. Most forest companies have found that 

'- their most effective control programs involve combinations of these techniques. 

For example, a very effective program in the southeast today consists of 
summer treatroonts with the tractor mounted mist blower to kill back understory 
brush up to 30 feet in height. 
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This is followed by planting in the Fall and vJinter. The final step is 
to remove the overstory canopy, which usually consists of 300-500 stems per 
acre, with tree injectors after the seedlings have become well established(3). 
This program eliminates any herbicide injury to newly planted seedlings and 
takes advantage of the light shade from a high overstory canopy during the 
first critical years of a seedlings establishment. 

There is much yet to be learned and many improvements to be made in the 
herbicide techniques for timber stand improvement given in this paper •. We have 
a number of tools that can help us, but we should try now to refine them. We 
need more information on timing of our foliage sprays to coincide with food 
movement in plants e Good basic experiments by research foresters using radio
active 2,4,5-T and other advanced techniques available today could contribute 
greatly toward solving this problem, and also the problem of sprouting follow
ing foliage spraying. The control of basal sprouting is one of the greatest 
single problems we have in the weed tree control field. We must find a way 
to activate the dormant buds that give rise to these sprouts while there is 
still sufficient herbicide in the plant to move into these sprouts and kill 
them. 

Different rates and formulations should be tried in our tree injector 
work. Seasonal applications with injectors and basal spray treatments should 
be further evaluated. All of this research information should continue to be 
reported in the Northeast Weed Control Conference Forestry Section for the 
benefit of foresters throughout the region. 

It is hoped that the information presented here has contributed a little 
to your understanding of herbicides and how they can be used in improving 
forest stands. More important, it is hoped that your curiosity has been 
aroused and that some of you will want to work on the unsolved problems in 
this field. 
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AQJJATICWEEDCONTROLANDRELATEDPROBLEMS 

AT LAKE MOHAWK,NEWJERSEY 
A PRIVATE LAKE Ca4MUNITY 

Paul C. Castellanos, Lake Supervisor 

This paper is written mainly for the purpose of focusing attention on 
the aquatic weed problem of the private and small lake operator. Pri vate 
lake operators suffer certain disadvantages that state controlled bodies of 
water do not have. They also enjoy certain advantages. state controlled 
bodies of water in New Jersey can and do pool their experience and technical 
knowledge. The private lake operator d.epeDiis mainly upon the guidance of 
chemical concerns or upon the knowledge of temporary success at a nearby 
body of water. 

We h8.ve found that no two bodies· of water are the same as regards to 
fertility, chemical constituents, the amount of seeds stored in the mud, or 
the kind of vegetation. Over-generalization can therefore be misleading. 

The private lake operator, on the other hand, has the advantage of being 
able to organize more effectively :ror a commonpurpose. If the overall 
problem is clearly stated to the community, the question of continuity of 
funds does not present itself every year. It is not only the problem of the 
waterfront properly owner, but the community as a whole as it affects all 
nearby realty values. 

In presenting this paper we do not lay claim to new scientific deduct
ions. We should confide to you now, there is one mark of distinction that -..-' 
this speaker possesses that sets him apart from other speakers at this erud! te 
convention - he possesses no scientific degrees. He feels that he must 
gingerly tread through a mine field of technical knowledge that may explode 
at any moment and he could be trapped by his own logic. Nevertheless, as 
Lake Supervisor of Lake Mohawk, we have had some years of experience on the 
firing line, and this paper may serve as a yardstick of evaluation when com
pared with other privately controlled bodies of water confronted with the 
same problem. More correctly st.ated, it is a progress report. 

To properly present a fifteen year effort we submit a chronological 
background of our activities. The Lake MohawkReservation is a community of 
2500 acres, which lie within the Township of Sparta, Sussex County, New 
Jersey. The Lake Mohawk Country Club owns and maintains three bodies of 
water, used solely for recreational purposes. The main body of water is 
Lake Mohawk, consisting of 9W acres, three miles long and one-half mile wide. 
Upper Lake Mohawk is 24 acres and Alpine Pool, a three acre area, used solely 
for swimming. All are man-made and two are 33 years old as of 19W; Alpine 
Pool is 25 years old. These waters are slightly alkaline, having a pH of 
about 8.1. 

About 1942 Lake Mohawk and Upper Lake Mohawkbecame infected with 
Potamogeton crisius. By 1950 over 225 acres were solidly covered with the 
growth, including all coves and about ninety percent of the shore line. The 
average depth of the infected area was four feet. the plant, hoveV'el:", Waf'. 
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growing in wa.ter twelve feet deep. We measured Bomeplants of this height 
by laying them on a dock. 

During the period from 1945-1950 we tried many devices, same chemical, 
some physical. Our efforts were unsuccessful and the infection spread. The 
first report published in 1946 by the Committee on Water Pollution entitled 
"Aquatic Nui.sa.tlceControl in Wisconsin" outlined their progress with sodium 
arsenite. We tried So test -area 50 x 100 feet in June, 1949 where the growth 
was heavy. In about ten days the weeds in -the treated area disappeared. 
Our Weed Committee at that time decided to proceed with caution before em
barking on a program invol vingthe use of sodium 'arseni te .and no t'uaPther ap
plication was made in 1949. On April 22, 1950,' application was made by a 
power driven tree spraying equipment at 3.7 PPM in a heaVily infected cove. 
No. plants had yet a.ppeared.The purpose of this test wa.s to determine the 
resultant concentration of arsenic -at ~ar10us distances and elapsed time fram 
point of application. Fifteen samples were taken in one gallon pyrex bottles 
and the results _were as follows: " 

Location 1 Location 2 Location 3 
Sample· Center of·Aree: 50 Ft. Spillway 

Date of Sample No. Treated Outside 1/2 Mile 

April 22, 1950 'I L12 ppm 0·50 0.02 
. ..~ 'Weather Clear 

April 23, 1950 2 0.05* 0.34 0.02 
Weather Clear ' 

April 24, 1950 3 2·90 . 0.21' 0.01 
\-leather Clear 

April 25, 1950
 
Rain
 

April 26, 1950 4 0.18 0.03 

April 27,28,29, 1950
 
Weather Clear
 

April 30-May 1, 1950
 
Heavy Rain
 
May 2, 1950 5 0.05 0.04
 

*This sS,JXI.plewas re-checked. It is obviously too low. 
. ' 

Sample I-Location 1 wa.s taken. 2i feet below surface. The sample was 
taken directly after treatment at 3.7 PPM. Arsenic had not yet diffused down 
toward bottom. All. later samples were taken at the surface. 

Sample 2-Location 1 may have been taken over a fresh ~ater spring. 

The results showing thespiilwaywater to be 0.03 -PPlot "Her'" ,r:eaesuring 
as it was lower than that permissible in drinking water. In view of th~r.n. 
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findings we increased the amount of sodium arsenite to 5 PPMand treated the
 
most heavily infected coves in 1950. As most of the Potamogeton crispus seeds
 
have matured into plants by June. in our lake water temperature, we ceased
 
further treatment with sodium arsenite at that time. As arsenic is ubiquitou

sly distributed in soUs in varYing amounts, we took six water samples in June,
 
1950 after treatment had ceased; five from. various inlets and one at the spill

we:y. The results were as follows:
 

Balsam Inlet, dated 6/3/50, contained - 0.03 PPMof arsenic.
 
The Beach Inlet, under same date, contained - 0.01 PPM.
 
The Beiser Pond Inlet - 0.02 PPM,.
 
The Marine Pond Inlet - 0.03 PPM.
 
The Pumping station No. 5 Inlet - 0.01 PPM.
 
The Outlet, dated 6/ll/50 - 0.03 PPM.
 

Two inlet samples were as high in arsenic as the outlet. It indicates that 
the arsenic applied had little effect on the outlet water, if any. Moreover, 
these findings established the reason for the presence of arsenic in previous 
samples taken at Spillway (Location 3, Samples 1 - 2 and possibly 3) on April 
22nd to 24th. 

Since 1950 we have used. sodium arsenite annually each May. The quantity 
used showed a general increase from. 1950-1956. Because of a general improve
ment in the growth density, the amount used in the last four years (1957-1960) 
showed a decrease. We made further examination of our water and lake bottom 
in October, 1960, to determine whether or not we were bUilding up arsenical 
residual after 10 years application of 161,000 pounds of arsenic trioxide 
over the period (as Atlas "A"). For the purpose of comparison we took bottom 
samples of nearby Senaca Lake where no sodium arsenite had ever been applied. 
The two bottom samples taken at Lake Mohawk, and one taken at Upper Mohawk, 
were taken where the arsenic residual, if any, was likely to be the greatest. 
The sodium arsenite is loaded from drums to barge at these points. The after
O':" of the transfer hose is run into the water after loading, thereby sub..ip 
stantially increasing the amount at that point. The greatest amount of load
ing occurs at the point where Sample 4 was taken. The results of the find
i:lg in Sample 4 compared with Sample 1, where no sodium arsenite was ever ap
plied, shows no appreciable difference. 

The samples were fil'tered to remove supernatant water, and each solid 
waf'!washed with one li'ter of distilled '\-rater. The residue was then oven 
Q.ried and weighed. .All samples were submitted for arsenic analyses with the 
following results. 

1.	 Pond Bo'ttom, Senaca Lake, 'taken 10/14ft/:) 

Dried Solids 577 grams 0.000$ arsenic 
Supernatant ~later 56 milliliters 0.65 mg As/liter 
Wash Wa'ter 900 milliliters 0~35mg As/li'ter 

2.	 Lake Bottom, Upper Lake Mohawk, e:t Boat Dock adjacent to sv:hnm1ng 

area, taken 10/20/t/:) 

Dried SOlids 124 grams 0.03~ arsenic 
Supernatant Wa'ter 320 millili'ters 1.20 mg As/liter 
Wash Water 910millili'ters 0.1.3 mg As/liter 
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3. Lake Bottom, La.keMohawk, ,adjacent to Rainbow Trail, taken 10/24/ W 

Dried' Solids ,344 grams 0.02~ arsenic 
Supernatant Water 126 milliliters 1.95 mg As/liter 
Washtvater 965 milliliters 0.33 DIg As/liter 

4. Lake :Bottom, Lake Mohawk, adjacent to Beach 3, taken lO/20/W 

Dried Solids 296 grams 0.007~ ;arsenic 
Supernata!lt, Hater J.85millili tere ,0.55 DIg As/liter 
Wash'l-later 950 millilite:r.:s 0.25 rrigAs/liter 

NOTE - Two other. s~llples have been taken, a...'1dat this writing are in the 
process 01. being analyzed. They ;will be included in this report if 
time permits. ' 

Our method of application is by ~ans of two wooden, flat ,bottom barges, 
16 feet long, 4!-feet Wide aJ;1d20 inches deep, power~d' by out-board motors. 
The flow, is directed through a 20 foot .boom vr..tth 13 outlets evenly spaced, 
The boom i.s mounted on the bow and the solution is pUmpe9-through the bOomby 
an engine at three gallons per minute. ' The form ir.l.which we used the arsentc 
is 40%sqd1um arsenite solution (.four pounds arsenic trioxide per gallon). 
It is run from drums into a one hundred gallon tank carried in the barge. vIe 
have done away With jet nozzles and presaure , The boom is carried cl.oae to 
the water. The, chemica:/.. seems to be eq'qally as eft.acti ve when dripped in as, 
under pressure nozz;Le,s.. There is no .clogging a:t t~' ;nozzle tips nor dXif't. 
on windy daYI;I a plywopd boa.rd ,;J.s mourrced on the bow to protect the operator. 
Rubber gloye$ are prov1:Q.ed to those handling the loading, from drum to barge. 
Treatment is done on Saturdays" a..."':id. only anel continues for one morith.Sundays 
Each barge works in a different area. ,This intermittent treatment keeps our 
concentration down. ., 

To control the' PPM, we, tilile the .run for one hundred:. gallons, a tank-full. 
At a unifor.m speed of five miles per hour and a pumping rate of three gallons 
per minute, it takes 35 minute's to emptytlie tank and the results ,1111 be 
5 PPM at any average depth of four feet <;>rfourteen gallons per acre. ' 'Ex
perienced operators can ve'l::ify tbeir speedbyc:u,ecking with established 
landmarks. These .are the theoretical objectives. In actual operation, fac
tors such as drift~ varying depths, etc,. constant~ycreep in, causing vari
ations from the theoretical. lie balance out. the ,vw:'i~ces by retreating 
about one-third of the area at 5 :PPM. Our initial treatment begins about 
Me.yLst , before any plant haa a:9pe~re~ 'on'the surface.. .We'try to destroy the 
plant before the seeds are fo~u.;ManY seeds stored in the mud bottom have 
not yet sprouted at - the first trt;)atment. The encased seed or the root 
stTU:cture 'of Pota,moge~ cri.~s.. seems to be invulnerable to sodium arsenite. 
About May 20th we find nev plazr!;shave qeveloped, presumably from seeds un- . 
sprouted at the time of the ini'tial treatment. 'rhearea where nell growth 
appears is again treated in the hope that the seed population will eventually 
be reduced. We have employed this double trea.tment prOCedure since 19:>8 and 
there has been a subotantial decrease in plat!.tspe;r square foot since this 
procedure was established. This is further sU·bstant1a.t~d by a 33% decrease, 

~- in our purchase of sodium arsenite in 1959-1960. 
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There is a constant reinfection that occurs annually. The seedlings 

throughout the sun:mer and early fall are carried by the prevailing wind - at 
Lake Mohawkfrom southwest to northeast. Any protruding land acts as a 
seed trap. Areas that lie in the wind shadow of the prevailing wind cur
rents hold their seedlings. It is more difficult to control seed dispersal 
where the prevailing wind is contrary to the 'Water flow. These conditions 
prevail at Upper Mohawk and nearby Lake Hopatcong. In view of the general 
movement of seedlings we have put one cove at the northwestern end of the lake 
under special observation. This area is nine acres. Due to its location and 
width of opening to the main lake (200 yards) this area has a lesser chance 
for reinfection. In 1950 every square foot was covered with Potamogeton 
crispus and was unusable for recreational purposes. In 1900 this area is 
usable at all times and an annoying insect problem has been reduced because 
of the high degree of weed control. For three years we have double treated 
this area in the manner described with the hope of exhausting the seeds stored 
in the bottom. In 1960this area had a very light growth and was treated but 
once. 

Although sodium. arsenite controls our main problem, its use creates an 
obnoxious by-product. The disintegration of the dead weeds sharply raises 
the bacteria, which in turn are finally reduced to fertiliZing elements that 
support a heavy growth of algae. We rake out as much of the dead weeds as 
we can through nine beaches and have persuaded many property owners to do 
likewise. As Lake Mohawk is man-made the lake bottom ....ras formerly farm land 
and pasture land and carried with it all the nutrients kindred to farming 
and cattle grazing. We are on a migratory flight line for birds and their 
fertilizing droppings. Property owners keep their lawns well fertilized and 
every rain storm washes in more nutrients J organic and inorganic. The evi
dence of persistent foam indicates that detergents are carrying organic 
nitrogeneous compounds into the lake. The cumulative effect fram these 
sources and others of nutrient material contribute heavily toward the con
tinued support of weed and algae growth. 

In consideration of these factors of lake fertility we altered our algae 
control program in 1956. We try to run off by natural means 88 much alga 
laden water as possible. To maintain a constant run off we control our spill
way outlet by the use of six 2 x 6" boards laid flat one on the other, as op
posed to 'the eustomary gate used in small lakes. As the lake level drops, 
the top board is removed, thereby assuring a two-inch flow of outgoing water 
off' the top level of the lake where the blue green algae thrives, such as 
Anabaena and MY!=rocystis. In this manner we are able to flush off large 
quantities of algae and their resultant nutrients. \olhen there is a sharp 
differential between the daytime atmospheric temperature and cooler air at 
night, a thermal inversion occurs. The cooler water on top" due to its in
creased, density, segregates temporarily a greater amount of algae in the top 
water. This is run off' if the wind is favora.ble. '-Thenthe lake water reaches 
thermal equilibrium later in the day, the board is replaced to save water. 
By means of' a top water control we are also abl.e to fl.ush off IDaIl¥Potamogeton 
see<1ll.tngs that float about during the sun:mer. In a prolonged drought we re
move as me.ny boards as necessary to maintain a top water overflow as long as 
possible. If the drought is of such duration that no water goes over the 
spillway we can expect an. increase in lake fert.:Llity .and a heavier aquatic 
growth the following year. 
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As an algicide we have been using 2,3-Dichloronaphthoquinone (Phygon 

XL). This is a selective algicide and will not produce, in our opinion, the 
clarity of water that copper sulphate does, Within the fish kill liniits. 
There are certain well established critical temperatures of fresh water that 
stimulate certain species of algae into activity. We watch for 68 degrees 
Fahrenheit and 77 degrees Fahrenheit. However, we are not attempting to 
destroy all algae, as we try to run off as much as possible in suspension. 
Moreover it protects our fish life. Our costs for algae treatment l~re for
merly higher than the cost for weed treatment. Now algae control expenditures 
are one-third of the present cost of weed treatment. We must advise that 
we have to face up to some complaints about algae following the weed kill, 
but there is an understanding acceptance, in view of the overall objective. 

The dichlone is applied by the same equipment as the sodium arsenite 
with minor changes. We mix fifty pounds of the powder with one hundred gal
lons of lorater. The liquid is drawn from the tank by a twenty gallon per 
minute pump. A "y" connection is used to direct one outlet approXimately 45 
degrees off the port stem and the other 45 degrees off the starboard stern. 
To produce a spray pattern two short lengths of ordinary garden hose with 
adjustable nozzles are used. An effective mix is obtained ,men the spray 
pattern just meets the outer edges of the propeller wash. We use one pound 
per acre. Control and constant agitation is obtained by adjusting a by-pass 
valve directing a percentage of flow-back to the tank. 

As possibly related to our algae growth, a comment on our coliform 
count is interesting. Considering the potential possibilities we have of 
coliforn contamination, we are unusually low. We are told by a local 
bacteriologist; who does our analytical work in this category, that we have 
the ,lowest average coliform count of all northern New Jersey lakes that come 
under his observation - also the highest algae count. This possible re
lationship is supported by a paper presented at the American Public Health 
Association on November 3rd at San Francisco, entitled II Controlled Photo
synthesis and Public Health ll 

, and the National Civic Review July, 1900. 
The rapid production of oxygen by algae acts as one of natures most powerful 
purifying agents. This is another reason why we have put limits on our 
algae kill. 

lVithin the boundaries of the Lake Mohawk reservation, we have a 
twenty-four acre pond known as Upper Mohawk. This pond is also infected 
with Potamogeton. crisp~s • Our treatment in this pond is the same as on the 
main .Lake , For sqme reason the plants grow at Upper Lake with less vigor 
and develop about three weeks later. In 1958 this pond was infected lrl.th 
Myriophyllum ·spicatum. It spread with great rapidity. By August, 1958, the 
growth could be seen under water throughout the entire t,,,enty-four acres. 
On August 20, 1958, we treated with 2,4,5-TP (Kuron) at 2 PPM; The chemical 
was mixed with fifty percent water in a one hundred gallon tank and was con
stantly· agitated by power. Application was ~de with an ordinary adjustable 
garden hose nozzle under light pressure. Every square foot was treated. The 
shore linea were simultaneously treated with a hand pump from a rowboat. The 
Myriophyllum was literally nipped in the bud. No evidence of this growth has 
re-appeared up to 1900. To prove this control, we elim1n.a.ted all treatment 
of either sodium arsenite or 2,4,5-TP in 1959. The 2,4,5-TP applied in 
August, 1958 also sharply lessened the Potamogeton growth in 1959. lIowever, 
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in 1960 the Potamogeton re-appeared and treatment was resumed with sodium 
arsenite. The 2,4;5-TP does not seem to a.ffect the well established~
mogeton crispus, but apParently does affect the seedlings that float about 
during the summer. It appears that if the initial infection of Myriophyllum 
can be destroyed before seeds are deposited and fertilizer in the lake bot
tom, the eradication is permanent. Of course, reinfection trom outside 
sources may occur at any time. 

From our experience it appears that the MYriophyllum family draws a 
greater quantity of nutrients from water to sustain its growth than the 
Potamogetons do. We have never seen a sustained heavy algal growth where 
miophyllum thrives. In the case of Upper Mohawk, it could be that the 
sporadic invasion of Myriophyllum so exhausted the nutrients in the water that 
the Potamogeton had difficulty in 1959 in finding sufficient food for vigorous 
growth. We need research in this direction - to find out what plants take 
what quantity of nutrients from the water to sustain themselves. 

It is our belief that the hormone type of weedicide such as 2,4-D and 
2,4,5-TP is an all or none proposition. A test area seems to create on its 
outer periphery a zone of growth stimulation and extends to a point where 
sunlight no longer penetrates. This does not mean to infer that 2,4,5-TP 
is superior to 2,4-D. Before 2,4-D was commonly pelletized, we treated a 
nearby pond with 2,4-D in liquid form. at Z{osolution. The entire surface of 
fifteen acres was treated and the results were highly acceptable. The growths 
varied but was predominantly Anacharis. 

The question of lowering the lake to assist in weed control has pro
bably received more comment by property owners than any other facet of this 
problem. Probably because it is the physical activity most recognizable by 
most people. From a botanical point of view it could be beneficial provided 
popular opinion allowed one to lower the water on a botanical timetable 
rather than a recreational timetable. Certain aquatics flower in August. 
If the seeds and pollen could be flushed off at that time it would be de
cidedly advantageous in controlling one phase of plant reproduction. How
ever there are additional means of reproduction other than through flowers. 
The Potamogeton family, the most numerous of the seed aquatics, produces new 
seeds through flowers in June. We doubt the public acceptance of this scien
tifically timed biology should ve drain the lake in June. 

We first began to pay serious attention to lake fertility during drought 
periods when no water 1'las going over our spillway and the fertilizing 
elements of Lake Mohawkwater increased. We then examined a swimming pool 
that recirculated its water for PUrification. In June the pool was filled 
with POtable water whichithowed .05 nitrates PPM. By September it had jumped. 
to 8.25 PPM. The algal growth increased proportionately. We then examined 
the bottom water of a drained lake in several areas. The results showed in
creased nitrates or a high coliform count, both nu.trients that support vege
tation. Hydraulic engineers have informed us that when the static pressure 
is altered, as lowering the lake does then all the elements, organic and in
organic flow by the force of' gravity toward the drained area. These will 
later serve as foOd for some vegetation growth. Furthermore when a lake is 
lowered a mass of exposed dead vegetation appears on the receded shore line. 
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It would be beneficial to remove this material. We have never seen it re
moved. It becomes a rich compost by Spring. When the lake is filled this 
shore line compost is already there as a fertilizer. 

There is another aspect to be considered. Many owners of lake front 
property build masonry walls at considerabl.e expense. Hhile it is true that 
many of the walls are not properly built, the gct of lcnfering the lake in
creases the risk of 'Winter damage. The water under the ice is obviously above 
freezing. It is about 38 degrees Fahrenheit. If the protection of this 38 
degree Fahrenheit water is removed by l.owering the lake, masonry walls are 
subject to the usual heaving and cracking that a deep freeze creates. 

From 'fhat has been said it is obvious that we are generally opposed to 
lowering the lake level, and specifically opposed to it in connection with 
Lake Mohawk. In northern New Jersey many have watched with keen interest the 
fine work of Mr. Horrocks, your next speaker, in connection with control ac
tivities at Lake Hopatcong. His work has been so convincing that many people 
at Lake Mohawk have asked why we do not lower our lake as they do at Hoptacong. 
Mr. Horrocks has unknowingly forced me into a rebuttal. 

In c.onclusion, we find we have independently developed practically the 
same techniques and obtained the same results as outlined in the report of 
1958 published by the Committee of Water Pollution, Madison, vlisconsin. In 
some respect our approach is different as to rooted and unrooted vegetation. 
vlhere these differences occur have been pointed out in this report. Our 
best progress from the standpoint of exhausting the seed supply stored in 
the mud has been in the last three years, when double application was made in 
the manner described - and at lower cost. To what degree we have been able 
to lower the overall fertility of the lake by lessening the decomposition of 
algae within the water by chemical treatment cannot be stated 'With certainty . 
.Although we consistently have the water analyzed to determine one of the main 
fertilizing agents, nitrates, no clear correlation can be drawn between the 
growth of vegetation and nitrate content. Nevertheless, we have observed 
that 'VTe no longer have a. troublesome second growth of potamogeton in September 
as we formerly had. This seems to indicate a lessening of fertility. 

What we are trying to do at Lake Mohawk is to bring the paradoxical di
lemma ,between the naturalist and the chemist in better aligtUn.ent. Our belief 
in the chemical control point of view is supported by the fact that we have 
spent some $80,000 in making our water more acceptable. vIe said at the out
set that we could be trapped by our own logic and we think we have proved it. 
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PROGRESSREPORT ON THE FIELD TESTING OF 
VARIOUSHERBICIDES FOR AQUATICWEEDCONTROL 

by 

JASON M. CORTELL, Biologist 
ALLIED BIOLOGICAL CONTROLCORPORATION 

Boston, Massachusetts 

In recent years, a consicerab1e research effort has 
been made in Getermining the potentials of Si1vex anc Granular 
2,4-D formulations as effective aquatic herbicides. 

Examination of the literature indicates that Si1vex 
2-(2,4,5-Tr~chlorophenoxy)propionic acid,propy1ene glycol 
formulation, was found to be highly effect.ive in the control 
of a large complex of aquatic vegetation, such as: Myrionhyllum 
sp., NYrnphaea, sp. NUPhar sp., ~rasenia sp., Cabomba sp., Elodea 
sp., Ceratophyllum sp., Pontederia sp., Sagittaria sp., 
Ca1litriche sp., Juncus ap , , Typha sp , (1,2,8,10,12). 

Similarly,field studies using various formulations 
of granular 2,4-D have indicated satisfactory results in the 
control of many susceptible forms, such as: MyrioQhyllgm-sp., 
Cabornba sp., Elode~ sp., Nymphaea sp., Nupher sp., Luclwigia,sp., 
Trapa sp., (4,5,7,9,11,12). . 

While Silvex and Granular 2,4-D appear to be effectivu 
against a wice range of species, nearly all repo~ts indicate 
their ineffectiveness in the control of pond weeds, Potamogeton 
sp. 

Since this 'species and other highly resistant forms, 
play an important role in thE ;co10gy of a weed infested pond, 
their control is cvns Lder-od to be highly desirable. 

Flanagan (1960) reported excellent control was obtained 
of Potamogeton ap , with Sinliazine at 3.0 ppm. (3). A progress 
report on the usc of Aqua Ld.n' Herbicide by Green (1960) LndLca t ed 
that subm,~rged anc floating forms appoared to be susceptible 
to this chamical (6). 

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the 
effectiveness of certain herbicides for use iri the control of 
aquatic vegetation, with particular reference to species of 
Potamogeton sp. 
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prWCEDUltB 

Thu chcn Lc aLa tvstuc. in this study w~r~ a s follows: 
~qunlin, Endothal, Estcron 99, M-184S, M-1847, Silvcx 4L, nn~ 
Sdrna z Ln c , The active ingr0G.it.:nts a nd vt.ho sOU:::'Cl.::of thc;sc 
formulations are found in Table I. 

Tl.BLE I 

l'.CTIVE INGREDIENT	 SOURCE 

AQUALIN	 ~crolcin, aeryla~ehydc, Shell 
2, propenol 

BNDOTH1L	 Disodium 3,6 Encoxohexa Pennsalt 
hyc!rophthalato 

M-1845	 LiquiL salt of Silvcx; 2-(2,4, Dow 
5-Triehlorophenoxy) Propionic acid 

H·-1847	 Granular salt of Silvvx Dow 
2, (2,4,5-Triehloropncnoxy) 
Propionic Clcid 

ESTERON 99	 2,4-Dicitrochlorophcnoxy Dow 
l\cetic acid 

SILVEX 4L	 2(2,4,5-Triehloroph~noxy) Chipman 
Propionic acid, Iso-oetyl 
0stcr ' 

SIMAZINE	 (2-Chloro-4-6 bis ethylaoino) G<.:igy 
-3-triazinc 

.'.11 f'de Ld tests w~rL; cnrricc! out undc.r conC:itions 
which werE;; as c Lo s e Ly standarc.ized [IS po as Lb Lo , f\rcas WE;;re 
enrefully screened to insure both ecologie;;l nnd limnological 
similarity. 

Liquid chemical applications wuro mnce using a 
sp~cially designed chcmicnl inj(.;ction system to insure uniformity 
of treatmLnt. Initially, granular formulations were applied 
with ,0 rotary spreader. However, this was found to be 
in0ffici~nt especially in thu treatment uf back cove areas 
where manubv~rability.was· liuited. 
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It· was tht.;n necessary to dcvcLop a granular chemical 
injection system similar to that used with liquic formulations. 
By introducing the granular material into a stream of water, it 
was th~n possible to spray the chemicals evenly over the surface 
of the area to be treated. 

A closed system, utilizing uncerwater jLts, was 
developed for ths application of Aqualin Herbicides. 

RESULT§ 

'I'h« effecti vcnc as of the herbicides tested is 
indicated as tho percentage of aquatic vegetation showing 
discoloration of stem and leaf tissue, cytological decay, and/ 
or complete disintegration. 

LIQUID FORMULATIONS 

AQUALINHERBICIDES: A total of six experiments were 
conducted between Jun,., 1960 and Sc::,tember, 1960. To plots 
of 1.0 to 3.0 acres, Aqualin was applied at the rate of 3.0 ppm. 
In all tests, the species of aquatic WCCc.swere the samo. 
Potamog~ patans , the predominant form, was controlled 
effectively with a dogree of kill estimated ~t 90 to 100%; 
Utricularia purpurea 100%; with only slight rcinfcstation late 
in th0 fall from surrounding untreated areas; Algae (filamentous) 
100%; Nymphaea ~orata 20%; NuphD.r ndvena 20%; Brasenia schrebei 
40%; PolXgonum ponnsylvanicum, no results. 

ENDOTHALAQUATICWEEDKILLER: Plots, at the rate 
of 2.0 ppm, 3.0 ppm and 5.0 ppm, were treated on Juno 28 and 
August 25, 1960. Tests conducted in June at 2.0 ppm on plots 
of 1 acre in size gaVG only a moderate reduction in the density 
of the weed growth. Control was (;stimD.tcd as follows: 
Potamogeton natans .50%; Nymphaea sp., Nuphar sp., Brascnia sp., 
and Utricula~ sp., were not significantly affected. 

Plots, treated in August, 1960 at rates of 3.0 ppm 
to 5.0 ppm gave excellent control. Effectiveness was estimated 
as follows: Potamogeton lli1tans 90 to 100%; Potamogeton oaksianus 
90 to 100%; Utricularia sp., 100%; Algae 100%; Polxgoriium 
p~nnsylvanicum 60%; Nymphn~ ,sp.,30%.and Nupharsp.,30%.

; 

lvl-1845 (SILVEX): Tw areas wer-e trcatcc .ab the rate 
of 1.0 ppm. One area of two acres, treated on July 27, 1960, 
was effectively controlled 'of the following forms of aquatic 
vegetation: MXriophvllum heterophxllum 100%; Nxmphaea sp., 
90%1 Nuphar sp., 60%;and Utricularia sp.,60%. 
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On AUVlst 15, 1960, tht first of tnrf;c trcatmonts 
wns made to a 23 aero rus0rvoir filled with Eloden,canadensis. 
Trcatm0nt was ~ede at four dny intervals to minimize the 
possibil~ty of fish kill anrl undesirablo odors. Control was 
ostimated at 95%. No undesirable odors or tastes were exhibited. 
There was no fish kill. ' 

SILVEX ~ TreetmJnt was made on July 27, 1960 at 
tho rate of 0.5 ppm. Control of Myriophyllu~ hcterophyllum was 
excellent and estimated at 100%. Floating forms, however, showed 
only slight control at this rate. The species and the degree of 
control were as follows: Nymphaen sp., 70%; Nuphar sp., 30%; 
Brasenia sp., 30%. There was considerable regrowth of these 
latter forms noted in September when the areas were resurveyod. 

GRANULARFORMULATIONS 

ENDOTHAL 5% QRANULAR: On June 30, two 1.0 acre plots 
were treated at tho rate of 2.0 ppm. The species an~ degree 
of control were as follows: Potamogeton natans 90%; Potamoguton_ 
Robbinsii 100%; Nvmphaea sp., 60%; Nuphar sp.,40%; Utricularia 
sp., 60% and Polygonum sp., 30%. 

ESTERON 99 (2,4-D): Treatment was m~de to 1.0 acre 
and 2.5 acre plots on June 27 and July 27 respectively. Application 
at th~ rates of 50 lbs/acrc proLucerl results as follows: 
MYriophvllumh~tcrophy~lum 100%; Nymphaea ap., 80%; NuphQ£ sp., 
60%; ££ratophyllun eem;rsum 70%; Potarnogcton natans, no results. 

M-1847 (SILVEX): A 5.0 acre area was treated on 
.Iunr. 29, 1960 att1k rate of 50 lbs/acrc. Granular salt of 
Silvcx pro~uc~d excellont results in 
following forns: liYm,phaca sp.,lOO%; 
Ccratophyllurn cemcrsum 100%; Utricularin 

clcaring the 
Nuphl'r sp., 

purpurca 

area 
100%; 

80%. 

of tho 

sn,MZI~~ 4G: \nlilc only one test was concucted 
this mrterial, an( that being only 0.75 acro in size, 
wns felt however that the results against Piblyr;on1.!E 
pcnnsylv.;:.nicum were somowh.ct significant. Control of 
species was estimotcd at 80% of the original population. 

it 

this 

with 

DISCUSSION: 

Field studios of tho various herbicides tested indicate 
clearly that some formulations are more effective in dealing 
with one nqudtic'wcod problem thnn another. It is also 
significant to point out that no one chOt"lical was effective 
against all s~ccics of aquatic vegotation treated. 
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l.qunlin Hcrbici(.l(; pr-ove-d to be cxt.r emeLy wffccti vo
 
fer use in the control of c~rtain resistnnt species, such as
 
Potamogcton sp. However, Aqualin die not app0nr to effectively
 
control many flo~ting and emergent forms. Thu cajor drawbacks
 
to th ..; "lip:e spread of this material lies in its highly volatilo
 
nature. Since the chemical causes lacrication when exposed to
 
the unprotected ey" a closeG. system nust be maintained during
 
all phases of tllC application. Consieerably mono work must be
 
clone in the developmont of safe handling techniques if Aqualin
 
Herbicic.e is to hevc wide spread use in aquatic weed control.
 

BDth granular and liquid formulations of Endothal,
 
appear- to be highly promising for the control of pond weeds,
 
Potarnogeton sp., Nymphaea sp., and othor emergent forms,
 
ciic not responci. as well as die: the submt;rged spcciE:.s. The only
 
difference between the two forms of this material was that the
 
liquid formulation proGucod a genorally dispersed pattern
 
whil~ granular Endothnl was more localized in its effoct.
 

,Experimental formulations M-1845, Silvux, produced 
'~xcollent results. Since there were no species of Potamogeton 
in the pond treated with M-184S, no comparison can be drawn 
with the other formulntions tested. However, its effectiveness 
in the control of Elodea sp. and Nymphaea sp., coupled with 
its relatively low toxicity t.o fish.jmake it a highly desirable 
mrt.er-La L for use in watersh.::.::d and r-eaor-vo Lz- t.r~as. r-c is !:?p.:.:.:'ont 
..thnt adC'itional work along these lines ahou'l.d be undertaken. 

Experimental formulation M-1847, Granular Silvox,
 
was not only highly effective but also safE; ane easy to handle.
 
Its wide range of susceptibl~'species .incicates that additional
 
w rk ahou Lc' be done to accurately det.crr-Lnc its ultimat<.:
 
potential.
 

It wouLc' be difficult, bccauae of the 'limited number
 
of field tests concuctt.;i, to evalunt~ the results obtainec
 
with the other materials t~stl;d. It appears, however, that
 
tht.; results clearly Lnd Lca t.e that each of th~;s(~ formulations
 
have a definite rang~ of weed sUBceptibility.
 

Since there is e wide vari<.:ty of aquatic weed
 
problems, it appears that thv type of control suited for on~
 

species may be entir<.:ly unsuited to another. The results
 
obtained in this comparative fiel~ study, and inforcation
 
now available on othor hi.rbicides, clearly indicatos that
 
while no onu chemical cnn resolve all problems, certain
 
combinl'.tions, specifically cnmbined, can ultimately be nn
 
answer to effectivt; aquatic weed control.
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1. Aqualin hcrbicicb was found to be effective in 
tho control of ~otQmogcton sp.,. and other resistant forms, 
howcve r-j- ti1.e material was difficult to hancLe . 

2. Endothal liquid and granular formul.tinns were 
successful in controlling pone weeds ane other forms. They 
were not effective in tao control of certain floating and 
emergent species. 

3. ~-1845 and M-1847 were both effective against a 
wide range of spccias. Both materials should ba examined further. 

4. Silvux 4L, iso-oetyl ester, responded similarly to 
pr-opy Lon c glycol fcrnulations in producing excellent control 
of Hyrio.2hyllum.sp. 

5. Esteron 99 failed to control pone weeds, but appears 
to be effective against certain su~mcrged and floating forns. 

6. Sima zinc was effective in the control of Polvgonum sp. 

7. Combinations of chemical appear to be logicnl approach 
in arcas where varied susceptibility occurs. 

-
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A Study of the Effect of the Weed-Killer, 

2, 4-D Aqua Granular on Six Experimental 

Plots of Long Pond, DutChess County, N. Y. 

Madelene E. Pierce, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, New York. 

The purpose of this study was to compare the results upon six 
experimental plots after each had been treated with different 
conoentrations of 2, 4-D Aqua Granular. Observations were made 
not only of the effect upon the pondweeds, but also of.the ef
fect upon plankton and the benthic forms. The duration of this 
study was from May 25 to September 20, 1960. 

Again I wish to thank Mr. John Gould of the New York State 
Department of Conservation for his continued encouragement and 
practical aid. For the third summer, Mr. Otto Johnson has 
graciously given me the use of his boats. The Dow Ohemical 
Company prOVided me with a small grant whioh covered mileage ex
pense, stUdent help, and the purohase of 2 new pieces of ap
paratus. Thanks to this grant, the Zoology Department of Vassar 
College did not need to stretch its bUdget so far for me this 
year, but it always helped when necessary. The Diamond Alkali 
Company prOVided the 2, 4-D Aqua Granular or Crop Rider. 

Sinoe the conditions in Loni Pond have been desoribedin 
detail (Pierce 1958, 1959, 1960) only a brief comment upon the 
plots studied during the summer of 1960 will be made. A series 
of six plots (50 X 50 ft.) was staked out along the west shore 
with intervals of 25 feet between the plots. The series was 
located within the shallow littoral zone (1-3 feet) Which, for 
the most part was choked With a dense growth of floating and 
submerged pondweeds. The bottom consisted of a deep (oar 1s 

length and more) layer of soft mud and deoomposing plants. The 
dominant floating plant was N~Phaea odorata, which covered com
pletely the surface of two plo s. The most abundant submerged
plant was undoubtedly Utricularia purpurea Which formed a thiok 
mat over the bottom of the plot. Included in this dense and 
tangled mat in scattered patches were, Chara, several speoies 
of potamo~etons, and the moss Drepanocladus which formed a 
thick bor er very olose to the shore line. 

* Pierce, 1958. 12 Ann. Meet .. Northeast. Weed Oontrol Conf. 
338-343. 

1959. 13 Ann. Meet. Northeast. Weed Control Conf. 
310-314. 

1960. 14 Ann. Meet. Northeast. Weed Control Conf. 
472-475 and 483-487. 
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The oontrol plot was ohosen somewhat south of the experimental 
area, at a distanoe great enough to be unaffeoted by diffusion. 

Between the dates June 8-10, preoeding the applioation of the 
Aqua Gran~lar on June 29, preliminary observations were made and 
sampling was carried out. After the applioation, this routine of 
observation and sampling was repeated at intervals throughout the 
season, namely JUly '1, July S, July 20, and September 15. Samples 
were taken at random from eaoh plot and the oontrol. In eaoh 
plot the bottom temperature was reoorded, a water sample from the 
bottom was obtained, and two hauls for benthio organisms were 
made wi than Eokman dredge. A plankton haul was also made and 
standardized as well as possible by rowing 3 times aoross the 
plot. The oontents of the dredge were sieved, identified, and 
oounted in the field. The plankton was taken direotly to the 
laboratory where it was identified under a binooular disseoting
miorosoope. The water samples also were oarried immediately to 
the laboratory where determinations of pH and 02 in ppm were made 
by the use of the Hellige Testing APparatus. 

On June 29, the Aqua Granular was applied by hand from a 
rowboat. As the granules were soattered from the boat, most of 
them sank sloWly to the underlying weeds, or fell to the bottom 
mud if that was unoovered.· Some granules remained on the lily
pads for a day or two but eventually fell into the water. 
Granules were obvious in the water for 4 or 5 days and some were 
visible even a week after the application • 

. The six experimental plots were treated as follows. Three 
plots reoeivedgranules of 10% 2, 4-D aoid equivalent, at a con
centration of 0.9 ppn, 1.,3 ppm, and 1.8 ppn. The other three 
received granUles of 20% 2, 4-D aoid equivalent at aoonoentration 
of 1.8 PPm, 2.6 ppm, and 3.6 ppm. In both series the bulk rate 
was So lbs./aore, 75 Ibs./acre and 100 lbs./aore. . 

. Since the immediate results of the applioation of the 
granules Were similar for all plots, a general description ap
propriate ,for all will be given. On the first day after the 
application, the typioal reactio:t) pegan. Lily pads developed
brown spots and began to ourl; flowers looked Wilted; petioles
appeared slightly longer. On the seoond day, the reaotion was 
intensified. The lily pads were ourling, and due to the 
elongated petiole, overturning. By the sixth day, the pads and 
stems presented a tangled mass of vegetation. The numerous 
elongated and arohed petioles together with the overturned pads 
gave a definite red cast to the plots. Both stems and leaves 
were decaying rapidly. At this point it was obvious that 
Nymphaea and Brasenia had reoeived lethal doses of 2, 4-D. 
However, 'no opinion on the condi tion of submergGO.vegeta tton 
could be advanced. 
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By the end of three weeks, the surfaoe of the plots was 
partly oleared by the natural deoomposition and sinking of the 
vegetation. This olearing prooess oould easily be hastened by
raking and removing the dead plants. The borders of the plots 
were preoisely outlined by the flat green pads of the untreated 
surrounding area. Even the oorners were aoourately defined. 
This would imply that little diffusion of the 2, 4-D had ooourred. 
All plots showed the destruotion of Nym~ea and Brasenia. The 
two plots reoeiving the largest doses, 20-75 and D=2o-100, 
exhibited extreme oonditions. The deoomposition ooourred more 
rapidly and more intensely. 

As for the submerged plants, it was as always, very diffi
oult to make a deoision. In the dredges, many living weeds 
(Ohara, Utrioularia and several Potamogetons) were still present.
In faot, the Utrioularia possessed oonspiouous bright green grow
ing tips. The oarpet of dense vegetation on the bottom was 
definitely still present and growing. 

The next sampling date was September 15, eleven weeks after 
the applioation of the pellets. During late July and August,
the surfaoe of all plots had beoome olear of lily pads and re
mained so for the season. The borders and oorners of several 
plots were still very preoisely outlined and obvious to even a 
oasual observer. In plots where low ooncentration of 2, 4-D had 
been used, (0.9 ppm and 1.3 ppm) a aery few new leaves of 
NlIDphaea were sprouting in soattere patohes. However, in all the 
other plots no regeneration was notioed. In brief, all conoen
trations used were effeotive in olearing the surfaoe of Nymphaea
and Brasenia for the season. . 

As for the submerged plants, it oan be said that the dense 
carpet of Utricularia and Ohara was diminished and restrained, 
but not eradioated. A oomparison with untreated surrounding 
areas did show a reduotion in the mass of vegetationwhioh is 
held far below the surfaoe of the water, instead of oooupying 
every inoh from bottom to surfaoe. The moss Drepanooladus ap
peared to be entirely resistant to 2, 4-D granules and showed 
no retardation in growth or reduotion in abundance. 

It is suggested that the low oonoentrations used were sUf
fioiently strong to olear the surfaoe of floating weeds, and 
that possibly even lower ooncentrations might well be effeotive 
for these speoies. 

Since the summer of 1960 was a relatively cool and sunny
period, no extremes of temperature were reoorded either- for the 
air or the water. From June 8-September 20 the variation in· the 
pond followed the expeoted seasonal trend. Throughout the 
month of June the temperature of the water remained constantly

7l oF. 74oF,at By July 1, it rose to and increased to 780F by
680F.July 20. By September 15, it had dropped to a seasonal 
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The dissolved oxygen content refleoted in general the seasonal 
trend of temperature, both in the control and experimental plots.
The control was consistently the lowest, ranging from 5.5 ppm on 
June 8, to a low of 4.0 ppm on July 20, and returning to 7.5 ppm 
on September 15. Within the experimental plots the same trend 
was apParent, but the variation ocourred over a wider range.
On June 8 a reading of 8.0 ppm was oommon, deoreasing to 
4.0-6.0 ppm by July 20, and returning to 8.0 ppm by september 15. 
There appeared to be no correlation of dissolved oxygen oontent 
with different concentrations of weedioide in the plots. 

The pH readings, although reflecting slightly a seasonal 
change were remarkably constant. In both oontrol and experi
mental plots the readings usually fell between 7.2-7.6. Only
during late July when temperatures were high and 02 ppm low did 
the pH fall to 7.0 in the control and two of the experimental
plots. No correlation of pH with different conoentrations of 
the weedicide can be established. 

The plankton identified can be conveniently grouped With 
the same divisions as in previous years: Myxophyoeaei 
Chlorophyceae (including desmids and diatoms); Protozoa; 
Rotifera; Annelida; Crustacea (Copepoda, Cladocera, Ostraooda, 
and Amphipoda); Insecta (larvae or nymphs of Mayflies, Damsel
flies, Dragonflies, and Diptera); Gastropoda; and Arachnida 
(many mites). Again as last year, there were So commonly oc
ourring species large enough to be identified by the low power 
of the oompound microscope, and many additional tiny forms. 
The constant ooourrenoe of the same organisms over and over 
again was monotonous to identify. Out of the 27 hauls made, 
three forms, Arcella, Microasterias and Ceratium ocourred every
time. Many other forms oocurred 25 out of 27 times. No 
acourate quantitative studies were attempted beoause of the 
difficulties of preoise collecting. However, any qualitative
seasonal variation was refleoted by control and experimental
plots alike. 

Within the first 2 days following application of the 
granUles, however, the plankton population of all experimental 

ll •plots appeared to be "siok While it is very diffioult to 
desoribe this condition, espeoially since there was no quanti
tative data as proof, the general description is as follows: 
In all plots, but especially at concentrations of 2.6 ppm and 
3.6 ppm, there was a decrease in the phyto plankters, namely
the green filamentous and coccus forms and the blue green 
filamentous. In the large finger boWls, there were fewer 
lively active crustacean forms, which were usually very
abundant and easily seen. In general, a little of everything
survived, but the representation 1n abundanoe was poor. Many 
plankters from the experimental plots died in the finger bowls 
after two or three hours, while those in the control survived 
as usual until the following day. It should be mentioned that 
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during these first few days afterapplioation, undissolved granules 
were often oolleoted with the plankton, and thus the plankton may 
have been living in extremely high oonoentrations of 2, 4-D for 
the hours immediately following their oolleotion. 

By the eighth day after applioation, a deoided lIimprovementtl 
was notioed in the plankton samples, and by the next sampling
date (unfortunately three weeks) all samples resembled the oon
trol. It is possible, therefore, that the presenoe of 2, 4-D 
granules in relatively high oonoentration does reduce the plankton
population at least temporarily. 

At all times throughout the 1960 season, large aquatio verte
brates such as turtles, frogs, and fish were present and Vigor
ous in t he treated plots as well as the control. Many schools of 
small, young fish, (l-l~n) were observed swimming aotively in 
and about the weeds. 

The benthio organisms dredged and identified in 1960 were 
members of the same large groups as in previous years. These 
8ro.up~were: Annelida (leeches and oligoohaete worms); Gastropoda
(several genera, Amnioola, Helisoma, PhYsa a.nd Valvata.); 
Peleoypoda (Sphaerlum); Ampl'iipoda ( the oommonscud); Isopoda
(Asellus); Insecta (larval stages of Mayfly, Damsel fly, Dragon
fly, and Midge). Both oontrol and experimental plots showed a 
seasonal fluotuation. For example, the number of Mayfly larvae 
oounted in June and in September was lO/dredge, but in late July
this rose to SO/dredge. The number of Valvata trioarinata 
oounted in June was'2/dredge, Whereas in September the oount was 
aO/dredge. In no sample did anyone group show any significant 
~riation from the seasonal fluctuation exhibited by the contro~. 
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Summary 

1.	 Six experimental plots (SO X So ft.) were selected along the 
west shore line of Long Pond. 

2.	 The observations on these plots were made from May 25

September 20, 1960.
 

3.	 Preliminary study of the following conditions and organisms 
was carried out on June 8: bottom temperature, pH, diS
solved oxygen content, plankton and benthic forms, large
aquatic vertebrates, and pondweeds. The same routine of 
study was repeated on July 1, July" July 20, and 
September 1,. 

4.	 The six experimental plots were treated With different oon
oentra.tions of 2, 4-D Aqua Granular (Crop Rider). These 
concentrations ranged from 0.9 ppm, 1.3 ppm, 1.8 ppm,
2.6	 ppm, to 3.6 ppm. 

5.	 The periphery of eaoh experimental plot was preoisely de
fined by the surrounding untreated green area. This implies
that diffusion of the granules from the plot is negligible. 

6.	 MYmEhaeaodorata and Brasenia sp. were suooessfully

elIminated by all oonoentrations.
 

7.	 Utrioularia purpurea was definitely reduoed but not
 
eliminated by oonoentrations of 1.8 ppm, 2.6 ppm, and
 
3.6	 ppm. 

680-788.	 The temperature of the bottom water varied between 0 F. 

9.	 The pH fluotuated from 7.6-7.0, and varied as did the oontrol. 

10.	 The dissolved oxygen oontent fluotuated from 8 ppm in both 
June and September to a low of 4 ppm in mid-summer. Treated 
plots varied With the control. 

11.	 Plankton was oonstantly represented in both oontrol and ex
perimental plots by the same forms as in preVious years.
During the eight days after treatment,' both the aotivity and 
numbers of the population appeared reduoed. By the end of 
three weeks, the POPUlation had regained its original oon
dition before treatment, and similar to the oontrol. 

12.	 Benthio forms were oonstantly represented by forms identioal 
with those of preceding summers. Their numbers were not 
effeoted by treatment. They varied as did the oontrol. 

13.	 Fish of all ages, frogs, and turtles were present and vigorous
in both treated and control areas. 
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Progress Report on the Effect of Kuron Applications 

after one and Two years at Long Pond, Dutchess County, 

New York. 

Madelene E. Pierce, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, New York., 

The purpose of this paper 1s to make brief oomments upon 
the condition, in 1960, of experimental plots treated with 
Kuron in 1957 and 1958 *(Pieroe, 1958, 1959, 1960). A· two 
acre plot, treated in 1958 with a conoentration of 2 ppm, was 
sucoessfully cleared of Nymphaea, Nuphar and Pontedaria and 
remained clear for the entire season. In June 1939, the surfaoe 
was still praotioally clear of these weeds exoept for a few 
scattered plants of Nymphaea and Nuphar. The area was again
treated with a conoentration of 1.2 ppm. The soattered plants
suooumbed quiokly and the surface remained olear of them for the 
entire season. During the summer of 1960 no further treatment 
was given to these two acres. However, the surfaoe of the area 
remained clear and not a pond lily pad was present throughout
the season. 

The effect of the applioations in 1958 and 1959 upon the, 
submerged weeds was not so successful. By the summer of 1960, 
Utrioularia was still definitely reduoed, especially in shallow 
areas, but not eradioated. Potamogeton amplifolius and P. 
natans were flourishing in the deeper areas. 

In June of 1957 (Pierce,1958) two small plots were twice 
treated with Kuron. The first application was on June 8 at 
a concentration of 0.8 ppm, and the second on June 29 at 1.3 
ppm. As a result the Nymphaea was eradioated and remained so 
for that season. In the spring of 1958, these plots were not 
seleoted for experimental work, but as a favor to the land
owners, were given ,a heavy (not measured) spraying. As a re
sult, the Nymphaea was eradicated for the entire season, and 
the Utricularla was ohecked in growth. By June 1959, this 
portion of the shore-line was vastly improved. The surface was 
olear 'of pads for the season and the submerged,Utricularia was 
reduoed. 
summer of 
Utricularia 
No further 

No further applioation was made in 1959. During the 
1960 this area remained olear of NymPhaea, and 

also remained reduced if not oomp1etely eradicated. 
treatment was given in 1960. 

-----"--~~-""""--~--_.-

* Pierce, 1958 12th Ann. Meet. of the Northeast Weed Control 
338-343 
Pierce, 1959 13th Ann. Meet. of the Northeast Weed Control 
310-314 
Pierce, 1960 14th Ann. Meet. of the Northeast Weed Oontrol 
472-475 
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A PRELIMINARYREPORTON THE EFFECT OF SOME 
AQUATICHERBICIDES ON WATERQUALITyl 

(Abstract) 

by Samuel D. Faust 2, Robert J. Tucker 3, and Osman Aly4 

. Ester derivatives of 2,4-dichlorophenoxy acetic acid and 
2(2.4,5-trichlorophenoxy) propionic acid have proven to be successful 
aquatic herbicides. There are, however, several questions to be 
answered concerning the effect of these compounds and their commercial 
formulations on the quality of a potable water supply. Among these 
questions are the following: Are there objectionable tastes and 
odors imparted to the water? Do the commercial formulations effect 
the chlorine demand of the water supply? Do these organic compounds 
of phenolic origin release free phenols to the water? If so, what 
are the mechanisms of release of these free phenols and how long do 
these compounds persist? A report 1s offered, herewith, that provides 
preliminary answers to these questions of the effect of aquatic 
herbicides on water quality. 

Various concentrations of two granular and one liquid formulation 
of esters of 2,4-dichlorophenoxy acetic acid and one liquid formulation 
of an ester of 2(2,4,5-trichlorophenoxy} propionic acid were added to 
15 liter portions of a lake water. Each herbicide was added in con
centrations of'1,5, and 10 mg/l either as their acid equivalent or 
as their ester equivalent. Thereupon these treated portions of 
water and a control system were stored in five gallon carboys at 
room temperature. Periodically these systems were examined for 
threshold odor, chlorine demand, and free phenol content. ,All 
analyses were made in accordance with the lOth edition of "Standard 
Methods fbr the Examination of Water, Sewage, and Industrial Wastes", 
American Public Health Association, 1955. In addition, the phenols 
were also determined by another method described later in the report. 

It was found that all four aquatic herbicides imparted objectionable
odors to the water at the three concentrations examined. The qualitative 
description of the odor was a function of the herbicide carrier in the 
commercial formulation. These odors were described as aromatic 
(kerosene or fuel oil carriers) or musty (solid clay carriers). The 
average threshold odor values ranged from 25 to 250 and, in general, 
these values remained constant in all systems for storage periods 
ranging from 50 to 75 days. 

Ipaper of the Journal Series, New Jersey Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Rutgers University, The State University of New Jersey, 
Department of Sanitation, New Brunswick, N.J. 

2Assistant Professor, Dept. of Sanitation, Rutgers University 
3Re s ear ch Technician, Dept. of Sanitation, Rutgers University 
4Research Assistant, Dept. of Sanitation, Rutgers University 
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The 15 minute, 0.1 mg/l residual chlorine demand was, in general, 
increased by the liquid and granular herbicide formulations. When 
the increase in chlorine demand was expressed as percent of the 
control, it was found to be a function of the type of formulation, 
concentration of the herbicide, and period of .storage. In general, 
the liquid formulations produced higher chlorine demands for a given 
herbicide concentration than the granular formulae. In addition, a 
percentagewise increase in the chlorine demand was observed in the 
liquid formulated systems as the concentration of the herbicide was 
increased from 1 to 10 mg/l. The chlorine demand of the liquid carrier 
systems showed an increase followed by a decrease during a 74 day 
storage period. Neither the herbicide concentration nor length of 
storage appeared to affect the percentage increase of the chlorine 
demand produced by one of the granular formulations. In this system, 
the chlorine demand increased by 50 percent and persisted for 50 
days in the 1, 5, and 10 mg/l herbicide systems. The second granular 
formulation showed an increase followed by a decrease in chlorine 
demand during a storage period of 50 days. 

Significant amounts of 2,4 dichlorophenol and 2,4,5 trichlorophenol 
were found in all experimental systems. It was discovered in the 
course of the investigation that the 4-amino antipyrine colorimetric 
method offered by the 10th edition of Standard Methods does not 
quantitatively detect para-substituted phenols. The prescribed pH 
conditions of 10.0-10.~ do not permit the 4-amino antipyrine-phenol 
complex to develop color. Thereupon, the method was modified to pH 
conditions of 8.0+ 0.1 where the para-halogenated phenols developed 
maximum color. Consequently, higher phenol concentrations were found 
in the herbicide treated waters than initially indicated by the un
modified method. For example, a water treated with a 1 mgjl acid 
equivalent concentration of an ester formulation of 2,4-D showed a 
2,4 dichlorophenol concentration of 58.2 ppb after 14 days of storage 
by the modified method as against a 0.0 ppb phenol concentration by 
the unmodified method. 

The concentration of the free phenolic contamination was found 
to be a function of initial herbicide dosage and the type of formulation. 
The free phenol concentrations imparted to the water by the liquid 
formulated herbicide generally increased during a storage period of 
140 days. On the other hand, the phenol concentration that resulted 
from the granular 2,4-D formulations generally decreased during a 
storage period of 92 days. For any given system, the phenol con
centration increased as the herbicide dosage was increased from 1 
to 10 mg/l. 

It is suggested that there are three mechanisms responsible for 
the release of free phenols from the 2,4-D and 2(2,4,5}-TP herbicides. 
They are as follows: (1) a free phenol impurity present in the 
formulation as a result of the manufacturing process, (2) chemical 
hydrolysis of the organic esters in water, and (3) biological degradation 
of the ester portion of the herbicide. Several commercial formulations 
of the 2,4-D herbicides were found to contain trace quantities of free 
2,4 dichlorophenol. Likewise there is evidence from this inves~igation 



that either slow chemical hydrolysis or biological degradation of 
the ester compounds releases free phenols to the water. These latter 
two mechanisms, therefore, would account for the observed increase 
of phenol concentration with prolonged storage in the liquid 
formulated systems. 
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CONTROLOF EURASIANMILFOIL, Myrioy~llum spicatum a

in LAKEHOPATCONG,NEW sEt 

Amos W. Horrocks 

Roland F. Smithll 

INTRODUCTION 

When Lake Hopatcong was surveyed by the Division of Fish
 
and Game in 1950, (Renlund, 1950), thirty-six species of rooted
 
aquatic plants were collected. None was considered a nuisance,
 
though one species identified only to the genus Myriophyllum was
 
recorded as occurring "f'f'equent.Ly , It No one could fores ee its in

crease to where it would greatly restrict the lake's recreational
 
use, and conseauently become a serious detriment to the many

businesses surrounding this largest and most popular of New Jersey
 
lakes.
 

By 1957 milfoil was occurring in sufficient abundance to
 
cause complaints from lake front owners and boating enthusiasts.
 
Test plots to evaluate the effectiveness of some of the newer
 
herbicides were set up during the summers of 1957· and 1958,
 
(Younger 1959)l!. By 1958 fishermen were more frequent in adding

their voice to the complaining groups and the weed problem had
 
reached serious proportions.
 

In the Fall of 1958 Commissioner Salvatore A. Bontempo;
head of the Department of Conservation and Economic Development,
appointed a group of local citizens to the Lake Hopatcong Advisory
Committee. State personnel were assigned as consultants to this 
committee. The weed situation was one of the first problems taken 
under consideration by this committee and recommendations were made 
for active state support. 

17 Conservation Officer and PrincipRl -Fisher~e§ Biologist, Division 
of Fish and Game. Fisheries Research and Development Section, 
Bureau of Fisheries, Misc. Report #23. 

2/ This work was financed by Federal Aid to Fish and Wildlife Funds,- Dingell-Johnson. 
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In July of 1959 funds were made available by the State Legis
lature to the Department of Conservation and Economic Development 
for the control of aquatic weeds in Lake Hopatcong. However, it was 
felt that an all out program vas too premature for the 1959 season 
so water-front owners were encour~ed to undertake their own weed 
control. The Lake Advisory Committee, working with the Division of 
Fish and Game, acted as consultant and coordinator to those interest
ed in doing this work; they also attempted to exert some control over 
the ty,pe of chemicals that were applied and the commercio..l applicat
ors 'ccnt.r'act.ed for the work. 

Additional test plots were set out in preparation for the 
l?-rge scale operations to be undertaken by the State. Detailed 
surveys of the distribution and composition of the weed beds were 
initiated in the Fall of 1958, 1959, also in the Spring of 1960. 
This enabled us to determine the magnitude of the problem and to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the various herbicides being employed. 

These surveys revealed that approximately 40%of the Inke's 
2,685 acres was infested with 'eeds, most of which was milfoil, 
Myriophyllum spicatum,l!. Next in abundance was pondweed, . 
Potomogeton During 1958 and 1959 about 25%of theamSlifolius.lake area wasarely usable because of the severe infestation of 
milfoil. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 

The success of this project is largely attributed to the 
wonderful cooperation and interest shown by so many individuals, 
organizations and other interested groups. Mr. Tom Haigh~ Chief, 
Forest and Park Section, was consulted throughout our ent1re pro
gram; Mr. James K. Rankin, Chief Engineer, Bureau of Navigation, 
was a most efficient procurement officer. The marine police at 
Lake Hopatcong and the Lake Hopatcong State Park provided both 
personnel and equipment • 

.We also wish to acknowledge the assistance of technical 
representatives from most of the Agricultural Chemical Companies
located in New Jersey. We are particularly grateful for the help 

This species was identified by John H. Steenis, Patuxent Wild=-
life Research Center, Laurel, Maryland, and John Gallagher,
AmchemChemical Company. 
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recei vcd from Messrs. John Gallagher and H'~~rold Collins of the -~mchem 
Compnny, Ambler, Pennsylvania. Members of the Lake Hopatcong Advis
ory Committee gave much of their time to this program. We especially 
wish to acknowledge the services and cooperation of Mr. Emil Hermann, 
Chairman of this Committee. 

We are also grateful for the very active support received
 
from Commissioner Salvatore A. Bontempo; Kenneth E. Creveling,
 
Director,Division of Planning and Development; and Dr.A.Henton
 
Underhill, Director, Division of Fish and Game. Finally, we are
 
most appreciative of the many newspapers who reported our work in
 
such favorable light.
 

METHODSANDPROCEDURE 

The sampling of the bottom of Lake Hopatcong in 1959 was 
accomplished with an Ekman dredge and grapple hook, In the spring 
of 1900 a Raythyon fathometer, model DEl19B, was employed with consid
erable success in connection with . Ekman dredge, grappling hook and 
Scuba equipment. For the most part, weed beds could be easily dis
tinguished; Potomogeton amplifolius, was easily recognized because 

.of its height. 

The treatment of the entire infested areas with herbicide
 
could have proven extremely costly. Fortunately, Lake Hopatcong can
 
be partially lowered and the decision was made to attempt to control
 
the milfoil in the shallow areas by freezing.~ It was decided to
 
lower the lake 7 feet for this purpose. The remaining areas of
 
infestation---mostly between the 7 and 14 foot contour lines---would
 
be treated with 2,4-Dgranules---about 750 acres.
 

A thirty-foot barge with an eight foot beam was made avail
able to the project by the Bureau of Navigation. A twelve by two
foot platform was secured across the stern, at each end of which was 
mounted a Gerber Seeder. These were powered by two l2-volt batteries 
vrhLch lasted approximntely twenty hours before requiring a recharge. 

Mr. Tom Haigh, Chief of the Forest and Parks Section, had had 
considerable success in the control of milfoil in some of the 
state-owned lakes with this technique. The procedure developed 
is to allow the exposed bottom to freeze to a minimum depth of 
four inches. Subsequent seed growth normally does not attain 
sufficient height to be a problem in the same season. 
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The barge was run at ~ speed of ~ mph with the seeder
 
hoppers open to #11 setting. At this speed and setting the time
 
• ') distribute 100 pounds of 20% formulation over one acre was
 
1..,10 mf.nutes and fifty seconds. The swath of the two seeders was
 
:cuout thirty feet using AmchemAqua-Kleer granules 8-15 mesh,
 

•	 ~nd about twenty feet with the 20-40 mesh granular material. Tabl~ 
presents,s9me additional calibrations. 

1/ Table I. Calibrations for the Gerber Seeder 

Active
 
Boat sleed Mesh-size Hopper Ingredient Time to
 
_(MPH of Granule setting Lbs. % distribute
 

8. 8-15 11 100 20 2 min. 50 sec. 
4. 8-15 12 200 10 5 min. 38 sec. 
6.6 20-40 10 100 20 2 min. 44 sec. 

Note: Based on two Gerber seeders using Amchemgranules. 

A crew of three men was reqUired on the barge, the operator
plus two men to feed the hoppers. A fourth man was stationed on 
shore to direct the course of the barge. A flat-bottom, square-bow,
sixteen foot aluminum boat was used to treat the shallow areas not 
Qffected by the freeze. It was powered by a 10 HP outboard motor 
and had one seeder mounted on the bow. 

The application of chemicals was started the 19th of May,
but full-scale applications did not get under way until early June. 
The milfoil was treated in all developmental stages from vegetative
 
sprout growth to near maturation.
 

Plots that could be treated in one day's work Vlere marked
 
with 16 foot, 1" x 2" poles topped with colored flags. Styrofoam


• buoys	 anchored with sash weights were used where hard bottom con
ditions existed. These markers were placed on the 7 and 14 foot 
contour at thirty-foot intervals when the 8-15 mesh granules were 
used, and at twenty-foot intervals when using the 20-40 mesh 
granules. The swath of the seeders using different size granules
controlled the placement of the markers. 

It had been assumed that the diffusion of the chemicals was 
only five to ten feet, thus keeping the barge on a course sufficien~ 
ly true to remain within this margin of tolerance proved to be a 
seri ous obstacle. The final sol uti on was to' use' t\;O ,..r.1.1kie-t:"lkie 
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radios; one was given to the barge operator, and th~ other to a man 
on shore. The person on shore could line the barge with ar.y given 
markor and advise the operator the course to follow. 

It had been expected that where the bottom had been exposed,
seed germination would create a problem by late summer, at least in 
local areas. Plans called for treating these areas with both 
granular 2,4-D and Silvex. 

RESULTS 

1. Evaluation of the Weed Control Program:
The main objective was control of the milfoil; In this 

respect the program must be considered an unqualified success. By
mid-August, checks in the lake proper indicated that live 'strands of 
milfoil were all but non-existent. In contrast, a private lagoon
development contiguous to Lake Hopatcong, where no treatment w~s 
undertaken, remained badly infested. 

. There was no evidence of regrowth or seed germination in 
those areas where the bottom had been exposed and frozen. We have 
no explanation for this except to note that there appears to be a 
greater diffusion of herbicide from large treated areas than has 
been generally assumed. For example, half of a sixty-acre cove was 

'- set aside as a control and left untreated. The other half, plus
approximately 290 acres adjacent to this cove was treated at the ' 
rate of 20 pounds active ingredient per acre. All of the milfoil, 
including that in the control area disappeared over a three week 
period. 

Where there was inadequate draining of the exposed bottom 
area, leaving shallow pools, no control by freezing was obtained, 
necessitating herbicidal treatment. Apparently, the water under the 
ice acted as an insulation, protecting the milfoil from freeZing.
It was observed that fragments were trapped in the ice and as the 
lake level was raised, they broke loose to reinfest other areas of 
exposed bottom. These infestations al.so appear to have been con
trolled by diffusion from treated areas. 

The effect of the hormone could generally be seen after 
about 6 days.". when the tops of the milfoil would start to collapse.
Within two weeks the stems were defoliated and lying on the bottom; 
after about three weeks little trace of the plants could be found. 

No significant control of any of the Potomogetons nor of 
the tape grass, Vallisneria americana, was observed. Many of the 
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areas successfully treated in 1959 were taken over by tape grass
and thi s plant also succeeded the milfoil during 1960. This had 
been expected since Younger {op.citJ reported tape grass succession 
in plots where milfoil had been successfully controlled. 

During the latter part of the 1960 season tape grass became 
so abundant in some sections of the lake as to become a serious 
nuisance. Since this condition prevailed during late summer and was 
far less extensive covering about 250 acres, the magnitude of the 
problem never reached that created by milfoil. 

2.	 Side effects: 
a.	 Water color 

Suring the summers of 1958 and 1959 Lake Hopatcong
achieved a clarity that had not been seen in years;
the Visibility di&k disappeared at a depth of 23 feet 
during August 1959. In 1950 the visibility disk 
disappeared at depths ranging between 6 and e feet; 
during the summer of 1954 visibility disk readings 
up to 14 feet were recorded. 

It had been predicted that if the weed control program 
was successful the water clarity in 1960 would be 
appreciably reduced.SI Observations during the 1960 
summer season did inaicate a greater coloring of the 
water. Comments also were received from skin divers 
to the effect that underwater visibility was much re
duced from previous years. In support of this is the 
recording of a visibility disk reading of 9.5 feet 
on August 24th. 

To what affect these changes may alter conditions for 
fish life has not been determined. 

b.	 Taste'and odor: 
The 2,4-b granules are known to be contaminated with 

21Aquatic plants obtain most of their nutrient salts from the water. 
Where they occur in abundance they may effectively compete with the 
microscopic plants (algae. ) The control of rooted aquatics in farm 
fish ponds by fertilization to stimulate [',lgae--thereby shading 
out the rooted plants--will often have tho opposite effect if thE: 
fertilizer is applied after the rooted aquatics have started their 
spring growth. Rooted aquatics also serve as effective collectors 
and settlers of silt and other suspended materials. Finally,
particles of decomposing plant tissue will be carried up into sus
pension by wave action, thereby giving added turbidity to the water. 



phenols. While the possibility of Lake Hopatcong 
water aCQuiring an objectionable taste or odor was not 
considered to be important, this could be a serious 
factor for lakes and impoundments used for water 
supply. 

In an attempt to evaluate this factor arrangements were· 
made with the State Health Department to check for 
phenols. Water samples were collected under a variety
of conditions, preserved with copper sulfate; and de
livered to the State Laboratory. None of these samples 
was found to contain sufficient traces of phenols or 
phenol derivatives to impart an objectionable taste to 
drinking water.6/ However, samples collected and 
analyzed by Dr.~.DoFaust at Rutgers University indicated 
the presence of phenols in concentrations sufficient to 
impart an objectionable taste to the water.lI In 
support of this we have a few reliable reports from re
sidents at the lake who reported detecting a medicinal 
odor in Hopatcong water used to make tea. 

c.	 Affect on fish life: 
fhere was no evidence of a single fish having been 
killed as a result of the herbicide program. No 
complaints were received of objectionable tastes in 
the fish; a few fishermen cl~imed that fishing dropped
off for a time where the herbicides were introduced. 

Two causes of concern are the possible effect on game
fish from the lowering of the lake and the destruction 
of	 pickerel spawning habitat. 

Evidence at Lake Muscoretcong and elsewhere suggest that a 
properly conducted drawdown can actually improve fishing, especially
for yellow perch and pickerel. \"!hether or not the drawdown in Lake 
Hopatcong will destroy too much pickerel spawning habitat has not 
as yet been determined. Checks during the past summer revealed poor 

Q7Personal communication from John J. Nelson, Chief, Bureau of 
Chemistry, 3tate Department of Health. The Gibbs method was 
employed in these analyses. 

Personal communication from Dr. Faust, Department of Sanitation, 
Rutgers University. It should be pointed out that the samples
collected for analyses by the State Department of Health and 
Rutgers University were not collected simultaneously though under 
essentiall Y. the same condi ti.o ns. _.__ --_~_~ _ 
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pick~rel spawning suacess but this occurred in neighboring lak~s
 
where nothing v-as done to 

t 

the habitat.
 

;)0JJ1l:,1AHYAND CONCLUSIONS 

1. In recent years, at least a fourth of th~ area of Lak~ 
~op~tcong had been rendered useless for boating, swimming and fishing 
b~cause of heavy infestations of milfoil, MyrioEhyllum spicatum. 

2. A combination of winter drawdown to freeze the exposed
 
plants, and application of 2,4-D granules has effectively controlled
 
chis plant. Preuent observations suggest that this control will
 
08 adequate for at least two seasons.
 

3. Tape grass, Vallisneria americana, has succeeded much 
uf the milfoil, and may reach nuisance proportions. The fact that 
this condition is much more localized and occurs only during the 
latter part of the summer makes this a problem of much less magnitude 
than that presented by milfoil. 

4. Pondweeds did not increase during the past year and the
 
0vidence suggests that they will continue to be at least as abundant
 
as in the past. To date this infestation has not reached serious
 
proportions.
 

5. Present evidence suggests the possibility of phenol
 
contamination from the use of at least some of the commercially

produced 2,4-D granules. This problem warrants further study.
 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. A winter drawdown of Lake hopatcong to a depth of eight
 
feet is recommended for 1960-61 in an attempt to control the tape
 
grass. Additional drawdowns will be -r-econm ended whe!ll1necessary.
 

2. Herbicidal control of the more dense growths of t ape grass
and pondweed should be attenpted. This will reqUire some additional 

-f'Le Ld	 testing wi th chemicals which. appear to have a greater herbicida:}. 
effect on these plants than does the 2,4-D granules. 

3. Spring and fall surveys should be continued to keep abreast 
of changes in composition and distribution of the rooted aquatics.
This will enable us to plan for the next season's weed control pro
gram and evaluate the results of current operations. 
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4. Checks to evaluate any chnnges in the fish population
should be continued. These include rotenone sampling in selected 
coves, and the complete census of ice fishermen now in its eleventh 
year. 

5. A full time technician or biologist will be needed if 
the program outlined above is to be carried out. Summer personnel 
will need to be employed to a~sist in the field program. In 
nddition to the work at Lake opatcong, this person would be able 
to undertake investigational herbicide projects, coordinate the 
field research programs of chemical companies wishing to test new 
products in New Jersey, and conduct extension activities on lakes 
throughout the State. The latter is a service that is coming into 
increasing demand in our state. 

6. Fish and Game funds are inadequate to support the above 
program. Since a great deal of the proposed extension work would 
take place on private waters where F ish and Game monies cannot be 
spent, it is recommended that a modest appropriation be made from 
general funds on an annual basis. . 
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Control of the Pondweed. Potamogeton crlSpus, 

in both Flowing' and Static Situations with Endothal l 

J. Curtis Simes, Regional Fishery Manager
 
Pennsylvenia Fish Commission
 

An extremely heavy infestation of aquatic vegetation in the earth-bottomed 
ponds and raceways at the Pennsylvania Fish Commissions' Pleasant Gap Fish 
Hatchery has for many years made it necessary for hatchery workers to conduct 
periodic manual weed control operations. Normally b,y early June the small bass 
rearing ponds are completely filled with growths of c~ly-Ieaved pondweed, ~
mogeton crispus; commonwater weed, Anacharis canadensis; duckweed, ~ ~; 
and several species of filamentous algae. The water supply for the hatchery 
comes from a large limestone spring. Total hardness of this water·averages 
about 100 ppm. 

In recent years quite a number of promising new herbicides have been tested
/

/	 in these hatchery ponds in an attempt to find a more efficient and less costly 
weed control procedure. During 1960, the herbicide Endothal was tested at appli
cation rates of 1.0, 3.0, and 5.0 ppm. in both partial and complete treatments 
in small ponds ranging from 1/20 to 1/10 acre in surface area. Both the liquid 
and granular forms of the herbicide were used for comparative purposes • 

. . 
.Pond #1, a narrow raceway-type pond with no inflow or outflow and a surface 

area of 1/20 acre, received a partial treatment with Endothal liquid on June 16, 
1960. The te.st plot, comprising 20% of the total pond volume and located at the 
midpoint of the pond, was treated at an application rate of 3.0 ppm. Water tem
per~ture within this pond averaged 650 F . One week later f. crispus, the domi
nant plant species in this and most of the other ponds, had begun to decompose 
and sink below the surface within the test plot and to the one end of the pond 
in the direction of the prevailing wind. By the end of one month complete con
trol of f. crispus was evident in all portions of Pond #1. Periodic checks, 
continued to the end of September, revealed that no significant control was 
obtained on water weed, duckweed, or filamentous algae. Regrowth of curly-leaved 
pondweed was first noted in early August but by the end of September it had not 
reached the 5% level. Based on total pond volume the application rate required 
to effect complete control of f. crispus, under the conditions prevailing here, 
would appear to be less than 0.6 ppm. 

Ponds #2, 3, 4 & 5 are identical and are arranged side by side in a series. 
Each one has a surface area of 1/10 acre and during the testing period each one 
received an inflow of water which averaged 10 gpm. The lower one-third of each 
pond ~as treated with either Endothal liquid or granular at rates of 1.0 or 5.0 
p~n. ~~l applications were made on June 16, 1960, at which time the water tem
ps:'at:cL'e in these ponds ranged between 550F. and 60oF. At the end of one week 
p. S£~~~ had begun to decompose and recede from the surface in the plots treated 
at. the 5..0 ppm. rate. In the plots treated at 1.0 ppm., f. crispu~ was slightly 
crowned but relatively little decomposition had occurred. Two weeks after the 
applications were made, f. crispus had completely disintegrated within the plotu 

lEndothal, the disodium salt of J,6-endoxohexahydrophthalic acid, WAS provided 
for this study by the Pennsalt Chemicals Corporation. 
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treated at the 5.0 p~a. rate and control was judged to be 100%. The demar
cation between the treated and untreated portions of the ponds was distinct, 
indicating that the inflow to the ponds had prevented diffusion of the herbi
cide above the boundaries of the plots. 

Decomposition of f. crispus progressed very slowly in the plots treated 
at 1.0 ppnl•. By the end of one month some slight regrowth was noted. The 
maximumcontrol achieved in these plots was 65%. There was no significant 
difference observed in the effectiveness of the two forms of the herbicide-
granular and liquid. 

All four ponds in these tests overflowed into a commonreceiving pond of 
1/8 acre surface area. This receiving pond in turn supplied the inflow to a 
series of four 1/10 acre ponds identical to Ponds #2, 3, 4, and 5. When the 
Endot~ applications were made on June 16 to the numbered test ponds, the re
ceiving ponds below were similarly infested with weed growth. About a month 
later it was noted that the 1/8 acre receiving pond and also the series of 1/10 
acre ponds below had become relatively free of weed growth. Although control 
was confined only to f. crispus it was not necessary for the hatchery personnel 
to manns.Hy remove vegetation from these ponds for the duration of the summer. 

-
In tests initiated on July 21, 1960, two 1/10 acre ponds received total 

treatments of Endothal at the rate of 3.0 ppm. Pond #6 was treated with the 
granular preparation and Pond #7 with the liquid. With the exception of small 
areas at the intake ends of these ponds, 100%control of ~. crispus was real
ized in three weeks. 

By the end of September all treated ponds that received a constant, although 
small, inflow of water contained regrowth of~. crispus ranging from 5% for those 
treated at 5.0 ppm. to an average of 40%for those treated at 1.0 ppm. It was 
calculated that a complete change of water occurred in these ponds in approxi
mately six days. 

The very effective control of f. crispus realized in the aforementioned 
untreated receiving ponds suggested that Endothal might be effective in con
trolling this plant in trout rearing raceways carrying a substantial flow of 
water. A raceway approxirrLately one-half mile long located at the Benner Spring 
Fish Resea~ch Station was made available for such a test. This race~ay averaged 
14 ft. in ~idth. The depth graded from 1.5 ft. at the intake end to 3.0 ft. at 
the outlet. The flow was reduced to a measured volume of 3J2 gpm. A section 
380 ft. long at the head of the raceway was treated with Endothal granular at 
5.0 ppm. At the end of one week close examination of the plants showed that 
damage to f- crispus ~as confined to the extreme terminal portion of the stems. 
This damage was observed from about the midpoint of the treated section to sev
eral hundred feet belo~ the treated area. On September 16, about one month 
after the date of treatment, the raceway was free of ~. crispus for a distance 
of 1300 ft. or roughly one-quarter mile. Partial control extended down an addi
tional 600 ft. Also, only partial control ~as obtained in a 100 ft. section 
immediately below the intake. Algae and commonwater weed, also abundant in the 
raceway, ~ere apparently not affected by the herbicide. 

Although all ponds and raceways used in the Endothal tests contained fish 
life, no fish kill or indication of distress was observed at any of the appli
cation rates tested. 
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THE ABSORPTIONANDMETABOLISM BY FISH OF RADIOENDOTHAL

ANDAQUATICPLANTS1,2 

V.H. Freed 3 and 1110 Gauditz 4 

ABSTRACT* 
Endothal (disodium 3,6-endoxohexahydrophthalate)is a highly


active contact weed killer that has found extensive use for pre

emergence weed control in sugar beets, table beets, and spinach.

More recently this chemical has been shown to be effective for the
 
control of many aquatic weeds. One of the attractive features of
 
endothal in aquatic weed control is .the relatively high tolerance
 
that many species of fish have toward this chemical. This makes
 
it possible to use this chemical for the control of aquatic weeds
 
without serious effect on the fish population.
 

The use of endothal in aquatic weed control poses the problem 
as to whether or not the fish would accumulate this chemical. It 
would be possible for the fish to ingest the chemical directly from 
the water or if aquatic plants accumulated the chemical, fish may
become exposed to the endothal through feeding on the foliage of the 
aquatic plant. The purpose of the study reported here. was to 

. determine whether or not endothal was ingested by the fish from
 
either source and if the endothal were taken up would it pose a
 
problem. Previous work has shown that endothal is extremely

.unstable under biological conditions So that it was felt unlikely

that there would be any serious residue in the fish.
 

A study of the uptake and distribution of C14 from radioendothal 
in fish and plants exposed to this chemical was undertaken. It was 
demonstrated that the radioactivity found in goldfish exposed to 
different concentrations of chemical followed a similar pattern.
This pattern revealed extensive breakdown of the endothal molecule 
and incorporation of its radioactivity into' a number offractions in 
both fish and plants. The behavior of these different fractions 
indicates that they are normal constituents of the organism such 
as carbohydrates, organic acids, amino acids, and proteins, as well 
as fats and oils. With the analytical technique used, it was demon
strated that the fraction of radioactivity which contains endothal 
would be the Dowex 1 eluate from the methanol extract. Even at 12 ppm
this fraction contained only 0.07 ppm. At the normal range of con
centration which the chemical is used, this level is only 0.002 
for goldfish. Further $tudy of the elution pattern of this fraction 
of radioactivity indicates that it is not as endothal. Thus, it 
may be concluded that due to the extensive breakdown of this chem
ical and incorporation of radioactivity into normal conatitutents 
of the or-gant.sm, , .,as represented by the different fractions, that 
it is doubtful that any endothal remains. 

1/* Complete paper to be contributed to WEEDS 
2/Supported in part by a grant frem Pennsalt Chemicals Corporation, 

Tacoma, Washington
3/Professor, Agricultural Chemistry Department, Oregon State Col Le go 
4/Present address, Hazelton Laboratory, Palo Alto, California 
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Potential Uses of Calcium Clanamid in the 

Control of Aquatic Vegetation 

J. Curtis Simes, Regional Fishery Manager
 
Pennsylvania FiSh Commission
 

The manuel removal of aquatic weeds from the trout rearing ponds and race
ways at the Pennsylvania Fish Oommissions' Benner Spring Fish Research Station 
in Centre County had, prior to the 1960 season, been an operation of consider
able magnitude. The dominant aquatic weeds found in these limestone waters 
include curly-leaved pondweed, Potamogeton crispus; commonwaterweed, Anacharis 
canadensis; horned pondweed, Zannichellia ~alustris; duckweed, Lemnaminor; 
water cress, Nasturtium officinale; and several unidentified forms of filamen
tous algae. At intervals averaging about once every six "Weeksduring the main 
growing sea son it had been necessary to cut and remove this growth from all 
earth-bottomed ponds and r-acevaya, Scythes and pitchforks were the usual imple
ments employed. Substantial losses of fingerling trout frequently accompanied 
these manual operations. 

In mid-June, 1960, a number of ponds and raceways at this station were 
drained, scraped to remove accumulated muck and food wastes, and treated chem
ically with the primary objective of controlling certain fish-disease organisms. 
Ivlr. Gordon Trembley, Ohief Aquatic Biologist and Mr. Arthur Bradford, Fish 
Pathologist jointly prescribed and directed the sterilization procedures. 
Calcium cyanamid, a readily available and commonly used nitrogen fertilizer, 
was the sterilant used in roughly seventy-five percent of the treated ponds 
and raceways. This gray, finely-granular material was broadcast uniformly to 
the exposed bottoms at a rate approximating 100 pounds per 1000 square feet. 
Schaeperclaus (1933), the German fishery scientist, has written regarding the 
use of this product for fertilization and disease control in the European pond 
industry. Calcium hypochlorite and chlorine were the sterilsnts used in the 
remaining rearing facilities involved. By July 1, most ponds had been flushed 
and refilled with water preliminary to restocking with fish. The elapsed time 
between application of the sterilants and resumption of normal fish rearing 
operations in the various facilities ranged from a minimumof two days to a 
maximumof two weeks. In no case did the introduced trout appear to be ad
versely affected by any residual activity of the sterilants used. 

By late August it became apparent to some of the hatchery personnel that 
the cyanamid treated facilities had remained amazingly free of weed growth as 
opposed to those treated with the other chemical products. I~nual removal of 
weed growth had to be resumed in the raceways treated with calcium hypochlorite 
and chlorine by early September. ObserVations up to the end of October re
vealed that the calcium cyanamid treated areas were, with only one minor ex
ception completely weed free. 

This unanticipated success in controlling or retarding aquatic weeds 
through the application of cyanamid to exposed bottoms prompted the initiation 
of several supporting experiments. To explore the potential of t.ht~ mAt,nrlAl 
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in controlling weeds in ponds or lakes containing fish population~, a small 
one-twentieth acre ponc:iat the Benner Spring Station 'Wasused. This pond 
aver aged three feet in depth, had no inflow or outflow, uas well populated 
with I'athced :ninnows, and contained the normal arra.y of aqua.tic plants common 
to this locality. Calcium cyanamid was applied by broadcasting to the pond 
surface at the rate of 50 pounds per 1000 square feet. At the end of one week 
only one living fathead could be found. Dead minnows, polliwogs, and aquatic 
insects littered the pond bottom. By the end of one month approximately 90% 
control hod been achieved on the plant species present; including duckweed, 
Lemua!!!.!mr. Filamentous algae, however, was beginning to shou signs of re
covery. Reintroduction of fathead minnows at this time showed that the water 
was no longer toxic to this species. 

A second experiment was conducted in a raceway which averaged 16 feet in 
width and carried a flow of 2.5 cubic feet per second. Here, we hoped to de
termine if calcium cyanamid would be effective in controlling weeds in flowing 
water. Calcium cyanamid was applied to a section of this raceway, 125 feet in 
length, at a rate of 100 pounds per 1000 square feet. Periodic checks of the 
test area during the succeeding two months revealed that no appreciable con
trol of any of the weed species present had been achieved. The effects of this 
tJ~e of application on fish life was not evaluated since the test raceway had 
contained no fish. 

In summary, observations made during 1960 indicate that applications of 
calcium cyanamid at the rate of 100 pounds per 1000 square feet to exposed 
raceway and pond bottoms may be B highly effective and relatively economical 
means of controlling a wide assortment of aquatic weeds at fish rearing sta~ 

tions. Because of its apparent toxicity to fish life and other aquatic fauna 
in standhig-water applications, calcium cyanamid does not now appear promising 
8S a weedicide for general aquatic use. Testing of this material at the Benner 
Spring Fish Research Station during 1961 will be concentrated primarily toward 
determining (1) the minimum effective application rate, (2) the duration of 
control at the 100 pounds per '1000 square'feet rate, (3) the relationship hc
tween application rate and duration of control, and (4) the feasibility of por
tial or marginal applications in ponds containing fish );Jopulctions with and 
without partial draw-down. 
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SUMMARY tEST RESULTS OF 1960 AQUAmOL
. I 

C. L. Bolster 

In discussing 1960 aquatic weed control results, we have elected to 
summarize these as results of "Aquathol" applications rather tban the 
generic usage of "Endothal", 3,6-endoxohexahydrophthalic acid, as our 
Endothal Aquatic Weed Killer formulaticns are trademarked "Aquathol" and 
any further sample distribution will be on this basis. 

Federal label approval was received for both the 19.2% liquid and 5% 
granular Endothal Aquatic Weed Killer formulations in July of 1960; however, 
this label was based primarily on results obtained in testing prior to 
1960. 

Our aim in an extensive "Aquathol" test program this past season was to 
confirm our previous four-year test results on as broad a geographic 
and weed spectrum control basis as possible. 

1960 Results 

Over 200 individual weed plot tests were conducted in Northeastern United 
States and Southern Canada in 1960. Both granular and liquid forms were 
used and data were obtained on various weed species in large areas on 
complete pond treatment and with marginal applications in larger bodies 
of water. Observations were made on the effect on the performance of 
"Aquathol" of such factors as density of weed growth, water temperature, 
pH, hardness, turbidity, movement, etc. 

A cooperator's manual was provided each cooperator for the purpose of 
attempting to standardize testing and reporting procedures. The c~nditions 

surrounding the field of aquatic weed control present such an assortment 
of variables beyond those found in the terrestial field, that it was our 
hope to assist cooperators in reporting their results in such a manner 
as to provide a commondenominator in evaluation. 

the following chart, expressed in parts per million concentration, re
flects the economic control range for both "Aquathol" formulations, ex.
cept where noted for the liquid in controlling the Duckweed family. 

lpennsalt Chemicals Corporation
 
Agricultural Chemicals Division
 



WEEDSCONTROLLED DOSAGEANDAQUATHOL RATECHART 
Entire Pond Spot Or 
Or Lal'ge kea Lake Margin 

TreatmentLatin Name	 TreatmentCommonName 

Horned Pondweed Zannichellia spp. 1-2 ppm 2-3 ppm 
Coontail Ceratophyllum spp. 1-2 ppm 2-3 ppm 
Water StargTass Heteranthea app. 2-3 ppm 3-4 ppm 
MilfoU Myriophyllum app. 2-3 ppm 3-4 ppm 

Naias spp ,	 .5-1.5 ppm 2-3 ppm Bushy Pondweed 
Potamogeton americanus 2-3 ppm 3-4 ppm 

Bassweed Potamegeton amplifo1ius 2-3 ppm '3-4 ppm 
Curly Leaf Pondweed Potamogeton crispus ;S-L5 ppm 2-3 ppm 

Potamegeton diversl£olius 1-2 ppm 2-3 ppm 
Potamegeton filiform1s 2-3 ppm 3-4 ppm 

Floating-Leaf Pondweed Potamegeton natans 1-2 ppm . 2-3 ppm 
Potamogeton pusi11u8 1-2 PPDl . 2-3 ppm 

Sago Pondweed Potamogeton pectinatuB 1-2 ppm 2-3 ppm 
Flat-Stem Pondweed Potamegaton zosteriformis 2,-3 ppm 3-4 ppm 
Burr Weed Sparganium spp , 3-4 ppm 4-5 ppm 
Duckweed Wolffia, Spirodela, Surface contact spray at 

Lemoa, spp.	 the,rate of 5 gallons liquid 
IfAquath01fiper acre 

Discussion of Results 

In consideration of tests in 1960, the following points should be weighed in 
evaluation of "Aquathol" as an aquatic herbicide: 

1.	 UAquathoP' is a contact action herbicide and it h.s pr.oven necessary 
to apply sufficient IAquatho1" to the area treate4 to maintain a 
given strength of ac.ti,ve "ingredient in the water 8urTounding the 
exposed tissue surface area of.t,he plant. 

2.	 Aquatic plants appear easier to kill in their more vigorous, earlier 
growing stage than in late summer after maturity, so it appears nec
essary.t~ ,treat after a growth has developed in spring or early
summer;.after water temperatures have reached a consistent 62-650F.; 
and before seeding, where seeding 1s the normal .thad of reproduction. 
"Aquatho 1" does not apP'ea~ adaptable for the control of weeds in 
extremely cold waters. ' 

3.	 The active ingredient in IIAquatbol" fo~mulat1on~ is water soluble and 
diffusesreadilx and rapidly in water; therefore, it is necessary to 
use a rate appr~priate to the nature of the area treated. Spot 
treatments and marginal treatments of large bodies of water require 
higher rates. "Aquathol" does not appear adaptable to bodies of 
water where there 1s a great deal of water movement. 
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4.	 The results obtained in comparing granular and liquid "Aquathol" 

formulations point out two areas of specific selectivity of formu
lation: the granular form appears to slow the diffusion rate of 
the active ingredient and thus appears the logical choice in spot 
treatments and where opportunity for diffusiqn is greater; the 
liquid form appears specifically more effective in controlling the 
floating problems such as the Duckweed family and floating algae 
mats, where contact action is more or less confined to the surface 
area. 

5.	 In northern areas, Pithophora, Cladophora, and Spirogyra algae 
appear susceptible to "Aquathol" at the 2-5 ppm rate. However, due 
to the short residual Ufe of "Aquathol", treated areas which have 
all the conditions favorable for algae development, may be subject 
to regrowth within the season. Several aquatic nuisance problems, 
specifically Elodea and Chara (algae), appear resistant to "Aquathol" 
in the economic treatment range of 1-5 ppm. 

Summarx 

"Aquathol" is a contact killer effective against a wide number of species of 
submerged aquatic weeds in the range of 0.5 to 5 ppm. The liquid diffuses 
more readily than the granular and, therefore, this suggests the use of 
liquid "Aquathol" for treating large areas and the granular for smaller 
areas. "Aquathol" formulations (granular and liquid) are now available 
commercially for aquatic weed control. 

-
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PROGRESS-R!PORT·ON CONTltOLOF EURASIANWATERMILFOILIN CHESAPEAKEBAY 
.' , 

John H. Steenis
 
Patuxent Wildlife Research Center
 
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
 

Laurel, Maryland
 

and
 

Vernon D. Stotts 
Maryland Game and Inland Fish Commission 

. Pittman-Robertson Project W-3Q-R 
Annapolis, Maryland 

INTRODUCTION 

.. . Eurasian watermilfoil Q!.yriophyllum spicatum) is widely 
. distributed in Europe and Asia and now is spreading rapidly in this 
country.' Present in New Jersey since the turn of the century, and in 
the Potomac River ~yland and Virginia) since 1933, it has been 
repOrted recently in the upper part of Chesapeake Bay and in North 
Carolina, New York,' and Tennessee. 

Eurasian watermilfoil is closely related to the native 
watermilfoil, Myriophyllum exalbescens, found mainly in glaciated areas. 
It is very versatile, growing in both fresh and brackish waters. Beaven 
(1960) reported that it thrives in waters which are fresh or have a 
salinity up to 10 parts per thousand but grows much more slowly at a 
salinity of 15 parts per thousand. Since it is absent in more acid 
waters, it appears that the alkalinity of brackish water favors growth 
in tidal areas. This plant readily withstands 3-foot tides and is found 
in water up to 9 feet deep. 

The manner in which Eurasian watermilfoil completely dominates 
most areas in which it grows has resulted in a severe weed problem. In 
many embayments of the Potomac River and elsewhere on Chesapeake Bay, it 
often completely replaces native submergent vegetation including valuable 
duckfood plants such as widgeongrass (Ruppia maritima), sago pondweed 

Potamo eton pectinatus), redhead grass or claspingleaf pondweed 
PoUmo eton perfoliatus), and wildcelery (ValUsneria americana). The 

native vegetation, however, can withstand more wind and wave action. 
A dense but loosely woven blanket of watermilfoil often extends from the 
bottom to the surface, restricting water movement. This impedes the 
flow of food to oysters and reduces the oxygen supply under the blanket, 
which may cause oyster mortality at times. Harvest of oysters, clams, 
crabs and fish is hampered severely by extensive growths of Eurasian 
watermilfoil. In addition, dense stands curtail-recreational activities 
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(such as, boating and water skiing) and lower sboreline real estate 
values. In dense mats, conditions for mosquito breeding may occur 
(SPfin&er 1959). , . 

Considerable work already has been done 'on the control of 
various species of watermilfoil in ponds and lakes by Younger (1959), 
Boschetti (1959) t Hall (1960), Huckins (1960), aawlCol:titll (1HO). Since 
tbese studies indicated that both si1'WlS and· 2)4-& can kill these' plants in 
inland areas, our'main objective as to detend..' hcnr toapply these pro
cedures effectively in tidal sltuatSMIII 80 'that t1aey ~ld prO'91de satis
factory control of Eurasian wateria1lfoll without being d.etriBJentai to native 
waterfowl food plants or cOlllDercial and sPort fishery interests. 

Studies on control of this plant have been a cooperative effort. 
Personnel ~~ the Pa.tuxent Wildlife Research center furnished pertinent 
data on identification, distribution, and eeolo&y of. Eurasian water"
milfoU. ' Gerald H. Townsend, student assistant at Patuxent, and Richard 
N. Smith, formerly with the Maryland Game and Inland Fish COIIIIl1ssion, 
participated actively in applying and evaluating treatments, making 
surveys, and tabulating data. Charles r. Noble and Houston C. Phillips 
of the Pea Island National Wildlife Refuge in North Carolina assisted in 
control teats conducted 1n that area. Francis Beaven of the Maryland' 
Department of Research and Education and Dexter S. Haven of the Virginia 
Fisheries Laboratory participated in field studiea and conducted pre
11m1uary investigations on the toxicological effects of control procedures 
on fish, crabs, and oysters. Edgar H. Holli8 of the Maryland Department 
of Tidewater Fisheries and Royston Medford of the Bureau of Coumereial 
Fisheries sUpplied information on distribution of the plant in MarY1.and. 
ChelUcal companies, including Allied Chemical Corporation; Amcbem 
Products, Incorporated; Chipman Chemical COIDp4ny, Incorporated; Diamond 
Alkalt Co.qtpany; Dow Chemical Company; Pennsalt Chem1c~ls Corporation; . 
and. B.euor-Hill Corporation furnished materials and technical assistance. 

STUDYPltOCEDUR.E 

~tudies were ~onducted in Dundee and salq.eter Creeks and on 
the SUsquehAnna Flats in the upper part of Chesapeake Bay and on Lower 
Machodoc, Nailj81l1OYand Piccowaxen Creeks off the Potamac River. tidal 
fluctuation b. these areas varied from 2 - 2 1/2 feet. Other tests were 
made in a fre8hwater impoundment at the Pea Is land. Refuge. "" 

MOst of the tests consisted in the app1ication'~f granUles of 
attaclay !mpl'.'egnated with herbicide because liquid carried materials are 
more apt to be traDspot:'ted' away by the tide. Also" unPUblished work has 
8hown ~ that certaln liquid cmiers sometimes are harmful to aquatic 
animal life. Not only can they increase the tosicity· of' the compound,· 
but they can cause. an unpleasant flavor,' as in"oysters subjected to oil 
at concentrations aa law &8 I a.lIon to anacre.' 
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Herbicides used for these studies were: 

COMMON CHEMICALNAME 

2,4-D butoxyethanol ester of 2,4-dichloropbenoxy- granular and 
ace tic acid liquid 

dimethylamine ,salt of II liquid" 
iSOooo(M;:tylester of n granular" " 

II propylene glycol to butyl ether e$ters of ~anul~"and 
2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid liq,uid 

2,4-dichlorophenoxy-acetamide liq,uid" 
Silvex butoxyethanol ester of 2-(2,4,5-trichlorG granular and 

phenoxy) propionic acid liquid 

II propylene glycol to butyl ether esters of liquid
 
2-(2,4,5-triehlorophenoxy) propionic acid
 

MCPA d1methylamine salt of 2-methyl-4-ehloE't' liquid
 
phenoxyacetic acid
 

dimethylamine salt of 4- (2.4-dichlM'ophenoxy) liquid 
butyric acid 

Amitrole liquid 

ADdtro le- T 3 amino-- 1,2,4- triazo le-8IIl'IlOtlitID thiacyanate liq,uid 

'End"thal disodium salt ·of 3,6-endoxohexahydropthalic granular and 
acid liquid 

P'enac 2,3,6-trichlarophenylacetic acid granular 

tI sodium aalt of 2,3,6-trichlorophenylacetic liquid
 
acid
 

P'enuronTCA 3 phenyl-l,l-dimethylurea trichloroacetate granular 

Simazine 4-chlM'00004,6-bia (ethylamino)-s-triazine . liq,uid 

Plot studies were conducted from. late July into August in 1959 
and from April into July in 1960. Approximately 170 treatments ware 
made. In initial stages, l/lOG-acre plots were used; later, the plot 
sizes were increased up to 1/5 acre for herbicidal studies and fram 1/2 
to 1 acre for the studies of the toxicological effect of herbicides en 
animal life. On the small and intermediate size plots. granular 



--
treatments ~re broadcast by hand fram a boat propelled by oars and 
pushpole. OD.,most of the larger plots tlwuJeapplications Were made 
with a hand-cranked cyclone type seeder from, a boat being propelled 
by a 5-horse power air-thrust motor. In similar manner, spray treat
ments were applied witb hand pressure and power-spray equipment on 
small and large piots, respectively. Treatments were made at various 
stages of tide and of plant growth and at various temperatures. 

RESULTS 

These studies indicated that phenoxy herbicides can control 
Eurasian watermilfoil in specific situations. 2,4-D granules applied 
at 20 to 40 pounds acid equivalent per acre gave best results but good 
control was obtained With granularsilvex, a more expensive material" at 
the samedosages. 

Eurasian watermilfoil was most vulnerable to herbicidal treat
ment when it reached the water surface at: low tide and before it began 
to flower. For satisfactory control with 2,4-D the temperature of the. 
water had to be above 200 C~ (680 F.). With the slower-acting silvex 
formulations a minimum temperature of 220 C. (72° F.) was needed. In 
order to obtain maximum containment of herbicide by vegetative friction 
it was necessary to apply, treatment during ebb tide near the period of 

- low water slack. 

In the Chesapeake Bay and i.ts ,tributaries the best time for 
treatment' occUrted~nthe latter luqf of May.'Applications of 2,4-D ' 
and allvn: granules at later stages of growth were not very effective. 
Spray treatments of the ester formula~ion of silvex, however, yielded 
effective resultsfoi: at least 2 'to :3 weeks later. ' Other chemicals 
showing herbicidal action were HCPAand 2,4-D acetamide. Compounds 
that were ,not e,ffective in these preliminary studies were amitrole, , 
amitrole-T, endoth&l, simazine; 4-{2.4-DB),. feuac and fenuron'l'CA. 

Preliminary pen tes t;s with oys ters &Dcicr~bs by Beaven and 
Haven indicated that'.a.n application of 40 PO\mdS of 2.4-D acetemide 
per acre was harmful to crabs and oysters, although prel1Ddnary 
laboratory experiments show that this chemical is of low toxicity to 
oysters. 

FU'l'lJRESTUDIES 

In the future t emphasis Will be given to detailed tests with 
granular formulations of 2,4-D applied on a replicated. randomized basis 
in fresh and brackish estuarine situations. Other herbicides showing 
promise will be tested further) and techniques for treatment of the 
plant under varied conditions will be refined. In order to determine 
the toxicological hazards of herbicides to fish and Wildlife) a aeries 
of I-acre applications will be made in 1961 in cooperation with the 
Maryland Department of Research and Education and the Virginia Ftshede~ 

Laboratory. 
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StHtARy 

Invasion of Eurasian vatemilfoil in fresh and brackish waters 
from New York to North Carolina and Tennessee constitutes a severe weed 
problem affecting diversified interests including boating, .port and 
cODlDercial fishing, and waterfowl hunting. 

Preliminary studies on herbicidal control of this problem. 
plant indicate that 2,4-D granules applied at the rate of 20 to 40 pounds 
acid equivalent per acre give effective results in tidal areas. t1me 
for treatment should be (a> when the plant reaches the water surface at 
low tide and before it flowers, (b) when the water temperature is above 
200 C., and (c) when the tide is ebbing and near the period of low water 
slack. 

Future studies will be directed toward refinement of control 
techniques and evaluation of the toxicological effects of herbicides on 
fishery resources. 
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Acetamides ••••••••••••	 69 
Alpha-chloro (CDAA)58,73,94 100 

-- 111,180,212,.3 82 ' ,
Used on: 

Beets,
Corn; 

table,
field; 

111,58,73
392, 

Corn, sweet, 111,212
Onions, 100 
Tomatoes, 7.3 
Lettuce, 73 

Air Applications, 445, 493, 499, 518, 

A1anap •• 120, 146,1$0,182 
..;' 

Alfalfa. • • • • • • • • • • •• 357 

Amitrol •• 46,137,170,376,378,568
Used on: 
Apples ••••• 170 

~~trol-T	 • 23,137,177,312,315,.319,
369,376,378,568

Amizine ••• 23 
Apples ••••• '170'177,183 " .

•	 6' ,Aquat1cs	 •• 420;47 ,481;485;529,5.32, 
539;545,546,549,558,560,561,
563,566 

Aqualin •	 • • • • • • • • • • • • 532 

Arsenite-Sodium •• 56,289,415,488,
490,526 '. 

Calcium •• ·264,276,280~284, 
294,303 393 . 

·Lead •• 264,27~,280,393 
Arsonate,disodium methyl and . 

ammoniummethyl • •• 289,294 

Asparagus. • • • • • • • • • • • 215 

Barnyard	 Grass •• 50,69,111,191,203
,382 

3eans; Snap •••• 111,120,lima-120 
3eets, table •• "."58,85,8$,111,223 
3enzoic Acid (2,3,6 trichloroben to 

po1ych1oro{ 238,376,378 

2,4-dich1oro-3-amino benzoic acid 
(amiben) 6,23;78,111,120,124,125 

137,148,182,185,212,223,232 

'-2,5-dich1oro,.3-nitro benzoic acid 
(dinoben) ••• 160, 232 

PAGE
 

Bedstraw • • • • • • • • • 373 
Bindweed • • • • • • .' ~ ~. ~ 78 
Bird~foot-trefoi1 .357,373, 249
Bluegrass,Kentucky ••• 254,258, 

268,276 " 
Broccoli ••• 232,58,73" " 
Brush Control •• 402,410,418,424 
445,446,493,499 

Cabbage • • • • • • • • •• 73 
Cacodylic acid ••••••• 203 
Calcium cyanamide ••• • • • 561 
Carbamate,Ethy1 N,N-di-n- . 

Propy1thio1- (EPTC) 5,46,47,54; 
55,78,85,88;107;120,124;125; 
130;137;146;154;160,182;203; 
215,223,237,334,359,382,3 85. 
391. 

Used on: 
Alfalfa • • • • • • • • 359 
Beets ••• 85,88,223 
Carrots ••• 107,223 
Corn;field ••• 237,382 
Corn, sweet •••• 223 " 
Nursery.stock •• ".137,146 
Nutgrass •• 46;54,334 
Pa~atoe8 •••• 55,182,203 
Snap Beans.. 120 
Sr-inach ••• 107,223
Strawberries •• - •• "160
Tomatoes •• 78,107,124,125 

Car~am~tes,2-ch1oroa11y aiethyl"
d1th1on ~CDEe) •• 41;47~58!73, 

85,111,124,137,146,14 B,lBC 
223,232,238 

Used on: 
Beets •••• 73,85,111,223 
Carrots. • • 223 
Corn,sweet ••• 223 
Leaf crops •• 73,223,232
Nursery flowers • • 41,137 

" 148 
Tomatoes •• 41,73~124 

Carriers ••• ~ • ~. ~ •• 47 
Carrots •• l1~,117,185,223 
Chickweed • • • • • .".... ..3 J1~ 
Chlordane ... 254,264,276,280,
 

284, 29J.., 303 ,J93 .
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CIPC••• ' .' •• 47,91,100,117,120; 
124,137,146,148,154,185,223, 

232 
Used on: 

Nursery stock and flowers •• 
137,146,148,154

, 'Onions • • • •• 91,100 
Tomatoes • • • • .'. • 124 

CMU,(Monuron). • • • • • • • • 6 

Combinations •• 23,41,73,100,177, 
191,203,243,249,312,393,415 

Corn,fie1d •• 235J237!238,242,366, 
, 309 3~2 

crabgrass •• 17,50,78t94,lg0,215!2~8, 
243,247,264,268,276,280,2~4 
2g9~294,298,303,382,393 

Cranberries'. .'. • • • • • • 167 

Dacthol (DAC893) ••• 23,48155, 
78,91,1~7,111i117,120,14ti,l00, 
185,191,203,2 2,223,232,235, 
26412~$,276,280,284J294t296, 
303,393. 

Dalapon •• 29,46.137,177,180,182, 
191,203,249,315,319,369,385

Used on: 
Apples •••••••••• 177 
Birdsfoot trefoil • • •• 249 

. -Corn, field • • •• • • • ' 369 
Potatoes • • 180,182 203 
Quackgrass • 29,315,3i9,369,385 
Nursery and ornamentals • .137 

Dinitro (DNOSBP) 111,120,124,
 
135,146',;148,154,180,191,203,
 
212,223,243,247,359,382

Used on: ' 

Alfalfa • • • • • •• 359 
Gorn;field • • • • • • 382 
Corn,sweet ••• 111,191,212
Potatoes. •• 180,203 
Soybeans.. 243,247
Nursery & flowers. 135,146, 

148,154
. 'Vegetable crops •• 111,120,

1:24 223
 
Diurom•• 148,154,191,2i2


Used on: 
Ornamentals and flowers.148,154 
Sweet corn • •• 191,212 

Dormancy • • • • • • • • • • 376 
Emulsions (invert). • • •• 450
Endothal • 85,111,223,481,532,558, 

", , . 560,563 568 
Fa1one•• 23,180,i82,191,203 
Fenac •• 120,212,235,315,319,366,369, 

378,382,385,568 
Environmental factors •• 5,41,58,100 
Equipment•• 445,454,459,493,499,5 06, 

518 
Fenuron. ~ • 359,436
Ferns ••••••••• ' •••• -167' 
Fish management•• 481,485,542,555, 

- . 560 ,
Foxtail •• 50,69 ..78,94,203,238,243, 

247,298,341,350
Gamemanagement. • • • • • • • .485 
Granular formulation •• 5J41,47,48, 

55,58,125,135,137,14 0 • 148,160, 
180,235,237,238,242,208,280,
284 , 294 ,393,410, 536, 539 , 546

Gladiolus ••••••••••• 135 
Growth Inhibitors. • 329,341 
Hercules •• 2).55,71,74,42,75,107,

120,223,235,315 ' 
Hickory • • • • • • • 424,501 ' 
Highway •• 434,437,438,440;446,452
Horse Nettle. 336 337,356,359 . 
Karsil (Niagana 4562) •• 117,160, 

185,223 ' 
Lambs Quarters.-78,94!111,191,203, 

215,238,243,247,3~2 
Legumes. • • • • • • • • • • • .69 
Lettuce •••••• 73,223
Locust • • • • • • • • • •• • 418 
Maleic Hydrazide •• 167,452,457
Metabolism • • • • • • • • • • .6 
Mode of Action ••••• ' ••• 69 
Monuron•••• , •••• 6,215 
Milfoil (Eurasian) ••• -549,566
Maple • • • • •• • ·501,516 
Mulch. • • • • • • .' .. • • • • 148 
Mylone • • • • • • • .'. .'. • ,130 
Neburon. • 78,124,146,212,249,359

Used on: 
Alfalfa • • • • • • • • 359 
Birdsfoot trefoil. • • 249 
Ornamentals • • • • • • 146 
Tomatoes ••••• ' 78,-124 . 

NewHerbicides •• 23.50,69,88,130, 
223,298.315 
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Niagara -

Casarone {N5996)•• 23,107,120,130
160,212,284

. Dicryl (N4556) 23,111,117,223,232 
Karsil (N4562) 117,160,185,223 
Solan (N4512) 78,111,117,124,125,

203 ' 
Nursery stock ... 41,137;146;148,174 
Nutgrass •• 46,50;54,238,247,334,391 
Oaks,mixed •• 410,424 
Oaks,5hestnut. • ••• 501,516 
Oaks;Red. • • • • •• 501,516 
Oaks,White •••••• 501,516 
Oats • • • • -. .. • .. • • • • • 359 
Onions •• 91,94,100,223
Ornamentals • • • • • • • • • • 41 
Pellet Formulation • • • • • • • 410 
Peppers • • • • • • • • • • • • 69 
Perennial flowers. • • • • • • • 154 
Petunias • • • • • • - • -. • • • 130 
Phenoxyacetic acid,2,4,dichlor 

6,212,235,23 8,24 21303,359,362,382,396,402,410,5u6,518,539,546
Used on:
 

Alfalfa ••• 359,362,382
 
Aquatics •• 539,546,551J568

Brush •• 402,410,440,500,518
Corn,field •• 235,238,242,382 
Highway 431,434,438,446 
Maple ••••• 511,518 
Oaks•••••• 511,518
Turf • • • .. .. • • • • • • 303 

Phenoxyacetic 2,4,5-trich1oro •
 
183;396;402,431,434,438,446,
 
499,506,518,546
 

Used on: 
Apples • • • • • • • • •.•• 183 
Aquatics •••••• '506,518,546 
Brush •• 402,446,499,506,518
Conifers. • • 511;518' 
HighwaYs. • 431,434,438,446' 
Maple ••••••••• 511,518
Oak••••••••••• 511,518 

Fhenoxy butyric acid. • • 357,359
Phenoxyethyl sulfate sodium
 

2,4 dichloro and derivatives.146
 
(se son- ) . .... 

Phenyl-acetic acid (F nac)
120;212;235,315.31~,366,369,378, 
3$2,385,568 

Pine •••• - •••••••• 493' 
Pigweed •• 69,1$,94,111,191,203,215, 

238:243,247,382
Poison Ivy ••••••• 183,438 
Pollen • • • • • • • .. • .. • • 464 
Potable water • • 470,476,481 
Potassium cyanate •• ' •• ' •••• 91 
Potatoes ••• 54,55,180,182,203 
Pre-planting •••••• 107,120 
Propionic acid 

2,4,5trichloro phenoxy and ' 
deriv.(si1vex) 23,183,357,359, 

378,396
Used on: 

Apples • • • • • • • ~ • 183 
Public Health •• -464,470,476,481 
Purslane • • 50,94,111,215'
Quackgrass .'. 29,50,137,312,315,31<;

329,366,369,385' - 
Ragweed •• 9894,238,243,241,359,4c
Randox-T•• 94,160!180,212,223,235, 

236,382
Residues ••• ' •• - •• ' •• ' ••• 17C 
Silvex •• 472,508,530,545,568 
S-triazines.'. 23,120,131,185,191, 

203;223,232,369,415
2-chloro-4-ethy1amino- 6 
iso.propylamino-s(atrazine}· 

5,6i46,111,137,14g,154,174,18~: 
212;215;238,312;315;319,334, 
369,378,382,385,391,415,533 

2-methoxY-4,6-bis isopropy1amino 
-~(Propazine). • •••• 120 

2-chloro-4,6-bis'ethylamino-s ' 
(simazine) 61.11,124,125,131, 
146,148;154,160;174,177,182; 
212;215,423;235;312,319,369, 
376,382,385,415,568 
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2-ch1oro-4,6-bis ethyalmino-s
Used on: 

Asparagus • • • • • • • • 215 
Corn,fie1d. • 235,369,382 
Aquatics • • .'. • • .'. • 533 
Corn,sweet 111,212,223,568 
Ornamentals' & flowers -137,146

148,154,174 . . 
Orchards. • • • • • • • • 177 
Potatoe s. • • .;. • • • • 182 
Quackgrass 312,319,385 
Strawberries ••••• ". 160 
Tomatoes • • • • • 124,125 

Smartweed • • • • • • 94,111
 
Soybeans •••••••• 243,2~7
 
Soil Incorporation ••• ~1,4? ,231
 
Solan (Niagara"4512), 78,111,117,


124,125,203' .
 
Spinach ••• 41,223,58,73

Squash • • , • • • , •.•• • • 185
 
Stauffer Ana1oges' - 23,55'


R 1607 • 50 191,203,237,334 . 
R 2061 85,88,107,120,191,203,237

334,385' .
 
Spurge •••• 376,378

Sterilization • • • • •• 415
 
Strawberries • • • • • .. • • 160
 
TeA••••• • • • ;. 85,415
 
Tomato~s .'. 69,73;78,107,124J125

Turf •• 17,254,258,264,268,270,280
 

284,289,294,296

Translocation • • • • • • • • • 46
 
Urab • • • • • • • • • • • • 410
 
Urban. Programs •••• , • ~ • 17
 
Vapam, , • • • • • •• • • • .. 130
 
Vine Crops • • • • • • • 41,185
 
Vine Killers ••••• ', .'. 56
 
Wa.ter Quality. • 470,476,481,546

Weed Competition. • • • • • • 362 
Wetting Agents .... ," ••• ;. 29

Zytron' (D-1329) 23,78;85,111!117,
 

120,148,180,185,~23,~43,25~,' 
264,268,276,280,284,294,298, 

303,393 




